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Preface 

Alzheimer's  disease is  the  most  common  cause  of  senile  dementia.  Since 
the  discovery  in 1984 of  the  amyloid  P-peptide  (AP)  as  the  core  protein  of  the 
senile  plaques  present in the  brains of Alzheimer's disease  sufferers,  an  immense 
amount  of  research has gone  into  mapping  out  the  molecular  basis  of  this 
debilitating  disease. 

The  aim of Alzheimer's  Disease:  Methods  and  Protocols is to bring together 
the  main  biochemical,  cell  biological,  and  molecular  biological  techniques 
and  approaches  that  are  being  used  to  investigate  the  molecular  basis  of 
Alzheimer's  disease.  This  volume  begins  with  chapters  of  an  introductory/ 
review  nature.  Chapter 1 provides  a  historical  introduction  to  Alzheimer's  dis- 
ease  with  particular  emphasis  on  the  central  role  played  by AP and  its rela- 
tion  to  tau.  Chapter 2 examines  the  genetics  underlying  this  neurodegenerative 
disease,  covering  the  amyloid  precursor  protein,  apolipoprotein E, and  the 
presenilins.  Chapter 3 presents  an  overview  of  currently  available  therapeutic 
agents  and  prospects  for  drugs  of  the  future. 

The remaining chapters, as with other volumes in the Methods in Molecular 
Medicine series,  deal  with  individual  (or  a  small  group  of  closely  related)  tech- 
niques  that  are  currently  being used to  further  our  understanding  of  the  molecu- 
lar  basis  of  Alzheimer's  disease.  Chapters 4 to 18 provide  details  of  many 
methodologies  used to  study  the  function,  posttranslational  processing,  and 
proteolytic  cleavage  of  the  amyloid  precursor  protein,  including  the  genera- 
tion  and  characterization  of  antibodies  against  the  p-secretase  cleavage  site, 
and  the  use  of  reporter  constructs  and  other  techniques  to  characterize  the a-, 
P-, and y-secretases. Also  included  are  methods  used  to  distinguish  between 
A&,, and AP,,2and approaches to  assess  the  function  and  degradation  of AP. 
Chapters 19 to 24 cover  techniques  that  are  being  used  to  determine  the  struc- 
ture  and  function  of  the  presenilins,  including  determination  of  their  normal 
and  apoptotic  cleavage,  phosphorylation,  and  interaction  with  other  proteins. 
Finally,  Chapters 25 to 27 focus  on  the  tau  protein,  in  particular  the  phos- 
phorylation  of  tau  and  the  generation  and  use of antibodies  recognizing 
hyperphosphorylated  tau. 

V 
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I would  like to thank  all  the  authors  for  their  scholarly  contributions  and 
apologize  to  them  for  editorial  changes  in  the  interests  of  consistency  and 
clarity. 

Nigel M. Hooper 
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Introduction to Alzheimer’s  Disease 

David Allsop 

1. Introduction 
In 1907, Alois  Alzheimer  published an account ( I )  of a  51-year-old female 

patient,  Auguste D., who  suffered from  strong  feelings of jealousy  towards  her 
husband,  increased  memory  impairment,  disorientation,  hallucinations,  and 
often  loud  and  aggressive  behavior.  After  four  and  a  half  years of rapidly  dete- 
riorating  mental  illness,  Auguste  D  died  in  a  completely  demented  state.  Post- 
mortem  histological  analysis of her  brain  using  the  Bielschowsky  silver 
technique  revealed  dense  bundles of unusual  fibrils  within  nerve  cells  (neu- 
rofibrillary  tangles  or NFTs) and  numerous  focal  lesions within  the  cerebral 
cortex,  subsequently  named  “senile plaques’’ by Simchowicz (2) (Fig. 1). This 
combination of progressive  presenile  dementia  with  senile  plaques  and  neu- 
rofibrillary  tangles  came  to  be  known  as  Alzheimer’s  disease  (AD),  a  term  that 
was  later  broadened  to  include  senile  forms of dementia  with  similar neuro- 
pathological  findings.  It  was  Divry (3) who  first  demonstrated  the  presence of 
amyloid  at  the  center of the  senile  plaque,  by  means of Congo red  staining.  All 
amyloid  deposits  were  originally  thought  to  be  starch-like  in  nature  (hence  the 
name), but it  is now apparent  that  they  are  formed  from  a  variety of different 
peptides  and  proteins  (the  latest  count  being 18). All amyloid  share  the  prop- 
erty of a  characteristic  birefringence  under  polarized  light  after  staining  with 
Congo red  dye,  which  is  due  to  the  presence of well-ordered  10  nm  fibrils.  The 
underlying  protein  component of these  fibrils  invariably  adopts  predominantly 
an  antiparallel  P-pleated  sheet  configuration.  Ultrastructural  observations  have 
confirmed  that  the  core of the  senile  plaque  consists of large  numbers of 
closely-packed,  radiating  fibrils,  similar  in  appearance  to  those  seen in other 
forms of amyloidosis (43, and  have  also  revealed  the  presence of paired  heli- 
cal  filaments  (PHFs)  within  the NFTs (6). However, it  took  more than 50 yr 
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Fig. 1. (A) Neurofibrillary  tangle  (Palmgren  silver  technique). 

from Divry’s original  observation  to  determine  the  precise  chemical  nature of 
the  senile  plaque  amyloid.  Many  neuropathologists  have  regarded  this  amyloid 
as  a  “tombstone”  (an  inert  bystander) of AD. However, the  advent of molecular 
genetics  has  finally  and  firmly  established  the  central  role of amyloid  in  the 
pathogenesis of the  disease,  although  this  is  still  disputed by some workers in 
the  field.  This  introductory  chapter  is  written  in  support of what  has  become 
known as the  “amyloid  cascade” hypothesis. 

2. Chemical  Nature of Cerebral Amyloid and PHFs 
The  first  attempts  to  determine  the  chemical  nature of senile  plaque  amyloid 

were based on  immunohistochemical  methods, which,  not  surprisingly, gave 
unequivocal  results. A method  for  the  isolation of senile  plaque  amyloid  “cores” 
from  frozen  post-mortem  brain  was  first  reported  in  1983 (7), and around  the 
same  time  methods  were  also  developed  for  the  isolation of PHFs (8). The 
unusual  amino  acid  composition of the  senile  plaque  core  protein  clearly 
excluded  forms of amyloid  known at  the  time (e.g., AA, AL types)  as  major 
components of the  plaque  core (7). In  1984,  a  4-kDa  protein,  termed  “P-protein,” 
now commonly  referred  to  as  AP,  was  isolated  from  amyloid-laden  meningeal 
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Fig. 1. (B) Senile plaque  (Anti-AP  immunohistochemistry,  monoclonal  antibody 
1G10/2/3, ref. 11). Magnification for both x1 100. 

blood vessels  (a  frequent concomitant of AD),  and  its N-terminal amino  acid 
sequence was determined  to  be  unique (9). Antibodies  raised  to  synthetic  pep- 
tides  corresponding  to various fragments of AP  were  found  to  react with  both 
senile  plaque (Fig. 1B) and  cerebrovascular  amyloid  in  brains  from  patients 
with  AD ( I O J I ) ,  and  immunogold  labeling  studies  showed  that  the  amyloid 
fibrils  were  decorated  with  gold  particles (12). It  was soon  recognized  that 
synthetic  AP  peptides  will  assemble  spontaneously  into  fibrils  closely  resem- 
bling  those  seen  in  AD (13). These  observations  clearly  demonstrated  that  AP 
is an  essential  and  integral  component of the  Alzheimer  amyloid  fibril. 

The  chemical  nature of PHFs  remained  in  dispute  for  some  time  after  the 
discovery of AP,  until  evidence  for  the  microtubule-associated  protein tau as 
the  principal  constituent of PHFs  became  overwhelming (14-17). The  demon- 
stration  that  structures  closely  resembling  PHFs  could  be  assembled in vitro 
from tau  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  that  tau  is  an  integral  component 
of the  PHF (18). There  are  six  major  isoforms of human  tau (see Fig. 2) derived 
by  alternative  mRNA  splicing  from  a  single  gene  on  human  chromosome 17. 
Alternative  splicing of exon 10 gives  rise  to  3-repeat  and  4-repeat  forms, which 
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic  representation of the  major  isoforms of human tau. 

refers  to  the  number of microtubule-binding  units.  All  six of these  tau  isoforms 
are  expressed  in  the  adult  brain,  but  only  the  shortest  isoform  (tau-352)  is 
expressed  in  the  fetal  brain. Tau can  be  phosphorylated  at  multiple  sites,  and 
tau from  the  fetal  brain  is  more heavily phosphorylated than  tau from  the  adult 
brain. Tau protein  extracted  from  PHFs  (PHF-tau)  was  found  to  contain  all of 
the  six  major  isoforms (19). NFTs in AD are composed  predominantly of tau  in 
the  form of PHFs, but  a  minority of pathological  tau  can  also  exist  in  the  form 
of so-called  “straight”  filaments.  Intraneuronal  filamentous  inclusions  in  other 
neurodegenerative  diseases (e.g., progressive  supranuclear  palsy)  can  be  com- 
posed  almost  entirely of straight  filaments.  The  studies of Goedert  and  cowork- 
ers (18) on  the  in  vitro  assembly of filamentous  structures  from  different tau 
isoforms  suggest  that  PHFs  and  straight  filaments are formed  from  3-repeat 
and  4-repeat  forms of tau,  respectively. 

Numerous  studies  (reviewed  in ref. 20) using  antibodies  specific  for  par- 
ticular  phosphorylation-dependent  epitopes  demonstrated  that  PHF-tau  appears 
to  be  abnormally  hyperphosphorylated (i.e., more  heavily  phosphorylated 
than  fetal  tau,  and  at  additional  unique  sites  in  the  molecule).  It  later  became 
apparent  that  the  abnormal  hyperphosphorylation of tau in AD may  have  been 
overemphasized  in  these  studies.  Some of the  supposed AD-specific phospho- 
rylation  sites  on tau have  now  be  seen  in  living  neurons.  In  particular,  analysis 
of human  biopsy  tissue  has  suggested  that tau protein  is  more  highly  phospho- 
rylated  than  previously  thought  in  living  brain,  due  to  a  rapid (1-2 h)  postmor- 
tem  dephosphorylation (21). This has  led  to  the  conclusion  that  there  may be a 
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Fig. 3. Structure of APP, showing  some of  the major  functional  domains. 

deficiency  (or  inhibition) of phosphatase  activity  in  brains  from  patients with 
AD (21). However, on  balance,  it  is  clear  that  abnormal  aggregates of tau in  a 
highly  phosphorylated  state  are a hallmark of AD pathology, and  it  remains 
likely  that  tau  phosphorylation  plays  a  role  in NIT formation.  Levels of phos- 
phorylated  tau  are  significantly  higher in fresh  lumbar  puncture  samples of 
cerebrospinal  fluid  taken  from AD patients  than  in  similar  samples  from  age- 
matched  controls (22). Furthermore,  a  number of studies  have now shown  that 
fibrillized  forms of AP can  induce tau phosphorylation  in  vitro  and in vivo. 
This  reinforces  the  possibility of a  direct  link  between  amyloid  deposition  and 
tau  phosphorylation  (considered  further  below). 

3. The Amyloid  Precursor  Protein (APP) 
The  amino  acid  sequence of the AD peptide  was  used  by  Kang  et  al. (23) to 

identify  from  a  fetal  brain  cDNA  library  a  full-length  clone  that  encoded  AP  as 
part of a  much  larger 695  amino  acid  precursor (APPsg5). This  precursor  was 
predicted  to  contain  a  single  membrane-spanning  domain  towards  its  carboxyl- 
terminal  end,  with  the  sequence of the  AP  peptide  commencing  at  amino  acid 
residue  597  and  terminating  part way through  the  membrane-spanning  region 
(see Fig. 3). Subsequently,  a  number of slightly  longer  cDNA  clones  were 
isolated  by  other  workers.  The  751  amino  acid  APP  sequence (APP7S1) 
described by Ponte  et al. (24) contained  an  additional 56  amino  acid  insert 
encoding a  Kunitz-type  serine  proteinase  inhibitor (KPI). Kitaguchi  et  al. (25) 
identified  another  precursor (APP770) with  both  the KPI sequence  and  an 
additional  19  amino  acid  insert.  These  isoforms of APP  arise  as  a  result of 
alternative  splicing of exons 7  and 8 during  transcription of the  APP  gene. 
Additional  isoforms  generated by alternative  splicing of exon 15  have  also  been 
described (26). It  is  not  clear if all of these  various  isoforms of APP can  give 
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Fig. 4. Ap region of APP, showing  the  pathogenic APP mutations and the a-, p-, 
and  y-secretase  cleavage  sites. 

rise  to  amyloid  in  the  brain.  DeSauvage  and  Octave (27) have  also  found  a 
smaller APP mRNA variant (APP-593) lacking  the AP coding region. 

4. Proteolytic Processing of APP 
Following  discovery of the  full-length APP cDNA  clone,  numerous  studies 

were undertaken  to  detect  the APP protein  in  cells  and  tissues.  Full-length, 
membrane-bound  forms of APP were  readily  detected by Western blotting,  and 
it  soon  became  apparent  that  a  large,  soluble, N-terminal fragment of APP 
(sAPPa) is  released by the  action of a  putative  “a-secretase”  into  conditioned 
tissue  culture  medium,  cerebrospinal  fluid,  serum,  and  tissues  such  as  brain 
(see Fig. 4). Esch  et  al. (28) and  Anderson  et al. (29) showed  that  this  was  due 
to  cleavage of APP at  the Lys16-Leu17 bond in the  middle of the AP sequence, 
which  would  preclude  formation of the  intact AP peptide.  This  led  to  specula- 
tion  that  the  production of AP from APP must  be  a  purely  pathological  event 
(30). However, it  soon  became  apparent  that  C-terminally truncated forms of 
secreted APP completely  lacking AP immunoreactivity could  also be  detected 
(31,32), along with  C-terminal  membrane-associated fragments of APP appar- 
ently  containing  the  entire Ap sequence (33). Seubert  et  al. (32) demonstrated 
the  existence of a  form of secreted APP (sAPPP) that  terminates  at  the  Met596 
residue  immediately prior  to  the N  terminus of the AP sequence.  This  was  dem- 
onstrated by means of a specific  monoclonal  antibody (termed “92”) to  resi- 
dues 591-596 of APP6g5, the  reaction of which  depended  on  the  presence of the 
free  carboxyl-terminal Met596. These  observations  suggested  the  presence of 
an  alternative  “p-secretase”  activity  that  cleaves APP to  release  the  N  terminus 
of the AP peptide. The  detection of AP itself  in  culture  medium from  cells,  and 
in body fluids (cerebrospinal fluid, blood, urine) from normal individuals (34-37), 
showed that this peptide is, in fact, a product of the normal metabolism of APP. 
These  findings  also  inferred  the  action of a  third  “y-secretase”  activity  that  acts 
within  the membrane-spanning  domain of APP to  produce  the  C-terminus of 
AP. The  detection of “short”  (predominantly AP40) and  “long”  (predominantly 
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Ap42)  forms of Ap (see, e.g., ref. 38) was  also  important,  given  later  data  on 
the  effects of familial AD mutations  on  APP  processing.  The  AP  peptide  may 
be physiologically  active  in  brain, as in its  soluble  form  it  has  weak  neurotrophic 
properties (see below). 

The  identity of the a-, p-, and y-secretases is unknown,  although  it  is  likely 
that  a-secretase  is  a  zinc  metalloproteinase (39). There are numerous  reports 
claiming  identification of p-secretase  and  fewer  reports  claiming  the  identifi- 
cation of y-secretase,  but  in  no  case  for  the  various  candidates  in  the 
litreature  is  there  strong  evidence  that  they  are  actually p- or y-secretase. 
As  far as p-secretase is concerned,  the  multicatalytic  proteinase or “proteasome” 
has  been  implicated (40), as  have  several  chymotrypsin-like  serine  protein- 
ases (41-43). The  metallopeptidase  thimet  has  been  proposed (&), but has 
always  been an  unlikely  candidate,  as  it seems not  to  tolerate  large  substrates 
such  as APP, and  can now be  discounted (45). Cathepsin D (an  aspartyl  pro- 
teinase)  has  received  considerable  attention  as  a  potential  p-secretase  due  to  its 
ability  to  cleave  peptide  substrates  containing  the  APP  Swedish  mutant  se- 
quence at  a  much  faster  rate  than  the  normal sequence (46). However, the  fact 
that  cathepsin D knockout  mice  still  produce Ab (47) indicates  that  this  en- 
zyme  cannot  be  p-secretase. 

A  number of small  peptide  aldehydes of the  type  known  to  inhibit  both  cys- 
teine  and  serine  proteinases  have  been  shown  to  inhibit Ab formation  from 
cultured  cells,  probably  through  inhibition of the  y-secretase  pathway (48-51). 
The activity of these  compounds  as  inhibitors of y-secretase  cleavage  has been 
shown  to  correlate  with  their  potency  as  inhibitors of the  chymotrypsin-like 
activity of the  proteasome,  suggesting  that  the  latter  may  be  involved,  either 
directly  or  indirectly,  in  the y-secretase  cleavage  event (52). Further  candidates 
for  y-secretase  include  prolyl endopeptidase (53), and  cathepsin D (54). 

In  the  case of y-secretase,  there is  the  additional  complication  that  there  may 
be  separate  enzymes  responsible  for  the  generation of Ap40  and  Ap42 (5031): 
APP  is  synthesized  in  the  rough  endoplasmic  reticulum,  and  follows  the con- 
ventional  secretory  pathway  through  the  Golgi  apparatus  where  it  is  tyrosyl 
sulfated  and  sialylated (53 ,  and  then  to  secretory  vesicles and  the  cell  surface. 
Studies  on  the  subcellular  compartments  where  the a-, p-, and  y-secretase 
cleavages  take  place  are  complicated  by  the  fact  that  the  sites of processing 
may  well be  different  in  neuronal  and  nonneuronal  cells,  and  also  the  fact  that 
many  published  data  were  obtained  using  APP-transfected  cells  where  the 
overexpressed  APP  could  be  forced  into  a  nonphysiological  compartment.  Cur- 
rent  evidence  suggests  that  in  differentiated  neuronal  cells  the  formation of 
Ap40 occurs  in  the  trans-Golgi  network,  whereas  Ap42  is  synthesized  at  an 
earlier  point  en  route  to  the  cell  surface  within  the  endoplasmic  reticulum (56). 
This  finding  that  Ab40  and  Ap42  appear  to  be  formed  in  different  subcellular 
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compartments has  strengthened  the  possibility  that  they  may  be  derived by 
different  y-secretases. However, an  alternative  possibility  is  that  the  intracellu- 
lar  membranes  at  the  sites of production of Ab40  and  Ab42 by the  same 
y-secretase  are  slightly  different  thicknesses (56). 

5. Aggregated  Forms of AP Show Neurotoxic Properties 
Whitson  et al. (57,58) first  reported  that  AP  has  mild  neurotrophic  effects  in 

vitro,  and Yankner et al. (59) showed  that  AP  can  also  have  neurotoxic  proper- 
ties.  Initial  difficulties  in  reproducing  these  findings  in  other  laboratories  were 
largely  resolved  when  it was realized  that  the  physiological  properties of AP  are 
critically  dependent  on  its  state of aggregation.  Freshly  dissolved,  soluble  pep- 
tide appeared to promote neuronal survival, whereas peptide  that had been  “aged” 
for  >24  h  (and was therefore  in  an  aggregated,  fibrillar  form)  showed  neurotoxic 
properties (60). The precise  mechanism by which  aggregated AP  causes neu- 
ronal  degeneration in vitro  is  unclear, but the  effect is likely  to be  due  to  disrup- 
tion of Ca2+  homeostasis  and  induction of oxidative  free  radical  damage.  Also, 
AP  can  induce apoptosis  or  necrosis, depending  on  the concentration of AP  and 
the  cell  type  under  investigation.  There  is  still  no  clear  evidence  that  this  toxic- 
ity  is  mediated  via  an  initial  binding  between  AP  and  a  membrane-bound  recep- 
tor, although  the “RAGE’ (receptor  for  advanced  glycation  end  products)  has 
been  suggested  to be involved (61). The identity of the  precise  molecular form 
of AP  responsible  for  its  cytotoxic  effects  is  unclear,  with  both  mature  fibrils 
(62) and  dimers (63) being  implicated. The  identification of a  protofibrillar 
intermediate in P-amyloid fibril  formation may shed  light  on this matter (62,64). 
There  is  also  considerable  debate  concerning  the relevance of these  observa- 
tions  to  the  actual  process of neurodegeneration  in  the  brains of patients  with 
AD. Yankner has  recently  provided compelling evidence  that  AP  also  shows 
neurotoxic  properties  in  vivo  when  injected  into  the  brains of aged  primates 
(65). This  effect  was not found with younger  animals,  suggesting  that  the  aged 
brain may be particularly  vulnerable  to Ab-mediated neurotoxicity.  This very 
important  finding  also  casts  doubt  on  the  relevance of many of the  in  vitro 
AP-induced  models of toxicity. 

It  has  also  become  increasingly  apparent  that  the in vivo  aggregation of AD 
probably  precipitates a chronic  and  destructive  inflammatory  process  in 
the brain (66). Activation of both  microglia  and  astrocytes  occurs  in  the  imme- 
diate  vicinity of senile  plaques  in  the  brains of AD patients.  These  two  cell 
types  are  the  primary  mediators of inflammation  in  the CNS, through  the  pro- 
duction of a  wide  range of proinflammatory  molecules  such  as  complement, 
cytokines,  and  acute-phase  proteins.  Because  APP  synthesis  is  upregulated by 
interleukins such as L-1, this is likely to  lead  to  a vicious cycle whereby amyloid 
deposits  stimulate  microglial  activation  and  cytokine  production,  leading  to 
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even higher  expression of APP (66), with  the whole  process  culminating  in  the 
degeneration of neuronal  cells,  possibly  via  the  production of free  radicals  by 
activated  microglia,  or  by  complement  lysis of neuronal  membranes.  The  initi- 
ating  event  in  this  process  may  be  the  AP-mediated  activation of complement 
(67,68), or  the  binding of AP peptide  to  microglia  via  scavenger (69,70) or 
RAGE  receptors (61). 

6.The Normal Functions of APP 
Many  potential  functions  have  been  ascribed  to  either  full-length  or  secreted 

APP, including  protease  inhibition,  membrane  receptor  (possibly  Go  coupled), 
cell  adhesion  molecule,  regulation of neurite  outgrowth,  promotion of cell  sur- 
vival,  protection  against  a  variety of neurotoxic  insults,  stimulation of 
synaptogenesis, and modulation of synaptic  plasticity (see ref. 71 for  a  recent 
review). 

Kang  et  al. (23) originally  pointed  out  similarities  between  full-length APP 
and  cell-surface  receptors.  This  idea  has  received  some  support  from  the  find- 
ing  that  the  cytoplasmic  domain of APP can  catalyze  guanosine  triphosphate 
(GTP)  exchange with Go suggesting  that APP might  function as a  Go-coupled 
receptor (72). However, this  finding  remains  to  be  confirmed by others. If this 
finding is true,  the  activating  ligand is  unknown,  but APP is  clearly  not  a con- 
ventional  7-transmembrane  G  protein-coupled receptor. 

The  secreted  form of APP containing  the  (KPI)  insert  was  found  some  time 
ago  to  be  identical  to  protease nexin 11, a  growth  regulatory molecule  produced 
by fibroblasts (73). Protease  nexin I1 is an  inhibitor of serine  proteinases, 
including  factor  XIa of the  blood  clotting cascade (74). APP has  also  been 
found  to  inhibit  the  matrix  metalloproteinase  gelatinase A (75), possibly 
through  a  small  homologous motif  between  residues  407-417 of APP-695 and 
C y ~ ~ - C y s * ~  of tissue  inhibitor of matrix  metalloproteinases (TIMP) (76). 

Several  studies  have  suggested  that APP functions  as  an  adhesion  molecule, 
promoting  cell-cell  or  cell-extracellular  matrix  interactions (71). APP has at 
least  one  high-affinity  heparin-binding  site (771, a  collagen-binding  site (78), 
and  an  integrin-binding motif (amino  acid  sequence  RHDS  at  residues 5-8 of 
AD (79) and  has  been  shown  to  bind  to  laminin,  collagen,  and  heparan  sulfate 
proteoglycans (80). 

A growth-promoting  effect of soluble APP has  been  shown  for  fibroblasts 
and  cultured  neurons,  and  this  activity  has  been  claimed  to  reside  in  the  amino 
acid  sequence  RERMS  at  residues 328-332 of APP695 (81,82). Synthetic 
R E M S  peptide  and  a  17-mer  peptide  containing  this  sequence  were  reported 
to  retain  the  neurotrophic  properties of soluble APP. In addition,  the  bioactivity 
of these  peptides  was  reversed  by  the  antagonist  peptide RMSQ, which  over- 
laps  the  active RERMS pentapeptide  at  the  C-terminal  end.  Specific  and  satu- 
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rable  binding  for  soluble  APP  and  the  17-mer  has  been  detected  on  a  rat  neu- 
ronal  cell  line  (B103)  after  heparinase  treatment (Kd = 20 nM) (83). Thus,  the 
beneficial  trophic  effects of soluble  APP  would  appear  to  be  mediated  via an 
unknown  membrane receptor. 

Soluble  APP  has  also  been  reported  to  be  neuroprotective (71), which  might 
explain  its  rapid  upregulation  in  response  to  heat  shock,  ischemia,  and 
neuronal injury.  Soluble APP  can  protect  against AD- or  glutamate-mediated 
neuronal  damage (84,85), and the 17-mer peptide mentioned previously has  been 
claimed  to  retain  these  properties.  Soluble  APP  or  the  17-mer  peptide  have  also 
been  reported  to  protect  against  neurological  damage  in  vivo (86,87). However, 
not  all of the  neurotrophic  and  neuroprotective  activities of soluble  APP  can  be 
attributed  to  the R E M S  pentapeptide  region  (88).  Soluble  APP  released  by 
cleavage  at  the  a-secretase  site  (sAPPa)  seems  to  be -100-fold more  potent 
than  SAPPP  in  protecting  hippocampal  neurons  against  excitotoxicity  or 
AP-mediated  toxicity (89). This  may  be  due  to  the  VHHQK  heparin-binding 
domain  (residues 12-16  of AP) which  is  present  on sAPPa but  not  sAPPP. 

7. The “Amyloid Cascade” Hypothesis 
The  relative  importance of senile  plaques  and  neurofibrillary  tangles  in AD 

has  been  the  subject of debate  ever  since  they  were  first  discovered.  Molecular 
genetic  analysis of early  onset  familial  AD  has  provided  powerful  evidence 
that  the  formation  and  aggregation of  AP in  the  brain  are  central  events in the 
pathogenesis of AD  and  some  forms of inherited  cerebrovascular  amyloidosis 
(CVA). This was  set  out  clearly  in  a  review  by  Hardy  and  Allsop  in  1991 (90). 
The  first  mutation  to  be  discovered  in  the  APP  gene  on  chromosome  21  was  the 
G1u22 Gln  (Dutch)  mutation  within  the  AP  sequence (91). Synthetic  AP  pep- 
tides  containing  this  mutation  were  shown  to  have  an  increased  propensity  to 
aggregate (92,93). This  is  a  common  theme  in  inherited  forms of amyloidosis, 
where  a  mutant  protein  or  peptide  is  particularly “amyloidogenic,” i.e., it has 
an  increased  tendency  to  form  antiparallel  P-pleated  sheet  fibrillar  structures. 
Subsequently,  some  families  with  early  onset AD were found  to have pathogenic 
mutations  at  position  642 of APP  (numbered  according  to  APP&,  resulting  in 
a  change  from Val to  Ile, Gly, or  Phe (94-96). These  mutations  were  all  shown 
to  result  in  an  increase  in the relative  amounts of long  AP42  compared  to  short 
AP40 (see ref. 97 for key references).  Because  synthetic AB42 aggregates  more 
readily  in  vitro  than  Ab40 (98), this  suggests  that  these  mutations  directly 
influence  amyloid  deposition,  in  this  case  by  diverting  the  proteolytic pro- 
cessing of APP  towards  the  production of the  longer,  more  amyloidogenic 
forms of AP.  The  development of specific  monoclonal  antibodies  for  determi- 
nation of these  different  length  forms of AP  has  been  crucial  in  providing 
experimental  support  for  these  effects.  The  Swedish  double  mutation (Lys5g5, 
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Fig. 5. Version of the  “amyloid  cascade”  stressing  the  central  role of AP  aggregation 
in the  pathogenesis of AD.  Note that  neurotoxic AP can  precipitate NFT formation, 
but in  FTDP-17  intracellular  aggregates  of  tau  can also be  induced  by  mutations  in 
the  tau gene. 

Met596+Asn,  Leu  on  the  immediate  N-terminal  side of AP)  results  in  secretion 
of larger  amounts of AP  in  total,  presumably  through  enhanced  cleavage  at  the 
p-secretase  site (99,100). Thus,  all of these  APP  mutations  seem  to  influence 
either  the  production  or  properties of AP,  and  because  some of these  APP 
mutations  give  rise  to  familial  AD  with  large  numbers of NFTs, this  suggests 
that  amyloid  deposition  precedes  and  precipitates  the  formation of NFTs in 
these  patients (i.e., a  cascade of events  including  NFT  formation  and  culminat- 
ing  in  neurodegeneration  and  dementia  is  initiated  by  the  formatiodaggrega- 
tion of AP - see Fig. 5). The  effects of the  Alaz1  Gly  mutation  (found  in  a 
Dutch  family  with  a  history of both CVA and  AD) are less  clear,  as AP  peptides 
incorporating  this  mutation  seem  to  have  a  reduced  propensity  to  aggregate 
(101), but  cells  transfected  with  this  mutant  form of APP  produce  more  AP 
than  cells  transfected  with  wild-type  APP (102). 

The  amyloid  cascade  hypothesis  predicted  that  all of the  other  undiscovered 
familial  AD  gene  mutations  would  also have effects  on M P  processing  and  AP 
formatiodaggregation.  Shortly  after  this  hypothesis  was  clearly  formulated, 
the  genes  responsible  for  the  majority of cases of familial  AD  were  found  to  be 
presenilin-l  (PS1)  on  chromosome 14 (103) and  presenilin-2  (PS2)  on  chro- 
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mosome  1 (104). These PS  mutations  were  also  shown  to  divert  APP  process- 
ing  towards  production of long AD42 compared to  short  AP40 (105,106). 

The  reasons  for  the  deposition of aggregated  forms of AP  in  the  brain  in 
late-onset  sporadic  AD  are  less  clear,  but  may  be  due  to  a  variety of factors 
including  increased  production of AP,  reduced  clearance of AP by  pro- 
teolytic  or  other  mechanisms,  or  induction of “pathological  chaperones” 
such  as  apolipoprotein E that  induce  the  aggregation of AP  into  insoluble 
fibrils. 

In  considering  the  amyloid  cascade  hypothesis,  it  is  important  to  realise  that 
the  amyloid  fibrils  themselves  do not  neccessarily  initiate  the  cascade of events 
that  ultimately  leads  to  neurodegeneration  and  dementia.  The  real  culprit  in 
AD  may  be  an  intermediate  aggregate  en  route  to  fibril  formation,  as  this is 
more  likely  to  show  neurotoxic  properties  (Ab  that  has  been  “aged”  for  several 
days  eventually  loses  its  neurotoxicity).  In  this  respect,  mature  amyloid  fibrils 
could  turn  out  to  be an  “inert tombstone.’’ What  is  clear  is  that  the  AP-peptide 
in  some  form  plays  a  seminal  role  in  the  pathogenesis of AD.  Indeed,  the  cul- 
pable  form of AP  need  not  be  extracellular.  Given  recent  data  on  the  intracel- 
lular  formation of AP42 (56), it  is  possible  that  AP  aggregation  begins  in  an 
intracellular  environment,  and  that  this  initiates  NFT  formation  and 
neurodegeneration. Whether  intracellular aggregates of AP can be regarded as 
“amyloid”  is  a  matter of semantics,  and  is  not  a  helpful  argument.  It  should 
also be borne  in  mind  that  alterations  in  APP  processing  can  affect  not  only  the 
synthesis  and  aggregation of AP,  but  also  production  of  the  potentially 
beneficial  and  protective  soluble APP. Thus,  lack of soluble  APP  could  also 
contribute  to  disease  pathology. 

8. Mutations in Tau Cause Inherited Frontotemporal Dementia 
An increased  interest  in tau and  neurodegeneration  has  arisen  through  the 

recent  identification of certain  families  with  a  mutation  in  the  tau  gene  leading 
to  an  inherited  form of dementia  called  “frontotemporal  dementia  and  Parkin- 
sonism  linked  to  chromosome  17”  or  FTDP-17 (107-109). This  condition 
occurs  between  the  ages of 45-65 yr, and  is  characterized  clinically  by  behav- 
ioral,  cognitive,  and  motor  disturbances.  At  postmortem,  patients  with  FTDP-17 
display  a  pronounced  frontotemporal  atrophy,  with  neuronal  loss,  gray  and 
white  matter  gliosis,  and  spongiform  changes.  Many  cases  also  have  inclusions 
within  neurons  that  react with antibodies  to  tau, but are  not  typical NFTs. 

The  human  tau  gene  contains  11  exons.  As  noted  previously,  the  alternative 
splicing of exon 10 generates  the  3-repeat  and  4-repeat  isoforms.  Hutton  et  al. 
(107) identified  three  missense  mutations  in  the  tau  gene,  namely,  Glyu2Val 
(within  exon g), Pro301Leu (within  exon  lo),  and Ar&06Trp (within  exon  13). 
Poorkaj  et  al. (108) identified  an  additional Va1339 Met  mutation  (within 
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exon  12).  The Pro301Leu mutation  within  exon 10 can  affect  4-repeat  tau only, 
whereas  the  other  mutations  can  affect  all of the  tau  isoforms.  Those  mutations 
within  the  3/4-repeat  region of  tau  (exons  9-12)  are  likely to  influence 
tau-microtubule  binding,  and  give  rise  to  tau-immunoreactive  inclusions  within 
neurons  that  are not  typical NFTs. On the  other  hand,  the Arg406Trp mutation 
in  exon  13  was  found  in a  family  diagnosed  with  progressive  supranuclear 
palsy, including  the  presence of typical  Alzheimer's-like  PHFs. 

Families  with  FTDP-17  have  also  been  identified  with  mutations  in  a  small 
cluster of nucleotides 13-16bp 3' of the  exon  10  splice  donor  site,  which  is 
postulated  to  be  part of a stem-loop structure  involved in the  alternative split- 
ing of exon 10 (107). The  latter  mutations  were  shown  to  result  in an  increase 
in  the  proportion of tau  mRNA encoding  the  4-repeat  forms.  These  mutations 
suggest  that  an  alteration  in  the  ratio of  3/4-repeat tau can  lead  to tau dysfunc- 
tion  and  neurodegeneration. 

What  is  clear  from  these  studies  is  that  tau  mutations  can  result  in 
neurodegenerative  disease,  but  they  do  not  give  rise  to  typical  AD,  unlike  the 
APP  and  PSl/PS2 mutations. The  amyloid  cascade  hypothesis  would  predict 
that  AP  aggregation  can  lead  to  tau  pathology,  but  not  vice  versa. So far,  this 
does  appear  to  be  the  case,  as tau mutations  do  not  produce  a  pathological 
picture  that  includes  the  presence of substantial  deposits of Ab.  The  presence 
of NFTs or  tau-derived  inclusions  in  a wide  range of neurodegenerative  condi- 
tions  (e.g.,  postencephalitic  Parkinsonism,  progressive  supranuclear  palsy, 
amyotrophic  lateral  sclerosis)  suggests  that NFT formation  is  a  relatively  non- 
specific  neuronal  response  to  a  variety of neurotoxic  insults,  one of which  is 
the  accumulation of Ab in  the  brain.  Mutations  in  the tau gene  can  lead  directly 
to  the  formation of pathological  tau  inclusions. 

9. Relation  Between  Amyloid  Deposition 
andTauPhosphorylation 

A  number of studies  have now shown  that  exposure of cells,  including  human 
primary  neuronal  cultures,  to  fibrillised  forms of P-amyloid  leads  to  tau 
phosphorylation (110-111). More recently,  these  studies  have  been expanded 
to  include  whole  animal  studies.  Geula  et  al. (65) have  reported  that  microin- 
jection of fibrillar  AP  into  aged  rhesus  monkey  cerebral  cortex  leads  to tau 
phosphorylation  at  sites Ser2'j2 and  Ser396/Sef'04,  as  detected  by  antibodies 
AP3 1 and  PHF-1.  Although  APP  transgenic  mice  are  reported  not  to  show 
full-blown NFTs, they do show  evidence of tau phosphorylation  in  the  vicinity 
of senile  plaques (112). All of these  observations  support  the  idea of a  direct 
link  between  amyloid  deposition and NFT formation  in  AD. If NFTs or  PHFs 
could  be induced in an APP  transgenic  mouse  (or  APP/PS  double  transgenic) 
then  this  would  provide  strong  confirmatory  evidence  for the  amyloid  cascade 
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hypothesis. So far, true PHFs have  not  been  observed  in  such  transgenic  mice, 
but  this  may  only be possible  in  mice  containing  the  human tau gene. 

Clearly,  as  explained  briefly  in  this  chapter,  our  understanding of the 
molecular  neuropathology  and  genetics of AD has  advanced  enormously  over 
the  last 20 years. In particular, the  central  role  played  by  amyloid Ab in  the 
pathogenesis of the  disease  has  been  highlighted.  This  book  details  many of the 
biochemical, cell biological, and  molecular biological techniques and  approaches 
that  have  made  this possible. Hopefully, the  next 20 years will see even more 
rapid  progress,  given  the  huge  amount of both  academic  and  pharmaceutical 
company  research  in  this  area  worldwide,  and  eventually  culminate  in  the 
successful  treatment of the disorder. 
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The  Genetics of Alzheimer’s  Disease 

Nick Brindle and  Peter  St.  George-Hyslop 

1. Introduction 
Since  the  first  description of Alzheimer’s  disease  (AD) at  the  beginning of 

the  century  until  relatively  recently,  it  was  customary  to  define  Alzheimer’s 
disease  as  occurring  in  the  presenium.  The  same  neuropathological  changes 
occurring  in  brains  over  the  age of 65 were  called  “senile  dementia.”  Because 
there  have  been  no  clinical  or  pathological  features  to  separate  the  two  groups, 
this  somewhat  arbitrary  distinction  has  been  abandoned.  Although  AD  is  cur- 
rently  considered  to  be  a  heterogeneous  disease,  the  most  consistent  risk  factor 
to  be  implicated  other than advancing  age  is  the  presence of a  positive  family 
history.  This  potential  genetic  vulnerability  to AD has  been  recognized  for some 
time. Some of the  earliest  evidence  suggestive of a  genetic  contribution  to  AD 
came  from Kallmann’s 1956 study ( I )  demonstrating  a  higher  concordance 
rate in monozygotic  twins  for  “parenchymatous  senile  dementia”  compared 
with  dizygotic  twins  and  siblings.  This  monozygotic  excess  has  been  confirmed 
in  studies  applying  more  rigorous  diagnostic  criteria  although  there  may  be 
widely  disparate  ages of onset  between  twins (2). The  most  convincing evi- 
dence  for  a  genetic  contribution  to  AD has come  form  the  study of pedigrees  in 
which  the  pattern of disease  segregation can  be  clearly  defined.  Thus,  the  aban- 
donment of the  early  and  late-onset  dichotomy  has  occurred  at  a  time  when,  at 
the  genetic  level,  important  differences  have  been  identified  through  the  dis- 
covery of specific  gene  defects in early  onset  cases 

2. Genetic  Epidemiology 
A  number of case  control  studies  have  reported  a  severalfold  increase in AD 

in  first  degree  relatives of affected probands  and  often  demonstrating  a  more 
pronounced  effect  in  early  onset  cases (3-10). Although  the  reported  risk var- 
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ies  between  studies van Duijn  et al. (IO) calculated  a  threefold  increase  in  the 
disease  in  first-degree  relatives  and  that  genetic  factors  could  play  a  part  in  at 
least  a  quarter of cases.  Familial  aggregation of both AD  and Down’s syn- 
drome  has  been  postulated  because of the  higher  frequency of presenile AD 
observed  in  relatives of Down’s  syndrome (11). Four  other  studies  have 
observed  a  significant  association  between  family  history of Down’s syndrome 
and AD (7,10,12,13), although  the  relationship  remains  controversial (14). A 
variety of patterns of inheritance of AD  have  been  implicated.  Some  have  sug- 
gested  that  all  cases  are  inherited  in  an  autosomal  dominant  fashion  with  age- 
dependent  penetrance (8,I5), whereas  others  have  proposed  a  more  complex 
interaction  between  genetic  and  environmental  processes (16). What  has 
become  apparent  is  that  there  are  a  minority of pedigrees,  principally  with  early 
onset  disease,  that  clearly  segregate AD as an autosomal  dominant  trait. 

Despite  epidemiological  and  genetic  studies  suggesting  familial  aggrega- 
tion  for  AD (FAD), genetic  studies of AD  and  other  late-onset  dementias  have 
a  number of inherent  problems. There  is  an  innate  inaccuracy of clinical  diag- 
nosis  to contend with  and  although  definite  diagnosis  requires autopsy confir- 
mation  this  may  also be  subject  to  interpretation.  In  addition,  there  are  a  number 
of factors  that  tend  to  underestimate  the  familiarity of AD. As  the  disease  is 
generally one of later  life,  individuals  who  are  genetically  predisposed  may  die 
of other  causes  prior  to  disease  development.  Individuals  may  be  examined 
before  an  age  at  which  they  would  be  likely  to  express  the  disease  and  affected 
relatives of AD  patients  will  usually  be  dead,  limiting  the  number of individu- 
als  in  whom  marker  genotyping  is  possible  for  linkage  analysis. 

3. Molecular Cloning and Alzheimer’s Disease 
The  evidence  that  has  unequivocally  defined  the  importance of genetic  fac- 

tors in at  least  a  proportion of cases  has  come  from  the  application of molecu- 
lar  cloning  techniques.  Stratification of these  affected  families  into  early-onset 
AD  (EOAD)  and  late-onset  AD  (LOAD)  depending  on  age  of  onset  before 
60-65 yr  has  simplified  genetic  analyzes  considerably.  This  dichotomy  has 
lead  to  the  identification of three  genes  that  when  mutated  cause  a  particularly 
aggressive  form of AD  that  may  present  as  early  as  the  third  decade.  In  addition 
possession of the ~4 allele of the  apolipoprotein  E  gene  (ApoE)  is  a  risk  factor 
for  both  the  sporadic and  late-onset  familial  forms of AD (see Table 1). 

Although  extremely  important,  the  group of patients  with  EOAD  and  a  spe- 
cific  gene  defect  is  small.  The  much  larger  group of late-onset  cases  is  likely  to 
be  etiologically  and  genetically  more  heterogeneous.  This  group  may  consist 
of a  mixture of dominantly  inherited  single-gene  effects,  polygenetic  effects 
and  other  environmental  influences. As  a  result of this  etiological  complexity, 
there are a  number of methodological  issues  in  specifying  the  pattern of trans- 
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Table 1 
Chromosomal Localization of AD Loci 

Locus  Localization  Gene  EarlyAate-onset 

FAD 1 21q21 APP EOAD 
FAD 2 19q13.2 ApoE LOAD/sporadic 
FAD 3 14q24.3 Presenilin 1 EOAD 
FAD 4 lq3 1-42 Presenilin 2 EOAD 

APP = amyloid  precursor  protein,  Apo E = apolipoprotein E; FAD = familial  AD; EOAD = 
early  onset  AD;  LOAD = late-onset AD. 

mission  and  the  precise  genetic  effects  in  families  with  apparent  late-onset  dis- 
ease.  For  instance,  the  incidence of AD  in  late  life  may  mean  that  the  clustering 
of AD  that  occurs  in  late-onset  families  may  be  due  to  nongenetic  factors. How- 
ever, in a  genomewide  search,  Pericak-Vance  et  al. (17) established  linkage  to 
markers  on  chromosomes  4,  6,  12,  and  20  in  late-onset  familial AD. The  best 
evidence  was  demonstrated  to a 30-centimorgan  region  on  chromosome 
12pll-12. Replication of linkage  to  this  region of chromosome  12 was  con- 
firmed  in  approximately half of the 53 late-onset  families  analyzed  by  Rogaeva 
et al. (It?), although  the  genetic  complexity of late-onset  disease  was  illustrated 
by  the  failure of Wu et  al. (19) to  demonstrate  chromosome  12  linkage  in  their 
data  set. 

4. Apolipoprotein E 
4.1. Genetic Epidemiology of Apolipoprotein E 

Apolipoprotein  E  (ApoE) is encoded by  a gene  on  chromosome  19q  within 
a  region  previously  associated  with  familial  late-onset  AD (20). Common  ApoE 
alleles  are  designated  by  e2, ~ 3 ,  and e4. The  three  isoforms  differ  in  the  pres- 
ence of cysteinehginine residues  in  the  receptor-binding  domain:  ApoE2, 
Cysl12  Cys 158;  ApoE3,  Cys  112  Arg158;  and  ApoE4,  Arg  112  Arg  158. 

An  association of the  ApoE ~4 allele  with  late-onset FAD was  first  reported 
by  Strittmater  et  al. (21). In  a  series of 243  people from 42 FAD families,  an 
eightfold  increase  in  risk of AD  was  associated  with  inheritance of two e4 alle- 
les.  Late-onset FAD patients  inherited  a  single ~4 allele  at  a  rate  three  times 
that of the  normal  population.  In  a  postmortem  series of sporadic  AD,  the  allele 
frequency of the  e4  allele  in  autopsy  confirmed  AD  patients  was  0.4  compared 
with  0.16 in  the  normal  control  population (22) (see Table 2 for  genotype  fre- 
quencies  reported  by  Saunders  et  al.).  This  relationship  between  ApoE ~4 and 
AD has been  confirmed  in  more  than 50 studies  conducted worldwide. Corder 
et  al. (23) demonstrated a dose  effect of the  inheritance of ApoE e4 on  the  age 
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Table 2 
Genotype  Frequencies  in Sporadic AD and Controls Reported 
by A. M. Saunders, et al. (22). 

Sporadic 
Alzheimer’s % Control  subjects % 

Apo E genotype 
414 

314 

313 

214 

213 

212 

% with 1 or 2 
e4 alleles 

% with  no 
e4 allele 

Allele frequency 
Apo E e4 
Apo E c3 
Apo E e2 

291176  17 

761176  43 

581176  33 

71176 4 

61176 3 

01176 0 

64 

36 

0.40 
0.56 
0.04 

352 
chromosomes 

219 1 2 

1919 1 21 

5219 1 57 

719 1 8 

1 019 1 11 

119 1 1 

31 

69 

0.16 
0.74 
0.10 

182 
chromosomes 

of onset  in FAD. Each  ApoE ~4 allele  inherited  increases  the  risk  and  decreases 
the  age of onset of the  disease.  The  inheritance of an ~2 allele is associated  with 
a  lower  relative  risk and  later  age of onset (24). Thus  the  mean  age of onset of 
disease  for  those  who  inherit  the ~ 4 k 4  genotype  is  under 70 yr  and  for  those 
with  the ~2k3 genotype  the  mean  age of onset  is  over 90. 

In  contrast  to  these  case/control  studies,  in  a  large  population-based 
study, Evans  et  al. (25) confirmed  an  increased risk associated  with  the ~4 
allele,  although  it  accounted  for  only  a  small  fraction of the  disease  incidence 
in  their  population.  Therefore,  because  approximately  half of AD cases  do 
not  possess any ~4 alleles  the  utility of ApoE  typing  as  a  predictive  test  is  unre- 
liable,  although  it  can  be  argued  that  it  has  a  role  in  the  differential  diagnosis 
of dementia. 
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In  studies of the  effect  of  the  ApoE  type  in  different  ethnic  groups, 
Osuntokun  et  al. (26) did  not  find  an  association  between  Apos4  and AD in 
Nigerians,  although  Hendrie  et  al. (27) reported  an  association  in  African- 
Americans.  Another  large  study by  Tang  and  colleagues (28) reported  a  higher 
relative  risk of AD in African-Americans  and  Hispanics  living  in  Manhattan, 
New York City, although  this  risk  was  not  modified by the  ApoE  genotype. 
However, meta-analysis of over  14,000 AD sufferers by Farrer  et  al. (29) con- 
firmed  that  the  e4  allele  represents  a  major  risk  factor  in  a  large  number of 
ethnic  groups of both sexes. 

4.2. Apolipoprotein E and the Pathogenesis of AD 
In  the  periphery  ApoE  is  found  complexed  to  lipid  particles  involved in lipid 

delivery  and  uptake.  Much  less is  known  about  the  biochemistry of ApoE  in  the 
central  nervous  system,  but it is thought to be involved in the  movement of 
cholesterol  during  membrane  remodeling.  Although  controversial,  a  number of 
isoform-specific  functions of ApoE  have  already  been  characterized  that  may 
contribute  to  the  pathogenesis of the  disease.  Variation  in  isoform  specific 
interactions  include  binding  with  the  low-density  lipoprotein  receptor  and  with 
AP  peptide (21). In  vitro  studies  have  demonstrated  that  ApoE3  containing 
lipoproteins  were  more  efficient  at  binding  and  clearance of AP than  those 
containing  ApoE4 (21,3632). There  are  variations  in  the  ability of the  ApoE 
isoforms  to  associate  with  the  microtubule-associated  proteins tau (33) and 
MAP-2 (34). In  vitro,  ApoE2  and  ApoE3  but  not E4 bind  to  the  microtubule 
binding  domains of tau  and  MAP2c. Binding of ApoE2  and  E3  to tau may  also 
inhibit  the  ability of tau  to  self-associate in the  formation of PHFs.  In  culture 
experiments  the  ApoE  isoforms  differentially  determine  neurite  extension  in 
neurons (35), ApoE3  containing  lipoproteins  stimulate  neurite  outgrowth  while 
ApoE4  containing  lipoproteins  fail  to  do so. 

ApoE4  is  associated  with  the  earlier  presence  and  greater  density of the  two 
major  deposits in AD,  amyloid  plaques  and  neurofibrillary  tangles  (NFTs), 
along  with  greater  loss of synaptic  density  and  cerebral  atrophy  in  patients 
meeting  clinicopathological  criteria  for AD. In  addition,  the  presence of the  &4 
allele  may  significantly  enhance  the  severity of magnetic  resonance  imaging 
(MRI)  defined  hippocampal  atrophy (36) and  be  associated  with  more  severe 
memory  impairment  in AD. The  ApoE  genotype  influences  the  levels of amy- 
loid  deposited  in  the  brains of individuals  with  AD  and  coexistent  Down’s  syn- 
drome (37). There  are,  however,  no  effects  on  the  expression of other 
neurodegenerative  diseases  such  as  Parkinson’s  disease  or  Lewy  body  demen- 
tia (38). The &4 genotype  has  disparate  effects  on  the  expression of mutant 
phenotypes,  lowering  the  age of onset in the  APP  kindreds  and  having  no  effect 
on  presenilin  mutants. 
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Further  studies  have  illuminated  the  effect of the  ApoE  isoforms  on  brain 
function.  Recovery  from  severe  head  trauma,  concussion,  boxing  stroke,  and 
intracerebral  haemorrhage are impaired  in an ApoE  isoform-specific  manner 
comparing  ~4-carrying  and  non-~4-carrying  groups.  Functional  differences  in 
brain  metabolism  have  been  demonstrated by  positron  emission  tomography 
(PET)  in  cognitively  normal ~4k4-carrying subjects  aged  between 40 and 
60 yr  compared  with  controls (39). 

ApoE  is  therefore  the  single  most  common  genetic  susceptibility  locus  to 
AD and  it  has  been  estimated  that  ApoE  genotype may account  for 50% of the 
risk  for AD (23). It  is  evident  that many  individuals  who  inherit  the  ~4  allele  do 
not  develop  disease,  and  therefore  it  is  not invariably  associated with AD. Thus, 
ApoE  should not be  considered  to  be  a  disease  locus  but  a  genetic  association 
conferring  a  different  relative  risk  for  the  development of the  disease.  Inherit- 
ance of particular  isoforms  may  modify  this  risk by demonstrable  differences 
in brain  function  in  asymptomatic  individuals  and  differential  effects  on  the 
pathogenic  processes of the  disease. 

5.The Amyloid Precursor  Protein and AD 
5.1. The Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis 

The  amyloid  cascade  hypothesis  invokes  a  central  role  for  the  deposition of 
P-amyloid (AP)  in  the  pathogenesis of AD. The  amyloid  precursor  protein 
(APP)  is  the  transmembrane  glycoprotein  precursor of AP  mapping  to  chromo- 
some 21. APP  exists  in  more  than 10 different  forms  generated  by  alternative 
mRNA  splicing.  AP  is  mainly  a 4 0 4 2  amino acid  peptide  that  forms  one of the 
major  constituents of neuritic  plaques  and  vascular  deposits of amyloid  in AD. 
It  is  postulated  that  the  accumulation of AP  is  the primary  abnormality  in  AD 
and  that  its  deposition  finally  leads  to  neuronal  cell  death  and  the  secondary 
features of the  disease  such  as NFT’s. The  evidence  in  favor of the  amyloid 
cascade  hypothesis  arises  from  a  number of observations  but is broadly  derived 
from  three  strands:  the  association of AD  with Down’s syndrome,  the  associa- 
tion of mutations  in  the  APP  gene  and  AD,  and  data  derived  from  experimental 
neurotoxicity of AP. 

5.2. Alzheimer’s Disease and Down’s  Syndrome 
It  has long  been  recognized  that  individuals  with Down’s syndrome  inevitably 

develop  the  pathological  hallmarks of AD by their  fourth  decade (40). Down’s 
syndrome  can  result  from  partial or complete  trisomy of chromosome 21 leading 
to  three  copies of the  APP  gene.  Overexpression of APP mFWA has  been 
confirmed  in  Down’s  syndrome  and  preamyloid  deposits  can occur as early as 
the  age of 12 yr. Therefore,  APP  overexpression  in Down’s syndrome may be 
partially  or wholly responsible  for  the  early  development of AD  type pathology. 
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5.3. APP Mutations 
There  were  initial  unsuccessful  attempts  to  demonstrate  linkage of 

sporadic  and  familial  AD  to APP. However,  Goate  et  al. (41) subsequently 
demonstrated  linkage  to  chromosome  21  in  one  family.  Segregation of 
disease  in  this  family  was  then  demonstrated  to  be a result of a Val-Ile 
substitution  at  codon  717 of  APP. There  have  now  been a total of five 
mutations  discovered  in  the  APP  gene  that  lead  to  AD (see Fig 4., Chapter  1). 
' b o  mutations  result  from  the  substitution of Gly  or  Phe  at  the  717  codon 
(42-45). Disease  in  two  large  Swedish  kindreds  was  demonstrated  to 
cosegregate  with a double  amino  acid  substitution  at  codons  690/671 (46). 

Other  APP  mutations have been  described  that  lead  to  hereditary  cerebral 
hemorrhage with amyloidosis (HCHWA). The first  family of this  type  was  found 
to  have  a  mutation within exon  17  resulting  in  a Gln-Glu change  at  codon 693 
(HCHWA-Dutch) (47). The affected individuals presented with recurrent  cerebral 
hemorrhages in the  fourth  decade.  A  second  family  exhibiting  a  similar  pheno- 
type  has  been  described with an Ala-Gly substitution  at  position  692,  which 
causes AD in some  cases and cerebral  hemorrhages and angiopathy  in  others.  All 
APP  mutations  are 100% penetrant  and  lie  near  or within the  AP  domain  close  to 
the  sites of processing by the  putative  secretases.  APP  mutations  are, however, 
responsible  for  a  vanishingly  small  proportion  (approx  2%) of  FAD cases. Less 
than 20 APP  mutant  pedigrees have been  identified  worldwide  and  mutations 
have not been  identified in a  large  number of  FAD or sporadic  cases (48). 

5.4. APP and Amyloidogenesis 
In vitro studies using synthetic AP peptides have demonstrated that toxicity 

depends  on the presence of a fibrillar,  predominantly P pleated,  sheet  conformation. 
This  form  is  more easily adopted by the AP species that is  42  amino acid residues 
in length (AP42). It  is suggested  that  AP42  production is accelerated in AD  and is first 
deposited in preamyloid (diffuse) lesions. These  become compacted over a period 
of  many years  and  gradually acquire the  properties of amyloid leading to neuronal 
damage and NFTs. All the  APP mutations described to  date have demonstrable 
effects on  the production of this longer species of  AP. Cells transfected with the 
Swedish  double mutation at codons 670/671 of APP  secrete higher levels of total 
AP (49). However cells expressing the codon 717 mutation produce more of the 
putatively more toxic It has been suggested that APP mutations not  only alter 
changes in AP secretion but  may also  influence  the  intracellular processing and 
subsequent traf!icking  of  APP. Further in vivo evidence has been generated in 
transgenic experiments. Mice expressing high levels of mutant human APP show 
the development of diffuse amyloid plaques (50), and although there  have  been no 
clear neurofibrillary  changes  demonstrated in the animal  models memory deficits 
have been reported in mice expressing mutant APP and amyloid fragments. 
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Although  there  is  compelling  evidence  in  support of the  amyloid  hypothesis 
there  remains  a  number of inconsistencies.  APP  expression  levels  have  been 
closely  examined  in  AD  and  there  is  no  convincing  evidence  that  local 
overexpression of APP  contributes  to  the  neuropathology of AD. There  is con- 
siderable  discrepancy in the  mechanism  and  conformation of the AB species 
leading  to  neurotoxicity,  and  there  is  a  poor  anatomical  and  temporal  correla- 
tion  between  the  deposition of neuritic  plaques  and  the  appearance of NFTs. 
Indeed,  both  amyloid  deposition  and  neuritic  plaque  formation  may  occur 
independently of each  in  other  disease  states  as well as  in  normal,  nondemented 
individuals.  Therefore,  it  remains  uncertain  as  to  whether AP deposition  is 
causally  related  to  the  disease  process  or  represents  a  surrogate  marker  for 
some  other  more  fundamental  disturbance  in  neuronal  metabolism. 

6. The Presenilins 
6.1. Molecular Genetics of the Presenilins 

Following  the  discovery of mutations  in  APP  and  the  fact  that they were  a 
rare  cause of FAD,  several  groups  undertook a survey of the  remaining  nonsex 
chromosomes  excluding  chromosomes  19  and  21.  Robust  evidence of link- 
age (z = 23) was  demonstrated  between  an  early  onset  form of FAD  and  a 
number of polymorphic  genetic  markers  on  chromosome  14q24.3 (51-53). 
Subsequent  genetic  mapping  studies  narrowed  the region  down  and employing 
a  positional  cloning  strategy  the  disease gene was  cloned  (presenilin-1PS-1) 
(54). The  gene  was  found to be  highly  conserved  in  evolution  encoding  what 
appears  to  be  an  integral  membrane  protein (seefollowing). 

To date,  more  than  40  different  mutations  have  been  discovered  in PS-l. 
The  majority  are  missense  mutations  giving  rise  to  the  substitution of a  single 
amino  acid  and  were  therefore  considered  to  be  “gain  in  function”  mutations. 
A  single  splicing  defect  has  been  identified  in  a  British  pedigree  that  is  caused 
by  a  point mutation  in  the  splice  acceptor  site  at  the 5’ end of exon  10.  This 
leads  to  an  in-frame  deletion of the  exon  and  an  amino  acid  substitution (55). 
More  recently,  however,  a G deletion  in  intron 4 was  recognized  in  two  cases 
of early  onset  AD,  resulting  in  a  frame  shift  and  a  premature  termination 
codon (56). Mutations  have  been  identified  throughout  the  coding  sequence 
although  there  are  areas of regional  concentration.  They  are  predominantly 
located in highly  conserved  transmembrane  domains  (TM, see following) at 
or  near  putative  membrane  interfaces  and  in  the  N-terminal  hydrophobic  or 
C-terminal  hydrophobic  residues of the  putative  TM6-TM7  loop  domain. 
Two main  clusters of mutations  within  exon 5 and  exon 8 are  observed  in 
PS-l  and  contain  approx  60% of mutations  and  seem  to  be  associated  with  an 
earlier  mean  age of onset.  It  is  likely  that  mutations  in  PS-l  account  for 
around 50% of early  onset FAD. 
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Although  it  was  clear  that  many  early  onset  families  were  linked  to  the FAD 
3  locus  on  chromosome  14,  a  further  locus  on  chromosome  1  at lq31-42 was 
identified  in FAD pedigrees of Volga-German  ancestry (57). Subsequent  to  the 
cloning of PS-l, a very similar  sequence  mapping  to  the  chromosome 1 locus 
was  identified  in  expressed  sequence  tagged  (EST)  databases (58). After  the 
full-length  cDNA  (STM-2  or E5-1) was  cloned,  it  was  evident  that  this 
sequence was  derived from  a  gene  encoding  a  polypeptide with  substantial 
amino  acid  homology  to  PS-l (approx  60%). Mutational  analyzes  discovered 
two  different  missense  mutations in this  gene. The  first  mutation  (Asnl41Ile) 
was  detected in a  proportion of the  Volga-German  families (58,59). The  second 
mutation (Met239Val)  was  identified  in  an  Italian  pedigree (58) and  affects  a 
residue  that  is  also  mutated in PS-  1.  Screening of large  data  sets  revealed  that 
mutations  in  this  gene, now named  presenilin-2  (PS-2),  are  likely  to  be  rare 
(60). Mutations in PS-l  appear  to  be  fully  penetrant with PS-l kindreds  exhib- 
iting  a  narrower range  and  earlier  mean  age of onset  than  families  possessing 
either of the  two  PS-2  mutations. 

The  open  reading  frame of both  genes  are encoded by 10 exons  with  highly 
conserved introdexon  boundaries  and  the 5'  untranslated  regions  are  encoded 
by a  further  two  exons (54,61). Northern  blot  analysis  demonstrates  two  mRNA 
species  for PS-l  at  approx 2.7 and 7.5kb (54) and  two  for  PS-2  at  2.3  and  2.6  kb 
(59) and  that  both  messages are present  in  most  tissues.  In  situ  hybridization 
studies  show  transcripts  for  PS-l  and  PS-2 in neuronal  cells of the  hippocam- 
pus,  cerebral  cortex,  and  cerebellum  with  particularly  prominent  staining  in 
the  choroid  plexus  in  both  human  and  mouse  brain. 

Alternatively  spliced forms  have  been  identified  for both PS-l  and PS-2. A 
splice  variant  common  to  both PS-l and  PS-2  leading to  loss of transcript 
encoding part of the  sixth  transmembrane  domain  and  the beginning of the 
hydrophilic  loop  domain  results  in  deletion of exon 8 (5438). An  additional 
PS-l  transcript  lacking  four  amino  acids (VRSQ) at  the  3'  end of exon  3 has 
also  been  reported (54,61). When  present,  this  sequence  constitutes  a  potential 
phosphorylation  site  for  protein  kinase C. In  addition  Anwar  et  al. (62) 
identified  a  number of truncated  transcripts of PS-l using  splice  sites  different 
from  the previously  defined introdexon  boundaries,  although  the  functional 
significance of this  is  unclear.  Other  splice  variants of PS-2  have  been  identified 
lacking  exons 3 and 4 resulting in loss of transcript  for  TM1  and  alternate  use 
of splice  acceptor  sites in intron  9  and  intron  10. 

Examination of the  hydropathy  plots  for  both  proteins  reveals  a  number of 
sequences  that are sufficiently  hydrophobic  to be candidates  for  TM  spanning 
stretches.  The  original  interpretation  was  that  the  presenilins  were  likely  to 
be seven transmembrane-spanning  proteins with  a  large  hydrophilic  loop  that 
colocalize with proteins  from  the  Golgi  appararatus (63). Subsequent  studies 
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provided  evidence  for  a  six  or  eight  transmembrane  structure  with  both 
N-terminus  and  loop  domains  facing toward  the cytoplasm (63,641. However, 
the  exact  membrane  topology  remains  controversial,  Dewji  and  Singer (65) 
provided  evidence  for  a  seven-transmembrane  structure with an exoplasmic 
orientation of N-terminal  and  loop  domains.  Endoproteolysis  of  both 
presenilins  has  been  demonstrated in vivo and  in  vitro.  For  example,  the PS-l 
holoprotein  migrates  at 43-47 kDa, with proteolyis  generating  two  fragments 
of  25-28 kDa  (amino  terminal)  and 16-18 kDa  (carboxy  terminal). 

6.2. Functions and Pathogenesis 
of the Presenilins and  Their  Mutated  Isoforms 

A potential  clue  to  the  function of the  presenilins  comes  from  the  recogni- 
tion of strong  homology of PS 1  to Caenorrhabditis  elegans proteins  sel-12  and 
spe-4. PS-l shares 60% homology  with  sel-12 (66), which  has  been  demon- 
strated  to  facilitate  Lin-  12-mediated  signaling.  In  mammals,  lin-  12  homologues 
are members of the  Notch  family of receptors  known  as  Notchl,  Notch2,  and 
Notch3.  The  molecular  homology of both  presenilins  to  sel-12  implies  a  role in 
the  signal  transduction  mechanisms  mediated by lin-l2/Notch,  thus they  may 
play  a  direct  role  in  the  cell  fate  decisions  mediated  by  these  same  genes. 
Reducing  or  eliminating  sel-12  in C. elegans causes  an  egg-laying  defective 
(Egl)  phenotype. Normal  human  presenilins  can  substitute  for  the C. elegans 
sel-12  and  rescue  the  Egl  phenotype (67). Mutant  presenilins  were  found  to 
incompletely  rescue  the  sel-12  mutant  phenotype  suggesting  they  have  lower 
presenilin  activity.  PS-l  homology  to  spe-4  in C. elegans, a  protein  involved in 
sperm  morphogenesis,  suggests  a  role  in  protein  transport  and  storage. 

PS-l  knockout  mice  die during  early  embryogenesis due to  defects in somite 
segmentation.  This  suggests  that  the  presenilins  play  an  important  part in 
directing  the  development of the  axial  skeleton (68). The importance of Notch 
signaling  in  the  development of the  central  nervous  system  raises  the  possibility 
that  presenilins may be directly involved in neuronal  differentiation. To this  end, 
presenilin  expression  and  proteolytic  processing  has  been  shown  to  be 
developmentally  regulated  during  neuronal  differentiation (69,70). In  mouse  and 
rat  brains  the  developmental  expression of presenilin mRNA parallels  Notch 
expression (71). 

Presenilins  are  also  substrates  for  a  caspase-3  family of proteases and were 
cleaved at alternative  sites  during  apoptosis (72). Cells  expressing  mutant  PS-2 
showed an increased  ratio of alternatively  cleaved  PS-2  relative  to normal. These 
findings  suggest  that  neuronal  cell  death in AD could be contributed  to by alter- 
nate  caspase-3  cleavage in sensitive  cells,  although  Brockhaus et al. (73) demon- 
strated  that  caspase-mediated  processing of PS-l and PS-2  is not required  for 

production or the  effect of mutant  PS  proteins  on  abnormal AP generation. 
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All PS-l  and  PS-2  mutations  analyzed  have  demonstrable  effects on  the  gen- 
eration of the  more  toxic AP42 fragment.  AP  production  in  fibroblasts  and 
plasma  levels of AP in  carriers of PS  mutations  indicate  altered  APP  process- 
ing  in  favor of AP42 generation (7475). Similar  increases  in  AP42  production 
results  were  obtained  in  transgenic  mice  overexpressing  PS  mutations (76). 
Double  transgenic  mice  expressing  mutant  human  PS-l  with  a 670/671 APP 
mutant  cDNA  demonstrated  earlier  deposition of fibrillar  AP  with  a  selec- 
tive  increase  in AP42, compared  with  singly  mutant  APP  littermates (77). 
The  mechanism of amyloidogenesis  as  a  result of PS mutations  remains  more 
obscure  although  De  Strooper  et  al. (78) demonstrated  that  PS  mutants  increase 
y-secretase  activity. 

In  conclusion,  the  presenilins  are  highly  conserved  proteins  that  may  play 
important  roles  in  the  trafficking of proteins  through  the  Golgi  apparatus  and 
the  endoplasmic  reticulum,  and  in  cell  fate  determination  via  the  Notch 
pathway. Mutations  are  clustered  in  regions  encoding  putative  transmembrane 
domains  and  could  be  directed  toward  a  hydrophilic  core  formed  by  the 
predicted  transmembrane-spanning regions. How mutations  in  the  presenilins 
lead  to  the  pathology of the  disease  is  not  entirely  clear.  It  may  be  through  an 
effect  on  APP  metabolism  as  evidenced by the  increase  in  the  plasma  concen- 
tration of  AP42 in  subjects  with  presenilin  mutations.  Increased AB42 secretion 
has  also  been  demonstrated  in  culture  and  transgenic  models of AD. Mutations 
in  the  presenilins  may  also  render  cells  more  vulnerable  to  apoptotic  cell  death, 
or  neuronal  death  in  AD may  result  from  altered  interaction of the  presenilins 
with  other  proteins  such  as  the  catenins  (79). 

7. Association Studies in  Alzheimer’s Disease 
Association  studies  typically  compare  a  marker  frequency  in  patients  with 

that  in  control  subjects.  The  studies  implicate  either  the  gene  from  which  the 
polymorphic  marker  was derived or  a nearby  susceptibility  gene  in  linkage 
disequilibrium  with  the marker. Although  association  studies  are  simpler  to 
conduct  and  may  be  capable of detecting  minor  susceptibility  loci,  they  are  less 
robust  than  linkage  analysis  and  positive  results  are  often  less  conclusive. 
Discrepancies  arise  through  difficulties  associated  with  deriving  appropriately 
matched  controls,  lack of power,  or through  population  specific  effects.  A 
selection of reported  associations  is  outlined  as  follows,  and  illustrates  some of 
the  inconsistencies  encountered  in  such  studies. 

In  view of the  association of ApoE  with  sporadic  AD,  polymorphic  vari- 
ants  of  genes  encoding  proteins  involved  in  lipid  metabolism  have  been 
examined.  Apolipoprotein C11 maps  to  the  same  region of chromosome  19  as 
apolipoprotein E. Schellenberg  et  al. (80,81) reported  an  association  between 
apolipoprotein C2 in  affected  family  members. Homozygosity of a  common 
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variant  in  the  ApoE  transcription  regulatory  region  was  demonstrated  in AD 
(82) independent of the  Apoe4  status  and  it was  suggested  that  there  may  be 
effects  on  the  level of ApoE  protein  expression,  although  Song et al. (83) were 
unable to  replicate  these  findings. 

Okuizumi  et al. (84) reported  an  association  between  a 5-repeat allele  in  the 
very-low-density  lipoprotein  receptor in  a  cohort of Japanese  AD  patients. 
However  in  other  population-  and  clinic-based  studies,  the  association  was  not 
confirmed (85-87). Another  candidate  gene  is  the  low-density  lipoprotein 
receptor-related  protein (LRPI), which  maps  close  to  the  region  demonstrating 
linkage  to  late-onset FAD. The  encoded  protein  acts  as  a  receptor  for  ApoE  and 
as  a putative  receptor for  clearance of extracellular APP. At  least  three  studies 
have  suggested  associations  between  AD  and  different  alleles of LRPl 
(88-90), although  others  have  failed  to  confirm  this  association (17,91). 

Other  genetic  associations  have  demonstrated  similarly  contradictory 
results.  Wragg  et  al. (92) reported  an  association  between  an  intronic 
polymorphism  in  PS-l  downstream  from  exon 8 and  late-onset  AD  without 
family  history.  The  more  common  allele  (allele 1) was  associated  with  an 
approximate  doubling of risk  in  AD  cases  compared  with  the 1,2 and 2,2 
genotypes  combined.  It  was  suggested  that  the  polymorphism  could  affect 
splicing of exon 8 or  that  it  was  in  linkage  disequilibrium  with  a  pathological 
variation  somewhere  else  in  the  gene.  Kehoe  et  al. (93) subsequently 
confirmed  this  association.  However  other  large  studies  have  been  unable  to 
replicate  these  findings (94-97). 

The  a-l-antichymotrypsin  (ACT)  gene was  invoked  as  a  candidate gene  to 
explain  part of the  remaining  genetic  component of AD. This  was  prompted by 
the  observation  that  ACT  expression  is  enhanced  in  AD  brains  and  thus may be 
important  in  the  pathogenesis of the  disease.  Kamboh  et  al. (98) reported  that  a 
common  polymorphism  in  ACT  conferred  a  significant  risk  for  AD. 
Furthermore,  they  reported  a  gene  dosage  effect  between  homozygosity of the 
A/A variant and  ApoE  e4/4  genotypes.  Although  this  study  has  met  with  some 
published  support (99-101) analyzes  on  larger  cohorts  have  failed  to  confirm 
this  result (102-105). 

The  K  variant of the  butyrylcholinesterase (BCHE) gene  was  reported by 
Lehmann  and  colleagues (106) to  be  associated  with  AD  in  carriers of the  Apo 
e4 allele.  The  excess of K-variant  carriers  in  LOAD  was  replicated by 
Sandbrink  et  al. (107), but they found  no  major  interaction  between  BCHE-K 
and ApoE.  At  least two  other  studies (108,109) have  been  unable  to  confirm 
this  association of BCHE-K  with  sporadic  disease, and  analysis of the  segrega- 
tion of microsatellite  markers  flanking  the  gene  on  chromosome 3 in  AD 
kindreds  suggested  that  there  is  no  gene  in  linkage  disequilibrium  with 
BCHE-K  contributing  to  familial  disease (108). 
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An association  has  been  reported  between  homozygosity of a  polymorphism 
in  bleomycin  hydrolase  and  sporadic AD (110). The  protein  encoded by this 
gene  belongs  to  the  papain  family of cysteine  proteases,  which  have  been 
implicated  in  APP  processing.  The  gene  exists  in  two  forms,  depending  on  the 
presence of a G or  A  nucleotide  at  position 1450 resulting  in  a  Ile/Ile,  IleNal, 
or  VaWal  genotype at  residue 443. VaWal  homozygosity was  significantly 
increased  in  cases  compared  with  controls,  although  in  a  larger  cohort 
Premkumar  et al. (111) were  unable  to  confirm  this  association  in  Caucasian 
patients. 

More  recently,  an  association  with  a  variant of a-2-macroglobulin  was 
reported (112) although  again  this  has  not  been  confirmed  in  other  patient 
populations  (St.  George-Hyslop,  unpublished  data).  Although by no  means  an 
exhaustive  list of associations,  the  lack of consistency  between  studies  argues 
for  caution  in  over-interpreting  the  role of these  loci in AD  and  should  not  be 
used  to  provide  information  about  individual  risk of AD.  Novel  approaches 
employing  variations of allelic  association  such  as  transmission  disequilibrium 
testing  (TDT)  and  genome  searches by association  using  single  nucleotide 
polymorphisms  (SNPs)  may  hold  future  prospects  for  identifying  further 
susceptibility  loci. 

8. Summary and Conclusions 
There has  been  remarkable  progress  in  molecular  genetic  and  biological 

research  into AD over  the  past  decade. Mutations  and  polymorphisms  in  four 
different  genes  have now been  shown  to  be  either  causative  or  associated  with 
the  onset of AD.  Mutations in PS-l, PS-2, and  APP  directly  cause  the  disease 
with very close  to 100% penetrance.  Inheritance of the &4 allele of the  ApoE 
gene  is  associated  with  an  increased  risk of developing  AD but is not  sufficient 
to  cause  the  disease. 

It  is  evident  that  the  neurodegeneration  associated  with  AD  involves  a 
complex  system of cellular  and  molecular  interactions,  including  components 
of the  inflammatory  response,  the  complement  system,  excitotoxic  and 
oxidative  damage  etc.  leading  to  metabolic  derangements,  abnormal  protein 
deposition,  cytoskeletal  abnormalities,  and  cell  death.  It  is  also  apparent  that 
genetic  factors  lead  to  quantitatively  worse  brain  disease  but  not  to  a 
qualitatively  different  pattern of brain  involvement.  Despite some of the  pitfalls 
of the  amyloid  cascade  hypothesis,  the  deposition of AP  seems to be  the  neuro- 
pathological  factor  most  strongly  influenced  by  genetic  factors,  and  any 
hypothesis of the  pathogenesis of AD  must  address  the  mechanisms of 
proteinacious  deposition of Ab  and tau. Thus, AD is  probably  similar  to  other 
complex  trait  diseases  in  that  there  may  be  a  common  pathophysiological 
process  to  which  various  genetic  and  environmental  influences  might 
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contribute,  possibly  by  causing  increased AP deposition,  resulting  in  a  similar 
clinical  and  neuropathological  phenotype. 

Despite  the  considerable  advances  made  in  delineating  genetic  determinants 
of AD, the  precise  biochemical  events  leading  to  the  disease  phenotype  remain 
to  be  fully  elucidated.  Following  the  identification of mutant  genes,  the  ulti- 
mate  goal  is  to  characterize  the  normal  and  pathophysiological  mechanisms 
involved through  the  generation of animal  and  cellular models.  Genetic  map- 
ping of further  genes,  particularly  those  involved  in  late-onset  disease,  is  cur- 
rently  underway.  This  holds  the promise of generating  further  insights  into  the 
pathogenesis of the  disease  and  the  possibility of in  vivo  testing of potential 
therapeutic  compounds. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  these  important  discoveries  will fuel advances  into  the 
development of more  useful  diagnostic  markers  for  the  disease.  Currently  avail- 
able  markers such  as  ApoE  genotype  lack  positive predictive  value  limiting 
utility in diagnosis  and  prediction.  There  is  insufficient  confidence  in  minor 
genetic  susceptibility  loci  for  them  to  be  employed  as  meaningful  genetic  mark- 
ers. However, in  the  future  it  may  be  possible  to  stratify  individuals  according 
to  their  genetic  risk  factors  such  that  they  may  be  more  effectively  targeted  for 
preventativc  strategies. 
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Advances in Methodology  and  Current  Prospects 
for  Primary  Drug  Therapies  for  Alzheimer’s  Disease 

David S. Knopman 

1. Introduction 
There  has  been  gratifying  progress  in  the  development of drugs  for 

Alzheimer’s  disease (AD). Even  though  the  current  generation of medications, 
the  cholinesterase  inhibitors  (CEIs),  has  produced  only  modest  benefits,  our 
concept of an  “effective”  therapy  has  matured  considerably over  this  time. A 
less  visible but equally  important  advance  has  been  a  quantum  leap  in  expertise 
in  clinical  trial  methodology.  This  chapter  reviews  the  methodological 
underpinnings of clinical  trials  in AD: patient  selection  issues, key design 
issues,  and  an  overview of currently  available  agents  and  the  prospects  for 
drugs of the  future. 

2. Patient  Selection 
2.1. Definition of Alzheimer’s  Disease 

The  development of the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria ( I )  has  proved  to  be  a 
major  advance  for  the  identification of potential AD drug  trial  participants.  The 
criteria  define  probable AD and  also  provide  an  operational  definition of exclu- 
sionary  criteria.  The  key  features  for  probable AD involve  documented 
cognitive  impairment involving  recent  memory  disturbance  as  well  as one  other 
cognitive  deficit,  decline  from  a  previously  higher  level  and  evidence  for 
progressive  worsening of memory  and  other  cognitive  functions.  Clinical 
pathological  studies of derivatives  of  the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria  have 
shown  that 87% of patients  who  are  diagnosed  with  probable AD proved  to 
have  the  neuropathological  diagnosis of AD when  they  eventually  died (2). 

As our  understanding of the  pathology of AD has  increased, so has our 
understanding of the  diagnostic  limits of AD. The  presence of coexistent 
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cerebrovascular  pathology  probably  does  not  eliminate  a  diagnosis of AD (34. 
Similarly,  the  presence of extrapyramidal  signs  does  not  rule  out  AD (5). 
Instead,  AD  and  cerebrovascular  pathology,  and  AD  and  Parkinsonian 
pathology  coexist, probably more  frequently  than  we  realize.  Regardless of the 
overlap of these  disorders,  from  the  perspective of defining  which  patients 
should  participate  in  clinical  trials,  maintenance  of  diagnostic  purity  is 
still necessary.  Clinical  trials  are  most  reliable  when  the  enrolled  patients  are 
homogeneous.  Although  exclusion of patients  with  AD  plus  cerebrovascular 
or  Parkinsonian  pathology may  limit  enrollment  somewhat  and  may  reduce 
generalizability  of  results,  the  benefits  of  diagnostic  homogeneity  to  the 
investigation of new anti-AD agents is almost  certainly  to  increase  the  probability 
of detecting  drug  effects. 

2.2. Dementia Severity 
In  addition  to  diagnosis,  patient  severity  is  an  important  point  to  consider  in 

AD  clinical  trials.  The  standard  approach  in  most  studies  to  date  has  been  to 
define  a  range  on  a  mental  status  examination,  the  Mini-Mental  State  examina- 
tion  (MMSE), of  10-26 points  correct  (out of a  possible 30) (6). This  range 
was  chosen  to  select  a  patient  cohort  that was  not so mild  as  to  lead to  the 
inclusion of nondemented  patients.  The  range  also  ensured  that  the  symptoms 
of enrolled  patients  were  not so severe  that  cognitive  testing  became  impossible. 

Recently,  there  has  been  considerable  interest  in  including  milder  patients  in 
clinical  trials.  The  spectrum of preAD  known  as  mild  cognitive  impairment 
(MCI)  could  become  an  area of major  focus  for new agents  for  AD.  Petersen 
and  colleagues  have  defined  mild  cognitive  impairment  as  a  disorder of recent 
memory,  with  other  cognitive  functions  preserved and with  functional  status 
preserved (7). Approximately 15% of  MC1 patients  per  year  decline  to  the  point 
of being diagnosed with  probable AD. Thus, MC1 could  either  be  viewed  as  an 
at-risk  state or  as  the  earliest  manifestation of AD. At  the  moment  the  criteria 
for MC1 have  not  been  used  in  a  clinical  trial, so that  their  operational  success 
remains  to  be proved. 

At  the  other  end of the  spectrum of severity  are  patients  with more  severe 
impairment  at  enrollment.  The  only  current  example of a  trial  that  used  a  patient 
cohort  more  impaired  than  the  standard  defined by the  MMSE  range of 10-26 
was  the San0  et  al.  study (S). The  entry  criteria  for  that  study  required  that 
patients  were  to  be  rated  as  a  Clinical  Dementia  Rating  (CDR) (9) stage of  2. 
A  CDR  rating of 2  is  consistent with  a moderate  stage of dementia severity, 
with  substantially  impaired  memory,  substantially  impaired  daily  living  skills, 
and  some  decline  in  ability  to  carry  out  tasks such  as  dressing  and  toileting 
independently. The  rationale  for  employing  this  range of severity  was to  be 
able  to  utilize  nursing  home  placement  and a decline  to  the  next  lower  rating, 
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that of a  CDR of 3, as  outcome measures.  Patients  who were  milder  than  CDR 
2 at  entry  into  the  study  have  been  shown  to  have  too  low  a  rate of passage  to 
one of these  outcomes  to  conduct  the  study within  the  2-yr time  frame.  The 
San0  et al. study (8) showed  that  enrolling  patients of this  severity  was  feasible 
and  did  result in the  predicted  number of endpoints. 

2.3. Concomitant  Medical  Problems 

One  additional  issue  in  patient  selection  has  to  do  with how many  other 
medical  problems,  what  severity of other  medical problems, and  what  con- 
comitant  medications  are  allowable  to  participate  in  a  clinical  trial.  Part of the 
decision  process may be driven  by  the  pharmacology,  tolerability,  and  safety 
profile of the  agent  to  be  tested.  A  new  drug  with  suspected  influences  on  car- 
diac  function  might  prompt  rather  restrictive  exclusion  criteria  for  heart  dis- 
eases.  Assuming  that  the  decision  is not  driven by toxicity  considerations,  the 
use of relatively broad versus  relatively  restrictive  entry  criteria  may  reflect  the 
goals of the  study  sponsor.  Lax  exclusion  criteria  may  allow  a  sponsor  to  claim 
greater  generalizability of their  results,  while  more  restrictive  exclusion  crite- 
ria  may  allow  a sponsor  to  seek  higher  study  completion  rate.  In  one study of a 
cholinesterase  inhibitor,  lax  exclusion  criteria  are  thought  to  have  resulted  in  a 
rate of decline  in  the  placebo  group  that  exceeded  most  other  comparable  stud- 
ies  (with  more  stringent  entry  criteria). However, it  is not  clear  whether  these 
speculations  actually  are  causally  related  to  entry  criteria. 

3. Clinical Trial Methods 
3.1. Choice of Study  Design 

Prior  to  the  development of cholinesterase  inhibitors  that  were  easy  to 
tolerate,  there  was  no  question  that  placebo-controlled  trials  were  the  only 
viable  design.  There  is  growing  controversy  over  whether  placebo  controls are 
either  ethically  appropriate  or  methodologically  efficient  to  advance  the  field 
beyond  the  current  generation of CEIs.  Those  in  favor of continuing  the  use 
of placebos  assert  that  the  placebo-controlled  design  is  the  least  biased  and  the 
least  prone  to  misinterpretation.  Those  in  favor  of  moving  beyond 
placebo-controlled  trials  point  to  the  feasibility of using  a CEI  either  as  an 
active  control  or  as  a  treatment  for  all  participants  in  a  design  referred  to  as  an 
“add-on.,’ The  question of whether  to  use  placebo  controls  depends  on  the 
specific  question  being  asked.  Under  certain  circumstances,  placebo-controlled 
trials are most  appropriate.  In  other  circumstances  especially  with  agents  with 
mechanisms of action  other  than  CEI,  active  control  designs  or  add-on  designs 
would  be  preferred. 

The active  control  design  would  be  one  where  a new drug  would  be  tested 
against  an  existing  efficacious  agent,  at  the  present  a  CEI.  One key point  in  this 
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design is  that  superiority  to  the  CEI  would  be  the  only  acceptable  result.  This  is 
to  contrast  with  the  use of active  controls  where  only  equivalence  to  the  active 
agent  is  sought.  CEIs  have  modest  benefits (see Subheading 4.1.), and 
developing new drugs  that merely  match  their  benefits seems  pointless.  This  is 
particularly  true  because  several of the  current  CEIs  have  such  favorable  safety 
and  tolerability  that  there  is  little  motivation  to  find  safer  drugs.  Thus, 
equivalence  designs  do not seem  appropriate  for AD at  this  time. 

The  add-on  design  would be used  when  a new agent  was  being  tested  that 
had  a  completely  different  mechanism of action  from  the  standard  agent, 
currently  a  CEI.  In  one arm of the  study,  the  new  agent  would be  used  in 
conjunction  with  a  CEI,  while  in  the  other arm, only  the  CEI  would  be  given. 
The advantages of add-on  designs  include  the  replication of actual  clinical  use 
of medications (i.e.,  in combination) but more  importantly,  there  is  sound 
theoretical  grounds  for  combining  agents of different  mechanisms in order  to 
produce  greater  efficacy. 

One of the  major  issues  in  AD  drug therapy,  and hence in trial  design,  is 
whether  an  agent  is  strictly  palliative  or  whether  it  has  disease-modifying 
effects.  In  other  words,  is  the  drug  merely  affecting  symptoms  or  is  it  actually 
affecting  the  underlying  biology of the  disease?  Although  investigators  can 
speculate  based  on  presumed  mechanisms of action,  empirical  proof of disease 
modification  is  a  formidable  challenge.  Several  ways of establishing  this 
property  have  been  proposed. 

One  method of determining  whether  a  drug  has  disease-modifying  properties 
begins  with  a  parallel-group,  placebo-controlled  trial of at  least  6  mo  duration 
and  then adds  a  single-blind  washout  phase  at  the  end of the  trial. If the  patients 
receiving  active  treatment  do  not  decline  back  to  the  level of the  placebo-treated 
patients,  then  that  lack of deterioration  would  be  the  basis  for  a  claim of dis- 
ease-modifying  properties of the  agent.  The  problem, however, with  such  a 
design  is  to  specify how long  the  washout  should  be  before  a  claim of disease 
modification  can  be  supported  over  merely  a  delay  in  washout of the  symptom- 
atic  effect. Is  a  6-wk  washout  period  sufficient  or  is  a  longer  duration  needed  to 
prove  that  a drug  has  disease-modifying  properties?  It  seems  as if no duration 
would  be  criticism  proof. If patients  initially  treated  with  the  active  agent  were 
performing  better  6  mo  after  being  washed  out  compared  to  the  placebo-treated 
patients,  some  could  still  claim  that  outcome  at 1 yr  might not be  different 
between  initial  treatment  groups.  The  other  problem  with  this  design is that  it 
is  probably  not  feasible  to  withhold  treatment  from  the  placebo  group  for 
periods  beyond  6  mo. 

Another  design  intended  to  answer  the  question of disease  modification  was 
proposed  by  Leber (IO) and  is  known as the  randomized  start design.  In  this 
model,  patients  participate in a  6-m0  placebo-controlled  trial  and  then are all 
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placed  on  active  medication. If patients  initially  treated  with  placebo  do  not 
achieve  the  same  levels of performance by 1-2 mo  after  starting active  treat- 
ment  as  do  the  patients  initially  treated  with active  drug,  then  that  would  sup- 
port  the  claim of disease  modification.  This  design  appears  less  prone  to 
interpretive  errors  in  principle,  but  only  one  study  has so far utilized  it (11). A 
full  length  report of this  study  has  not  yet  appeared. 

3.2. Outcome Measures 
3.2.1. Cognitive  Assessment  Instruments 

At  the  present  time,  guidelines  developed  by  an  expert  panel  convened  by 
the FDA in  the  late 1980s called  for  the  use of an  objective  cognitive  assess- 
ment  and  a clinician’s  global  assessment. The Alzheimer’s Disease  Assessment 
Scale - cognitive  portion  (ADAS-cog) (12) rapidly  became  the  standard  tool 
for  cognitive  assessment of AD patients  in  clinical  trials.  The MMSE (6) is 
used  as  a  secondary  measure of outcome  because  it  serves  in  another capacity, 
namely  as  the  basis  for  one of the  inclusion  criteria.  The  advantages of cogni- 
tive outcome  measures are many. They  include  reliability,  validity  and  preci- 
sion. A  test  such  as  the  ADAS-cog  has  test-retest  reliability  that  exceeds  values 
of r = .8 (13). Mental  status  examinations,  in  general,  have  been  shown  to  cor- 
relate  with  neuropathology (14, and  functional  assessments (15) and  to  be 
predictive of nursing  home  placement (16). On  the  other  hand,  as  patients 
become  too  impaired,  patients  become  untestable  on  tests  such  as  the 
ADAS-cog  or  the MMSE. Cognitive  measures  have  also  been  criticized  for 
lacking  a  close  enough  correlation  to  the  daily  affairs of dementia patients. Of 
the  many  stakeholders  in  the  outcome of AD  drug  trials,  some  regulatory 
agencies  and  health  care  providers  have  asserted  that  benefits  on  mental  status 
instruments are insufficient by themselves  to prove  that  a drug  is active. Hence, 
there  is  interest  in  other  types of assessment  instruments. 

3.2.2. The Clinician’s  Global  Impression-of-Change  Instruments 

The clinician’s  global  impressions of change  (CGIC)  were  introduced  to 
provide  the  trials  with  the  expert  opinions of the  treating  physicians.  For  a  long 
time  a  fixture  in  trials of antidepressants,  CGICs  were  unknown  in  the  field of 
dementia  until  the  last decade.  Subsequently,  progress  has  been  made in defin- 
ing  the  methodology of the  CGIC (17J8). Usually,  an  interview of the  patient 
and  caregiver  is  carried  out  at  the  baseline  visit  prior  to  initiation of treatment. 
Then,  at  the  end of the  study,  the  clinician  who conducted  the  baseline  inter- 
view  again  assesses  the  patient  and  interviews  the  family.  On  the  basis of these 
interviews,  but  without  regard  to  other  test  results,  the  clinician  will  rate  the 
patient  on  a  7-point  scale.  A  rating of “4” would  indicate  no  change  compared 
to  baseline  assessment,  ratings of “l,” “2,” or “3” would  indicate  degrees of 
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improvement  from  marked to  minimal,  and  ratings of “5,” “6,” or “7” indicate 
declines of minimal  to  marked  amounts.  CGICs  are not  as  reliable  as  cognitive 
assessments  (17), but they appear  to  be valid. Their  relative  lack of responsive- 
ness (i.e., they change  only  small  amounts)  is a  useful  feature,  because  they 
can  be  assumed  to  not  be  detecting  trivial  changes  with  therapy. 

3.2.3. Functional  Assessments 

Assessments of function  are  increasingly  being  sought  in  order  to  gauge 
whether  the  anti-AD  agent  has  any  effects  on  daily  functioning of the  patient. 
The  main  impediment  in  this  effort  is  that  functional  assessments  were not 
available  that  were  specific  for  AD,  suitable  for  serial  assessments,  and  modifi- 
able  for  the  mild-  to  moderate-stage  disease  that  was  being  studied.  Older  in- 
struments  had  either  prominent  floor  effects,  where  moderately  impaired  AD 
patients  were  too  impaired  on  functions  such  as  driving  or  dealing  with  finan- 
cial  affairs,  or  ceiling  effects  where  mild  patients  had  no  trouble  (yet)  with 
such  functions  as  bathing  or  toileting.  Newer  instruments  have  been  developed 
such  as  the Alzheimer’s Disease  Cooperative  Study  (ADCS)  ADL  scale (19) 
that  have  a  broad  range of sampled  activities. 

3.2.4. Global  Severity  Ratings 

Global severity  ratings  are  another  method of assessing  change.  The  CDR 
scale (9) includes  both  cognitive  (orientation,  memory,  and  judgment)  and  func- 
tional  (performance  in  community affairs,  hobbies,  and  self-cares)  components. 
The  Global  Deterioration  Scale  (GDS) (20) is  another  global  composite  mea- 
sure of disease  severity. As  composite  scores,  GDS  or  CDR  ratings  have  unique 
merits  for  summarizing  a  patient’s  overall  status. However, the  GDS’s  mea- 
surement error,  precisely  because  it  attempts  to  classify  patients  into  only  one 
of a  few  categories,  makes  it  somewhat  unreliable.  Nonetheless,  just  like  the 
CGIC,  the  insensitivity of a  scale  such  as  the  CDR  implies  that  when  changes 
in  ratings are observed  that  they  are  “bigger”  effects. 

3.2.5. Milestones of Dementia 

Use of milestones of dementia  such  as  decline  to a  rating of 3 on  the  CDR  or 
entry  into  a  nursing  home  is  a  different  approach  to  measuring  outcomes  com- 
pared  to  the  quantitative ones  such  as  cognitive  or  functional  instruments (21). 
The use of endpoints  is  a  powerful  methodology  that  has  advantages  over  the 
quantitative  methods.  Survival  analyses  are  more  efficient  in  accounting  for 
patients  who  drop  out  due  to  disease  progression. So far,  this methodology  has 
been used  only  in the  setting of severe  dementia,  but it would  work  in  mild 
dementia.  Milestones  associated  with  mild  disease  could  be  those  such  as  a 
diagnosis of AD  or  CDR of 1. 
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3.2.6. Behavioral  Observations 
Assessment of behaviors  such  as  apathy,  agitation,  depression,  or 

hallucinations  has  also  been  receiving  more  attention  for  two  reasons.  First,  it 
was  recognized  that  the  CEIs  and  muscarinic  agonists (see Subheadings 4.1. 
and 4.2.) had  beneficial  effects  on  these  behaviors.  Equally  important  is  the 
recognition  that  these  behaviors are important  in AD. They are not  secondary 
and  inconsequential  but  rather are major  burdens of the  AD  itself.  Although 
there  were  several  assessment  tools  in  existence  that  measured  some  of.  the 
behaviors  subsumed under  the  general  topic of behavioral  disturbances  in  AD, 
there  was  no  instrument  specifically  designed  for  AD  clinical  trials of mild  to 
moderately  severe  patients  until  Cummings  and  colleagues  developed  the 
Neuropsychiatric  Inventory  (NPI)  scale (22). It  has  recently  been  used 
successfully  in  a  clinical  trial (23). 

3.3. Duration of Clinical Trials 
Duration of definitive  (or  pivotal)  clinical  trials  in  AD  are  tending  to  become 

longer  as  our  experience  with  more  drugs  increases.  Public  and  professional 
expectations of new drugs  have  increased  as  well.  It  is  remarkable  to  consider 
that  the  initial  trial  design  for  the  drug  tacrine  was  essentially  only  6 wk long 
(24). After  that  study  was  completed,  it  became  clear  that  there  were  many 
compelling  reasons to  utilize  a  longer  period of study.  First,  effects of the  drugs 
might  be amplified  over  time. Second,  there  was  a  noticeable  placebo  effect  in 
the  context of initial  exposure to a  treatment  in  a  double-blind  placebo-con- 
trolled  trial.  Third,  public  reaction  to  results  from  a  6-wk  duration  study  were 
understandably  muted,  given  that  patients,  caregivers,  physicians,  health  care 
executives,  and  government  officials  rejected  the  idea of extrapolating  from 
short  duration  studies,  to  a  long  duration of treatment.  Consequently,  studies of 
12  wk,  and more recently, 24 wk became  standard  for  the  development of CEIs. 
No  sooner  had  these  studies of 6  mo  duration  appeared, than  many of the  stake- 
holders  were  calling  for  studies of 1 yr duration  or  longer.  Part of the  motiva- 
tion  for  longer  studies  was  to  replicate  better  the  manner  in which  the  drugs 
would  be  used  in  routine  clinical  practice.  Another  reason  had to do with the 
observation  that  participants  in  clinical  trials  tended  to  decline  slower  than 
patients  in  uncontrolled  natural  history  studies. As a  consequence,  deterioration 
in  placebo-treated  patients  was so modest  that  it  became  difficult  to  document 
differences  between  experimental  agents  and  placebo  over  just  6  mo.  Because 
functional  decline  is  viewed  as  more  ecologically  valid  than  cognitive  decline, 
longer  trials  may  be  needed  for  meaningful  interpretation of functional 
measures as well.  For  the  future, as  agents with mechanisms of action  thought 
to be  disease  modifying  rather than  palliative  come  to  be  studied, 1-2 yr  will be 
the  standard  length  for  investigations. 
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3.4. Analytic Methods 
Approaches  that  use  the  intent-to-treat  principle  are  the  most  conservative 

for  analyzing  data  from  AD  clinical  trials.  Most  trials  up  to  the  present  have 
employed  quantitative  outcome  measures  such  as  the  ADAS-cog  that  are  given 
to  patients  at  baseline  and  then  at  the  end of the study. Collecting  data on 
patients  on  their  assigned  treatment  at  the  end of the  study  becomes  crucial 
because  anything  less (i.e., halfway  through  the study, or at  the  end of the  study 
but  after  patients  had  ceased  taking  study  medication)  will  tend  to  attenuate  a 
true  drug  effect.  Unfortunately,  the  long  duration of future  AD  clinical  trials 
and  the  relationship  between  probability of dropout  and  rate of disease 
progression  raises  the  possibility  that  quantitative  analytic  methods,  such  as 
analysis of variance,  will  be  biased  by  differential  dropout.  In  contrast,  survival 
methods  might  be  more  efficient  and  give  more  reliable  answers. 

4. Current Approaches to AD Therapy: A Measure of Progress 
4.1. Cholinesterase Inhibitors 

As of this  writing  (May 1998), there  are  said  to  be  over  a  dozen  CEIs  in 
various  stages of clinical  development, but  only  six of them  have  clinical  trial 
data  that  has  been  presented  in  public.  This  chapter  summarizes  the  findings 
with  tacrine (TAC) (25), donepezil  (DON) (26a), rivastigmine (RIV) (27a), 
and  metrifonate  (MET) (23). 

4. l .  1. General  Comments 
All of these  agents  have  a  narrow  therapeutic window. Efficacy is  strongly 

dose  dependent, however.  Peripheral  tolerance  to  the  gastrointestinal  side 
effects  develops  slowly;  hence,  all of the  agents  must  be  titrated slowly. 

4.1.2. Pharmacology 
There  are  many  differences  between  the  four  drugs. TAC has  a  short plasma 

half-life  and  is  a  reversible  inhibitor of cholinesterase (28). DON has  a long 
plasma  half-life  and  is  also  a  reversible  CEI (29). MET  is  a  prodrug  that  is 
nonenzymatically converted  to  dichlorvos, an irreversible  CEI (23). RIV is  a 
pseudo-irreversible CEI, meaning  that  it  dissociates  from  the  enzyme, but  very 
slowly (30). Both  DON  and RIV are  selective  for  brain  CEI,  whereas TAC and 
MET are nonselective.  There  was  intense  speculation  that  these  differences 
would  result  in  differences  in effrcacy, but so far  no  evidence  in  support of the 
superiority of one  pharmacologic  profile has  emerged. 

4. l .3. Efficacy 

The  effect  size  for  the  ADAS-cog  for  all  four  drugs  falls  in  the 3- to  5-point 
range (23,25-27a). This  value  reflects  the  difference  between  baseline  score 
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and  end-of-study  score  for  the  drug-treated  patient  group  minus  the  placebo- 
treated  group.  For  the  clinical  global  assessments  in  intent  to  treat  analyzes,  the 
effect  sizes  have  ranged  between 0.2 and 0.5 points (23,25-27u). 

In  addition  to  effects on  cognition and clinician’s  global  assessments,  these 
four  agents have also  had  effects on a  broader  array of characteristics of dementia. 
Unfortunately,  in  the  areas of functional  assessments  and  behavior,  there  has 
been  a  lack of consistency in the  instruments  used.  As  a  consequence, it  is harder 
to  generalize  across  the  agents.  Most  students of these  drugs  suspect  that  the 
effects  on  functional  assessment  and  behavior  do,  in  fact,  apply  to  all of the 
agents, but the  data are more limited.  In  intent  to  treat  analyses, DON ( 2 6 ~ )  and 
RIV (27) produced  effects  on  functional  measures  superior  to  placebo.  The  data 
on  behavioral  changes  is  more  limited.  MET  is  the  only  agent  for  which  a 
behavioral  assessment,  the W1 (22), was  included  in  the  clinical trial (23). MET 
showed  beneficial  effects  on  hallucinations, apathy, and aberrant  motor behavior. 

4.1.4. Dosing,  Safety, and Tolerability 
TAC was  dosed  at  four times per day. R N  is a  twice-a-day-dosed  medication, 

whereas  DON  and MET are dosed once a day. The  four  times  daily  dosing of 
TAC proved to  be  an  impediment  to  treatment. In the  AD  population,  caregivers 
are  often  not  available  throughout  the day. 

TAC proved to  have  two  problems  that  limited  its  use (28). A  number of 
patients developed transaminase  elevations within the  first 12-18 wk of therapy. 
This  effect  led  to  the  requirement  for  frequent  laboratory  monitoring.  In  addition, 
the  highest  doses of tacrine were associated  with  a  high (35%) rate of nausea  or 
vomiting. None of the  other  agents  produce  transaminase  elevations.  DON (26u) 
and  MET (23) have a  particularly low rate of gastrointestinal  side  effects with 
most of the  adverse  events  occurring  during  the  titration  phase of the therapy. 
FUV (27,30) has  a level of gastrointestinal  side  effects  that  appears  higher  during 
titration  than  DON  or MET. One wonders whether  the  gastrointestinal  side  effect 
profile  is  a  function of effective dose  or  actually  reflects  differences  in  the 
pharmacology of comparably  potent  agents. 
4.1.5. Conclusions  Regarding CEls 

There is considerable evidence that the  CEIs have effects on AD, although their 
effects are modest. As  the first generation of anti-AD agents, their development 
occurred simultaneously with creation of trial  methodology. There is scant data to 
suggest that CEIs have anythmg  other than palliative effects. The one exception 
comes  from  a  set of tissue culture studies by Lahiri and  Farlow (31) that have 
suggested that TAC has effects on amyloid processing. Besides physostigmine, 
other  CEIs have not  been tested in this assay. 

As subsequent generations of anti-AD agents come along, it is likely that some 
of the inefficiencies  and  confusion  that  arose  during CEI development  can  be  avoided. 
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4.2. Muscarinic Agonists 
Muscarinic  agonists should be  the  logical  successors  to  CEIs.  CEIs  theoreti- 

cally  lead  to  activation of both  presynaptic  and  postsynaptic  muscarinic  recep- 
tors.  Only  the  latter  should be  enabled,  because  presynaptic  receptor  activation 
should  decrease  synaptic  function. A further  rationale  for  the  use of muscarinic 
agonists  is  based  on  evidence  that  stimulation of the  M1  muscarinic  receptor 
alters  amyloid  precursor  protein  processing  and  reduces  amyloid  protein (AB) 
secretion (32) (see Chapter 13). 

The  results  from  the  muscarinic  agonists  have  been  disappointing.  Although 
some  changes  have  been  observed  on  cognitive  assessments  with  two of the 
drugs,  xanomeline (33) and SB202026 ( 3 4  the  effects  were  no  larger  than 
those  seen  with  the  CEIs.  Moreover,  the  peripheral  side  effects  have  been 
prominent.  Syncope  was  a  troublesome  adverse  event,  occurring  in 12.6% of 
patients  treated  with  high-dose  xanomeline (33). On  the  positive  side,  there 
was  a  notable  behavioral  effect of xanomeline  in  the  form of reductions  in 
several troublesome  behaviors  such  as  agitation,  delusions,  and  hallucinations. 

4.3. Estrogen 
There is evidence  supporting  a  biological  role  for  estrogen  in  the  pathogen- 

esis of AD. Estrogen  receptors  are  present  on  hippocampal  and  cholinergic 
neurons (35,36). Estrogen  might  function  as  an  antioxidant  or  act  to  stimulate 
nerve  growth  factor  release (37). Prospective  observational  studies  suggest  a 
protective  effect of estrogen  on  the  subsequent  development of AD (38,39). 
Epidemiological  studies  do  not  establish  causation, however. 

Clinical  trial  data  are  beginning  to  emerge. A small  pilot  study of estrogen  in 
AD  has  been  reported (40) in  which  verbal  memory  improvements  were 
seen in the  estrogen-treated  group. A larger  double-blind  clinical  trial of estrogen 
in  hysterectomized  women  with  AD  is  underway  under  the  auspices of the 
ADCS  funded  by  the  National  Institute  on  Aging. A placebo-controlled 
prevention  trial  using  estrogen  (and  progesterone) in nondemented  women, 
sponsored by the Women’s Health  Initiative (41) has completed  in  recruiting 
subjects  at  present.  The  latter  study  will  require  several  years  before  results  are 
available. These  studies may help  to  resolve  whether  there  are  actual  benefits 
of estrogen  therapy  for  AD  patients.  At  present,  the  data  are  insufficient 
to  recommend  estrogen  replacement  for  the  primary  therapy of AD or as  a 
prevention for AD. The  development of estrogen  receptor  analogs  with  activity 
restricted  to  the  brain  is  being  vigorously  pursued. 

4.4. Anti-inflammatory  Agents 
Analogous  to  estrogen,  clinical  studies  provide  evidence  that  individuals 

using  anti-inflammatory  (AI)  agents  have  a  lower  probability of developing 
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AD (42-46). The  rationale  for  AI  therapy  is  supported  by  immunohistochemi- 
cal  findings in the AD brain (47). These  include  demonstrations of excess  quan- 
tities of proteins  known  to  be  associated  with an inflammatory  response (such 
as  a-l-antichymotrypsin,  cytokines,  and  complement)  as  well  as  activated 
microglia. These  observations  provide  strong  support  for  anti-inflammatory 
interventions  aimed  at  slowing  the  AD  pathological  process.  As  knowledge of 
the  mechanism of  P-amyloid peptide  (AP)  action  has  accumulated, AP itself 
appears  to  be an inducer of the  inflammatory  response (48). 

Only  a  single  placebo-controlled  trial  with  an  AI,  indomethacin,  has  been 
reported  to  date (49). Interpretation of the  effects of the  drug  was  hampered  by 
a  high  attrition  rate  due  to  gastrointestinal  toxicity.  The  ADCS  is  completing  a 
trial of prednisone  in  AD;  results  should  be  available  in  late  1999.  Currently 
available  nonsteroidal  AI  agents  have  substantial  gastrointestinal  toxicity, 
especially  in  the  elderly (50). At  present,  AI  agents  cannot  be  recommended  for 
treatment of AD because  evidence  for  benefit  is  only  indirect  and  the  toxicity 
of current  drugs  is  considerable. 

The  mechanism of gastrointestinal  and  renal  toxicity is their  inhibition of 
cyclooxygenase-l  (COX-l).  Cyclooxygenase-2  (COX-2)  inhibitors  have  been 
developed  that  are  selective  for  the  inducible enzyme  associated  with  inflam- 
mation  while  sparing  the  constitutively  expressed  COX-l  enzyme (51,52). 
COX-2  inhibitor  drugs  with  far  less  gastrointestinal  toxicity  than  presently 
available  agents  are  in  the  final  stages of clinical  trials  in  arthritic  conditions. 
They  are  also  in  phase 111 trials  in  AD.  Inhibition of COX-2  reduces  ischemic 
injury in an acute  stroke  model (531, but it  is  yet  to  be  clarified whether COX-2 is 
involved  in  the  pathogenesis  of  AD.  Other  agents  with  anti-inflammatory 
properties  are  plausible  to  use  in  AD  patients (46), but  all  have some drawbacks. 

4.5. Antioxidants 
The  evidence  for  oxidative  stress in the  brains of patients  dying  with  AD  is 

strong.  Excess  lipid  peroxidation (54) and  evidence  for  oxidative  injury  to neu- 
ronal  DNA (55) and  proteins (56) have  been  observed.  There are several  ways 
in  which  oxidant  molecules  could  accumulate  in  the  AD  brain.  AP  itself  might 
induce  free  radical  production (48). Elevated  brain  iron  that  has  been 
observed  in  AD may  also  contribute  to  free  radical  generation (57). A  conse- 
quence of the  just-discussed  inflammatory  response  that  occurs  in  the  AD 
brain (see Subheading 4.4.) may  induce  the  production of nitric  oxide 
molecules,  which  are  potent  oxidants (58). 

The  clinical  trial  using  the  antioxidants  selegiline  and  a-tocopherol  (vita- 
min E) (1000 IU twice  daily)  was  the  first  to  report  convincing  benefits of 
antioxidants (8). Tocopherol  is  a  fat-soluble  substance  that  blocks  lipid 
peroxidation.  There  is  an  extensive  literature  on  tocopherol  supporting  its  role 
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as  an  antioxidant,  including in vitro evidence of improved cell survival in the 
presence of toxins, including AP (59). On the  other hand, there  is  no evidence of 
tocopherol  deficiency  in AD brain.  Tocopherol  is  inexpensive  and  nontoxic. 
Se l eghe  will  not be further discussed, as its effects  were  no greater than  tocopherol. 

The  median  delay  in  appearance of one of the  study  endpoints of severe 
dementia  in  the  tocopherol  and  selegiline-treated  groups was about 8 mo, 
compared to  the  placebo  group,  after  adjustment  for  baseline MMSE group 
differences  (which  appeared  despite  random  assignment) (8). In  examining 
nursing  home  placement  specifically,  only  tocopherol  alone  showed  statisti- 
cally  significant  delays  compared  to  placebo.  There  were  no  differences  in 
cognitive  scores  between  groups  at  the  end of the  study. There  was  no  indica- 
tion of improvement  in  patients  in  the  active  treatment arms. Rather, the  drugs 
appeared  to  delay  the appearance of manifestations of severe  dementia.  Adverse 
events  were  negligible  in  all  but  the  combination  therapy  group. 

These  preliminary  findings (8), coupled with  the  very  favorable  safety and 
cost  profile of a-tocopherol,  suggest  that  it  can  be  recommended  to  most 
patients  with AD. Note  that  a-tocopherol may  exacerbate  coagulopathies  in 
some  individuals. 

The  modest  success of a-tocopherol  provides  support  for  the  hypothesis 
that  oxidative  stress  plays  a  role in AD.  Several  future approaches are suggested 
by  this  study.  One  would  be  to  develop  more  potent  antioxidant  compounds.  A 
report  that ytocopherol(58)  is  more  effectiv e in  blocking  lipid  peroxidation 
in  vitro  than  a-tocopherol  should  be  pursued. 

4.6. Neurotrophic  Factors 
Because  the  survival of cholinergic  neurons  in  the  basal  forebrain  is 

dependent  on nerve  growth  factor  (NGF),  therapy  with  this  and  other  growth 
factors  has  been  conceptualized  for  some  time.  However,  these  proteins  do 
not  cross  the blood-brain barrier,  and  thus,  intrathecal  delivery is  required. 
One  case  report  has  appeared  on  a  patient  who  received  intrathecal  NGF  (60). 
Few  conclusions  can  be  drawn  from  one  patient,  other  than  to  note  that  the 
results  were  not  dramatic.  There  also  have  been  reports of unanticipated  side 
effects of NGF  in  experimental  models. 

An  alternative  to  NGF  itself  is  to  use  an  orally  administered  agent  that 
stimulates  NGF activity.  Several  drugs  currently under  study  may  have  this 
property. Estrogen  is  one.  Propentophylline  is  another  agent  that  appears  to 
have  NGF-enhancing  properties (61) among  its several  actions.  Some of the 
other  effects of propentofylline  are  in  influencing  microglia  proliferation  and 
possibly  modulating  inflammatory  mechanisms  in  AD (62). 

Idebenone  increases  brain  NGF  levels (63) in  aged  rodents.  In  addition, 
idebenone  has  antioxidant  properties  and  appears  to  be  related  to  coenzyme Q 
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(64,65). Two trials of idebenone  have  been  reported  from  Germany (66,67) in 
which  positive  results  have  been  seen.  A  trial of this  agent  in  AD  is  in  progress 
in  the  United  States  was  recently  suspended  because of the  lack of efficacy. 

5. Conclusions 
The  prospects  for  more  potent  anti-AD  therapies are slowly  but  steadily 

rising.  Therapies of several  different  mechanisms  are  under  investigation.  One 
can  only  hope  that  medications  that  are  more  potent than  the CEIs  can  be 
developed.  Among  the approaches likely be  studied  intensively  over  the  next 
decade  are  combination  therapy  regimens  and  attempts  at  either 
presymptomatic  or very  early  symptomatic  treatment. 
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Production  and  Functional  Assays of Recombinant 
Secreted  Amyloid  Precursor  Protein  (APP)  (sAPPa) 

Steven W. Barger 

1. Introduction 
The P-amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP) is  connected  to Alzheimer’s  disease 

by  both  biochemistry  and  genetics.  As  the  source of the  major  constituent of 
amyloid  plaques,  APP  has  been  the  subject of many  studies of its  expression 
and  metabolism.  The  accumulation of amyloid  P-peptide (AP)  in  these  plaques 
was  the  first  evidence  that  APP  might  be  processed  abnormally  in  Alzheimer’s, 
and  this  idea  was  strengthened by the  discovery of mutations in APP  that  segre- 
gate  with  the  disease with  high  penetrance.  Aberrant  processing of APP was 
incorporated  into  the  Amyloid  Hypothesis,  which  supposes  that  the  clinical 
symptoms, neuropathology,  and  ultimate  fatality of Alzheimer’s  result from 
the  actions of AP. But  to  the  extent  that  the  Amyloid  Hypothesis  remains 
hypothetical, it would  be  irresponsible  to  ignore  other  theories  that  might 
explain  the  links  between  APP  and  Alzheimer’s.  APP  can  be  proteolytically 
processed  in  a way that  does  not  produce  (and,  in  fact,  precludes)  AP.  This 
“a-secretase”  event  cleaves  within  the  AP  sequence  and  liberates  most of the 
extracellular  portion  (sAPPa) of APP  from  the  cell  surface (Fig. 1). Because 
the  “p-secretase”  event  required  for  the  generation of AP  creates  a  different 
soluble  derivative  (sAPPP),  disease-related  increases  in  p-secretase  process- 
ing - such  as  demonstrated with the  “Swedish”  mutation of APP - have the 
potential  to  affect  events  dependent  on  the  normal  function(s) of sAPPa. 
Furthermore,  the  increases  in  APP  expression  that  occur  as  a  result of injury  or 
trisomy 21 may  elevate  the  total  levels of all  sAPP  species. To understand  the 
implications of these  events,  it  is  critical  to  elucidate  the  biological  activities of 
sAPPa  and  related  moieties. 

From: Methods  in  Molecular  Medicine,  Vol. 32 Alzheimer‘s  Disease:  Methods  and  Protocols 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of APP soluble  derivatives. APP is  depicted  as a transmembrane 
protein  containing  the AP sequence (striped), a cysteine-rich  region  near  the  N-termi- 
nus,  the  diffentially  spliced KPI region,  and a region  containg  the  sequence R-E-R-M-S 
(a.k.a., heparin-binding domain 2) connected to  some bioactivities of sAPP. The 
a-secretase cleavage  generates sAPPa, whereas  p-secretase  releases SAPPP and,  in 
combination  with  y-secretase, Ab. Barn is  not a naturally  occurring  fragment but a 
deletion mutant that retains residues 444-612 (APP695 numbering) and neuro- 
modulatory  activity (IO). 

APP  and  its  soluble derivatives  are  structurally  complex  proteins,  a  charac- 
teristic  that  allows  a  diverse  array of biological  activities:  protease  inhibition, 
enhancement of cellular  proliferation,  neuromodulation of electrophysiologi- 
cal  activity, enhancement of cellular  attachment,  and  proinflammatory  activa- 
tion of microglia.  APP is synthesized  as  at  least  four  variants  that  arise  from 
differential  splicing of a  single  gene,  and  these  differences  all  reside  in  exons 
included  in  the  secreted  portion of the  protein. APP751 and  APP770  contain 
Kunitz  protease  inhibitor (KPI) domains; indeed,  the sAPP  arising  from  APP751 
was  first  isolated by virtue of this  activity  and  termed  protease  nexin-2 (1-3). 
An additional  protease-inhibitor  domain  has  been  described  in  a  region  shared 
by  all  splice  variants (4). Decreases in proliferation  rates  were  documented  in 
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fibroblasts  subjected  to  down-regulation  of  APP,  and  this  effect  was  over- 
come by the  addition of sAPPa (5). A  role  for  sAPPa  in  neuromodulation 
was  first  suggested  by  Mattson  et  al. (6), who  found  that s A P P ~ ~ ~ ~  and 
S A P P ~ ~ ~ ~  could  rapidly  depress  intraneuronal  calcium  concentration 
([Ca2+Ii).  This  effect  was  subsequently  attributed  to  a  cyclic  guanosine 
3:5'-monophosphate  (,GMP)-dependent  activation of potassium  currents 
(7); it   appears  to  be  responsible  for  actions  of  sAPPa  on  long-term 
depression of synaptic  efficacy (8) and,  at  least  partially,  for  an  ability of 
sAPPa  to  protect  neurons  against  excitotoxic  and  oxidative  insults  (9,10). 
Three  heparin-binding  sites  can  be  found  in  sAPPa.  Two of these  have 
been  implicated  in  the  ability of sAPPa  to  facilitate  cellular  attachment 
and  neuritic  growth (11,12). Most  recently,  sAPPs  were  shown  to  elevate 
markers of inflammatory  activation  in  microglia (13). Of these  bioactivi- 
ties of sAPPs,  the  neuromodulatory  activity  and  the  neurite  trophism  have 
been  demonstrated  to  vary  between  the  products of a- and  p-secretase 
processing (10,13,14). Neuromodulation  and  microglial  activation  are  both 
modified  by  interactions of sAPPa  with  apolipoprotein E (13,15). 

This  chapter  describes  detailed  methods  for  production  and  purifica- 
tion of sAPPs.  Several  bioassays  useful  in  testing  the  functions of sAPPs 
are  included,  as  well.  Unfortunately,  space  does  not  allow  an  exhaustive 
description  of  all  the  assays  used  to  date.  It  is  hoped  that  these  techniques 
may  be  useful  toward  further  elucidation of the  roles of sAPPs  in  both 
normal  neurobiology  and  Alzheimer's  disease. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Production/Purification of sAPPa from  Mammalian Cells 

1.  APP  cDNA  stably  transfected  into HEK293 (human  embryonic  kidney)  or  similar 
cell line. 

2. Serum-free medium: Dulbecco's  minimal  essential  medium/F12 (1: 1) 
supplemented with 0.5 mM L-glutamine, 10 nM sodium selenite, and 50 p" 
ethanolamine'. 

3. Roller  bottles  (1400  cm2)  and  roller  apparatus (or equivalent  high-capacity  culture 
arrangement). 

4. Poly-L-lysine  (mol  wt  150,000-300,000). 
5. Borate  buffer,  pH 8.4: 50 mM borate, 10 mM sodium  tetraborate  (Borax). 
6. High-speed  centrifuge  and  250-  to  500-mL  bottles. 
7. Diethylaminoethyl  (DEAE)-Sepharose  column,  20-mL,  low  pressure. 
8. Heparin-Sepharose  column, 5 - d ,  low  pressure  (e.g.,  HighTopm  heparin- 

9. MonoQ  or  equivalent fast preparative  liquid  chromatography (PLC) (moderate 
sepharose,  Amersham,  Pharmacia  [Piscataway,  NJ]). 

pressure)  anion-exchange  column,  l-mL. 
10.  Dialysis  tubing,  12,000-14,000  mol  wt  cut-off,  25 mm wide. 
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11. Chromatography  buffer  A:  phosphate-buffered  saline,  pH  7.4  (PBS),  containing 
0.5 mM EDTA and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride  (PMSF)  (protease 
inhibitors). 

12. Chromatography  buffer  B:  PBS  containing  0.75  M  NaCl  and  protease  inhibitors. 
13. Chromatography  buffer  C:  PBS  containing 1 M  NaCl  and  protease  inhibitors. 
14.  Chromatography  buffer D: 20 &triethanolamine-HC1  (pH 7.4),  100 mMNaC1. 
15. Chromatography  buffer E: 20 mM triethanolamine-HC1  (pH  7.4), 1 M  NaCl. 
16. Antibody  specific  for sAPP. 

2.2. Production/Purification of  sAPP  from Bacterial Cultures 
1. sAPP  coding  sequence  in  a  bacterial  polyhistidine-tagging  expression  vector. 
2. Suitable  strain  of E. coli. 
3. Luria  broth. 
4. Isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). 
5.  One-liter  growth  flasks  and  shaker  apparatus  (or  equivalent  high-capacity  culture 

6. Spectrophotometer,  visible  wavelength. 
7.  Low-speed  centrifuge  and  tubes. 
8. Nickel-chelating  column, 5 mL (e.g.,  ProBondm,  Invitrogen,  San  Diego,  CA). 
9. Lysis  buffer: 6 M  guanidine  hydrochloride, 20 mM sodium  phosphate, 500 mM 

10. Chromatography  loading  buffer: 8 M  Urea, 20 mM sodium  phosphate, 500 mM 

1 1. Wash  buffer A 8 M  Urea, 20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM sodium  chloride,  pH 6.0. 
12. Wash  buffer  B: 8 MUrea, 20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM sodium  chloride,  pH 5.3. 
13. Elution  buffer: 8 MUrea, 20 mM sodium  phosphate, 500 mM sodium  chloride,  pH  4.0. 
14. Dialysis  tubing, 12,000-14,000 mol  wt  cut-off. 
15. Dialysis  buffer: 10 mMTris-HC1  (pH  7.4). 

arrangement). 

sodium  chloride,  pH  7.8. 

sodium  chloride,  pH  7.8. 

2.3. Bioassays 
2.3.7. Cyclic GMP Assay 

1. Guanosine  monophosphate  (cGMP),  3:5-cyclic. 
2. Anti-cGMP  antibody  (Calbiochem,  San  Diego,  CA). 
3. [1251]cGMP, >2500 mCi/mg  (Biomedical  Technologies,  Inc.,  Stoughton  MA). 
4.  Triethylamine  (TEA), 4OC. 
5. Acetic  anhydride  (AA),  4°C. 
6. y-Globulin, 1 % solution, 
7. Isopropanol,  4°C. 
8. Sodium  acetate  buffer (lox): 500 mM Sodium  acetate,  pH 6.2. 
9. Bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA), 0.1 mg/mL  solution  in l x  sodium  acetate  buffer. 

10. High-precision  pH  indicator  strips. 
11. HCl, 0.1 M. 
12. (Membrane  assay  only):  Homogenization  buffer: 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM 

Tris-HC1  (pH 8.0), 1 mM P-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM EDTA. 
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13. Membrane  suspension  buffer: 50 mM Tris-HC1  (pH 7.0), 1 mM P- 
mercaptoethanol. 

14. 2x Membrane  assay  buffer: 40 mM Tris-HC1  (pH 7.0), 8 mM MgC12, 2 mM 
isobutylmethylxanthine, 11 pg/mL phosphocreatine, 1 pg/mL  creatine  kinase. 

15. Guanosine  triphosphate. 

2.3.2. Electrophoretic  Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) 
1. Lysis buffer: 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 10 mM KC1,3 mM MgC12, 0.5 mM P- 

mercaptoethanol, 10 pg/mL leupeptin, 10 pg/mL aprotinin, 0.5 mM PMSE 
2. Nonidet  P-40. 
3. Extraction buffer: 10 mM HEPES  (pH 7.9), 420 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgC12, 

0.2 mM EDTA, 25% glycerol, 0.5 mM P-mercaptoethanol, 10 pg/mL 
leupeptin, 10 pg/mL aprotinin, 0.5 mM PMSF. 

4. Dilution  buffer: 10 mM HEPES  (pH 7.9), 50 mM KC1, 0.2 mM EDTA, 20% 
glycerol, 0.5 mM P-mercaptoethanol, 10 pg/mL  leupeptin, 10 pg/mL aprotinin, 
0.2 mM PMSF. 

5. Double-stranded oligonucleotide containing the KB enhancer sequence: 
GGGGACTTTCC. 

6. [Y-~~P]AW, 3000 Ci/mmol, 10 mCi/mL. 
7. T4  polynucleotide  kinase  (and  commercial  buffer). 
8.  Spun-columns (16). 
9. 5x TBE: 500 mM Tris-HC1  (pH 8.0), 450 mM borate, 5 mM EDTA. 

10.  Acrylamide  and  bis-acrylamide (37.5 : 1). 
11. 5x Binding Buffer: 50 mM Tris-HC1  (pH 7.4), 20% glycerol, 5 mM MgC12, 

2.5 mM EDTA, 0.5% Nonidet  P-40, 5 mM P-mercaptoethanol, 0.25 mg/mL 
poly dI-dC. 

12. Bromophenol  blue,  0.1%. 

3. Methods 
3. l Production/Purification of sAPPa in Mammalian Cultures 

The  primary  advantage of  mammalian  expression is structural veracity. Cer- 
tainly, posttranslational modifications  like  glycosylation  cannot  even  take  place 
in  prokaryotic  systems,  and  some  nonmammalian  eukaryotic  expression  sys- 
tems (yeast, baculovirus)  may  perform  glycosylations  that  differ  from  mam- 
mals. In  addition,  cotranslational  folding of a  secretory  protein  can  create  an 
irreversibly  distinct  structure,  including  a  defined  set  of  disulfide  bridges  that 
occur  only  in  the  more  oxidizing  environment in the  lumen  of  the  endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER). 

The  primary  disadvantage of mammalian  expression  is  low  yield.  Neverthe- 
less, sufficient sAPPa  for 3-6 mo of cell  biology  experiments (-3 mg)  can be 
generated  from  the HEK293 cell  line  (American Q p e  Culture  Collection, 
Rockville,  MD)  with  the  protocol  below.  The  stable  transfectants  were  made 
with  either  the  pCMV695 or pOCK751 expression  plasmids  (coding  for APP6g5 
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and APP751, respectively),  both of which  contain  the  neomycin  resistance  gene 
for  selection.  Transfection  and  selection  procedures  are  not  within  the  scope of 
this  chapter  and  can  be  found  elsewhere (17). The  stable  cell  lines  are  main- 
tained  in  minimal  essential  medium  (MEM)  supplemented  to 10% with  fetal 
bovine  serum (FBS) and 0.2 mg/mL  Geneticin (G418). From a l75 mainte- 
nance  flask,  the  cells  can  be  expanded  into  12  flasks  in  two  passages. 

Once  confluent,  the 12 T75 flasks  will  provide  cells  for  seeding  four  roller 
bottles. On the day of seeding,  the  roller  bottles are coated  for 22 h with 100 mL 
of 100 pg/mL poly-L-lysine (see Note 1) in  borate  buffer  (while  rotating  on  the 
roller  apparatus),  then  washed  three  times  with PBS. The  cells  are  seeded  and 
grown in the  coated  bottles  with  200 mL of MEM/FBS  (G418  can be omitted) 
while  rotating  at -3 rpm in  a  humidified 37OC incubator  containing 5% CO2. 
Alternatively, the  bottles  can  be  gassed  with  sterile-filtered 5% CO2, and  the 
lids  can  be  closed  tightly for culturing  in  a  less-regulated  “warm room.” Over 
the  course of 7-10 d,  the  cells  should  expand  in  a  monolayer  on  the  walls of the 
bottles  to  near 70% confluence (see Note 2). Then  the  medium  is  removed,  and 
the  walls of the  bottles  are  washed  gently  with 100 mL PBS. Serum-free 
medium (200 m L )  is  added,  and  the  bottles  are  returned  to  the  above  culture 
conditions far 5 d. 

3.1.1. Protein  Purification,  Day 1 
Steps 3-6 are  performed at 4°C. 

1.  Pour  the  conditioned  medium  from  the  roller  bottles  into  a  beaker;  put  fresh 
serum-free  medium  back  on  the  roller  bottles  (as  three  to  four  cycles  can be 
collected; see Note 3). 

2. Add  EDTA  and  PMSF to  the  collected  medium at final  concentrations  of 5 mM 
and  1 mM, respectively.  Adjust  the  pH  to 7.4 with  careful  addition  of 10 N NaOH. 

3. Centrifuge  the  medium  in  large  centrifuge  bottles at 11,OOOg for 30 min.  This  step 
usually  chills  the  medium  sufficiently  for  loading  onto  the  column  (next  step). 

4. Transfer  the  supernatant  to  a  clean  container  and  load  by  gravity  feed  onto  a 
10-mL  DEAE  column  equilibrated  with  chromatography  buffer  A. 

5.  Wash  the  column  with  100  mL  of  chromatography  buffer  A. 
6. Elute  with 20 mL chromatography  buffer B; collect l-mL fractions. 
7. Spot  1 pL of  each  fraction  onto  nitrocellulose  marked  with  a  grid  to  allow  frac- 

tion  identification;  store  the  remainder  of  the  fractions at -80°C. 
8. Develop  the  fraction  spot  blot  by  immunodetection  using  anti-APP  antibody  (e.g., 

as  per  a  Western  blot; see Chapter  13). 

3. l .2. Day 2 (Not  Necessarily  Consecutive) 
All  steps  except step 14 are  performed  at 4°C (see Note 4). 

9. Pool the APP-positive fractions and dialyze  for 1 h  against 1 L  of chroma- 
tography buffer  A. 
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10. Clear  the  dialysate  by  filtration  through a 0.45-p, low  protein-binding  syringe  filter. 
1 1. Load  onto a heparin-Sepharose  column.  This  column  can  be  run by gravity  feed 

with a two-cylinder  gradient  maker  such  as  used  for  pouring  gradient  gels.  How- 
ever,  the  gradient (see step 13) can  be  generated  with  better  control  using a mod- 
erate-pressure P L C  system (see Note 5). 

12. Wash  with 50 mL of chromatography  buffer A. 
13. Elute  with  gradient  from  chromatography  buffer A to  chromatography  buffer C 

(-0.5 mL/min,  traversing  the  gradient  within 60 min),  collecting 0.5-mL fractions. 
14. Again,  generate  and  develop a spot  blot  for  each  fraction  and  store  the  remainder 

at  -80°C. 

3.1.3. Day 3 (Not Necessarily  Consecutive) 
Steps  through 19 are performed  at 4°C 

15. Pool  the  APP-positive  fractions  and  dialyze  for -1 h against 1 L of chromatogra- 

16. Clear  the  dialysate by syringe  filtration. 
17. Load  onto a MonoQ HR 5/5 column  (Pharmacia  Biotech,  Piscataway, NJ) using 

a moderate-pressure  FPLC  system  and a flow  rate of -0.5 mL/min.  Other  anion 
exhange  columns  have  been  used  successfully,  as  well. 

phy  buffer D (see Note 6). 

18. Wash  with 10 mL of  chromatography  buffer D. 
19. Run a gradient  from  chromatography  buffer D to 70% chromatography  buffer E 

(0.5 mL/min),  traversing  the  gradient  within 30 min (see Note 7); collect 0.5-mL 
fractions. Strip the  column  with 100% chromatography  buffer E. 

20. Again  create a spot  blot  for  each  fraction,  save a 10-pL  aliquot of each,  and  store 
the  remainder  in  separate tubes at  -80°C. 

21. Use  the 10-pL aliquots  to  analyze  the  APP-immunopositive  fractions on a 5-15% 
polyacrylamide  gradient  sodium  dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel  with  silver-stain 
development  to  identify  fractions  containing  the  best  yield  and  purity. 

22. Pool  and  sterile  filter the desired  fractions;  store  in  convenient  aliquots at  -80°C. 

3.2. Production/Purification of  sAPP in Bacterial Cultures 
Observe US. Centers for Disease  ControlNational Institute of Health 

Biosafety  Level 2 containment/decontamination procedures (or equivalent) 
Bacterial  cultures offer the  benefit of very  high  protein yields. Despite  their 

deficiencies  in  modification, etc., sAPPs  produced  in  bacteria  retain  some of 
their  important  bioactivities (10,13,14). Indeed,  the  currently  used purification 
protocol involves denaturation of the  proteins  during  chromatography,  suggest- 
ing  that  at  least  some of the  biologically  active  structures of sAPP  can  rena- 
ture  sufficiently  in  physiological  solutions.  The  production  has  been  made 
more  facile  by  expressing  the  proteins  in a  vector  that  fuses  a  polyhistidine 
sequence  to  the  N-terminus.  This  modification  allows  one-step purification on 
a nickel-affinity column.  In  addition  to  the  time  this  cuts  from  the purification 
time, the  polyhistidine  tag  standardizes  purification of APP  structural  variants 
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Fig. 2. Purification of bacterially  produced  sAPP  protein  constructs. (A) Elution 
profile of sAPPa from  nickel-chelate  column;  silver  stained.  The  apparent  minor  con- 
taminants  in  fraction  11  react  with  anti-APP  antibodies,  suggesting that they  may  be 
incomplete  translation  products  or  proteolytic  fragments. (B) Differential  antigenicity 
of sAPPa, sAPPf3,  and D a m .  Aliquots of each  protein  were  subjected  to  Western  blot 
analyzes  using  alternatively  10D5, a monoclonal  antibody  generated  against  Af31-16, 
or 1G5, a monoclonal  antibody  generated  against ABam (both  generous gifts from 
Athena  Neurosciences,  Inc.,  South San Francisco,  CA). 

(e.g., SAPPP  or  deletion  mutants) (Fig. 2). Therefore,  bioassays  intended  for 
structure-function  analysis  do  not  suffer  from  differences  arising  from  artifacts 
of purification. 

The  bacterial  expression  system  applied  to  sAPP  production  utilizes  the 
pTrcHis  vector  system  (Invitrogen);  the  purification  protocol  has  been  based 
on  commercial  documentation (l&, with  modifications  for  a  somewhat  larger 
scale.  The KpnI-EcoRI fragment of APP695  cDNA  was  subcloned  into  the 
KpnYEcoRI-cut  pTrcHisC.  A  double-stranded  oligonucleotide  cassette  was 
synthesized,  annealed,  and  spliced  into  the EcoRI site of the  resulting  plasmid 
to  complete  the  coding  sequence of sAPPa;  a  “stop”  codon was  engineered  in 
place of amino  acid 613 of APP,,j95 (amino  acid 17 of the Ab sequence). 
Transcription  from  pTrcHis  is  regulated  by  the lac operon  and  thus  is  inducible 
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with IPTG. The vector  was  tranformed  into  TOPIOTM E. coli (Invitrogen),  an 
optimal  expression  strain.  A 0.5-L culture  in  Luria  broth  is  grown  (from  a 
20-mL overnight  starter  culture)  to  an A,jm  of 0.6. At  this  point,  IPTG is added 
to a  final  concentration of 1 mM for 3-5 h. 

Protein  purification: 

1. The cells  are  collected  by  centrifugation at 8000g  for 20 min at 4°C. The super- 
natant is discarded. 

2. 'henty milliliters of lysis buffer is added  to  the  cell  pellet,  and  the  sample is 
rocked  gently  for 5-10 min  at  room  temperature  until  the  pellet is dispersed 
(repeated  aspiration  and  expulsion  through  a  large-bore  pipet  may facilitate 
dispersion). 

3. The  lysate is sonicated  with  three 5-S pulses  at -0.425 dative output  (Fisher 
Sonic  Dismembrator 300, Fisher  Scientific,  Pittsburgh, PA). 

4. Centrifuge  the  lysate  at 11,OOOg for 20 min at 20°C;  transfer  the  supernatant  to  a 
clean  container. 

5. Load  the  sonicated,  cleared  lysate  onto  a 5-mL, nickel-chelating  (e.g.,  ProBondTM; 
Invitrogen)  column  preequilibrated  with  loading  buffer (see Note 8). 

6. Wash  the  column  with 50 mL, of loading  buffer. 
7. Wash  the  column  with 30 mL wash  buffer A. 
8. Wash  the  column  with 30 mL wash  buffer B. 
9. Elute  the  column  with 12 mL of  elution  buffer,  collecting  0.5-m1  fractions. 

10. Run 10 pL of each  fraction on a 5-15% polyacrylamide gradient sodium 
dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS)  gel;  during this time,  the  fractions  may  be  stored at 4°C. 

11. Pool the desired fractions (usually four to five) and dialyze against 10 mM 
Tris-HC1,  pH 7.4: Dialyze against  2 L for 10 min at room  temperature,  then 
place  the  dialysis  chamber  at  4°C;  after 4 h,  refresh  the  dialysis  with 
prechilled  (4°C)  buffer,  and continue with dialysis  for  an additional 16 h (see 
Note 9). 

12. Sterile  filter the dialysate, and store aliquots at -8OOC. 

3.3. Bioassays 
3.3.1. Cyclic  GMP  Assay 

Elevations of cGMP levels by sAPPa  can  be  detected  in  cultures of primary 
central  nervous system  neurons (9) or  in  membranes  prepared  from  neonatal 
rat  brain (19). The  cGMP  can  be  quantified by radioimmunoassay  (RIA), 
described  as  follows. 

3.3.1 .l. DAY 1 
1. Rat  primary  hippocampal  or  neocortical  neurons  are  cultured  as  described (20) in 

60-mm plates. 
2. After  treatment  for 15 min  with 0.01-1 nM sAPPa, the  medium  is  removed  from 

the  cultures,  400 pL of 0.1 M HCl is  added,  and  the  plates  are  frozen  on  a  slab  of 
dry ice.  (Plates  can be stored at -20°C  for  several  weeks.) 
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3. Thaw the  plates and scrape with cell  harvesters;  transfer  the  lysates  to 

4.  Clear  the  lysates  by  centrifugation at 12-14,OOOg for  5 min at 4°C. 
5. Transfer 360 pL of each lysate  to a  new tube and place on ice; save the 

6. Correct  the  pH of the  samples (see Note  10): 

microfuge tubes. 

pellets for step  16. 

a.  Add  approx 43 pL of  a  1O:l  mixture  of lox sodium  acetate  buffer110 NNaOH 

b. After  thorough  mixing  with  the  buffer/NaOH  mixture,  spot -1 pL of  the 

c. If  the  pH  approximates 6, proceed  with  the  remaining  tubes. 
d.  If  the  pH  differs  from  6 f 0.5,  correct  with  the  addition  of 0.5-2 pL incre- 

ments  of  1 N NaOH  or HC1. Adjust  the  volume  of  buffer/NaOH  added  to  the 
next  sample,  then  proceed  from step 6b. 

e.  Once  all  the  samples  have  been  adjusted  with  buffer/NaOH,  check  the  pH  of 
each  by  spotting  as  in step  6b. Adjust  as  necessary. 

7.  Transfer  100 pL of each  sample to a 12 x 75 mm  glass  tube  containing 400 pL lx  
sodium  acetate  buffer  on ice. 

8.  By serial  dilution, set up standards containing 0.01-3.0 nM cGMP;  transfer 
100 pL of each standard to  400 pL sodium acetate buffer, as  for  the samples. 

9. Set  up  a  0-cGMP  standard  tube  and  a  “nonspecific”  (NS)  tube,  each  containing 
only  500 pL sodium  acetate  buffer. 

a. Add 20 pL ice-cold  TEA  to  one  tube  and  immediately mix by  vortexing. 
b.  Add 10 pL ice-cold AA to  the  tube,  immediately  mix  and  place  back  on ice. 
c. Proceed with each remaining tube,  one by one (including standards and 

to  one  sample  (the  precise  amount  must  be  determined  empirically). 

sample  onto  a  high-resolution  pH  indicator  strip. 

10.  Move  the  tubes  to  a  fume  hood  for  acetylation (see Note 11): 

NS tubes). 
11.  Transfer  100 pL from  each  tube  to  new  tubes,  in  duplicate. 
12.  Add 100 pL of 100 nCi/mL  [1251]cGMP to  each  tube;  also  add  to  two  empty  tubes 

(“total  input”;  TI).  Mix  thoroughly  by  vortexing. 
13.  Add to each tube  (except the NS and TI tubes) 100 pL anti-cGMP  antibody 

prepared  at the optimal  concentration (see Note  12) in sodium acetate buffer 
containing  0.1  mg/mL  BSA. 

14.  Add  100 pL 0.1 mg/mL  BSA  to  the  NS  tubes. 
15.  Mix  each  tube,  cover  with  parafilm,  and  place  at  4°C  overnight. 
16.  Hydrolyze  the  pellets from step 5 in 25 pL of  0.2 N NaOH  (30  min,  room 

temperature);  quantify  protein in a  10-fold  dilution  with  bicinchronic  acid 
(BCA)  (Pierce  Chemical  Co.,  Rockford, L). 

3.3.1.2. DAY 2 

17.  Add 50 pL of  1%  y-globulin  to all tubes  except TI and  mix by vortexing. 
18.  Add  2 mL of  ice-cold  isopropanol  to  each  tube  except TI; mix. 
19.  Centrifuge all tubes  except TI at  1200g  for 40 min  at  4°C. 
20.  Aspirate  the  supernatant  to  a  radioisotope-compatible  collection  chamber. 
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None ATP DTT Van 

Buffer additions 
Fig. 3. Dependence  of  sAPPa-stimulated  cGMP  generation  on ATP. Rat  cortical 

membranes  were  assayed  for  responses  to 5 nM s W P a  in  the  absence  (“None”) or 
presence  of  various  modulators  of  other  particulate  guanylate  cyclase  activities: 1 mM 
ATP, 1 mM dithiothreitol  (“DTT”),  or  0.1 mM sodium  orthovanadate  (“Van”). 

21.  Quantify  the  pellets  on  a  y-counter (2 midtube). 
22.  Subtract  NS  from  each  value.  Generate  a  standard  curve  and  interpolate  unknowns 

(most  accurate  in  the  log-linear  portion  of  the  curve). 

3.3.1.3. MEMBRANE ASSAY 

Cyclic GMP generation  in  membranes  can  be  measured  with  the  following 
modifications  to  the  above  protocol.  The  impact of agents  reported  to  affect 
other  particulate  guanylate  cyclases  were  surveyed;  only  adenosine  triphos- 
phate (ATP) made a significant  impact  on sAPPa responses (Fig. 3). 

Steps 1-4 are  performed  at 0 4 ° C  

1. Perform  Dounce  homogenization  of  cortical  tissue  from  neonatal  rats  (postnatal 

2. Centrifuge  the  homogenate at 700g for 10 min to  remove  large  contaminants. 
3. Transfer  the  supernatant  to  a  suitable  tube  and  centrifuge at 100,OOOg for 60 min. 
4. Discard  the  supernatant,  wash  the  pellet  briefly  in  membrane  suspension  buffer, 

day I 3) in  homogenization  buffer (-3 Wcerebrum; 6-8 strokes). 

then  suspend  in  same (-100 &/cerebrum);  store  on  ice  until step 6. 
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5. Hydrolyze 5-pL aliquots  in 15 pL 0.2 N NaOH  for 15 min at room  temperature; 
perform  BCA  (Pierce  Chemical)  protein  determination  on  a  fivefold  dilution  of 
the  hydrolysate. 

6. Dilute  membrane  in  membrane  assay  buffer  to  a  final  concentration  of 0.6-1.2 pg 
protein/+  and  dispense 50 pL to 12 x 75  glass  tubes at 37°C. 

7.  After 45 S, add 50 pL of  a  mixture  of 2 mM GTP  and sAPPa (0.2-20 nM) or  the 
appropriate  dilution  of  vehicle;  react 2-6 min at 37°C. 

8.  Stop  the  reaction  by  the  addition  of 900 pL ice-cold  sodium  acetate  buffer. 
9. Transfer  the  stopped  reaction  mixture to microfuge  tubes  and  centrifuge at 

12,000-14,OOOg for 5 min. 
10. Start  cGMP  RIA at step 7 (above). 

3.3.2. Electrophoretic  Mobility  Shift  Assay 
In  the  two  cell  types  which  we  have  assayed sAPPa biological  activity,  the 

protein  activates KB-binding transcription  factors.  In  microglia, bona fide 
NFKB  is  the  target of sAPP-activated  cellular  signals (13). However, 
considerable  evidence  suggests  that sAPPa activates  a  novel KB-binding factor 
in primary  neurons;  efforts  are  underway  to  isolate  and  sequence  this  factor. 
Either  factor  can  be  detected  by  EMSA  using  a KB sequence  as  the DNA  probe. 
In  either  case,  this  assay  requires  at  least 2 x lo6 cells. 

3.3.2.1.  NUCLEAR  EXTRACTION 

All  steps  performed  at 0 4 ° C  
1. Put  plates  on  ice  and  wash  in  PBS,  then  once  in  lysis  buffer. 
2. Scrape  each  plate  in 150-200 pL lysis  buffer  containing 0.5% Nonidet  P-40  and 

transfer this  lysate  to a  prechilled  microfuge tube (see Note 13); incubate for 
5 min,  then  vortex  vigorously, 

3.  Centrifuge  in  a  microfuge (12,000-14,OOOg) at 4°C for 5 min. 
4. Discard  the  supernatant  and  wash  the  pellet  (nuclei)  with 1 mL lysis buffer 

(without  Nonidet  P-40);  centrifuge  in  a  microfuge  as  in step 3. 
5. Discard  the  supernatant  and  resuspend  the  pellet  in 20 pL extraction  buffer; 

incubate  for 10 min  at 4OC. 
6. Vortex  the  tube  vigorously;  centrifuge  in  a  microfuge  as  in step 3. 
7. Transfer 20 pL of the  supernatant to a  new,  prechilled  tube;  centrifuge  in  a 

8.  Transfer  the  supernatant  to a new, prechilled  tube  and  add  30 pL dilution  buffer; 

9. Take  two 5-pL aliquots  for  protein  determination;  freeze  the  remainder  at  -80°C. 

microfuge as in step 3. 

mix  gently. 

3.3.2.2.  ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY SHIFT ASSAY GEL 

1. Start  a  labeling  reaction  using  3.5  pmol KB oligonucleotide, 10 pCi [Y-~~PIATP, 

2. Pour  a  large (20 x 20 cm) 6% polyacrylamide (3751, acrylamidehis-acrylamide) 
and 5 U T4  polynucleotide  kinase;  incubate at 37°C  for  1-3  h. 

gel  with  0.75-mm  spacers  (buffer  is 0.25~ Tris-borate-EDTA). 
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3. Stop  the  probe  reaction (step 1) by  adding 1 pL 500 mM EDTA;  add 40 pL Tris- 
EDTA  (TE)  and  separate  the  probe  from  unincorporated  ATP  in  a  spun-column 
preequilibrated  with TE; count  a 1-pL aliquot  in  a  liquid  scintillation  counter. 

4. Dilute the nuclear extract sample (Subheading 3.3.2.2., step 9) to 1-5 pg 
proteid28 pL; add 7 pL, 5x binding buffer. 

5. Set up  nonspecific  tubes  containing  the  same  protein  content  and 1-3 pL cold 
oligonucleotide  in  28 pL; add 7 pL 5x binding  buffer. 

6. Incubate  the  sample  and  nonspecific  tubes  on  ice  for 15 min. 
7. Add 10-50,000 cpm  32P-labeled  oligonucleotide  to  each  tube;  incubate at room 

8. Add  2 pL 0.1% bromophenol  blue (see Note 14) to  each  tube  and  load  on  the 6% 

9. Dry  the  gel  on  a  gel  dryer (1-2 h) (see Note 15), then  expose  to  X-ray  film 

temperature for 20 min. 

polyacrylamide  gel;  run at 150 V for  approx 2 h. 

(overnight  is  usually  sufficient) (see Note 16). 

4. Notes 
1. Poly-L-lysine  can be made  as  a 10 mg/mL  stock  and  autoclaved. 
2.  Monitoring  roller-bottle  growth on a  conventional  inverted  microscope  can be 

difficult.  Removal  of  the  condenser  from  a  Nikon TMS works  handily. 
3. Cells  slough  from  the  walls  of  the  roller  bottles  if  they  become  too  dense.  If 

sloughing  occurs  relatively late in  the  culture  cycle,  the  conditioned  medium  is 
still  useful,  but  additional  cycles  will be futile. 

4. The  heparin-Sepharose  and  MonoQ  columns  can  be  run at room  temperature  with 
a  yield  of  active  protein,  but  sAPP  has  an  inherent  lability  that  may  be  suppressed 
partially at 4°C. 

5. “FPLC” is  an  acronym  coined  by  Pharmacia  Biotech  for  “fast  preparative  liquid 
chromatography.”  Several  chromatography  systems  can  satisfy  the  requirements 
for pumping  large  volumes  of  corrosive  aqueous  buffers  through  chemically  inert 
(e.g., polyetheretherketon [PEEK]) pumps. The Waters 650 workstation 
(Millipore,  Bedford,  MA)  has  been  used  for  the  work  presented  here. 

6. Tris-HC1  can  be  substituted  for  TEA-HCl  in  the  MonoQ  chromatography,  but it is 
a  poorer  buffer at pH 7.4 and  thus  should  be  used  at  no  lower  than  pH 7.6. 

7. Depending on the  column  and  conditions,  greater  resolution  on  the  MonoQ 
column  may  be  achieved  by  replacing  the  linear  gradient  with  a  parabolic  gradi- 
ent, such  that  the  gradient  becomes  more  gradual  near  the  elution  point of  sAPP. 

8.  The  bacterial  lysate  can  be  stored  at  -20°C  for  several  days  prior  to  running  the 
nickel-chelate  column. 

9. Large  yields  may  result  in  precipitation  of  bacterially  expressed  sAPP  during 
dialysis.  This  can  be  prevented  by  adding 0.1% Triton X-100 to  the  dialysis  buffer. 

10. Cyclic  GMP is sensitive  to  nonenzymatic  hydrolysis  under  alkaline  conditions. 
Adjustment  of  the  pH  should be performed  with  care  to  avoid  prolonged  incuba- 
tion  of  the  samples at a  high  pH.  Haste  is  also  helpful  in  the  acetylation  step,  as 
TEA  dramatically  raises  the  pH  before it is corrected  again  by  the  AA. 

11. Acetylation  of  cGMP is performed  in  the  RIA  because  most  commercial  anti- 
cGMP  antibodies  are  generated  against  conjugated  cGMP; it can be omitted  with 
a  loss  of  sensitivity  and  specificity. 
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12. Determination  of  the  optimal  anti-cGMP  concentration  in the RIA must  be  made 
empirically. An RIA relies  on  having  a  limiting  amount of  antibody so that  proper 
competition  will  occur  between  the [ *251]cGMP  and  the  cold  cGMP.  Initially,  test  a 
1:lOO dilution.  Run  the  cGMP RIA with  only  standards’  NS  and TI. As  a  rule  of 
thumb,  total  precipitated  cpm  (0-cGMP  standard)  should be approximately  half  of 
the TI cpm.  If  the  antibody  concentration  is  too  high,  the  standard  curve  will  flatten 
out  at  the  low  standard  concentrations;  if  the  antibody  concentration  is  too  low, 
resolution  will be lost  at  the  high  end  of  the  curve.  Thus,  the  antibody  input  should 
be  tailored  to  the  range  of  cGMP  amounts  expected  in  a  typical  experiment. 

13. Nuclear extraction  for  electrophoretic mobility shift assay  may be most 
conveniently  done  in  a 2-mL, screw-cap  microfuge  tube,  as  the  tip  has  a  more 
shallow  slope  that  allows  the  pellets  to  be  spread  more  broadly  across  the  tube  wall. 
This makes  more  convenient  both  the  aspirations  of  supernatants  and  resuspensions 
of  pellets. 

14. Bromophenol  blue  and  borate  buffers  inhibit  the  DNA-binding  activity  of  some 
transcription  factors,  but  they  do  not  affect  “binding  factors  appreciably. 

15. The electrophoretic  mobility shift assay requires rapid drying in  a  heated, 
vacuum-driven  gel dryer to  prevent  difhsion of  the  labeled  products in an  unfixed  gel. 

16. Interpretation  of  EMSA  results is based  on  the  appearance  of  a  retarded  band  at 
2-3 cm  from  the  top  of  the  gel.  Specificity  of  the  binding is apparent  from 
suppression  with  unlabeled  oligonucleotide. In the  case  of NFKB, identity  of  the 
band  can  be  confirmed  by  “supershift”:  further  retardation  by  an  antibody to a 
subunit  of  the  factor  (e.g., ref. 13). 
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Quantifying APId0 and APIa2 
Using  Sandwich-ELSA 

Daniel M. Skovronsky,  Jun  Wang,  Virginia M.-Y. Lee, 
and Robert W. Doms 

1. Introduction 
The  role of AP accumulation  in  the  pathogenesis of Alzheimer's  disease 

(AD)  is  supported  by  genetic  studies  showing  that  mutations  in  the  amyloid-P 
precursor  protein  (APP)  that  alter Ab production  are  linked  to  a  subset of 
familial  AD  (FAD)  cases  with  autosomal  penetrance  (reviewed  in ref. I ) .  
Several of these  FAD-associated APP  mutations,  as  well  as  FAD-associated 
mutations  in  the  presenilin  1  (PS1)  and  presenilin  2  (PS2)  genes,  lead  to an 
increase  in  the  production of A P 1 4  relative  to A P 1 ~ O .  This,  combined with the 
observation  that  these  peptides  are  differentially  deposited in senile  plaques 
(SPs)  in vivo, suggests  that  differential  production of AP140 and  APId2 may 
be  crucially  important  in  the  pathogenesis of AD. Thus,  it  is  important  to  use 
techniques  that  not  only  quantitate  AP  production,  but  also  specifically  differ- 
entiate  between  these  two  peptides  in  a  variety of experimental  paradigms.  Here 
we  describe  the  use of a  highly  sensitive  sandwich-ELISA  (enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent  assay)  to  quantitate both Ablao  and AP142  in  soluble  pools, 
after  secretion  by  cultured  cells  into  the  medium  or  in  human  cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF) samples,  as  well  as  in  insoluble  pools,  as  found  intracellularly  in 
cultured  cells,  or  deposited  in  the  brain  parenchyma. 

7-7-Ab7-40andAP7-42 
are Differentially Deposited  in AD Plaques 

Immunocytochemical  studies of senile  plaques  using  antibodies  specific  to 
the  carboxyl  termini of ADldo and  APIA2  demonstrate  that  almost  all  diffuse 
and  immature  plaques  stain  for AP ending at  residue  42  (AP42),  whereas very 

From:  Methods  in  Molecular  Medicine, Vo1.32: Alzheimer's  Disease:  Methods  and  Protocols 
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few  contain  AP  ending  at  residue  40  (AP40).  In  contrast,  mature  core  senile 
plaques  contain  both  AP40  and  AP42,  with  AP40  mainly  in  the  core  and  AP42 
present  in  the  core  and  the  periphery,  accounting  for  most of the  volume of 
the  plaque (2,3). Interestingly,  it is these  AP40  containing  SPs  rather  than 
diffuse  plaques  that  seem  to  be  directly  involved  in  AD,  since  compared  to 
control  patients,  cortices  from AD patients  have  significantly  higher  levels of 
AP40  containing  SPs,  the  presence of which are correlated  with  regions of 
neuronal  loss (4). In  addition  to  these  correlative  findings,  the  observation  that 
microglial  cells are associated  with  virtually  all  AP40-containing  cored  plaques 
but with very few of the  AP40-negative  uncored  plaques  further  suggests  that 
these  cored  plaques  may  be  critically  important  in  the  pathogenesis of AD (5). 

Although very little  is  known  about  the  mechanisms  by  which  these  differ- 
ent  types of senile  plaques  are  generated,  the  presence of AblAo  and  APIA2  in 
the  CSF of normal  and  AD  patients  suggests  that  AP  is  constitutively  produced 
and  secreted in vivo. Furthermore,  several  studies  suggest  that  CSF  from  AD 
patients  contains  less  APl42 than  that of controls,  perhaps  due  to  increased 
deposition of this  species  in  SPs of affected  individuals (6,7). In  contrast  to  the 
paucity of A V 0  (relative  to  AP42) found  in  the brain, AP40  is  the  major  species 
found  in CSF.  Interestingly,  the  ratio  APIA0  and  AP142  found  in  the  CSF 
(approx  1O:l)  mirrors  the  ratio of AP140 and  Ab142  secreted by  cultured 
neurons (S). 

1.2. Production of A P and A P by Cultured Cells 
Numerous  studies  have  documented  that  cells  that  express  APP  (either 

endogenously  or  as  a  result of engineered  overexpression)  secrete  both  APllro 
and  APla2. In such  cell  lines,  AP  secretion  is  modulated  by FAD associated 
mutations,  with  expression of APP717 mutants  or  coexpression of  FAD associ- 
ated  PS1  and  PS2  mutations  increasing  the  AP142  to  APllro  ratio (9-12). These 
experiments  form  the  basis  for  the  hypothesis  that  overproduction of APIA2  is 
a key step  in  the  pathogenesis of AD  and  illustrate  the  necessity  for  careful 
quantitation of AP1-40 and  APIA2. 

Interestingly,  secretion of AP140  and  AP142  by neurons  (NT2N) derived 
from  a  human  embryonal  carcinoma  cell  line  (NT2)  increases with time  spent 
in  culture (S). This  result  suggests  that an age-dependent  increase  in  AP  secre- 
tion by neurons  in vivo may play  a  role  in  the  deposition of AP  into  senile 
plaques  during  AD,  as well as  in  the  cortex  and  hippocampus of transgenic 
mice  that  over-express  mutant forms of APP (13,14). 

Although  the  study of secreted  and AP142 has  elucidated  factors 
which  affect  AP  production,  intracellular  AP  must  be  examined in order  to 
clarify  the  sites  and  mechanisms of AP  production.  A  recent  study  has  shown 
that API4 may be  generated  in  the  trans-Golgi  network  (TGN),  enroute  to 
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secretion (15). In  contrast,  several  studies  have  demonstrated  that  intracellular 
APIA;! is  generated  in  the  endoplasmic  reticuludintermediate  compartment 
(EMC),  a  site  from  which  AP  is  not  secreted (16,17). Interestingly,  the EMC 
is  a  site  where  presenilins  have  been  localized (18,19). Because  mutations 
in  the  presenilin  gene  have  been  implicated in the  upregulation of AP1-42 
production,  the  colocalization of the  presenilins  with  a  major  site of APld2 
production  raises  the  possibility  that  alterations  in AP production by the 
ER/IC  pathway  may  play  an  important  role  in  AD  pathogenesis.  Addition- 
ally, AP1-42 generated  in  the ER  remains  within  the  cell  in  a relatively  insoluble 
pool,  which  cannot  be  extracted  using  detergent-containing  buffers (20). This 
insoluble  accumulates  intracellularly  over  time  in  culture,  possibly  as  a 
result of the very slow turnover of this  pool. If a  similar  phenomena  occurs  in 
neurons  in vivo,  a  gradual accumulation of insoluble  intracellular APIA2 may 
be involved  in  the  genesis of senile  plaques. 

Thus,  when  studying AP production  by  cultured  cells,  it  is  important  not 
only  to  quantitate AP14 and APlA2 secreted by cells but also AP1-40 and 
in  the  soluble  and  insoluble  intracellular  pools. 

1.3. In Vitro Fibrillogenesis of A p and A p 
AP1-40 and  APlA2  have very  different  properties  in vivo, whereas APlA2 

makes  up  the  bulk of insoluble  Ab, both in  the  brain  and  intracellularly  in 
cultured  cells,  APlA0  is  more abundant  in  soluble  pools, such  as  the  CSF  and in 
material  secreted by cultured  cells.  These  differences  may  be  accounted  for  by 
the  basic  chemical  properties of these  peptides.  Studies  by  Jarrett  and  Lansbury 
(21) have  demonstrated  that  although  AplAo  and A P 1 4  have  similar  thermo- 
dynamic  solubilities,  they  have very different  kinetic  solubilities,  with  AP1-42 
forming  insoluble  fibrils  at  a  much  faster  rate  than ADlAo. Thus,  solutions of 
kinetically  soluble APlA0 could  undergo  amyloid  formation  after  seeding by 
AP142-containing  nuclei (22). Although  such  a  situation  does not completely 
explain  the  paucity of  AP140 in  senile  plaques  in vivo, it may  help  explain how 
slight  changes  in  levels of A P 1 4  relative  to  API4o  could  initiate  disease. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Sandwich-ELISA 

1.  Synthetic  and AbI4? peptides  (Bachem Biosciences, King of Prussia, 
PA). 

2. BlockAce  solution: 1% BlockAce  (Snow Brand  Milk  Products,  Sapporo,  Japan) 
in  phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS), 0.05% NaN3. 

3. Buffer  C: 0.1 M NaH2P04, 0.1 M Na2HP04, 2 mM ethylene  diaminetetraacetic 
acid  (EDTA), 0.4 M NaC1, 0.2% BSA, 0.05% CHAPS, 0.4% BlockAce, 0.05% 
NaN3, pH 7.0. 
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4. Buffer  EC: 0.1 M NaH2P04, 0.1 MNa2HP04, 2 mM EDTA, 0.4 M NaCl, 1% bovine 

5. l x  Dulbecco’s  PBS  (Life  Technologies,  Inc.,  Rockville,  MD). 
6. Tween-20. 
7.  Ban50,  BA-27,  BC-05 monoclonal antibodies (provided by and courtesy of 

Dr. N. Suzuki and Takeda Pharmaceutical, Japan). 
8.  Coating  buffer: 0.1 M NaHC03, 0.1 M Na2C03, pH  9.6. 
9.  Maxisorp  Immuno-assay  plates  (Nunc,  Roskilde,  Denmark). 

serum  albumin  (BSA), 0.005% Thimerosal  (Sigma,  St.  Louis,  MO),  pH  7.0. 

10. Tris-maleate  buffer  (TMB)  peroxidase  solutions  (Kirkegaard  and  Perry  Labora- 

1 1 .  Spectrophotometric  plate  reader  (i.e.,  Dynatech MR4000, Dynatech,  Chantilly,  VA). 

2.2. Extraction of CelldTissue 

tories,  Gaithersburg,  MD). 

1. Radioimmunoprecipitation  assay  (RIPA)  buffer: 0.5% sodium  deoxycholate, 
0.1% sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS), 1% NP40, 5 mM EDTA in TBS, pH 8.0, 
with  a  cocktail of protease  inhibitors  added  before  use (1 pg/mL each  of  pepstatin 
A,  leupeptin, TPCK, TLCK, and  soybean  trypsin  inhibitor  in 5 mM 
ethyleneglycoltetraacetic acid [EGTA]  and 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluo- 
ride  [PMSF]). 

2. 70% Formic  acid. 
3. 1 MTris base  (pH  should be -10 ; do  not  adjust). 
4. l x  Dulbecco’s  PBS  (Life  Technologies). 
5 .  l x  Tris-buffered  saline (TBS): 50 mMTris-HC1, 150 mMNaC1,  pH  7.6. 

3. Methods 
3.1. AP Sandwich-ELISA 

The  Ab  sandwich-ELISA  relies  on  the  use of three  monoclonal  antibodies: 
BAN-50 (anti-AP1-16) is used as  a  capturing  antibody,  whereas  HRP-conju- 
gated  BA-27 (which  is  specific  for  AP  ending at residue  40)  and BC-05 (which 
is  specific  for  AP  ending  at  residue  42) are used  as  reporter  antibodies (9). 
Using  the previously  described  conditions,  the  ELISA  distinguishes API4,-, and 
ABlA2  with  very  low  crossreactivity  and  a  sensitivity of approx 0.1-0.5 
femtomoles (frnol) of AP  per  sample (9,231. The  sandwich-ELISA  saturates at 
approx 50-100 fmol of AP  per  sample (23). The  protocol  detailed  below 
(adapted  from ref. 9) forms the  basis  for  the  AP  sandwich-ELISA. 

3.1.1. Day l 
1. Dilute  Ban50  antibody in sodium  bicarbonate  coating  buffer  at 5 @mL (see Note 1). 
2. Add 100 pL of  Ban50  antibody  to  each  well,  allow  to  coat for 24 h  at  4°C (see Note 2). 

3.1.2. Day 2 
3. Remove  the  Ban50  antibody  solution  and  wash  the  plate  twice  with 300 pL PBS 

per  well (see Note 3). 
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4. Add 300 pL BlockAce  solution  per  well  and  allow  the  plates  to  block  for at least 
24  h at 4°C (see Note 4). 

3.1.3. Day 3 

5. Remove  the  BlockAce  solution  and  wash  the  plate  twice  with 300 pL PBS  per 

6. Add 50 pL EC buffer  to  each  well  to  prevent  the  wells  from  drying  while  loading 

7.  Prepare  serial  dilutions  of  API40  and APIA2 standards (see Note 5). 
8. Add 100 pL of  the  samples  and  standards  and  allow  the  samples  to  bind  for  24  h 

well. 

the  samples. 

at 4OC (see Note 6). 

3.1.4.  Day 4 

9. Remove  the  samples  from  the  wells  and  wash  the  plate  twice  with 300 pL PBS 

10.  Dilute  BA-27 or BC-05  antibodies  1:2000 in buffer  C (see Note 7). Add 100 pL 
per  well. 

per  well  to  the  appropriate  plates. 

3.1.5. Day 5 

11.  Remove  the  antibodies  and  wash  the  plate  twice  with 300 pL PBS  per  well. 
12.  Wash  the  plate  twice  with  300 pL PBS + 0.05% Tween-20. 
13. Add  100 pL of  a 1:l mix  of TMB peroxidase  substrates  (allow  peroxidase 

substrates  to  warm  to  room  temperature  before  use). 
14.  Allow  the  ELISA  to  develop  for  up  to  1  h (see Note 8). 
15.  Stop  the  reaction  by  adding  100 pL 1 M H3P04per well,  and  measure  the  absor- 

bance  of  the  wells at 450 nm (see Note 9). 

3.2. Quantitation of A P Secreted by Cultured  Cells 

As  the  sandwich-ELISA allows  for  the  direct  analysis of conditioned  media, 
it  provides  a  simple  and  rapid  method  to  quantitate  the  secretion of and 
APIA2  from  cultured  cells.  It has been  utilized  to  examine  AP  secretion  in  a 
variety of paradigms,  including  expression of APP  and  presenilin FAD mutants 
(9-12), as well  as  treatment of cells  with various drugs  meant  to  alter  AP  pro- 
duction (24). 

Because,  in  addition  to  AP,  most  nonneuronal  cell  lines  secrete  large 
amounts of p3  (the  secreted  product of a- and y-secretase  cleavage of APP)  it  is 
important  to  note  that  using  Ban50  antibody  excludes  p3  and  other  amino- 
truncated  AP  species  from  analysis.  Although  in  many  situations  it  may  be 
useful  to  quantitate  p3  production  as  well  as  AP  productfon  (and  thus  compare 
activities of a- and  p-secretase  pathways),  p3  specific  antibodies  are  not  avail- 
able  and  thus  the  exclusive  analysis of p3 by ELISA  is not  currently  possible. 
Instead,  investigators  have  utilized HRF"coup1ed 4G8  antibody (anti-AP17-24) 
to  detect  AP and p3  after  capturing with BC-05 or BA-27 antibodies (2). Data 
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from  such an experiment  can  then  be  compared  to  that  obtained  after  analysis 
with  the  AP  specific  (Ban50BC-05  and  Ban50BA-27)  sandwich-ELISA  in 
order  to  assess  p3  secretion. 

3.3. Extraction of Intracellular AP 
for Quantitation by Sandwich-ELISA 

Although  several  studies  have  demonstrated  the  presence of detergent 
soluble  pools of intracellular  AP  in  a  variety of cell  lines (8,15-17,25,26), we 
have  recently  discovered  the  presence of an  additional  pool of relatively 
insoluble  intracellular  AP. We found  that  in many  cell  lines,  this  insoluble pool 
of AP  represents  the  majority of the  total  intracellular AB, and  can  be  quantita- 
tively  extracted  using 70% formic acid (20). Although  direct  extraction of cells 
into  formic  acid  yields  both  the  soluble  and  insoluble  pools of AP,  it  is  also 
possible  to  simultaneously  monitor  AP  in  each  intracellular  pool  by  sequential 
extraction of cells  with RIPA buffer followed by  formic  acid.  In Subheading 
3.3.1. we  detail  the  protocols  for  each of these  extraction  methods  (adapted 
from ref. 20). 

3.3.1. Lysis of Cells Directly Into Formic Acid (see Note 10) 
1. Remove  the  media,  and  wash  the  cells  twice  in  ice-cold  PBS. 
2. Scrape  the  cells  in 1 mL cold  PBS. 
3. Centrifuge  at  3000g for 2 min  to  pellet  the  cells. 
4. Remove the  PBS, and resuspend  the  cells  in 100 pL 70% formic  acid (see 

5.  Sonicate for 10 S with  a  probe  sonicator. 
6. Centrifuge at 100,OOOg for 20 min at  4°C to remove remaining  insoluble 

7. Transfer the supernatant to a fresh tube, and neutralize with  1.9  mL of 1 M 

8. Dilute  the  sample 1:3 in H20, and  load 100 pL into  the  microtiter  plate  well  for 

Note 11). 

material. 

Tris-base (see Notes  12 and 13). 

sandwich-ELISA (Subheading  3.1.) (see Note 14). 

3.3.2. Sequential  Extraction of Cells 
with RIPA  Buffer and Formic Acid (see Note 15) 

1. Remove  the  media  and  wash  the  cells  twice  in  ice-cold PBS. 
2. Scrape the cells  in 600 pL RIPA  buffer containing  protease  inhibitors. 
3. Sonicate for 10 S with  a  probe  sonicator. 
4.  Pellet  insoluble  material by centrifugation  at 40,OOOg for 30 min  at  4°C. 
5. Remove  the  supernatant  and  save for direct  loading  of 100 pL into  microtiter  well 

6. Resuspend  the  pellet  in 100 pL 70% formic  acid  with  sonication  until  pellet is 

7. Neutralize  the  formic  acid  with 1.9 mL of 1 M Tris-base. 

for sandwich-ELISA (Subheading 3.1.). 

resuspended (see Note 16). 
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8 .  Dilute  the sample 1:3 in H20, and load 100 pL, into  microtiter well for sand- 
wich-ELISA (Subheading  3.1.) (see Note 17). 

3.4. Extraction of AP from  Brain  Samples 
for Quantitation by Sandwich-ELISA 

The  analysis of AP  deposited in the  AD  brain  was  one of the  first  quantita- 
tive  applications of the  AP  sandwich-ELISA (27), and  continues  to  prove  use- 
ful  in  clarifying  the  mechanisms of plaque  formation,  both  in  postmortem 
human  brain  samples  and  in  transgenic  mouse  models of AD. Serial  extraction 
of brain  samples with TBS, detergent-containing  buffer  (RIPA  or 10% SDS), 
and  formic  acid  demonstrates  that  only  a  small  fraction of ADlA0  and AblA2  is 
soluble  in TBS or  detergent  containing  buffer,  whereas  a  far  larger  pool of AP 
is recovered  by formic acid  extraction (2,27,28). After  formic  acid  extraction 
of brain  samples,  the  formic  acid  must  be  removed by drying  or by neutraliza- 
tion  in  order  to  quantitate  AP  using  the  sandwich-ELISA (2,28). Using  either 
of these  methods,  greater than 95% of AP can  be recovered  and  detected by 
sandwich-ELISA,  as  assessed by AP  spiking  experiments (2). Furthermore, 
elution of formic  acid  solubilized  samples  from  a  Superose 12 column  shows 
that  the  sandwich-ELISA  recognizes  only low molecular  weight  containing 
fractions,  and  thus  does  not  detect  full-length  APP  or  large  APP  fragments (2). 
Recently we  have  developed  a  protocol  for the  sequential  extraction of brain 
samples  (adapted  from J. Wang et al., manuscript  submitted)  and  this  protocol 
is  summarized as follows. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8.  
9. 

10. 

Remove the  meninges  from  brain  samples (0.15 g wet  brain  weight)  and  Dounce- 
homogenize, on ice, in 4 mL of TJ3S containing  protease  inhibitors. 
Pellet  the  homogenate by centrifugation  at 100,OOOg for 1 h at  4°C. 
Remove  the  supernatant  and  save  for  direct  loading  of  100 pL into a microtiter 
well  for  sandwich-ELISA. 
Resuspend  the  pellet  in 4 mL of  RIPA buffer  containing  protease  inhibitors by 
Dounce-homogenization. 
Pellet  the  homogenate by centrifugation  at 100,OOOg for 1 h at 4°C. 
Remove  the  supernatant  and  save  for  direct  loading  of  100 pL into a microtiter 
well  for  sandwich-ELISA (Subheading  3.1.). 
Resuspend  the  pellet  in 1 mL of 70% formic  acid by dounce-homogenization. 
Pellet  the  homogenate by centrifugation  at 100,OOOg for 1 h at  4°C. 
Remove the supernatant, and neutralize with  19 v01 Tris-base. 
Dilute 15 ,  1:25, and  1:  125  in  EC  buffer for loading  onto  sandwich-ELISA 
(Subheading 3.1.) (see Note 18). 

4. Notes 
1. BNT77 (anti-Apll-28) antibody  can also be  used  as a capturing antibody. 

I Because its epitope is located  in Apl l-16, it will not  recognize  p3, but it will 
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recognize  AP  with  a  truncated  or  modified  amino  terminus (23,26). However, 
using BNT77 decreases the  sensitivity of the sandwich-ELISA by approx 

2.  Overnight  incubations  are  required  after  each  step  of  the  sandwich-ELISA  to 
ensure  efficient  coating,  blocking,  and  AP/antibody  binding.  Shortened  incuba- 
tions  will  decrease  the  sensitivity  of  the  ELISA. 

3.  We find  that  Ban50  antibody  can  be  reused at least  once  after  coating  plates  if 
supplemented  with  an  additional 0.5 p.g/mL freshly  diluted  Ban50  antibody, 
although  doing so results  in  a  slight  (less  than  10%)  loss  of  sensitivity. 

4.  At  this  point  in  the  sandwich-ELISA  protocol,  the  plates  can  be  stored  for  as  long 
as  several  months at 4°C  if  tightly  sealed  to  prevent  evaporation. 

5. AP standards  should  range  in  concentration  from  400  fmol/mL to 3.125  fmol/mL 
and  should  be  freshly  diluted  from  frozen,  concentrated  dimethyl  sulfoxide  stocks 
of synthetic  AP140  and APIA2 peptides.  Standards  should  be  diluted  in  the  same 
buffer as the  samples  being  quantitated. 

6.  Samples  are  loaded  in  duplicate  wells in order to ensure  the  accuracy  of  the 
quantitation.  Sandwich-ELISA  plates  should  be  set  up  in  duplicate,  with  one  plate 
for  detection  of  AP140  with  horseradish  peroxidase  (HRP)-conjugated  BA-27 
antibody  and  another  for  detection  of  AP142  with  HRP-conjugated  BC-05  antibody. 

7. The  dilution  factor  for  the  HRP-conjugated  antibodies  may  need  to be adjusted  to 
compensate  for  lot-to-lot  variability. 

8. Longer  incubations  with  TMB  peroxidase  substrates  increase  the  sensitivity  of 
the  sandwich-ELISA  but  may  lead  to  saturation  of  more  concentrated  samples. 
Thus incubation  times  must  be  tailored  to  the  specific  application. 

10-fold (23). 

9. Plates  should be read  immediately  after  stopping  the  reaction. 
10.  Other  methods  of  extraction,  such  as  lysis  in  10% SDS or 6 M GuHCl,  will  also 

extract at least  a  fraction  of  the  insoluble  pool  of  AP. 
11.  A  volume  of  100 pL formic  acid  was  found  to  extract  AP  optimally  from  cell 

lysates  containing  approx  1  mg  of  total  protein. 
12.  After  neutralization,  the  pH  should be about 7-7.5. 
13.  Although  we  were  also  able  to  recover  a  fraction  of  the  formic  acid-solubilized 

AP  by  lyophilization  followed  by  resuspension  (with  sonication)  of  the  pellet  in 
60%  acetonitrile  followed  by  1:20  dilution  in RIPA  buffer,  we  found  that this 
technique  was  not  quantitative  for  the  extraction  of  intracellular AD. 

14. We found  that  samples  neutralized  with  1 M Tris-base  greatly  decreased  the 
sensitivity  of  the  sandwich-ELISA. For this reason, we always  diluted  such 
samples at least  1:3  in H20 before  application  on  the  sandwich-ELISA.  Standard 
curves  for  quantitation  of  such  samples  should be generated  in  a  similar  method. 

15.  Volumes  of  RIPA  and  formic  acid  are  appropriate for  approx 2-7 million  cells, or 
up  to  1  mg  of  total  protein.  Sequential  extraction is not  recommended  for  smaller 
amounts  of  cellular  protein. 

16.  Vigorous  sonication  (with a probe  sonicator)  was  found  to be necessary for 
efficient  AP  extraction  from  the  RIPA-insoluble  pellet.  Longer  incubation  times 
in  formic  acid  (up  to  24  h)  or  high  incubation  temperatures  (up  to  37°C)  did  not 
increase  AP  recovery. 
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17. We find it useful  to  normalize ELSA results  to  total  protein  extracted  or  to  steady- 
state  levels  of APP.  If protein  determination is desired,  RIPA  samples  can  be 
assayed  by  the  bicinchoninic  acid  assay  (BCA,  Pierce  Chemical  Co.,  Rockford, 
L). However,  neutralized  formic  acid  samples  are  not  compatible  with  the  BCA 
assay  and  must  be  assayed  by  Coomassie  protein  determination.  Alternatively, 
steady-state  levels  of  APP  can be determined  by  quantitative  Western  blotting 
using [1251] labeled  secondary  antibody (29). 

18.  Because of the  high  concentration  of AD extracted  from  AD  brains  by  formic 
acid, it is sometimes  necessary  to  dilute  samples  by  up  to  125-fold  in  order  to 
remain  within  the  linear  range of the  sandwich-ELISA. 
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Electrophoretic  Separation  and  lmmunoblotting 
of APl-40 and AP1-42 

Matthias Staufenbiel  and  Paolo A. Paganetti 

1. Introduction 
The  main  protein  component of the  plaques  found  in  the  brains  of 

Alzheimer’s  disease  patients is Ab,  a  peptide of 39  to  43  amino  acids (reviewed 
in refs. 1 and 2). Two major  AP  isoforms  have  been  identified  in  the  brains of 
affected  individuals  ending  at  amino  acids  40  and  42,  respectively (3). The 
longer  form,  AP42,  aggregates  more  rapidly  in  vitro (4) and  is  preferentially 
deposited  in  vivo (3,5,6). Normally, AP is  secreted  as  an  apparently  soluble 
molecule (7-9). It  is  generated  by  all  cultured  cells  expressing  its  precursor 
protein, M P ,  and  can  be  detected  in vivo  in  the  cerebrospinal  fluid (10) and in 
plasma (11). Mutations  linked  to  familial  forms of Alzheimer’s  disease  have 
been  found  in  the APP gene  as  well  as  two  other  genes  encoding  presenilin 1 
and  presenilin 2. They  were  shown  to  alter  APP  metabolism  and,  in  particular, 
to  either  increase  total  AP  or  the  relative  abundance of the  longer AD42 isoform 
(12-17). These  observations  have  led  to  the  hypothesis  that  Ab42  may  play  a 
critical  role in amyloid  plaque  formation  and  the  development of Alzheimer’s 
disease.  Obviously  methods  discriminating  between  the  two  major  AP  species 
are  important  in  order  to  study  this  notion. 

Currently,  the  use of end-specific  antibodies  or  electrophoretic  separation 
are  the  two  main  alternatives  to  distinguish  between  AP40  and  AP42.  Reverse 
phase  liquid  chromatography  after  CNBr  cleavage of AP  has  also  been 
described  but  is very complex  and  time  consuming (14). Conventional  reverse 
phase  liquid  chromatography ( la) ,  capillary  zone  electrophoresis (19), acid- 
urea PAGE (19) or different SDS-PAGE methods (18,20) have  been  tested  with- 
out  success  to  separate AP1~O and  AblA2.  End-specific  antibodies  have  been 
used  in  enzyme-linked  immunosorbent  assay  (ELISA)  or  immunoblotting 
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methods (14,21). Although  the  ELISA  offers  the  advantage of a  high  sample 
throughput,  both  methods  require  antibodies  that  do  not  crossreact  between 
Ablao and  APIa2.  Furthermore,  the  small  amount of AP42  present  in  most 
samples  requires  high-afflnity  antibodies  for  detection.  Such  tools  become 
available  only  slowly.  Electrophoretic  separation of APla0  and  Abla2  allows 
processing of fewer  samples  in  parallel. To increase  the  sensitivity, AP peptides 
can  be  analyzed  after  prior  immunoprecipitation  using  a  general  AP  antibody. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  peptides  are  directly  visualized  and  end-specific 
antibodies  are  not  required. 

We have optimized  both  the  electrophoretic  separation of AP14 from  APId2 
and the  immunoblotting of AP to  obtain high sensitivity even in the  absence of 
radioactive  labeling. To start  with, two  electrophoresis  systems  designed  to 
separate  low  molecular  weight  proteins  or  peptides  were  used:  the bicinenris 
(glycerol)  or  the  tricinenris  SDS-polyacrylamide  gels  according  to  Wiltfang 
(22) or  Schagger  and von Jagow (231, respectively. Close  inspection of the  gels 
indicated  a  slightly  different  mobility of APl+  and  AP142; however, mixing 
of the  peptides  showed  with  both  systems  that  this  effect  was  not  sufficient  for 
a  separation.  Based  on  this  notion  we  searched  for  conditions  enhancing  the 
separation of  AP14 and AP142. For  the 15% T/5% C bicinenris gels (see 
Note 2), a  clear  separation of AP140 and AP142 is  obtained  with 8 M urea  in 
the  separation  gel  combined  with 0.25% SDS  in  the  cathode buffer (22,24). 
Unexpectedly  the  longer AP142 peptide  migrated  faster  than  the  smaller 
We assume that such  a  migration  behavior is  due to  differences  in  secondary 
structure  and  SDS  binding  induced by the  two  terminal  amino  acids,  whereas 
the  increased  peptide  length  is  less  important.  Other  gel  systems  may  require 
different  urea  and  SDS  concentrations  for  a  successful  separation of APIAO 
and AP142. As an  example, both AP peptides  comigrated  on 16.5% T/3% C 
tricinenris gels  with  0.25%  SDS  in  the  cathode  buffer,  whereas  they  were 
clearly  separated  using  the  original  buffer  with 0.1 % SDS (24). 

The  separation  distance  between  AP140  and  AP142  can  be  further  increased 
when  lower  percentage  acrylamide  gels (10% T)  are  used (25). These  gels  also 
allow  to  resolve  the AP142 and AP143 peptides,  which are not  well  separated 
on  the  smaller  pore  size  gels  previously  described.  It  should  be  noted  that  the 
structural  basis  that  enables  the  separation of molecules  differing  only  by  two 
amino  acids  is  not  well  understood.  In  addition  to  SDS  binding  and  secondary 
structure,  the  aggregation  properties of AP  may  also  differ.  Aggregation of the 
peptides  may  influence  their  migration  on 10% T gels  as  postulated  based  on 
the  considerably  reduced  mobility  compared  to  marker  proteins (25). Yet we 
observed  a  continuous mobility  shift with an  increasing  urea  concentration  in 
both 10% and 15% T gels. 

For  immunodetection,  the  separated AP peptides  can  be  electrophoretically 
transferred  to  polyvinylidenefluoride  (PVDF)  membranes. We achieved  best 
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results by semidry blotting using a multibuffer system with 0.025% SDS in the 
cathode buffer, 30% methanol in  the anode buffers and a high ionic strength buffer 
next to the anode (25). The sensitivity also depends on the PVDF membrane used. 
It  can be increased considerably by boiling the blot in phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) right after the  transfer (21,25). The detection limits are in the low nanogram 
range for silver staining and about 5-10 pg (1-2 fmol) for immunostaining using a 
good AP antibody. 

We have also  used  both  separation of AP peptides and immunoblotting  to 
analyze biological material. These studies demonstrated the separation of Abl+ 
and generated from cultured cells after metabolic radiolabeling and immu- 
noprecipitation (24,26,27). They  also showed that SDS-PAGE can be used to obtain 
quantitative data and to determine the ratio of Ap142 and API4. Similar studies 
have  been  done  with  nonradioactive AD peptides  that  were  detected by 
immunoblotting and quantified. In addition to AP derived from cultured cells, we 
have also successfully analyzed A P 1 4  and ABla2 peptides isolated from the brains 
of Alzheimer's disease patients as well as from  the brains of APP transgenic mice. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

1. Minigel apparatus (e.g.,  Bio-Rad  Mini-Protean I1 [Bio-Rad Laboratories, 

2. Bicinemris  gels. 
Hercules,  CA], 7 cm gels, 0.75 mm spacers). 

a.  Anode  buffer: 0.2 M Tris, 50 mM H2SO4,  pH 8.1. 
b.  Cathode  buffer: 0.2 M Bicine, 0.1 M NaOH,  pH 8.2,0.25% SDS. 
c. 4x Gel  buffer: 1.6 M Tris, 0.4 M H2SO4, pH 8.4. 
d. 2x Stacking  buffer: 0.8 M bis-Tris, 0.2 M H2S04,  pH 6.7. 
e. 2x Comb  buffer: 0.71 8 M bis-Tris, 0.3 18 M bicine,  pH 7.7. 
f.  Acrylamidelbis: 57% Acrylamide, 3% bis-acrylamide. 
g. 2x sample  buffer: 2% SDS, 30% sucrose, 0.718 M bis-Tris, 0.318 M bicine, 

h. A P S :  10% Ammoniumpersulfate. 
i.  TEMED (N,N,N,'N'-tetramethylethylenediamine, Sigma T928 1) (Sigma 

Chemical  Co., St. Louis,  MO). 

5% P-mercaptoethanol, 0.01% bromphenol  blue. 

3. Tricinemris  gels. 
a.  Anode  buffer: 0.2 M Tris/pCl,  pH 8.9. 
b. Cathode  buffer: 0.1 M Tris, 0.1 M tricine,  pH 8.25,O.  1% SDS. 
c. 3x Gel  buffer: 3 M Tris/pCl,  pH 8.45,0.3% SDS. 
d. Acrylamidelbis: 30% Acrylamide, 0.8% bis-acrylamide. 
e. 2x Sample  buffer: 4% SDS, 12% glycerol, 50 mM Tris/pCl,  pH 6.8,50 mM 

dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.01 % Coomassie  brilliant  blue. 
2.2. Western Blotting 

1. Semidry  blotting  cell  (e.g.,  Bio-Rad  Trans-Blot SD) (Bio-Rad  Laboratories). 
2. PVDF  membrane:  Immobilon  P  transfer  membrane  (Millipore  IPVH 000 10) 

(Millipore,  Bedford,  MA). 
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Table 1 
Compositions of Bicinenris  Separating  Gels (8M Urea) 

Stock  solution 10%  acrylamide  15%  acrylamide 
Urea 2.4  g  2.4  g 
Acrylamidelbis 0.833 mL 1.25 mL 
4x Gel  buffer 1.25 mL 1.25 mL 
10%  SDS 50 pL 50 pL 

Separating  gel (5 mL) Separating  gel  (5mL) 

H20 Upto5mL u p   t o 5  mL 
APS 20 pL 20 pL 
TEh4ED 2.5 pL 2.5 pL 

3. Chromatography  paper: 3" Whatman  (Whatman,  Clifton,  NJ). 
4.  Buffer A: 0.3 M Tris,  30%  methanol; do not  adjust the pH. 
5. Buffer B: 25 mM Tris,  30%  methanol; do not  adjust  the pH. 
6. Buffer C:  25 mM Tris  (adjusted to pH  9.40  with  boric acid),  0.025% SDS. 
7.  PBS: 10 mM NaHP04,  pH  7.4,  2.7 mM KC1, 0.137 M NaCl  (Sigma  P4417) 

(Sigma  Chemical). 

2.3. lmmunodetection 
1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

Nonfat  milk  powder,  low  phosphate. 
Biomax-MR films (Kodak 873 6936) (Eastman Kodak,  Rochester,  NY) or 
Amersham  Hyperfilm  (RPN3103N)  (Amersham, UK). 
ECL+Plus  detection  reagent  (Amersham,  RPN2132). 
Whatman  3MM  chromatographic  paper. 
Mouse  monoclonal  antibody  6E10,  ascite  fluid  (Senetec  plc,  Maryland  Heights, 
MD, 1: 1  in  glycerol, -2OOC). 
Goat a-mouse immunoglobin  G  (IgG)  coupled  to  horseradish  peroxidase  (a-mIgG- 
HFP,  ChemicodMilan  (Temecula,  CA),  AP127P,  1:l  with  glycerol,  -20°C). 
lox TBS-T 0.2 M Tris/HCl,  pH  7.4, 1.5 M NaCl, 0.5% Tween-20. 
Blocking  solution: 5% milk  powder  in  Tris-buffered  saline  containing  Tween-20 
(TBS-T). 

2.4. Synthetic  Peptides 
All  Ab peptides  were  purchased from Bachem  (Switzerland)  (AP140: 

H1194, AP1-42: H1368, AP143: H1586). 

3. Methods 
3.1.  Gel  Electrophoresis 
3.1.7. Bicineflris SDS-PAGE Containing 8 M Urea 

1.  Follow  the  recipes  given  in Table 1 to  prepare  10% or 15%  polyacrylamide  sepa- 
rating  gel  solutions (see Notes l and 2). 
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Table 2 
Compositions of Bicine/Tris  Stacking  and  Comb  Gels 

Stock  solution  Stacking  gel (1 mL) Comb  gel (3 mL) 
Acrylamidehis  0.1  mL 
2x Stacking  buffer  0.5 mL 
2x Comb  buffer - 
10% SDS 10 PL 

APS 4 W  
TEMED 1 W  

HZ0 0.385 mL 

0.375  mL 

1.5  mL 

1.07  mL 

- 

30 PL 
24 W 
3 W  

2. Pipet  the  separating  gel  solution  into  the  assembled  gel  chamber  (gel  length  approx 
54 mm), overlay  with  water-saturated  2-butanol,  wait  until  the  gel  is  polymerized, 
remove  the  2-butanol,  rinse  with  deionized  water,  tilt,  and  remove  the  remaining 
water  with  a  piece  of  filter  paper. 

3.  Prepare  the  stacking  gel  solution as indicated in 'Igble 2, pour  on  top  of  the  separating 
gel  (gel  length  5 mm), let it polymerize,  and  wash as in step 2. 

4.  Add  the  comb  gel  solution ('Ihble 2) on  top  of  the  polymerized  stacking  gel  to fill the 
chamber  completely.  Rapidly  insert  a  comb  for  10 or 15  samples.  The  bottom  of the 
comb  should  be  placed  about  5 mm above  the  stacking  gel. 

5.  After  complete  polymerization,  place  the  gel  into  the  running  chamber,  add  the  cathode 
and  anode  buffers,  remove  the  comb,  and  rinse  the  sample  pockets  with  cathode  buffer 
using  a  syringe (see Note 3). 

6. To  prepare the samples,  dilute  with an equal  volume  of 2x sample  buffer  (for bicinflris 
gels),  heat  for 3-5  min  at 95°C and  centrifuge  for  5  min  at 12,OOOg (see Notes 4 and 5). 

7. Load  the  samples,  including  the  molecular  weight  markers,  carefully in the  comb  gel 

8. Run  the  gel  at 40 V until  the  samples  have  reached  the  separating  gel,  thereafter  run  the 

9. Stop  the  electrophoretic  separation  when  the  blue  dye  reaches  the  end  of  the  gel (see 

pockets. 

separation  at  maximal  120 V. 

Notes 6 and 7). 

3.1.2. Tricine/7iris SDS-PAGE Containing 8 M Urea 
1. Prepare  the  samples as described  previously  using  the 2x sample  buffer for 

tricine/Tris  gel  electrophoresis. 
2. Prepare the  gel according  to the recipe in Table 3 and the description for 

bicinenris gels but  omit  the comb gel. In other  words,  the comb is inserted 
directly into  the stacking gel of this biphasic gel system. 

3.  Load  the  samples  on  the  gel  and  electrophorese as detailed  in Subheading 3.1.1. 

3.2. Western  Blotting 
3.2. l. Assembly of Blotting  Sandwich 

Prewet  the  chromatography  filter  papers  as  follows: two sheets  each  in  buffer 
A and  buffer B, three  sheets in buffer C. Prewet  the PVDF membrane  with 
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Table 3 
Compositions of Triclne/Tris Separating 
and Stacking Gels (8M Urea) 

Separating  gel (5 mL) 
Stock  solution 15% acrylamide  Stacking  gel (2 mL) 
Urea 2.4 g 
Acrylamidelbis 2.5 mL 
3x Gel  buffer 1.67 mL 
10% SDS 50 pL 

APS 25 pL 
TEMED 2.5 pL 

H20 Upto5mL 

256 pL 
500 pL, 

1.24 mL 

1.6 pL 

- 

50 pL 

16 pL 

methanol,  briefly  rinse  with H20, and  equilibrate  in buffer B. Equilibrate  the 
gel  immediately  after  electrophoresis in buffer C for 1-3 min  (not  longer). 
Assemble  the  blotting  sandwich,  avoiding  any  air  bubbles,  in  the  following 
order: anode (+), 2x filter  papers  equilibrated  in  buffer  A, 2x filter  papers  in 
buffer B, PVDF membrane,  gel, 3x filter  papers in buffer C, cathode (-). 
Remove  any  remaining  air  bubbles  by  gently  pressing  a  roller  over  the  sandwich 
before  closing  the unit. 

3.2.2. Blotting and Fixation 

1. Run the blot at 0.12 A per gel (the actual voltage will be  about 10-12 V) for 
40 min. 

2. Remove the PVDF membrane with the blotted protein from the sandwich 
and place into boiling PBS for 3-5 min to fix the low molecular  weight 
peptides on the membrane (see Note 8). 

3.3. Immunodetection 
1. Before  immunoblotting,  block excess binding  sites on the PVDF  membrane 

by incubation for 1-2 h in blocking solution. 
2. Add the first antibody, e.g., the 6E10 monoclonal  antibody diluted 1:2500 

in  TBS-T,  and incubate for 1 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. 
3. Wash the blot three times for 10 min  with  TBS-T. 
4. Add the second  antibody (e.g., goat a-mIgG-HRP, 1:2000 in TBS-T)  and 

5. Wash the blot three times for 10 min  with  TBS-T. 
6. For detection, mix ECL+Plus reagents A and B in a  ratio of 1:40 and apply 

to  the  membrane.  After an incubation  for 5 min, gently adsorb  excess 
reagent with some 3” filter paper.  Avoiding air bubbles, wrap the PVDF 
membrane in cellophane and  expose to an autoradiography film in a  dark 
room. Several exposures  can  be taken. 

incubate for 1 h at room temperature. 
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4. Notes 
1. The  solutions  containing  urea  should  always be prepared  fresh  and  should  not be 

heated  to  improve  solubility,  as  urea is not  very  stable  in  solution. 
2. To define  the  pore  size  of  the  polyacrylamide  gels,  the  total  concentration  of 

acrylamide  plus  cross-linker  (bis-acrylamide) in the  gels  is  given  (T).  The ratio of 
acrylamide  and  cross-linker is kept  constant  in  gels  of  different  percentage, 
therefore,  the  amount  of  cross-linker  as  percentage  of T is indicated (C). As  an 
example,  a  solution  containing 57% acrylamide  and 3% bis-acrylamide is referred 
to  as 60% T/5% C. 

3. When  using  the  bicinemris  gel  system, it is  important  to  raise  the  SDS  concentra- 
tion  in  the  cathode  buffer  to 0.25% . The  standard  concentration  of 0.1 % will  not 
allow  for  a  reproducible  separation  of  and  AP142.  Both  AP  peptides  can 
also be separated  on  tricinemris  gels.  However,  the  SDS  concentration  in  the 
cathode  buffer  has  to be kept  at 0.1 %. In  general,  we  obtained  similar  results  with 
both  systems  although in our  hands  the  gel  quality  appeared  somewhat  better 
with  the bicineflris gels. 

4. SDS  often is not  sufficient  for  complete  extraction  of  AP  peptides  from  the 
Alzheimer's  disease  brain  and  formic  acid is required (see Chapter 5) (3). AP 
secreted  from  cells,  intracellular  AP, or immunoprecipitated AP appear  to be 
soluble  in  SDS  sample  buffer.  Redissolving in another  buffer  is  often  done  to 
facilitate  protein  determination. 

5. AP  peptides  readily  aggregate  in  a  concentration-dependent  manner  even  in  dena- 
turing  buffers  as  used  for  SDS-PAGE.  Aggregates  can  be  observed  on  SDS  gels. 
This  might be misleading  if  samples  with  a  large  difference  in  AP  concentration are 
compared,  e.g.,  radioactive  material  and  synthetic Ab marker  peptides. 

6. Synthetic  AP  peptides  can be visualized  in  the  gel  after  separation  using  various 
stains like Coomassie  brilliant  blue or silver  staining (25). Following  metabolic 
radiolabeling,  immunoprecipitation,  and  electrophoresis,  separated  AP  peptides 
may be visualized  by  fluorography. To avoid  losing  small  peptides  that  may  dif- 
fuse  from  the  gel  during  these  procedures, fix the  gel  with  glutaraldehyde (0.25% 
in 0.4 M boric  acid,  pH 6.2, adjusted  with 1 M Na21"04). 

7.  Deletion  of  amino-terminal  amino  acids  can  lead  to  faster  migration  of  AP.  Hence 
the  amino-terminal  heterogeneity  of  natural  AP  may  render  electrophoretic  sepa- 
ration  of  the  carboxy-terminal  isoforms  difficult.  In  other  words,  a  set  of  hetero- 
geneous AP peptides  may  result  in  an  increased  number  of  bands  on  the  gels. 
Their  identification  may  be  difficult  and  may  be  misleading  if  truncated  AP40 
molecules  comigrate  with  the  faster  migrating  APIa2.  This  possibility  should  be 
considered  although  we  have  been  able  to  separate  and  identify  natural APl40 
and APIA2 peptides  generated  by  different  cell  lines  as  well  as  in  vivo  in  mouse 
and  human  brain.  Few  major  AP  species  were  detected  even  in  material  from  the 
brains  of  Alzheimer's  disease  patients.  Nonetheless,  in  cases  of  uncertainty  iden- 
tification  of  the  peptides  using  end-specific  antibodies  may be helpful.  On  the 
other  hand,  the  gel  system  can  be  used  with  synthetic  peptides  to  assess  the  speci- 
ficity  of  antisera  directed  against  the  different  carboxy-termini  of Ab. 
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8. After  electrophoretic  transfer  of  the  peptides,  the  blot  membrane  can  also  be  fixed 
with  1%  glutaraldehyde  to  improve  sensitivity.  However,  reactivity  with  some 
antibodies  may  be  lost.  In  contrast,  we  never  observed  a  reduced  immunoreactiv- 
ity  after  boiling  the  blot  in  PBS. 
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AP-Induced  Proinflammatory  Cytokine  Release 
from  Differentiated  Human THP-1 Monocytes 

Kurt R. Brunden,  June  Kocsis-Angle,  Paula  Embury, 
and  Stephen  L.Yates 

1. Introduction 
As  noted  in  the  introductory  chapters  of  this  book,  neuritic  plaques 

composed of accumulated  amyloid P (AB) peptide are a  hallmark  pathological 
feature of the  Alzheimer's  disease  (AD)  brain. Compelling  genetic  data now 
implicate  these  plaques  as key causative  agents  in  AD  onset,  as  all  known 
mutations  that  lead  to  early  onset  familial  AD (1-6) result  in  an  increased 
production of the  amyloidogenic Abld2 isoform (7-11). Although  it  appears 
likely  that  the  deposition of multimeric  AP  fibrils  into  plaques  is a necessary 
step in AD onset,  there  is  still  uncertainty  as  to how AP  and  neuritic  plaques 
might  cause  the  neuropathology  that  leads  to  the  dementia  that is characteristic 
of this  disease. 

A growing  body of experimental  data  suggest  that  senile  plaques  may  initiate 
a  glial-mediated  inflammatory  reaction  within  the AD brain  that  contributes  to 
neuronal  damage  and  death.  Activated  microglial  cells,  which are phenotypi- 
cally  similar  to  macrophages, are found  to  be  intimately  associated with  neuritic 
plaques (12J3). These  microglia  express  elevated  major  histocompatability 
complex  surface  markers (14) and  proinflammatory  cytokines  such  as  interleu- 
kin-l (IL-1) (15). Reactive  astrocytes  generally  surround  the  perimeter of 
neuritic  plaques (16), and  these  cells  have  been  shown  to  have  increased 
expression of L-6, a-antichymotrypsin,  and  nitric  oxide  after  exposure  to L-1 
(17,18). It is thus  conceivable  that  microglial  activation  at  the  site of plaques 
results  in L-1 release  that  subsequently  triggers  astrocyte  reactivity  and  the 
production of additional  bioactive  molecules.  This  hypothetical  course  of 
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events  is  consistent  with  the  observed  increases of IL-  1 (19) and IL-6 (20) seen 
in  the AD brain. 

The  premise  that  inflammatory  proteins  contribute  to  AD  pathology  is 
strengthened by a  number of epidemiological  studies. As reviewed by McGeer 
et al. (21), there  have  been  many  retrospective  analyses  that  suggest  that  a 
course of steroidal  or  nonsteroidal  anti-inflammatory  drug  treatment  reduces 
the  odds of AD onset.  Moreover,  a  recent  prospective  study (22) indicated  that 
the  use of a  nonsteroidal  anti-inflammatory  drug  (ibuprofen)  for >2 yr  signifi- 
cantly  reduced  the  risk of AD. 

Based  on  the  evidence of glial-mediated  inflammation  in AD, there  is  reason 
to  believe  that  agents  that  would  suppress  this  cellular  response  might  prove 
beneficial  in  slowing  disease  progression.  Unfortunately,  the  present  repertoire 
of steroidal  and  nonsteroidal  anti-inflammatory  drugs  are  generally  not  well 
tolerated  in  the  elderly  population  that  comprises  the  vast  majority of AD 
patients.  Accordingly,  there is an  interest  in  developing  novel  compounds  that 
can  be  used  to  treat  these  individuals.  The  identification of new molecular 
entities  that  attenuate  inflammation  in  the  AD  brain  would  be  greatly  aided by 
a  better  understanding of the  mechanism of glial  activation  at  senile  plaques. 

Towards  this  aim,  there have been  several  studies showing  that AP causes 
increased  release of cytokines  from  cultures of microglia  or  related  cell  types, 
such  as  macrophage  and monocytes. Araujo  and  Cotman (23) demonstrated 
that AP1d2  caused  a  modest  proliferative  response  in  rat  microglia  and  astro- 
cyte  cultures.  An  elevation of IL-  1  release  was  also  observed  in  these  amyloid- 
treated  cells,  although  the  increase in cytokine  production  may have resulted 
from  the  increase  in  cell number. Meda  and  colleagues (24) showed  that  the 
addition of the  truncated AP25-35 peptide  to  mouse  microglia  cultures  caused 
an increased  release of tumor  necrosis  factor a (TNFa)  into  the  culture 
medium,  and  this  amyloid-induced  response  was  augmented  when  the  peptide 
was  coincubated  with  interferon-y.  Similarly,  the  naturally  occurring  AP140 
peptide  elicits TNFa production  in  the  mouse  microglial  cell  line, BV-2 (25). 

Our  laboratory (26 and  unpublished)  has  found  that  lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS)-treated  human THP- 1  monocytes,  which resemble  macrophages,  release 
increased  amounts of IL-l p and TNF-a after  the  addition of the  fibrillar  forms 
of API40  or  AP1d2 (see Fig. 1). Interestingly,  we  have  found  that  the 
nonfibrillar  form of APld0 has no  effect  on  cytokine  release  from  the  cells, 
which  is  consistent  with  the  colocalization of IL-l-positive  microglia  with 
fibrillar  AP-containing  senile  plaques  in  the  AD  brain.  These  data thus  provide 
a  rational  explanation  for  the  elevated  levels of proinflammatory  cytokines 
reported  in  the  AD  brain.  This  chapter  describes  the  in  vitro  cellular  assay 
system  that  is  typically  used  in  our  laboratory  to  evaluate  cytokine  release 
following  the  addition of AP peptide. 
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Fig.  1.  Fibrillar  AP(1-40)  induces  cytokine  release  from THP-l cells.  The  cells 

were  treated  with 0.5 @mL of  lipopolysaccharide  and  increasing  concentrations  of 
either  fibrillar or nonfibrillar  AP( 1 4 0 )  for 48 h, followed  by  analysis  of  the  amount  of 
L- 1 P and TNFa in  the  culture  mediuim. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Characterization of AP Peptides 
2.1. l .  Equipment 

1.  Variable  wavelength  fluorimeter. 
2. Cuvets. 
3. Adjustable  pipets. 
4. Pipet  tips. 

2.1.2. Reagents and Materials 
1. APId0 and/or  APlaZ  (Bachem  Inc.,  Torrance, CA, or equivalent source; 1 mg 

2. Thioflavine  T  (Sigma #T 3516  or  equivalent,  Sigma  Chemical  Co.,  St.  Louis, MO). 
or more). 
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2.1.3. Solutions 
1.  or  AP142  stock. 

a.  Fibrillar AP. 
To prepare fibrillar stocks of either Apla0 or APIa2, lyophilized  peptide is 
resuspended  in  deionized  water  to a final  concentration of 2 d. It is recommended 
that  this  solution  be  immediately  split  into  -25 pL aliquots  and  re-lyophilized  for 
storage  until  needed. A single aliquot of the  relyophilized  peptide  should  be 
dissolved in deionized  water  to a concentration of 2 mM and  stored  at  4°C.  The 
fibril  content of this  sample  should be determined  as a function of storage  time,  as 
described  in  Methods Subheading 3.1. 
b. Nonfibrillar Ap140 (see Note 1). 
Nonfibrillar AP140 is prepared by dissolving  lyophilized peptide in 
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIF') (see Note 2) to a concentration of 2 m M .  After a 
30-min incubation period, it is recommended that this solution be  split  into 
-25 pL, aliquots  and  relyophilized for storage  until  needed. A single  aliquot  of 
relyophilized  peptide  should  be  dissolved  in  deionized  water  to a final  concentra- 
tion of 2 mM and  stored  at  4°C. If the  preparation is to  be  stored  in  water  for  more 
than 2 d, it is  recommended  that  the  fibril  content of this  sample  be  determined  as 
a function of storage  time,  as  described in Methods, Subheading 3.1. 

2. Thioflavine T stock Thioflavine T is  dissolved  in  deionized  water  to a concentra- 
tion of 3 mM. This solution  should be stored in the  dark  at 4°C and  can  be  used 
for up to 1 wk. 

2.2. THP-1 Monocyte Cell Culture 
2.2.1. Equipment 

1. Humidified  incubator (37°C 5% CO2). 
2. Biohazard  laminar flow hood. 
3.  Inverted  microscope. 
4.  Pipet  aid. 
5. Vacuum trap  to  collect  biohazard  waste. 
6. Hemocytometer  with  coverslip. 
7. Adjustable  pipets  (covering  volumes of  2-1000 pL). 
8. Multichannel  pipet  (20-200 K). 
9. Multichannel  pipet (5-50 W). 

10. Pipet  tips. 
11. Biohazard  waste  receptacle. 
12.  Centrifuge. 
13. Vortex. 
14.  Water  bath  (37°C). 
15.  Refrigerator (24°C). 
16. Freezer  (-20°C). 

2.2.2. Reagents and Materials (see Note 3) 
1. THP-l human  monocyte cell line (American  Tissue 'Qpe Collection #TIF3202, 

Rockville,  MD). 
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2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

RPMI-1640  media  (Gibco #l 1875  or  equivalent,  Gibco-BRL,  Gaithersburg, MD). 
Penicillidstreptornycin solution  (Gibco #l5070463 or equivalent;  5000  U/mL 
penicillin  G  and  5  mg/mL  streptomycin). 
P-Mercaptoethanol. 
Fetal  bovine  serum (FBS), heat  inactivated  (HyClone  #SH30070.03  or  equiva- 
lent,  HyClone,  Logan,  UT). 
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Sigma #L2654 or equivalent; E. coli serotype 
026:B6). 
Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS)  (Sigma  #1000-3  or  equivalent). 
Trypan  Blue  (Sigma  #T8154 or equivalent;  0.4%  solution). 
Ap140  or  AP142  peptide  solutions (see Subheading 2.1.3.). 
Tissue  culture  flasks  (162  cm2). 
96-Well tissue culture-treated  microtiter  plates,  flat-bottom  (Costar  #3595 or 
equivalent,  Costar,  Cambridge,  MA). 
Disposable  pipets (1,5,  10,25 mL). 
Pasteur  pipets,  sterile. 
Pasteur  pipets, sterile and  cotton  plugged. 
0.2 p m  Syringe  and  disk  filters. 
Centrifuge  tubes  (sterile; 15 mL and 50 mL). 
Microcentrifuge  tubes  (sterile;  2.0 mL and  0.7  mL). 
Sterile bottles for culture  media  (200 mL and  500 mL). 
Chlorine  bleach  (undiluted). 

2.2.3. Solutions 
1.  P-Mercaptoethanol  supplement for growth  medium: 

RPMI-  1640  medium  17.8 mL 
Penicillidstreptomycin 0.2 mL 
FBS 2.0 mL 
P-Mercaptoethanol  7.0 pL 

months  at 24°C. 
2.  P-Mercaptoethanol  supplement for assay  medium: 

RPMI-l640 medium  19.4 mL 
Penicillidstreptornycin 0.2 mL 
FBS 0.4 mL 
P-Mercaptoethanol  7.0 pL 

months  at 24°C. 

RPMI-  1640  medium  440.5 mL 
Penicillidstreptomycin 4.5 mL 
FBS 50.0 mL 
P-Mercaptoethanol  supplement  5.0 mL 

Sterilize solution  with  0.2 pm filter.  This  solution  can  be  stored for several 

Sterilize  solution  with  0.2 pm filter.  This  solution  can be stored for several 

3.  THF"1  growth  medium  (for  stock  cultures): 

Store at 24°C. 
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4.  THP-1  assay  medium  (for  cytokine  release  assay): 
RPMI-  1640  medium  96.0 mL 
Penicillidstreptomycin 0.98 mL 
FBS 2.0 mL 
P-Mercaptoethanol  supplement  1.0 mL 

Store  at 2-6°C 
5. LPS stock: Solubilize lyophilized LPS in  sterile water to a concentration of 

1 mg/mL. Aliquots (1 mL) can be stored indefinitely at -20°C. The solution 
is  stable  for 1 mo at 2-6°C. 

2.3. Cytokine Assays 
2.3.1. Equipment 

1. Spectrophotometric  plate  reader. 
2. Adjustable  pipets  (2  pL-1000 c). 
3. Multichannel  pipet  (50-1000 c). 
4.  Pipet  tips  (covering  volumes of 2 &-l000 $). 
5.  Refrigerator (24°C). 

2.3.2. Reagents  and  Materials 
1. 96-Well  medium-binding  plates  (Costar  #2589  or  equivalent). 
2.  Mouse  antihuman IL- 1 p monoclonal  antibody (R and D Systems,  Minneapolis, 

3. Goat  antihuman IL-lp polyclonal  antibody (R and D Systems #AB-201-NA or 

4. IL-lp (R and D Systems  #201-LB-005  or  equivalent). 
5 .  Peroxidase-labeled  antigoat IgG (Vector Laboratories [Burlingame, CAI 

6.  Tetramethylbenzidine  (TMB)  peroxidase  substrate  and  solution  (Kirkegard  and 

7. PBS  (Sigma  #1000-3 or equivalent). 
8.  Tween-20. 
9.  Dry  nonfat  milk. 

MN,  #MAB201 or  equivalent). 

equivalent). 

#PI-9500 or equivalent; typically 1 mglmL). 

Perry  Laboratories  [Gaithersburg,  MD]  #50-76-00 or equivalent). 

10, 1 M Phosphoric  acid. 

2.3.3. Solutions 
1. Wash  buffer: 

PBS  1000 mL 
Tiveen-20  0.5 mL 

Store the buffer  at  4°C  for  up to 1 wk. 
2. Blocking  solution: 

PBS  995 mL 
Dry nonfat  milk 50 g 

Prepare  this  solution  the  day  it is used. 
3. IL- 1 p Standards:  Prepare a stock  solution  containing 1 ng/mL of IL- 1 p in  THP- 1 

assay  medium (see Subheading 2.2.3., step 4). This  should  be  divided  into 1 mL 
aliquots  and  each  aliquot  should  be  stored  frozen  at  -80°C  until  needed. 
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4. Monoclonal  antibody  solution:  Dissolve  a  0.5-mg  vial  of E-10 monoclonal 
antibody  in 1.0 mL of  PBS. This stock  solution is typically  divided  into  0.2 mL 
aliquots  that  can be stored at -80°C for  up  to 6 mo or  at 4°C for  up  to  1 mo.  Prior  to 
use  in an ELISA,  the  stock  solution  is  diluted  to  1.5  pg/mL  in  PBS  (10  mWplate). 

5. Polyclonal antibody  solution: Dissolve a  1.0  mg  vial  of IL-l P polyclonal 
antibody  in 1.0 mL of PBS. This  stock  solution  is  typically divided into 
0.2 mL  aliquots that can be stored at -80°C for up to 6 mo or at 4°C for up to 
1  mo. Prior to use in an ELISA, the stock solution is  diluted to 1.5 pg/mL in a 
1:l  mixture of PBS and PBS + 5%  nonfat  milk (see Subheading 2.3.3., 
step 2; 10 mL/plate). 

6. Peroxidase-labeled  antibody  solution:  For each plate, mix 5 pL of  peroxi- 
dase-conjugated  anti-goat  IgG (1 mg/mL)  with  5  mL  of  PBS.  Add  5  mL  of 
blocking solution  to yield  a  final  1:2000  dilution  of  antibody  in  PBS + 2.5% 
nonfat  milk. 

7. TMB  peroxidase  substrate:  For  each  plate,  mix 5 mL of  TMB  substrate  solution 
and  5 mL of  hydrogen  peroxide  solution.  Note:  prepare this solution  immediately 
before  use. 

3. Methods 
3.1. Characterization of AP Peptides 

1.  Aliquots  of  the  AP  stocks  are  subjected  to  analysis in a  thioflavine  T  fluores- 
cence  assay (27) to  determine  the  extent  of  fibril  content in the  preparations. 

2.  At  daily  intervals,  AP  stock  solutions  are  mixed  with  thioflavine  T  as  follows: 
AP  stock  solution 2 pL (2 final  concentration) 
Thioflavine  T  stock  solution 2 pL (30 final  concentration) 
Deionized  water  2.0 mL 

3. Analyze  the  samples  in  a  fluorimeter,  with  an  excitation  wavelength  of  450  nm 
and  an  emission  wavelength of 482 nm. 

4. Plot  the  thioflavine  T  fluorescence  signal  that  results  from  the  dye  binding  to 
amyloid  fibrils  against  the  number  of  days  that  the  peptide  stocks  have  been  stored 
at 37°C (see Note 4). 

5.  When  used  for  the  treatment  of THP-l cells,  nonfibrillar  AP is typically  defined 
as  a  peptide  that  elicits  minimal  thioflavine  T  fluorescence  (i.e., 4 0 %  of  maximal 
signal).  Fibrillar  AP  is  typically  defined as peptide  that  has  reached S O %  of  the 
maximal  thioflavine  T  fluorescence  signal  (i.e., 80% of  the  fluorescence  signal 
plateau  that is typically  seen  after >2 wk  of  aging). 

3.2. THP-l Cell Culture Maintenance 
and Plating for Cytokine Assays 

1. THP- 1  cells  obtained  from  the  vendor  should be thawed  and  diluted  according  to 
the vendor’s  recommendations.  Maintain  the THP-l culture  stocks  in  tissue 
culture  flasks  in THP-l growth  medium  within  a  humidified CO2 incubator at 
37°C. The  cultures  should  be  maintained  at  a  cell  density  of  0.15-1.0 x lo6 cells/mL. 
npical growth  rates  result  in  a  requirement  for  passaging  the  cells  every 3-4 d. 
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2. For  a  single  96-well  plate,  a  volume  of  culture  stock  containing 2.0 x lo6 cells  should 
be  centrifuged at 450g  for  5.5  min  in  a  sterile  centrifuge  tube.  After  removing  the 
supernatant  (being  careful  not  to  dislodge  the  cell  pellet),  the  cells  are  rinsed  with 
an  equal  volume  of WMI-1640 medium  (without  additives).  The  resulting  solu- 
tion is centrifuged  again at 450g  for 5.5 min,  and  the  rinse  step is repeated. 

3. After  the  second  rinse,  the  supernatant is carefully  removed  and  the  cell  pellet is 
resuspended in a  volume  of  assay  medium  that results  in a density of at least 
1.5 x lo5 cells/mL  (typical  volume  of 8-9 mL). 

4.  Perform  a  viable  cell  count  with  a  hemocytometer  and  trypan  blue,  using  standard 
cell culture  protocols. 

5. Using  the  results  from  the cell count,  dilute  the cells with  assay  medium  to  a  final 
concentration  of  1.5 x lo5 cells/mL.  A  total  of  1.5 x lo6 cells (10 mL volume) 
will be needed  for  each  96-well  plate. 

6.  Add  LPS  stock  solution  to  the  cell  suspension  to  yield  a  final  LPS  concentration 
of  0.1-10.0 pg/mL (see Note 5). 

7. Detennine  the  number of  wells  in  which  AP is to be added. It  is recommended 
that  each  experimental  condition be performed  in  triplicate  (i.e.,  three  wells). 
Multiply the number of wells times 0.11  mL to determine the volume of 
LPS-treated cell suspension  to  transfer  to  a  separate sterile conical  tube.  Add 
0.5 pL of  stock AP solution  per 0.1 mL  of cell suspension  (final  AP  concentra- 
tion  of 10 W). For  example,  if 30 wells  are to be prepared in which cells are 
treated with AP, remove 3.3 mL  of LPS-treated cell suspension and add 
16.5 pL of  AP stock. 

8. To each well  of  a  96-well plate, add 0.1 mL  of either LPS-treated or LPS + 
AP-treated cell suspensions  (1.5 x lo4 cells), making sure to  keep the  cells 
fully  mixed during the  dispensing  step. 

9.  Incubate  the  plates  (undisturbed)  for  48  h at 37°C  in  a  5%  CO2  incubator. 
10. At  the  end  of  the  incubation  period,  remove 50 pL of  medium  from  each  well  for 

subsequent  measurement  of  cytokine (see Note 6). 

3.3. Analysis of Cytokine Levels in Culture Supernatants 

3.3.1. Commercial ELlSA Kits 
Several  commercial ELISA kits for both human and  mouse TNFa and IL 1 p are 

available. These kits are generally in a  96-well  format,  and come with all required 
reagents  (e.g., cytokine standards,  antibodies, colorimetric dyes). A typical  detection 
range for such kits is 5-500 pg/mL of cytokine. It is recommended that the culture 
medium samples be diluted  over  a  range of 1:4-1:20 during the initial testing to 
determine a  dilution that will fall within the linear detection  range of the assay. 

3.3.2. Standard  Human IL-Io ELlSA 

1.  The  day  before  culture  medium  samples are to  be  collected  for  measurement  of  cyto- 
kine  levels,  treat  96-well  medium-binding  plates  with  0.1 mL per  well  of  monoclonal 
antibody  solution.  Cover  the  plates  and  incubate  with the antibody  overnight  at  4°C. 
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2.  Aspirate  each  well  and  wash  with 0.4 mL of  wash  buffer.  Repeat  the  washes  five 
times.  After  the  last  wash,  invert  the  plate  and  blot  briskly  onto  paper  towels (see 
Note 7). 

3. Treat  each  well  with  0.2 mL of  blocking  solution  for 1 h at room  temperature. 
4. Remove  the  blocking  solution  and  add,  in  triplicate,  0.2  mL  of  either  standards or 

media  samples  to  each  well.  Standards  are  prepared  by  making  a  twofold  dilution 
series of the  1  ng/mL IL-lp stock  in THP-l assay  medium. qpically, a  standard 
curve  consists  of  IL-1P  ranging  from 500-1.95 pg/mL.  Incubate at room  tem- 
perature  for  2  h. It is  recommended  that  the  culture  medium  samples be diluted 
over  a  range  of 1:4-1:20 during  the  initial  testing  to  determine  a  dilution  that  will 
fall within  the  linear  detection  range  of  the  assay. 

5. Repeat  the  washes in Subheading 3.3.2., step 2 a  minimum  of  three  times, 
blotting  the  plate  after  the  last  wash. 

6. Add  0.1 mL of  the  polyclonal  antibody  solution  to  each  well  and  incubate  for 1 h 
at room  temperature. 

7. Repeat  the  washes  in Subheading 3.3.2., step 2 a  minimum  of  three  times, 
blotting  the  plate  after  the  last  wash. 

8.  Add  0.1 mL of  peroxidase-conjugated  antigoat  IgG  solution  to  each  well  and 
incubate  for  1  h. 

9. Repeat  the  washes  in Subheading 3.3.2., step 2 five  times,  blotting  the  plate 
after  the  last  wash. 

10. TMB color  substrate  (0.1 mL) is  added  to  each  well  and  incubated  for  20  min at 
room  temperature. 

11. The color  reaction is stopped  by  the  addition  of  0.1  mL  of  1 M phosphoric  acid 
per  well. 

12.  The  plates  are  analyzed at 450 nm in a  plate  reader,  using  a  reference  (back- 
ground)  wavelength  of 570 nm. The absorbance  reading  should  be  performed 
within 30 min  after  the  addition  of  the  phosphoric  acid  stopping  solution. 

3.3.3. Data  Analysis 

1. The  mean  absorbance  values  for  the  triplicate  analyses  of  each  concentration of 
IL-1 P standard  are  determined.  These  values  are  plotted  against  the  log  of  IL-1 P 
concentration  to  generate  a  linear  standard  curve. Qpically, the  correlation  coef- 
ficient  of  this  curve  should be >0.95. 

2. The mean  absorbance  values for the  triplicate  analyzes  of  each  media  sample  are 
determined. The concentration  of  IL-10  in  each  media  sample is determined  by 
extrapolation  from  the  standard  curve. 

3. The actual L - l p  concentration  in  the  media  samples is obtained  by  multiplying 
the  value  obtained in the  ELISA  assay  by  the  sample  dilution  used in the  assay. 

4. Notes 
1. Commercial  preparations  of  lyophilized  AP  show  considerable  variation  in  the 

degree of fibril  content  on  solubilization. To ensure  that  nonfibrillar  peptide is 
used,  we  recommend  the  methodology  described  in Subheading 2.1.3., item  1.b. 
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2. Although  AP140  dissolves  readily  in HFIP, we  have  found  that  some  commercial 
preparations  of  APIqZ do not  fully  dissolve  in  this  solvent. 

3.  Materials  that  are  not  sterile  should  be  sterilized  by  filtration  through  a 0.2-pm 
filter. An  exception  to  this  rule  are  AP  solutions,  which should not be  filtered,  as 
the  peptide  can  be  retained  on  the  filter. 

4. Qpically, API4 that  has  been  dissolved  directly  into  deionized  water  reaches 
maximal  fluorescence  after 1-7 d  of  storage,  with  the  rate  varying  with  different 
peptide  lots.  The  HFIP-treated AP14  forms  fibrils  at  a much  slower  rate,  and  typi- 
cally  will  not  elicit  a  significant  fluorescence  signal  until it has  been  stored  for  >7  d 
(for  examples, see ref. 28). Aliquots  of  AP  stocks  from  the  same  peptide  lot  that  are 
stored  lyophilized  show  similar  fibril  formation  kinetics  on  solubilization. 

5.  Each  lot  of  LPS  must  be  tested  to  determine  the  optimal  concentration  to  use  for 
the  cytokine  assays.  Several  small  aliquots  of THP-l cells  (e.g., 1 mL of  a  1 x lo5 
cell/mL)  are  treated  with  LPS  such  that  the  final  concentration  ranges from 
0.1-10.0 pg/mL. Cells  from  each  of  the  different  LPS  concentrations are plated, 
in  triplicate,  as  described  in Subheading 3.2., step 8. An  aliquot (0.4 mL) of  each 
of the LPS-treated cell preparations  should be treated  with fibrillar AP as 
described  in Subheading 3.2., step 7., and  plated  in  triplicate  as  described  in 
Subheading 3.2., step 8. Upon  collection  of  culture  medium (see Subheading 
3.2., step 10) and  completion  of  the  ELISA  assay (Subheading 3.3.), the  cytokine 
values  obtained  in  the  presence  and  absence  of  AP  for  each  LPS  concentration 
should  be  compared.  The  ideal  LPS  concentration is that  which  results  in  (1)  cells 
that  received  both  AP  and  LPS  releasing >200 pg/mL  of IL-1P into  the  culture 
medium  and (2) cells that  received  both  AP  and  LPS  releasing > fivefold  more 
IL-lp into  the  culture  medium  than cells that  received  only  LPS. 

6.  The  culture  medium  can  be  frozen  once  prior  to  ELISA  analysis. 
7. It is  important  to  remove  as  much  liquid  as  possible  from  the  ELISA  wells  after 

the  washings  before  proceeding  to  the  next  step. 
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Effects of the P-Amyloid  Peptide 
on  Membrane Ion Permeability 

Hugh A. Pearson 

1. Introduction 
Several  lines of evidence  suggest  a  role  for  membrane  ion  channels  in  the 

neurotoxic  effects of the P-amyloid peptide (AP). This  chapter  describes  the 
electrophysiological  techniques  that  can  be  employed  to  isolate  and  record 
specific  membrane  conductances  that  may  be  altered  by Ab. In  general,  an 
increase  in  conductances  that  cause  depolarization of the  cell  membrane  may 
be  considered  excitotoxic  since  they  will:  (1)  increase  Ca2+  influx  through 
voltage-gated  Ca2+  channels  and  (2)  reduce  Mg2+-dependent  block  of 
ionotropic  glutamate  receptors,  thereby  increasing  Ca2+  influx  through 
N-methy1-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor  channels.  Conversely, an increase  in 
conductances  that  cause  membrane  hyperpolarization  might  be  considered  to 
have  a  protective  effect.  This  is  a  simplistic view, as  it  has  been  shown  that  for 
certain  forms of apoptosis  an  increase  in  hyperpolarizing K+ currents may be 
involved ( I ) .  It  is,  therefore,  important  to  consider  the  functional  effects of any 
changes  in  membrane  conductances  or  ion  channel  currents  induced by AP in 
the  light of neurotoxic  effects of the peptide. 

1.1. Effects of AP on  Voltage-Gated /on Channels 

AP has  been  shown  to  alter  the activity of a  range of voltage-gated  ion  chan- 
nels  in  both  primary  cultures of neurons  and  in  neuronal  cell  lines.  Several 
groups  have  demonstrated  that AP can  induce  an  increase  in  the  Ca2+  chan- 
nel  current of neurons  using  the  whole-cell  patch-clamp  technique.  In  the 
N1E-115  cell  line,  24-h  preincubation of cells  with  20 p M  APIA0 resulted 
in  an  increase  in  Ca2+  channel  activity (2). A similar  increase  has  been  observed 
in  cultured  rat  cerebellar  granule  neurons (3) and  cortical  neurons (4, AD2&. 
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Both L- and  N-type Ca2+  channels  have  been  suggested  to  be  involved  in  this 
effect. 

l b o  lines of evidence  point  to  an  involvement of K+ channels  in  the  effects 
of AP.  Using  human  fibroblasts  isolated  from  Alzheimer’s  disease  (AD) 
patients,  Etchebenigaray  and  coworkers (5) have  shown  the  absence of a  tetra- 
ethylammonium-sensitive K+ channel with  a  unitary conductance of 113 PS. 
This  channel  is  always  present  in  fibroblasts  from  age-matched  control  sub- 
jects.  Furthermore,  incubation of cells  with  soluble AP140 (10 nM) for  48  h 
leads  to  a  selective  loss of this K+ conductance  from  the  control  fibroblasts.  In 
rat  hippocampal  neurons  Good  et al. (6) observed  that 100 pl4 ADl- applied 
acutely  to  cells  inhibited  a 4-aminopyridine-sensitive, inactivating K+ channel 
current. No effects of AP  have  been  observed  on  Na+  channel  currents (6) and, 
as  far  as  I  am  aware,  no  studies of the  effects of AP  on  inward  rectifier, 
Ca2+-(IKca),  ATP-sensitive K+ channels (IKATp), or of Cl-  channels  have 
been  published. 

1.2. Effects of AP on  Ligand-Gated Ion Channels 
Evidence  for  an  interaction of AP with  NMDA  receptors has  been  found. 

Acutely  applied APl4  enhances NMDA  receptor-mediated  excitatory  postsyn- 
aptic  currents  in  rat  hippocampal  slices  with  no  effect  on  a-amino-3-hydroxy- 
5-methyl-4isoxazole (AMPA) receptor  mediated  events (7) and  experiments 
where ADlao is  applied  to  the  inside of the  cell  suggested  that  this  is  a  postsyn- 
aptic  effect.  This  enhancement  appears  to  give  rise  to  a  later  reduction  in 
glutaminergic  transmission  that  can  be  blocked by NMDA  receptor  antago- 
nists (8). In Aplysiu neurons  gamma-aminobutyric  acidA (GABAA) receptor 
mediated  currents were  inhibited by both APlqO  and AP25-35 (9). In  contrast to 
these  effects  there is little  evidence  in  the  litreature  that AP  alters  nicotinic 
receptor  mediated  electrophysiological  events,  despite  the  fact  that  reductions 
in nicotinic  receptor  binding  occur  early  in AD. 

1.3. Formation of Conductances by AP Peptides 

In  addition  to  possible  effects  on  voltage-  and  ligand-gated  Ca2+  channels, 
AP may be able  to  induce  Ca2+  flux  across  cell  membranes  in  its  own  right. 
Aripse  and  colleagues  have  observed  that  incorporation of liposomes  contain- 
ing  partially  aggregated  APlaO  into  lipid  bilayers  gives  rise  to  nonselective 
cation  channels  that  conduct K+, Na+,  and  Ca2+  ions (IO).  In  cultured  cortical 
neurons AP25-35 has  been  found  to  induce  an  irreversible,  nonspecific  cation 
current,  and  a  similar  current  has  been  induced in frog  sympathetic  neurons  by 
AP25-35 ( I I J 2 ) .  By contrast,  other  workers,  including  ourselves,  have  been 
unable  to  detect  such  conductance  changes  using  APlaO (3,6). 
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Fig. 1. The  different  configurations  of  the  patch-clamp  technique.  Formation of a 

high  resistance  seal  with  the  cell  membrane  allows  recording of current  flow  through 
individual  channels  present  in  the  patch of membrane  under  the  lumen of the  patch 
pipet  (cell  attached).  Moving  the  pipet  away  from  the  cell  rips  off  the  patch of mem- 
brane  exposing  the  intracellular  surface  of  the  channels  to  the  bath  solution  (inside  out). 
Suction  gives  access  to  the  cell  interior  and  allows  measurement of currents  across  the 
entire  cell  membrane  (whole  cell).  From  the  whole  cell  the  outside-out  configuration 
can be attained  by  moving  the  pipet  away  from  the  cell.  An  alternative  to  the  whole-cell 
configuration  makes  use  of  ionophores  to  give  access  to  the  cell  interior,  which  prevents 
loss of intracellular  proteins  important  for  modulation  of  channel  activity. 

1.4. The Patch-Clamp  Technique 

One of the  most  powerful  electrophysiological  techniques  available  today  is 
the  patch-clamp  technique (13). The  basic  principle of the  patch-clamp tech- 
nique  is  that a  saline  filled,  blunt-ended  glass  capilliary  (micropipet)  with  a  tip 
diameter of approx 1 p is placed on  the  membrane of a  cell.  Gentle  suction 
applied  to  the  micropipet  leads  to  the  formation of a mechanically  and  electri- 
cally  tight  seal  between  the  glass  and  the  cell  membrane (Fig. 1). The patch of 
membrane  under  the  opening of the  micropipet  can  be  voltage  clamped  and 
currents  flowing  across  the  membrane  patch  measured.  In  this  configuration, 
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known  as  cell-attached  or  on-cell,  currents  flowing  through  individual  ion 
channels  can  be  observed.  Other  patch-clamp  configurations  can  be  attained 
from  this  starting  point. By gently  moving  the  micropipet  away  from  the  cell, 
the  patch of membrane  will  be  pulled off but remains  attached  to  the  micropi- 
pet.  This  gives  rise  to  the  “ripped off’ or  inside-out  configuration, so called 
because  the  internal  surface of the  cell  membrane  is  exposed  to  the  bath.  This 
allows  the  application of channel  modulators  or  drugs  to  the  intracellular  side 
of the  channel  protein.  It  also  allows  the  saline  on both  sides of the  membrane 
to  be  manipulated  to allow more  effective  isolation of specific  conductances. 
This  is not  possible  in  the  case of the  cell-attached  configuration,  as  the  cell 
membrane  is  intact  and  the  internal  surface of the  cell  is  therefore  in  contact 
with  the  cell  cytoplasm. As with  the  cell-attached  configuration,  single-chan- 
ne1 currents  can  be  measured  in  inside-out  patches.  The  third  configuration  that 
allows  recording of single-channel  events  is  the  outside-out  patch. To attain 
this  configuration,  the  patch of membrane  under  the  micropipet  tip is ruptured 
by  suction  or by application  of  a  strong (1-5 V) but brief (0.1-1 ms)  voltage 
pulse. This gives rise  to  the whole-cell  configuration (see below) where  the  rim 
of the  pipet  tip  is  still  sealed  onto  the  membrane, but the  inside of the  cell  is  in 
direct  physical  contact  with  the  lumen of the  micropipet.  Gently  moving  the 
micropipet  away  from  the  cell  pulls  a  long  neck of membrane with  it.  When 
this  parts,  a  region of the  membrane  reforms  across  the  pipet  tip with  the  outer 
surface of the  ion  channel  facing  the  bath and the  inner  surface  in  contact  with 
the  saline  in  the  pipet.  This  configuration is particularly  necessary  for  record- 
ing  single  ligand-gated  ion  channel  currents,  as  agonists need to  be  applied  to 
the  outer  surface of the  ion  channel  for  their  activation. 

With  the  whole-cell  configuration of the  patch-clamp  technique,  currents 
flowing  through  all of the  channels  in  the  cell  membrane are measured. The 
inside of the  cell  is  both  physically  and  electrically  in  contact  with  the  lumen of 
the  pipet.  This  allows  control of the  intracellular  potential of the  cell  and  the 
dialysis  and  replacement of the  cell  cytoplasm  with  the  saline  used  to  fill  the 
micropipet. A disadvantage of this  technique  is  that,  in  the  case of some 
channels,  loss of intracellular  constituents  required  for  channel  activation  and 
modulation  (e.g.,  phosphorylating enzymes)  leads  to  a  gradual  loss of channel 
activity  with  time. To overcome  this sort of problem,  the  perforated  patch 
technique  can  be  used.  Using  this  technique  the  membrane  patch  under  the 
micropipet  is  not  ruptured,  but  instead  is  perforated  using  pore-forming 
compounds  such  as  amphotericin  B,  nystatin,  or  gramicidin.  Ions  and  small 
molecules  can  pass  through  these  channels  to  dialyze  the  cytoplasm  and 
electrical  contact  between  the  cell  interior  and  the  micropipet  is  maintained; 
however, large  molecules are unable  to  pass  through  the  pores  and  remain 
within  the  cell. 
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2. Materials 
The  advent of the  patch-clamp  technique  has  allowed  the  possibility of 

isolating  and  measuring  specific  membrane  conductances  in  practically any 
cell  type.  Experiments  can  be  performed  on  primary  cultures,  cell  lines,  and  in 
slice  preparations. 

2.7. Patch-Clamp Amplifiers 

Several  patch-clamp  amplifiers are available  comercially. The  most widely 
used are the  Axopatch  amplifiers  (Axon  Instruments,  Foster City, CA)  and  the 
EPC-9  (Heka  Elektronik,  Lambrecht,  Germany).  The  principle behind  these 
amplifiers  is  the  same  in  each  case.  The  amplifier  sets  the  voltage of the  cell  or 
membrane  patch  to  a  user-determined  potential  and  measures  current  flow  at 
this  potential.  The  opening of ion  channels  in  response  to  changes  in  voltage  or 
application of agonist  compounds  results  in  changes  in  current flow, which  can 
be  quantified  and  related  to  agonist  concentration  and/or  potential  across  the 
cell  membrane.  Axon  Instruments  produces  two  amplifiers  specifically 
designed  for  use  in  patch-clamp  experiments,  the  Axopatch-1D  and  the 
Axopatch-200B.  Both  can  be  used  for  whole-cell  or  single-channel  recording 
of ion  channel  currents,  but  the  Axopatch-200B  is  particularly  suited  for 
recording of single-channel events. Heka  Electronik  produces  the  EPC-9,  which 
does  not  have  the ultralow  noise  characteristics of the  Axopatch-200B, but it 
does  have  the  advantage  for  first-time  patch  clampers  that  capacitance  neutral- 
ization  and  series  resistance  compensation  (electronic  removal of artefacts)  can 
be  fully  automated  using  built-in  software. 

2.2. Data Acquisition/Analysis Hardware and Software 
Currents  measured  in  cells are converted  to  an  equivalent  voltage by the  am- 

plifier  and are seen  as  voltage  outputs  whose  amplitude is  directly  proportional 
to  the  current.  The  voltage  across  the  cell  membrane  is  also  output,  usually  at 10 
times  the  voltage  seen at  the  cell.  In  order  to  record  these  signals  on  computer, 
they need to  be converted from analog  (voltage)  signals  to  a  digital form  that 
can  be processed  by  the computer. Similarly,  the  computer can  be used  to  ini- 
tiate  complex  changes  in  the  voltage  that  the  amplifier  applies  to  the  cell  mem- 
brane,  such  as  stepwise  voltage changes and “ramped”  changes  in  voltage.  This 
is achieved  using  a  analog/digital  converter  (ADC),  which  will  convert  digital 
information  from  the  computer  to  analog  waveforms and analog  signals to a 
digital  form.  The  EPC-9  amplifier  comes  complete  with an ADC  that  can  be 
specified  to be  compatible  with  either  Windows  or  Macintosh  operating  sys- 
tems. Voltage protocols  and  data  analyses are performed  using Pulsefilsefit 
software.  For  Axopatch  amplifiers  the  ADC is supplied  separately;  the  acquisi- 
tion and analysis  software (pclamp  v6  or  v7)  is written  to be run on  PCs only. 
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2.3. Microscopes 

For  primary  cell  cultures and  cell  lines  an  inverted  microscope  is  usually 
used.  With  brain  slices, an  upright  microscope  is  the  most  common  choice. 
Optics  differ  according  to  the  preparation.  For  slice  work  differential 
interference  contrast  optics  are  popular,  whereas  phase  contrast  is 
effective  when  working  with  cultures  and  cell  lines.  High  magnification 
is  necessary  for  accurate  placement of the  patch  pipet,  typically  objectives 
of lox, 20X, and 4 0 ~  magnification  are  used in conjunction  with lox eyepieces. 

2.4. Manipulators 

Accurate  placement of micropipets  on  the  cell  requires  the  use of manipula- 
tors  with  a  minimum  movement of 0.1-0.2 p. Several  types are marketed,  the 
most  popular  being  hydraulic  manipulators  (Narishige,  Tokyo,  Japan)  and 
piezoelectric  manipulators  (Burleigh  Instruments,  Fishers  NY).  Hydraulic 
manipulators  can be prone  to  drift,  particularly when room  temperature  fluctuates 
throughout  the day  and  when heavy headstages  are  attached  to them. These 
problems  can  be  overcome by the  use of piezo-electric  micromanipulators.  In 
addition  to  the  fine  movement  provided  by  the  micromanipulators,  coarse 
movement  is  also  required,  together  with  a  system  for  mounting  the  entire 
assembly on  the microscope. Integrated systems are provided  by the manufacturers. 

2.5. Antivibration Tables 

Relatively  small  movements of the  patch  pipet can  disrupt  the  seal  between 
cell  membrane  and  pipet  tip,  resulting in loss of the  seal  and  death of the  cell. 
To isolate  the  recording  equipment  from  vibration,  air  tables  that  damp  out 
small  movements are usually  employed  (Newport,  Irvine CA). These  can  be 
free  standing  or  benchtop.  The  microscope  and  manipulators  are  mounted  on 
the  vibration  isolation  system  and  all  electrical  equipment  is  mounted 
separately  in  a  rack. 

2.6. Micropipet Fabrication 

Micropipets  are  fabricated  from  glass  capilliaries  with  external  diameters 
of 1.2-1.6 mm.  The  glass  itself  can  be  either  soda,  borosilicate,  or  quartz 
glass.  The  noise  characteristics  (important  for  single-channel  recording) 
vary  according  to  the  type  of  glass  used,  with  soda  glass  having  the  highest 
noise  and  quartz  glass  the  lowest.  Quartz  glass  has  the  disadvantage of 
having  a  high  melting  point  and  may  require  a  laser-based  puller  to  pro- 
vide  a  high  enough  temperature.  A  good  compromise  is  to  use  borosilicate 
glass  for  both  single-channel  and  whole-cell  recording. We have  found  that 
1.5 mm  outside  diameter,  0.86  mm  internal  diameter  borosilicate  glass 
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such  as GC 150F-15  from  Clark’s  Electromedical  (Reading, UK) produces 
patch  pipets  that  can  be  used  to  record  a  wide  range of whole-cell  and 
single-channel  currents. 

Microelectrode  pullers  take  at  least  two  pulls  to  form  patch  pipets.  During 
the  first  pull,  the  glass  is  melted by a  platinum  filament  and  a  narrow  tapering 
neck  is  formed. On the  second  pull,  this  is  extended  further  until  the  glass 
parts,  leaving  two  micropipets  each  with  a  tip of approx  1 pm in  diameter. The 
two  main  types of micropipet  pullers  available  are  horizontal  pullers  and 
vertical  pullers.  The  main  difference  between  the  two  types  is  the  source of 
tension  used  to  pull  the  glass  into  a  tip.  For  vertical  pullers  a  weight  is  attached 
to  the  bottom  end of the  glass,  whereas  for  horizontal  pullers  springs  are  usually 
used  to  provide  tension.  Models  such  as  the  PP-S30  (Narishige Co., Tokyo, 
Japan)  and  P-97  (Sutter  Instrument Co., Novato, CA)  can  be used to  form  pipets 
suitable  for  both  single-channel  and  whole-cell  patch-clamp  recordings.  Pipet 
resistances of 2-5 Mi2 are  usual  for  whole-cell  recording  and 8-10 MC2 for 
single-channel  recording. 

After  pulling  the  patch-clamp  pipets  it is usual  (but  not  always  necessary)  to 
fire  polish  them.  This  involves  bringing  the  pipet  tip  close (20-40 pm) to  a 
heated  platinum  or  nichrome  filament.  The  tip of the  pipet  is  smoothed by this 
heating  process,  aiding  formation of  a seal  between  pipet  tip  and  cell 
membrane.  Microforges  to  fire  polish  patch  pipets  are  available  commercially 
(e.g., MF-830,  Narishige Co.). Pipets  should  always  be  made  on  the  day of the 
experiment  and  discarded  after  use. We usually  make  up  pipets  in  batches of 
10 to 20 and  replace  these  once  they  have  run  out. 

Following  fabrication,  pipets are filled  with  a  suitable  saline  immediately 
prior  to  forming  a  seal.  Before  placing  the  pipet  in  its  holder,  we  dip  the  tip of 
the  pipet  (approx 5 mm) into  Sigmacote@  solution  (Sigma  Chemical Co., Poole, 
Dorset, UK). This  is  a  silicone  solution  dissolved in heptane,  which  forms  a 
water-repellent  coating  on  the  outside of the  pipet.  The  coated  pipet  has  a  lower 
capacitance,  which  helps  to  reduce  noise,  and  produces  less  optical  distortion 
when  in  the  bath  containing  the  cells. 

2.7. Suction at the Pipet Tip 
Electrode  holders  for  pipet  tips are provided  with  a  sidearm through which 

suction  can  be  applied.  A  length of tubing  (approx 1 mm  internal  diameter)  is 
attached  to  the  side  arm  and  run  outside  the  Faraday  cage.  At  the  end of this 
tubing  a  three-way  tap  is  attached.  The  second  port of the  tap  is  open  to  the 
atmosphere  and  to  the  third  port  is  attached  to  a  l-mL  disposable  syringe. 
The  syringe  can then be  used  to  provide  suction  (negative  pressure)  or  positive 
pressure  to  the  pipet  when  required.  The  inclusion of the  three-way  tap  allows 
this  pressure  to  be  held  or  to  be  released by opening  the  second port. 
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2.8. Perfusion/Drug Application 

A  variety of drug  application  systems  can  be  used  in  patch  clamping  and 
choice of method  often  depends  on  the  quantity of compound  available  and 
the  speed  with  which  it  needs  to  be  applied.  The  simplest  method of drug 
application  is by perfusing  the  recording  chamber.  Reservoirs  suspended 
above  the  microscope  allow  gravity flow of saline  into  the  recording  chamber. 
Fluid  is  removed  by  suction  from  the  opposite  end of the chamber. The  disad- 
vantages of this  method  are  that  relatively  large  quantities of drug  are  required 
and  application  times  are  relatively  slow - in  the  order of tens of seconds. To 
apply  small  quantities of a  drug,  an  alternative  method  is  low-pressure  ejec- 
tion  from  a  blunt  micropipet.  This  allows  use of small  quantities (10-20 pL) 
of  a  drug-containing  saline  to  be  rapidly  applied  directly  to  cells  in  a  static 
bath;  however, washing  the  cells  relies  on  the  slow  diffusion of the  compound 
away  from  the  cell.  A  variation  on  this  method  that  allows  washing of the  cell 
by  used of multibareled  pipets  is  described by Carbone  and  Lux (14). Others 
prefer  to  use  the  U-tube  technique,  which  also  allows  rapid  solution  changes 
and  is  therefore  useful  for  activation of desensitizing  ligand-gated  ion  chan- 
nels (IS). 

2.9. Solutions  Suitable 
for  Isolating  Specific  Membrane  Conductances 

One  of  the  main  advantages  of  the  patch-clamp  technique  is  the  ability 
to  control  the  constituents of the  cytoplasm.  In  the  case of Ca2+  channels, 
where  the Ca2+ conductance  can  be an  order of magnitude  smaller  than  the K+ 
conductance,  this  is  particularly  important,  as it allows  a  more  complete  block 
of contaminating K+ channels.  The  formulation of both  the  bath  solution and 
solutions  used  to  fill  the  micropipet  in  whole-cell  patch-clamp  experiments  is 
therefore  significant  in  terms of which  currents  are  to  be  recorded.  Recipes  for 
solutions  suitable  for  recording of the  main  types of voltage-  and  ligand-gated 
ion  channels  are  given  in Tables 1-9. Pipet  solutions  should  be  filtered  through 
a 0.2-pm filter  prior  to  use  to  prevent  blockage of the  pipet  tip by particulate 
matter. 

For  experiments  using  the  perforated-patch  technique,  a  stock  solution 
of amphotericin B (60 mg/mL)  is  made  from  the  powdered  compound 
dissolved  in  dimethylsulphoxide.  Amphotericin  is  light  sensitive  and  should 
be  kept  wrapped in aluminium  foil  to  protect  it  from  light.  This  stock 
solution  will  retain  its  activity  for  up  to 3 h  after  which  time  fresh  stock 
solution  should  be  made.  Stock  amphotericin  solution  can  then  be  added  to 
an  appropriate  pipet  solution  to  perforate  membranes  during  experiments 
(see Subheading 3.5.). 
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3. Methods 
3.7. Forming a Sea//Ce//-Affached Patch 

1. Fill  the  pipet  with  the  appropriate  solution;  e.g.,  solution  B  for  the  recording  of 
K+ channel  currents.  Dip  the  pipet  into  Sigmacote  (Sigma  Chemical)  and  attach it 
to the  pipet  holder. 

2. Set  data  acquisition  software  to  provide  a  40-ms, l-mV voltage  step  once  every 
second  to  the  electrode.  The  amplifier  should  be  in  voltage-clamp  mode. 

3. Select  an  appropriate  cell  to  patch.  Under  phase  contrast  optics,  the  best cells are 
usually  smooth  looking  and  phase  bright. 

3. Move  the  plane  of  focus  to just above  the  surface  of  the  solution.  Bring  the  pipet 
tip  into  the  field of  view.  Apply  positive  pressure  to  the  pipet  (approx 0.3-0.5 mL 
on the l-mL syringe)  and  hold  this  pressure. 

4.  Gently  lower  the  pipet  into  the  solution  using the coarse  controls  of  the  manipulator. 
5. Adjust  the  pipet  offset  current  to  zero.  This  removes  any  offset  potentials  from 

the  system. You should  now see a  square  current  step  in  response  to  the  imposed 
voltage  change (see Fig. 2). The size  of this step is inversely  proportional  to  the 
pipet  resistance  (Ohm’s  Law, R = V/Z) and  the  pipet  resistance  (in  MQ)  can  be 
calculated  from  the  voltage  step  (in  mV)  and  the  resultant  current  flow  (in  nA). 

6. Bring  the  pipet  tip  down  towards  the cell using  the  coarse  controls. The distance 
of  the  pipet tip from  the  cell  can be estimated  by  changing  the  plane  of  focus 
between  the  cell  surface  and  the  pipet  tip. 

7. Once  close  enough,  very  gently  touch  the  pipet tip onto  the  cell  using  the  fine 
manipulator  controls.  Touching  the  cell  surface  will  produce  a  slight  dimpling  of 
the cell at the  pipet tip or  slight  movement  of  the  cell.  Alternatively,  this  can be 
detected  by  the  observation  of  a  slight  decrease  in  the  size  of  the  current  flowing 
across  the  pipet  in  response  to  the  voltage  step. 

8. Once  the  pipet  has  touched  the cell, suction  needs  to be applied.  Gradually 
increase  the  suction  using  the  syringe  until  the  current  step  begins  to  decrease 
(Fig. 2A), then  hold  the  suction at this  level. 

9. Change  to  a  40-ms,  10-mV  voltage  step  every  second.  This  will  allow  better 
observation  of  the  change  in  resistance  as  the  seal  forms.  Seal  formation  can  be 
relatively  slow  and  steady  or  can  occur  abruptly.  Ideally  the  seal  should  have  a 
resistance of greater  than 1 G n  (>l0 GQ is  ideal  for  single-channel  recording), 
this results  in  a  current  trace  that  appears  almost flat apart  from  capacitance 
spikes at the  beginning  and end of  the  voltage  step (Fig. 2B, top  trace).  If  a 
high-resistance  seal does not  form  within 5 min,  discard  the  pipet  and  begin 
again,  selecting  a new cell (see also Note 1). 

10.  As  soon as a  high  resistance  seal  has  formed,  release  the  pressure  from  the  pipet. 
Using  the  controls  on  the  amplifier,  minimize  the  pipet  capacity  transients on the 
current  trace. You are  now  in  the  cell-attached  configuration.  Noise  levels  should 
be  less  than 1 pA  peak  to  peak  if  filtering at 2-5 kHz and  the  trace  should  be  flat. 
If  not,  this  may be due  to  excessive  noise  or  interference (see Note 2). 

11. Set  the holding  potential  of the  pipet  to  the required  voltage  (NB:  bear in 
mind  that the polarity of current and  voltage is reversed in this configuration. 
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Fig. 2. Forming  a  seal  and  going  whole-cell.  Current  and  voltage  traces  recorded 

during  seal  formation  and  after  rupture of  the  patch  to  attain  the  whole-cell  configuration. 
(A) Current  flow  (top  three  traces)  through  a  patch  pipet  in  response  to  a  40-ms, l-mV 
voltage  step  (bottom  trace).  With  the  pipet  in  the  bath  the  amplitude  of  the  voltage  step 
is 0.25 nA,  hence  the  pipet  resistance is 4 MQ (R  = VD). After  gently  touching  the  cell 
and  applying  gentle  suction  the size of the  current step reduces as the  apparent 
resistance  of  the  pipet  increases. (B) As  a  higher  resistance is reached,  the  voltage  step 
is increased  to 10 mV  (bottom  trace)  to  allow  better  resolution  of  resistance  and 
capacity  transients.  The  top  trace  shows  the  current  resulting  from  the  voltage  step 
after  formation  of  a GQ seal.  Spikes at the  beginning  and  end  of  the  step  are  a  result  of 
the  pipet  capacitance.  Apart  from  the  spikes,  the  current  trace  should  appear  to  be 
almost  flat if a  good  seal  has  been  formed.  This  is  the  cell-attached  configuration. 
These  artefacts  can  now  be  removed  electronically  using  controls  on  the  amplifier. To 
attain  a  whole cell, the patch  of  membrane is ruptured  by  suction  or  “zapping.” 
Successful  rupture  results  in  the  appearance  of  large  transients  that  reflect  the cell 
capacitance  (middle  trace). 

To apply -50 mV holding potential to the membrane patch, set  the pipet 
potential  to +50 mV).  Switch  to  the  appropriate  voltage  protocol  for 
recording single-channel currents. 

3.2. Forming an Inside-Out Patch 
1. Form  a  cell-attached  patch (Subheading 3.1.). Continue to use the 10-mV, 

40-ms, l-Hz voltage  step. 
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2.  Once  a  seal  has  been  formed,  gently  move  the  pipet  away  from  the  cell  using  the 
fine  manipulator.  Check  visually  to  ensure  that  the  cell is not  still  attached  to  the 
pipet.  Check  that  a  good  seal (>l0 GQ) is still  present. 

3. Set the holding potential of the pipet to  the required voltage (as with the 
cell-attached  configuration in Subheading 3.1. the polarity  of current and 
voltage is reversed).  Switch  to  the  appropriate  voltage  protocol  for  recording 
single-channel  currents. 

3.3.  Forming the Whole-Cell Configuration 
1. Form  a  cell-attached  patch (Subheading 3.1.). 
2. Set  the  required  holding  potential  for  the  whole-cell  experiment. 
3. Apply  a  small  amount  of  suction  (0.2-0.3 mL on  the  syringe). 
4. Either  (a)  Set  the  zap  control  to its shortest  setting  and  press  the  zap  button. 

Increase  the  zap  duration  until  the  patch  is  ruptured (see step 5) or (b) gradually 
increase  suction  until  the  patch  ruptures. 

5. Successful  rupture  of  the  patch  is  seen  as  a  sudden  increase  in  the  capacitance 
transients at the  beginning  and  end  of  the  voltage  step (Fig. 2B, middle  trace). 

6. Reduce the transients  using  the  series  resistance  and  whole-cell  capacitance 
compensation  controls.  Advance  percent  series-resistance  compensation  as  far  as 
possible  without  causing  oscillation  of  the  current  trace. 

7. Switch  to  the  appropriate  voltage  protocol  for  the  recording  of  whole-cell  currents. 

3.4.  Forming the Outside-Out Configuration 
1. Form the  whole-cell  configuration (Subheading 3.3.) but do not  neutralize  the 

whole-cell  capacity  transients. 
2. Once the  whole-cell  configuration has been  formed,  gently  move the pipet 

away from  the  cell using the  fine manipulator. The whole-cell capacity 
transients should  disappear  when the  pipet is detached from the  cell. Check 
visually to ensure that  the cell is not still attached to  the pipet.  Check that a 
good  seal (>l0 GQ) is still present. 

3. Set the  holding  potential of the pipet  to  the  required  voltage.  Switch  to  an 
appropriate  voltage  protocol  for  recording  single-channel  currents. 

3.5. Whole-Cell  Recording  Using 
the  Perforated  Patch  Configuration 

1.  Add  2 pL of  amphotericin  stock  solution (60 mg/mL  in  dimethylsulphoxide, 
see above) to 0.5 mL of  pipet  solution  immediately  prior  to  starting  the  experiment. 
This will be usable  for  a  maximum  of  2 h, after  which its pore-forming  ability is  lost. 

2. Dip  the pipet tip  into  the  pipet solution containing no amphotericin for 
approx 1 S. Backfill the pipet with amphotericin-containing solution and 
insert  the  pipet  into  the  electrode holder. Pipets should  have as low a 
resistance  as  possible. We use  pipets with resistances of 1-2 MQ for 
perforated  patch  experiments  compared  to 3-5 Mi2 for whole-cell  experiments. 

3. Form  a  cell-attached  patch (Subheading 3.1.). No positive  pressure  should be 
applied  to  the  pipet  when  placing  the  pipet  on  the  cell,  as  this  will  cause  ejection 
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Fig. 3. Voltage  protocols  for  recording  of  voltage-gated K+ channel  currents. (A) To 
record  both  the  A-type  and  delayed  rectifier  currents,  cells are held at -70 mV  (bottom 
trace).  A  250-ms  prepulse  to -140 mV  primes  both  current  types  for  opening.  The  cell 
is the  depolarized  to  a  range  of  potentials  to  activate  the  currents  (top  traces).  Increas- 
ing depolarization results  in  larger  current amplitudes. Both inactivating and 
noninactivating  components  of  the  current are seen. (B) To activate  the  delayed  rectifier 
alone,  the  prepulse  voltage  is  set to -50  mV (bottom  trace).  This  results  in  inactivation 
of  the  A-type  current  and  only  the  delayed  rectifier  is  seen.  All  currents are shown  after 
subtraction of leak and capacity transients by  a P/5 leak subtraction protocol 
(see Note 3). 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

of  amphotericin  resulting  in  pore  formation  outside  the  patch. The time  taken 
from  filling  the  pipet  with  amphotericin-containing  solution  to  forming  the  seal 
should  be  kept  as  short  as  possible  for  the  same  reason. 
Set the  required  holding  potential.  Continue to apply  40-ms,  10-mV  steps  to 
monitor  the  progress  of  pore  formation. 
Complete  perforation  of  the  patch  typically  takes 5-10  min. The  progress  of  pore 
formation  will be seen  as  a  gradual  development  of  large-capacity  transients  with 
time.  These  have  a  small  amplitude  and  slow  decay at first,  but  by  the  end  of  the 
process  the  capacity  transients  should  resemble those seen  when  using the 
ruptured  patch  method. 
Once  large,  rapidly  decaying  transients  have  stabilized (Fig. 3B,  middle  trace), 
reduce  the  transients  using the series-resistance  and  whole-cell  capacitance 
compensation  controls.  Advance  percent  series-resistance  compensation as far as 
possible  without  causing  oscillation  of  the  current  trace. 
Switch  to  the  appropriate  voltage  protocol  for  recording  whole-cell  currents. 
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3.6. Whole-Cell Recording 
3.6.1. Voltage-Gated Ion Channels 
3.6.1 .l. K+ CHANNELS 

A  wide  range of channels  allowing passage of K+ ions  through  neuronal 
membranes  exist,  each  with  their  own  particular  functional  characteristics.  This 
is reflected by the  large  number of genes  encoding K+ channel  subunits  that 
have now been  identified.  The  most  commonly  observed  channels are those 
giving  rise  to  the  inactivating “A”-type current  and  the  noninactivating  delayed 
rectifier  current (see Fig. 3). In  addition,  inward  rectifier (so called  because 
they  only  allow K+ to  pass  into  the  cell  with  relatively  little  efflux of K+ occur- 
ring through them)  Ca2+-  and ATP-sensitive K+ channels have also been observed. 

Solutions  suitable  for  recording  whole-cell K+ channel  currents are given in 
Table 1. Cells  are  bathed  in  solution  A  and  pipets  filled  with  solution B. CdC12 
can  also  be  included  in  solution  A  to  block  Ca2+  channel  currents  and  hence 
any contribution  from  Ca2+-sensitive K+ channels. To activate  the K+ channels, 
cells  are  held  at  a  potential of -70 mV. A  prepulse  to -120 mV  followed  imme- 
diately  by  depolarization  to  potentials  ranging  from -70 to +70 mV will  result 
in  the  activation of an outward  current  that  gets  larger  with  increasing  depolar- 
ization (Fig. 3A). In  most  central  neurons  this  current  contains  both  A-type  and 
delayed  rectifier  currents.  The  two  currents  can  be  separated  by  setting  a 
prepulse of potential -50 mV  instead of -120 mV. This  results in the  inactiva- 
tion of the A current so that  only  the  delayed  rectifier  is  seen  during  the  depo- 
larizing  step (Fig. 3B). 

Defining  the K+ channel  subtypes  present  pharmacologically  can  be  diffi- 
cult,  as  many  compounds  will  block  several K+ channel  subtypes.  Tetraethy- 
lammonium  and  4-aminopyridine  will  both  block  delayed rectifier-, inward 
rectifier-  and  A-type  currents,  although  in  some  cell  types  they  can  be  selective 
for  one over  the  other.  Ca2+- and ATP-sensitive K+ channels  are  more  readily 
defined  pharmacologically,  as  they  can  be  blocked  selectively  by  apamin  (large 
conductance Ca2+ sensitive),  charybdotoxin  (small conductance Ca2+  sensitive), 
and  glibenclamide  and  tolbutamide (ATP sensitive).  In  addition,  ATP-sensitive 
K+ channels  can  be  activated by K+ channel  openers  such  as  cromokalim  and 
diazoxide. 

3.6.1.2. Ca2+  CHANNELS 

Ca2+  channel  currents have been  defined  functionally  as T, L, N, P/Q, and R. 
These  definitions are based on  the  electrophysiological  characteristics  and  phar- 
macology of the  channels. T-type channels  are  activated by small  depolariza- 
tions  (low-voltage  activated, LVA) and  are  rapidly  inactivating. L-, N-, P/Q-, 
and  R-type  channels  require  stronger  depolarization  for  their  activation  than 
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Table 1 
Solutions  for  Recording  Whole-Cell K+ Channel  Currents 
Compound  Concentration (mM) Comments 

Bath solution (A) 
NaCl  120 
KC1 1.3 
CaC12 2 

Glucose 5 
Tetrodotoxin  0.001 (TTX) blocks Na channel 
HEPES  10 
pH 7.4 (NaOH) 
Osmolarity  320  mosmol - 

- 
- 
- 

WC12  1.2 - 

- 
- 

(sucrose) 
Pipet solution (B) 

KC1 140 - 
CaC12 0.5 
EGTA 5 
HEPES 10 
pH  7.2  (KOH) 
Osmolarity  320  mosmol - 

- 
- 
- 

- 

(sucrose) 

T-type  channels  (high-voltage  activating,  HVA).  Solutions  suitable  for 
recording  Ca2+  channel  currents  are given in Table 2. Ba2+  is  used  as  the  charge 
carrying  ion in solution  C  rather  than  Ca2+  because  it  will  pass  more  readily 
through some Ca2+  channels  than  Ca2+,  is  less  likely  to  cause  Ca2+-dependent 
inactivation, and because  it  blocks K+ channels.  Further  block of K+ conduc- 
tances is provided by using  CS+ in the  pipet  solution (D) rather  than K+. Ca2+ 
channel  currents  can  be  activated  by  holding  cells  at  a  potential of -80 to -100 
mV  and  depolarizing  the  cell  for 100 ms  every 10 S. More  depolarized  holding 
potentials (e.g., -40 mV),  result in the  steady-state  inactivation  of  several 
channel types,  most  particularly  the T-type current. If the  cell  is  depolarized 
from a -40 mV holding  potential,  the  current is  mainly  composed of L-type 
channel  openings. 

Pharmacological  dissection of the  contribution of the  various Ca2+  channel 
subtypes  to  the  whole-cell  current  is  possible  using  a  variety of subtype  selec- 
tive  compounds.  L-type  channels  are  sensitive  to  the  dihydropyridines  such  as 
nifedipine  and  nimodipine.  Channel  block is largely  complete  at  concentra- 
tions  around 1 piW. At  concentrations  higher  than 10 piW, other  channel  sub- 
types  can  be  inhibited.  N-type  channels  are  selectively  blocked by a-conotoxin 
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Table 2 
Solutions  for  Recording  Whole-Cell  Ca2+  Channel  Currents 

Compound (W Comments 
Concentration 

Bath solution (C) 
Tetraethylammonium  acetate 
N-methyl-D-glucamine 
BaC12 
Mg  acetate 
Glucose 
KOH 
HEPES 
TTX 
PH 
Osmolarity 

Pipet solution (D) 
M m 2  
CaC12 

EGTA 
HEPES 

Osmolarity 

K2ATP 

PH 

70 
70 
10 
0.6 
5 
3 
10 
0.001 
7.4 (acetic  acid) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

2.5 
1 
3.3 
30 
100 
7.2 (CsOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

(TEA-Ac)  blocks K channels 
(NMDG)  impermeant 
Charge  carrier 

- 
- 
- 
- 

Blocks  Na  channels 
- 
- 

Free  acid 
CS  blocks  K  channels 

GVIA (1 CLM) and  P-type  channels by o-agatoxin IVA (100 nM). m-conotoxin 
MVIIC  (1  has  been  used  to  define  the  Q-type  component of whole- 
cell  currents,  although  it  is  still  not  clear  whether  the  P-  and  Q-type  chan- 
nels  are  distinct  and  separate  entities.  o-conotoxin  MVIIC  at  this 
concentration  will  also  block  P-  and  N-type  channels  and  should  there- 
fore  only  be  used  to  measure  the  possible  contribution of Q-type  channels 
after  block of N-  and  P-type  components  by  o-conotoxin  GVIA  and 
o-agatoxin IVA respectively. 

3.6.1.3. Na+ CHANNELS 

Na+  channels  show  less  diversity  than K+ channels;  nevertheless  several 
subtypes  exist.  Functionally  Na+  channels  can  be  broadly  divided  into 
tetrodotoxin-sensitive  and  -insensitive  subtypes  based  on  the  blocking  ability 
of tetrodotoxin.  Na+  channels  are  rapidly  activating  and  inactivating  and  can 
present  problems  for  recording  in  terms of adequate  spatial  control of 
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Table 3 
Solutions  Recording of Whole-Cell  Na+  Channel  Currents 

Concentration 
Compound ( m M )  Comments 

Bath solution (E) 
NaCl 
KC1 

M m 2  
Glucose 

HEPES 

Osmolarity 

CdCl2 

TEA-Cl 

PH 

Pipet solution (F) 
CSCl 
M m 2  
CaClz 
KZATP 
TEA-Cl 
EGTA 
HEPES 

Osmolarity 
PH 

140 
1.3 
1 
1.2 
5 
30 
10 
7.4 (NaOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

100 
2.5 
1 -  
3.3 
25 - 
5 -  
10 - 
7.2 (CsOH). 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

- 
- 

Blocks  Ca  channels 
- 
- 

Blocks  K  channels 
- 
- 
- 

Blocks  K  channels 
- 

- 

- 
- 

membrane  potential (see Note 4). Several  other  blockers  of  Na+  channels 
exist,  many of them  derived  from  venoms,  including  therapeutically  impor- 
tant  local  anesthetics  such  as  lignocaine.  In  terms of defining  a  membrane 
conductance  as  a  Na+  channel,  however,  tetrodotoxin  is  probably  the  most 
widely  used,  completely  blocking  Na+  channel  currents  in  central  neurons 
at  concentrations of around 100 nM. 

Solutions  suitable  for  the  recording of Na+  channels  are  given  in Table 3. 
Because  Na+  channels  have  rapid  kinetics  and  inactivate  at  relatively  nega- 
tive  potentials,  cells  are held at more hyperpolarized  potentials (-90 to -100 mV) 
and  depolarizing  steps  are  much  shorter.  Step  depolarizations  of 20-30 ms 
are  sufficient  in  most  cases  for  substantial  inactivation of Na+  currents  in 
neurons.  Thus  a  simple  protocol  for  obtaining  a  Na+  current  I-V  relationship 
would  be  to  hold  cells  at -90 mV  and  repetitively  depolarize  the  cell  in 10 mV 
increments  for 25 ms every 10 S. 
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3.6.2.  Ligand-Gated  Ion  Channels 

Because  ligand-gated  ion  channels  do  not  require  voltage  changes  for 
activation  to  occur,  complex  voltage  protocols  are  not  always  necessary. To 
obtain  an  I-V  relationship,  cells  are  held  at  a  range of potentials  and  agonists 
are applied. The  current  obtained  at  each  potential  can  be  plotted  against  the 
holding  potential  to  obtain  the  I-V  relationship.  Alternatively,  a  voltage  ramp 
protocol  can  be  used.  With  this  protocol  agonist  is  applied  to  activate  the  current 
and  the  voltage of the  cell  is then changed  continuously  between,  for  instance, 
-80  mV and  +80  mV (see example  in Fig. 4). The  resultant  current  trace  is 
plotted  against  the  voltage  to  produce  an  I-V  relationship.  The  voltage  ramp 
protocol  can  only  be  used  for  currents  that  do  not  show  rapid  desensitization. 
Qpical rates  for  the  voltage  change  during  the  ramp  are 1-2 mV/ms.  Solutions 
G-L, suitable  for  recording  the  different  whole-cell  ligand  gated  ion  channel 
currents  are  given in Tables 4-6. 

Separation of glutamate  receptor  responses  into  their  AMPA,  kainate, 
and  NMDA  components  requires  the  use of the  eponymous  agonists.  Fur- 
ther  certainty  in  the  identification of these  components  can  be  confirmed 
by  blocking  unwanted  components  with  appropriate  antagonists  such  as 
6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX,  AMPA,  and  kainate  antagonist), 
MK-801,  and 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid  (APV,  NMDA  receptor 
antagonists).  Kainate  responses  can  be  further  identified  by  the  fact  that 
following  exposure  to  concanavalin  A  they  change  from  rapidly  desensitizing 
to  nondesensitizing.  GABAA  receptor  responses  can  be  competitively  inhib- 
ited  by  bicuculline  and  noncompetitively by picrotoxin. 

3.6.3 AP Channels 

Channels  formed by Ap are permeable  to  a  wide  range of ions.  For measure- 
ment of possible  conductance  changes  in  neurons  as  a  result of Ap channel 
insertion,  currents  can  be  measured  using  the  solutions given in Table 1, which 
mimic  the  physiological  ionic  concentration  (solutions  A  and  B). To monitor 
changes in conductance  as  a  result of AP  channel  formation,  the  resting  current 
can  be  monitored  using  a  continous  data  acquisition  protocol.  Repetitive  steps 
to + l0  mV  and -10 mV from  the  holding  potential every 1-2 S will  allow  an 
estimation of the  resting  conductance of the  cell. 

3.7. Single Channel Recording 
3.7.7 Voltage-Gated  Ion  Channels 

3.7.1 .l. K+ CHANNELS 

K+ channel  subtypes  that  show  little  or  no  inactivation  do  not  require  changes 
in  membrane  potential  for  their  activation.  In  these  cases,  the  patch  can  be  held 
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Fig. 4. Activation  of L-type Ca2+ channel currents by voltage ramps. Currents 
can be activated by voltage ramps.  In this example, a cell-attached patch is held 
at -100 mV and the voltage is then changed at a rate of 1 mV/ms until  it reaches 
+70 mV (A). The  potential  across  the  patch  is  then  returned  to -100  mV at 
the  same  rate,  although  in  some  cases it may be  more  appropriate  to  return 
the potential  to -100 mV  by  a step change. The depolarization results in the 
activation of an L-type Ca2+ channel in  the patch as seen by the downward  cur- 
rent deflections in  the  current  trace (B). The current flowing through the channel 
decreases with depolarization as  the  reversal  potential  for Ca2+ is approached. 
From the traces  in (B) an I-V relationship can be constructed (C)  by averaging 
together the individual current traces. In the  case of  a whole-cell recording each 
trace  will give an  I-V relationship. (-)-BayK 8644 (1 clM> was present in  the bath 
solution during recording to prolong L-type Ca2+ channel openings. 
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Table 4 
Solutions for Recording Whole-Cell Glutamate Receptor Currents 

Compound 
Concentration 

( m M )  Comments 

Bath solution (G) 
NaCl 
KC1 
CaC12 

Glucose 
Glycine 
HEPES 

Osmolarity 
PH 

Pipet solution (H) 
CsF 
CSCl 
CaC12 
EGTA 
HEPES 
PH 
Osmolarity 

140 
2.8 
1 

15 
0.005 
10 
7.4 (NaOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

110 
30 
0.5 
5 
5 
7.2 (KOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

Mg removed  to  reduce  block 
of NMDA channels 

Blocks K channels 
Blocks K channels 

at  different  potentials  and  currents  are  recorded  in  continuous  mode.  Those 
that  do  inactivate (e.g., A-type  channels)  can  be  opened by depolarizing  the 
cells  from  a  holding  potential of -100 mV  every 5 S. Many  channel  subtypes 
show  little  or  no  run-down  throughout  a  recording  in  which  case  the  outside- 
out  and  inside-out  recording  variants  can  be  used. 

3.7.1.2. Ca2+  CHANNELS 

Most Ca2+  channels  undergo  rapid  run-down  in  cell-free  conditions (i.e., 
inside-out  and  outside  out  recording)  and  therefore  unitary  currents  are 
recorded  using  the  cell  attached  technique (Table 7). To ensure  that  the  voltage 
across  the  cell  membrane  is  constant,  it  is  usual  to  bathe  cells  in  a  high 
K+-containing  medium  that  sets  the  membrane  potential  to  approx 0 mV (solu- 
tion  M).  All  pipet  voltages  are  therefore  assumed  to  be  relative  to  this  potential. 
Cells are held  at  a  potential of -80 to -100 mV and  step  depolarized  to  activate 
channels.  Length of depolarization  depends  on  the  inactivation  characteristics 
of the  channels,  slowly  inactivating  channels  such  as  the  L-type  will  show 
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Table 5 
Solutions  for  Recording  Whole-Cell  Nicotinic  Receptor  Currents 

Concentration 
Compound ( m m  Comments 
Bath solution (I) 

NaCl 
KC1 

CaC12 
Glucose 
HEPES 
PH 
Osmolarity 

MgC12 

Pipet solution (J) 
CSCl 
CaC12 
EGTA 
HEPES 
pH 7.2 (CsOH) 
Osmolarity 

140 
2.8 
2 
1 
10 
10 
7.4 (NaOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

140 
0.5 
5 
10 

320 mosmol 
(sucrose) 

Blocks K channels 
- 
- 
- 

activity  at  the  end of 800 ms, whereas  rapidly  inactivating  channels  such  as  the 
T-type  show  few openings at  the  end of a  200-ms  depolarization. I-V relation- 
ships  can  be  obtained  by  recording  channel  activity  at  a  range of depolarizing 
potentials or, alternatively, by applying  ramp  depolarizations (Fig. 4). Because 
many of the  compounds  that  inhibit  Ca2+  channel  activity  are  membrane 
impermeant,  it  is  necessary to  include  them  in  the  solution  used  to fill the  patch 
pipet  and  compare  records  with  those  where  the  compound  has  been  omitted. 
The  exceptions to  this  are  the  dihydropyridines (e.g., nifedipine  and  the  agonist 
(-)-BayK 8644), which  are  highly  lipid  soluble  and  can  be  applied  to  the bath. 

3.7.1.3. Na+ CHANNELS 
Single  Na+  channel  currents  are  usually  recorded  using  the  cell-attached 

configuration. A similar  high  K+  solution  to  that  used  for  unitary  Ca2+  channel 
currents  zeroes  the  membrane  potential (Table S). Tetraethylammonium (TEA) 
and  Ba are included  in  the  patch  pipet  to  block  K+  channel  currents  and  Ca2+ 
channel  currents  are  blocked  using  Cd2+  at  low  concentrations.  Because of the 
inactivating  nature of the  Na+  current,  channel  openings  tend  to  cluster  at  the 
beginning of the  voltage  step. A similar  voltage  protocol  to  that  used  for  whole- 
cell  currents  can  therefore be used. 
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Table 6 
Solutions  for  Recording  Whole-Cell GABAA Receptor  Currents 

Concentration 
Compound (W Comments 
Bath solution (K) 

NaCl 140 - 
KC1 2.5 - 
CaC12 1.5 - 

Glucose 19 - 
HEPES 10 - 

Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

MgC12  1.2 - 

PH 7.4 (NaOH) - 

(sucrose) 
Pipet solution (L) 

CSCl 140 Blocks K channels 
CaC12 0.5 - 
MgClz 2 
EGTA 5 
HEPES 10 

Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

- 
- 
- 

PH 7.2 (CsOH) - 

(sucrose) 

3.7.1.4. LIGAND-GATED ION CHANNELS 

Most  recordings of ligand-gated  ion  channels  are  carried  out  using  outside- 
out  patches  to  allow  application of agonists  to  open  the  channels.  In  this  case, 
solutions  similar  to  those  used  in  whole-cell  experiments  can  be  used.  In  some 
instances  it  may  be  necessary  to  carry  out  cell-attached  experiments in which 
case low, nondensensitizing  concentrations of agonist  are  included  in  the  patch 
pipet.  Ligand-gated  ion  channels can  be  recorded  using  continuous  modes of 
data  acquisition  that  overcome  the need for  leak  subtraction  during  analysis 
(see Note 3). 

3.7.1.5. AP CHANNELS 

Channels  formed  in  cell  membranes by Ap have  been  recorded  using  the 
cell-free  variants of the  patch-clamp  technique  (inside-out  and  outside-out, 
ref. 16). The  main  concern in these  experiments  is to  ensure  that  no  native 
channels  are  active  in  the  cell  membrane.  By  using  cell-free  techniques  Ca2+ 
channel activity  is  prevented, whereas K+ channel  activity  can  be  prevented  by 
use of CS as the main ion in both pipet (solution R) and bath solutions (solution Q, 
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Table 7 
Solutions  Used to Record  Unitary Ca2+ Channel  Currents 

Compound ( m M )  Comments 
Bath solution (M) 

Concentration 

K aspartate 140 zeroes  membrane  potential 

EGTA 10 
HEPES 10 
PH 7.2 (KOH) 
Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

(sucrose) 

MgClz 1 - 
Prevents  excessive  Ca  influx 

- 
- 

Pipet solution (N) 
Ba-Ac 90 Charge  carrier 

TTX 0.001 Blocks Na channels 
HEPES 10 

7.4 (BaOH) - 
Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

(sucrose) 

TEA-AC 30 Blocks K channels 

PH 
- 

see Table 9). Zn2+ at a concentration of 250 pit4 reportedly blocks channels 
formed  when Ab is applied to patches (16). 

4. Notes 
1. High-resistance  seals: There are several  common  reasons for an  inability to 

form high-resistance seals and some approaches that can sometimes  aid  good 
seal  formation. 
a.  Vibration  caused  by  resting  elbows or arms on  the air table.  Once  the  pipet is 

close  to  the cell and  the  fine  manipulators  are  in  use,  only  gentle  contact  with 
the  microscope-focusing  knobs  and  micromanipulator  controls  should  occur. 

b.  Too  much  suction.  A  very  gradual  increase  in  suction  should  be  used  until  the 
reistance  begins  to go up.  At  this  point  the  suction  should  be  held at this level 
until  no  further  increases  in  resistance  are  observed.  Suction  may  then  be 
increased  slightly  again.  Often,  releasing  the  suction  pressure  can  cause  an 
increase  in  seal  formation. The suction  pressure  required  for  good  seal  forma- 
tion  can  vary  considerably  between  cell  types  and  between  different  batches 
of cells.  Ideal  suction  pressures  therefore  need  to  be  determined  empirically. 

c.  Pipet  movement  during  suction.  Pipets are clamped in their  holders  by  means 
of a  rubber  gasket.  If  the  pipet  is  not  secured  properly,  suction  and  positive 
pressure  can  result  in  movement  of  the  pipet  tip.  This  can be checked  by 
observing  the  pipet tip through  the  microscope  while  applying  pressure.  If  the 
pipet  tip  moves,  then  the  gasket  should  be  replaced  or  tightened  further. 
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Table 8 
Solutions  Used to Record  Unitary  Na+  Channel  Currents 

Compound (W Comments 
Concentration 

Bath solution (0) 
K  aspartate 

EGTA 
HEPES 
PH 
Osmolarity 

M m 2  

Pipet solution (P) 
NaCl 

BaC12 
CdC12 
HEPES 
PH 
Osmolarity 

TEA-Cl 

140 
2 
10 
10 
7.2 (KOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

140 
20 
2 
0.5 
10 
7.4 (NaOH) 
320 mosmol 

(sucrose) 

Zeroes  membrane  potential 

Prevents  excessive Ca influx 
- 

- 
- 
- 

Charge  carrier 
Blocks  K  channels 
Blocks K channels 
Blocks Ca channels 

- 
- 
- 

d.  The  time  taken  from  filling  the  pipet  to  touching  the  pipet tip onto  the  cell 
should be kept  to  a  minimum.  This  is  difficult at first,  but  familiarity  with  the 
movment of micromanipulators  comes  with  practice  and it should be possible 
get  this  time  down  to  approx 60 S. 

e. Cells  have  been  kept  too  long  in  the  recording  bath.  Some  of  the  solutions 
used  for  recording  currents,  particularly  those  for  recording  whole-cell  Ca2+ 
channel  currents,  result  in  degeneration  of  cells,  which  prevents  good  seal 
formation.  For  cultured  neurons  we  routinely  use  a  new  batch  of  cells  every 
60-90 min.  Well-oxygenated slice preparations  usually  last  longer. 

f. Seal  formation  can  sometimes  be  aided  by  the  application of holding  poten- 
tial  to  the  pipet  after  the  seal  has  started to form.  Once  the  seal  has  a  resis- 
tance  of  several  hundred M a ,  gradually  increase  the  holding  potential.  With 
negative  holding  potential,  the  current  trace  will  move  down  the  oscilloscope 
screen. As the  seal  resistance  increase,  the  current  trace  will  move  back  up  the 
screen  towards  the  zero  current  level. 

g.  Keep the  pipet  holder  clean.  Silver,  silver  chloride,  and  glass  fragments  build 
up  inside  the  pipet  holder.  These  should be washed  out  with  water  daily  and 
the  holder  thoroughly  dried. 

h. No suction  at  the  pipet  tip.  Check  the  integrity  of  pressure  application  by 
applying  strong  positive  pressure  to  the  pipet.  By  looking  down  the  micro- 
scope it should be possible  to  observe  that  solution  is  being  ejected. 
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Table 9 
Solutions  Used  to  Record  Channel  Activity  Resulting 
from AP Insertion  into  Membranes 

Compound (mM) Comments 
Bath solution (Q) 

Concentration 

CSCl 140 Blocks K channels 
CaC12 0.5 
M a 2  0.5 - 
EGTA 1 
NaHEPES 5 

Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

- 

- 
- 

PH 7.4 (CsOH) - 

(sucrose) 
Pipet solution (R) 
CS c1 140 Blocks K channels 
CaC12 0.5 
M m 2  
EGTA 1 
NaHEPES 5 

Osmolarity 320 mosmol - 

- 
0.5 - 

- 
- 

PH 7.4 (CsOH) - 

(sucrose) 

i. Vibration  of  wires,  suction  lines,  perfusion  lines,  and  micromanipulator  control 
lines. All trailing  wires  within  the  Faraday  cage  should be firmly  clipped  or  taped 
down  to  prevent  their  movement  during  the  course  of  an  experiment.  Vibration in 
the pipet  tip  can also be minimized by  keeping  the distance between  the  pipet  and 
the  headstage  connection  to  the  manipulator  to  a minimum. 

2. Noise  and  interference:  A  good  signal-to-noise  ratio is particularly  important  with 
single-channel  recording,  and  electrical  interference  from  the  mains  supply,  light- 
ing, and  machinery  can  cause  problems  with  whole-cell  recording. To keep  noise 
and  interference  to  a  minimum  the  following  points  can  be  important: 
a.  Keep  solution  levels in the  recording  chamber  as  low  as  possible  to  reduce 

noise  levels. 
b. Noise can be reduced  by  coating  pipet tips in Sigmacote@ or Sylgard@ 

(Sigma). 
c. Ground all equipment  casings,  the  equipment  rack  and  the  Faraday  cage  and 

its contents. 
d.  All  grounding  should be to  a  common  point;  this is usually  the  oscilloscope 

earth  socket.  Equipment  within  the  Faraday  cage  is  usually  grounded  to  a 
common  point on the  cage  which is connected  to  the  oscilloscope  earth. 
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e.  For  microscopes  without  an  external  DC  stabilized  power  supply,  power 
cables  and  the  lamp  housing  should  be  covered  in  aluminium  foil,  which  is 
then  connected  to  the  Faraday  cage  earthing  point. 

f. To test  for  noise  sources  in  the  recording  setup it is  usual  to start with  a  minimum 
of  equipment  and  gradually  build  in  the  connections.  Begin  with  the  headstage 
mounted  on  the  microscope,  amplifier,  and  oscilloscope  with  the  pipet  holder 
(no  pipet)  attached  to  the  headstage.  The  Faraday  cage  should be connected  to 
the  oscilloscope  earth,  as  should  the  rack  and  amplifier  casing.  Ground  the air 
table  to  the  Faraday  cage  earthing  point.  Check  noise  levels  on  the  oscilloscope. 
Increasing  the  amplifier  gain  should  enable  the  detection  of  even  the  lowest 
levels  of  interference.  Ground  components  within  the  Faraday  cage  to  reduce 
noise  levels.  Bear  in  mind  that  connection  to  one  part  of  a  piece  of  equipment 
(e.g.,  the  micromanipulator)  does  not  mean  that  the  whole  assembly  is  grounded. 
Several  connections  may  be  necessary. It should  be  possible  to  completely  abol- 
ish  the AC  waveform (50-60 Hz)  that  occurs  by  grounding  within  the  Faraday 
cage.  Next, try switching  on  the  microscope  light  source  and  ground  cables  and 
lamp  housing if interference  returns.  Following this the DAC connections  can 
be  made  from  amplifier  to  oscilloscope,  again  checking  for  noise.  Finally,  con- 
nect  the  computer  to  the  DAC  and  then  switch  on. The  computer  can  be  a  major 
source of  noise, as  can  the  monitor.  If  grounding  does  not  work, try wrapping 
aluminium foil around the computer casing and connecting to ground. 
Alternatively, try moving  the  position  of  the  computer. 

3. Leak  subtraction:  Because  the  cell  membrane  acts  as  an  ohmic  resistor,  an  artefact 
is  introduced  into  the  measurement  of  voltage-gated  ion  channels  when  cells are 
depolarized or hyperpolarized  to  activate  currents.  This  is  known  as  the  “leak” 
current. To  remove  this  artefact,  together  with  any  uncompensated  capacity  artefact 
from  traces, it is common  to  perform  what is known as  a  leak  subtraction.  The 
easiest  way to  do  this  is  in  the form of  a P/5  subtraction  protocol.  Prior  to the 
voltage step, which  activates  currents,  five  voltage steps one-fifth  the  size  of 
the  channel-activating  voltage  step are made. The currents  from  these  steps are 
summed  and  subtracted  from  the  current  activated  by  the  large  depolarization. 
Most data-capture  software  has  the  ability  to  perform this automatically.  Care 
must  be  taken  to  ensure  that  currents  are  not  activated  by  the  leak  subtraction 
steps.  If this is  the  case  then  leak  steps  can  be  made  in  the  hyperpolarizing  direction. 

For  single-channel  recordings,  capacity  and  leak  artefacts  are  removed  by 
averaging  together  sections of data  that  contain  no  channel  activity.  This  average 
is  then  subtracted  from  the  raw  data. 

4. Space  and  voltage  clamp:  For  whole-cell  experiments it can be difficult  to  voltage 
clamp  the  more distal regions  of cells effectively.  Furthermore,  there  can be 
problems  with  the  speed  with  which  the  membrane  voltage  can  be  changed  and 
voltage  drops  across  the  pipet.  These  problems  can  be  overcome  in  part  by: 
a.  Choosing  cells  with  fewer or smaller  processes. 
b. Using  pipets  with  as  low  a  resistance  as  possible. 
c. Increasing  the  speed of voltage clamp by using the  series  resistance 

compensation controls. 
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Poor spatial control of voltage can often be seen in voltage-gated current 
recordings  as  a  secondary  notch  on the current  trace  during  the  voltage  step  or  as 
an  overlong  decay  of  current  when  the  cell is returned to the  holding  potential. 
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Analysis of P-Amyloid  Peptide  Degradation  In  Vitro 

Barbara Cordell and Asha Naidu 

1. Introduction 
The  accumulation of insoluble  AP  peptide  aggregates in the  brain  is  the 

diagnostic  feature of Alzheimer’s  disease.  Identical  deposits  are  seen  in  the 
elderly  who  are  at  risk  for  this  disease.  The  formation of the  approx 4 kDa AP 
peptide is implicated  as  a key component  in  the  development of Alzheimer’s 
disease  pathology. Genetic  evidence  strongly  supports  this  contention (1,2), as 
well  as  a number of demonstrated  relevant  biological  activities of the AP pep- 
tide  such  as  its  neurotoxicity (3) and  proinflammatory  properties (4). A  great 
deal of attention  has  been  focused  on  the  processes  involved  in  the  generation 
of AP  peptide.  In  contrast,  the  fate of this  peptide  once  it  has  been  released 
from  the  cell  is  less  well understood.  Recently,  this  situation  has  been changing 
as  studies  on  the  clearance of AP peptide are being  published.  The  identifica- 
tion of AB-degrading enzymes  produced in the  brain,  their  class,  and  selectivity, 
as  well  as  their  cellular  origin,  are  important  unresolved  questions.  One key 
issue of AP  peptide  clearance  is  whether  the  brain may be  limited  in  its  capacity 
to  degrade  this  protein,  as  all  cells  produce  AP, yet it  is  seen  to  accumulate 
only  in  brain  tissue.  Because  alterations  in  AP  peptide  clearance  may 
potentially  contribute  to  increased  levels  and  to  the  development of insoluble 
AP  deposits  in  the  brains of afflicted  individuals,  this  chapter  focuses  on 
specific  approaches  to  clarifying  AP  peptide-clearance  mechanisms. 

The  topic of AP  peptide  degradation in vivo has  obvious  important  implica- 
tions  in  the  context of Alzheimer’s  disease. It may be  therapeutically  feasible 
to  offset  basal  and  increased  synthetic  levels of AP  favoring  plaque  formation 
by enhancing  conditions  amenable  to  AP  degradation.  This  notion  is  supported 
by the  observations  suggesting  that  the  AP  plaque  is  not  a  static  but,  rather,  a 
dynamic  structure.  Contrary  to  expectations,  plaques  do  not  appear  to  continue 
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to grow  in  size and  number  as Alzheimer’s  disease  progresses.  Instead, both of 
these  parameters  have  been  shown  to  remain  constant  for  many  years  over  the 
duration of the  disease (5,6). These  data  imply  that  deposits of AP  may be 
continuously  resorbing  and  forming.  Additional  relevant  in  vivo  evidence  for 
the  role of AP  clearance  in  a  pathological  setting  is  seen  in  transgenic  mice 
genetically  engineered  to  overexpress  the  AP  peptide.  Such  transgenic  mice 
have  been  demonstrated  to  produce  large  quantities of AP  peptide  compared  to 
endogenous levels  and,  consequently,  they  develop numerous  plaques of AP 
peptide  over  their  life  span (7). When  these  transgenic  mice  were  crossed  to 
mice  deleted  for  the  apolipoprotein E protein,  a  protein  proposed  to  be  involved 
in  physically  assisting  the  formation of amyloid  deposits,  plaques  were  not 
observed (8). Furthermore,  the  AP  plaque  level  in  the  brains of mice  from  this 
cross  was  reduced by approx 60% as compared  with  the levels  measured  in  the 
original  plaque-forming  mouse (8). This  result  suggests  that  clearance of 
increased  levels of AP  can  occur if the AP peptide  remains  in  a  soluble  state. 

The  turnover  rate  for  AP  peptide  in  mouse brain  has  recently  been  measured 
and  found  to  be  between 1 and 2.5 h (9). This  first  report  on  the  in  vivo  clear- 
ance of AP  used  transgenic  mice  engineered  to  express  the  human  form of AP 
peptide  and  the  turnover  was  exclusively  determined  for  the  recombinant  pro- 
tein.  The  turnover  rate was  measured  by  in  vivo  radiolabeling of the  protein.  Its 
synthesis  and  catabolism  was  followed  over  time  using  immunoprecipitation 
of AP  peptide  from  labeled  brain  extracts.  In  a very different  in  vivo  experi- 
ment  that  was  designed  to  examine  clearance  from  a  compartment  in  contrast 
to  turnover,  the AP  peptide was  seen  to  be  cleared  very  rapidly (10). Radiola- 
beled  synthetic  AP  peptide  was  infused  directly  into  the  lateral  ventricle of the 
rat  brain,  after  which  the  radiolabeled  protein  was followed  into blood and 
cerebrospinal  fluid.  The  clearance  time  for  the  bulk of the  labeled  protein  was 
6.5 min. Unfortunately,  the  turnover  rate  was  not  measured for  the  peptide  once 
present  in  serum  or  cerebrospinal  fluid.  The very rapid  removal of AP  peptide 
is  qualified given  that  this  peptide is  frequently  found  complexed  with  other 
proteins,  which  would  undoubtedly  influence  its  clearance  rate. 

Identification of the  enzyme(s)  responsible  for  AP  peptide  degradation  and 
turnover  has  been  pursued  using  several  different  approaches.  A  collection of 
diverse  candidate  enzymes  have  been  identified  that  may  reflect  the  diverse 
strategies  employed  to  investigate  this  topic.  One  approach  has  been  to  use 
synthetic  AP  peptide  and  to  evaluate  known  and  biologically  relevant  enzymes 
for  the  ability  to  degrade  this  protein.  For  example,  matrix  metalloproteinase  2 
was  tested,  as  this  enzyme  was  previously  shown  to  cleave  the P-amyloid 
precursor  protein  within  the  AP  domain (11) and  was  found  to  hydrolyze 
synthetic  AP  peptide (12). Peptide  cleavage  was  determined  using  high-per- 
formance  liquid  chromatography (HPLC) and  matrix-assisted  laser 
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desorption  ionization  mass spectrometry.  Similarly,  synthetic AP  peptide was 
shown  to  be  hydrolyzed  by  insulin-degrading  enzyme (13). In  another  study, 
trypsin-activated a2-macroglobulin  degraded  synthetic AP  peptide (14). The 
rationale  for  this  experiment  was  that  a2-macroglobulin  is  synthesized  by 
neurons of the  brain  and  is  associated  with  AP  plaques  in  Alzheimer’s  disease. 
In  addition,  a2-macroglobulin  is  an  abundant  secreted  protein  capable of 
binding  serine  proteinases  that  remain  active  toward  small,  but  not  large, 
proteins.  A  different  report  confirmed  this  observation  using  conditioned 
medium  containing  native  AP  peptide  secreted by cultured  cells (15). Further- 
more, the  serine  proteinase  present  in  the  conditioned  medium,  which  formed  a 
complex with a2-macroglobulin,  was  characterized by N-terminal amino  acid 
analysis  and  was  found  to  be  previously  unidentified.  The  fetal  bovine  serum 
(FBS) used  to  propagate  the  cells  for  these  experiments  was  the  source of the 
unknown  serine  proteinase. Yet a  different  study  found  that  synthetic  AP  peptide 
was degraded by  an  unidentified  serine  proteinase  activity  associated  with  rat 
and  human  brain  microvessels (16). Whether  this  degradation  was  due  to an 
a2-macroglobulin:enzyme  complex  is not  known.  Inhibitors  selective for  each 
enzymatic  class  were  applied  to  determine  that  the  degrading activity  was from 
the  serine  proteinase  family  and  reversed-phase  HPLC  was  the  method  to  assay 
AP  peptide cleavage. 

Our  laboratory  pursued  a  somewhat  different  approach  to  study  this  subject. 
We employed  an  entirely  native  cell-based  system  to  characterize  AP  peptide 
degradation  in  vitro  and  to  identify  the  types of enzymes  mediating  the 
turnover of this  protein (17). Subsequently,  others  have  successfully  used an 
identical  approach  to  characterize  AP  peptide-degrading  enzymes  from  a 
variety of cell  types (18). This  chapter  describes  the  method  we  developed. 
Basically,  native  AP  peptide  produced by culture  cells  is  the  substrate  and  the 
enzymes  secreted by these  same  or  different  cells  is  the  degrading activity. The 
AP  peptide  clearance  is  measured  by  two  different  immunoassays, 
immunoprecipitation  and  sandwich-ELISA (see Note 1). Known  inhibitors 
from  commercial  sources  are tested  in  this system  to  characterize  the  class of 
proteinase(s)  responsible  for  AP  peptide  hydrolysis. 

2. Materials 
2.7. Immunoprecipitation 

1. Wash buffers: 
a.  NET-NON: 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.5,500 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5% 

b.  NET-N: 50 mMTris-HC1, pH75 150 mM NaCl, 5 mMEDTA, 0.5% Nonidet 
Nonidet P-40. 

P-40. 
C. 10 MTris-HCI, pH 7.5. 
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2.  Radioimmunoprecipitation  assay @PA)  buffer: 10 mMTris-HC1,  pH 8.0, 150 mM 
NaCl, 1% deoxycholate,  0.1%  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS),  1%  Triton-X-100. 

3.  Protein-A-Sepharose  (PAS)  (available  from  Pharmacia,  Kalamazoo,  MI):  10% 
solution  (weight  to  volume)  in RIPA  buffer. 

4. 35S-Methionine/cysteine (Trans35S-label) can be purchased from ICN 
Biomedicals,  Costa  Mesa, CA. 

2.2. Polyacrylamide  Gel Electrophoresis Buffers and Matrices 
1. Buffer  G:  3 M Tris-HC1,  pH 8.45,0.3% SDS. 
2. 50% Glycerol. 
3.  Water. 
4.  Acrylamide: Bis (48:lS) (48%  acrylamide,  3% Bis) (Sigma  Chemical,  St. Louis, MO). 
5.  Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)  (Sigma). 
6.  10%  Ammonium persulfate. 
7. Sample  buffer  (2x): 4% SDS,  125 mM Tris-HC1  pH  6.8,  0.01%  bromophenol 

blue, 20% glycerol, 10%  mercaptoethanol. 
8. Anode  buffer  (A): 0.2 M Tris-HC1,  pH 8.9. 
9.  Cathode  buffer  (B):  0.1  MTris-HC1, pH 8.25,O.l MTricine, 0.1%  SDS. 

10.  Fixing  solution:  Water:methanol:acetic  acid  (60:20:20). 

2.3. ELISA 
1. Buffers. 

a. PBSmeen: phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS),  0.05%  Tween-20. 
b. PBShovine serum  albumin (BSA)meen: PBS,  0.1%  BSA,  0.05%  Tween-20. 
c. 1%  BSA in PBS. 

2.  96-Well flat bottom  microtiter  plate  (Coming  Glassworks,  Coming, W, Falcon, 
Los Angeles,  CA,  etc.). 

3. Synthetic AD peptide 1-40 (Bachem,  Torrance,  CA,  QCB). 
4.  Horseradish  peroxidase (m)-conjugated streptavidin  (Sigma). 
5. 3,3,'5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)  substrate  solution  (Sigma,  Pierce  Chemi- 

6.  0.5 N Sulfuric  acid  (Sigma,  Pierce,  etc.). 
cal CO., Rockford,  IL,  etc.). 

2.4. Sources of Inhibitors and Antibodies 

N-p-tosyl-L-lysine chloromethyl  ketone  (TLCK)  and  p-amino  benzamidine 
can  be purchased from  Sigma.  Phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride  (PMSF)  can  be 
bought  from  Dade  (Cambridge,  MA)  and  aprotinin,  leupeptin,  antipain, 
pepstatin,  E64,  and  phosphoramidon  from  Boehringer  Mannheim  (Mannheim, 
Germany). 

For  ELISA, any one of the  two  antibodies  (monoclonal  or  polyclonal)  raised 
to AP peptide  that  recognize  two  separate  binding  epitopes of the  molecule 
should  be  biotinylated.  Antibodies  to  AP  peptide  are  available  commercially 
(e.g., 4G8  and  6E10  from  Senetek,  Maryland  Heights,  MO).  For  immunopre- 
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Table 1 
Proteinase  Inhibitors  and  Concentrations  for  Use 
Inhibitor Class  Concentration  range  to  use 
EDTA 
Phosphoramidon 
Benzamidine 
Phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride“ 
Aprotinin 
Antipainb 
TLCKc 
Pepstatin 
Leupeptind 
E64 

Metallo 
Metallo 
Serine 
Serine 
Serine 
Serine 
Serine 
Aspartyl 
Thiol 
Thiol 

5-10 mM 
1-20 ph4 
2.5 mM 
0.05-2 mM 

0.01-0.2 mM 
0.01-0.2 mM 
1-20 
0.01-0.2 mM 
1-20 !..LA4 

1.5-3 ph4 

aPhenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride  should  be  dissolved  in  propan-2-01  and  stored at 4°C. 
Its half-life  in  aqueous  solution is 1 h  at  pH 7.5.  

bAntipain  can  also  inhibit  some  thiol  proteinases. 
CTLCK should  be  dissolved  in  methanol  and  should  be  made  fresh  before  each  use. 
Gupeptin can also inhibit  some  trypsin-like  serine  proteinases. 

cipitation, any antibody (monocolonal or polyclonal) that recognizes AP peptide. 
Antibodies  to  AP  are  commercially  available  from  Senetek;  Calbiochem,  San 
Diego, CA; or  Boehringer  Mannheim. 

3. Methods 
The  general  experimental  design  to  enable  an  assessment of AP  peptide 

turnover,  to determine  the  class of enzyme(s)  responsible  for  this  degradation, 
and  to  compare  degradative  activities  from  different  cell  types, is as  follows. 
For  turnover  studies,  cultured  cells  are  briefly  radiolabeled  with  an amino  acid, 
usually  methionine,  (referred  to  as  a  “pulse”)  after  which  the  cells  are  placed in 
medium  lacking  radioactivity  (referred  to  as  a  “chase”).  Radiolabeled  AP  pro- 
duction and degradation  is  monitored  over  time,  usually  hours (see Note 2). 
Over  time  the  labeled  AP  peptide  diminishes  due  to  clearance by cell-associ- 
ated  or  -secreted  proteinases.  Adding  proteinase  inhibitors  from  each of the 
known  classes (Table 1) can  be  assessed,  individually  or  in  combination,  for 
the  ability  to  block  the  degradation of radiolabeled  AP  peptide (see Note 3). 
Alternatively,  unlabeled AP  peptide  present  in  conditioned  medium  can  be 
incubated  with  conditioned  medium  from  the  same  cell  source  or  from  a 
different  cell  source,  and  the  proteolysis of AP  peptide  can  be  measured by 
ELISA.  In  this  scenario,  the  peak  period of production  and  secretion of AP 
peptide  needs  to  be  predetermined  and  conditioned  medium  from  this  optimal 
time  should  be  used.  The  conditioned  medium  containing  potential  degrading 
proteinases  is  generally  conditioned  for  a  longer  period of time  to  permit  accu- 
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mulation of secreted  proteinases  and  to  reduce  the  endogenous AP peptide 
levels  from  the  test  sample (17). Similarly,  known  enzymes  can  be  evaluated 
for AP peptide-degrading  activity  by  adding  a  physiologically  relevant 
concentration of the  enzyme  to  the AP peptide-containing  medium  followed 
by  incubation.  Both  the  immunoprecipitation  and ELISA methods  for  scoring 
AP peptide  in  these  experiments  rely  on  the  physical  integrity of the  approx 4 
kDa  peptide. 

3.1. Assaying Ab Peptide  by  Immunoprecipitation 
1. Culture cells in  multiple 10 cm or 6 cm  dishes at 70% confluence.  Incubate 

overnight at 37OC. 
2.  Remove  the  medium  from  the  cells  and  wash  the cells three  times  with  saline. 

Add  2.0 mL (for  10  cm  dish)  or  1.0 mL (for  6  cm  dish)  of  serum-free  medium  or 
serum-free and methioninekysteine-free medium containing 150 pCilmL 
35S-methionine/cysteine. 

3.  Incubate  the cells for 8-16 h  after  which  time  harvest  the  medium  and  clarify  of 
debris  by  low-speed  centrifugation  (2000g  for 10 min). 

4. PAS (lo%, weight  to  volume) is prepared  by  swelling  the  resin  in  an  appropriate 
volume  of  10  mMTris-HC1,  pH 7.5, for 1 h  with  rocking.  The  resin is centrifuged 
at 2OOOg for 10 min  and  the  supernatant is discarded. The pellet is taken  up  in  an 
appropriate  volume  of RIPA buffer  to  give  a 10% solution. 

5.  At  the  end  of  the  incubation  period (step 3), add  the  appropriate  volume  of 
anti-AP  antibody  (optimal  amount  predetermined)  and  100 pL of  PAS to  the 
harvested  medium  and  incubate at 4°C  overnight  with  rocking. 

6. Centrifuge  the  sample at 2000g  for  5  min at room  temperature  to  pellet  the PAS. 
The  supernatant is discarded to radioactive  waste  and  the PAS pellet is taken  up 
in  1 mL NET-NON  wash  buffer  and  transferred  to  Eppendorf  tubes. 

7. Wash the pellet  as  follows,  centrifuging in an  Eppendorf  microfuge  briefly 
between  washes  to  pellet the PAS: 
a.  Three  times  with  1 mL NET-NON. 
b. Three  times  with  1  mL NET-N. 
c. Two times  with 1 mL 10  mMTris-HC1,  pH  7.5. 

the  supernatant is removed as completely  as  possible. 
8.  After  the  washes  are  complete,  the  sample  is  centrifuged  for  10  min at 2000g  and 

3.2. Preparation and Electrophoresis of 16.5% Trisflricine Gels 
l. The  gel is prepared  by  pouring  the  separating  gel  first  (10  cm  high)  followed  by 

the  spacer  gel (2 cm  high)  and  the  stacking  gel (3-4 cm  high),  allowing  the  gels  to 
set  between  each  step (see Table 2 for  gel  composition). 

2.  To  the  pelleted  PAS (Subheading 3.1., step 8) add 55 pL of 2x sample  buffer. 
Vortex  and  boil  for 5 min.  Then  pellet  the  PAS  by  centrifugation  for  5  min  at 
2000g  or  a  brief  pulse  in  an  Eppendorf  centrifuge. 

3. Load a 50-pL aliquot of the supernatant onto the 16.5% Trisltricine gel. 
Electrophorese overnight at 90 V. 
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Table 2 
Ingredients to Prepare  Polyacrylamide  Gels 
Solutions  Separation  gel  (16.5%)  Spacer(  10%)  Stack  (5%) 
Buffer  G  (3x) 6.0 mL 
50%  Glycerol  4.5 mL 
Water  1.5 mL 
Acry1amide:bis  6.0 mL 
10%  Ammonium 75 pL 

TEMED 7.5 pL 
persulfate 

2.0 mL 2.0 mL 

2.8 mL 3.4  mL 
1.2 mL 0.6 mL 
25 pL 50 pL 

- - 

2.5 pL 5.0 pL 
~ ~~ ~~ 

4.  The  resulting  gel  is  fixed  in  fixing  solution  for 30 min  and  dried  onto  filter  paper. 
5.  Visualize  the  dried  gel  by  autoradiography or by  phosphorimaging. 

3.3. Assaying AP Peptide by ELISA 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 

16. 

Culture cells in multiple  10 cm or  6  cm  dishes at 70%  confluence.  Incubate  over- 
night  at  37°C. 
Remove  the  medium  from  the  cells,  wash cells three  times  with  saline,  and  add 
serum-free  medium. 
Incubate  the  cells  for 8-16 h  after  which  time  harvest  the  medium  and  clarify  of 
debris  by  centrifugation  at  2000g  for  10  min. 
Coat  96-well  microtiter  plates  with  100 pL of  primary  antibody  (capture)  in  PBS 
overnight at 4°C. (See Subheading 2.4. regarding  antibody.  Also see Note 4.) 
Wash  the  wells  four  times  with 200 pL of  PBS/Tween. 
Block  the  wells  by  incubating  with  100 pL of  1%  BSA  in  PBS  for  1  h at 37°C. 
Wash  the  wells  three  times  with 200 pL PBSmeen. 
Add  100 pL of  synthetic  AP  peptide  standards  (obtained  from  Bachem  or  QCB) 
or  test samples (step 3) diluted in medium. Incubate overnight at 4°C (see 
Note 5). 
Wash  the  wells  four  times  with  200 pL PBSFbeen. 
Add  100 pL of  biotinylated  secondary  antibody  (detector),  e.g.,  goat  antirabbit 
immunoglobin  G  (IgG).  Incubate  for  2  h at 37°C (see Note 6). 
Wash  the  wells  four  times  with  200 pL PBSFbeen. 
Add  100 pL of HRP-conjugated  streptavidin.  Incubate for 15 min at room 
temperature (see Note 7). 
Wash  the  wells  four  times  with PBSFbeen. 
Add  100 pL of  TMB  substrate  and  incubate at room  temperature (see Note 8). 
Add 100 pL of 0.5 N sulfuric  acid  to  stop  the  reaction.  The  color  will 
turn yellow. 
Measure  the  absorbance  in  the  wells in a  microtiter  plate  reader at 450  nm. 

3.4. Determining the  Kinetics of AP Peptide  Turnover 
1.  Culture cells in  multiple  10  cm or 6 cm  dishes  at 70% confluence.  Incubate  over- 

night at 37°C. 
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2. Remove  the  medium  from  the  cells  and  wash  three  times  with  saline.  Add 2.0 mL 
(for  10 cm dish) or 1.0 mL (for 6 cm dish)  serum-free,  methioninekysteine-free 
medium  containing  approx  150 pCi/mL 35S-methionine/cysteine. 

3.  Label  the  cells  for 1 h at  37"C,  then  remove  the  radioactive  medium,wash  the 
cells  with  saline,  and  replace  with  serum-free  growth  medium  lacking  an  isotope. 

4.  Continue  to  incubate  the  cells  for  varying  lengths of time  up  to  approx 24 h (one 
or  two  dishes  per  time  point).  Harvest  the  medium  and  clarify  the  cell  debris  by 
centrifugation  at 2000g for 10 min.  Store  media  samples  at  4°C  until  all  samples 
are  harvested. 

5. Assay  media  by  immunoprecipitation (Subheading 3.1.) and  polyacrylamide  gel 
electrophoresis (Subheading 3.2.) to  determine  relative  levels of  AP peptide  at 
each  time  point (see Note 9). 

3.5. Identifying the Class 
of AP Peptide-Degrading  Enzyme Using Inhibitors 

Either  the  immunoprecipitation (see Subheading  3.1.) or ELISA (see 
Subheading 3.3.) method  can be applied  to  classifying  the  type  of 
enzyme(s)  responsible  for  the  turnover of native AP peptide  observed  in  vitro 
with cultured cells. Briefly, conditioned  medium is prepared  with  optimal levels 
of AP peptide. In addition, extensively conditioned medium is prepared (>24 h) 
that  contains  proteolyzing  activity. The media  are  mixed,  incubated,  then 
assayed  for a change  in AP peptide level. Medium  that  has not been conditioned 
serves  as a control. Repeating  this  experiment  with  the  inclusion of selective 
proteinase  inhibitors (Table l), individually  or in combination,  should  prevent 
the  degradation of AP peptide  and  identify  the  enzyme  class  mediating  the 
turnover  of  the  peptide. 

4. Notes 
1.  Variable  amounts  of  AP  peptide  are  secreted  from  cultured cells  and  different  cell 

types  may  have  more  of less AP.  If  levels  are  very  low for  immunoprecipitation 
or ELISA, AP peptide  in  the  conditioned  medium  can  be  concentrated by Sepak 
18 chromatography  and  batch  elution  with 50% CH3CN. 

2. The  kinetics of  AP peptide  synthesis and  turnover is likely  to  vary,  therefore, a 
wide  time  range may  need to be  examined to capture  both  the  synthesis  and 
degradation  phases of  AP peptide. 

3. Because  cultured  mammalian  cells  secrete a large  number of diverse  proteinases, 
many  of  which  could  potentially  hydrolyze  AP, a mix  of proteinase  inhibitors 
spanning  all  known  classes  should  be  tested  initially.  Selective  and  progressive 
elimination  of  inhibitor(s)  from  each  class  should  enable a profile  to  be  deter- 
mined  if  there  are  multiple  AP  peptide  degrading  enzymes  produced  by  the  cell 
type of interest. 

4.  The  concentration of the  antibody  to  use  should  be  determined  by  the  user  by 
testing a wide  range of dilutions. For purified monoclonal antibody, the 
concentration  range  is  typically 1-4 mg/mL. 
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5.  Concentration  range  to  test  is  typically  between 1OO-O.1  ng/mL. The  concentration 
range  could  be  higher  or  lower  depending  on  the  sensitivity of  the  antibody  used. 

6. The concentration of the antibody to use should be determined by the user 
by testing a  wide range of dilutions. 

7.  The  dilution  to  use  should  be  determined  by  the  user  or  follow  vendor  directions. 
8. Incubation time  will vary depending on the speed of color development 

9. Turnover measurements can also  be made with nonradioactive medium and 
(blue color,  typically 3 min or  longer). 

AP peptide ELISA method  using the same experimental format. 
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Posttranslational  Modifications 
of Amyloid Precursor Protein 

Ectodomain  Phosphorylation  and  Sulfation 

Jochen  Walter and Christian Haass 

1. Introduction 
The  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP)  is  a  type I transmembrane protein  with 

a  large  ectodomain,  a  single  transmembrane  domain  and  a  small  cytoplasmic 
tail ( I ) .  Translation of APP  occurs  at  the  endoplasmic  reticulum (ER) and the 
protein is translocated  into  the ER lumen. The N-terminal domain of APP  is 
directed towards the  luminal  compartment of the ER, whereas  the  C-terminal 
domain  faces  the  cytoplasm.  After  synthesis,  APP  passes  from  the ER to  the 
Golgi  compartment.  APP  can then be  transported  in  secretory  vesicles  to  the 
cell  surface,  where  the  large  ectodomain  faces  the  extracellular  milieu.  Cell 
surface  APP  can  be  reinternalized  into  endosomes  and  lysosomes  (for  review 
see refs. 2 and 3). During  its  passage  through  the  secretory pathway, APP is 
subjected  to  a  variety of posttranslational  modifications,  including  proteolytic 
processing,  glycosylation,  sulfation,  and  phosphorylation.  Immediately  on 
translocation  into  the ER, the  signal  peptide of APP  is  removed  from  the 
N-terminus by  signal  peptidase.  APP  is  then  modified  cotranslationally  by 
N-glycosylation  on  NH2-groups of asparagine  residues.  After  passage  into  the 
Golgi  compartment,  the  ectodomain of APP  is  subjected  to  0-glycosylation.  In 
late  Golgi  compartments, e.g.,  the  trans Golgi  network,  APP  is  subjected  to 
sulfation  on  tyrosine  residues  within  its  ectodomain (4). 

Proteolytic  processing of APP  is  complex  and  involves  at  least  three 
different  proteases,  which  are  called a-, p-, and  y-secretases  (for  review 
see [2,3,5]). Cleavage by a-secretase  results  in  the  liberation of the  large 
soluble  N-terminal  ectodomain.  The  a-secretase  cleavage  occurs  within 
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the  P-amyloid  peptide  (Ab)  domain, thus  precluding  generation of AP.  In 
contrast, p-secretase cleaves APP  at the N-terminus of the AP-domain generating  a 
potentially  amyloidogenic  C-terminal peptide.  Subsequently,  y-secretase  can 
generate  Ab.  Interestingly,  proteolytic  processing of APP  is  regulated by pro- 
tein  phosphorylation (6,7). Activation of protein  kinase  A  (PKA)  or  protein 
kinase  C  (PKC)  result  in  an  increased  a-secretase  cleavage of  APP, and  there- 
fore  in  increased  secretion of soluble  forms of APP  into  the  extracellular  envi- 
ronment of the  cell.  In  turn,  production of AP is reduced  on  activation of PKA 
and  PKC (8,9). Similar  effects  were  observed  on  activation of muscarinic  ace- 
tylcholine  receptors of type  m1  and  m3 (IO), indicating  that  proteolytic  pro- 
cessing  can  be  regulated by extracellular  stimuli.  It  has  been  demonstrated  that 
PKC-regulated  proteolytic  processing of APP involves  the MAP  kinase  signal- 
ing  pathway (11). Interestingly,  secreted  forms of APP  were  shown  to  activate 
the  MAP  kinase  pathway (12), which  indicates  a  positive  feedback  regulation 
of a-secretory  processing of APP (11). 

1.1. Ectodomain  Phosphorylation of A PP 
It  was  suggested  that  phosphorylation of APP  itself  alters  proteolytic  pro- 

cessing  and  it  was  shown  that  a  synthetic  peptide  representing  the  C-terminal 
cytoplasmic  sequence of APP  can  be  phosphorylated by PKC  in  vitro (13). In 
addition,  exogenous  PKC was able  to  phosphorylate  APP  in  permeabilized  cells 
(14). However, in  vivo  phosphorylation of APP  in  the  cytoplasmic  domain  was 
shown  to  be  independent of PKC  activities (15,16), and  appears  to  be  depen- 
dent  on  cell  cycle  phases (16,17). A  mutated  form of  APP, in  which  potential 
phosphorylation  sites  in  the  cytoplasmic  tail  were  substituted  by  alanine  resi- 
dues  (S655A,  S675A)  still  showed  regulated  a-secretory  proteolytic  process- 
ing,  which  increases  on  activation of PKC (15). Therefore,  phosphorylation of 
APP within  the  cytoplasmic domain  does not  seem  to  be  necessary  for  PKA- 
and  PKC-regulated  cleavage.  PKA  and  PKC  might  phosphorylate  either 
a-secretase  directly  or  another  protein  component  that  is  involved  in  the 
regulation of proteolytic  processing  or  protein  trafficking (18). 

Beside  phosphorylation  within  the  cytoplasmic  domain (16,17), APP  was 
shown  to  be  phosphorylated  within  its  luminal N-terminal ectodomain (1519). 
Ectodomain  phosphorylation  seems  to  be  a  common  feature of members of the 
APP superfamily,  as  the APP-like  proteins  (APLP),  which  are  highly  homolo- 
gous,  are  also  phosphorylated  within  this  domain (20) (see Chapter 18). 

In  initial  studies  using  APP  constructs  in  which  large  portions of the 
ectodomain  were  deleted,  phosphorylation was  first  mapped  to  the  N-terminal 
half of the  ectodomain (15). By  site  directed  mutagenesis  it  was  then  shown 
that  APP  is  phosphorylated  on  serine  residues  198  and 206. Substitution of the 
serine  residues 198 and 206 by alanine  residues  significantly  reduced ectodomain 
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Fig. 1. Identification  of  phosphorylation sites the  APP  ectodomain. (A) Schematic 
of  wild-type  APP (WT) and  the AX and XB constructs,  missing  large  portions  of  the 
N-terminal  and  the  C-terminal  half  of  the  APP  ectodomain (15). The AP-domain is 
represented  by  a  striped  bar,  vertical  lines  represent  cellular  membranes.  The  numbers 
above  denote  amino  acid  residues  with  the  restriction sites used  to  generate  the 
constructs  indicated (15). (B) Kidney  293 cells stably  transfected  with  WT  APP695, 
AX, or XB were  labeled  with  [35S]-methionine (35S) and  [32P]-orthophosphate  (32P), 
respectively  and  conditioned  media  were  immunoprecipitated  with  antibody 1736, 
recognizing  APPs  cleaved  by  a-secretase (48). Radiolabeled  proteins  were  visualized 
by  autoradiography after separation  by  SDS-PAGE. (C) Phosphopeptide  map  of 
radiolabeled,  secreted forms of  wild-type  (WT)  APP or XB. After  SDS-PAGE proteins 
were  transferred to nitrocellulose  membrane and digested  with  trypsin  as  described 
in Subheading 3.4., the resulting tryptic peptides were  separated on a 10-2096 
Triskricine gel  and  analyzed  by  autoradiography. The position  of the phosphory- 
lated 4.8 kDa  peptide is marked  by an arrowhead. 

phosphorylation of APP to  approx 20% and 80% , respectively (Fig. 1; 20). 
The  corresponding  double  mutation  (Ser 198/206 Ala) completely  abolished 
phosphorylation (21), indicating  that  ectodomain  phosphorylation of APP 
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Fig. 1. (D) Amino  acid  sequence  of  the  phosphorylated  tryptic  peptide  (amino  acids 
181-224)  that  was  identified  by  mass  spectrometry  and  computer-assisted  analysis 
(20). The  serine  residues  representing  potential  phosphorylation  sites  of CK-l (Ser 
206)  and  CK-2  (Ser  198)  are  shown  in  bold  letters. (E) Quantification  of  in  vivo  phos- 
phorylation of WT  APP  and  APP-carrying  serine  to  alanine  mutations at positions  198 
(S198A)  and  206  (S206A).  Kidney  293  cells  stably  expressing  WT  or  mutated  forms 
of APP  (S198A,  S206A)  were  labeled  with  [35S]-methionine or [32P]-orthophosphate 
for 2 h. Quantification of protein  expression  and  phosphate  incorporation  in  the  differ- 
ent  forms  of  APP  were  carried  out  by  phosphor  imaging. Bars represent  means f stan- 
dard  error of three  independent  experiments. 

exclusively  occurs  on  these  serine  residues.  Serine  residues  198  and 206 
are  located  within  recognition  motifs  for  casein  kinases  (CK)-l  and  CK-2, 
respectively (Fig. 1; Table 1). It  was  shown  that  truncated  forms of APP, 
ending  at  the  a-secretase  or  p-secretase  cleavage  site,  also  undergo 
ectodomain  phosphorylation (Fig. 2; 20). Since  these  truncated  molecules 
lack  the  transmembrane  domain,  membrane  insertion of APP is  not  required 
for  ectodomain  phosphorylation. 
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Fig.  2.  Phosphorylation  of  truncated,  soluble forms ofAPP.  Stop  codons  were  introduced 
into  the  wildtype  APP  cDNA  corresponding  to  the  cleavage  sites  of  a-secretase  (a-stop), 
and  p-secretase  (p-stop),  respectively.  Kidney  293  cells  stably  expressing  these  constructs 
were  metabolically  labeled  with  [35S]-methionine (left  panel) or  [32P]-orthophosphate 
(right panel) and  precipitated  from  conditioned  media  with  antibody B5, which  was  raised 
against  amino  acids 444-595 in  the  ectodomain of APP (49). The  arrowhead  marked  with 
APPs  indicates  APPs  derived  from  the  transfected  cDNA  constructs.  The  unmarked  arrow 
indicates  APPs  from  endogenous  APP751.  Differences  in  the  amounts of APPs in  these  cell 
lines  are  due to different  expression  levels  of  APP. 

1.2. Cellular Sites of APP Ectodomain Phosphorylation 
For APP two different  subcellular  locations were identified  where ectodomain 

phosphorylation  can  occur.  First,  APP  can  be  phosphorylated by protein 
kinase(s),  which  act  in  the  lumen of post-Golgi  secretory  compartments.  This 
has  been  demonstrated by in vivo  phosphorylation  experiments  in  which  for- 
ward  protein  transport  was  inhibited  either  with  Brefeldin  A  or by incubation 
of cells  at 20°C (20). Brefeldin  A  inhibits  forward  protein  transport  in  the cis 
Golgi  compartment (22), whereas 20°C treatment  leads  to  accumulation of 
secretory  proteins  in  the trans Golgi  network (23). Both  Brefeldin  A  and 20°C 
treatment of cells  completely  inhibit  phosphorylation of APP, indicating  that 
ectodomain  phosphorylation  occurs  later  during  the  secretory  pathway,  most 
likely  within  post-Golgi  secretory  vesicles (20). 

In  addition  to  phosphorylation  within  the  secretory  pathway,  APP  can  also 
be  phosphorylated  at  the  cell  surface by ectoprotein  kinases.  It  was  demon- 
strated  that  incubation of intact  monolayer  cell  cultures with [Y-~~PIATP leads 
to  phosphorylation of APP within  its  ectodomain (Fig. 3A; 20). Similar  to 
the  luminal  protein  kinase,  the  cell  surface-located  protein  kinase  also  phos- 
phorylates  soluble APP, which  is  not  inserted  into  the  plasma  membrane 
(Fig. 3B). Thus, secreted  forms of APP  derived  from  proteolytic  processing 
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Fig.  3.  Cell  surface  phosphorylation  of  APP  by  ecto-protein  kinase  activity. (A) 
Cell  surface  proteins  of  kidney  293 cells stably  transfected  with  APP  cDNA  were  phos- 
phorylated  in  presence  of  1 pit4 [y2-P]ATP for 20  min  at 37OC. Full-length  mature 
APP  (arrow  marked  with N'/O') was  immunoprecipitated  from  cell  lysates  with  anti- 
body  C7  (lysate),  which  recognizes  the  cytoplasmic  tail  of  APP (SO). Secreted  APPs 
was  precipitated  from  cell  supernatants  (Media)  with  antibody  1736,  which  specifi- 
cally  recognizes  APPs  generated  by a-secretase cleavage. (B) Phosphorylation  of 
soluble  APPs  by  ectoprotein  kinase  on  the  surface  of  kidney  293  cells.  APPs  was  col- 
lected  for  1  h  from  supernatants  of  kidney  293  cells  stably  transfected  with  a  cDNA 
construct  containing  a  stop  codon  corresponding  to  the  a-secretase  site.  The  superna- 
tant  was  taken off and  split  into  two  halves.  One-half  was  incubated  with  untransfected 
kidney  293  cells (+ cells)  and  the  other  half  in  a  Petrie  dish  without  cells (- cells)  for 
15  min at 37OC in  the  presence  of  1 pit4 [fz-P]ATF!  APPs was  immunoprecipitated 
with  antibody  1736  and  separated  by  SDS-PAGE.  Note  that  both  cell  surface  bound 
and  soluble  APP  (APPs)  can be phosphorylated  by  ectoprotein  kinase  activity. 

by  a-secretase  or  p-secretase  can  be  substrates of cell  surface  located  pro- 
tein  kinase(s). 

Different  types of ectoprotein  kinases  have  been  characterized (Table 1). A 
CAMP-dependent  protein  kinase  activity  was  identified  to be  located  at  the 
extracellular  face of the  plasma  membrane.  This  protein  kinase  is  activated  by 
CAMP  and  phosphorylates  kemptide,  a  specific  peptide  substrate of PKA (24). 
In  addition,  two  different  cell  surface-located  CK  like  protein  kinases  have 
been  identified (25-27). One  ecto-CK  shares  characteristics of CK-l, the  other 
is  homologous  to  CK-2 (28,29). Interestingly,  both CK-type  ectoprotein  kinases 
can  be  released  from  the  cell  surface  on  interaction  with  specific  protein 
substrates (Table 1; 25,26,29). Evidence  for  PKC  like (30) and  tyrosine  kinase 
activities (31) located  at  the  cell  surface  has  also  been  published.  Ectoprotein 
kinases  use  extracellular ATP as  a  cosubstrate,  which is present in micromolar 
levels  in  extracellular  fluids (32,33). It  has been  shown  that  the  local  extracel- 
lular ATP concentration  increases  up  to  the  millimolar  range  on  activation of 
platelets (34). The availability of the  cosubstrate ATP might  represent  a  regula- 
tory  principle  for  extracellular  phosphorylation  reactions. 
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In  order  to  characterize  ectoprotein  kinases  that  phosphorylate  APP  at  the 
cell  surface,  the  cosubstrate  usage  for  APP  phosphorylation  was  analyzed. 
CK-1  and  CK-2  can  be  distinguished by their  usage of  ATP and  GTP  as 
cosubstrates.  CK-1  is  dependent  on ATP, whereas  CK-2  uses ATP and  GTP  to 
an approximately  similar  extent (Table 1; 35). In  fact,  CK-2  is  the  only  kinase 
that  uses  GTP  as  a  cosubstrate efficiently. Because  cell  surface-located APP is 
phosphorylated  on  cell  incubation  with [Y-~~PIGTP (21), it  is  evident  that an 
ectoprotein  kinase of the  CK-2  type  is involved  in APP  phosphorylation.  This 
is  supported by the  fact  that  heparin,  a  potent  inhibitor of CK-2,  decreases  the 
ectodomain  phosphorylation of  APP. In  addition,  both  authentic  CKs  can  phos- 
phorylate  APP  in  vitro (21). Taken  together,  these  data  indicate  that  APP  is 
phosphorylated within  the ectodomain by CK-type  protein  kinase(s)  in vivo. 
The  functional  role of ectodomain  phosphorylation of APP  is not  known.  Nota- 
bly, AP  has  been demonstrated  to  activate both  CK-1  and  CK-2  in  vitro (36). 
Because  CK-type  protein  kinases  were  identified  to  phosphorylate  APP  it  is 
therefore  possible  that  AP  influences  the  ectodomain  phosphorylation of its 
precursor  at  the  cell  surface.  It  has  been  shown  that  ecto-phosphorylation of 
special  cell  surface  proteins  is  implicated  in  physiological  processes,  like 
homeostasis,  synaptogenesis,  myogenesis  and  long-term  potentiation.  It  would 
now  be  interesting  to  investigate  the  biological  role of APP  ectodomain 
phosphorylation. 

1.3. Sulfation of APP 
Many  secretory  and  cell  surface  proteins,  like  blood  coagulation  factors, 

immunoglobulins,  and  extracellular  matrix  proteins  undergo  sulfation  on 
tyrosine  residues  (for  review see refs. 37 and 38). This  posttranslational  modi- 
fication  occurs  in  late  Golgi  compartments, e.g., the  trans  Golgi  network  and  is 
catalysed by tyrosylprotein  sulfotransferase.  This  protein  appears  to  have  broad 
substrate  specificity  enabling  the  enzyme  to  sulfate  many  different  protein  sub- 
strates. Qrosine sulfation of proteins  occurs  exclusively  within  the  luminal 
domains of  secretory  and  cell  surface  proteins (37,38). APP  had  been  also 
shown  to  be  sulfated  on  tyrosine  residues (4). However, the  respective  tyrosine 
residue(s)  that  are  modified by sulfation  remain  to  be  determined.  There 
are  two  tyrosine  residues, Q r  217  and  'Qr  262,  that are localized  within  a 
putative  recognition  motif  for  tyrosylprotein  sulfotransferase (4,37). This 
enzyme  appears  to be dependent  on  acidic  residues at the  N-terminal  side of the 
respective  tyrosine  residue (37,38). Tyrosine sulfation  was  demonstrated  to  affect 
protein  transport  and  proteolytic  processing of secretory  proteins,  and  to 
modulate  protein-protein  interaction  (for review see refs. 37 and 38). However, 
the  role of tyrosine  sulfation of APP  remains  to be determined. In this  chapter  we 
describe  methods used to  study  phosphorylation  and  sulfation of  APP. 
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2. Materials 
2.1. In  Vivo Phosphorylation of Intracellular APP 

1. P-Radiation  safety  equipment  (plastic  boxes  to  incubate cell culture  Petri  dishes, 

2. Dulbecco's minimal essential medium without sodium phosphate (Gibco 

3.  [32P]-Orthophosphate  in  aqueous  solution  (carrier  free: 10 mCi/mL  [Amersham, 

4. Specific  antibodies  for  immunoprecipitation (see Figs.  1-3). 
5.  Buffer  A: 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.6, 150 mM NaC1, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% (w/v) 

NP-40, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride  (PMSF),  5  mg/mL  leupeptin. 
6.  Protein  A  Sepharose  (Sigma  Chemical  Co.,  St.  Louis,  MO): 100 mg/mL  in  buffer  A. 

benchtop  plastic  protection  shields). 

Lifesciences). 

Amersham,  UK]). 

2.2. In Vivo Phosphorylation 
of Cell Surface Located A PP  by Ectoprotein  Kinases 

1. P-Radiation  safety  equipment (see Subheading 2.1.). 
2.  Buffer B: 30 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.3, 70 mM NaC1, 5 mM magnesium acetate, 

83 mM D(+) glucose, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM KH2P04/K2HP04, 290 f 10 
milliosmolar (see Note  1). 

3.  ['y-32P]ATP or [Y-~~P]GTP (spec.  act.  3000  Ci/mmol  [Amersham]);  dilute  with 
unlabeled ATP or GTP  to  a  final  concentration  of 100 pV ATP. 

4. Specific  antibodies  for  immunoprecipitation (see Figs.  1-3). 
5. Buffer  A: 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.6, 150 mM NaC1, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% (w/v) 

6. Protein  A  Sepharose  (Sigma): 100 mg/mL  in  buffer  A. 
NP-40, 1 mM PMSF,  5  pg/mL  leupeptin. 

2.3. Phosphoamino  Acid  Analysis (One Dimensional) 
1. 20 x 20 cm  thin-layer  chromatography  (TLC)  cellulose  plates  (Merck,  Rahway, 

2.  High-voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  (we  use  the  multiphor I1 system  from 

3. pH  2.5  Electrophoresis  buffer:  5.9%  (v/v)  glacial  acetic  acid,  0.8%  (v/v)  formic 

4. 6  MHC1. 
5.  Incubation  oven. 
6. Speed Vac concentrator  (Savant  Bioblock  Scientific,  Illkirch,  France). 
7. Phosphoamino  acid  standards  (P-Ser,  P-Thr, P-Vr, 1 pg/& in  pH 2.5 electro- 

8.  Ninhydrin  solution:  0.25%  (w/v)  in  acetone. 
9.  Whatman  3MM filter  paper  (Whatman,  Clifton, NJ). 

NJ; see Note 2). 

Pharmacia,  Piscataway,  NJ). 

acid,  0.3% (v/v) pyridine,  0.3 mM EDTA. 

phoresis  buffer). 

2.4. Phosphopeptide  Mapping  with  Trypsin (One Dimensional) 

heading 2.1.), the  following  material  is  required: 
In  addition  to  the  material  needed for in  vivo  phosphorylation (see Sub- 
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1. Digestion  buffer: 50 mM NH4Hco3,  pH 8.0, 10%  (v/v)  acetonitrite. 
2. Polyvinylpyrrolidone  (PVP-40) 0.5% (w/v)  in 100 mM acetic  acid. 
3. Trypsin  solution,  sequencing  grade (1 clg/pL (Boehringer)). 
4.  Speed Vac concentrator  (Savant  Bioblock). 

2.5. In  Vivo Sulfation (see Note 3) 
1.  P-Radiation  safety  equipment (see Subheading 2.1.). 
2. Sulfate  free  minimal  essential  medium  (Gibco  Lifesciences). 
3.  [35S]-Sulfate  in  aqueous  solution  (carrier free, 10 mCi/mL  [Amersham]). 
4.  Specific  antibodies for immunoprecipitation (see Figs. 1-3). 
5.  Buffer A: 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% (w/v) 

6. Protein  A  Sepharose  (Sigma):  100 m g / d  in  buffer A. 
7. 1 M Sodium  salicylate. 

NP-40, 1 mM PMSF, 5 pg/mL  leupeptin. 

2.6. Detection of  Tyrosine Sulfate in  APP (One-Dimensional) 
1. Digestion  buffer: 50 mM NH4HC03,  pH 8.0. 
2. Pronase,  mixture  of  endo-  and  exoproteases  (Boehringer  Mannheim)  1  in 

3.  Polyvinylpyrrolidone  (PVP-40) 0.5% (w/v)  in 100 mM acetic  acid. 
4. 20 X 20 cm  TLC  cellulose  plates  (Merck, see Note 2). 
5.  High-voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  (we  use  the  multiphor I1 system  from 

6. pH 3.5 Electrophoresis  buffer: 5% (v/v)  acetic  acid, 0.5% (v/v)  pyridine. 
7. Unlabeled  tyrosine  sulfate  as  marker: 1 &pL in  pH  3.5  electrophoresis  buffer. 
8.  Acetone. 

digestion  buffer. 

Pharmacia). 

3. Methods 
3. l .  In Vivo Phosphorylation of Intracellular APP 

1. Wash  the  cell  cultures  once  with  prewarmed  (37°C)  phosphate-free  medium  and 
incubate  with  phosphate-free  medium  for 45 min. 

2. Aspirate the medium  and  add fresh phosphate-free  medium  together  with  an 
appropriate  amount  of  [32P]-orthophosphate (approx 0.5 mCi/mL  medium). 
Incubate the  cell  cultures  at 37°C (5% COz) for 2-5 h (see Notes 4 and 5). 

3. When  phosphorylation  of  secreted  APP is to be analyzed,  transfer  the  conditioned 
medium  after  incubation  to  microcentrifuge  tubes  (screw  capped),  and  keep  on 
ice.  Proceed  to step 5. 

4. For  analysis of  membrane-bound  APP,  wash  the  remaining cells once  with  PBS 
and lyse  in buffer  A  containing  1%  NP-40 for 10 min on ice. Cell lysis can be 
carried  out  within  the  cell  culture  dish.  Transfer  the  cell  lysates  into 
microcentrifuge  tubes. 

5.  Both the conditioned  media (see step 3) and  cell  lysates (see step 4) are clarified 
by  centrifugation at 14,OOOg for  10 min  in  a  microcentrifuge.  Transfer  the  super- 
natants  after  centrifugation  of  conditioned  media  andlor cell lysates,  respectively, 
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to new  microcentrifuge  tubes  and  incubate  for 2-16 h, together  with  appropriate 
antisera  and 25 pL of  the  protein  A  Sepharose  slurry  at  4°C  with  constant  shaking 
(see Notes 6 and 7). 

7.  Collect  immunoprecipitates  by  centrifugation at 2000g for 5 min  and  wash  the 
precipitates  by  three  subsequent  washes  (for 20 min  each)  with  buffer  A  contain- 
ing 500 mM NaCl,  buffer 2x A  containing 0.1% SDS  and  finally  with  buffer  A 
alone.  Collect  immunoprecipitates  by  centrifugation (5 min at 2000g), add 15 
of  SDS  sample  buffer  to  the  pellets  and  heat  the  samples  for 5 min at 100°C. 

8.  Eluted  proteins  are  separated  by  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate-polyacrylamide  gel 
eletrophoresis  (SDS-PAGE).  For  subsequent  phosphoamino  acid  analysis  the 
proteins  should  be  transferred  to  polyvinylidenefluoride  (PVDF)  membrane  after 
SDS-PAGE.  Otherwise,  the  gels  can  be  fixed  and  dried.  Radiolabeled  proteins 
can  be  visualised  on  both  dried  gels  or  dried  PVDF  membranes  by  autoradiography 
or by  phosphor  imaging (see Note S). 

3.2. In Vivo  Phosphorylation of Cell Surface Located  APP 
by Ectoprotein  Kinases (see Notes 9 and 10) 

1. Wash  the  cell  monolayer  culture  twice  with  buffer B prewarmed  to  37°C. 
2. Incubate  the  cells  for 5 min  at  37°C (5% CO2) in  buffer B and  start  the  phospho- 

rylation  reaction  by  adding [Y-~~PIATP or [Y-~~PIGTP (to a  final  concentration  of 
1 pA4) and  incubate  for 15-30 min  at  37°C (see Notes  9-14). 

3. For  analysis  of  cell  surface  phosphorylated  APP,  which  was  secreted  into  the 
medium  during  the  phosphorylation  reaction  (by  a-secretase  cleavage),  transfer 
the  supernatant  to  microcentrifuge  tubes  (screw  capped, see Note 7), add  unla- 
beled ATP to  a  final  concentration  of 1 mM, and  keep  on  ice. To analyze  cell- 
surface-bound  phosphorylated APP,  wash  the  remaining cell monolayer  culture 
three  times  with  ice  cold  buffer B containing 1 mM unlabeled ATP. 

4.  Lyse  the cells as  described  in Subheading  3.1., step 4, and  process  both  the  cell 
supernatants  and  the  cell  lysates  as  described  in Subheading  3.1., steps 5-8. 

3.3. Phosphoamino  Acid  Analysis (One-Dimensional) 
1. Localize  the  radiolabeled  protein  by  autoradiography (see Subheading 3.1.). 

Mark  the  PVDF  membrane  with  radioactive  ink  and  expose  to  X-ray  film (see 
Notes  15 and 16). After  exposure,  align  the  membrane  with  the  autoradiogram 
and  mark  the  position  of  the  radiolabeled  protein  by  sticking  a  needle  through  the 
autoradiogram  and  the  membrane on both  ends  of  the  radiolabeled  band.  Cut  out 
the  piece  of  membrane  containing  the  phosphorylated  protein  and  cut it into 
smaller  pieces  (approx 2 x 2 mm). The  correct  excision  of  the  band  can  be  con- 
trolled  by  subsequent  exposure  of  the  membrane  to  X-ray  film. 

2. Transfer  the  small  membrane  pieces  to  a  microcentrifuge  tube  (screwcapped), 
rewet  the  membrane  with  isopropanol,  and  wash  three  times  with 1 mL H 2 0  and 
once  with 6 M HC1. Add 50-100 mL of 6 M HC1 to  fully  cover  the  membrane 
pieces,  seal  the  tube  (screwcapped),  and  incubate  for 60 min  at 110°C in  an  oven 
(acidic  hydrolysis). 
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3. After  acidic  hydrolysis  briefly  vortex,  centrifuge  for  5  min at 14,00Og,  and  trans- 
fer the  supernatant  to  a  new  tube.  Evaporate  the HC1 in a  Speed Vac (Savant 
Bioblock)  (equipped  with  a  NaOH  trap  to  collect  acid)  and  resuspend  the  remain- 
ing  pellet in 10 & of  pH  2.5  electrophoresis  buffer. 

4.  Centrifuge at 14,OOOg for 5 min  and  spot  the  supernatant  onto  TLC  cellulose 
plates (see Note 2). Spots should be applied in  aliquots of 1 pL and be 
immediately  dried  with  a  cold air blower  to  keep  the  spots  as  small  as  possible. 
The  spots  should be applied at a  distance  of  3  cm  from  the  cathodic  edge  of  the 
TLC  cellulose  plate (see Fig. 4). In  addition,  apply  a  mixture  of  P-Ser,  P-Thr,  and 
P-’Qr (1 pg of  each)  on  the  spot  of  the  radiolabeled  phosphoamino  acid  sample. 
On  one  20 x 20  cm  TLC  cellulose  plate 8-10 samples  can  be  applied (see Fig. 4; 
see Note 16). 

5. Wet the  TLC  cellulose  plate with  pH  2.5 electrophoresis buffer either by 
spraying or by  using  a  “mask”  of  Whatman  3MM filter paper  prewetted in  pH 
2.5 electrophoresis buffer. The usage  of  a filter paper mask is recommended 
when the  spots  are  large and  need to be concentrated  by concentric diffusion. 
To prepare  a  mask,  Whatman 3” filter paper is  cut  to the size of the TLC 
cellulose  plate (20 x 20  cm)  and  holes  (approx 1.5-2.0  cm diameter) are  cut 
with a cork borer  at  positions  corresponding to the  sample  spots.  The 
prewetted  mask, drained to  remove excess buffer, is carefully  placed on the 
TLC plate and the buffer is pressed with gloved hands around the  edges of 
the holes. The liquid should  converge in  the center of the circle. Remove the 
filter paper from the TLC plate.  Before  applying the  plate  to  the electrophore- 
sis apparatus, drain excess  buffer from the plate  carefully  with filter paper. 
There should be no “lakes”  of  buffer on the plate and it should look dull gray. 

6. Fill both  buffer  tanks  of  the  high  voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  with  pH  2.5 
electrophoresis  buffer  and  place  the TLC cellulose  plate  in  the  correct  orientation 
(the  edge  with  the  sample  spots at the  cathode).  The  platform  for  holding  the  TLC 
plates  should  be  precooled to 6 7 ° C  before  applying  the  plate.  Connect  the  buffer 
tanks  with  the  TLC  plate by three  prewetted  (pH  2.5  electrophoresis  buffer)  layers 
of  Whatman 3” filter  paper  and  electrophorese  at  20 mA for  45  min. 

7.  After  electrophoresis, air dry  the  TLC  cellulose  plate  and  visualize  the  unlabeled 
standard  phosphoamino  acids  by  staining  with  ninhydrin.  For  this  purpose,  spray 
the  TLC  cellulose  plate  with  0.25%  (w/v)  ninhydrin  in  acetone  and  place  the 
plate  into  an  oven.  Incubate  at  100°C  for  a  few  minutes  until  the  phosphoamino 
acid  standards  appear  as  purple  spots. 

8. Visualize  the  radiolabeled  phosphoamino  acids  by  autoradiography  and  identify 
the  phosphorylated  amino  acids  by  alignment  of  the  ninhydrin  stained  standards 
on  the  TLC  cellulose  plate  and  the  autoradiogram (see Note 8). 

3.4. Phosphopeptide  Mapping  with  Trypsin (One-Dimensional) 

1. In  vivo [32P]-phosphorylated APP  isolated by immunoprecipitation from 
conditioned  media  or  cell  lysates is subjected  to  SDS-PAGE  and  transferred  to 
nitrocellulose  or  PVDF  membrane (see Subheading 3.1.; see Note 17). 
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Fig.  4.  Schematic  showing  a  20 x 20  cm  TLC  cellulose  plate  for  one-dimensional 
analysis  of  phosphoamino  acids  and  tyrosine sulfate, respectively.  Sample  spots (x) 
are applied  at  a  distance  of  3  cm  from  the  cathodic  edge (-), and  the  plate  is  placed  in  a 
horizontal  electrophoresis  apparatus  as  described  in Subheadings 3.3. and 3.6. The 
migration  direction  of  phosphoamino  acids  and  tyrosine  sulfate  is  indicated  by  an  arrow. 

2. The radioactive  band  is  localized  by  autoradiography  as  described  previously, 
excised  from  the  membrane  and  cut  into  small  pieces  (approx  2 X 2 mm). 

3. Rewet  the  membrane  pieces  with  isopropanol  and  wash  three  times  with 1 mL 
H20 and  once  with 0.5% (v/v)  PVP-40.  Incubate  the  membranes  in  PVP-40  for 
30  min at 37°C.  Collect  the  membrane  pieces  by  centrifugation  and  wash  three 
times  with  digestion  buffer (see Subheading 2.4.). Add  an  appropriate  amount of 
digestion  buffer  2 pL, so that  the  membrane  pieces  are  totally  covered  and  add 
5 pL trypsin  solution  (1 B/&). 

4.  Incubate  for  12-16  h at 37°C. Vortex  briefly  and  centrifuge  for 5 min at 14,OOOg. 
Transfer  the  supernatant  to  a  new  microcentrifuge  tube  and  measure  the  release 
of  radioactivity  from  the  membrane  into  the  supernatant  in  a  scintillation  counter 
by Cerenkov counting. Usually,  70-90%  of radioactivity is released into  the 
supernatant. 

5. Evaporate  the  supernatant  in  a  Speed Vac concentrator  (Savant  Bioblock)  and 
add  20 pL of SDS sample  buffer  to  the  remaining  pellet.  Vortex  briefly,  heat  the 
sample  for 5 min at 100°C  and  carry  out  SDS-PAGE  using  10-20%  polyacryla- 
mide  gradient  Tridtricine  gels. 
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6. After  fixing  and  drying  the  gel,  radiolabeled  peptides  are  detected by 
autoradiography. 

The  radiolabeled  peptide  migrates  at  about 4.8 kDa  and  is  the  only  detected 
peptide  when  the  tryptic  digestion  is  complete (see Fig. 1). This  peptide  was 
identified by MALDI mass  spectrometry  to  represent  the  amino  acid  sequence 
from  glycine 181 to  lysine 224 (see ref. 20 and Fig. 1). 

3.5. In  Vivo Sulfation 

The protocol  for in vivo labeling of proteins with [35S] sulfate is similar  to  that 
for  in vivo phosphorylation  with [32P] orthophosphate (see Subheading 3.1.). 

1.  Wash  cells  once  with  prewarmed  sulfate-free  medium  and  preincubate  in  the  same 
medium  for 45 min at 37°C  in  a  cell  incubator. 

2. Aspirate  the medium and add fresh prewarmed  medium together with 
[35S]sulfate (1 mCi/mL). Incubate for time periods from 15 min  up to 5  h 
(depending on experimental  needs) at 37°C  in  a cell incubator.  For longer 
labeling time periods, it may be necessary to add 2-5% of  dialyzed  serum, as 
cell viability  might be affected on longer incubation  periods  without  serum. 
In this  case it may also help to add fresh [35S]sulfate to  the conditioned 
medium to yield higher rates of  labeling. 

4.  Isolate  APP  from  conditioned  media  and/or  from  cell  lysates  by  immunoprecipi- 
tation  as  described  in Subheading 3.1. 

5.  After  separation  by  SDS-PAGE, fix the  gel  and  incubate in 1 M sodium  salicylate 
for  20 min  at  room  temperature to enhance  the  signals  during  autoradiography. 
The gel  is  then  dried  and  exposed to X-ray  film at -80°C.  Alternatively,  proteins 
can be transferred  to  PVDF  membrane  by  Western  blot  techniques.  Transfer  of 
proteins  to  PVDF  membrane is recommended,  when  the  sulfated  protein  should 
be  further  analyzed,  e.g.,  detection  of  tyrosine  sulfate (see Subheading 3.6.). 

3.6. Defection  of  Tyrosine Sulfate in APP (One-Dimensional) 

1.  After  localizing  the  [35S]-labeled  protein  by  autoradiography  as  described  in Sub- 
heading 3.5, the  protein  is  excised  from  the  membrane  and  cut  into  small  pieces 
of  approx  2 x 2 mm. 

2.  Rewet  the  membrane  pieces  briefly  in  isopropanol,  wash  two  times  with 1 mL 
H20 and  once  with 0.5%  PVP-40,  and  incubate  with  0.5%  PVP-40 as described 
in Subheading 3.4. (see Note 3). Wash three  times  with  digestion  buffer.  Then 
add  digestion  buffer  containing 1 pg/@ Pronase  (Boehringer  Mannheim)  and 
incubate for 12-24 h at 37°C.  During this time  the  protein  should  be  digested  to 
single  amino  acids,  which  are  released  from  the  membrane  into  the  superna- 
tant.  Digestion  can be controlled  by  measuring  the  release  of  radioactivity  from 
the  membrane  into  the  digestion  buffer  by scintillation counting. 

3. After  digestion,  transfer  the  supernatant  to  a new  microcentrifuge  tube  and  add 
5 v01 of acetone to  precipitate excess Pronase. Collect the  precipitate by 
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centrifugation and transfer the supernatant to a  new  tube. Evaporate the 
supernatant  in  a  SpeedVac  concentrator  (Savant  Bioblock)  and  dissolve  the  pellet 
in 10 pL of  pH  3.5  electrophoresis  buffer. 

4.  Spot  the  sample  onto  a  20 x 20  cm  TLC  cellulose  plate 3 cm  from  the  cathodic 
edge  as  described  in Subheading 3.4. (see Fig. 4). After  drying  the  sample  spot, 
apply 3 pL of  tyrosine  sulfate  standard  solution  to  the  spot  and  dry. 

5. Wet the TLC cellulose  plate  as  described  in Subheading 3.4. and  carry out 
high-voltage  electrophoresis at 1.5  kV for  30 min. 

6. Air  dry  the  TLC  cellulose  plate  and  visualize  the  standard  tyrosine  sulfate  by 
ninhydrin  staining (see Subheading 3.4.) and  detect  the  [35S]tyrosine  sulfate  by 
autoradiography. 

4. Notes 
1. The  osmolarity  of  this  buffer is determined  by  the  glucose,  which is added  as  an 

energy  source  for  longer  cell  incubations. 
2.  Take care  that  TLC  cellulose  plates  used  for  phosphoamino  acid  and  tyrosine 

sulfate  analysis  are  smooth  and  have  an  even  surface.  For  this  purpose  the  TLC 
plates  can  be  illuminated  from  beneath  in  a  light  box.  Scratches  and  nicks  in  the 
cellulose  layer  may  influence  the  mobility  of  the  samples  and  lead  to  smears. 

3. An alternative  method  for  the  detection of tyrosine  sulfate  in  proteins  is  described 
by  Huttner (42), using  alkaline  hydrolysis  with  Ba(OH)2.  This  method  might be 
used  when  quantitative  detection  of  tyrosine  sulfate is required. 

4. The amounts  of  radioactivity  used in  the respective  experiments  may  vary 
depending  on  the  experimental  needs.  Generally,  for  short  periods  of  labeling 
(e.g.,  pulse labeling)  up  to 15 min  relatively  high amounts of  carrier-free 
[32P]orthophosphate  or  [35S]sulfate,  respectively,  should be used (2 0.5  mCi/mL). 
To  analyze  phosphorylation  and  sulfation  of  membrane-bound  APP,  labeling 
periods  significantly  longer  than  2  h  may  not  necessarily  increase  the  levels  of 
phosphorylated  and  sulfated APP. Because  APP is secreted  from  cells  into  the 
conditioned  medium or degraded  by  cellular  proteolytic  systems,  labeling  of 
intracellular  APP  reaches  a  steady-state  level.  In  turn,  secreted  APP  accumulates 
in  the  conditioned  media  and  longer  periods  of  incubation  yields  higher  levels of 
labeled  soluble APP. 

5.  For  in  vivo  labeling of cells with  [32P]-orthophosphate or [35S]-sulfate, use 
proliferating cell cultures  depending  on  personal  interests. We prefer  to  use 
monolayer  cell  cultures,  because  they  are  easier  to  handle  during  working  steps 
with  radioactivity  as  compared  with  suspension  cell  cultures. 

6. Immunoprecipitations  should  be  carried out at 4°C  to  inhibit  proteolysis  and 
dephosphorylation  of APP.  When  immunoprecipitates,  especially  those  derived 
from  cell  lysates,  appear  to be “dirty,” it may  help  to  decrease  the  time  periods  of 
incubation. We usually  precipitate  APP  from  cell  lysates  for 2-3  h. 

7. It  is recommended  to  use  screwcapped  tubes  for  working  steps  handling  radioac- 
tivity,  as  this  reduces  the  potential  for  contamination  while  closing  and  opening 
the  tubes.  Always  centrifuge  the  tubes  briefly  before  opening. 
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8. X-ray films should be exposed to dried gels,  PVDF membranes, or TLC 
cellulose  plates carrying 32P-labeled samples at -80°C using an intensify- 
ing screen. When signals  are weak and can hardly be detected, more sensi- 
tive  X-ray films (e.g., BioMax films, Kodak, Rochester, NY) can be used. 
These  sensitive films are often helpful for analyzing cell surface phospho- 
rylation of APP by ectoprotein kinases. 

9. For  cell  surface  phosphorylation  of  APP  by  ectoprotein  kinases,  the  final  concen- 
tration  of  extracellularly  added ATP should  not  exceed 1 W, because  higher  con- 
centrations  of  ATP  may  cause  pharmacological  side  effects (39). 

10. Use subconfluent cell monolayer cultures for phosphorylation of cell sur- 
face  proteins, because ectoprotein kinase activity decreases with increasing 
cell density (25). 

11. It  is absolutely  necessary  to  control  cell  viability,  e.g.,  the  intactness  of  plasma 
membranes,  for  specific  detection  of cell surface  phosphorylation  of  APP,  as 
release of intracellular compounds derived from “leaky” cells can render 
ectophosphorylation (40). The  viability  of  cells  can be monitored  by  standard 
cell  viability  tests. We prefer  to  measure  (1)  the  release  of  lactate  dehydrogenase 
activity,  and/or (2) the  cellular  uptake  of  trypan  blue  under  conditions  used  for 
ectophosphorylation  of  APP (40). 

12.  For  analysis  of  cell  surface  phosphorylation  of APP, it  is necessary  in  most  cases 
to  use  cells  that  stably  overexpress APP, because  expression  of  endogenous  APP 
appears to be too  low  to  detect cell surface  phosphorylation. 

13. To characterize the protein kinases involved in both cell surface phosphory- 
lation and intracellular phosphorylation of  APP, in vivo phosphorylations 
can be carried  out  in  the presence or absence of selective protein kinase 
inhibitors (see Table 1). 

14. Remember  to  include  appropriate  controls  with  the  respective  solvents  (ethanol, 
dimethyl  sulfoxide),  when  analyzing  the  effects  of  inhibitors  of  protein  traffick- 
ing  (e.g.,  Brefeldin  A) or protein  kinases (see Table 1). 

15.  Although  there  are  protocols for phosphoamino  acid  analysis  of  proteins  from 
fixed  gels (dl), we  prefer  to  transfer  the  proteins  after  SDS-PAGE  to  PVDF  mem- 
branes,  as  this  method is faster  with  fewer  working  steps  and  the  recovery  of 
labeled  phosphoamino  acids  appears  to  be  higher. The usage  of  PVDF  membrane 
is important,  because  nitrocellulose  membrane  dissolves  during  acidic  hydroly- 
sis  in  6 M HCl at 1 10°C. Proteolytic  digestions  with  trypsin or Pronase  can be 
carried  out  using  either  membranes,  PVDF,  or  nitrocellulose. 

16.  For  the  detection  of  phosphoamino  acids,  only  about 10-100  cpm are  required  in 
the  sample. To monitor  migration  during  high-voltage  electrophoresis  of  both 
phosphoamino  acid  and  tyrosine  sulfate  analysis,  a  marker  dye  (phenol  red)  can 
be  spotted  onto  the  TLC  cellulose  plate. 

17.  About  100  pmol  of  APP  should  be  used  as  the  starting  material,  when  proteolytic 
peptides  of  APP  (e.g.,  after  tryptic  digestion)  should  be  further  analyzed  by  mass 
spectrometry  or  microsequencing (see Fig. 1). 
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Posttranslational  Modifications 
of the Amyloid  Precursor  Protein 

Glycosylation 

Chen Liu,  Tomasz  Rozmyslowicz, Magda Stwora-Wojczyk, 
Boguslaw  Wojczyk, and Steven L. Spitalnik 

1. Introduction 
Many  studies  have  demonstrated  the  importance of amyloid  precurser  pro- 

tein  (APP)  in  the  pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s  disease.  Nonetheless,  the  exact 
mechanism by which  APP  contributes  to  the  pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s  dis- 
ease  is  still  not  clear.  Because  APP  is  a  glycoprotein,  and  because  glycosylation 
can  be  important in the  cell  biology of individual  glycoproteins  (for review, see 
refs. I and 2), it  is  possible  that  changes in APP  glycosylation  during  develop- 
ment  and  aging  are  important  in  APP  biosynthesis,  proteolysis,  and  degrada- 
tion.  However,  few  studies  have  addressed  this  issue (3-8). This  chapter 
provides  methods  for  analyzing  the  glycosylation of APP  that  is  actively  syn- 
thesized by living  cells  in  tissue  culture.  These  methods  can  be  applied  to  pri- 
mary  cultures,  continuous  cell  lines,  and  transfected  cell  lines  expressing 
recombinant APP. 

1.1. APP Structure and Synthesis 
APP  is  a 5 p e  I membrane  glycoprotein  with  three  major  isoforms  contain- 

ing 695,75 1,  or 770  amino  acids  (denoted APP695, APP751, andAPP770,  respec- 
tively)  that are generated by alternative  splicing of mRNA  derived from  the 
APP  gene on chromosome 21. APP6g5 is  the  predominant  isoform  expressed  in 
the  central  nervous  system (9). These  three  APP  isoforms  undergo  multiple 
posttranslational  modifications,  including  N-  and  0-glycosylation ( I O J I ) .  
Each  isoform of APP  has  two  potential  N-glycosylation  sites  at  Asn467  and 
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Fig. 1. N-glycan  biosynthetic  pathway.  The  positions  in  the  pathway  where  biosyn- 
thesis can  be blocked by soluble  glycosylation inhibitors (tunicamycin, 
castanospermine,  and  swainsonine)  and glycosylation-defective  cell  lines  (Lec 1, Lec 
2, and  Lec 8) are  indicated. 

Asn496,  only  one  of  which  is  glycosylated  on recombinant human APPsg5 
expressed by transfected Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (3). In addition, 
cell  surface and secreted forms of APP  have  multiple 0-glycans (#,IO), 
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although  the  specific  locations of the  0-glycosylated  serine  and/or  threonine 
residues  on  APP  have  not  yet  been  determined.  Finally,  several  studies  suggest 
that,  in  certain  cell  types,  APP  is  modified  on  its  extracellular  domain by the 
biosynthetic  addition of glycosaminoglycan  chains (12J3); however, this  type 
of modification  will  not  be  discussed  further  in  this  chapter. 

Although  initially  synthesized  as  a  transmembrane  glycoprotein,  full-length 
APP  can  be cleaved  in  the  secretory  pathway by the a-, p-, and  y-secretases  to 
generate  soluble,  secreted  forms of  APP. Therefore,  mature  forms of APP can 
be  either  expressed  on  the  cell  surface  as  transmembrane  proteins  or  secreted 
into  the  extracellular  milieu  as  soluble  proteins.  There  is  some  evidence  that 
these  cleavages  may  occur  later  in  the  secretory  pathway  following  the  modifi- 
cation of APP by 0-glycans (7). 

7.2. N-Linked Glycosylatlon 
The  biosynthetic  pathways  involving  N-glycosylation  are  complex  (for 

review, see ref. 14). N-glycosylation  is  initiated by the  synthesis of a  14-sugar 
oligosaccharide  on  the  lipid  carrier  dolichol (Fig. 1). This  oligosaccharide  is 
then  transferred  en  bloc by the  enzyme  oligosaccharyl  transferase  onto  an 
appropriate  asparagine  residue  on  a  nascent  polypeptide;  this  process  occurs  in 
the  endoplasmic  reticulum, is cotranslational,  and is termed  “core glycosylation.” 
Asparagine  residues  in  the  sequence  Asn-X-Ser/Thr  are  the only ones  that  may 
be  core  glycosylated,  where  X  is any amino  acid  except Pro. This  acceptor 
sequence  is  termed  a  “glycosylation sequon.” Interestingly,  not  all  such  glyco- 
sylation  sequons  are  core  glycosylated  and  the  rules  governing  this  process  are 
not  fully  understood (15-17). Following  core  glycosylation,  a  spatially and 
sequentially  ordered  series of modifications  involving  glycosidases  and 
glycosyltransferases  takes  place  in  the  endoplasmic  reticulum,  Golgi  apparatus, 
and  trans-Golgi  network (Fig. 1); this  chain of events  is  termed  “processing.” 
Processing of N-glycans  leads  to  three primary  classes of oligosaccharides 
termed “high mannose,’’ “hybrid,” and  “complex”  type  depending  on  whether 
slight,  moderate,  or  extensive  processing  has  taken  place,  respectively (Fig. 1). 
The  general  mechanisms  determining  the  regulation of the  degree of N-glycan 
processing  at any particular  glycosylation  sequon  are very poorly  understood; 
however, recent  studies  have  provided  some  insights  in  particular  cases (e.g., 
see refs. 18-20). 

In  many  cell  types,  the mature  forms of APP  that  are  found  at  the  cell  surface 
or  secreted  into  the  extracellular milieu  contain  complex  type  N-glycans;  in 
contrast,  the  immature,  intracellular  forms of APP  contain  high  mannose  type 
N-glycans (see below, Figs. 3 and 4, and refs. 3 and 4). 

7.3. 0-Linked Glycosylation 
Although various  sugars,  including  fucose  and  GlcNAc, for  example,  can  be 

coupled  to  proteins  through  0-glycosidic  linkages,  this  chapter  restricts  its 
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Fig. 2.0-glycan biosynthetic  pathway.  The  positions  in  the  pathway  where  biosyn- 
thesis can  be  blocked  by glycosylation-defective cell lines  (IdlD,  Lec 2, and  Lec 8) are 
indicated. 

focus  to  the  classical  mucin-like  oligosaccharides  that are linked  to  serine and 
threonine  residues (Fig. 2; for review, see ref. 21). In this  case,  core  glycosyla- 
tion  results  from  covalent  coupling of a  GalNAc  to  a  nascent  soluble  or 
membrane-bound  protein  in  the  secretory  apparatus,  typically  in  the  endo- 
plasmic reticulum  or  &-Golgi. This modification  occurs  posttranslationally and 
is  accomplished  by a member  of a family  of  enzymes  termed UDP- 
Ga1NAc:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyl-transferases (22). In contrast  to 
N-glycosylation,  relatively  little  is  known  about  the  sequences  surrounding 
individual  SeriThr  residues  that  control  core  0-glycosylation  at  these  sites 
(23,24). Processing of 0-glycans  occurs  in  a  stepwise  fashion  by  the  trans- 
fer of  individual  sugars by glycosyltransferases  to  the  growing  oligosaccharide 
chain (Fig. 2); again,  the  regulation  of  site-specific  0-glycan  processing  is 
poorly understood. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Cell Lines 
2.1.1. Chinese  Hamster  Ovary Cells 

Wild-type C H 0  cells,  clone  Pro-5 (25), are purchased  from  the  American 
5 p e  Culture  Collection (ATCC,  Rockville, MD). These  cells  are  proline 
auxotrophs.  The  Lec 1, Lec 2, and k c  8 glycosylation-defective  mutant C H 0  
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cell  lines  were  initially  derived  from  clone Pro-5 (26) and  are  also  purchased 
from  the ATCC. The  ldlD  glycosylation-defective  mutant C H 0  cell  line  was 
derived from  clone €3-0-5 (27) and was  kindly  provided by  Dr. Monty  Krieger 
(Massachusetts  Institute of Technology, Cambridge,  MA).  The  use of these 
cell  lines  to  study  glycosylation of APP  is  described below. 

A clone of wild-type Pro-5 CH0 cells expressing high  levels of stably transfected 
human APPSg5 was  described  previously (3). Clone 26.1 S ,  a  clone of wild-type 
Pro-5 CH0 cells expressing high levels of stably transfected human glycophorin A, 
a red  blood cell membrane glycoprotein, was described previously (28). 

All CH0 cells  except  for  the  ldlD  cell  line  are  cultured in complete a-minimal 
essential  medium  (a-MEM  CM):  a-MEM  supplemented  with  10%  fetal 
bovine  serum  (FBS),  2 mM glutamine,  100  IU/mL of penicillin,  100  pg/mL 
of streptomycin,  and  0.25  pg/mL of amphotericin B. 

The ldlD  cell  line is grown in ldlD  complete  medium (1dlD CM),  which 
contains  1:1  mixture of Ham’s F12  and  a-MEM  supplemented  with  10% 
dialyzed FBS and  ITS+Premix  (Collaborative  Research Inc.,  Bedford,  MA). 
ITS + Premix  is a  culture  supplement  that  contains  a  mixture of insulin,  trans- 
ferrin,  and  selenium.  Under  these  conditions  the  cellular  glycoproteins  do  not 
contain  Gal  and  GalNAc (see below, Figs. 1 and 2, and refs. 27 and 29); there- 
fore, in this  case  APP  would  not  contain  O-glycans  or  highly  processed,  com- 
plex-type  N-glycans (4). In  order  for  ldlD  cells  to  synthesize  glycoproteins 
with  complete N- and  O-glycans,  the  cells are maintained  in  ldlD CM  supple- 
mented  with  20 pA4 Gal  and  200 pA4 GalNAc (4). 

2.1.2.  NT2 Cells 

The  NT2/D1  (NT2)  clonal  cell  line  was derived from  the Tera-2  human 
embryonal  carcinoma  cell  line (30,31). NT2  cells  synthesize  APP (32). These 
cells  are  cultured  in  Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s  medium  (DMEM)  containing 
10% FBS, 2 mM  glutamine, 100 IU/mL of penicillin,  100  pg/mL of 
streptomycin,  and 0.25 pg/mL of amphotericin B. 

NT2  cells  can  be  induced  to  differentiate  into  postmitotic  neuronlike  cells 
(NTZN cells) by exposure  to  retinoic  acid (30,31). NT2-N  cells  (“Replate #2”; 
>95% pure)  are  obtained  following  exposure of NT2  cells  to  10 pA4 retinoic 
acid, as described  previously (33). 

2.2. Antibodies 

1. The KAREN anti-APP  polyclonal  antibody,  obtained  by  immunizing  a  goat  with 
purified,  bacterially  expressed  recombinant  secreted  form  of  human  APP,  recog- 
nizes  a  peptide  epitope  in  the  extracellular  domain  of  APP.  The  antiserum is kindly 
provided  by Dr. Barry D. Greenberg  (Cephalon, Inc., West  Chester,  PA). 

2. The 2493 anti-APP  polyclonal  antibody,  obtained  by  immunizing  a  rabbit  with  a 
synthetic  peptide  comprising  the  C-terminal40  amino  acids  in  the  cytoplasmic 
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domain  of  human  APP, is kindly  provided  by  Dr.  Virginia  Lee  (University  of 
Pennsylvania,  Philadelphia, PA). 

3. The  6A7  mouse  monoclonal  antibody  recognizes  a  sialic  acid  dependent  epitope 
on  M-type  glycophorin  A (34,35), and  the  hybridoma  cell line is purchased  from 
the ATCC. The  antibody is purified  from  hybridoma  culture  supernatant  by 
immunoaffnity  chromatography (36). 

2.3. Metabolic Labeling 
1. Hanks’  balanced salt solution  (Sigma,  St.  Louis,  MO). 
2. Methionine-free  DMEM  (Sigma). 
3. 35S-Methionine  (Amersham  Life  Science,  Arlington  Heights, L). 

2.4. Immunoprecipitation of Membrane-Bound 
and Soluble Forms of APP 

1. PBS-PMSF: Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.01 M Na2HP04/NaH2P04, 
0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4) containing 200 pg/mL phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 
(PMSF). 

2.  Lysis  buffer: 0.05 M Tris-HC1,  pH 8.0,0.15 M NaC1,0.005 M EDTA,  containing 
1%  NP-40  and  200 pg/mL PMSF. 

3. 5x Radioimmunoprecipitation  assay  (RIPA)  buffer:  0.25 M Tris-HC1,  pH 8.0, 
0.75 M NaCl,  0.025 M EDTA,  containing 5% NP-40,2.5%  sodium  deoxycholate, 
and  0.5%  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS). 

4. Protein A  agarose  beads and protein  G agarose beads  (Gibco-BRL,  Grand 
Island, NY). 

5.  Wash  buffer:  0.015 M Tris-HC1,  pH 7.5,0.5  MNaC1,0.005 M EDTA,  containing 

6. l x  Laemmli sample buffer: 62 mM Tris-HC1, pH 6.8 containing 2% SDS 
and 10% glycerol. 

7.  14C-Labeled  molecular  weight  standards  (Gibco-BRL). 
8.  Amplify  (Amersham). 
9. Biomax  Film  (Kodak,  Rochester, W). 

1% NP-40. 

2.5. Glycosidase Digestion 
1. The  following  glycosidases  are  purchased  from  Boehringer  Mannheim  GmbH, 

Mannheim,  Germany:  N-glycosidase F, endoglycosidase  H,  endo-p-galactosi- 
dase,  O-glycosidase,  and  neuraminidase. 

2.  1.25%  SDS  and 1% SDS. 
3. N-Glycosidase F buffer: 30 mM Na2HP04/NaH2P04,  pH 7.2,20 mM EDTA. 
4. Endo H  buffer: 60 mM Na2HP04/NaH2P04,  pH 5.5, containing 1% SDS and 

5. Endo-P-galactosidase  buffer: 50 mM Sodium  acetate,  pH 5.8, containing  0.6% 

6. O-Glycosidase  buffer: 50 mM Tris  maleate,  pH  7.5,  containing 0.6% 

200 pg/mL PMSF. 

N-octyl-P-D-glucoside. 

N-octyl-P-D-glucoside. 
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7.  Neuraminidase  buffer: 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5, containing 0.6%  N-octyl- 

8. 0-GlycosidaseINeuraminidase Buffer: 500 mMTris maleate, pH 7.5, containing 
P-D-glucoside. 

0.6%  N-octyl-P-D-glucoside. 

2.6. Soluble Glycoslation Inhibitors 

Boehringer  Mannheim:  tunicamycin,  castanospermine,  and  swainsonine. 
The  following  soluble  glycosylation  inhibitors  are  purchased  from 

3. Methods 
3.1. Metabolic Labeling 

1. For  steady-state  labeling of glycoproteins, wash 10 cm  Petri  dishes  containing 

2.  Incubate  the  cells  with  2 mL of methionine-free DMEM containing 32-48 pCi/mL 
80-95% confluent cells with  HBBS. 

of 35S-rnethionine  for 4 h  at  37°C (see Note 1). 

3.2. Immunoprecipitation of Membrane-Bound APP 
1. To immunoprecipitate full-length, membrane-bound forms of  APP,  wash the 

2. Gently  scrape  the cells from  each  dish  in  the  presence  of  1  mL of  PBS-PMSF. 
3. Pellet  the cells by  brief  centrifugation at 16,OOOg for 1 min  and  discard the 

4.  Prepare  the  cell  lysates by solubilizing  the  cells  in  800 pL of lysis  buffer. 
5. Clarify  the  lysates by centrifugation  at 16,OOOg for 10 min. 
6.  Add 1/4 v01  of  5X RPA buffer. 
7. Reabsorb the  lysate  for 30 min  at  4°C  with 25 pL of protein  A  agarose  beads  and 

8. Add rabbit  polyclonal  antibody  2493 (see Subheading 2.2.2.) to  a  final  dilution 

9.  Incubate for 16  h at 4°C. 

radiolabeled cell monolayers  twice  with  PBS-PMSF. 

supernatant. 

then  save  the  supernatant. 

of 1 : 100  along  with 50 pL of protein  A  agarose  beads. 

10.  Wash the  beads  twice  with  1X RIPA  buffer,  once  with  wash  buffer,  and  then  boil 
for 5  min in 25 pL of 1X  Laemmli  sample  buffer. 

11.  Analyze the immunoprecipitated proteins by electrophoresis on 6% or 10% 
SDS-PAGE  gels  (6% crosslinker) for 1.5  h at 160V.  Run 14C-labeled molecular 
weight standards in a separate lane as controls. 

12.  Fix  the  gels  in  50%  methanoV7.5%  acetic  acid,  treat  with  Amplify  (Amersham), 
rinse  with  water,  dry,  and  expose to Biomax  Film  (Kodak)  at  -70°C  with  an 
intensifying  screen (see Note 2). 

The  autoradiograph  in Fig. 3 shows  the  results  for  cell-associated  APP 
synthesized by untransfected CH0 cells (lane 4) and  for CH0 cells  transfected 
with  human APP6g5 (lane 5). The  transfected  cells  synthesize  significantly 
higher  amounts of APP as compared  with  untransfected CH0 cells (4). In 
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Fig. 3. Immunoprecipitation of secreted and cell-associated forms of  APP. 

Untransfected  wild-type CH0 cells (lanes 2 and 4) and  a  clone  of  wild-type CH0 cells 
expressing  high  amounts  of  stably  transfected  human  APP695  cDNA  (lanes 3 and 5) 
were  metabolically  labeled  with  35s-methionine.  Detergent  cell  lysates  (lanes  4  and 
5) and  conditioned  media  (lanes 2 and 3) were  separately  immunoprecipitated  with  the 
2493  rabbit  polyclonal  anti-APP  antibody  and  the  KAREN  goat  polyclonal anti-MP 
antibody,  respectively.  The  immunoprecipitates  were  isolated,  separated  by  SDS-PAGE, 
and  visualized  by  autoradiography.  14C-labeled  electrophoretic  standards  (myosin: 
200 kDa;  phosphorylase B: 97 kDa;  and  bovine  serum  albumin: 68 kDa)  were  loaded 
in lane 1; their  migration  positions are indicated on the left of  the  gel. The position 
of  immunoprecipitated  APP is indicated  on  the  right of the  gel. The secreted  APP 
found in the conditioned medium results from the  proteolytic cleavage of the 
membrane-bound form  and,  therefore, migrates faster by  SDS-PAGE. Following 
longer exposure of the  gel, a faint band corresponding to secreted APP was seen 
in  lane 2. The  fastest migrating form of APP in lane 5 corresponds to the immature 
form of membrane-bound APP, which contains unprocessed,  high-mannose type 
N-glycans and lacks  0-glycans. 

addition,  because CH0 cells  primarily  synthesize APP751,770, the APP 
immunoprecipitated  from  the  transfected  cells  migrates  faster by SDS-PAGE. 
The  sharp,  fastest-migrating APP band  in  lane 5 represents  the  immature  form 
of APP; this  form  contains  unprocessed,  high-mannose  type  N-glycans  and 
lacks  0-glycans (3,4). The  slower  migrating  bands  represent  the  mature 
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forms  of  APP  that  contain  complex  type  N-glycans  and  mature,  processed 
0-glycans (3,4). 

3.3. Immunoprecipitation of Soluble  Forms of APP 

1. To immunoprecipitate  secreted  forms of  APP, add 300 & of 5X RIPA buffer  to 

2.  Boil  the  sample for 10  min. 
3. Centrifuge  at 16,OOOg for 5 min. 
4.  Preabsorb  the  resulting  supernatant with 30 pL of protein  G-agarose  for 

30 min at  4°C. 
5. Add the KAREN goat polyclonal antibody (see Subheading 2.2.1.) to a final 

dilution of 1500. 
6.  Following a 16-h  incubation  at  4"C,  the  immunoprecipitated  proteins  are  isolated 

and  analyzed  as  described in Subheading 3.2., except  that  protein  G-agarose is 
used for isolating  the  immunoprecipitates  instead of protein  A-agarose. 

1200 of conditioned  media. 

The  autoradiograph  in Fig. 3 shows  the  results  for  secreted  forms of APP 
synthesized  by  untransfected C H 0  cells  (lane 2) and  for C H 0  cells  transfected 
with  human APP695 (lane 3). Again,  the  transfected  cells  synthesize  signifi- 
cantly  higher  amounts of APP  as  compared with  untransfected C H 0  cells (4). 
Because  secretory APP results from proteolytic  cleavage of mature, cell-associ- 
ated APP, the  secreted  forms  are  smaller  than  the  cell-associated  forms  and 
migrate  faster  by  SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3, compare  lanes 3 and 5). In  addition, 
because  this  proteolysis  is a  late  event  in  APP  synthesis (7), secretory  APP 
contains  highly  processed,  complex  type  N-glycans  and  mature 0-glycans (34) .  

3.4. Glycosidase Digestion 

Enzyme  digestion of glycoproteins  with  defined  exo-  and  endo-glycosidases 
is a  straight-forward  and  classical  method  for  obtaining  structural  information 
concerning  the  oligosaccharides  carried  on  the  glycoprotein of interest.  Many 
glycosidases of varying  specificity  have  been  described.  Five  glycosidases  that 
are commonly used  to  characterize N- and  0-glycans  will  be  described here: 
N-glycosidase F, endoglycosidase  H,  endo-P-galactosidase,  0-glycosidase, and 
neuraminidase. 

To use  glycosidase  digestion  to  analyze  the  oligosaccharides  on  cell-associ- 
ated  or  secreted  forms of metabolically  labeled APP, cell  lysates  or  conditioned 
media are first  immunoprecipitated,  as  described  in Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3. 
If the  glycosidase of interest  successfully  releases  the  recognized  monosaccha- 
rides  and/or  oligosaccharides,  the  digested  form of APP  will  exhibit  increased 
migration  on by sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  polyacrylamide  gel  electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE)  analysis. However, if the  glycosidase  preparation is contaminated 
by  significant  amounts of proteases,  anomalous  results  can  be  obtained. 
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3.4.1.  N-Glycosidase F 
This  enzyme,  also  termed  PNGase F, is  derived  from Flavobacterium 

meningosepticum. It  hydrolyzes  all  types of N-glycans on  mammalian  glyco- 
proteins.  It  is  an  endoglycosidase  that  cleaves off an  intact  oligosaccharide 
from  the  glycoprotein by breaking  the  GlcNAc-Asn  linkage. 

1. To analyze  APP  for  the  presence  of  N-glycans,  elute  the  immunoprecipitated  pro- 
teins  from  the  washed  protein  A-  or  protein  G-agarose  beads  (for  the  cell  lysates, 
[see Subheading 3.2.1 or  conditioned  media [see Subheading 3.3.1, respectively) 
by  boiling  first  for 2 min  in 4 pL of 1.25% SDS and  then  for  another 3 min  in  an 
additional 36 pL of  N-glycosidase F buffer. 

2. Divide  each  sample  into two equal  parts:  a  test  sample  and  a  control  sample. 
3. Supplement  each  test  sample  with 4 pL (0.8 U) of  N-glycosidase F. As  a  negative 

control,  incubate  each  identical  control  sample  in  the  same  volume  of  N-glycosi- 
dase F buffer  alone. 

4. Incubate  for 16 h at 37°C. 
5. Individually mix each  sample  with 6 pL of 5x Laemmli  sample  buffer (see Sub- 

6. Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described in Subheading 3.2. 
heading 2.4.) and  boil  for 5 min. 

Using this approach,  it  is  possible  to  confirm  that  the  immature  form of APP 
synthesized by NT2  cells is N-glycosylated (Fig. 4, lanes  2  and 4). 

3.4.2. Endoglycosidase H (Endo H) 
The  enzyme  is derived from Streptomyces plicatus. It  is  an  endoglycosidase 

that  removes  high-mannose  type  N-glycans  from  glycoproteins.  Therefore,  the 
results of Endo H digestion  are  often  used  in  comparison  with  those  obtained 
with  N-glycosidase F to  determine  whether  the  N-glycans  on  the  glycoprotein 
of interest  are  either of the  high-mannose  type  or are more  highly  processed. 
Endo H releases  an  oligosaccharide by breaking  the  bond  between  the  two 
GlcNAc  residues  in  the  sequence  R-Man( p 14)GlcNAc( p 14)GlcNAc-Asn. 

1. Elute  the immunoprecipitated forms of APP from  the protein A- or protein 
G-agarose  beads (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.) by  boiling  for 5 min  in 40 pL 
Endo H buffer. 

2. Divide  each  sample in half  and  supplement  with  either 4 pL (4 mu) of Endo H or 
Endo H buffer  alone. 

3. Incubate  for 16 h  at 37°C. 
4. Mix  each  sample  with 6 pL of 5X Laemmli  sample  buffer (see Subheading 2.4.) 

5. Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described  in Subheading 3.2. 
and  boil  for 5 min. 

Using  this  approach,  it  is  possible  to  confirm  that  the  immature  form of 
APP  synthesized by NT2  cells  contains  only  high-mannose  type  N-glycan(s) 
(Fig. 4, lanes 1 and 3). 
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Fig. 4. Release  of  N-glycans  from  APP  by  digestion  with  Endo H and  N-glycosidase 

F. Human NT2 cells  were  metabolically  labeled  with  35s-methionine.  Cell-associated 
M P  was  immunoprecipitated  with  the  2493  rabbit  polyclonal  anti-@P  antibody.  The 
immunoprecipitates  were  then  incubated  overnight  at 37OC with  Endo H buffer  alone 
(lane l), N-glycosidase F buffer  alone  (lane 2), Endo H (lane  3), or N-glycosidase F 
(lane 4).  The  migration  position of the  immature  form of cell-associated  APP is 
indicated  on  the  right;  the  migration  position of the  phosphorylase B standard  is 
indicated on the left.  Notice  that  the  immature form of  APP contains  high-mannose 
type  N-glycan(s). 

3.4.3.  Endo-P-Galactosidase 

Endo-P-galactosidase  from Bacteroides fragilis is an  endoglycosidase  that 
recognizes  polylactosamine  chains  on  either  N- or  0-glycans.  It  hydrolyzes 
internal  linkages of the  type  Gal(Pl-4)GlcNAc  or Gal(P1-3)GlcNAc in  the 
following  types  of  sequences: R-GlcNAc(~1-3)Gal(~1-3,4)GlcNAc-R.~' 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

Elute  the  immunoprecipitated  forms of APP  from  protein A- or  protein 
G-agarose  beads (see Subheadings  3.2. and 3.3.) by  boiling  for 2 min  in 4 pL of 
1% SDS. 
Add  36 pL of Endo-P-galactosidase  buffer  and  boil  for  an  additional 3 min. 
Divide  each  sample  in  half  and  supplement  with  either 2 pL (2 mu) endo-a-galac- 
tosidase  or 2 pL Endo-P-galactosidase  buffer  alone. 
Incubate  for 16 h at  37°C. 
Mix  each  sample  with 6 pL of 5x Laemmli  sample  buffer (Subheading 2.4.) and 
boil  for 5 min. 
Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described  in Subheading 3.2. 

3.4.4. 0-Glycosidase 
This  enzyme  is  an  endoglycosidase  derived  from Diplococcus 

pneumoniue that  cleaves  the  GalNAc(a1-0)SerlThr  linkage,  releasing  the 
0-glycosidically  linked  disaccharide  Gal(p1-3)GalNAc  from  the  sequence 
Gal(P1-3)GalNAc(al-O)Ser/Thr. Thus,  this  enzyme  is  useful  for  analyzing 
0-glycans.  However, in contrast  to  PNGase F, which  cleaves  all  types of 
N-glycans,  0-glycosidase  has  a  very  limited  specificity;  if  the  Gal(p1- 
3)GalNAc(al-O)SerlThr  sequence  is  substituted  with  any  other  monosac- 
charides,  such  as  sialic  acid,  then  0-glycosidase  is  not active. Nonetheless, 
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0-glycosidase  is  the  only  endoglycosidase  currently  available  that  is  useful  for 
the  analysis of 0-glycans. 

1. Elute  the  immunoprecipitated  proteins  from  the  protein  A- or protein  G-agarose 

2. Boil  each  sample  for  another 3 min in an  additional  36 pL of 0-glycosidase  buffer. 
3. Divide  each  sample in half  and  supplement  with  either 2 pL (1 mu) of  O-glycosi- 

dase or 0-glycosidase  buffer  alone. 
4. Incubate  for 16 h  incubation  at  37°C. 
5.  Mix  each  sample  with 6 pL of 5X Laemmli  sample  buffer (Subheading 2.4.) and 

6.  Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described in Subheading 3.2. 

beads (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.) by  boiling  for 2 min  in  1%  SDS. 

boil  for 5 min. 

3.4.5.  Neuraminidase 
Many  neuraminidases,  also  termed  sialidases,  have  been  isolated  from 

multiple organisms. The neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerue is an exoglycosidase 
with  a  reasonably  broad  specificity  that  will  cleave  sialic  acid  off  the 
nonreducing  terminal of glycoprotein N- or  0-glycans  when  the  sialic  acid  is 
found  in an a2-3, a2-6, or a2-8 linkage. 

1.  Elute  the  immunoprecipitated  proteins  from  the  protein  A-  or  protein  G-agarose 

2. Add 36 pL of  neuraminidase  buffer  and  boil  for  an  additional  3  min. 
3.  Divide  each  sample  in  half  and  supplement  with  either 4 pL (4 mu) neuramini- 

4. Incubate  for 16 h at 37OC. 
5.  Mix  each  sample  with  6 pL of 5X Laemmli  sample  buffer (Subheading 2.4.) and 

6. Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described in Subheading 3.2. 

beads (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.) by  boiling  for 2 min  in  1% SDS. 

dase  or  with 4 pL neuraminidase  buffer  alone. 

boil  for 5 min. 

Using  this  approach,  one  can  determine  that  the  oligosaccharides  on  the 
mature form of cell-associated  APP  synthesized by NT2 cells  contain  sialic 
acid  residues (Fig. 5, lanes 1 and 2). In  contrast,  as  expected,  this  late  modifi- 
cation of oligosaccharides  is  not  present  on  the  N-glycan(s) of the  immature 
form of cell-associated  APP (Fig. 5, lanes 1 and 2). 

3.4.6, 0-Glycosidase and Neuraminidase 
Because  0-glycosidase  cannot  cleave  sialylated  forms of 0-glycans with 

the  sequence Gal(Pl-3)GalNAc(al-O)Ser/Thr, in  some  experiments 
neuraminidase  and  0-glycosidase  are  used  sequentially. 

1.  After  an  initial 16 h  incubation  of  the  immunoprecipitated  proteins (see Sub- 
headings 3.2. and 3.3.) with  neuraminidase (see Subheading 3.4.54, add  1  mU 
of 0-glycosidase  in 3 pL of 0-glycosidaseheuraminidase buffer. 

2. Incubate  the  sample  for  an  additional 16 h at 37°C. 
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Fig. 5. Digestion  of  glycoproteins  using  neuraminidase. NT2 cells  and  glycophorin 

A-transfected CH0 cells  were  metabolically  labeled  with  35S-methionine.  Cell-associ- 
ated  APP  from NT2 cells  (lanes 1 and 2) and  glycophorin  A  from  transfected CH0 cells 
(lanes  3  and 4) were  immunoprecipitated  from  detergent  cell  lysates  with  the 2493 
rabbit  polyclonal  anti-APP  antibody  and 50 pg/mL  of  the  6A7  mouse  monoclonal 
antiglycophorin  A  antibody,  respectively.  The  immunoprecipitates  were  then  incubated 
overnight at 37°C  with  either  neuraminidase  buffer  alone  (lanes 1 and  3)  or  neuramini- 
dase  (lanes 2 and 4). The  migration  positions  of  the  phosphorylase B and  bovine  serum 
albumin  standards are indicated  on  the  left.  The  migration  positions  of  the  various  APP 
forms,  the  undigested  glycophorin  A  homodimer  (closed  arrow),  and  the  digested 
glycophorin  A  dimer  (open  arrow)  are  indicated  on  the  right.  Recombinant  glycophorin 
A  was  used  as  a  positive  control  for  neuraminidase  digestion (T. Rozmyslowicz  and 
S. L.  Spitalnik,  unpublished  observations).  Notice  that sialic acid  residues  are  only 
found on the  mature,  highly  processed,  slower  migrating  forms  of APP. 

3.  Mix  each  sample  with  6 pL of 5x Laemmli  sample  buffer (Subheading 2.4.) and 

4. Analyze  the  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE,  as  described  in Subheading 3.2. 
boil  for 5 min. 

3.5. Soluble Glycosylation Inhibitors 
Soluble  inhibitors of protein  N-glycosylation  are very useful  and  powerful 

tools  for  understanding  the  biochemistry,  cell  biology,  and  function of glyco- 
proteins.  Many  such  inhibitors are available  that  typically block  a  single  step  in 
N-glycan  biosynthesis  (for  general  reviews, see refs. 38 and 39). These  inhibi- 
tors  are  simple  to  use  in  that they are  just  added  to  tissue  culture  medium  and 
the  cells  can  then  be  metabolically  labeled  and  analyzed.  Because  these  inhibi- 
tors  block new N-glycan  synthesis  or  processing,  to  obtain  clean  results  the 
cells  must  be  incubated  with  the  inhibitors  for  sufficient  lengths of time  before 
metabolic  labeling  to  allow  completion of synthesis of the  previously  nascent 
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glycoproteins. In addition, some glycosylation  inhibitors  also  block  generalized  pro- 
tein  synthesis  in a nonspecific  fashion.  Therefore,  controls for general  protein  synthe- 
sis need to be included  and  results  need  to be interpreted  with  care.  Finally,  none of 
these  glycosylation  inhibitors are specific for APP,  but instead  affect the synthesis of 
all relevant cellular glycoproteins.  Again, careful controls  must be performed  before 
a function is attributed  to the glycosylation  of a specific cellular glycoprotein. 

Three generally useful inhibitors of  N-glycosylation are discussed as follows: 
tunicamycin, castanospermine, and  swainsonine.  Although there are not  yet  any 
generally  useful soluble inhibitors of 0-glycosylation, the current  state-of-the-art  is 
also discussed. 

3.5. l .  Tunicamycin 

Tunicamycin is an antibiotic analog of UDP-GlcNAc that blocks the formation 
of the lipid-linked oligosaccharide donor,  Glc3Man9GlcNAc2-PP-Dol,  by inhibit- 
ing  the  first  reaction  in  this  biosynthetic  pathway:  the  formation  of 
GlcNAc-PP-Dol  from UDP-GlcNAc and Dol-P (Fig. 1). Therefore, tunicamycin 
completely  blocks  core  N-glycosylation by preventing  the  addition of the 
Glc3Man9GlcNAc2 oligosaccharide to  the nascent glycoprotein. 

1. To study  the  effect  of  N-glycosylation  on  the  cell  biology of  APP,  wash a  10-cm 
Petri  dish  containing  a  confluent  monolayer of cells  with HBBS (Subheading 23.). 

2. Incubate  cells  for 2 h  with 5 pg/mL of  tunicamycin  in  complete  medium. 
3. Metabolically  label  the cells, as  described in Subheading 3.1.  The  labeling 

4. Analyze the cell-associated  and  secreted  APP by immunoprecipitation  and 
medium  also  contains 5 pg/mL of  the  tunicamycin. 

SDS-PAGE,  as  described  in Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3. 

Results with cell-associated APP synthesized  by NTZN cells  are  shown  in 
Fig. 6, lane 3. Because  inhibition of N-glycosylation  leads  to  significant changes 
in  the  size of APP, analysis by SDS-PAGE easily  demonstrates  changes in electro- 
phoretic migration. These  results  are similar to  those  found  following  digestion 
with N-glycosidase F or  Endo H (see Subheadings 3.4.1. and 3.4.2., and Fig. 4). 

3.5.2. Castanospermine 

Castanospermine  is a  plant  alkaloid  that  inhibits  the  N-glycan  processing 
enzymes  a-glucosidase I and  a-glucosidase 11. Therefore,  when  cells  are  incu- 
bated  with  this  inhibitor,  the N-glycans  on  glycoproteins  do  not  undergo  pro- 
cessing  and  oligosaccharides  with  the  structure  Glc3Man7-9GlcNAc2 
accumulate (Fig. 1). 

1. To study the  effect of N-glycan processing on  the  cell biology of  APP,  wash 
a  10-cm Petri dish containing a confluent monolayer of cells with HBBS 
(Subheading  2.3.). 
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1 2 3 4  
Fig. 6. The  effect  of  soluble  glycosylation  inhibitors  on  cell-associated  forms  of 

APP.  NT2-N  cells  were  cultured  in  the  absence  of  soluble  glycosylation  inhibitors 
(lane 2) or  in  the  presence  of 5 pg/mL of  tunicamycin  (lane 3) or 100 pg/mL of 
castanospermine  (lane 4) and  metabolically  labeled  with  35S-methionine.  Cell-associ- 
ated  APP  was  immunoprecipitated  from  detergent  cellular  lysates  using  the  2493  rab- 
bit polyclonal  anti-APP  antibody,  and  the  immunoprecipitates  were  analyzed  by 
SDS-PAGE  and  autoradiography.  The  migration  position  of  the  phosphorylase B stan- 
dard  (lane 1) is indicated  on  the left; the  migration  positions  of  the  various  APP  forms 
is  indicated  on  the  right.  Notice  that  both  immature  and  mature  forms  of  APP  migrate 
faster  by  SDS-PAGE  when  they  are  synthesized  in  the  presence  of  tunicamycin,  which 
prevents  N-glycosylation. 

2. Incubate the  cells  for 2 h with 100 pg/mL  of castanospermine in complete 

3.  Metabolically  label  the cells, as  described  in Subheading 3.1. The labeling 

4.  Analyze the cell-associated  and  secreted  APP by immunoprecipitation  and 

medium. 

medium  also  contains 100 pg/mL, of  the  inhibitor. 

SDS-PAGE,  as  described in Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3. 

Results  with  cell-associated  APP  synthesized by NT2-N  cells  are  shown  in 
Fig. 6, lane 4. Because  inhibition of a-glucosidases  does  not  lead  to  significant 
changes  in  the  sizes of N-glycans,  analysis by SDS-PAGE  does not often 
demonstrate  changes  in  electrophoretic  migration.  However,  because 
castanospermine  blocks  N-glycan  processing, if a  glycoprotein  normally  has 
complex  type  N-glycans,  then  in  the  presence of castanospermine they  will be 
of high-mannose  type  and  thus  will  be  sensitive  to  digestion with Endo H (see 
Subheading 3.4.2. and refs. 40 and 41). 

3.5.3. Swainsonine 

Swainsonine is a plant  alkaloid  that  inhibits  the  N-glycan  processing enzyme 
a-mannosidase II, which  is  found  in  the  Golgi  apparatus.  Therefore,  when  cells 
are incubated with this  inhibitor,  the  oligosaccharides  on  glycoproteins  cannot 
be processed  to  complex  type N-glycans and, therefore,  hybrid  type  N-glycans 
accumulate (Fig. 1). 
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1. To study  the  effect  of late stages  of  N-glycan  processing  on  the  cell  biology  of 
APP,  wash  a  IO-cm  Petri  dish  containing a confluent  monolayer of cells  with 
HBBS (see Subheading 2.3.). 

2. Incubate  the  cells  for 2 h  with 100 pg/mL  of  swainsonine  in  complete  medium. 
3. Metabolically  label  the cells, as described in Subheading 3.1. The  labeling 

4. Analyze  cell-associated  and  secreted APP by  immunoprecipitation  and  SDS-PAGE, 
medium  also  contains 100 pg/mL  of  the  inhibitor. 

as  described  in Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3. 

Because  inhibition of a-mannosidase 11 does not necessarily  lead  to  signifi- 
cant  changes  in  the  sizes of N-glycans,  analysis by SDS-PAGE  may  not  dem- 
onstrate  changes  in  electrophoretic  migration.  However, if a  glycoprotein 
normally  has  complex  type  N-glycans, then  in the  presence of swainsonine 
they  will be of high-mannose  and hybrid  type  and  may  thus be  sensitive  to 
digestion  with  Endo H (see Subheading 3.4.2. and refs. 39-41). 

3.5.4. 0-Glycosyla tion 

In  contrast  to  the  large  number of well-characterized  soluble  inhibitors  avail- 
able  to  study  protein  N-glycosylation,  there  are  no  widely  used,  generally 
applicable,  soluble  inhibitors of 0-glycosylation.  Nonetheless,  over  the  last 
several  years  progress  has  begun to be made in this  direction.  In  particular, 
soluble  derivatives  of aGalNAc, such  as  the commercially  available  benzyl-, 
phenyl-,  and p-nitrophenyl-N-acetyl-a-galactosaminides, are  taken  up by cells 
and  act  as  competitive  acceptors for  the galactosyltransferase(s) that  form  the 
0-glycan  structure Gal~l-3GalNAc(al-O)Ser/Thr (42). In  this way they block 
elongation  (i.e.,  processing) of 0-glycans,  thus  producing  glycoproteins with 
truncated  0-glycans  similar  to  those  found with  ldlD mutant C H 0  cells  cul- 
tured in the  presence of GalNAc  alone (see Subheading 3.6.4. and Fig. 2). 
Although  these  compounds  have  not  yet  been  used  to  study  the  cell  biology of 
APP, they have  been  successfully  used  to  examine  0-glycosylation of intesti- 
nal mucins (42), the  insulin  receptor (43), and  galectin-l (44). 

Another  soluble  molecule,  the  antihuman  immunodeficiency  virus  drug 
3'-azidothymidine  (i.e.,  zidovudine  or  AZT),  inhibits  protein  glycosylation 
in  human  cells by interfering  with  nucleotide  sugar  biosynthesis  and  sub- 
sequent  transport  into  the  Golgi  apparatus (45,46). As  such,  it  particu- 
larly  can  inhibit  the  incorporation of Gal  and  sialic  acid  into  0-glycans. 
However,  because  these  sugars  are  also  incorporated  into  N-glycans  and 
glycosphingolipids,  this  effect  is  not  specific  for  0-glycans. 

3.6. Glycosylation-Deficient Cell Lines 

Over  the  last 25 years  many  different  glycosylation-deficient  continuous  cell 
lines  have  been  constructed  and  characterized  (for review, see ref. 26). Most of 
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these  cell  lines  were  derived  by  mutagenizing  wild-type C H 0  cells  and  isolat- 
ing  lectin-resistant  cells.  The  resulting  cell  lines  have  been very valuable  for 
elucidating  glycoprotein  and  glycolipid  biosynthetic  pathways,  studying  the 
function  and  cell  biology of particular  glycoproteins,  and  cloning  and  charac- 
terizing  proteins  important  in  glycoprotein  biosynthesis,  such  as  specific 
glycosyltransferases (47). In  addition,  these  cell  lines  may  be  useful  in 
biotechnology  applications  for  constructing  recombinant  therapeutic  proteins 
carrying  defined  oligosaccharide  structures (48). 

Four  clonal  glycosylation-deficient  mutant C H 0  cell  lines  that are useful  for 
studying  glycoproteins,  in  general,  and APP, in  particular, are discussed  in  the 
following  paragraphs.  These  include  the  Lec 1, Lec 2, Lec 8,  and  ldlD  cell  lines 
(Figs. 1 and 2). These C H 0  cell  lines  all  produce low, but  easily  detectable, 
levels of endogenous,  hamster APP751/770 (Fig. 3 and  refs. 34)) .  Therefore, 
untransfected  cells  can  be  used  to  study  the  role of glycosylation  in  the  cell 
biology of APP (4). However, because  it  is very easy  to use  standard  methods 
to  stably  transfect C H 0  cells  and  clone  the  resulting  transfectants (49), it  is 
possible  to  study  wild-type  and  mutant  variants of human APP695 which  are 
expressed  at  high  levels  in  the  transfected  cells (see Fig. 3 and refs. 3 and 4). 

The  cell  biology of APP  can  be  studied  in  these  cell  lines using  the  methods 
described  previously:  metabolic  labeling (see Subheading 3.1.), immunopre- 
cipitation (Subheadings 3.2. and 3.4.), glycosidase  digestion (Subheading 
3.4.), and  soluble  glycosylation  inhibitors (Subheading 3.5.). 

3.6.1. Lec 1 
These  cells  have  a  defect  in  the  enzyme N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I 

(25). This  enzyme  is  important  in  the  biosynthetic  pathway of N-glycans 
(Fig. 1). It is the  key  enzyme  that  allows  the  processing of high-mannose 
N-glycans  into  those of hybrid  and  complex  type.  Therefore,  APP  synthesized 
by Lec 1 cells  would  have  only  high-mannose  type  N-glycans  and  would  be 
susceptible  to  cleavage by Endo  H (see Subheading 3.4.2.). This  enzyme  defect 
has  no  effect  on  the  biosynthesis of 0-glycans. 

3.6.2. Lec 2 
These  cells  are  defective  in  the  transport of CMP-sialic  acid  into  the  lumen 

of the  Golgi  apparatus (50,51). Therefore,  these  cells  are  not  able  to  incorpo- 
rate  sialic  acid  residues  into  0-glycans,  N-glycans,  or  glycosphingolipids (Figs. 
1 and 2). As  a  result,  APP  synthesized by these  cells  will  be  resistant  to  diges- 
tion with  neuraminidase (Subheading 3.4.5.). 

3.6.3. Lec 8 
These  cells  are  defective  in  the  transport of UDP-galactose  into  the  lumen of 

the  Golgi  apparatus  (52).  Therefore,  these  cells  are not  able  to  incorporate  Gal 
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into  0-glycans,  N-glycans,  or  glycosphingolipids (Figs. 1 and 2). In  addition, 
because  most  sialic  acid  residues  are  linked to  Gal,  the  glycoproteins of these 
cells are substantially  deficient  in  sialic  acid  and  are  predominantly  resistant  to 
neuraminidase  digestion (Subheading 3.4.5.). 

3.6.4. /d/D 

These  cells  are  deficient  in  the  UDP-GaWDP-GalNAc  4-epimerase (27). 
As  such,  they  are  not  able  to  transform  UDP-Glc  or  UDP-GlcNAc  into 
UDP-Gal  or  UDP-GalNAc,  respectively.  Thus,  when they are  cultured  in 
medium  containing  glucose, but lacking  both  Gal  and  GalNAc (i.e., ldlD CM 
(see Subheading 2.1.), they are not  able  to  synthesize  any  0-glycans (Fig. 2) 
and  the  resulting  N-glycans  are  similar  to  those  found  with  Lec 8 cells (Fig. 1). 
When  ldlD  cells are cultured  in  medium  containing  Gal  alone,  they ,are also 
unable  to  synthesize  any  0-glycans (Fig. 2), but can  synthesize  a  normal 
complement of intact  complex-type  N-glycans (Fig. 1). When  cultured  in 
medium  containing  GalNAc  alone, they can  synthesize  truncated  0-glycans 
(Fig. 2), and  their  N-glycans  are  similar  to  those  found  with  Lec 8 cells 
(Fig. 2). Finally,  when  cultured in the  presence of both  Gal  and  GalNAc (see 
Subheading 2.1.), they  synthesize  a  normal  complement of both N- and 
0-glycans.  In  addition,  because  Gal  and  GalNAc are normal  constituents of 
glycosphingolipids,  when  ldlD  cells  are  cultured  under  restrictive  conditions, 
the  composition of their  glycosphingolipids  also  changes. 

Notes 

If  desired,  the  oligosaccharides  on  glycoproteins  can  be  specifically  labeled  using 
3H- or  14C-labeled  glucosamine  or  mannose (37). Radiolabeled  mannose  will  be 
incorporated without major modifications into  the N-glycans, but  not the 
0-glycans, of mammalian  glycoproteins.  In  contrast,  following  cellular  uptake, 
glucosamine  is  metabolized  into  GlcNAc,  GalNAc,  and  sialic  acid;  therefore, it 
will  label  glycosphingolipids and both the N-glycans and 0-glycans of 
mammalian glycoproteins. 
Alternatively,  the  amount  of  radioactivity  in  a  given  band  can  be  quantified  by  a 
phosphorimaging  technique  using  the  IMAGEQUANT  software  provided with 
the  Storm 860 phosphorimager  (Molecular  Dynamics,  Sunnyvale,  CA). 
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Using  an  Amyloid  Precursor  Protein  (APP)  Reporter 
to  Characterize  a-Secretase 

Susan  Boseman Roberts 

1. Introduction 
Human  genetic  studies  suggest  decreasing  amyloid  peptide  (Ab)  levels  in 

the  brain could  alter  the  course of Alzheimer's  disease  (AD) (1-4). Proteolytic 
cleavages  govern  the  level of AP  generated  from  the  amyloid  precursor  protein 
(APP). p- and y-cleavages  at  the amino  and  carboxyl  termini of Ab  produce 
amyloidogenic  peptides; in contrast,  a-cleavage  within  the Ab  domain  destroys 
the  amyloidogenic  potential of APP. The  proteases  responsible  for  these  cleav- 
ages  have  not been  identified. 

A  basic  understanding of the  cellular  mechanisms  that  regulate  APP  pro- 
cessing  and  the  proteases  that  modulate AP production  could  help  us  identify 
novel  therapeutic  targets  for  the  treatment of AD. An APP  reporter  protein  was 
constructed  to  facilitate  study of the  metabolic  fate of APP  and  to  develop 
assays  to  screen  for  inhibitors  and  activators of the  cellular  proteases  that 
generate  AP.  Tagging  a  protein  with  an  enzymatically  active  reporter  enhances 
detection  when  the  signal  from  a  single  molecule is amplified.  The  human 
placental  alkaline  phosphatase  protein  (HPLAP)  offers  distinct  advantages  as  a 
reporter  for  APP  processing (5): 

1.  The  enzymatic  activity  of HPLAP is extremely  stable,  and  it  can  be distinguished 
from  endogenous  cellular  phosphatases  because,  unlike  cellular phosphatases, 
HPLAP is active in the  presence of homoarginine  and  after  heat  treatment. 

2. The  glycosylation pattern  and size of the  HPLAP  protein  are  similar  to  APP. 
3. HPLAP  has  a  signal  sequence,  and  the wild type  protein is anchored  in  the 

4. A truncated  version of HPLAP  was  engineered to be  enzymatically  active and 
membrane. 

constitutively  secreted (6). 

l From:  Methods  in  Molecular  Medicine,  Vol. 32: Alzheimer's  Disease:  Methods  and  Protocols 
Edited by: N. M. Hooper 0 Hurnana  Press Inc., Totowa, NJ 
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Fig. 1. HPLAP.P-APPlO5  reporter  construct.  A  schematic  representation of APP 
indicates  the  complexity of the  gene.  Splice  variants  generate  protein  products of 
different sizes. A  gene  fragment  encoding  the  amino  terminus of human  placental 
alkaline phosphatase was substituted for the  amino  terminus of APP in the 
HPLAP.P-APPIOS  reporter. 

5. Antibodies  recognizing  different  epitopes of HPLAP  have  been  developed  and 
are  commercially  available. 

Fusing  HPLAP  to  the  carboxyl  terminal 105 amino  acids of APP  yielded 
a substrate  that  was  cleaved by cells  at  the  a-cleavage  site,  but  not  at  the 
P-cleavage  site,  making  it a particularly  good  substrate  to  characterize 
a-secretase  activity (Fig. 1). The  usefulness of the  fusion  protein  as  a  model 
for  APP  was  confirmed  by  pulse-chase  analysis  that  established  it  followed  the 
same  processing  pathway  as  APP (S. Roberts,  unpublished  data; 7). Sequence 
analysis  established  the  cleavage  site of the  fusion  protein was at  the  same  pep- 
tide  bond  as  native  APP (8,9). 

A cell-free  assay  that  detects  site-specific  cleavage of the mernbrane-embed- 
ded  APP  reporter at the  a-secretase  site was developed. To detect  a-secretase 
cleavage,  crude  membranes were isolated from an H4 neuroglioma  cell line 
expressing  the HPLAP$-APPlOs fusion  protein. The  membranes  were  incubated 
at 37"C, pH 7.2, for 90 min,  and  the  cleaved  fragments  were  analyzed by 
Western  blot.  Specific  cleavage of the  precursor  in  the  cell-free  system  gener- 
ated  products  that  appeared by size  and  antibody  binding  to  be  the  same  as 
the  products of HPLAP-P-APPlo5  produced by H4  cells  in  culture (Fig. 2A). 
The  level of cleaved product  increased  approximately  fivefold  compared  to  the 
control  sample  incubated  at 0°C. Furthermore,  the  fully  glycosylated  precursor 
showed  a  concomitant  quantitative  decrease  in  intensity,  showing  it  is  cleaved 
to  form  the  product (Fig 2A). 

~ 
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Fig. 2. Processing  of  HPLAP-P-APP  reporter  construct.  HPLAP-P-APP  fusion  pro- 
tein is cleaved  by  whole  cells  and  in  the  cell-free  assay  into  products  that  are  similar  in 
size  and  antibody  reactivity. (A) The  western  blots are from  HPLAP.P-APPlo5  cleaved 
by  isolated  membranes  and  by  cells  in  culture: (+) membranes  incubated  at  37°C  in  the 
cell-free  assay; (-) membranes  incubated  at  0°C  in  the  cell-free  assay;  WCL  prepared 
from  cells  expressing  HPLAP.P-APPlo5;  CM  from  cells  expressing  HPLAP$-APP1o~. 
Fragment 1: N- plus  0-glycosylated HPLAPaP-APP; fragment 2, cleaved 
HPLAP-P-APP; fragment 3, immature N-glycosylated  HPLAPeP-APP. (B) The 
epitopes within the reporter recognized  by the antibodies are indicated by the 
dashed lines. 

Antibody  specific  for  the  reporter  (anti-HPLAP)  detected  full-length  precur- 
sors (N- plus  0-glycosylated  as well as  immature N-glycosylated; Fig. 2A, frag- 
ments 1 and 3) and  cleaved  product (Fig. 2A, fragment 2) similar  to  the  pattern 
previously  described  for APP expressed  in H4  cells (7). Antibody  specific  for 
the  amino terminus of AP (anti-1-16) detected  the  a-cleaved  product (Fig. 2A, 
fragment 2). Preference  for  the  cleaved  product  indicates  the AP1-16 epitope 
recognized by this antibody is unmasked by cleavage. The identity of each reporter 
fragment  was  assigned  based  on  the  size  predicted  from  the  sequence of the 
fusion  protein,  the  use of multiple  antibodies  to  detect  the  fragments,  and 
the  fact  that  the  fragments  are  not  detected  in  untransfected  H4  cells (IO). 
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Table 1 
Inhibitor Profile 

Reagent  tested Concentration Cleavage (%) 

No addition Positive  control 100 
Serine  protease  inhibitors 

PMSF 
Aprotinin 

Leupeptin 

Aspartylprotease  inhibitor 
Pepstatin 

Metalloprotease  inhibitors 
1,lO  phenanthroline 
EDTA 
EGTA 
DTT 
2,2'-bipyridine 
Imidazole 
Phosphoramidon 

Cysteine  protease  inhibitors 

E-64 

1.0 mM 
5.0 pg/rnL 

50 pg/mL 

5-10 mM 
0.125-10 mM 
0.125-10 mM 
2.0-5 mM 
10 mM 
5-10 mM 
0.2-3.0 rng/rnL 

100 f 13 
91 f15 

75 f 13 
8 2 f 9  

70 f 12 

6 f 9  
56 f 16 
58 f 7 
Of0 
30 f 13 
66 f 13 
100 f 7 

a2-macroglobulin 400 pg/k 95 f 35 

The maximum effect  observed is reported  in  column 3 of the  table.  Membranes  were 
incubated  with  the  test  agent for 15 min  on  ice  and  shifted to 37OC for 90 min.  The  effects  on 
cleavage  were  determined from Western  blots.  Average  values  are  shown  in  the  table f standard 
deviations  from  two to four determinations. 

To determine  the  protease  class  to  which  a-secretase belongs,  a  panel of 
protease  inhibitors  was  tested.  Cleavage  was  dramatically  inhibited by 1 , l O  
phenanthroline (5-10 mM), a  hydrophobic  compound  and  chelator,  and by 
dithiothreitol (1 mM), but not by inhibitors  specific  for  serine,  cysteine,  or 
aspartyl  proteases (Table 1) (IO). Other  chelators (EDTA, EGTA) and  another 
general  metalloprotease  inhibitor 2,2' bipyridine  also  inhibited  cleavage  approx 
50% . Based  on  these  results  we  concluded  that  a-secretase  is  a  metalloendo- 
peptidase.  A  recent  report  demonstrated  inhibition of a-secretase in whole  cells 
with hydroxamic  acid-based  zinc  metalloprotease  inhibitors (11). 

To determine  whether  the  proteolytic  activity was  a membrane-associated 
protein,  membrane  vesicles  were  washed  with  various  concentrations of salt 
and  detergents.  Neither  hypotonic  nor  hypertonic  treatment  with KC1 or  NaCl 
removed  the  cleavage  activity (Table 2). Washing membranes with  detergents 
such  as IPween-80 (0.1%) solubilized  approx 50% of the  total  protein, but did 
not  affect  cleavage.  The  results  show  that  a-secretase  is  tightly  associated  with 
the  membrane. A membrane  association of a-secretase  is  consistent  with 
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Table 2 
Membrane  Stability of the  Cleavage  Activity 
Wash Concentration  Cleavage (%) 

No  wash  Positive  control  100 
Nonisotonic 

NaCl 1 M  102 f 23 
KC1 1 M  98 k 18 
HEPES or Tris-HC1 0.03  M  100 f 0 

Tween-80 (HLB 15.0) 1 .O% 9 2 f 4  

Crude  membranes were added to 10 v01 of the ice-cold wash agent (e.g., 1 M salt or deter- 
gent in 30 nM HEPES, pH 7.2) and incubated for 15 min on  ice. Membranes were collected  by 
centrifugation at 25,OOOg for 15 min at 4°C. Washed  membranes  were reconstituted in the origi- 
nal volume of assay buffer  and assayed as described in Subheading 3. 

Detergent 

mutation  data  that  suggest  the  membrane  may  be  important  in  specifying  the 
cleavage  site of APP (12-14). 

Many  reports  have  identified  proteases of various  classes  that  cleave  soluble 
synthetic  peptides  containing  the  amino  acid  sequence  at  the  a-secretase 
cleavage  site (9,1549); however, this  strategy  demonstrates  cleavage of a  pro- 
tein  precursor  anchored  in  the  membrane.  The  strength of this  approach  is  that 
specific  cleavage of APP at  the  a-secretase  site  is  accomplished by a  protease 
colocalized  with  the APP precursor.  Membrane  fractions  washed  free of soluble 
proteins  and  loosely  associated  membrane  proteins  were  completely  compe- 
tent  for  cleavage. The N-glycosylated form of the  precursor,  constant  through- 
out  the  incubation,  is  not  a  substrate  for  the  cleavage.  This  observation  is 
consistent  with  results  that  show  a-secretase  cleavage  occurs  after  transloca- 
tion  through  the  trans-Golgi  complex  (after  O-glycosylation  and  sulfation; 20) 
and  suggests  preliminary  processing of the  precursor  is  essential. 

Different APP fusion  proteins  containing  reporters  have  been  used  to  deter- 
mine  additional  characteristics of APP processing. An HPLAP reporter  con- 
taining  the  carboxyl  terminal 164 amino  acids of APP was  used  to  characterize 
the  effect of protein  kinase C (PKC) activation on a- and p-secretase  cleavage 
(21). The  study  showed  that  a-secretase  cleavage  increased  with  a  concomitant 
decrease in p-secretase  cleavage  when PKC was  stimulated  using  phorbol  ester. 
The  same  reporter  containing  a  specific  mutation  near  the  p-secretase  cleavage 
site (22) was  used  to demonstrate  a  shift  from  a-cleavage  to P-cleavage in 
mutant APP (23). A horseradish  peroxidase (HRP) fusion  protein  containing 
the  carboxyl  terminal 107 amino  acids of APP was  used  to  study  secretion of 
APP in  polarized  cells (24). The  results  demonstrated  appropriate  sorting of 
APP to  the  basolateral  surface  requires  amino  acid  determinants  in  the 
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extracellular  and  cytoplasmic  domains of APP. Reporters  (1)  provide  a  sensitive 
and  quantitative  measure of expression  when  experimental  cell  lines  transfected 
with APP recombinants  are  developed; (2) provide  a  sensitive  and  quantitative 
measure of cleavage  products;  and (3) permit  experimental  constructs  to  be 
distinguished  from  endogenous APP. 

The  method of analysis  and  the  reagents used to  characterize  the  a-secretase 
cleavage  activity  (the anti-1-16 antibody  and  the  HPLAP-APPIo5  substrate) 
focused  the  analysis  on cleavage at Lys16 of the Ab domain. We detected  a simi- 
lar  pattern of cleavage and inhibition in a  membrane  fraction  prepared  from H4 
cells  expressing APP751, a  native  amyloid  precursor  protein (25). This  result 
further  confirms  the  reliability of the  reporter  for  characterizing  a-secretase. 
This  system  provides  a  basis  for  the  isolation and identification of the  protease(s). 

2. Materials 
1. The  human  placental  alkaline  phosphatase-P-amyloid  precursor  protein  reporter: 

A  reporter  construct  was  made  by  fusing  the  cDNA  that  encodes  the  carboxy 
terminal  105  amino  acids  of  APP  to  a  gene  fragment  encoding  the  amino  terminal 
495  amino  acids  of  human  placental  alkaline  phosphatase  (HPLAP) (Fig. 1). The 
HPLAP  fragment,  engineered  to  be  constitutively  secreted (6), was  fused  to  an 
APP  fragment  containing  five  amino  acids  N-terminal  to  the  AP  domain,  the 
entire  AP  domain,  and  the  cytoplasmic  domain.  The  reporter  encodes  a  fusion 
protein  that is anchored  in  the  membrane  by  the  transmembrane  domain  of APP. 
Active  alkaline  phosphatase is produced  and  secreted  by  cells  expressing  the  con- 
struct. We  have  found  the  reporter  to  be  a  faithful  model  system  to  study  APP 
metabolism (10,21,23,26,27). Secreted  human  placental  alkaline  phosphatase 
constructs are available  from  Clontech  (6043-1). 

2.  Antibodies:  Commercially  available  (DAKO,  Carpinteria,  CA)  polyclonal  rabbit 
antiserum  and  a  monoclonal  antibody  (8B6)  specific  for  human  placental  alkaline 
phosphatase  (anti-HPLAP)  detect  nothing  in  whole  cell  lysates  or  conditioned 
medium  from  untransfected  human  neuroglioma  (H4)  cells. TheAP1-16 antiserum 
directed  against  the  AP-peptide  epitope  Asp’  to  LysI6  (amino  acids 597412 of 
APPm5)  detects  a-secretase  cleaved  product  and  has  been  described  previously (8). 

3.  Cells  and  cell  membranes: H4 human  neuroglioma cells (American Q p e  Culture 
Collection  HTB  148)  stably  transfected  with  pHPLAP+3-APPlO5  were  grown  in 
selection  medium  containing  Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s  medium  (DMEM), 
10%  fetal  bovine  serum,  G418  (100 pg/mL), penicillin/streptomycin (50 U/mL), 
and  glutamine  (2 mM). Membranes  containing  a-secretase  and  the 
HPLAP-P-APP reporter  were  prepared  from  these  cells. 

4.  Membrane  preparation  and  wash  buffer: 0.25 M  Sucrose/0.02 M HEPES,  pH  7.2. 
Some  membranes  were  washed  with  1  M  salt  or  detergent (see Note 1) in 30 mM 
HEPES,  pH  7.2. 

5. Membrane  suspension  and  storage  buffer:  0.02  M  HEPES,  pH  7.2/20%  glycerol. 
6.  Cleavage  assay  buffer: 30 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.2. 
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7.  Whole-cell  lysate  (WCL)  buffer: 1% Triton  X-100,O. 1% sodium  dodecyl  sulfate, 
0.5% deoxycholate, 0.02 M Tris-HC1,  pH  8.3,O. 1 M NaCl. 

3. Methods 
3.1. Generating a  Cell Line Expressing HPLAP-fbAPPlOS 

1. Transfect  plasmid DNA encoding  the  HPLAP-P-APP  reporter  construct  into H 4  

2. Grow  colonies  from  transfected  cultures  selected  in G418. 
3. Evaluate stable  cell lines for expression by measuring the level of alkaline 

phosphatase activity in the culture medium using nitrophenylphosphate  as 
the substrate (6). 

cells  using  the  calcium  phosphate  method (28). 

3.2. Demonstrating  the  Reporter  Behaves  Like  Wild-Type  APP 
The site of  cellular  cleavage  of the fusion protein was shown  by  immunological 

analysis to be near Lyd6 the same site as endogenous APP (see Note 2). To prove the 
site was the same, the amino acid sequence of the cleaved product was determined. 

1. Grow cells  stably  expressing  pHPLAP.P-APPIO5  in Ultraculture (Biowhitaker, 
Walkersville,  MD), a serum-free  medium,  at  37°C. 

2. Remove  conditioned  medium  (CM)  from  the  cultures  and  add  phenylmethylsulfonyl 
fluoride (0.5 mM). 

3.  Centrifuge  the CM at 10,OOOg to  remove  debris,  freeze  in  liquid  nitrogen,  and 
store at  -70°C. 

4. Isolate the fusion protein in the CM  by affinity chromatography using a 
monoclonal  antibody  specific  for  human placental alkaline  phosphatase 
coupled to protein A  Agarose  (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). 

5. Determine the carboxy terminal sequence of the purified protein using car- 
boxypeptidase Y release of amino acids (10). 

3.3.  Production  and Characterization of APP Antibodies 
Rabbit  polyclonal  antibody  was  made  from Ap1-16 peptide  coupled  to 

keyhole  limpet  hemocyanin  and  emulsified in Freund’s  adjuvant  for  immu- 
nizations (29). Specificity  of  the  antibody  was  shown  by  competition (see 
Note 3). Aliquots  of  antiserum  diluted 1 : lOOO were  preincubated  with 2, 

preadsorbed  antiserum  was  used to probe  Western  blots (30). The  protein 
band  detected  by  the  antibody  was  competed  by  the  immunizing  peptide 
under  conditions  where  an  unrelated  peptide  had no effect on the  signal. 

3.4. Isolation of Membranes 

10,40, or 80 pg/mL  peptide (APP659-695  Or  APP597-637) for 16 h  at 4°C. The 

1.  Wash cells ( lo* )  grown  in T175 flasks three times with phosphate-buffered 
saline and  twice  with ice-cold sucrose,HEPES,  then scrape into a minimal 
volume (1 .0 mL/flask) of ice-cold sucrose/HEPES. 
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2. Homogenize  a  pool  of  scraped  cells  in 35 mL of  buffer  in  a  Dounce  glass/glass 
homogenizer  (B  pestle, 7 strokes). 

3. Centrifuge  the  homogenate at 700g for 7 min  in  a  general  purpose  centrifuge 
equipped  with  a  swinging  bucket  rotor. 

4. Decant  the  supernatant  and  save  on  ice. 
5 .  Resuspend the pellet containing nuclei and unbroken cells  in 20 mL sucrose/ 

HEPES, Dounce 7x (approx 95% lysis), and centrifuge the suspension at 
700g for 7 min. 

6. Discard  the  nuclear  pellet  (approx 0.3 mL;  clear  in  appearance). 
7. Combine  the  supernatants  and  recentrifuge  for 7 min at 1OOOg. 
8. Use  the  postnuclear  supernatant  (PNS) from this centrifugation  to  prepare 

9. Centrifuge  the  PNS at 2000g x 30 min  at  4°C. 
membrane  fractions. 

10. Centrifuge  the  resulting  supernatant at 12,OOOg for 30 min at 4°C. 
11. Discard  the  supernatant  and  resuspend  the  pellet  in 1.0-2.0 mL glyceroVHEPES 

for  a  final  protein  concentration of 1-2 mg/mL. 
12. Freeze the membrane suspensions in liquid nitrogen and store  in  aliquots  at 

-80°C. All fractions  from  the membrane preparation were evaluated for 
cleavage activity. The membrane fraction  from  the 12,OOOg pellet was the 
most active  in  the cleavage assay. 

3.5. Detergent Wash of Membranes 
1. Add  crude  membranes  to 10 v01 of  an  ice-cold  membrane  wash  containing  salt  or 

2. Collect  membranes  by  centrifugation  at 25,OOOg for 15 min  at  4°C. 
3. Reconstitute  washed  membranes  in  the  original  volume  and  assay  as  described  in 

detergent  and  incubate  for 15 min  on  ice. 

Subheading 3.7. 

3.6. Analyzing the Cleavage 
1. To  assay  for  a-secretase  cleavage,  dilute  crude  membrane  preparations  fivefold  in 

ice-cold  assay  buffer  containing  the  protease  inhibitors  to be tested (see Note 3). 
2. Transfer  the  reaction  mixture (50 pL) to 37°C and  incubate  for 90 min (see Note 4). 
3. Stop  the  reaction by  adding  an  equal  quantity  of 2x sodium  dodecyl  sulfate/poly- 

acrylamide  gel  (SDS-PAGE)  electrophoresis  loading  buffer  and  heating at 100°C 
for 5 min. 

4. Fractionate  aliquots (20 pL) by  SDS-PAGE  under  reducing  conditions  on  8% 
polyacrylamide  gels  containing  Tridglycine  buffer. 

5.  Transfer  fractionated  protein  electrophoretically  to  Immobilon-P  (Millipore Corp. 
Bedford,  MA),  and  probe  the  blots  with  antibody. 

6. Detect  antibody  binding  by  chemiluminescence (31). 

3.7. Demonstrating the Cleavage  Generated 
in Cell-Free Assay  is the Same  Made by Cells 

1. Incubate  membrane  fractions  containing  the  HPLAP.P-APPlo5  reporter at 37°C 
and  0°C  for 90 min. 
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2. Stop  the  reaction by  adding  SDS-PAGE  loading  buffer. 
3. Collect  and  prepare  WCL  and  CM  from  cells  grown at 37°C. 
4. Fractionate  the  samples  (WCL,  CM,  and  cell-free  cleavage  assay)  by  SDS-PAGE 

and analyze by  Western  blot using anti-HPLAP and anti-1-16 antibodies 
(Fig. 2A). 

5.  Compare  the  size  and  antibody  reactivity  of  each  fragment  to  determine  if  cleav- 
age  in  the  isolated  membranes is the  same  as  cleavage  in  whole  cells. 

4. Notes 
1. A  fusion  protein  must be extensively  characterized for the  intended  use.  For 

example,  I"LAP.P-APPlo5  would  not  be  an  effective  substrate  for  investigating 
p-secretase  since  cleavage at the  p-site  is  ineffective. 

2. Antibodies  can  crossreact  with  epitopes  unrelated  to  the  protein  of  interest  and 
must  be  characterized  thoroughly  by  competition  studies. 

3. Stock  solutions  of  protease  inhibitors  should be prepared  and  stored  according  to 
the  suppliers  instructions.  Since  different  inhibitor  stocks  require  various  sol- 
vents,  include  a  control  for  each  solvent. 

4. It  is important to  use detergents at concentrations above the  critical micelle 
concentration. 

5 .  The optimal time, temperature, pH and buffer for cleavage must be deter- 
mined empirically. 
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Inhibition of a-Secretase 
by  Zinc  Metalloproteinase  Inhibitors 

S. Parvathy,  Anthony  J.Turner, and Nigel M. Hooper 

1. Introduction 
The  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP)  is  cleaved by at  least  three  proteinases 

termed  the a-, p-, and y-secretases.  Cleavage of APP at  the  N-terminus of the 
P-amyloid  (Ab)  peptide by p-secretase  and  at  the  C-terminus by one  or  more 
y-secretases  constitutes  the amyloidogenic pathway. In  the  nonamyloidogenic 
pathway, a-secretase  cleaves  APP  within  the  AP  peptide  between  Lys16  and 
Leu17  (numbering  from  the  N-terminus of the  AP  peptide) ( I ) ,  thereby 
preventing  deposition of intact  AP  peptide.  The  a-secretase  cleavage  site  lies 
some 12 amino  acid  residues  on  the  extracellular  side of the  membrane, 
releasing  the  large  ectodomain of APP  (sAPPa),  which  has  neuroprotective 
properties (2,3). The  identification  and  characterization of the  APP  secretases 
is  important  for  the  development of therapeutic  strategies  to  control  the  buildup 
of AP  in  the  brain  and  the  subsequent  pathological  effects of Alzheimer's 
disease.  Regulation of the  balance of APP  processing by the  amyloidogenic 
and nonamyloidogenic  pathways through  either  selective  inhibition of P- and 
y-secretases  or  activation of a-secretase  can  all  be  considered  as  potential 
therapeutic  approaches.  As  a  first  step  towards  isolating  the  APP  secretases,  we 
have  investigated  the  effect of protease  inhibitors  on  the  activities of a- and 
p-secretase.  From  these  studies  we  have  identified  low  molecular  weight 
inhibitors of a-secretase. 

1.1. Membrane  Protein Secretases 
An increasing  number of secreted  proteins  are now known  to  be  derived 

from  integral  membrane  proteins  through  a  posttranslational  proteolytic  cleav- 
age event (4-6). In  addition  to APP, other  proteins  existing  in  both  membrane- 
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bound  and  soluble  forms  as  a  result of proteolysis,  include  the  vasoregulatory 
enzyme  angiotensin-converting  enzyme  (ACE;  EC 3.4.15. l),  tumor  necrosis 
factor  (TNF)  ligand  and  receptor  superfamily,  transforming  growth  factor-a, 
Fas  ligand,  and  certain  cytokine  receptors.  The  proteinases  responsible  for  the 
cleavage  and  release of such  membrane  proteins  have  been  referred  to  collec- 
tively  as  secretases,  sheddases,  or  convertases  and  display  many  properties  in 
common.  For  example,  they  appear  to  be  integral  membrane  proteins  them- 
selves,  are  zinc  metalloproteinases  inhibited  by  certain  hydroxamic  acid-based 
compounds, such  as  batimastat,  and  are  upregulated by phorbol esters. Whether 
there  is  a  single  secretase  responsible  for  the  cleavage  and  release of this  func- 
tionally  and  structurally  diverse  range of membrane  proteins or, more likely, 
multiple  activities,  is  still  not  clear (7). 

1.1.1. ACE  Secretase 

ACE is  a widely  distributed  ectoenzyme  that  occurs  both  as  the  membrane- 
bound  form  on  the  endothelial  and  epithelial  surfaces of tissues  and  as  a  soluble 
form  in  plasma  and  other body  fluids  (8,9).  The  secretase  that  releases  ACE 
from  the  membrane  is  itself  an  integral  membrane  protein,  localized  to 
the plasma  membrane (IO). We have  shown  that  the  secretase  has  an  absolute 
requirement  for  its  substrate  (ACE)  to be anchored  in  a  membrane  for  cleavage 
to  occur ( I I ) ,  a  phenomenon  that  appears  to apply  to  several  other  secretases 
including  the  APP a- and  p-secretases (12,I3). This  observation  may  have  a 
significant  bearing  on  the  means by which  such  secretases  can  be  assayed  and 
may  rule  out  the  use of short  soluble  synthetic  peptides  as  substitute  substrates 
(6). Like  the  APP  a-secretase, ACE secretase  is  a  zinc  metalloproteinase  inhib- 
ited by 1,lO-phenanthroline (IO). More recently we  have  shown  that  a  range of 
hydroxamic acid-based  zinc  metalloproteinase  inhibitors,  such  as  batimastat 
and  marimastat,  inhibit ACE secretase (11). 

1.1.2. TNF-a Convertase 

TNF-a  is cleaved from  its  membrane-bound  precursor by TNF-a convertase. 
The  physiological  importance of this  inflammatory  cytokine  has  led to  intense 
interest in the  mechanism of its  generation  and to the  potential  therapeutic ben- 
efit of inhibitors of this  process (14). TNF-a convertase  (ADAM  17)  has  been 
isolated,  cloned,  and  sequenced (I5J6). The  cDNA  encodes  a protein of 824 
amino  acids,  consisting of a  multidomain  extracellular part,  a transmembrane 
helix,  and  an  intracellular  C-terminal  tail.  The  extracellular  part  comprises  an 
N-terminal prodomain,  a  259-residue  catalytic  domain  containing  the  extended 
HEXXH zinc-binding  motif,  and  a  Cys-rich  domain  that  is  composed of a 
disintegrinlike,  an  epidermal  growth  factorlike,  and  a  crambinlike  domain.  This 
domain  structure  is  characteristic of the  adamalysin  or  ADAMs (a disintegrin 
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and  metalloproteinase)  family of zinc  metalloproteinases (17,18). The  similar- 
ity  in  properties  between TNF-a convertase  and  other  secretases  has  led  to 
speculation  that TNF-a convertase  may  be  involved  in  shedding  other  cell- 
surface  proteins,  in  addition  to  TNF-a. 

7.2. hnhibifion  of a-Secretase 
Although  a-secretase  has  yet  to  be  isolated,  this  proteinase  appears  to  be 

plasma  membrane-associated (12J9). Roberts  et al. (12) described  the  devel- 
opment of a  cell-free  assay  for  a-secretase  utilizing  a  construct of the  C-termi- 
nal 105  amino  acids of APP linked  to  the C-terminus of alkaline  phosphatase 
(see Chapter  12).  Expression of this  construct  in  human  H4  neuroglioma  cells 
resulted in cleavage  at  the  prototypic Lys16-Leu17 a-secretase  cleavage  site. 
Of a  range of class-specific  proteinase  inhibitors  examined,  only  the  zinc- 
chelating  agent,  1  ,lo-phenanthroline,  caused  significant  inhibition of a-secretase 
cleavage. A  comparison of the  properties of a-secretase  and ACE secretase  led 
us to  propose  that  these  two  proteinases are either  the  same  or  closely  related 
integral  membrane  zinc  metalloproteinases,  and  caused  us  to  examine  the  effect 
of batimastat  and  related  hydroxamic  acid-based  compounds  on  the  activity of 
a-secretase in two  neuronal  cell  lines  (SH-SYSY  and  IMR32)  and  in  human 
umbilical  vein  endothelial  cells  (HUVECs) (20). Site-specific  antibodies  were 
used  in immunoelectrophoretic blot  analysis of conditioned  medium  to  detect 
sAPPa (antibodies  6E10  or 1-25) and  SAPPP  (AblAg),  the  initial  products of 
a- and  p-secretase  cleavage of  APP, respectively (Fig. 1). Full-length APP  in 
the  cell  membrane  was  detected with Ab54 (Fig. 1). By using  this  approach  we 
found  that  a-secretase  displays  a  remarkably  similar  inhibition  profile  to  that 
observed  for ACE secretase (Table l), which  further  highlights  the  similarities 
between  these  two  activities.  Batimastat,  marimastat,  and  BB21  16  all  inhibited 
a-secretase  with Is0 values  in  the  low micromolar range.  Structural  analogs of 
batimastat  were  also  assessed  for  their  effect  on  the  activity of a-secretase. 
Compound 1 differs  from  batimastat  only  by  the  absence of the  thienothiomethyl 
substituent  adjacent  to  the  hydroxamic  acid  moiety (Table 1) and  yet  is  less 
potent  than  batimastat  in  inhibiting  a-secretase.  Compound  4,  which  differs 
from  compound  1 by the  presence of a  tertiary amine  rather  than  a  secondary 
amine  at  its  C-terminus, was even less  potent. 

Batimastat,  marimastat,  and  BB2116 are all  hydroxamic acid-based  zinc 
metalloproteinase  inhibitors  that  were  originally  designed  as  inhibitors of 
matrix metalloproteinases (21,22). From  studies with the zinc metalloproteinase 
thermolysin,  hydroxamates  were  identified  as  the  preferred  zinc  ligand.  Stud- 
ies of batimastat  and  other  hydroxamates  cocrystallized  with  the  snake  venom 
metalloproteinase  atrolysin C (EC  3.4.24.42) (23,24) or the matrix metalloproteinase 
collagenase  (EC 3.4.24.34) (25,26) clearly  show  that  these  compounds  bind  at 



SAPPP + 
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Fig. 1. Inhibition  of  a-secretase  by  zinc  metalloprotease  inhibitors.  IMR32  cells 
were  incubated  in  the  absence  or  presence of the  indicated  compound  in  the  medium. 
After 7 h  the  medium  was  removed,  concentrated,  and  subjected  to  immunoelectro- 
phoretic  blot  analysis  with  either (A) Abl-25  to  detect sAPPa or (B) AblA9 to  detect 
sAPPP.  The  cells  were  harvested  and  the cell lysate  subjected  to  immunoeletrophoretic 
blot  analysis (C) with  Ab54  to  detect  full-length  APP. (A) Lane 1, control  (no  com- 
pound); lane 2,  batimastat (20 m; lane 3,  TAPI-2 (20 m; lane 4, compound 1 
(20 M; lane 5, compound  4 (20 W; lane 6, phosphoramidon (20 m; lane 7, 
enalaprilat  (10 pM). @,C) Lane  1,  control  (no  compound);  lane 2, batimastat  (20 pM) ; 
lane 3, compound 1 (20 m; lane 4, compound 4 (20 m; lane 5, phosphoramidon 
(20 m; lane 6, enalaprilat  (10 W. Reprinted  with  permission from ref. 20. 
Copyright  1998  American  Chemical  Society. 

the  active  site  and  coordinate  to  the  essential  zinc  ion. As batimastat, 
marimastat,  BB21 16, compounds 1 and 4 inhibit  collagenase  with Is0 values 
that  range  from 5-220 nM (Table l), it would appear  that  marked  differences 
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Table 1 
Structures  and  Inhibitory  Effects of Compounds 
on  a-Secretase,  ACE  Secretase,  TNF-a  Convertase,  and  Collagenase 

Batimastat Q*&& 3.3 
1.6 0.019 0.005 

1 && 17.9 
38.3 0.037  0.056 

4 &4- c, >20 >l00 0.18  0.22 

lcIu i m  

m K m  

Marimastat & 1.2 8.3 - 0.005 

BB2116 7.7 3.5 - 0.004 

aData from (20). 
bData from (11). 
cData from (7). 

exist  between  the  recognition  features  essential  for  the  inhibition of a-secretase 
and  the  matrix  metalloproteinases,  suggesting  that  a-secretase  is  a  distinct, 
but  possibly  related,  zinc  metalloproteinase.  This  observation  is  consistent  with 
the  lack of cleavage of full-length  APP by gelatinase  A (27) and  the lack of 
inhibition of sAPPa  release by either  tissue  inhibitor of metalloproteinases 
(TIMP-1) (28) or  %-macroglobulin (12). 

Although  batimastat,  compound 1, and  compound 4 have very similar  effects 
on  a-secretase  and ACE secretase,  marked  differences  were  observed  in  the 
inhibition of TNF-a convertase (Table 1) (7). All of the  hydroxamic  acid-based 
compounds  examined  were  significantly (10O-50O-fold) more  potent  against 
TNF-a convertase  than  against  a-secretase,  and  at  a  concentration (20 pM) at 
which  compound 4 failed  to  inhibit  a-secretase,  complete  inhibition of TNF-a 
convertase  was  observed.  The  recently  determined  crystal  structure of the  cata- 
lytic  domain of TNF-a convertase with  a  hydroxamic  acid-based  compound 
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bound  at  the  active  site (29), revealed  that  the  C-terminus of the  inhibitor 
extends  away  from  the  active  site  cleft  and  adopts  different  conformations.  It  is 
possible  that  the  active  site  cleft in a-secretase  makes  closer  contact with  the 
C-terminus of the  inhibitor  such  that  an  amide  H  (as  in  batimastat  and  com- 
pound 1) is  critical  for  efficient  binding,  whereas  replacement of this  group 
with a  bulkier  methyl  group  (as  in  compound 4) disrupts  the  interaction.  Thus 
TNF-a convertase is  distinct  from,  but  possibly  related  to,  a-secretase.  Whether 
a-secretase  is another member of the adamalysin family of zinc metalloproteinases 
awaits  its  isolation  and  sequencing. 

1.3. Activation of a-Secretase 
The  secretion of sAPPa  is known  to  be  enhanced  by  phorbol  esters  and 

other  activators of protein  kinase  C (30). This  effect  is  probably  through  activa- 
tion of a-secretase  either  directly  or  indirectly via  phosphorylation (31,32). 
The  muscarinic  agonist  carbachol  activates  protein  kinase  C  through  the  gen- 
eration of diacylglycerol  and  inositol  1,4,5-trisphosphate  leading  to  an  increase 
in sAPPa release (33,34). In  SH-SYSY  cells,  carbachol  dramatically  increases 
the  release of sAPPa,  and  batimastat  completely blocked  this enhanced  release 
of APP (Fig. 2), indicating  that  a  single  activity  is  probably  involved  in  both 
the  basal  and  protein  kinase  C-stimulated  release of APP (20). 

In  this  chapter  we  describe  the  protocols  used  to  investigate  the  effect of 
hydroxamic  acid-based  inhibitors and other  compounds  (such  as  carbachol)  on 
a-secretase  activity  using  site-specific  antibodies  in  immunoelectrophoretic 
blot  analysis of cell  medium  and  lysate  samples. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Cell Culture 

1.  Cells  that  express  and  process  APP  (e.g.,  IMR32  and SH-SYSY, see Note 1). 
2.  Growth  medium for IMR32 and SH-SY5Y  cells:  Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s 

medium/Ham’s  F12 with glutamax (Gibco-BRL,  Paisley, UK) supplemented with 
10% fetal  bovine  serum,  penicillin  (50 U/mL) and  streptomycin (50 pg/mL). 

3.  TrypsinEDTA  (Gibco-BRL). 
4.  Sterile  phosphate-buffered  saline  without  Ca2+  and  Mg2+  (Gibco-BRL). 

2.2. Incubation of Cells with Inhibitors or  Carbachol 
1. Hydroxamic acid-based inhibitors,  e.g., batimastat (BB94) and marimastat 

(BB2516)  are  available  from  British  Biotechnology  Pharmaceuticals 
(Oxford, UK), or  TAPI-2 available from Dr. R. Black (Immunex, Seattle, 
WA) (see Note 2) are  dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) to give a 
stock solution of 10 mM concentration.  This should be stored at -20°C  and 
diluted with tissue  culture medium before use. 

2.  Carbachol  (carbamylcholine  chloride;  Sigma,  St.  Louis, MO). 
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Batimastat - + I + 
Carbachol - I + + 

a 

Fig.  2.  Activation  of  a-secretase  by  carbachol.  SH-SY5Y cells were  incubated in 
the  absence  or  presence  of  carbachol  (20 ClM) and  batimastat  (20 ClM) as  indicated. 
After 7 h  the  medium  was  harvested,  concentrated  and  subjected  to  immunoelectro- 
phoretic  blot  analysis  with  Ab6E10  to  detect sAPPa. Reprinted  with  permission  from 
ref. 20. Copyright  1998  American  Chemical  Society. 

3. Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS)  (Gibco-BRL). 
4.  OptiMEM  (Gibco-BRL). 

2.3. Preparation and Concentration of Cell Medium  Samples 

Vivaspin 15 mL concentrators 10,OOO mol wt cutoff  (Wvascience, Lincoln, UK). 

2.4. Preparation of Cell Lysate  Samples 
1.  PBS  (20 mM Na2HP04, 2 mM NaH2P04,  150 mM NaCl,  pH  7.4). 
2.  Lysis  buffer:  0.1 M Tris-HC1,5 mM EDTA,  1%  Triton  X-100,  pH  7.4  containing 

leupeptin (1 WmL) and  dichloroisocoumarin  (10 m. 
2.5. Antibodies to APP 

We have  used  the  following primary antibodies,  although  numerous  others 
are available  either  commercially  or  from  individual  researchers: 

1. Abl-25 (SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Harlow, UK) is a rabbit 
polyclonal  antibody  that  recognizes  the  first  25  amino  acids  of  the  AP  peptide 
(see Note 3). Use at 1  :4000  dilution. 

2. AblA9 (SmithKline) is a  mouse  monoclonal  antibody  that recognizes the 
neoepitope  formed at the  C-terminus  of  the  large  ectodomain  of  APP  following 
p-secretase  cleavage (see Chapter  14) (see Note 3). Use at 1:3000  dilution. 

3. Ab  6E10  (Senetek,  Maryland  Heights) is a  mouse  monoclonal  antibody  that  rec- 
ognizes  the  N-terminus  of  the Ap peptide (see Note 3). Use at 1:2000  dilution. 

4.  Ab 54 (SmithKline) is a  rabbit  polyclonal  antibody  that  recognizes  an  epitope  in 
the  cytosolic  C-terminus  of  APP (see Note 3). Use at 1:20,000  dilution. 

e. 22C11  (Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim,  Germany) is a  mouse  monoclonal 
antibody  that  recognizes  an  epitope  towards  the  N-terminus  of  APP (see Note 3). 

, Use at 1:5,000  dilution. 
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2.6. SOS-PAGE and Immunoelectrophoretic Blot Analysis 

l. Dissociation  buffer:  140  mMTris-HC1, 80 mM dithiothreitol,  10%  (w/v)  sodium 
dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS),  20%  (v/v)  glycerol,  0.005%  bromophenol  blue,  pH  6.8. 

2. 10% Polyacrylamide minigel (4 cm x 3 cm). Separating gel:  10% (w/v) 
acrylamide  in  0.37 M Tris-HC1,  0.1% SDS,  pH 8.8.  Stacking  gel:  3%  (w/v) 
acrylamide  in  0.12 M Tris-HC1,  0.1%  SDS,  pH  6.8.  Use an  acry1amide:bis- 
acrylamide  solution  of  37.5:  1. 

3.  High-mol-wt  markers  ranging  from 53-21  2  kDa  (Sigma). 
4.  Electrode  buffer:  25 mM Tris-HC1,  190 mM glycine,  1%  SDS,  pH  8.6. 
5. Poly(viny1idene)  difluoride  (PVDF)  membrane  with  0.45 pm pore  size  (Millipore, 

6.  Blotting  buffer:  20  mMTris,  150  mMglycine,  20%  (v/v)  methanol.  The  pH  should 

7.  Whatman  3MM  paper  (Whatman,  Maidstone, UK). 
8. Semidry  blot  apparatus  (Hoefer,  San  Francisco,  CA). 
9.  Blocking  buffers  (for  Abl-25, Ab 6E10  and  Ab54):  5%  Dried  milk  powder  in 

PBS,  0.1%  Tween-20;  (for AblA9) 10%  dried  milk  powder,  2%  bovine  serum 
albumin  (BSA)  in  PBS,  0.1 % Tween-20, or 2%  goat  serum  in  PBS,  0.1%  Tween-20. 

Bedford,  MA). 

be between  8  and  9. 

10.  Wash  buffer:  PBS,  0.1%  Tween-20. 
1  1.  Antibody  diluent:  2%  Bovine  serum  albumin  in  PBS,  0.1%  "been-20. 
12.  Secondary  antibody: 

1  :6,000  dilution; 

used at 1:3,000  dilution. 

a. For Abl-25  and  Ab54:  Peroxidase  conjugated  antirabbit  antibody  used at 

b. For AblA9, Ab6E10  and 22Cll: Peroxidase  conjugated  antimouse  antibody 

13.  Tertiary  antibody (forAblA9 only):  Mouse  monoclonal  peroxidase  antiperoxidase 

14.  Enhanced  chemiluminescent  detection  system  (Amersham,  Slough,  UK). 
15.  X-ray  film. 

antibody  (Sigma)  used at 1:3,000  dilution. 

3. Methods 
3.1. Cell Culture 

1.  Thaw  frozen  vials  of  cells  at  37"C,  and  transfer  immediately  into  growth  medium 
that  has  been  already  warmed  to  37°C. 

2.  Centrifuge  the  cells at lOOg for  10  min  to  remove  the  old  medium  containing 
DMSO  and  replace  with  20 mL fresh  growth  medium. 

3.  Transfer  the cells to  75  cm2  flasks  and  incubate  in  sterile  conditions  at  37"C,  5% 
CO2.  Once  the  cells  become  confluent,  they  are  ready  for  reseeding. 

4.  Remove  the  old  medium  and  wash  the cells with  PBS  without  Ca2+  and  Mg2+  and 
incubate  with  2.5 mL of trypsinEDTA  for  5  min at 37°C (see Note 4). Add  fresh 
medium  (8  mL)  immediately,  as  trypsin  would  otherwise  damage  the  cells. 

5. Transfer  the  cells  to  15 or 50 mL sterile  tubes  and  centrifuge  for  10  min  at 1OOg. 
6.  Remove  the  medium  and  resuspend  the  pellet  in  10 mL fresh  medium. 
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7. Count the  cells using a hemocytometer and seed at  the required density (see 

8. Incubate  the  cells at 37°C  in 5% CO2 in air. 
Note 5). For each 75 cm2 flask use 15 mL of  growth  medium. 

3.2. Incubation of Cells with Inhibitors or  Carbachol 
1. When  the cells are confluent  and in a  monolayer,  remove  the  medium  and  wash 

the  cells  with  PBS. 
2. Replace the PBS with a serum-free medium such as OptiMEM (10 mL) 

(Gibco-BRL,)  with or without  the  required  inhibitor  or  carbachol  at  the  appropri- 
ate  concentration (see Note 6). 

3.  Incubate  the  cells  for  7  h at 37°C (see Note 7). 
4. Remove  the  medium  from  the  cells  and  use  as  a  source  of  released  soluble  APP 

(see Subheading 3.3.) and  prepare  a  cell  lysate  as  a  source  of  membrane-bound 
APP (see Subheading 3.4.). 

3.3. Preparation and Concentration of Cell Medium  Samples 
1. Centrifuge  the  medium  removed  from  the  cells (see Subheading 3.2.) at lOOg for 

10 min to  remove  any  cells  that  may  have  become  detached  from  the  flask. 
2. Remove  the  supernatant  from  this  centrifugation,  leaving  behind  0.5 mL above 

the  pellet in order  to  ensure  that  no  cells  are  removed. 
3. Concentrate (X50) using  aV1vaspin  concentrator  (Vivascience)  by  centrifugation 

at 2000g for 1 h  at  4°C (see Note 8). 
4.  Determine  the  concentration  of  protein  in  the  medium  sample (see Note 9), load 

equal  amounts  of  protein  (approx 40 pg) on  a 10% polyacrylamide  SDS  gel,  and 
analyze  the  APP  by  immunoelectrophoretic  blot  analysis  with  the  appropriate 
antibody (see Subheading 3.5.). 

3.4. Preparation of Cell Lysate Samples 
1. Following  the  removal  of  the  medium  from  the  cells (see Subheading 3.2.), wash 

2. Using  a cell scraper,  harvest  the cells into 10 mL PBS. 
3. Centrifuge  the  cells  at lOOg for 10 min. 
4.  Remove  the  supernatant  and  add lysis buffer  to  the cell pellet (0.25 mL for  each 

5. Allow  the cells to  lyse by  leaving on ice  for 1 h. 
6. Centrifuge  the  lysed  cells  at 8000g in  a  microcentrifuge at 4OC for 10 min. 
7. Remove the supernatant (cell  lysate) and determine the protein concentra- 

tion (see Note 9). 
8. Load equal amounts of protein  (approx 100 pg) on a 10% polyacrylamide 

SDS gel and analyze the APP  by  immunoelectrophoretic  blot  analysis  with 
the appropriate antibody (see Subheading 3.5.). 

the cells twice  with 10 mL PBS. 

75 cm2  flask of  cells). 

3.5. SDS-PAGE and Immunoelectrophoretic  Blot  Analysis 
1. To samples  of  cell  lysate  (approx 100 p.g/well)  and  medium  (approx 40 p.g/well) 

add  dissociation  buffer  to  a 1:l (v/v)  ratio,  and  boil  the  samples  for 5 min (see 
Note 10). 
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2. Electrophorese the samples on a  10% polyacrylamide SDS gel alongside 
high-mol-wt marker proteins at  20 mA/gel in  electrode buffer. 

3. Cut  the  PVDF  membrane  to  the  size  of  the  SDS  gel (see Note 11). Presoak  the 
membrane  in  methanol  for 3 S and  rinse  with  distilled  water  for 2 min,  making 
sure  that  the  membrane  does  not  float,  and  finally  immerse  the  PVDF  membrane 
in blotting  buffer  for 10 min. 

4.  Cut  the  Whatman 3" paper  (8  sheets  for  each  transfer)  to  the  size  of  the  gel 
and  presoak  in  blotting  buffer. 

5.  In  the  semidry  blotting  apparatus,  make  a  sandwich  of  (from  the  bottom  up)  four 
sheets  of  Whatman 3" paper,  the  PVDF  membrane,  the  polyacrylamide  gel, 
and  four  more  sheets  of  the  Whatman 3" paper (see Note 12). 

6. Transfer  the  proteins  from  the  polyacrylamide  gel  onto  the  PVDF  membrane at a 
current  of  0.8  &cm2 for 2 h. 

7. Following  the  transfer,  remove  the  PVDF  membrane  from  the  sandwich  and 
incubate it with 50 mL of  the  appropriate  blocking  buffer (see Subheading 2.6.) 
for  3  h  at  room  temperature. 

8.  Wash  the  membrane  briefly  with  20 mL wash  buffer  and  incubate it with  the 
appropriate  primary  antibody  diluted  in  antibody  diluent  either  overnight at 4°C 
or for  1  h at room  temperature. 

9. Remove  the  primary  antibody  and  wash  the  membrane  for 1 min  with  wash  buffer, 
followed  by  two  15  min  washes  with  wash  buffer. 

10. Incubate the PVDF  membrane  with  the  appropriate  secondary  antibody in 
antibody  diluent  for 1 h at room  temperature. 

1 1. Remove  the  secondary  antibody  and  wash  the  PVDF  membrane  as in step 9. 
12.  Briefly  wash  the  PVDF  membrane  with  PBS  and  detect  bound  antibody  using  the 

enhanced  chemiluminescent  detection  system  according  to  the  manufacturer's 
instructions (see Note 13). 

4. Notes 
1. Any  cell line either  endogenously  expressing  APP or in  which  APP  has  been 

transfected  can  be  used. 
2. Numerous  hydroxamic  acid-based  zinc  metalloproteinase  inhibitors  are  available 

(6) that  have  similar  structures  and  that  may  well  inhibit  a-secretase,  although 
the  effects  of  only  a  few  have  been  reported. 

3.  Abl-25  and AP 6E10  are  used  to  detect sAPPa, as their  epitopes are missing 
from  sAPPP.  Because  the  neoepitope  recognized  by AblA9  is cryptic in both 
full-length  APP  and sAPPa, this  antibody  recognizes  only  SAPPP (see Chapter 
14).  Ab54 is used  to  detect  full-length APP, which  retains  the  cytosolic  C-termi- 
nus.  22C  1 1 will  react  with  both sAF'Pa  and  SAPPP as  well  as  full-length  APP  and 
amyloid  precursorlike  proteins (see Chapter  18). 

4.  If  the  cells do not  fully  detach  from  the  flask  on  treatment  with  trypsin/EDTA, 
gently  tap  the  sides  of  the  flask  to  detach  the  cells  completely. 

5.  The  seeding  density  will  vary  depending  on  the  cell  line. We seed  IMR32  cells 
and  SH-SY5Y  cells  at  4 x lo4 cells/cm2  and  HUVECs at 2.5 x 103cells/cm2. 
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6.  For  hydroxamic  acid-based  inhibitors  such  as  batimastat,  the  maximum  concen- 
tration  was  arrived at following  a  cell  toxicity  assay  (e.g.,  the  MTT  assay,  detailed 
in Chapter  14).  All  the  hydroxamic  acid-based  inhibitors  were  found to be 
nontoxic at a  final  concentration  of  20 W. 

7. The incubation  time  with  inhibitors  will  depend  on  the  cell  line,  and  whether it 
has  been  transfected  with APP. Shorter  incubation  times  can  be  used as long  as 
there is sufficient APP produced  in  the  absence  of  inhibitors  to be detected. 

8. Alternative  methods can be  used  to  concentrate  the cell medium,  including 
lyophilization  and  precipitation  of  the  proteins  with  methanol  (add 5 v01 metha- 
nol,  incubate  for 5 min at 4"C,  and  then  centrifuge  at 8OOOg for 5 min at 4OC). 

9.  Any  suitable  protein  determination  assay  will  suffice. We use  the  bicinchoninic 
acid  (BCA)  method  scaled  down  onto  a  96-well  microtiter  plate  format  with  BSA 
(2-10 1.18 as  the  standard) (35). 

10.  If  you  are  using  antibody AblA9, the  samples  should  not be boiled. 
11.  When  handling  the  PVDF  membrane  wear  gloves  to  avoid  contaminating  the 

membrane  with  proteins  from  your  fingers. 
12.  Make sure that  there  are no air bubbles  trapped  between  each  layer  of  the 

sandwich,  especially  between  the  PVDF  membrane  and  the  polyacrylamide  gel, 
otherwise  transfer  of  the  proteins  will  be  impaired.  Gently  rolling  a  glass  rod  over 
each  layer  as  the  sandwich is formed  helps  to  exclude  trapped  air. 

13.  The  length  of  time  that  the  film  has to be exposed  to  the  blot  depends  on  the 
antigen-antibody  combination.  For  most  antibodies  exposure  times  of  from 30 S 

up  to  10  min  maximum  should  give  a  good  signal.  However,  for AblA9 exposure 
times  of  15-60  min  are  usually  required. 
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Development of Neoepitope  Antibodies  Against 
the  p-Secretase  Cleavage  Site in the  Amyloid 
Precursor  Protein 

Carol W. Gray and Eric H. Karran 

1. Introduction 
A detailed  understanding of the  biochemical events  leading  to  the  proteolytic 

excision of the  p-amyloid  peptide (AD) from  the  amyloid  precursor  protein 
(APP) has eluded many  researchers.  This  is  largely  because  the  measurement 
of the  various APP processing  products  is  technically  challenging  owing  to 
their  low  levels of production  in  in  vitro  and  in  vivo  test  systems.  Sequence 
analysis of products  in  cell  cultures,  cerebrospinal  fluid  (CSF),  and  amyloid 
plaques  has  been  used  to  predict  the  major  cleavage  sites  resulting  from  the 
p- and y-secretase  proteolytic  activities  that  release  the AP peptide  from APP 
(1-3). More  routine  identification of the  secretase  activities  has  relied  on  the 
specificity  and  sensitivity of antibodies  raised  to  the  predicted  cleavage  prod- 
ucts  and  has  been  impeded by the  difficulties  associated  with  the  generation of 
such  reagents. 

We describe  here  a  method  for  the  generation of antibody 1A9 that 
specifically  detects  the  soluble,  N-terminal  fragment of APP (sAPPP) produced 
after  p-secretase  cleavage  between  amino  acids  Met596  and 
numbering) of the  holoprotein (Fig. 1) (4). 

Immunodetection  with  this  antibody  was  shown  to  be  dependent  on  the 
presence of the  free  C-terminal Met596  of sAPPp, the  neoepitope  exposed  after 
p-secretase  cleavage. This APP cleavage  product  was  originally  detected in 
cell  culture  media  and  CSF  using  a  purified  polyclonal  antiserum  raised  to 
amino-acids ISEVKM (APP591-APP596) that,  from  the  known  sequence of AP 
and APP, were  predicted  to  form  the  C-terminus of SAPPP (5). The specificity 
of the  antiserum  was  confirmed  using  methods  similar  to  those  described  in 

From: Methods in Molecular Medicine, Vol. 32: Alzheimer's Disease: Methods and Protocols 
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Fig. 1. Schematic  representation  of  APP  processing  by a-, P-, and  y-secretases. 

this  chapter.  Radiolabeling  and  pulse-chase  methods  were used to  demonstrate, 
in  a  kinetic  fashion,  that SAPPP and  the  secreted APP product (sAPPa) gener- 
ated by a-secretase  activity  were  made  simultaneously, thus  arguing  against  a 
precursor  product  relationship  between  these  two  forms of secreted APP. Other 
groups (5-7) generated  similar  polyclonal  antibodies  to  the  neoepitope  arising 
from  p-secretase  cleavage of both  wild-type APP and APP carrying  the  Swed- 
ish  double  mutation K595N, M596L (APPSW) (8) . 

These  antibodies  have  been  useful  in  making  some  key  observations: 

1.  P-Secretase is an  intracellular  enzyme. 
2. Mutant  APPSW  is  either  processed  by  a  different  enzyme  or  in  a  different  subcellu- 

lar compartment  to  wild  type APP. 
3. There are cell  type  differences  in  the  control  or  location  of  p-secretase  cleavage 

of APP. 

This  latter  observation is highly  significant,  demonstrating  that SAPPP is 
detected  intracellularly  in  postmitotic  neuronal  cultures  but  not  in  several 
nonneuronal  cell  lines (9-11). These  findings  have  a  significant  impact  on  the 
choice of cell  culture  model  used  experimentally to investigate  the  factors  af- 
fecting  p-secretase  cleavage. 

1 
! 2. Materials 

2.1. Antibody Generation 
1.  Imject  maleimide-activated  bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA)  and  ovalbumin  (Pierce, 

2. PD-10 desaltinghuffer exchange column (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, 

3. Freund's  complete  and  incomplete  adjuvants  (Sigma, St. Louis,  MO,  cat.  nos. 

Rockville,  MD,  cat.  nos.  771 16 and  77126). 

Amersham, UK, cat.  no.  17-0851-01). 

F5881  and  F5506). 
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4. ProsepA Protein A affinity matrix (Bioprocessing, Durham, UK, cat. no. 

5. Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s  medium  @MEM)/Nut  Mix F-l2 (DMEM/F12) 
media  (Gibco-BRL,  Paisley,  Scotland,  cat.  no.  21331-020). 

6. Fetal  Bovine  Serum  (FBS)(Gibco-BRL,  cat.  no.  10106-169). 
7. Conditioned  media  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  H8412). 
8. HAT media  supplement  containing  hypoxanthine,  aminopterin,  and  thymidine 

9.  Polyethylene  glycol  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  P7181) 

113-111-324). 

(Sigma,  cat.  no.  H0262). 

2.2. ELISA 
1. Antimouse  alkaline  phosphatase  conjugate  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  A9316). 
2. Fish  gelatin  (Amersham,  cat.  no.  RPN  416). 
3. p-Nitrophenylphosphate  tablet  set  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  N1891). 
4.  MaxiSorp  microtiter  plates  (Nunc,  Roskilde,  Denmark,  cat.  no.  439454A) 
5.  Blocking  solution: 50 mM Tris  buffer,  pH7.4,  containing  1%  (v/v)  goat  serum, 

1%  (w/v)  fish  gelatin,  0.5%  (w/v)  bovine  gamma  globulins,  150 mM NaCl,  and 
0.05%  (v/v) meen-20. 

2.3. Western  Blot and Immunoprecipitation 
1. IMR-32 neuroblastoma cells (wild type and APP  transfected, provided  by 

C. Morris, MRC Neurochemical Pathology Unit, Newcastle on Tyne,  UK). 
2. Centriprep-l0  and  Centricon-l0  (Amicon,  Beverly, MA,  cat.  nos.  4304  and  4206). 
3.  Complete  protease  inhibitor  cocktail  (Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim,  Ger- 

4.  Antimouse  immunoglobin  G  (IgG)  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  M8645). 
5. Antirabbit  IgG  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  R3631). 
6. Mouse  peroxidase  antiperoxidase  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  P2416). 
7. Rabbit  peroxidase  antiperoxidase  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  P2026). 
8. Antibody 22Cll (recognizes amino acids 66-81  of  APP695 [Boehringer 

9.  Antibodies  A4(1-24)  and  A4(1-10)  (provided  by  David  Allsop,  University  of 

many,  cat.  no.  1  697  498). 

Mannheim]). 

Lancaster, UK [12n. 
10. Antirabbit  antibody-horseradish  peroxidase  conjugate  (Pierce,  cat.  no. 3 1462). 
11.  Antimouse  antibody-horseradish  peroxidase  conjugate  (Pierce,  cat.  no.  31434). 
12.  Marvel  (Premier  Beverages,  Stafford,  UK)  nonfat  milk  protein  (obtained  from  a 

13. 4 2 0 %  and  6%  Tris-glycine  polyacrylamide  gels  (Novex,  San  Diego,  CA). 
14.  Enhanced  chemiluminescence  (ECL)  reagents  (Amersham,  cat.  no. RPN 2106). 
15.  Protein  G  Sepharose  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  P3296). 
16.  Reducing  buffer  (threefold  concentrate): 0.38 M Tris-HC1  pH  6.8,  6%  (w/v) 

sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS),  5%  (v/v)  P-mercaptoethanol,  20%  (v/v)  glycerol, 
and 0.003% bromophenol  blue). 

local  retail  food  outlet). 

Other  materials  were  supplied by Sigma. 
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3. Methods 
3.1. Monoclonal  An 
3. l. l. Immunogen 

‘tibody Genera 
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The  immunogen  was a BSA-Cys-peptide  conjugate,  where  the  synthetic 
peptide  was ISEVKM, corresponding  to  amino  acids 591-596 of  APP6,5 (see 
Fig. 1). The  peptide  was  conjugated  to  BSA by linkage  through  the  cysteine 
residue  using  Imject  maleimide-activated BSA (Pierce).  An  additional  ovalbu- 
min  conjugate  was  made  for  anti-serum  testing by ELISA. Both  conjugates 
were  buffer exchanged  into  phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS)  using  a PD-10 
column  according  to  the  manufacturer’s  recommendations. 

3. l .2. Immunization  Schedule 

Use  three  CB6/F1  mice. 

1. Day 0: Make  an  emulsion of 350 pL of peptide-BSA  conjugate  (500 pg/mL PBS) 
and  350 pL Freund’s  complete  adjuvant.  Inject  emulsion  subcutaneously  into  two 
dorsal  sites  per  mouse, 100 pL per  site. 

2. Day 28: Make  an  emulsion  of  350 pL of  peptide-BSA  conjugate (500 clg/mL 
PBS)  and 350 pL Freund’s  complete  adjuvant.  Inject 200 pL of  emulsion  intrap- 
eritoneally  into  each  mouse. 

3. Day 29: Take  about  0.1 mL of  blood  from  the  tail  veins of the  mice  and  allow  to 
clot  at  room  temperature  for  1  h.  Separate  the  clot  from  the  side of the  tubes 
(Eppendorf,  500 pL) and  allow  to  contract  further at 4°C for  1  h or overnight. 
Following  this,  prepare  serum  by  centrifugation at 13,OOOg for  10 min at 4°C. 
Determine  the  anti-peptide  immunogen  titers  by  ELISA (Subheading 3.2.1.). 
Reimmunize  the  mouse  giving  the  highest  titer  with 2 intravenous  injections  of 
100 pg peptide  conjugate  dissolved  in  physiological  saline  and  given  on  day 29 
and on day  31,  i.e., 1 and 3 d  after  the  previous  intraperitoneal  on  day  28. 

3.1.3.  B-Cell  Fusion 

Harvest  spleen  cells on  day  32 (1 d  after  the  final  immunization)  and  fuse 
with  X68  AG8  653  myeloma  cells  at a  ratio of 5:l according  to  methods 
described  by  Zola (13). The  myeloma  cell  line,  which  should  be  at a  relatively 
low passage  number, is subcultured  the  day  before  the  fusion  to  ensure  they are 
growing  in  log  phase  (viability  typically  should  be 99-100%) at  around 500,000 
cells/mL. 

3.1.4.  Screening and Selection 

1.  Disperse all the cells postfusion  between  2000  microtiter  wells  and  allow  to  grow 
in  DMEM/F12  media + 10% (v/v) FEiS + 10% (v/v) conditioned  media  (Sigma) 
(200 pL of  medium/well).  Include HAT reagents  according to the  manufacturer’s 
instructions to select  for  hybridoma  cells.  After  approx  2  wk,  completely  replen- 
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Table 1 
% Reduction in Absorbance h405 nm 
Peptide  ISEVKMD  ISEVKM  ISEVK  ISEV 

(clg/mL) 50 10 50 10 50 10 50 10 
Antibody  1A9 0 14 76 29 10 14  5 14 
Antibody  2E7 3 10 83  43 3 7  7 10 

Two monoclonal  antibodies,  1A9  and  2E1,  were  shown  to  recognize  specifically  the 
p-secretase  neoepitope  (C-terminal  Met596)  by  competitive  ELISA.  Significant  displace- 
ment  of  binding  was  obtained  only with ISEVKM  (APPb591-596). 

ish  all of the  growth  medium  to  remove  antibodies  that  may  have  been  produced 
by  spleen  cells  prior  to  their  removal  by  counter-selection.  Approximately 3 d 
later,  screen  the cell culture  supernatants  for  specific  antibody  production  by 
ELISA (Subheading 3.2.1.). Retest  positive  supernatants  for  neoepitope  speci- 
ficity  using  a  competition  ELISA (Subheading 3.2.1.) with  unconjugated  pep- 
tides  comprising  the  amino  acids  that  overlap  the  required  epitope (Table 1). 

2.  Select  those  clones  with  highest  affinity  and  specificity  as  described  in Subhead- 
ing 3.2.1. and  clone  them  twice  by  the  limiting  dilution  method (13). Clones  take 
about  2  wk  to  grow  up  after  each  dilution  cloning. 

3. Expand  the  resulting  clones  by  increasing  the  size  of  the  culture  vessel  progres- 
sively  from  a  microtiter  well,  into  a  24-well  miniplate,  then  into  a  25-cm2  flask 
and  finally  into 1 L spinner  flasks  for  large-scale  production. 

3.1.5. Immunoglobulin  Purification  from  Hybridoma-Conditioned  Media 
1.  Wash  Prosep  A  protein  A affinity column  (approx  1  cm in diameter  and 5 cm  high) 

with  2  column  volumes  of  0.1 M citrate  buffer,  pH  2.5,  containing  20%  (v/v)  glycerol. 
2.  Equilibrate  with  5  column  volumes  of  1 M glycine/NaOH,  pH  8.6,  containing 

150 mM NaCl  (equilibration  buffer). 
3.  Separate  hybridoma cells from  conditioned  media  by  centrifugation at 3000g  for 

5  min  at  4°C. 
4.  Dilute  hybridoma-conditioned  media 1:l with  equilibration  buffer  and filter 

through  a 0 . 2 - p  or 0 .45-p  unit. 
5. Load  diluted  hybridoma-conditioned  media  (approx  200  mg  protein  per  5 mL, 

column)  onto  a  Prosep  A  protein  A  affinity  column at a  flow  rate  of  approx  100 
column  volumes  per  hour  and  wash  column  with  5  column  volumes  of  equilibra- 
tion  buffer. 

6. Elute  column  with  approx  2  column  volumes  of 0.1 M citrate  buffer, pH 2.5, 
containing  20%  (v/v)  glycerol. 

7.  Monitor  the  eluate at 280 nm  and  collect  peak  fractions  into  a  beaker  containing 
1 M Tris-HC1,  pH 7.4 plus 20% (v/v)  glycerol  (approx  1/10 of the  collected  vol- 
ume)  in  order  to  neutralize  the  eluate.  Adjust  the  buffer  to  pH  7.4  as  soon  as 
possible  and  store at 4OC or -20°C.  Avoid repeated  freeze-thawing. 
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3.2. Characterization of Antibody Specificity 
3.2.1. ELISA 

1. Coat microtiter  plates  overnight at 4°C  with 100 pL per well  of  1  pg/mL 
CISEVKM  peptide-ovalbumin  conjugate  dissolved  in  PBS. 

2.  Aspirate  coating  solution  and  block  for  1  h at 37°C  with  250 pL per  well  of 
blocking  solution (Subheading 2.2.) 

3. Wash microtiter  plates  four  times  with 400 pL per  well  PBS  containing  0.05% 
(v/v)  Tween-20. 

4. Incubate  for 1 h at 37°C  with 100 pL per  well of “test  antibodies”  (serum,  hybri- 
doma  supernatant  or  purified  antibody)  at  various  concentrations,  typically l in 
500-1: 100,000 dilutions.  For  competition  ELISAs,  preincubate  test  antibodies 
with  approx  10-fold  molar  excess  of  the  relevant  peptides (Table 1) for  1  h at 
37°C  before  adding  to  the  microtiter  plate. 

5.  Wash  plates as in step 3 and  detect  bound  antibody  by  incubation  for  1  h  at 37OC 
with  100  per  well  of  antimouse  antibody-alkaline  phosphatase  conjugate at 1 
in  3000  dilution. 

6.  Wash  plates as in step 3 and  incubate  at  37°C  with 100 Wwell ofpnitmphenylphosphate 
substrate  (prepared  from  tablets  according  to  the  manufacturer’s  instructions). 

7.  Measure  the  absorbance  of  the  microtiter  plate  in  a  plate  reader (h 405  nm)  after 
the  color  has  developed  sufficiently  (approx  30  min). 

8. The  magnitude  of  the  signal  per  milligram  of  protein  is  a  measure  of  the  affinity 
of the  antibody: this is assessed  most  accurately at the  highest  dilution  that  elicits 
a  readout  above  background.  Specificity  is  confirmed  by  the  absence  of  a  signifi- 
cant  signal  when  the  plate is coated  with  an  irrelevant  peptide  or  protein  such  as 
those  used  in  the  blocking  solution.  The  antibody  epitope is explored  in  more 
detail  by  measuring  the  reduction  in  signal in a  competition  ELISA  format  result- 
ing  from  preincubation  with  peptides  derived  from  the  immunogen  (as  described 
in step 4 and Table 1). 

3.2.2. Cell Culture and Preparation of Cell Conditioned  Media 

from IMR32 neuroblastoma cells using the  following protocol. 
We have tested  the utility of the 1A9 antibody to detect SAPPP produced 

1. Culture IMR32 cells  to approx 80% confluency in DMEM/2F12 medium 
containing 10% FBS. Wash the  cells  twice  with  serum-free  medium or PBS and 
incubate  for 15-20  min  at  37°C  in  serum-free  medium  to  remove  the  majority  of 
serum  components.  Incubate  the  washed  cultures  in  serum-free  medium  (about 
7.5  mL  per l 7 5  flask)  for  16  h at 37°C  and  check  for  maintenance  of  cell  viability 
by both visual inspection and 3(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl 
tetrazolium  bromide (Mm) assay  as  described in Subheading 3.2.2.1. 

2.  Collect  the  cell-conditioned  medium  and  remove  cellular  debris  by  centrifugation 
at a  minimum  of  3000g  for  5  min.  Proteolysis  can be minimized  by  supplementing 
the  medium  with  a  concentrated  cocktail  of  protease  inhibitors  (Complete, 
Boehringer  Mannheim)  and  storage at 4°C. 
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3. Concentrate  the  media 50-100 fold at 4°C  by  ultrafiltration  using  a  Centricon-l0 
or  Centriprep-l0  device  and  dilute  into  sample  buffer  for  polyacrylamide  gel  elec- 
trophoresis. 

3.2.2.1. MTT CELL VIABILITY ASSAY 

1. Add  stock  solution  of  MTT  (5  mg/mL.  in  PBS,  stored  in the  dark at 4°C)  to  cell 

2.  Incubate  cells  at  37°C  for 4 h. 
3. Dilute m e d i u m "  solution 1:l with  dimethyl  formanide  containing  20%  SDS 

4. Mix  and  measure  absorbance  (h590nm). 

cultures  to  give  a  final  concentration  of  0.5  mg/mL. 

and  incubate  overnight at room  temperature. 

3.2.3.  Characterization of 1A9  Specificity 
by Competitive  Western Blot (Fig. 2) 

1.  Resolve  the  equivalent  of 2-4 mL  of  conditioned  medium  per  gel  lane  on  a  Tris- 
glycine-buffered  SDS-containing 6% polyacrylamide  gel. 

2.  Transfer  the  protein  to an Immobilon P membrane  with  a  mini-Trans-Blot  system 
(Bio-Rad,  Hercules,  CA)  for  1  h at 100 V using  a  Tris-glycine  transfer  buffer, 
pH 8.3, containing  15%  (v/v)  methanol.  Cut  the  membrane  into  strips  to  allow 
comparative  immunodetection  with  different  antibodies  and  conditions (see Note 1). 

3. Block  nonspecific  antibody  binding  sites  by  incubating  the  membrane  for 1 h at 
room  temperature  in  PBS  containing  0.1%  (v/v)  Tween-20  and  5%  (w/v)  nonfat 
milk  proteins  (Marvel). 

4. Incubate  the  membrane  overnight at 4°C in  primary  detection  antibody  diluted  in 
PBS  containing  0.1 % (v/v)  Tween-20  and  2%  (w/v)  BSA  as  detailed  in Table 2. 

5.  Wash the membrane thoroughly in PBS containing 0.1% (vh)  Tween-20 
(3x 1  min and 2x 5  min.). 

6. Incubate  membrane  for  1  h at room  temperature  with  species-specific,  anti-IgG 
antibodies  followed  by  further  washing  as  described  in step 5, and  finally  incu- 
bate  the  membrane  for 1 h  with peroxidase-antiperoxidase antibodies at the  dilu- 
tions  specified  in Table 3. This  protocol  was  used to achieve  the  results  presented 
in Fig. 2. An  alternative  detection  method  is  described  below. 

7.  Wash  the  membrane  thoroughly  as  described  in step 5 and  detect  the  immunore- 
active  signal  using  ECL  as  described  in  the  manufacturer's  instructions. 

3.2.3.1. ALTERNATIVE IMMUNODETECTION  PROTOCOL 

The  following  is  an  alternative  immunodetection  protocol  that is shorter  but 
may be  slightly  less  sensitive,  depending  on  the  affinity of the  antibodies  used. 

1.  Block,  incubate  in  primary  antibody  and  wash  membrane  as  described  in Sub- 
heading  3.2.3. above. 

2.  Incubate  membrane  for  1  h  at  room  temperature  in 15000 dilution  of  antimouse 
IgG  conjugated  to  horseradish  peroxidase  or  with  1:  15,000  dilution  of  antirabbit 
IgG  conjugated  to  horseradish  peroxidase. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fig.  2.  Western  blot  of  IMR-32  cell-conditioned  medium  (100-fold  concentrate) 
demonstrating  1A9  epitope  specificity.  Immunodetection  was  with  antibodies  22C11 
(lane l), 1A9  (lane  2),  1A9  preincubated  with  CISEVKM  (lane  3),  1A9  preincubated 
with  GSNKGPIIGLM  (lane 4), 1A9  preincubated  with  ISEVKMD  (lane 5 ) ,  and 
A4( 1-10) (lane 6).  1A9  recognized  a  protein  of  approx  110  kDa  that  migrates  with  a 
similar  molecular  size  to  secreted  APP  species  detected  with 22Cll and  to sAPPa 
detected  with  A4( 1-10). Lower  molecular  weight  (approx  100 ma) ,  less intense  1A9 
immunoreactive  protein  bands,  were  visualized  with  longer  film  exposure  times. The 
1A9  immunoreactivity  was  abolished  by  preincubation  with  peptide  CISEVKM,  which 
corresponds to the  amino  acid  sequence  of  the  C-terminus  of  sAPPP,  but  not  with 
peptide  ISEVKMD,  which  has  an  additional  C-terminal  amino  acid,  or  with  peptide 
GSNKGPIILM,  which  has  a  C-terminal  methionine  but  whose  amino  acid  sequence is 
unrelated  to  the  C-terminal  amino  acid  sequence  of  sAPPP. 

3. Wash  and  detect  immunoreactive  signal  using  the  ECL  reagent  as  described  by 
the  manufacturer. 

3.2.3.2. GENERAL  PROTEIN  STAIN  FOR BLO~ING MEMBRANES 

This  stain  can  be  used  to  visualize  high-abundance  proteins  on  the  mem- 
brane  following  immunodetection.  Sensitivity  can  be  enhanced if carried  out 
on a  membrane  that  has  not  been  through  the  immunodetection  procedure,  as 
background  staining is reduced  in  the  absence of blocking  proteins.  Molecular 
weight markers  may  also be  visualized  with  this  stain,  although  slight shrink- 
age of the  membrane  should  be taken  into account if comparative  molecular 
sizes  are  being  estimated. 

1.  Wash  the  PVDF  membrane  briefly  in  water  or  PBS. 
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Table 2 
PeDtide  Preincubation  Conditions  for  Competitive  Western  Blot 
Primary antibody Final  Concentration 

1 A9 monoclonal 0.5-1 mg/mL 
1A9 (1 pg/mL) preincubated for  16 h at 4°C 1 pg/mL 

1A9 (1 pg/mL) preincubated for  16 h at 4°C  1 pg/mL 

1A9 (1 pg/mL) preincubated for  16 h at  4°C 1  pg/mL 

22C 1 1 monoclonal 0.1  pg/mL 
A4(1-10) polyclonal 1 : 1000  dilution 

with 60 mM CISEVKM peptide 

with 60 mM ISEVKMD peptide 

with 60 pl4 GSNKGPIILM peptide 

Table 3 
Working  Dilutions  for  Detection  Antibodies 
Detection antibody Working dilution 
Antimouse IgG 
Antirabbit IgG 

1:3000 from stock 
1:6000 from stock 

Mouse peroxidase-antiperoxidase 1 :3000 from stock 
Rabbit peroxidase antiperoxidase 1:4000 from  stock 

2.  Incubate  the  membrane  for  approx 1 min  in  staining  solution  containing  0.1% 
(w/v)  Coomassie  brilliant  blue,  1%  (v/v)  acetic  acid,  and 40% (v/v)  methanol  in 
distilled H20. 

3. Destain  with  successive  changes  of  50%  methanol  until  protein  bands  can be 
visualized  above  background. 

4. Prevent  further  destaining  by  washing  the  membrane  twice  with  water  and  allow 
the  membrane to dry. 

5. The staining  protocol  may  be  repeated  to  increase  the  intensity  of  the  protein 
bands  as  necessary. 

3.2.4. Characterization of  IA9 Specificity 
by Selective  Immunoprecipitation  Followed by Western Blot (Fig. 3) 

1.  Collect  the  cell  conditioned  medium  and  remove  cellular  debris  by  centrifugation 
at a  minimum  of 3000g for  5  min.  Add  10-fold  concentrated  immunoprecipita- 
tion  (IP)  buffer to give  a  final  concentration  of  100 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.4, con- 
taining  150 mM NaCl,  1%  Triton X-l00 and  a  cocktail  of  protease  inhibitors 
(Complete,  Boehringer  Mannheim). 

2.  Wash  the  stock  Protein  G  Sepharose  bead  slurry  gently 3 times  in IP buffer.  To 
each IP reaction  containing 5-10 mL  culture  supernatant,  add 40 pL 1:  1  suspen- 
sion  of  Protein  G  Sepharose  and  5 pg of  antibody (see Note 2). 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Fig.  3.  Western  blot  demonstrating  lack  of  cross  reactivity  between  1A9  mono- 
clonal  and sAPPa. Lanes  1,  3,  and  4  contain  fourfold  concentrated  IMR-32  (trans- 
fected with  APP751) cell-conditioned medium. Lanes 2 and 5 contain sAPPa 
immunoprecipitated  with  A4( 1-25) antibody  from 7.5 mL cell-conditioned  medium. 
Immunodetection  was  carried  out  with  antibodies  22C11  for  total  secreted  APP  (lanes 
1 and  2) or with  1A9  for  SAPPP  (lanes  3-5).  1A9  does  not  detect sAPPa immunopre- 
cipitated  with  A4( 1-25). 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

Incubate  antibody-Sepharose  medium  overnight  at  4°C  or  2  h  at  room  tempera- 
ture  with  gentle  shaking/rocking. 
Centrifuge at lOOOg for  1 min or a l-S pulse  using  a  microfuge. 
Wash  pellet  three  times  in IP buffer,  once  in IP buffer  containing 500 mM NaCl 
and  once  in 10 mMTris-HC1,  pH 7.4 (transferring  to  fresh  tubes  at  each  stage  can 
reduce  background  immunoreactivity  of  the  final  Western  blot). 
Resuspend  the  beads  in  20 pL threefold  concentrated  reducing  sample  buffer 
(described  in Subheading 2.). Heat  for 5 min  at  90-100°C  and  centrifuge  the 
beads at lOOOg for 1 min.  Fractionate  the  supernatant on a SDS polyacrylamide 
gel  (typically  a  Tris-glycine  buffered 6 2 0 %  acrylamide  gradient  gel). 

Carry out protein transfer  and  immunodetection as described in the Western 
blot protocol in Subheading 3.2.3. 

4. Notes 
1.  High  background  staining  generally  can be reduced by changing,  one  by  one,  the 

parameters  listed  as  follows.  Nonspecific  detection of proteins  may  be  reduced 
by  further  diluting  the  primary  antibody.  Several (5-10) near-identical  pieces  of 
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membrane  should be prepared  that  contain  a  track  of  nonspecific  proteins  and  a 
track  of  the  protein  of  interest  in  order  to  optimize  the  immunodetection  steps 
listed  below. 
a. Blocking  proteins. 
b. Detection  antibody  batch  and concentration (carried out  in absence of 

c. Number  of  wash  steps  and  volume of washes. 
d.  Primary  antibody  concentration. 
e. Membrane  type  (PVDF  vs  nitrocellulose). 
Nonspecific  detection  of  high-abundance  proteins,  such  as  serum  albumin  from 
culture  medium,  can  also be a  problem.  This is particularly  the  case  where  the 
immunoreactive  protein  and  the  abundant,  irrelevant  protein  comigrate  electro- 
phoretically,  as  determined  using  a  general  protein  stain. 

2. Background immunoreactivity can be reduced by removing proteins that 
nonspecifically  bind  to  Sepharose  (Sigma)  prior  to  immunoprecipitation.  This 
may be achieved  by  preadsorbing  the  medium  with  Sepharose  as  described 
previously (Subheading 3.2.4.) omitting  the  antibody.  Incubate  for  1  h at room 
temperature,  centrifuge  at  200g,  for 5 min,  discard  the  Sepharose,  and  use  the 
culture  medium. 

primary  antibody). 
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p-Secretase 

Tissue  Culture  Studies  of  Sequence  Specificity, 
Inhibitors,  and  Candidate  Enzymes 

Martin Citron 

1. Introduction 
When  the  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP) was  cloned,  AP  was  found  to  be 

part of the  large  APP  molecule  and  it  became  obvious  that  at  least  two 
endoproteolytic  cleavage  events  are  required  to  release Ap  from  its  large  pre- 
cursor ( I ) .  More than 10 yr  later  nobody  has  published  definitive  identification 
of either of the  proteases,  although  they are prime  therapeutic  targets  for  an 
antiamyloid  therapy  for  Alzheimer's  disease. 

1.1. p-Secretase  Cleavage,  p-Secretase  Cleavage Metabolites 
and the Generation of AP 

The  enzymatic  activity  generating  the  N-terminus of Ap has  been  named 
p-secretase (Fig. 1). It  is not  known  whether  p-secretase  is  just  one  protease  or 
whether several  different  proteases are involved  in  p-secretase  cleavage. The 
primary  p-secretase  site  is  between  the Met596 and  residues  (APP695 
numbering),  but cleavages at  other  positions  have  been  described (2) and  it 
appears  likely  that  at  least  some of these  cleavages are performed by different 
enzymes (3). PSecretase  cleavage of full-length  APP  generates  two  metabo- 
lites  that  can  be  tracked  as  markers of p-secretase  activity:  a  secreted  SAPPP 
molecule,  which  ends  with  Met59a,  and  a  membrane-bound 1ZkDa molecule, 
which  contains  the  entire Ap peptide  plus  the  C-terminal  cytoplasmic  tail.  The 
12-kDa  fragment gives  rise  to  AP on y-secretase  cleavage (Fig. 1). The  SAPPP 
molecule  can  be  conveniently  detected  with  antibodies  specific  for  the 
neoepitope  generated  by  p-secretase  cleavage (4) (see Chapter 14). If such 
antibodies  are  not  available,  the  SAPPP  molecule  can  be  electrophoretically 
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Fig. 1. The schematic  shows APP695 with  the  large  N-terminal  ectodomain in black 
dots,  the Ap region  in  black  and  the  C-terminus  in  white  (not  drawn  to  scale). N- and 
O-glycosylated  full-length APP can  be  processed  by a-secretase to  yield  secreted 
sAPPa and  a  membrane-bound 10 kDa  fragment  or  by  p-secretase  to  yield  secreted SAPPP 
and  a  membrane-bound 12 kDa  fragment.  These  membrane-bound  fragments  can  each 
undergo  y-secretase  cleavage  to  give  rise  to  the  secreted  fragments AP and  p3. The 
hypothetical  p7  fragment  has  not  yet  been  detected. 

separated  from  the  much  more  abundant sAPPa  molecule based on  the  size 
difference of 17 amino  acids.  The  12-kDa  fragment  can  be  detected  in  cell 
extracts by immunoprecipitation  with  antibodies to  the  C-terminus of APP (5). 
However, these  antibodies  also  precipitate  the  much  more  abundant  10-kDa 
fragment  generated by a-secretase  cleavage. To specifically  detect  only  the 
12-kDa  fragment,  antibodies  to  the  N-terminus of Ap  are  recommended.  The 
12-kDa  fragment is rapidly  turned  over  to  Ap.  Therefore, Ap generation  can 
be  used  to  monitor  p-secretase  cleavage. In studies  that  specifically 
address p-secretase  cleavage,  one of the  other  metabolites just described 
should  be  used  as  an  endpoint  in  addition  to Ap  measurements,  because  other- 
wise  one  cannot  decide  whether  a  specific  procedure  has affected  processes 
other  than  p-secretase  cleavage, e. g., y-secretase  cleavage  or  secretion of Ap. 

1.2. Efforts to Characterize and Isolate p-Secretase Using 
Synthetic Peptides  Have Not Been Successful 

Once  the  major  p-secretase  cleavage  site  had  been  defined  as  Met596-A~p597, 
the  obvious approach was  to  generate  peptide  substrates  as  cleavage  site  models 
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and  use  those  to  screen  brain  fractions  or  test  known  proteases  for cleavage. 
Using  this  approach,  a  variety of proteases  have  been  put  forward  as  p-secretase 
candidates,  among  them  the  proteasome,  cathepsin G, cathepsin  D,  and  various 
serine  and  metalloproteases  from  the  human  brain  (for  review see ref. 6). Inter- 
estingly,  several of the  candidates  have  properties  that  make  them very unlikely, 
e.g.,  they  prefer  small  peptides,  are  not found  in  neurons,  or  are  located  in  the 
cytosol. Thus, the  Met-Asp  bond can be cleaved by various enzymes  that do 
not  play  a  role  in AB generation,  and  screening  with  a  small  peptide  cleavage 
site  model  is  likely  to  lead  to  the  identification of an  irrelevant  enzyme  after  a 
lengthy  purification  procedure. 

1.3. Discovery  of the Swedish  Mutation 
and  How It Influences AP Generation 

In  the  early  years  after  the  cloning of  APP, p-secretase  cleavage  could  not  be 
well  investigated because  it was  generally  assumed  that Ab generation  occurred 
only  under  pathological  conditions,  i.e., in the  brains of AD  patients.  In  1992 
several  groups  simultaneously  discovered  that  AP is generated by intact  cells 
in  tissue  culture  (for  review see ref. 7). This  finding  allowed  researchers  to 
study  p-secretase  cleavage  in  tissue  culture.  Almost  all  our  current  knowledge 
about  the  secretases  comes  from  studies  on  intact  cells  that  process  various 
APP  derivatives  under  a  variety of experimental  conditions.  When  Mullan 
et al. (8) reported  an  AD-linked  double  mutation  at  the  P1  and  P2  postions of 
the  Met-Asp  p-secretase  cleavage  site,  it  was  immediately  analyzed  whether 
this  mutation  would  affect  Ap  generation.  Indeed,  the  Lys-Met  to  Asn-Leu 
exchange  causes  a  massive  increase  in  Ap  generation,  and  the  Met+Leu 
exchange  contributes  most of that  increase (9). This  result  suggests  that 
p-secretase  has  some  sequence  specificity, so that  a  single  mutation  at  the  P1 
position  can  greatly  enhance  p-secretase  cleavage.  Additional  studies  using  the 
methods  described  in Subheading 3.1. confirmed  this  initial  observation  and 
demonstrated  that  p-secretase  is  surprisingly  sequence  specific. 

1.4. Purpose and Scope 
The  following  paragraphs  outline  some of the  materials  and  methods  that 

have  been  used  to  generate  data  about  the  in  vivo  properties of p-secretase. 
This  list  is  not  complete  and  only  approaches  familiar  to  the  author  have  been 
considered. However, many  questions  about  p-secretase  specificity  could  still 
be  addressed  using  the  tools  described  as  follows. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Cell Lines 

Any  mammalian  cell  line  that  I  have  used  seems  to  contain  a  p-secretase 
activity. Thus,  the  choice of a  cell  line  should  be  based  on  the  particular  ques- 
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tion  to  be  addressed.  It  may  be  preferable  to  use  a  cell  line  that  is  particularly 
easy  to  transfect  (e.g.,  cos  cells)  or  a  line  that  can  be  differentiated  into  neu- 
rons (e.g., NT2). 

2.2. Antibodies 

Some  antibodies  required  for  the  analysis  are  available  commercially.  The 
monoclonal  antibodies 4G8 and  6E10  (Senetek,  Maryland  Heights,  MO)  are 
widely  used  to  detect  AP  by  immunoprecipitation, ELISA,  and  Western  blot 
assays.  Antibody  6E10  also  immunoprecipitates  sAPPa,  but  not  sAPPP. 
Polyclonal  or  monoclonal  antibodies  to  the  p-secretase  neoepitope  have  been 
described (4) (Chapter 14) and  polyclonal  antibodies  to  the  APP  C-terminus 
can  easily  be  generated (IO). 

2.3. Transfection and Labeling 
1.  Lipofectin  (Gibco-BRL,  Gaithersburg, MD). 
2. Met-free medium: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium  (DMEM)  minus 

methionine  (Gibco-BRL),  supplemented  with  L-glutamine  and  10%  dialyzed  fetal 
calf  serum  (FCS)  (Gibco-BRL  or  prepared  in the lab by dialyzing  regular  FCS 
over  night  against DMEM  minus  methionine). 

3. 35S-Methionine  (approx 10 mCi/mL,  NEN  DuPont  [Boston,  MA]  or  Amersham). 
4. MEM  Select-Amine  kit  (Gibco-BRL). 
5. ~-[2,3,4,5,6-~H] Phenylalanine  (approx  1  mCi/mL,  Amersham). 

2.4. Cell Extracts 
1. Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS): 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM KC1,  2 mM potassium 

phosphate,  and 10 mM sodium  phosphate,  pH 7.4. 
2. Sodium  Tris EDTA NP40 (STEN)/lysis  buffer: 50 mM Tris,  pH  7.6,  150 mM 

NaC1, 2 mM EDTA,  1%  NP-40,  0.2%  bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA), protease 
inhibitors of choice (e.g.,  AEBSF [4-{a-aminoethyl}-benzenesulfonylfluoride], 
pepstatin,  leupeptin,  E-64). 

2.5. Immunoprecipitation 
1.  Protein  A  Sepharose: 100 mg/mL. Protein A  Sepharose CL4B (Sigma  P-3391, 

Sigma  Chemical  CO.,  St.  Louis,  MO)  in  STEN  buffer  with  5  mg/mL  BSA. 
2.  Wash  buffers:  0.5 M STEN  buffer  (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris,  pH  7.6,  150 mM 

NaCl,  2 mM EDTA,  0.2%  NP-40),  SDS-STEN  buffer  (0.1%  SDS, 50 mM Tris, 
pH  7.6,  150  mMNaC1,2  mMEDTA,  0.2%  NP-40),  STEN (50 mMTris,  pH  7.6, 
150 mM NaCl,  2 mM EDTA,  0.2%  NP-40). 

3. Loading  buffer:  Tris-glycine  SDS  sample  buffer or Tris-tricine  SDS  sample  buffer 
(Novex,  San  Diego,  CA). 

4. 10-20% SDS  Tris-tricine  gels  and 8% Tris-glycine  gels  (Novex) for analysis of 
AD and  SAPPP  immunoprecipitates. 
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2.6. Drugs 

(DMSO)  or  ethanol. 
All  drugs  were  purchased  from  Sigma  and  dissolved  in  dimethylsulfoxide 

3. Methods 
3. l .  Site-Directed Mutagenesis to Study  p-secretase  cleavage 

To address  the  sequence  specificity of p-secretase,  mutations  around  the 
p-secretase  cleavage  site  were  introduced  using  standard  molecular  biology 
techniques.  The  mutated  APP  molecule  was  then  transiently  transfected  into 
293 human  embryonic kidney  cells  and  the Ab peptides  secreted  from  these 
cells  were  analyzed (see Subheading 3.4.1.) (11). 

This  method  allows  one  to  rapidly  evaluate  the  effect  a  specific  mutation  has 
on AD production,  but  one  has  to  be  aware of the  limitations of the  approach. 
First,  immunoprecipitations  from  transient  transfectants  show  a  higher  experi- 
ment-to-experiment  variation  than  immunoprecipitations from  stable  lines  that 
are  laborious  to  generate (see Note 1). It  is  recommended  to  monitor  sAPPa 
levels  as  a  control so that  the  transfectant  indeed  overexpresses  the  APP  con- 
struct.  The  second  problem  is  that all cell  lines  show  some  endogenous Ap 
generation.  This  is  not  a  problem  when  the  mutant  construct  overproduces  AP, 
but if a  particular  mutation  greatly  diminishes  p-secretase  cleavage  the  endog- 
enous  background  can  be  problematic.  Despite  these  limitations  the  method 
has  been  successfully  used  to  analyze  various  mutant  constructs  for  their  effects 
on  p-secretase  cleavage.  Mutant  constructs  with  substitutions  around  the 
p-secretase  cleavage  site,  deletions  within  the AB region and  constructs  with 
STOP  codons  that  cause  premature  termination  were  tested  for  their  effects  on 
p-secretase  cleavage (Table 1). 

If the Ab  or  SAPPP  generated  from  the  mutant  construct  is  analyzed by an 
ELISA  or  immunoprecipitation  assay,  it  can  be  clearly  determined  which 
mutations  increase  or  decrease  p-secretase  cleavage. However, these  methods 
do  not allow one  to  determine  whether  the  cleavage  site has  been  changed  by 
the  mutation. To determine  the  exact  p-secretase  cleavage  site,  the  Ap  peptides 
can  be  analyzed by immunoprecipitation  followed by mass  spectrometry (12). 
Alternatively, aminoterminal radiosequencing of immunopreciptated Ab allows 
one  to  determine  the  p-secretase  cleavage  site.  Details of this  method have 
been  described (2). 

3.2. Inhibitor Studies to Analyze  p-Secretase  Cleavage 

Cell  lines  stably  transfected  with  APP  can  be  used  in  experiments  to  analyze 
the  properties  and  subcellular  localization of p-secretase  cleavage.  In  this 
paradigm  the  substrate  (APP)  is  kept  constant, but the  tissue  culture  media  is 
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Table 1 
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Mutagenesis  Study of p-Secretase  Cleavage  Site (77) 

Mutation  Resultlinterpretation 

V594 A,W Substitution  or  deletion of P3  affects  p-secretase 

K595  N,E  Substitutions  at  P2  also  affect  p-secretase  cleavage 
M596  A,V,A,K,E,I These  substitutions  at  P1  decrease  p-secretase  cleavage 
M596 L,Y,F Only  these  large  hydrophobic  substitutions  at Plallow 

p-secretase  to  cleave 
D597  K,G,A,I,N  These  substitutions  at  P1'  change  the  p-secretase 

cleavage site 
D597  E  Only  this  substitution  at  P1'  generates  normal  Ap 
A598 A,E,K Substitutions  at  P2  affect  p-secretase  cleavage 
Deletion of 435-9 Shortened AB peptide  with  normal Aspl 
Deletion of  Ap9-12 Shortened  Ap  peptide  with  normal Aspl 
Stop  after  aa 5 1 p-Secretase  cleavage  does  not  require  cytoplasmic 

domain of APP 
Stop  after  aa 40 p-Secretase  cleavage  requires  membrane  boun  substrate 

cleavage 

manipulated  and  the  effects of these  manipulations are analyzed by immuno- 
precipitation,  ELISA  or  immunocytochemistry (see Notes 1 and 2). The 
experiment  can  be  performed  as  a  pulse  chase  in  which  cells  are  metabolically 
labeled  and  then  chased  with  medium  containing  compounds of interest. 
Alternatively,  the  labeling  can  be  done  in  the  presence of the  compounds  or 
cells  can  be  incubated  with  compounds  and  the  effects  on  Ap  or  SAPPP 
production  can  be  analyzed by ELISA.  Effects  on  the  cleavage  site  can  again 
be  analyzed by mass  spectrometry or radiosequencing.  A  variety of compounds 
have  been  tested  for  effects  on  P-secretase  in  one of these  paradigms (Table 2, 
see also Note 3). 

3.3. Analysis of Candidate Enzymes 

Using  the  same  analysis  methods  employed  for  APP  mutants or potential 
p-secretase  inhibitors,  candidate  secretases  can  be  analyzed (see Note 1). 
This  has  been  demonstrated  for  cathepsin S, which  was  found  to  cause 
increased Ab production on transfection into 293 kidney cells. Using the  methods 
described  herein,  cathepsin S was  ruled  out  as  p-secretase,  because  a  potent 
inhibitor of this  enzyme  did  not  inhibit  endogenous  Ap  production  and 
radiosequencing  demonstrated  that  in  the  transfected  cells  cathepsin S 
cleaved  between L y ~ ~ ~ ~ - M e t ~ ~ 6 ,  but  not  between  Met596 (13). Any 
candidate  p-secretase  can  be  subjected  to  similar  tests. 
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Table 2 
Examples of psecretase  Inhibitor  Studies 
Compound  Effect  Authors’  interpretation  Ref. 
Leupeptin  None  P-Secretase  not  leupeptin  sensitive (14) 

compartment (14) 

compartment  in  primary  human 
mixed  brain  cultures (15) 

Met59sAsp597  cleavage 
Alternative  sites  cleaved  by 

different  enzymes (3) 

in  the  endoplasmic  reticulum of 
NT2N neurons (16) 

NH&l  AP decreased  P-Secretase  cleavage  requires  acidic 

Bafilomycin A1 AS decreased  P-Secretase  cleavage  requires  acidic 

AEBSF  AP  decreased  Direct  or  indirect  inhibition  of 

Brefeldin  A  SAPPP  generated  Evidence  for  p-secretase  cleavage 

3.4. AP Peptide Analysis 
3.4.1. Transfection  Experiment  and  Labeling 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Transiently  transfect 10 cm dishes  of 293 human  embryonic  kidney cells with 
APP  construct  or  secretase  candidate  of  choice.  Most  liposome  transfection 
methods  work  well,  the  author  suggests  use  of  lipofectin  (Gibco-BRL)  exactly 
following  the  manufacturer’s  instructions. 
Let  cells  recover  from  transfection  and  label for 16  h  with  600  pCi 35S methion- 
ine in 4 mL  methionine-free  DMEM  containing  10%  dialyzed  FBS. 
For  radioactive  sequencing  of  AP,  prepare  phenylalanine-free  medium  using  the 
MEM  Select-Amine  kit,  supplement  with 10% dialyzed FBS and  label  two 10 cm 
dishes  of  cells  in this medium  with 2.5 mCi/dish ~-[2,3,4,5,6-~H] phenylalanine 
(Amersham,  Amersham, UK). This  amino  acid is incorporated  at  positions 4, 19, 
and 20 of Ab, which  makes it relatively  easy to determine  where  exactly  the 
protein  under  investigation  was  cleaved. 

3.4.2. Preparation  of  Cell  Extracts 

1. Collect  the  medium  and  wash  the cells once  with  ice-cold  PBS. 
2. Scrape the  cells  in 1 mL  PBS.  Transfer to a  screwcapped  Eppendorf  tube. 

Centrifuge for 5 min at 3000g in a  microfuge  to  pellet  intact cells. 
3. Add 800 pL STENAysis  buffer.  Resuspend  the  cells  by  vortexing  (cells  should 

lyse  at  this  point,  with  insoluble  cytoskeleton  and  nuclei  visible).  Incubate  the 
cell  suspension  on  ice  for 10 min. 

4. Centrifuge  for 10 min  at 10,OOOg to  pellet  nuclei  and  cytoskeleton. 
5. Transfer  the  supernatant  into  a  fresh  screwcapped  Eppendorf  tube.  At  this  point, 

extracts  can  be  frozen. 
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3.4.3.  Immunoprecipitation of  Cell  Extracts 

1.  Preclear  samples  with  protein  A-Sepharose  to  reduce  background.  Add 40 pL 
Protein  A-Sepharose  and  incubate  with  shaking at 4°C  for 30 min.  Then  centri- 
fuge  for  5  min at 6000g.  Transfer  the  precleared  supernatant to a  fresh  tube. 

2.  Add the appropriate amount of antibody (serum: 1:lOO-1:300 dilution, 
monoclonals  approx 10 mg/mL  final  concentration)  and  25 pL, protein  A-Sepharose. 
Incubate  with  shaking  at  4°C  for 1 h. 

3. Pellet  the  antigen-antibody-protein  A  complexes  by  centrifuging  for  5  min at 
6000g  in  a  microfuge. 

4.  Wash the  pellet  with  the  following  buffers,  each  for  20  min  at  4°C.  Collect  beads 
by  centrifugation  as  before. 
a. 1st wash - 0.5  M-STEN  buffer 
b.  2nd  wash - SDS-STEN  buffer 
c.  3rd  wash - STEN  buffer 

5. After  the  final  centrifugation  carefully  remove  the  supernatant.  Add 12-16 pL, 2X 
loading  buffer.  Boil  the  sample  for  5  min  to  dissociate  the  complex,  then  centri- 
fuge  for  10  min  at 14,OOOg in a  microfuge.  Transfer  the  supernatant  to  a  fresh 
screwcapped  tube.  Repeat  the  boiling  and  centrifugation  steps  on  the  supernatant. 

6.  Load  the samples onto an SDS polyacrylamide gel. Samples may be stored at 
-20°C prior  to electrophoresis. 

3.4.4.  Immunoprecipitation of Secreted  Proteins  from  Medium 

1. Centrifuge  samples  for 10 min at 3000g to remove  cellular  debris  and  precipi- 
tated  proteins.  Depending  on  the  size  of  the  sample,  immunoprecipitation  can be 
done  either  in  an  Eppendorftube or in  a  15-mL  conical  tube.  Use  at  least  3 mL of 
conditioned  media  for  AP  immunoprecipitation.  For  precipitation  of sAPPa and 
SAPPP  0.5 mL is sufficient. 

2. Carefully transfer  the supernatant to a  new tube, add antibody and protein 
A-Sepharose,  incubate  with  shaking at 4°C for at least  1 h, and  continue  as 
described  for  immunoprecipitation  of  cell  extract (Subheading 3.4.3.). 

3. Separate  the  immunoprecipitates  on  Tris-tricine  gels  and  subject  to  fluorography 
or  blot  onto  PVDF  membrane  for  radiosequencing. 

3.4.5. Drug Treatment  Experiment 

1.  Grow  cells  stably  transfected  with  APP  to  confluency. 
2.  Starve  the cells for  45  min  in  methionine-free DMEM  without  serum. 
3.  Label  the  cells  for  2  h  in  4 mL methionine-free  DMEM  without  serum  in  the 

presence  of 600 pCi 35S-methionine. 
4.  Discard  the  labeling  medium,  wash  the  cells  briefly  with  DMEM,  and  incubate  in 

DMEM  containing 10% FBS, lOOX methionine  and  the  compound  of  choice  for  2  h. 
5. Prepare medium  and extract and process  as  described  in Subheadings 

3.4.2.-3.4.4.). 
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4. Notes 
1. Technical problems can arise  at  several  steps  in  the  protocols. Transient 

transfections should be carefully optimized using p-gal staining  to  estab- 
lish a reproducible transient  transfection  procedure  with  high  transfection 
efficiency  in  the  cell line of  choice.  If  this  is  not  done,  the  results  of  the  experiments 
may be difficult  to  interpret  due  to  variability  in  transfection  efficiencies  between 
different  samples  and - if  the  expression  of  the  transfected  construct is not  high 
enough - because  of  AP  production  from  the  endogenous  APP  gene.  In  my 
experience it  is impossible to combine  transfection  with  a  subsequent  compound 
treatment,  because cells that are still  suffering  from  the  transfection  tend  to  die 
during  treatment  procedures  in  a  nonreproducible  manner. 

2. Some  compounds  may  not be soluble  in  water  and  require  initial  solubilization  in 
organic  solvents  like  ethanol or DMSO. It  is critical  that  a  solvent  control is run 
in  parallel  to  distinguish  compound  from  solvent  effects.  Final  DMSO  concentra- 
tions  below 1% have  been  found  to  be  acceptable.  Compounds  may  exert  nonspe- 
cific  toxic  effects  on  the  cells,  which  may  be  misinterpreted  as  specific  inhibition 
of  p-secretase.  Nonspecific  toxicity  should be addressed  by  running  a  cell  viabil- 
ity  assay  (e.g., 3-[4,5-dimethylthioxol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetr~olium] [Mm] (see 
Chapter  4)  or  lactate  dehydrogenase [LDH] release) or by  monitoring  secretion 
of  proteins  other  than  Ap,  e.g., sAPPa. If  the  labeling  and  the  compound  treatment 
are  done  in  parallel,  changes  in  p-secretase  metabolites  could  be  due  to  effects  on 
APP  protein  production  rather  than  processing.  APP  production  effects  can be 
excluded  in  a  labeling-chase  paradigm. 

3. In  the  absence  of  a  cloned  or  purified  p-secretase,  studies  on  intact  living cells 
are  the  only  way  to  extract  information  about  this  protease. The strengths of this 

. approach are obvious:  the  papers  referenced  here  have  provided  valuable  infor- 
mation  about  the  subcellulpr  localization,  properties,  and  sequence  specificity  of 
the  elusive  enzyme. The cathepsin S example  demonstrates  how  a  combination of 
inhibitor  and  transfection  studies  can  be  used  to  definitely  exclude  a  candidate 
enzyme.  By  working  with  the  natural  substrate  in  intact  cells, one can  be  confi- 
dent  that  the  substrate is presented  in  the  right  compartment  in  a  membrane-bound 
form.  However,  the  intrinsic  limitations  of this approach  should  not  be  over- 
looked.  By  working  with  intact  cells,  compounds  that  are  not  cell  permeable  or 
highly  toxic  cannot be tested.  Compounds  analyzed  in  intact cells can  influence  a 
variety of pathways  and  a  given  effect  can  often  be  explained  by  a  variety of 
potential mechanisms.  At this point, major progress in our understanding  of 
p-secretase requires isolation  of the enzyme. 
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Using y-Secretase Inhibitors to Distinguish the 
Generation of the AP Peptides  Terminating 
at  Val-40  and  Ala-42 

Paolo A. Paganetti and Matthias Staufenbiel 

1. Introduction 
A  large  body of evidence  suggests  a  causative  role of P-amyloid  (Ab)  in  the 

pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s  disease  (reviewed  in refs. I and 2). AP is neuro- 
toxic and toxicity  requires  the  formation of amyloid  fibrils  similar  to  those 
found in senile  plaques (3). Autosomal  dominant mutations linked  to  Alzheimer’s 
disease  were  identified  in  three  different  genes (45). All  mutations  apparently 
alter  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP)  metabolism  to  increase  the  generation 
of AP  peptides  terminating  at  amino  acid  Ala-42.  Due  to  the  tendency of the 
longer Ab peptides  to  more  readily  form  fibrils (7), these  may  accelerate  AP 
deposition,  which  ultimately  leads  to  more  aggressive,  early  onset  forms of 
Alzheimer’s  disease (8). With  the  transgenic  expression of APP in mice  this 
was  explored  further (9). Whereas a  twofold  overexpression of APP  did  not 
lead  to  AP  deposition,  the  same  quantitative  expression of APP  with a mutation 
at  codon  717  known  to  increase  the  formation of AP42  led  to  the  appearance of 
AP  deposits  at  the  age of 18  mo.  These  data  suggest  that  the AP  load  in  the 
brain  as  well  as  the  amyloidogenic  properties of the  AP  isoforms  directly  regu- 
late  deposition  and  senile  plaque  formation. 

A  potential  pharmacological  site of intervention  is  the  reduction of total  AP 
generated  in  the  brain or, specifically,  that of the  more  fibrillogenic,  longer 
forms of  AP. To this  end,  the  mechanisms  underlying AP generation  have  been 
investigated in  great  detail.  AP  is  produced  during  the  normal  cellular  metabo- 
lism of  APP, a  type I transmembrane  glycoprotein (10-12). The amino-terminus 
of AP  is  generated by p-secretase (13). In an alternative  processing  pathway, 
APP  is  cleaved by a-secretase  after  amino  acid  Lys-16 of the  AP  sequence, 
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precluding Ab production (14). The  membrane-bound  carboxy-terminal  frag- 
ments  (CTFs)  originating  from both of these  cleavages  are  the  substrates  for 
proteolysis by y-secretase,  which produces  the  carboxy-termini of AP, as  well 
as  that of the  alternative  peptide  referred  to  as P3 following  a-secretase  cleav- 
age (15). This  sequence of proteolytic  cuts  is  necessary  for  the  production of 
Ap and P3 (16,17). None of the  secretases  have  yet  been  conclusively  identified 
or  cloned.  The  inhibition of p-secretase  leads  to  alternative  amino-terminal 
cleavages  and  thus  to  peptides  with  similar  fibrillogenic  properties (18,19). In 
addition,  p-secretase  cleavage  is  involved  in  the  release of secreted APP, 
therefore  its  inhibition  may  result  in  adverse  effects.  From  these  and  other 
considerations,  it  seems  that  y-secretase  is  a  preferred  target of intervention. 

To search  for  inhibitors of y-secretase compounds  may  be  tested  on  cultured 
cells  expressing APP with AB generation  serving  as  a  readout. AB can  be 
detected  in  the  culture  medium  with  sensitive  assays  such  as ELISA or Western 
blot (see Chapters 5 and 6). Although  this  cellular “black-box”  assay  allows for 
screening of a  large  number of compounds,  little  information  on  the  mecha- 
nism of action is  obtained.  Theoretically,  several  ways of interference  exist  that 
may  impair Ap release.  These  include  gene  expression,  vectorial  transport 
along  the  secretory pathway,  sorting  to  specific  subcellular compartments, 
secretion,  inhibition of p- and  y-secretase,  as  well  as  general  cytotoxicity.  This 
chapter  focuses  on  methodologies  suited  to  discriminate  between  these 
different  mechanisms. 

Treatment with  leupeptin,  an  inhibitor of lysosomal  proteases,  has  no  effect 
on Ap generation  although  the  accumulation of amyloidogenic  CTFs  is 
observed (20). These  data  suggest  the  existence of at  least  two  metabolic  path- 
ways  for  the  CTFs:  degradation  (inhibited  by  leupeptin)  or  processing  to Ap. 
Nonlysosomal  proteases  that  have  been  proposed  to  contribute to Ap genera- 
tion  include  calpain  and  the  multicatalytic  proteinase  complex  (proteasome) 
(21,22). Because both can  be  inhibited  by  peptide  aldehydes  that  easily  pen- 
etrate  cell  membranes,  these  compounds  were  tested  for  their  effect  on AB gen- 
eration.  Calpain  inhibitor I (N-acetyl-Leu-Leu-norleucinal) causes  a  marked 
reduction  in  the  release of Ap and P3 into  the  culture  medium of cells 
overexpressing APP (23), whereas  calpain  inhibitor I1 (N-acetyl-Leu-Leu- 
methioninal)  only  slightly  inhibited Ap and P3 secretion (23). Both  calpain 
inhibitors  caused  an  intracellular  accumulation of CTFs with  apparent  molecu- 
lar  masses of 15  and 12 kDa,  which  are  presumably  the  precursors of the AB 
and P3 peptides.  Testing  concentrations  above  10 ph2 of these  compounds 
affected  cell  viability  during  an  overnight  treatment. To analyze  whether  the 
effects  on AP generation  were  caused  by  cytotoxicity  or by reduction of APP 
synthesis,  and  to  obtain  insights  into  the  site of action of these  compounds, 
classical  pulse-chase  assays  were  performed (23). APP was  metabolically 
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labeled  for 1 h  with  [35S]methionine.  After  a  3-h  chase in the  presence  or 
absence of 50 mM calpain  inhibitor I, radiolabeled  AP  peptides  were  immuno- 
precipitated,  separated  by  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  polyacrylamide  gel  electro- 
phoresis  (SDS-PAGE) and  analyzed by  fluorography.  This  method  revealed 
again  that  calpain  inhibitor  I  reduced  the  amounts of secreted  AP  and  P3, 
whereas  the  CTFs,  but  not  AP  and  P3,  accumulated  within  the  cells.  The 
inhibition of the AP and  P3  generation  and  the  accumulation of CTFs  suggests 
that  the  peptide  aldehydes  interfere  with  the  y-secretase  activity. To further 
address  this  point,  cells  transfected  with  a  cDNA  driving  the  expression of the 
100  carboxy-terminal  amino  acids ofAPP starting  at  MekS2 of APP751  (C100) 
were  chosen (23). ClOO only  requires  a  y-secretase  cleavage  to  produce  an  AP 
peptide  with  an  additional  amino-terminal  methionine.  Pulse  labeling  for 1 h 
followed by chase  in  the  presence of 50 pl4 calpain  inhibitor  I  resulted  in  the 
clear  reduction of AP  released  into  the  medium.  These  data  confirm  that  calpain 
inhibitor I inhibits  the  y-secretase,  whereas  an  effect  on  p-secretase,  which  is 
the  upstream  enzymatic  activity  producing  the  CTF  corresponding to ClOO 
cannot  be  excluded.  Meanwhile,  several  other  peptide  aldehydes  have  been 
reported  to  inhibit  AP  generation  including  calpeptin  (carbobenzoxyl-Leu- 
norleucinal),  MG132 (carbobenzoxyl-Leu-Leu-leucinal), and  MDL28  170 
(carbobenzoxyl-Val-phenylal) (24-26). 

The exact  mechanisms  leading  to  the  formation of the  carboxy-terminal  ends 
of AP at amino  acid Val-40 and  Ala-42  are not  well  understood.  As  mentioned 
earlier,  the  APP717  mutation  leads  to  an  alteration of APP  processing to 
increase  the  ratio  between AB42 and AP40. Because  this  missense  mutation 
affects  an  amino  acid  residue  distal  to  the  AP  sequence,  this  argues  against  the 
generation of AP42 followed by exopeptidase  trimming  to  produce  the  carboxy- 
terminus of AP40.  More  likely is the  possibility of two  distinct  endoproteolytic 
cleavages  at  either  amino  acid Val-40 or Ala-42. It  should  be  pointed  out  that 
the  data  on  the  peptide  aldehydes  were  initially  reported  without  discriminat- 
ing  Ab40  and  AP42.  It  is  likely  that  these  data  reflect  the  effects  on  the  main 
species  AP40. To better  clarify  this  aspect,  the  effects of calpain  inhibitor I, 
MG132,  and  calpeptin (26) as well  as  that of MDL28170 (27) were  investigated 
specifically  on  Ab40  and  AP42  production. 

Bicineflris SDS-PAGE  in  the  presence of 8 M urea  and  0.25%  SDS  was 
used  to  resolve  AP40  and  Ab42 (see Chapter 6).  Calpain  inhibitor I applied  in 
the  range of  5-50 pl4 augmented  Ab42  while  reducing  AP40.  The  effect of 
MG132  on  AP42  generation  was  an  increase  at 5 and  an  inhibition  at 
50 pl4. AP40  was  inhibited  in  a  typical  dose-dependent  manner.  MG132  was 
the  more  potent  inhibitor of AP-  as  well  as  P3-generation.  Calpeptin  did  not 
show  a  differential  effect  on  the  production of Ab40  and  Ab42  when  tested  on 
HEK-293  cells, but showed  a  similar  effect  as  calpain  inhibitor I and  MG132 
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on  COS  cells.  Together,  these  data  indicate  that  the  carboxy-termini  of 
Ab  at  amino  acid  Val-40  and  amino  acid  Ala-42  are  generated  by  distinct 
y-secretase  activities. 

As described  in  the  previous  paragraph,  the  effect of the  peptide  aldehydes on 
the  ratio of Ap40 vs  AP42 is observed only at  certain  concentrations.  It is there- 
fore  imperative  to  perform  a  complete  concentration  dependency  for every new 
compound  tested.  It  should  also  be  noted  that  the  identity of APlq0 and AP14;? is 
determined  bona  fide by the  comigration of the  cognate  synthetic  peptides  on 
SDS-PAGE. The interpretation of the  data  should be done with particular  caution, 
as certain  cultured  cells  show  quite  heterogenous  p-secretase  cleavage  at  the 
amino-terminus of Ap, leading  to  an  altered  migration on SDS-PAGE. Moreover, 
this is easily  perturbed by various  compounds.  The  use of human  embryo  kidney 
(HEK)-293  or  Chinese  hamster ovary (CH0)-K1  cells, in which  p-secretase 
generates mainly or  exclusively  the  amino-terminus of Ab at amino acid Asp-l, 
is strongly  recommended  to  study  the  effect of test  compounds  on  the  formation 
of the  AP  carboxy-termini. Alternatively, cells  should be transfected with APP 
harboring  the  Swedish  double  mutation  which  is  an  optimal  substrate  for 
p-secretase  cleavage  at  amino  acid  Asp-l of AP (18). Antibodies  reacting 
specifically to the  free  amino-  and  carboxy-terminal  amino  acids of the Ab 
peptides may be used to  confirm  the  interpretation of the  data. 

Despite  the  inhibition of AP  generation with compounds  referred  to as calpain 
and  proteasome  inhibitors,  there is  little  evidence  to  date  that  these  proteolytic 
systems  are involved in Ap generation.  More  specific  inhibitors of the  proteasome 
(lactacystin)  or of calpain  (calpastatin)  were  found  to be inactive as inhibitors of 
AP  generation  and y-secretase (25). Finally, the  effect of peptide  aldehydes on 
AD40 and  Ap42  production by a  modulatory  effect of calpain  inhibition  on 
protein  kinase  C, by a  modulatory  effect  on  presenilin  function,  or by other 
indirect  effects on Ap40/Av2 ratio  cannot be excluded completely. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Protease Inhibitors 

1. Calpain  inhibitor I and II as well  as  calpeptin  are  available  from  commercial 
sources  (Boehringer  Mannheim  [Mannheim,  Germany] and Calbiochem  [San 
Diego,  CA]). 

2.  MG132  was  synthesized  as  described (26). 
3.  Prepare  the  25-mM  stock  solutions  in  N,N-dimethyl-formamide  (DMF),  store  at 

-20°C for a maximum  of 4 wk, and dilute in culture medium shortly  before test- 
ing (see Note 1). 

2.2. cDNA Constructs 
The  plasmids  driving  the  expression of APP751Swedish, of  APP,&wedish 

with  the  c-myc  epitope Glu-Gln-Lys-Leu-Ile-Ser-Glu-Glu-Asp-Leu (281, and 
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of the  100  carboxy-terminal  amino  acids of APP  (C100)  were  reported 
previously (23). 

2.3. Cells and Culture Media 

HEK-293  cells  (American Q p e  Culture  Collection,  Rockville,  MD, ATCC 
CRL  1573)  are  propagated  using  standard  cell  culturing  techniques  in 
Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s medium (DMEM)  (LifeTechnologies [Gaithersuburg, 
MD],  Gibco-BRL  041-01085)  containing  10%  heat-inactivated  fetal  calf 
serum  (FCS)  (Life  Technologies),  on  100-mm-diameter  Petri  dishes  (Fal- 
con  3072,  Becton  Dickinson,  Rutherford, NJ) in  an  incubator  set  at 37OC 
and 5% COz. 

2.4. cDNA  Transfections 
1.  Purify  the  supercoiled DNA  by double  banding  on  a  CsCl  gradient,  or  by  using  a 

commercially  available  purification  kit  (Qiagen,  Chatsworth,  CA) (see Note 2). 
2. 2x BES  buffered saline (BBS) (final volume 500 mL):  5.35  g  N,N-bis [2- 

Hydroxyethyl-12-amino ethanesulfonic acid (BES),  8.15  g NaCl, 0.109 g 
Na2HP04  (anhydrous,  or  133.5  mg  Na2HP04.2H20),  adjust  to  pH  6.95,  sterile 
filtrate (see Note 3). 

3. 2 M CaC12 (final  volume 50 mL): 14.7  g  CaC12.2H20,  sterile  filtrate. 

2.5. Pulse Chase  Assay 
1. Pulse  medium:  0.1  mCi/mL  [35S]methionine  (commercially  available  from  sev- 

eral sources  e.g.,  Amersham,  NEN  DuPont,  Boston,  MA)  in  methionine-free 
Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s  medium  (Sigma  Chemical  Co.,  St.  Louis,  MO),  con- 
taining 20 mM HEPES,  pH  7.4 (see Note 4), 2%  dialyzed  FCS  (Life  Technolo- 
gies) (see Note 5),  100  IU/mL  penicillin,  100 pg/mL streptomycin (see Note 6). 

2. Chase  medium:  DMEM,  containing  20  mMHEPES,  pH  7.4,10% FCS, 100 IU/mL 
penicillin,  100 pg/mL streptomycin,  and  1 mM methionine. 

2.6. Immunoprecipitations 
1.  Lysis  buffer  (100 mL): 5 mL 1 M HEPES,  pH 7.0 (final  concentration 50 mM), 3 

mL 5 M NaCl(150 mM), 2 mL 0.5 M EDTA,  pH 8.0 (10 mM), 10 mL  10% NP40 
(l%), 5 mL 10%  sodium  cholate  (0.5%),  1 mL 10%  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS) 
(0.1%),  1  mL  100  mg/mL  bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA) (1 mg/mL)  (Sigma 
A7888),  and  2 mL 100  mMphenylmethylsulfony1  fluouride  (PMSF)  dissolved  in 
isopropanol (2 mM), this  latter  to  be  added  shortly  before  use. 

2.  Antibody  dilution  buffer: 50 mM HEPES,  pH  7.0,  150 mM NaCl,  10 mM EDTA. 
3. PAS: Protein  A  Sepharose  (Pharmacia,  Uppsala,  Sweden) C U B  equilibrated  in 

4. WB 1 : 1 Part  lysis  buffer,  1  part  antibody  dilution  buffer. 
5.  WB2:  Antibody  dilution  buffer  containing  0.1 % BSA,  0.1 % gelatin (see Note 8). 
6. WB3: 20 mM HEPES,  pH 7.0. 

WB2,50% slurry (see Note 7). 
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3. Methods 
3.1. cDNA  Transfections (29) 

1. Grow  the  HEK-293  cells  to  60-90%  confluency  using  a  100-mm  culture  Petri 
dish (see Note 9)  in  10 mL of  culture  medium (see Note  10). 

2.  Precipitate  20 pg DNA  in  a  clear  polystyrene or polycarbonate  centrifugation 
tube  on  dry  ice  by  adding  1/10 v01 3 M sodium  acetate  and  2 v01 EtOH.  Remove 
the  salts  by  one  wash  with  70%  Etoh,  precooled at -20°C (see Note 11). 

3.  Resuspend  the  sterilized DNA in 874 pL sterile H20, and  add  126 pL 2 M CaC12. 
4.  Slowly  add  1000 pL 2x BBS  under  continuous  gentle  shaking  and  incubate  for 

20  min at room  temperature.  During this time  a  faint  haze  will  form  in  the  solu- 
tion (see Note 12). 

5. Carefully  add  the  precipitating  cDNA/phosphate  complex  to  the  cells  in  10 mL 
culture  medium  by  gently  shaking  the  culture  dish. 

6.  Incubate  overnight  in  an  incubator  set at 37°C  and  3%  CO2. 
7.  Rinse  the cells once  with  prewarmed  phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS)  and  feed 

with  fresh  culture  medium. If required  by  the  experiment,  replate  transfected  cells 
in new  dishes.  Incubate  the cells for  at  least  a  further 12-24 h at 37OC and 5% 
CO2  before  performing  the  experiment (see Note 13). 

3.2. Metabolic  Radiolabeling, Pulse Chase Assay 
1.  For  the  work  with  radioactive  material,  comply  with  local  legislative  regulations. 

[35S]labeled  amino  acids are absorbed  rapidly  by  the  body.  Stock  solutions  usually 
contain  volatile  metabolites.  Dispose  of  contaminated  waste  as  required. 

2. To increase  the  efficiency  of  radiolabeling,  wash  the  cells  once  with  PBS  and 
starve  for 30-60 min  in  pulse  medium  in  the  absence  of  radiolabeled  amino  acids. 
This  will  deplete  most  of  the  internal  stores  of  amino  acids  that  would  otherwise 
compete  with  the  labeled  amino  acids. 

3. Pulse  is  performed for 1  h with 0.1 mCi/mL  [35S]methionine  in  pulse 
medium (see Note 6) .  

4. To chase  the  labeled  pool  of  protein,  incubate  the  cells  in  chase  medium  contain- 
ing  excess  cold  methionine  for  the  required  incubation  time,  with  or  without 
testing  compounds (see Note 14). This  is  to  exclude  an  effect  on  APP  synthesis 
(labeled  pool of APP is  generated  in  the  absence of test  compound) (see Note  15). 

3.3. Immunoprecipitations (30) 
1.  Collect  the  conditioned  media  containing  secreted  APP  metabolites  Ap,  P3,  and 

secreted  APP  and free of  cell  debris  and  insoluble  material  by  a 5 min, lOOOg 
centrifugation. 

2. To prepare cell extracts,  wash  the  cell  layers  with  PBS  and  then  lyse  by  adding 
directly  to  the  cell  layers  0.75  mL  of  ice-cold lysis buffer.  Incubate  the  plates  for 
30 min  on  ice.  Harvest  the cell lysates  using  a  rubber  policeman,  transfer  by 
pipeting  to  a  1.5 mL screwcap  polystyrene  centrifugation  tube,  incubate  on  ice 
for  10  min,  vigorously  vortex,  and  free of  insoluble  material by a  5-min,  12,000g 
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centrifugation at 4°C. Collect the  supernatants,  i.e., cell  extracts containing 
cell-associated  APP  and  CTFs,  in  a  new  centrifugation  tube. 

3. To avoid  the  nonspecific  immunoisolation  of  radiolabeled  material  that  may 
bind  to  the  solid  phase  carrier,  preclear  the  conditioned  media  and cell extracts 
for 30 min at 4°C  with 100 pL sepharose C U B  (50% slurry,  equilibrated  in 
WB2)  on  an  orbital  shaker.  After 5 min, 12,OOOg centrifugation  4"C,  transfer 
the  supernatants  to  a new  tube. 

4. Add  in 1 v01 antibody  dilution  buffer 5 pg mouse  monoclonal  antibodies or 
1-5 pL crude  rabbit  antisera  reacting  to  APP  or  metabolites  thereof (see Note 16). 

5. The binding  of  the  antigen  to  its  specific  antibody  occurs  during  an  overnight 
incubation at 4°C  by  continuous  agitation on an  orbital  shaker. 

6. Pellet  the  insoluble  material  formed  during  the  overnight  incubation  by  a  5-min, 
12,OOOg centrifugation  and  transfer  the  supernatant  to  new  tubes. 

7. Add  the  protein  A  Sepharose  beads  (Pharmacia) (50% slurry in WB2)  and 
incubate  for 30-60 min  at  4°C  on  an  orbital  shaker. 

8. Purify  the  protein  A-bound  material  by  washing  the  sepharose  beads  once  with 
WB 1  (this  wash is only  for  samples  originating  from  the  cell  extracts),  twice  with 
WB2,  and  once  with WB3. Sediment  the  Protein  A  Sepharose  beads  between  the 
different  washes  with  a  quick  10 S, 12,OOOg centrifugation. 

9.  After  the  last  wash  and  centrifugation,  recentrifuge  the  samples  and  remove  all 
traces  of  the  washing  buffer  by  aspiration  using  a  capillary. 

10.  Solubilize  the  immunoprecipitated  material  in  an  SDS-PAGE  sample  buffer,  heat 
at  95°C  for 5 min,  and  resolve  by  SDS-PAGE (see Note 17). Analysis  is  performed 
by  fluorography  on  Kodak  BioMax MR autoradiograms.  Quantification  of 
radioactive  protein is done  with,  e.g.,  an  InstantImager  (Canberra  Packard, 
Canberra,  Australia) (see Note 18). 

3.4. SOS-PAGE and Western  Blots 
These methods are described in Chapter 6. 

4. Notes 
1. Peptide  aldehydes  are  labile  in  solution  probably  due  to  oxidation.  Routinely, 

stock  solutions  in  N,N-dimethyl-formamide  that  are  stored at -20°C for  no  longer 
than  4  wk  are  prepared.  Repeated  thaw/freeze  cycles  should  be  avoided. 

2.  When  performing  calcium  phosphate  transfection, it is  crucial  to  use  high-quality 
DNA  preparations. DNA impurities  such  as  endotoxins  greatly  reduce  transfec- 
tion  efficiency. 

3. The pH  of  the  BBS  buffer is sensitive  to  temperature  changes,  and  thus  the  pH 
should be adjusted  when  the  solution  is  equilibrated  to  the  temperature  of  the 
room  where  the  precipitation  is  performed.  Alternatively,  mock  precipitations 
can be performed  with  different  buffers  adjusted to pH  values  in the range 
6.9-7.0 The  readout  for  the  optimal  buffer is the  formation  of  a  faint  haze  in 
about 10-20  min. Sterile filtration  may  also  affect  the  pH. 
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4.  HEPES is added  to  stabilize  the  pH  of  the  medium,  as  incubation  times  such  as 
those  used  in  the  pulse  chase  assay  are  not  sufficient  to  equilibrate  the  carbonate 
level  in  the  culture  medium  with  a 5% CO2  atmosphere. 

5. Dialyzed  FCS is methionine  and  cysteine  free. 
6. A  less  expensive  alternative  to  [35S]methionine  is  commercially  available  as  a 

total  lysate  from E. Coli grown  in  [35S]sulfate  (Express3%-  protein  labeling  mix, 
NEN Life  Science),  which  contains  a  mixture of  [35S]methionine  and  [35S]cysteine. 
For  the  incorporation  of  both  amino  acids,  use  methionine-  and  cysteine-free 
DMEM  (Sigma). 

7.  Certain  monoclonal  antibodies  bind  poorly  to  protein  A  and  well to protein G. 
8. To increase the stringency of the WB2 wash, the concentration of  NaCl can 

be increased up to 500 mM. Most antibodies well tolerate  the high salt 
concentration. 

9. To improve  cell  adhesion,  which  can  turn  out  to be a  problem  when  several  washes 
are required  by  the  experimental  setup,  culture  plates  should be coated  with 10 
pg/mL poly-D-lysine  (Sigma)  for  30  min  at  37°C. 

10.  Because  the  formation of the DNA precipitate  is  sensitive  to  the  pH, it  is recom- 
mended  to  change  the  culture  medium 3-4 h  before  transfection. 

11. To avoid  cell  culture  contaminations,  the DNA should be sterile.  Large  batches 
can  be  prepared in advance  and  resuspended  in  sterile  water at 1  mg/mL,  or  stored 
in  the  presence  of  1 v01 chloroform. 

12.  Very  good  transfection  efficiency  of  HEK-293 cells is obtained also with  a 
commercially available  kit (SuperFect Reagent, Qiagen). This method is 
greatly  simplified  when  compared to calcium phosphate precipitation  and 
results  in  good  reproducibility. 

13.  Monitor  transfection  efficiency  by  immunostaining  with  specific  antibodies 
reacting to  the transgene product; do not  rely on transfection  markers  such as 
P-gal or similar, as they  show  a  tendency to lead to overestimation. 

14.  A  3-h  chase is enough  for  the  almost  complete  processing/degradation  of  APP, 
which  has  a  short  half-life. 

15. Obviously, it is crucial  to  exclude  cytotoxicity  as  a  potential  effect  of  test  com- 
pounds.  As  alternative, or to  complement  the  pulse  chase  assay, it is  recommended 
to  assay  the  APP  synthesis  rate,  e.g.,  with  a  10-min  pulse  and  analysis  of  the 
radiolabeled  APP  pool at the  end  of  the  drug  treatment  time.  In  addition, it  is 
possible  to  rely  on  commercially  available  cytotoxicity  assays  such  as  the  MTS 
assay  (Promega,  Madison,  WI). 

16. The amount of antibody  required  for  quantitative  immunoprecipitation  should  be 
determined  empirically  for  every  antibody. 

17. To  avoid  diffusion  and  loss  of  labeled AD and P3 peptides,  these  can  be  fixed  in 
the  gel  with  glutaraldehyde  (0.25% in 0.4 M boric  acid/Na2HP04,  pH  6.2). 

18. To quantify  the  amount of metabolites  generated  during  the  chase,  consider  for 
normalization  the  number of methionine  and  cysteine  residues  contained in each 
metabolite.  As  an  example,  the  APP695  isoform  contains 20 methionine  and 12 
cysteine  residues,  whereas Ab contains  only 2 methionine  residues. 
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Designing  Animal  Models of Alzheimer’s  Disease 
with  Amyloid  Precursor  Protein  (APP)  Transgenes 

Jeanne F. Loring 

1. Introduction 
Amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP)  and  Alzheimer’s  disease are irrevocably 

linked,  as  APP  is  cleaved  to  form  the Ab peptides  that  are  the  major  compo- 
nents of amyloid  plaques.  One of the  most  resilient  hypotheses  about  the  cause 
of AD  centers  on  the  AP  peptide;  all  genetic  causes  and  risk  factors  can  be 
fitted  into  a  general  “amyloid  cascade  hypothesis,”  which  maintains  that  all 
pathology is initiated  by  an  abnormal  accumulation of AP  amyloid ( I ) .  

Unfortunately,  this  and  other  intriguing hypotheses  are  virtually  untested. 
The  problem  lies  in  the  fact  that  AD  is  a  uniquely  human  disease.  And,  because 
the  complex  pathology of the  disease  cannot  be  properly  modeled  in  a  culture 
dish,  the  only  hope  for  a  molecular  understanding of AD is the  discovery of an 
appropriate  animal  model.  The  goal of transgenic  approaches  is  to  accurately 
model  at  least  one  aspect of a  human  disease so that  the  process  can  be  exam- 
ined in detail.  In  this  regard,  the  transgenic  model  approach  to  understanding 
AD  has  had  a  successful  beginning.  Several  transgenic APP mouse  lines 
develop  age-related  amyloid  deposits  that  resemble  the  amyloid  pathology of 
AD. Some of these  lines  contain  the  entire  human APP gene  and are useful  for 
studying  the  effects of drugs  that  are  designed  to  interfere  with  human  APP 
metabolism.  Another kind of transgenic  line  has  targeted  changes  in  the  mouse 
APP gene;  these  allow  a  detailed  analysis of the  effects of mutations  on  APP 
processing.  Within  the  context of developing APP transgenic  animal  models 
for AD, this  chapter  discusses  the  rationale  for  using  a  transgenic  approach,  the 
ideas  behind  transgene  design,  the  relative  merits of various  approaches,  and  in 
what  ways  a  transgenic  line can  be  analyzed  for  AD  research. 
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1.1. Rationale for a Transgenic  Approach 
to Modeling  Human  Disease 

A  transgenic  animal  is  one  that  harbors  a  deliberate  change  in  its  genome. 
With  current  technology,  genes  can  be  added,  removed,  or  modified  in  situ. 
Genes  can  be  added to  many  types of animal, but the  other  methods  can so far 
only  be  done  in  the  mouse.  Genetic  models  for  human  disease  can be “built” by 
combining  different  types of genetic  modifications  in  the  initial  design of the 
model, or by breeding  together  mouse  lines  that  contain  different  alterations. 
There  is  a  growing trend  toward combining  multiple  transgenes  in  a  single 
animal,  and  the  most  successful  human  disease  models of the  future  are  likely 
to  be  made  in  this way. 

1.2. History of the APP  Transgenic  Approach 
When  researchers  began  thinking  about  making  a  transgenic  animal  model 

for  Alzheimer’s  disease, APP was  the prime  target.  There  was  a  strong  ratio- 
nale  for  this  approach,  as  it  was  known  that  in  Down  Syndrome,  there  is an 
extra  copy of the  APP  gene,  and  APP  is  overexpressed.  Because  all  Down  syn- 
drome  individuals  acquire  the  brain  pathology of AD,  including  amyloid 
plaques,  it  was  logical  to  assume  that  a  mouse  with  an  extra  copy of the  APP 
gene  would  also  develop  AD  pathology.  The  main  argument  against  this 
hypothesis  was  that  since  in  humans  the  pathology  took  many  years  to  develop, 
the  mouse  might  simply not  live  long  enough  to  acquire  AD  plaques.  A  few 
laboratories  began  making  transgenic  APP  mouse  lines  in  the  1980s,  but  the 
results  were  disappointing  because  expression of the  transgenic  protein  was 
very low, much  less  than even the  endogenous  mouse  APP  protein  levels. How- 
ever, improvement  in  transgene  design  and  discovery of AD-causing  mutations 
in  APP  greatly  improved  the  utility of APP-transgenic  mice  for  studying  AD. 

1.3. APP Mutations 
When  the  first  AD-causing  mutation  was  discovered  in  APP  in  1991 (2) it 

was  immediately  incorporated  into  transgene  designs.  There  are now  three 
kinds of identified  APP  mutations  that  are  linked to  early  onset  AD (Fig. 1). All 
of the  mutations  affect  proteolytic  processing of  APP. APP  is  a  cell-surface 
protein that is cleaved in its extracellular domain by an enzyme termed a-secretase. 
The  identity of the  enzyme  is  uncertain, but its  characteristics  are  shared  with  a 
previously  identified  protease  called  tumor  necrosis  factor  alpha  converting 
enzyme (TACE) (2). A  minor  fraction of APP  is not  cleaved by a-secretase, but 
is  instead  cut  by  two  other  unknown  enzymes,  p-secretase  and  y-secretase,  to 
yield  the  Ab  fragment (Fig. 1). Some of the  Ab  produced  in  the  brain 
accumulates  in  amyloid  plaques.  Most  Ap  is 40 amino  acids  long, but about 
10%  is  longer,  the  result of cleavage of APP  two  or  three  amino  acids  closer  to 
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Fig.  1.  Diagram  of  APP. The AP portion is shown  in  gray. Site  numbers of cleavage 
sites  and  mutations  are  in  reference  to  the  770  amino  acid  isoform. 

Table 1 
Familial  Alzheimer’s  Disease  Mutations  in APP 

Position  in APPw~ Site  Effect of mutation  Ref. 

670  and  671 (KM-NL) At p-secretase  site  Increase in  total Ap 4 
(Swedish  mutation) 

(Florida  mutation) 

(London  mutating, 
Indiana  mutation) 

7 16 (I-V) Near  y-secretase  site  Increase  in  AV2143 7 

7 17  (V-I, F, or G) Near  y-secretase site Increase in  AB42143 3,5,6 

its C terminus. AP42/43  is  less  soluble  than Ab40 and  is  overrepresented  in 
amyloid  plaques.  The  APP  mutations  that  cause AD all  affect AB production. A 
double  amino  acid  substitution at  positions  670  and  671  leads  to  a  fivefold 
increase in Ab40 (4). Three  different  amino  acid  substitutions  at  position  717 
(3,5,6), and  one  at  position  716 (7), all  lead  to  an  increase  in  the  relative  amount 
of AP42/43  that  is  produced (Table 1). 

2.Transgenic  Approaches to Modifying  APP in Animals 
At least 25 different APP  transgenic  mouse  lines  have  been  reported.  A  repre- 

sentative  summary of the  transgenic  lines  is  shown  in Table 2 (8-24). APP  is  the 
single  most  popular  transgene  target of the  last  ten  years, and some novel  and 
creative  transgenic  approaches  have  been  exploited in the  effort to understand 
its  role in AD. There  are  three fundamental  methods of making  a  transgenic 
animal:  (1)  addition of cDNA  transgenes,  (2)  addition of genomic  transgenes, 
and  (3)  targeted  modifications of the  endogenous  mouse  gene.  The  methods  for 
modifying genes in mice  are  evolving  rapidly,  and  the  best  sources  for  detailed 
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Table 2 
Transgenic  Mouse  Llnes  Expressing APP 

Transgenic 
protein 

APP  transgene  Mutations  Promoter  level 

AP  peptide  fragment 

C-terminal  fragment 

C-terminal  fragment 

C-terminal  fragment 

75 1 cDNA  (human) 

(mouse) 

(human) 

(human) 

(human) 

cDNA-genomic  hybrid 

695  cDNA  (human) 
(human) 

Chimeric:  mouse  695 

75 1 cDNA  (human) 

75 1 cDNA  (human) 
London  (V7 171) 

695 cDNA  (human) 

cDNA  with  human  AP 

(K670N-M671L) 

695  cDNA  (human) 

695 cDNA  (human) 

Genomic  fragment 

Genomic  fragment 

75 1 cDNA  (human) 

(human)  (400  kb) 

(human) (400 kb) 

Knock-in  of  human 

Wild  type 

Wild  type 

Wild  type 

Wild  type 

Wild  type 
enolase  (NSE) 

Indiana  (V717F) 

Swedish 
(K670N-M67  1L) 

Swedish 

Swedish 
(K670N-M671L) 

Swedish  with 

London 
enolase  (NSE) 

Four  FADb 
mutations 

reductase (HMG) 
Wild  type 

Wild  type 

Swedish 

Swedish 

Neurofilament 
light  chain 
JC-l viral 

Neurofilament 
light  chain 

N-Dystrophin 

Neuron-specific 

Platelet-derived 
growth  factor 

Hamster 
prion  protein 

Murine 
prion  protein 
MouseThy  1 

Human  Thy  1 

Neuron-specific 

Hydroxy-methyl- 
glutaryl  coenzyme  A 

Neuron-specific 
enolase 

Human  APP 

Human  APP 

Mouse  APP 

1 x  

nd 

1 x  

1 x  

1 x  

4 x  

5-6x 

2-3X 

7 x  

2 x  

1 x  

1-2x 

1 -3X 

1x 

6-4X 

1 x  
sequence  into  mouse (K67ON-M67 1L) 

and = Not  determined. 
bFAD = Familial  Alzheimer's  disease. 
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Neurofibrillary 
Amyloid  tangle Neuronal 
deposits  elements loss  Behavior  Ref. 

Diffise Detected  Detected  nda 8 

Diffise nd  nd  nd 9 

Rare Detected Detected Spatial  learning 10 

Negative nd Detected nd 11 
deficits 

Diffuse Detected nd Spatial  learning 12 

Robust.  Begin AT8-positive None  Spatial  memory 13 
deficits 

at 5-6 mo detected  deficits  at 2-3 mo 

Robust.  Begin 
at 12 mo 

Robust.  Begin 
at 18-20  mo 

Robust.  Begin 
at 6 mo 

Rare.  Begin 
at l 8  m0 
Negative 

AT8-positive  None  Working  and 14 
detected  spatial  learning 

deficits  at 12-15  mo 
Negative  nd  nd 15 

AT8, P m -  1  Detected  nd 16,17 
positive 
Slight None nd 16 

nd nd Normal 18 
detected 

Negative  nd  nd  Normal 19 

Negative  Negative  None  nd 20 
detected 

Negative  Negative  nd  Normal 21,22 

Robust.  begin  at  detected  nd 
14-15  m0 

nd 23 

, Negative  Negative  nd  nd 24 



Table 3 
Comparison of Methods Used to Generate Transgenic Animals 

cDNA transgene Genomic transgenes 
Altered 

endogenous gene 

Methods of Usually microinjection Transfection of embyronic stem cells or Transfection of embryonic stem 
transgene microinjection cells 
introduction 

Vector size 5-20 kb Mb size: 650 kb for APP 10-20 kb 

Vector Charac- Vector constructed of fragments Purified as an existing bacterial or yeast Vector constructed from genomic 
teristics from short sequences of artificial chromosome (BAC or YAC) fragments of mouse sequence 

different genes from a human genomic library Selectable marker 

Strong exogenous promoter All promoter and regulatory elements Mouse APP promoter and regula- 
(usually neutron-specific) endogenous to the genomic structure tory elements 

Intron to enhance expression 
cDNA for one APP isofom 

All introns and coding sequence Dependent on design, may include 
all mouse introns and mixed 

sometimes with an internal human-mouse coding sequence 
intron, may be human, mouse, 
or combination Endogenous upstream and downstream Endogenous upstream, downstream, 

and intronic regulatory elements regulatory elements 
Polyadenylation site 
Can be easily modified to con- Can be easily modified to contain Can be easily modified to contain 

tain mutations mutations mutations 

One isoform of the gene is All isoforms are made, each according All isoforms are made, each 
according to its normal tissue 
specificity in the mouse 

expressed (inclusion of an 
internal intron allows limited 
alternative splicing) 

to its normal tissue specificity. Alter- 
native splicing may be determined 
by the species source of transgene 



Transgene Expression is controlled by 
expression specificity of the promoter, 
characteris- 
tics 

and is limited to cell types in 
which the promoter is active 
(usually neurons for APP) 

7x 

Expression level is determined 
by the strength of the promo- 
ter, number of functional 
copies, and cell-specific 
regulatory factors 

Protein expression level can 
reach 7 endogenous for APP 

Expression does not usually 
correlate with copy number, 
which can range from one to 
arrays of hundreds 

Expression pattern is controlled by 
interaction of human (cis) and mouse 
(trans) regulatory elements. APP is 
expressed in all tissues 

Expression level is determined by 
cell-specific regulatory elements 

Protein expression level is 1X per copy 

Usually only one intact copy is intro- 
duced, but occasionally an array of 
copies is inserted 

Expression pattern is controlled 
mouse regulatory elements. 

APP is expressed in all tissues 

Expression level is determined by 
cell-specific regulatory elements 

Protein expression remains at 
endogenous level 

Copy number is unchanged 

Endogenous 
(mouse) 
genes 

Mouse APP gene remains intact Mouse APP gene remains intact No intact mouse APP remains 
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technical  information  are  recently  published  laboratory  manuals (25,26). There 
are also  commercial  services  that  can perform any or  all of the  transgenic  tech- 
niques for  a  fee,  and  most major universities have a  fee-for-service  core  transgenic 
facility.  Excellent  resources  for  current  information  are  sites  on  the  internet (27). 

2. l .  cDNA Transgenes 
cDNA  transgenes  are  the  original  and  most  popular  vehicles  for  introducing 

exogenous  genes.  The  general  design of a  cDNA  transgene  is  a  promoter, par- 
tial  first  intron,  cDNA  coding  sequence,  and  polyadenylation  site (Table 3). 
Such  constructs  are  usually  small,  less  than 20 kb,  and  are  introduced  into  the 
animal  genome by microinjection  into  one of the  pronuclei of a  fertilized  egg 
(Fig. 2). During  the  first  mitotic  cell  division,  the  transgene  integrates  ran- 
domly,  usually  as  multicopy  arrays of up  to  hundreds of copies,  and  usually  at 
a single  site  in  the  animal  genome. If the  transgene  is  integrated  during  a  later 
mitosis,  the  animal  will  be  a  mosaic of transgenic  and  nontransgenic  cells.  The 
injected  zygote is transplanted  to  a  surrogate  mother,  and  the  pup,  born  about 
20 d  later, is  analyzed  for  the  presence of the  transgene. If the  transgene is 
present,  the  pup is called  a  “founder,” and  it  is bred (at  the  age of 2 mo)  to 
establish  the  transgenic  line.  Each  line  is  unique,  as  there  is  almost  no  control 
over  the  site of integration of the  transgene or the  number of copies  that  integrate. 

The  details of the  design of a  cDNA  transgene  are  critical  to  the  phenotype 
of the  transgenic  animal.  The  promoter  determines  what  cells  will  express  the 
transgene.  For APP, a  neuron-specific  promoter  is  usually  used (Table 2); 
although  APP  is  made by  all  types of cells,  neurons  have a  higher  expression 
level  than  other  cell  types, and  it is generally  assumed  that  the  APP  that  gener- 
ates  plaque  amyloid  comes  from neurons. The  promoter  also  determines  the 
amount of the  transgene  that  will  be  expressed.  For  example,  a  “strong”  pro- 
moter, such  as  the  platelet-derived  growth  factor  (PDGF)  promoter,  would  be 
expected  to drive more  expression of the  coding  sequence than  a weaker  pro- 
moter, e.g., the  NSE  promoter.  Increased  expression  has  also been  attributed  to 
the  presence of an  intron  in  the  transgene,  and  usually  one  is  included. 

The coding region of a transgene can include all or part of a cDNA,  and may be 
modified  by introduction of mutations. For MP, constructs have been made using 
coding sequence for the 695 and 75 1 amino acid  isoforms. A hybrid construct, con- 
sisting of cDNA interspersed with  several  truncated introns, allows the expression of 
all three isoforms in one transgenic line (13). Although most of the transgenic lines 
have used the cDNA for full-length M P ,  several lines have  been made with con- 
structs coding for MP fragments, either the short Ab sequence or the C-terminal 
fragment that begins at the p-secretase site (Fig. 1). There is some evidence that 
suggests that these fragments  may be more toxic than the  full-length  molecule 
(Table 2), a desirable feature  for studying neurodegeneration. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram  of  two  methods  for  introducing  transgenes  into  mice. Left  panel: 
Microinjection:  one  of  the  pronuclei of a  fertilized  egg  (zygote)  is  injected  with  a 
solution  containing  a  transgene  construct.  The  zygotes  are  transplanted  to  a  surrogate 
mother,  which  is  a  female  recently  mated  with  a  sterile  male.  When  the  offspring  are 
born,  founders  of  new  transgenic  lines  are  identified  by  molecular  analysis. Right 
panel: Gene  targeting  and  transfection  of  genomic  transgenes:  targeting  vectors  or 
large genomic fragments  are introduced into  embryonic stem (ES) cells by 
electroporation  or  lipofection,  respectively. A selectable  marker  in  the  transfected DNA 
allows  cloning of cells  that  have  incorporated  the DNA. Positive  colonies  are  identi- 
fied,  usually  by  Southern  blot  analysis,  and cells from  these  colonies  are  injected  into 
a  host  blastocyst  (three  day  mouse  embryo). The chimeric  embryos  are  gestated  in  a 
surrogate  mother.  Chimeric  offspring are bred to establish  transgenic  lines. 

The  structure  and  design of the  cDNA  expression  construct  is  not  the  most 
important  factor  in  determining  the  expression  level of the  transgene. Because 
the  constructs are small,  they are easily  influenced by the  transcriptional  activ- 
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ity of the  sequences  that  surround  the  integration  site.  The  number of copies of 
the  transgene  also  determines  the  level of expression.  There is seldom a  linear 
relationship  between  copy  number  and  expression  level, but a  higher  number 
of copies  usually  leads  to  a  greater  expression  level.  Finally,  since  the purpose 
of a transgene  is  to  produce  a  protein,  it  should  be  noted  that  there  are  many 
examples of transgenes  producing  respectable  levels of mRNA, but no  detect- 
able  protein. 

2.3. Genomic  Transgenes 
The  other  type of exogenous  transgene is usually  larger, and  retains  the 

genomic  structure;  this  includes not only  the  coding  sequence of the  exons but 
all of the  introns,  and  usually  some  upstream  and  downstream  regions  as  well 
(Table 3). Human  APP  cloned  in  a  600-kb  yeast  artificial  chromosome (YAC) 
has  been  introduced  into  the  mouse (Table 2). This  large  genomic  fragment 
contains  the  entire  human  gene,  and  its  characteristics  are  different  from  a 
cDNA  transgene.  For  example,  in  genomic  transgenes,  all of the regulatory 
elements  are  present,  which  results  in  modest but consistent  expression  levels, 
and  the  inclusion of alternatively  spliced exons  allows  the  normal  distribution 
of isoforms.  For  introducing  large  genomic  DNA,  the  microinjection  method 
used  for  cDNA  transgenes  is  usually  appropriate if the  genomic  fragment  is 
less  than 200 kb long. 

For  larger  genomic  transgenes,  often  those  cloned  in YACs and BACs (bac- 
terial  artificial  chromosomes),  it  is  necessary  to  handle  the  DNA  more  care- 
fully.  For  these  large  transgenes,  the  DNA  is  delivered by way of embryonic 
stem  cells (ES cells),  as  illustrated in Fig. 2. ES cells are pluripotent  embryo- 
forming  lines of cells  that  are  usually  established  by  culturing  mouse  embryos 
at  the  blastocyst  stage.  The ES cells  are  transfected  with  the  genomic  DNA  and 
a  selectable  marker,  usually by using  liposomes  (“lipofection”);  the  positive 
cells  are  identified  and  used  to  generate  transgenic  lines.  The ES cells are used 
to  make a  chimeric  embryo,  which  is  transplanted  to  a  surrogate mother. The 
chimeric  pups  that  result  are  bred  to  transmit  the ES cell  genotype,  thus 
establishing  a  stable  transgenic  line.  In  the  case of  APP, which  is  expressed  in 
ES cells,  the  expression of the  human  gene  can  be  confirmed  in  culture  before 
the  mouse  is  generated. 

2.4. Gene  Targeting 
The  third  method of transgenesis  uses  homologous  recombination  to  modify 

genes  in ES cells.  This  application  was  originally  developed  to  inactivate,  or 
“knock out,” the  endogenous  mouse  gene.  A  newer  and  more  sophisticated 
application of homologous  recombination  can  be  used  to  introduce  subtle 
changes  in  the  mouse  gene  in  situ  without inactivating  it. This technology,  often 
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Fig 3. “Knock-in”  or  genetic  modification of endogenous  mouse  genes.  A  targeting 
construct  contains  a  sequence  homology  to  the  mouse  gene,  with  desired  mutations 
added  and  a  selectable  marker  flanked  by loxP sites. The vector is introduced  into 
ES cells,  where it is  incorporated  by  homologous  recombination.  After  selection  for 
transfected cells and  identification of  targeted  colonies,  the  selectable  marker is 
removed  by  introducing  cre  recombinase  into  the  cells. 

called  “knock in,’’ has  been  used  to  target  mutations  to  the  mouse APP gene 
(Table 2). The usual procedure  for  modifying  mouse  genes involves  the  use of 
the  Cre-lox  method (28). As Fig. 3 illustrates,  the  gene-targeting  construct  is 
composed of two  elements:  a  sequence  that  is  homologous  to  the  endogenous 
gene  and  a  selectable  marker  that  is  placed  in  a  noncoding region of the  gene 
(usually  an  intron).  The  selectable  marker  is  flanked by loxP  sites  that  are rec- 
ognized by  an enzyme  (Cre  recombinase);  these  sites  enable  the  excision of the 
selectable  marker  after  it  has  served  its  purpose  in  allowing  selection  for  the 
insertion of the  construct.  The  region of homology  contains  the  sequence 
changes  that  are to be  introduced  into  the  mouse  gene.  The  construct  is  intro- 
duced  into ES cells,  usually by electroporation (Fig. 2) and  the  homologous 
region of the  construct  recombines  with  the  endogenous  gene  at  a  low  fre- 
quency. Using  the  selectable  marker, ES cells  that  contain  insertions of the 
construct  are  isolated  and  assayed  for  gene  targeting.  The  targeting  event is 
confirmed by Southern  blot  analysis  or  polymerase  chain  reaction (PCR). Usu- 
ally, before  the ES cells  are  used  to  establish  a  transgenic  line (Fig. 3), the 
selectable  marker  is  excised by tranfecting  the ES cells  with  a  vector  contain- 
ing  Cre  recombinase.  This  leaves  the mouse  gene  virtually  untouched,  with 
only  the remnants of the  recombination  site  remaining (Fig. 3). Alternatively, 
the  selectable  marker  can  be  removed  after  a  mouse  line  is  generated; if this  is 
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desirable,  the  Cre  recombinase  is  introduced by a  classical  microinjection  tech- 
nique  into  a  fertilized  egg  generated by mating gene-targeted  mice. 

2.5. Comparing Transgenic  Methods 

A  comparison of three  types of transgenic  methods,  addition of exogenous 
cDNA  transgenes,  addition of exogenous  genomic  transgenes,  and  targeting 
mouse  genes,  is  summarized  in Table 3. 

2.5.1 Exogenous  Transgenes 

The  addition of exogenous  human  genes by using  cDNA  transgenes  has  the 
advantage of being  flexible,  as  different  promoters  can  be  easily  combined  with 
different  cDNA  sequences.  Probably  the  most  important  advantage of cDNA 
transgenes is that  they can  be  greatly  overexpressed by using  powerful  promot- 
ers  and  taking  advantage of the  insertion of multiple  copies.  Overexpression in 
certain  cell  types  may be the  most  important  factor  in  generating  a  phenotype 
in  a  mouse,  and  it  is  the  most  likely  cause of amyloid  accumulation  in  APP 
transgenic  lines.  As Table 2 shows,  all of the  mouse  lines  that  develop  amyloid 
deposits  express  a  mutant  form of APP  at  levels  that exceed the  endogenous 
level by threefold.  The  expression  level of the  protein  correlates  with  the  time 
at  which  the  deposits  are  detected:  the  more  APP  expressed,  the  earlier  the 
deposition (Table 2). 

The chief  disadvantage of the  cDNA approach  is  that  it  is  virtually  impos- 
sible  to  control  the  number of functional  copies  that  integrate,  and so the 
expression  level  is  unpredictable.  Many  transgenic  lines  must  be  generated  to 
find  one  with  the  appropriate  expression  level.  Also,  the  tissue  specificity of 
expression  is  controlled  only  by  the  promoter used,  as  the  transgene  lacks 
regulatory  elements.  This  may  result  in  a  phenotype  that  is  caused  by  the 
overabundance of transgene-derived  protein  being  made  in  the  wrong  cells. 

The  other  type of exogenous  transgene,  a  large  genomic  transgene,  is  a  gene 
transplant.  Having  the  intact  gene  incorporated  into  the  animal  genome 
has  the  advantage  that  the  expression  is  regulated  in  the  appropriate  cell  types 
of the  mouse  just  as  it  would  be  in  a  human.  The  disadvantage of this  approach 
is  that  it  is very  difficult  to  generate animals that overexpress the transgenes. 
The  large  genomic  fragments  usually  integrate  as  single  copies,  and  the 
regulatory  elements  contained  in  the  sequence  generally  preclude  abnormally 
high  or  inappropriate  expression.  Thus,  the  genomic  transgene  is unlikely  to 
have  a  dramatic  phenotypic  effect,  unless  the  simple  presence of the  human 
protein,  or of a  mutation  included  in  the  transgene,  is  sufficient  to  create  some 
noticeable  change.  Recently,  genomic  transgenic  lines  that  over  express  mutant 
human  APP  Protein by about fivefold  have  been  reported  to develop  amyloid 
deposits (23;Table 2). These  genomic  transgenics  are proving  useful  for  testing 
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potential  drug  therapies  for  AD.  For  drugs  that  are  designed  to  interfere  with 
production of AP from APP, the  correct  expression of human  APP  in  the  mouse 
allows  a  realistic  assessment of the  potency of the  drugs. 

Whether  the  transgene  is  a  cDNA  or  genomic  fragment,  one  often  overlooked 
factor  bears  consideration.  The  impact of the  insertion  site of a  transgene  is  not 
limited  to  influence  on  the  effectiveness of the  transgene. There  is  also  the very 
real possibility  that  the  exogenous  DNA  will  disrupt  some  unrelated  gene 
function,  either  by  physically  disrupting  and  inactivating  another  gene,  or 
through  effects of the  transgenic  promoter  on  surrounding  genes.  The 
transgene’s  promoter  could  enhance  the  expression of nearby  genes,  or 
interfere by upsetting  the  balance of DNA  binding  proteins  that  would 
normally  be  regulating  other  genes  in  a  cell. 

Because of the  unplanned  effects of exogenous  transgenes,  it  is  essential  to 
produce  at  least  two  independent  transgenic  lines  in  order  to  link  transgene 
expression  to  an  animal  phenotype.  This  is  especially  important if animal 
behavior  is  to  be  an  endpoint  analysis.  Perhaps 10% of genes  can  be linked in 
some way to  behavior,  including genes involved  in  temperature  regulation, 
response  to  stress,  and  function of nonneuronal tissues. The  best  illustration of 
the  perfidy of behavioral  assays  is  the  report  that  the  uterine  environment of a 
mouse has  a measurable  effect  on  learning  and  memory  as  an  adult.  Mice of the 
same  strain,  when  gestated  in  surrogate  mothers of different  strains,  showed 
significant  differences  in  commonly  used  behavioral  tests (29). 

2.5.2. Gene  Modification  In  Situ 

The  other  approach  to  transgenesis,  endogenous  modification of genes by 
homologous  recombination,  avoids  the  problems  associated with integration of 
exogenous  transgenes, but it  is not the  ideal  approach  for every situation. One 
advantage is  that by targeting  the  mouse  gene,  the  normal  mouse  protein is 
effectively  eliminated,  and  replaced by the  modified  version.  This  is  important 
in  situations  in  which  the  product of the  endogenous  mouse  gene  might inter- 
fere with the  activity of the  human  transgenic  protein.  A  disadvantage of this 
technique  is  shared with the  large  genomic  transgene  approach:  the  gene of 
interest  will not be overexpressed.  In  addition,  there  may be  situations  in  which 
mouse-type  gene  regulation  differs  from  the  human  regulation of the  gene,  and 
the  mouse  gene  regulation may be undesirable  in  the  design of the  model  system. 

3. Analysis of transgenic  APP lines 
The  techniques  used to  analyze APP transgenic  lines  have  been  mostly 

centered  on  defining  their  utility  as  models of AD. APP transgenic  mice  have 
been  analyzed  from  histological,  biochemical,  and  behavioral  perspectives. 
Because so many APP transgenic  lines  exist,  there  is  much  to  be  learned  from 
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comparing  the  different  lines.  For  example,  the  relationships  between 
transgene  design,  expression,  and  phenotype  have  been  clarified by compar- 
ing  these  qualities  in  several  lines.  This  information,  in  turn,  has  been  used  to 
improve  the  strategy of  new  transgenic  approaches. 

3. l .  Histological Analysis 

Criteria  for  the  diagnosis of definite AD are  based  on  abundant  senile  plaques 
(SPs) and  neurofibrillary  tangles (MS) in  the  postmortem brain of a  patient 
with a  progressive  dementia.  Amyloid  fibrils  (formed  from 40-43 amino  acid 
Ab peptides)  predominate  in SPs, whereas  paired  helical  filaments  (composed 
of altered tau proteins) are the  dominant  structures  in NFTs. Neuronal  loss  is 
also  evident,  although  it  is  not  exclusive  to  AD. 

Because  the  transgenic APP mice  that  develop  amyloid  deposits  display  the 
most  obvious  similarity  to AD pathology, they have  been  the  subjects of the 
most  detailed  histological  analyses.  Amyloid  deposits are detected by immuno- 
histochemistry with antibodies  specific to  Ab (Fig. 4), by classical  silver  stain- 
ing  methods, and by birefringence revealed by congo red or  thioflavin S staining. 
Of interest  is  the observation  that  several  different  overexpressing APP lines 
develop  amyloid  deposits in  the  same  circumscribed  areas of the  brain,  despite 
the  fact  that  the  promoters  driving  the  transgenes are different.  This  suggests 
that  factors  other  than  APP  expression  level,  such  as Ab transport  or  AP  clear- 
ance,  may  have  a  more  powerful  influence on  amyloid  deposition.  The  pattern 
of plaque  distribution is similar  to  that of human  disease,  which  strengthens  the 
argument  that  the  mice  mimic  AD  pathology.  Amyloid  deposits  can  be  detected 
in animals  as  young  as 6 mo and  the  time of onset of deposition  appears  to 
depend  on  the  level of transgenic  protein  expressed (Table 2). 

There  are  differences  between  the  histopathology of the  mice  and the  human 
AD  brain,  which  highlight  the  imperfections of these  animals  as  models of the 
human  disease.  The  transgenic  mice  appear  to  accumulate a  much  higher 
amyloid  burden  (amount of tissue  area  occupied by AP immunostaining) than 
has  ever been  seen  in  AD  postmortem  brain.  Also,  other  histochemical  markers 
are different.  The  transgenic  mice  analyzed so far  show  little or  no  evidence of 
NFT formation,  although  some  mouse  lines  acquire low levels of antigenic 
markers  for NFT. The  disparity of most  concern  is  the  lack of neuronal  cell 
death  in  two of the  lines  that  have  the  greatest  amyloid  burden (30,31); this 
observation  conflicts  with  the  long-held  belief  that AD amyloid  is  directly  toxic 
to  neurons,  and  is  probably  the  most  important  concern of those  who  wish  to 
test  AD  drugs  in  these  mice. However, one  transgenic  line  has  been  reported  to 
have  significant  hippocampal  neuronal  loss (17). It  is not  clear why this  animal 
line  may  differ  from  the  others,  but  the  neuronal  loss  might  be  linked  to  the 
more  compact,  plaquelike  structure of the  amyloid  deposits in this  line. 
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Fig 4. Brain  sections  from  transgenic mouse  overexpressing  mutant human APP. 
Sections  from a 12-mo-old  PDAPP  heterozygote (13), were  stained  with  an  antibody 
to AP and imaged  with a confocal  microscanner.  Dark  spots  are  accumulations of 
extracellular Ab. Bar = 1 mm (modified  from ref. 40). 

3.2. Biochemical  Analysis 
Studies of transgenic APP have  revealed  interesting  information about  the 

synthesis  and  processing of this  protein.  The  protein  expression  levels, 
measured by quantitative  immunoblot  or  immunoprecipitation,  range  from 
undetectable  to  about  sevenfold  the  endogenous  level  in  some  regions of the 
brain. Transgenes  with  neuron-specific  promoters  have  little  or no  expression 
in  the  periphery,  in  contrast  to  the genomic  transgenes,  which  follow  the  normal 
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pattern of APP  expression  in  all  tissues.  AP  levels  have  been  measured  in  many 
of the  transgenic  lines (Table 4), usually  by  an  ELISA assay. In all of the  animal 
lines  that  express  human APP, human AP has  been  detected  in  the  brain;  in 
some,  plasma AP has  also  been  detected.  The  absolute  levels of A@  and  ratios 
of Ab40  to  AP42/43  reflect  the  type of familial  Alzheimer’s  disease  (FAD) 
mutation  in  the  transgene. In  several  cases (Table 4), the  AP  levels  in  the  brain 
have  been  shown  to  increase  precipitously  at  the  time  that  amyloid  deposition 
begins,  indicating  an  exponential  accumulation of the  peptide. 

3.3. Behavioral  Analysis 

Transgenic APP mice  have  been  subjected  to  modified  versions of the  same 
behavioral  analysis  that  has  been  traditional  for  rat  models. However, tests  for 
learning  and  memory  deficits  in  mice are not  as  straightforward  as  they are for 
the  rat,  and  the  published  reports  on  the  mice  have  stirred  some  controversy 
(32). Several APP transgenic  lines  have  been  shown  to  be  deficient  in  spatial 
memory (Table 2). However, only  one  has  reported  degradation of memory 
with  age,  and  several of the  others  appear  to  be  less  competent  than  the 
wild-type  control  animals even at  the  age of a  few  months.  None  has  yet  shown 
behavioral  deficits  that  correlate  with  the  development of a  histological  pheno- 
type,  such  as  amyloid  deposition.  These  observations,  combined  with  the  many 
reports of behavioral  deficits  that  are  unrelated  to  transgene  expression  (i.e., 
insertion  effects,  strain  differences,  environmental  differences),  suggest  that  it 
is  best  to  remain  cautious  for  the  present  about  the  interpretation of behavioral 
analysis of APP  transgenic  animals. 

4. The  Future of APP Transgenic  Lines 
APP transgenic  animals  have  been  extremely  successful  as  experimental 

models.  The  need  for an animal  model of AD has  driven  the  field,  leading  to 
innovations  in  transgene  design, new methods of delivering  transgenes,  and 
novel  techniques  for  phenotypic  analysis.  Some of the  existing  transgenic  lines 
have  been  licensed  to  pharmaceutical  companies,  and  are  in  use  for  testing 
drug  candidates  for  AD  that  are  designed  to  affect  APP  processing  or  amyloid 
deposition (41). Because  several of the  transgenic  lines are shared  with 
academic  collaborators  through  material  transfer  agreements,  they  are  being 
scrutinized  by  an  expanded  laboratory  with  expertise  in  a  huge  variety of 
technologies. New transgenic  lines  are  being  generated  at  an  undiminished  rate 
and  there  are  several  clear  directions  for  further  research. 

4.1. Animals Harboring Multiple Transgenes 

AD  is  a  complex  disease,  and  it may  require  a  complex  transgenic  animal  to 
model  it  well (33). It  is  known  that  mutations  in  the  presenilin (PS) genes  cause 
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AD,  and  that  the  PS  proteins  interact  in  some way with APP. In  addition, 
apolipoprotein  E  (ApoE)  is  involved  as  a  risk  factor,  and  several  other 
AD-related  genes  are  known  to  exist  but  are  not  yet  identified.  Using 
transgenic  technology  to  combine  these  human  genes  in an animal  is  a valu- 
able way to  understand  their  interaction.  This  approach  has  already  resulted  in 
some  fundamental  insights  into  the  mechanism of AD  pathology. For  example, 
by  breeding an amyloid-depositing APP transgenic  line  to  a  genetically  engi- 
neered  ApoE  null  mouse,  it  has  been  demonstrated  that  deposition  (but not 
production) of Ab  does not occur  in  the  absence of ApoE (34). In  addition,  a 
similar APP transgenic  lines  have  been  to  lines  that  carried  a  PS-l  mutation. 
The  PS-l  mutation  alone  does  not  lead  to  amyloid  deposition,  but  when 
combined with  the APP  overexpression  it  causes  an  acceleration of amyloid 
accumulation  into  plaques (23,35,36). 

4.2. Conditional Expression of Transgenes 

One  shortcoming  in  the  interpretation of phenotype of animals  harboring 
cDNA  transgenes  is  the  fact  that  the  transgene  is  expressed  whenever  the  pro- 
moter  driving  it  is  active.  This  phenomenon  could  arguably  lead  to  develop- 
mental  defects  that  are  misinterpreted  as  effects of the  transgene’s  expression 
in  adults.  There are other  uncertainties,  such  as  identifying  insertional  effects, 
and  it  would be useful  to  be  able  to  turn  the  transgene  expression  on  and off so 
that  direct  correlation  between  transgene  expression  and  phenotype  could  be 
measured.  For  these  reasons,  methods  for  controlling  transgene  expression  have 
been  developed.  The  most  popular of these  is  the  tetracycline-inducible  system 
(37). The  concept  is  relatively  simple,  and  uses  two  transgenes  in  a  single  ani- 
mal  line.  One  is  a  cassette  consisting of a  tissue-specific (e.g., neuronal)  pro- 
moter driving  a coding  sequence  for  a modified  tet  repressor  (TetR). The  other 
transgene  drives  the  cDNA  to  be  expressed  with  a  compound  promoter  consist- 
ing of the  tetracycline  operator  sequence,  to  which  TetR  binds,  and  the  mini- 
mal  immediate  early  promoter of cytomegalovirus. Two versions of the  tet 
repressor  have  been  engineered;  one  turns  the  transgene  on in the  presence of a 
tetracycline  analog  (doxycycline:  Dox),  and  the  other  (reverse  TetR)  will  turn 
off transgene  expression  when  Dox  is  introduced.  Once  the  doubly  transgenic 
animal  line has  been  established,  the  transgenic  cDNA  can  be  turned  on  or off 
by regulating  its  intake of Dox  in  its  drinking water. One version of the  “tet-on” 
and  “tet-off”  expression  vectors  can  be  obtained  from  commercial  sources 
(Clontech,  Palo  Alto,  CA). 

4.3. Rat  Transgenic  Models 

For  most  pharmaceutical  applications,  the  rat  has  been  the  model  system of 
choice.  Part of the  reason  for  this  is  tradition,  as  the rat’s larger  size  makes  it 
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more  accessible  to  surgical  procedures  and  provides  more  material  for  bio- 
chemical  analysis.  The  long-term  use of rats  for  drug  development  and  toxicol- 
ogy  testing  has  resulted in comprehensive  databases  on  drug  metabolism, 
physiology, and behavior, and  comparable  information  does not  yet  exist for 
the  mouse.  Nevertheless,  the  advent of transgenic  models of human  disease  has 
left  the  rat  behind.  The  reason  for  this  is  largely  technical;  rat  genetics 
has  lagged  behind  mouse  genetics,  and  the  technology  for  developing  rat 
transgenic  lines  is  far  less  developed.  Several  cDNA  transgenic  rat  lines  have 
been  produced,  and  in  several  instances,  the  transgenic  rat  is  a  more  faithful 
model of a  human  disease  than  a  mouse  harboring  the  same  transgene (38). As 
an  AD  model,  the  rat  would be  preferable  to  the  mouse,  especially  for  the  tests 
of learning  and  memory  that are more  useful  for  the  rat  than  for  the  mouse.  The 
barrier  to  making  the  rat  as  genetically  malleable  as  the  mouse  has  been  the 
lack of rat ES cell  lines.  Although  deriving  rat ES cell  lines  has  proved  difficult 
(391, efforts  are  underway  in  several  laboratories  and  are  likely  to  be  successful 
in  the  next  few  years. 
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Phosphorylation of Amyloid  Precursor  Protein 
(APP)  Family  Proteins 

Toshiharu  Suzuki, Kanae Ando,  Ko-ichi lijima, Shinobu  Oguchi, 
and Shim Takeda 

1. Introduction 
It  has  been  well  established  that P-amyloid  peptide is  the  principal  protein 

component of extracellular  cerebral  amyloid  deposits  in  patients  with 
Alzheimer’s  disease (1,2). P-Amyloid  is  derived  from  a  large  precursor  pro- 
tein,  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP),  which  is  an  integral  membrane  protein, 
with  a  receptor-like  structure (3). APP is  a  member of a  gene  family  which 
encodes  extremely  well-conserved  membrane  proteins.  APP/APP-like  genes 
have  been  isolated  from  various  species  including  fly (4), nematode (5), and 
fish (6). In  mammals,  two  APP-like  genes,  amyloid  precursor-like  protein 1 
(APLPl)  and  2  (APLP2),  have  been  isolated (7,s). The  amino  acid  sequences 
of these  APP  family  proteins  are highly conserved,  especially  in  the  cytoplasmic 
domain,  except  that  unlike APP, APP-like  proteins  lack  the P-amyloid sequence. 
It has  been  thought  that  APP  and  APLP2  have  a  similar  physiological  function 
(9). In  contrast,  APLPl  is believed  to  differ  functionally from  APP  andAPLP2, 
although  the  physiological  functions of these  APP  family  proteins  have  not  yet 
been  well  analyzed. 

APP family  proteins  are  phosphoproteins (10-12). APP  and  APLP2  are  phos- 
phorylated  at  sites  located  in  the  cytoplasmic (6,13-15) and  extracellular 
(16,17) domains.  Analysis of the  phosphorylation  mechanisms  and  identifica- 
tion of protein  kinases  that  phosphorylate  APP  family  proteins  are  important  in 
understanding  the  physiological  function of these  proteins  and  in  elucidating 
the  underlying  pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s  disease.  Because  the  cytoplas- 
mic  domain  contains  signals  responsible  for  the  metabolism of these  proteins 
(18-20) and,  thus,  is  thought  to  be  responsible  for  the  signal  transduction  from 
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Fig. 1. Amino  acid  sequence  and  potential  phosphorylation sites in  the  cytoplasmic 
domain of APP  family  proteins,  APP,  APLP1,  and  APLP2.  Thr654  plus  Ser655 of 
APP695 are  phosphorylation  sites of CaMkII predicted  based  on  amino  acid  sequence. 

phorylation sites of  PKC.  Thr668 of APP  and  Thr736 of APLP2  are  the  sites in the 
consensus  amino  acid  sequence  for  Cdc2  kinase.  All  these  sites  have  been  demon- 
strated  as  phosphorylation  sites in in  vitro  studies (10,12-14). Furthermore, it has  been 
established  that  Ser655  plus  Thr668  of  APP  and  Thr736  of  APLP2  are  phosphorylated 
in intact cells and  tissues (6,13-15,28). 

Ser655 Of APP695, M 1 4  Of APLP1653, and m 7 2 3  Of APLP2763 are potential  phos- 

extracellular  ligands (21), we  have  focused  on  the  phosphorylation of the 
cytoplasmic  domain of APP family  proteins. 

1.1. Phosphorylation of the Cytoplasmic Domain  Peptide 
from  APP  Family  Proteins  with Purified Protein  Kinases 

APP family  proteins  possess  a  single  short  cytoplasmic  domain  consisting 
of approx 50 amino  acids.  Many  consensus  sequences  recognized  by  protein 
kinases (22) are  present  within  the  amino  acid  sequence of the APP family 
proteins, APP, APLP1, and APLP2 (Fig. 1). APP, APLP1, and APLP2 contain 
a  potential  protein  kinase C  (PKC) phosphorylation  site. APP contains 
two  potential calciudcalmodulin-dependent protein  kinase I1 (CaMkII) phos- 
phorylation  sites.  In  addition, APP and APLP2 contain  a  potential Cdc2 kinase 
phosphorylation  site. We have  examined  whether  these  sites  are  exact  phos- 
phorylation  sites by an  in  vitro  phosphorylation  study,  using  synthetic  peptides 
and purified or  recombinant  protein kinases. 

1.2. Phosphorylation  of  APP  Family  Proteins in Intact Cells 
and the Identification of the Phosphorylation Sites 

APP and APLP2 are expressed  ubiquitously  in  various  tissues,  but APLPl is 
expressed  only  in  neurons.  Because  it  is  unclear  whether APLPl is  phosphory- 
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lated in vivo,  only  the  phosphorylation of APP  and  APLP2  in  cultured  cell  lines 
is  described.  It  is  well-known  that  phorbol  esters  such  as  PDBu  activates  PKC 
in  vivo  and  that  the  synchronization of cells  at  the G2h4  phase of the  cell  cycle 
activates  Cdc2  kinase.  Therefore,  the  phosphorylation of APP  family  proteins 
was examined with  cells  treated  in  the  manner in which  the  corresponding pro- 
tein  kinase  would  be  expected  to  be  activated. 

1.3. Development of the Phosphorylation State-Specific 
Antibodies and Detection of the Phosphorylated  APP  Family 
Proteins  with  Immunological  Procedures 

When  the  phosphorylation  site  has  already  been  identified,  use of phospho- 
rylation  state-specific  antibodies  provides  excellent  sensitivity,  selectivity,  and 
convenience  in  quantifying  the  phosphorylation  level of proteins  in  intact  cells 
and  tissue. The  phosphorylation  sites of APP  and  APLP2  have  been  identified 
by in  vitro  and  in  vivo  studies (13-15). Cdc2  kinase  phosphorylates  Thr668 of 
APP695 and  Thr736 of APLP2763. To raise  the  phosphorylation  state-specific 
antibody  against  these  phosphorylated  sites, a peptide  containing a 
phosphoamino  acid  was  designed  as an  antigen.  A  polyclonal  antibody  raised 
to  the  antigen  shows  a  high  specificity  and  does  not  recognize  the  dephospho- 
rylated  form of the  protein (15). With  the  Western  blot  procedure,  this  antibody 
is  useful  in  quantifying  the  level of phosphorylation of APP  family  proteins 
and,  with  immunocytochemical  staining,  in  analyzing  the  distribution of the 
phosphorylated  form of these  proteins  in  cells. 

2. Materials 
2.1. In Vitro Phosphorylation 

1. Synthetic peptides: Cytoplasmic domain peptide, APP645-694  of  APP695, 
APLP1608453  of  APLP1653  and  APLP2717-763  of  APLP2763  are  synthesized  and 
purified  by  a  company  (Quality  Controlled  Biochemicals,  Hopkinton,  MA) or a 
university (W. M.  Keck  Foundation  Biotecnology  Research  Laboratory,  Yale 
University,  New  Haven,  CT) (see Note 1). 

2.  Protein  kinases:  PKC (23,24) and  CaMkII (25) are  prepared  from  rat  brain  and 
Cdc2  kinase is prepared  from HeLa cells  synchronized at the  G2/M  phase of the 
cell  cycle (26). The  purified  or  recombinant  products of these  kinases  are  also 
available from several companies (New England Bio  Lab, Gibco-BRL, 
Calbiochem,  La  Jolla,  CA). 

a. PKC, 50 mM HEPES  (pH 7.4), 1 mM EGTA,  2 mM MgClz, 1 mM ATP, 10 
mg/mL  phosphatidylserine  (PS)  and 1 pA4 phorbol-12,13-dibutyrate (PDBu). 

b.  CuMkII,  PKC  buffer  containing  calmodulin  (20 pg/mL) instead  of  PDBu 
and  PS. 

c.  Cdc2  kinase, 50 mM Tris-acetate,  pH 8.0, 10 mM magnesium  acetate,  1 
EDTA, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. 

3. Reaction  buffers: 
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4.  [Y-’~P]ATP  (3000 Ci/-01). 
5. AG-1-X8 (Bio-Rad)  resin  or  phosphocellulose  paper  (Whatman  P81). 
6. 50 mM Tris-HC1  (pH  6.8),  12.5 mM EDTA,  3.75%  (w/v)  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate 

(SDS),  10%  (v/v)  glycerol, 4Murea, 2.5%  (v/v)  2-mercaptoethanol,  and 0.015% 
(w/v)  bromophenol  blue.  A  shorter  peptide  (<20  amino  acids) is not  suitable  for 
SDS-PAGE  analysis. 

2.2. In Vivo  Phosphorylation 
1. Cultured  cell  lines  expressing  APP  or  APLP2 (see Note 2). 
2. Antibodies  raised  against  APP  and  APLP2 (see Note 3). 
3. PDBu,  nocodazole,  and  mycrocystin-LR.  Dissolve  these  reagents  in  dimethylsul- 

foxide  (DMSO)  at  1 mM and  store at -20°C.  PDBu is a  specific  activator  of  PKC. 
Nocodazole  is  an  inhibitor of microtubule  assembly.  Microcystin-LR is a  potent 
inhibitor  of  protein  phosphatase 1 and  2A.  These  reagents  are  available  from 
many  chemical  companies  such  as  Calbiochem. 

4. [32P]  orthophosphoric  acid (W 9000 Ci/mol). 
5.  Cell  lysis  buffer: 50 mM Tris-acetate  (pH  8.0),  0.27 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA,  1 mM 

EGTA, 1 mM sodium  vanadate, 1 % (v/v)  Triton  X-100,  0.1%  2-mercaptoethanol, 
1 mMmicrocystin-LR,  200 WmL (w/v)  pepstatin  A,  200 WmL (w/v)  chymostatin, 
and  200 pg/mL (w/v)  leupeptin. 

6. Protein-A  sepharose  (Amersham-Pharmacia). 

2.3. Identification of Phosphorylated Form with Antibody 
1. Phosphorylated  antigen  peptides, APP695665473[cys][piThr668] and  APLP2763732- 

740[Cys][PiThr736] synthesized by Quality-Controlled Biochemicals Inc. 
(Hopkinton,  MA). 

2.  SulfoLink  gel  (Pierce,  Rockford, L). 
3. Limulus hemocyanin  (Sigma  Chemical  Co.,  St.  Louis, MO). 
4.  SDS-lysis  buffer: 50 mM Tris-HC1  (pH  7.4),  1%  (w/v)  SDS,  2.7 M urea,  2 p M  

microcystin-LR,  pepstatin  A  (25 pg/mL), leupeptin  (25 WmL), and  chymostatin 
(25 pg/mL). 

3. Methods 
3.1. In  Vitro Phosphorylation 

1. Incubate  substrate  peptide (40-500 with  protein  kinases  (0.5-1 pg) in a 
reaction  volume  of 50 pL containing  the  reaction  buffer  plus 0.1 mM [Y-~~P]ATP 
(4 Ci/mmol) for 30  min (see Note 4) at 30°C. 

2. Terminate  the  reaction  by  adding 50 $ of 30% (v/v)  acetic  acid  containing 
bovine  serum  albumin (2 mg/mL). 

3.  Separate  the  phosphorylated  peptides  from  free  ATP  by  sequential  chromatogra- 
phy  using  two AGl-X8 resin  columns (2 mL  bed  vol.)  equilibrated  in  30%  (v/v) 
acetic  acid. 
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Fig.  2.  Phosporylation  of  cytoplasmic  domain  peptides  from  APP  family  proteins  in 
vitro.  Peptides  were  phosphorylated  with (A) PKC, (B) C m ,  or (C) Cdc2  kinase. 
The  relative  ratios  of  the  levels  of  phosphorylation  in APLP1653608-653 a11dAPLP2~~~717- 
763 peptides  are  indicated  relative  to APPgg5@5-694,  which  was assigned  a  reference  value 
of  1.0.  Values  are  the  average  from  duplicate  studies,  and  error  bars  are  indicated.  (Modi- 
fied  from  Suzuki et al. [14]. Reprinted  by  permission  from Biochemistry.) 

4. Dry  the  flow  through  fraction  and  measure  the  incorporation  of  32P  into  the 
peptide by liquid  scintillation  spectrometry, or dissolve  the  phosphorylated 
peptides  in  an  SDS  sample  buffer,  boil  for 5 min,  and  analyze  with  autoradiography 
following  SDS-PAGE (15% [w/v]  polyacrylamide  for  the  cytoplasmic  peptide). 
Alternatively,  spot  an  aliquot  of  each  of  the  samples on a  piece of P81  paper 
(-1.5 x 1.5 cm) after  termination  of  the  reaction,  dry  and  wash  the  paper  under 
running  tap  of  water,  then  dry it again  and  measure  the  radioactivity. 

This  study  demonstrated  that APP, APLP1,  and  APLP2  are  phosphorylated 
by PKC,  that  APP  is  phosphorylated by CaMkII, and that  APP  and  APLP2 are 
phosphorylated by Cdc2 kinase (Fig. 2) (IOJ4). To identify  the  phosphoryla- 
tion  site,  further  classical  studies  such  as  phosphopeptide  mapping  and 
phosphoamino  acid  analysis  are  needed (I2,13) (see Note 5). Because  phospho- 
rylation  sites,  identified by in  vitro  studies  using  purified  protein  kinases, have 
not always  been  subject  to  phosphorylation  in vivo,  studies  to  confirm  the 
phosphorylation of APP family proteins in  intact  cells and/or tissues  are  essential. 
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3.2. In Vivo Phosphorylation 
3.2.1. Activation of PKC 

1. Grow PC12 cells (2-3 x lo6 cells) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 
(DMEM) containing 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS) and 5 %  (v/v) horse 
serum (HS). 

2. Wash cells with phosphate-free DMEM and culture in phosphate-free DMEM 
containing dialyzed 10% (v/v) FCS, [32P] orthophosphate (1 mCi/niL) and 
PDBu (1 pM). 

3. Label cells for 30-150 min and recover cells by pipetting from the plate. 
4. Wash the cells with PBS and collect the cells by centrifugation at 800g for 5 min. 
5. Lyse cells in lysis buffer (120 &) for 30 min on ice with occasional vortexing. 
6. Centrifuge (10,OOOg for 5 min) the samples and add 100 & of a solution contain- 

ing 0.1 M Tris-HC1 (pH 7.4), 2.2% (w/v) SDS, and 5.44 M urea to the supernatant 
(120 pL), and boil the mixture for 5 min. 

7. After centrifugation (10,OOOg for 5 niin), recover APP or APLP2 from the super- 
natant (200 pL) by immunoprecipitation using an antibody (see Note 6). 

8. Recover the immunocomplex with protein A-Sepharose and analyze the proteins 
with SDS-PAGE (see Note 7). 

9. Dry the gel and analyze the phosphorylation of protein with autoradiography. 

In this study, the phosphorylated form of APP and APLP2 is not observed, 
which suggests that PKC does not phosphorylate APP and APLP2 in intact 
cells, although the kinase could phosphorylate the peptide of APP and APLP2 
in vitro. The data suggest that the substrate that is phosphorylated in vitro is not 
always subjected to phosphorylation in intact cells, although it is now known 
that the site of APP phosphorylated by PKC in vitro is phosphorylated by an 
unidentified protein kinase in intact cells (15,27). 

3.2.2. Activation of Cdc2 Kinase 

1. Culture HeLn cells (2-3 x lo6 cells) in DMEM containing 10% (v/v) FCS and 
nocodazole (1 pg/mL) for 12 h (see Note 8). 

2. Label the cells synchronized at the G 2 M  phase of the cell cycle for 2.5 h at 37°C 
with [32P] orthophosphate ( 1 mCi/mL) in phosphate-free DMEM containing 
nocodazole ( 1 pg/mL). 

3. Recover and lyse the prelabeled cells, and then isolate APP and APLP2 from 
the resulting supernatant by immunoprecipitation as described in Subhead- 
ing 3.2.1.’ steps 4-9. 

Phosphorylated APP and APLP2 are observed and the phosphorylation site 
is identical to that seen in studies of in vitro phosphorylation with purified 
Cdc2 kinase (13,14). This study demonstrate that APP and APLP2 are phos- 
phorylated by Cdc2 kinase in intact cells as well as in vitro. 
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3.3. Identification of the Phosphorylated Form with Antibody 
3.3. I .  Preparation of Antibody 

1. Tag an extra cysteine residue on the amino-terminus of the antigen peptide. 
2. Conjugate the peptide to Linzulus hemocyanin with glutaraldehyde (see Subhead- 

ing 3.3.2.) and inject it into a rabbit with adjuvant following standard immuniza- 
tion procedures. 

3. In a separate study, couple the antigen peptide to SulfoLink gel, according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

4. Purify the antibody by affinity chromatography using this resin (see Sub- 
heading 3.3.3.). 

3.3.2. Preparation of Peptide Conjugate 

1 .  Dissolve 10 mg hemocyanin in 125 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) and 
add 5-10 mg of antigen peptide while stirring. 

2. Add 2.5 mL of 0.2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde to sample gradually while stirring in 
a cold room for -20 min and continue subsequent stirring in a cold room for 2 h. 

3. Stop the coupling reaction by addition of 150 pL of sodium borohydride 
(12.5 mg/mL) prepared freshly and follow additional stirring for 30 min. 

4. Dialyze the sample against 2 L of 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.5) for 8-12 h. 
5. Change the buffer twice, recover the sample, and store as aliquots at -20°C 

or -80°C. 

3.3.3. Affinity Purification of Antibody 

1. Apply approx 10 mL of antiserum to an antigen column (5-10 mL bed volume 
resin coupled with -10 mg peptide) equilibrated with a burridge buffer consisting 
of 50 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% (w/v) sodium azide and 
0.005% (v/v) Tween-20. 

2. Wash column subsequently with 20 mL of the burridge and 20 mL of a BBS 
buffer consisting of 0.1 M boric acid-borax (pH 8.5), 1 M NaCl, and 0.1 % (v/v) 
Tween-20. 

3. Elute antibody with 4.9 M MgC12 and add 1/10 vol. of 1 M HEPES (pH 7.6) 
immediately to the eluent. 

4. Dialyze the eluted antibody against 4 L of a dialysis buffer consisting of 10 mM 
HEPES (pH 7.6) and 150 mM NaCl. Change the buffer three times every 4 h. 

5. Concentrate the dialysate with Centriprep 30 (Amicon) and estimate 
immunglobin G (IgG) concentration using the value of ODzso ( 1  mg/mL IgG 
solution presents OD280 = 1.4). 

3.3.4. Detection of the Phosphorylated Forms 
of APP and APLP2 by Western Blot Analysis 

1. Synchronize cells at the G2/M phase of the cell cycle, lyse the cells in SDS-lysis 
buffer (see Note 9) and boil for 5 min. 
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2.  Recover  APP  and  APLP2  by  immunoprecipitation  with  anti-APP or anti-APLP2 
antibodies (see Subheading 2.2.2.) and  protein  A-Sepharose,  and  then  separate 
the  immunoprecipitates  with  SDS-PAGE (see Note 10). 

3. Transfer the protein to a  nitrocellulose  membrane  and  probe  with the phos- 
phorylation  state-specific  antibodies (see Note 11). Fig. 3 indicates  the result 
of the quantification  of cell cycle-dependent  phosphorylation  of  APLP2  with 
this procedure. 

It  is very difficult  to  quantify  the  level of phosphorylated  APP  and  APLP2 in 
tissues  using  the  standard  procedure  with  [32P]  orthophosphoric  acid.  Using 
phosphorylation  state-specific  antibodies,  we  quantified  the  level of phospho- 
rylated APP  and  APLP2  in  rat  tissues.  Approximately  identical  quantities of 
APP  or  APLP2  were recovered from various  rat  tissues by immunoprecipita- 
tion  with  their  respective  antibodies.  When  recovered APP  or  APLP2  were 
separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred  to  a  nitrocellulose  membrane,  probed with 
the  phosphorylation  state-specific  antibody  to  the  phosphorylated form of APP 
or  APLP2,  we  found  that  APP  and  APLP2  were  phosphorylated  specifically  in 
the  brain  and  this  neuron-specific  phosphorylation is  thought  to play an  impor- 
tant  role in the  process of neurite  outgrowth (28, K. Iijima  et  al.,  unpublished 
observations).  These  results  indicate  that  APP  and  APLP2 are phosphorylated 
in  the  brain by a  fashion  different  from  that  in  cultured  cell  lines,  even  when  the 
phosphorylation  site  is  identical. 

3.3.5. Detection of the Phosphorylated  Form 
of A PP and A PL  P2  by  Immunocytochemistry 

The  phosphorylation  state-specific  antibodies  are  useful  in  observing  the 
cellular  distribution of the  phosphorylated  APP  and  APLP2  using  conventional 
immunocytochemical procedures. 

1. Fix  cultured  cell  lines  and  primary  cultured  neurons  for 10 min at room  tempera- 
ture  with 4% (w/v)  paraformaldehyde  in  PBS  (pH 7.4) containing 4% (w/v) 
sucrose. 

2. Permeabilize the  cells  for 5 min at room temperature with 0.2% (v/v) Triton 
X-100 in PBS. 

antibody  for 12 h at 4°C. 
4. Wash  the  cell  thoroughly  and  then  incubate  the cells for 1 h  at  room  temperature 

with  tetraodamine isothiocyanate/fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated second- 
ary antibody. 

3. Wash the cells with PBS, incubate the cells with phosphorylation state-specific 

In  a  study  using  differentiated  PC12  cells,  the  phosphorylated  APP/APLP2 
are  detected  mostly  in  neurites  and  on  the  plasma  membrane of somata, 
although  most  dephosphorylated  APP/APLP2  is  found  in  the  cell  body (28, 
K. Iijima  et  al.,  unpublished  observation).  In  another  study  using  cell  lines 
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Fig. 3. Cell  cycle-dependent  phosphorylation  and  metabolism  of  APLP2.  HeLa  cells 
were  synchronized at various  cell  cycle  stages: GI (synchronized  by  serum  with- 
drawal), S (synchronized with aphidicolin), and G2/M (synchronized with 
nocodazole).  APLP2  was  immunoprecipitated  from  cell  extracts  using  anti-APLP2 
antibody,  and  samples  were  subjected  to  SDS-PAGE  using  6%  (w/v)  polyacrylamide 
and  transferred  to  nitrocellulose  membranes. (A) Immunoblots  were  probed  with  anti- 
phosphoThr736  antibody  (pAbThr736, left panel) or anti-APLP2  antibody  (AbAPLP2, 
right  panel)  and  [1251]protein  A,  and  then  autoradiography  was  performed.  Numbers 
indicate  protein  molecular  weight  markers (ma). (B) Relative  levels  of  phosphoryla- 
tion  and  total  amounts  of  the  nonsulfated  form  of  APLP2 at various  cell  cycle  stages. 
Immunoblots  shown  in (A) were  quantitated  using  a  Fuji  BAS  2000  imaging  analyzer 
(Fuji, Tokyo, Japan).  The  levels  of  APLP2  phosphorylated at Thr736  and  nonsulfated 
APLP2  were  standardized  to  the  amount  of  protein  in  cell  extracts,  and  the  relative 
ratios  of  phosphorylated  Thr736 at G1, S,  and  G2/M  phases  are  indicated.  Values  are 
averages  from  duplicate  studies,  and  error  bars  are  indicated.  (From  Suzuki et al. [14. 
Reprinted  by  permission  from Biochemistry.) 

that are synchronized  at  the  G2/M  phase of the  cell  cycle,  the  phosphorylated 
APP/APLP2 are detected  in  a  specific  stage of mitosis (K. Ando  et al.,  unpub- 
lished  observation).  These  results  suggest  a  possibility  that  APP  and  APLP2 
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have a physiological function in the  postmitotic neuron, which  differs  from 
that in the  dividing cell. 

4. Notes 
1.  Shorter  peptides  containing  a  phosphorylation site such as APp663476 of UP695 

are also useful  as  a  substrate. 
2.  Rat  pheochromocytoma  (PC12)  and  HeLa  cells  express  high  endogenous  levels 

of  APP  and  APLP2. 
3. APP  family  protein  genes  have  been  conserved  in  many  animals  and  the  amino 

acid  sequences  of  these  proteins  are  high  homologous,  especially  in  the  cytoplas- 
mic  domain.  Therefore,  affinity  purification  of  the  antibody  may be necessary  to 
prevent  crossreactivity  between  APP  and  APLP2.  Anti-APP  antibodies  are  com- 
mercially  available  from  companies  such  as  Zymed  Laboratories  and  Boehringer 
Mannheim  (Mannheim,  Germany). 

4.  When  a  kinetic  analysis is performed,  the  incubation  time  should  be  1  min. 
5. Some  protein  kinase is autophosphorylated.  Therefore, it  is necessary  to  isolate 

peptide  from  such  protein  kinase  with  SDS-PAGE  to  perform  exact  studies  of 
phosphoamino  acid  analysis  and  phosphopeptide  mapping. 

6.  Control  immunoprecipitation  was  carried  out  in  the  presence  of  excess  antigen 
peptide  (10 m. 

7. 7.5% (w/v) Acrylamide gel is used for APP and APLP2, and 15% (w/v) 
acrylamide  gel  is  used  for  analysis  of  the  truncated  cytoplasmic  domain  from 
APP  and  APLP2. 

8.  HeLa  cells  synchronize  more  readily  than  other  adhesive  cells,  PC12, C6 (rat 
glial  cell  tumor),  Chinese  hamster  ovary  (CHO),  and H4 (human  neuroglioma). 
The  level of synchronization  was  examined  with  fluorescence-activated  cell  sorter 
(FACS)  analysis. 1 x lo6 cells were  fixed  with  50%  methanol  and DNA  was 
stained  by  stain  solution (50 ng/mL  [w/v]  propidium  iodide,  100 U/mL RNase  A 
and 0.1% [w/v]  glucose in PBS). The cells were  then  analyzed  on  a  Becton 
Dickinson  FACScan  Flow  Cytometer  (Heidelberg,  Germany). 

9. To examine  endogenous  level  of  phosphorylation  exactly,  fresh  sample  was  lysed 
in a  buffer  containing  SDS  and  a  phosphatase  inhibitor  (microcystin-LR). 

10.  7.5%  (w/v)  Polyacrylamide  for  intact  APP  or  APLP2  molecule. 
11.  Direct  Western  blotting is also  possible  when  the  protein  content  in  the  cell  and 

the  phosphorylation  level are relatively  high. 
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Determining  the  Transmembrane  Topology 
of the  Presenilins 

Gopal Thinakaran and Andrew  Doan 

1. Introduction 
Mutations  in  two  related  genes, PSI ( I )  and PS2 (2,3) located  on  chromo- 

somes 14 and 1,  respectively, account  for  the  majority of early  onset  cases of 
familial  Alzheimer’s  disease (FAD). PSI and PS2 are  predominantly  localized 
in  the  endoplasmic  reticulum  and  Golgi (4-7). PSI is  a  467  amino  acid  peptide 
predicted  to  contain  between  seven  and  nine  transmembrane  helices  based  on 
hydrophobicity  profiles (13). The protein topology of PSI and  its C. elegans 
homologues, SEL- 12  and  HOP- 1, have  been  examined  by  several  investigators 
(7,9-I3). This  chapter  describes  two  approaches  we  utilized  to  determine  the 
topological  orientation of the PSI N-terminal,  and  C-terminal domains,  and  a 
hydrophilic  “loop”  region  encompassing  amino  acids  263-407.  The  first 
approach  is  based  on  the  proteolytic  sensitivity of amyloid  precursor  protein 
(APP)  protein chimeras to  endoproteolytic  cleavage by P-secretase  in  the  lumen 
of the  Golgi. The  second  approach  is based on  selective  permeabilization of the 
plasma  membrane  using  a  bacterial  pore-forming  toxin,  streptolysin-0 (SLO), 
and  subsequent  immunocytochemical  probing  for  cytosolic  epitopes  using 
specific  antibodies.  Both of these  methods  can  be  easily  adapted  to  determine 
the  topology of other  membrane  proteins. 

1.1. Use of PS1-APP Chimeric Proteins 
to Determine PS1  N-Terminus Topology 

In  earlier  efforts,  we  and  others  established  that  the  APP  Swedish  variant 
(APPswe)  is  endoproteolytically  cleaved  at  the  lumenally  exposed  P-secretase 
site in the  Golgi  compartment,  resulting in the  production of a  distinct -12 kDa 
fragment of 99 amino  acids  extending  from  Asp + 1 of the  P-amyloid  peptide 
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Fig. 1. Schematic  representation of TM1-APP  chimeric  polypeptide  (top)  and  its 
potential  membrane  topologies  (bottom).  Shaded bar denotes  N-terminal  132  residues 
of human PSI; open bar denotes C-terminal167 residues of human APP-695swe; open 
box  marked PSI TM* denotes predicted PS1  transmembrane  domain 1; hatched 
box  marked APP TM denotes APP transmembrane domain. Arrowhead represents 
P-secretase cleavage site. 

(AP)  to  the  extreme  C-terminus  ofAPP (I4-16). Taking  advantage of this  find- 
ing,  we  designed  a  strategy  aimed  at  testing  whether  potential  transmembrane 
(TM)  helices of PSI were  sufficient  to  export  APP  sequences  that  included  the 
Swedish  mutations  into  the  Golgi  lumen. We generated  cDNA  encoding  a  chi- 
meric  protein  (TM1-APP)  consisting of a  132-amino  acid region of PSI repre- 
senting  the  N-terminal80  amino  acids,  first  predicted  TM  and  3  1  amino  acids 
downstream  fused  to  a  167-amino  acid  region of APP  that  includes  96  amino 
acids of the  ectodomain  harboring  the  Swedish  double  mutation,  the  TM,  and 
C-terminal  domains.  As  shown  in Fig. 1, this  chimera  could  adopt two configu- 
rations  wherein  the PS1 N-terminal domain  is  resident  either in the  cytoplasm 
(model  A)  or  in  the  EWGolgi  lumen  (model B); P-secretase  cleavage of the 
chimera  would  only  occur if the PSI N-terminus is cytoplasmic.  Cleavage of 
the  chimeric  polypeptide by p-secretase  was  visualized  by  radiolabeling  trans- 
fected  COS-l  cells  expressing  the  chimeric  polypeptide with  [35S]methionine 
and  subsequent  immunoprecipitation  analysis.  The  cell-associated  APP C-ter- 
mina1 fragments,  and  secreted  AP  were  immunoprecipitated  from  cell  lysates 
and  conditioned  medium,  respectively,  using  appropriate  antibodies. 
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Fig.  2.  Localization  of  PS 1 N-terminus. (A) Schematic  representation  of  PS  1  -APP 
chimeras. "MI-APP and  TM2-APP  consist  of  N-terminal  132  and  163  residues  of 
human PSI, respectively,  fused  to  C-terminal  167  residues  of humanMP-695swe. (B) 
Metabolism  of  PSI-APP  chimeric  polypeptides. COS-l cells  transfected  with  plas- 
mids  encoding  chimeric  polypeptides  were  labeled  for 3 h  with  [35S]methionine.  Lanes 
1-6 represent  C-terminal  APP  fragments (a and p CTF)  immunoprecipitated  from cell 
lysates  with  Ab369  antiserum.  Lanes 1'4' represent  AP  immunoprecipitated  from  con- 
ditioned  medium  using  monoclonal  antibody 4G8. (C) Schematic  representation  of 
membrane  topology of chimeric  PS 1-MP polypeptides.  Arrowhead  represents a- and 
p-secretase  cleavage  sites. 

We transiently  expressed  TM1-APP  in  COS-l  cells  and  demonstrated  the 
accumulation of an approx 12 kDa  APP  C-terminal  fragment  (CTF)  in  cell 
lysates (Fig. 2B, lane 3). This CTF comigrates  with  an  authentic  p-secretase- 
generated  derivative  in  cells  expressing  native APPswe (Fig. 2B, lane l). In 
addition,  we  observed  intracellular  accumulation of an approx 10 kDa CTF 
generated  by  a-secretase (Fig. 2B, lane 3) and  the  presence of AP  in  the 
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medium of cells  expressing  TM1-APP (Fig. 2B, lane  37,  findings  similar  to 
cells  expressing  APPswe (Fig. 2B, lane 1 and  lane l', respectively). These  data 
support  the  idea  that TMl-APP adopts  a  configuration  that  orients  the PS1 
N-terminus  towards  the cytoplasm (see Fig. 2C, TM1). 

We were  aware of the  possibility  that  cleavage  at  the  p-secretase  site  could 
also  occur if the PS1 N-terminus is  lumenal  and TM 1  does not span  the  bilayer 
(Fig. 1, model  C).  In  this  case,  only  the  APP TM domain  would  anchor  the 
chimera in the  membrane. To control  for  the  possibility  that  TM1-APP  might 
adopt an  alternative  configuration  that  orients  the PS1 N-terminus  towards  the 
EWGolgi  lumen,  we  examined  the  processing of ssTM1-APP,  a chimera con- 
taining  the  APP  signal  sequence (ss) fused  to  the  extreme  N-terminus of 
TM1-APP. We anticipated  that  introduction of the  APP  signal  sequence  in 
ssTM1-APP  would  force  translocation of the PS1 region  into the  lumen of the 
EWGolgi. Two potential  topologies  could  be  envisioned  for  the  ssTM1-APP 
chimera:  the  entire PS1 region  (including  TM1)  is  lumenal (Fig. 1, model  C); 
or, only the  N-terminal80  amino  acids of PS1 are  lumenal and TM1  is  mem- 
brane  inserted (see Fig. 2C, ssTM1). In the  latter  case,  the  APP  p-secretase 
cleavage  site  would  be  located  in  the  cytosolic  compartment  where  p-secretase 
is  inactive  (or  absent).  COS-l  cells  expressing  ssTM1-APP  neither  generated 
CTF (Fig. lB, lane 4), nor  released Ap (Fig. 2B, lane 49, despite  the  demon- 
stration  that  the  chimera  had  reached  the  Golgi,  a  site  for  p-secretase  cleavage 
of APPswe (9) (see Note 1). Failure  to  detect  APP CTF in  cells  expressing 
ssTM  1-APP  supports  our view that  both  the PS1 and  APP  TMs  span  the  bilayer 
(as  shown  in Fig. 2C, ssTM1)  and  argue  against  the  alternative  model in which 
the  entire PS1 segment  is  lumenal.  Hence,  these  data  are  consistent  with  a 
model  in  which  the PS1 N-terminus is  exposed  to  the  cytoplasm. 

We extended  this  strategy  to  examine TM2-APP,  a chimera  composed of the 
N-terminal  163  amino  acids of PS1 that  included  the  first  two  predicted  TM 
domains of PS1 fused  to  the  identical  region of APPswe used  in  the  TM1-APP 
chimera. If our  conclusions  regarding  the  topology of TMl-APP are  correct, 
then TMZAPP should  also  adopt  a  configuration  that  orients  the  N-terminus 
towards  the cytoplasm (see Fig. 2C, TM2).  In  this  configuration,  the  protease- 
sensitive  site  is  cytoplasmic,  thus  rendering  the TMZAPP chimera  incompe- 
tent  for  p-secretase  cleavage.  As  expected,  we  neither  detected  APP  CTF  in 
cell  lysates,  nor  Ab  in  the  medium of COS-l  cells  expressing  TM2-APP 
(Fig. 2B, lane 5 and  lane 5',  respectively),  despite  transport of the  chimera  to 
the  Golgi (9). On  the  other  hand,  ssTM2-APP,  a  chimera  containing  the  APP 
signal  sequence  juxtaposed  to  the  N-terminus of TMZAPP  was efficiently 
processed by  p-secretase  to  generate  an  approx  12  kDa  C-terminal  derivative 
(Fig. 2B, lane  6).  Thus,  the  ssTM2-APP  chimera  must  have  adopted  a  configu- 
ration  that  orients  the PS1 N-terminus  towards  the lumen (see Fig. 2C, ssTM2). 
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Fig. 3. Schematic  representation  of  the SLO strategy. A schematic  crosssection of 
ER  from SLO (left)  or  Triton X-l00 (right)  permeabilized  cell is shown.  Treatment 
with  Triton  permeabilizes  plasma  membrane  as  well  as  intracellular  membranes 
allowing  antibodies  to  gain  access  to  cytosol  and  ER  lumen.  Thus,  in  cells  treated  with 
Triton  antibodies  bind  to  epitopes  oriented  towards  both  cytosol  and  lumen.  In  con- 
trast,  treatment  with SLO, selectively  permeabilizes  plasma  membrane;  because  intra- 
cellular  membranes  are intact, antibodies  P2-1 (APP N-terminal  mAb)  and BiP 
(anti-BiP)  cannot  gain  access  to  the  ER  lumen.  In  the  latter  case,  antibodies  only  bind 
epitopes  oriented  towards  the  cytosol. 

These  studies  indicate  that  the  predicted  TM1  and  TM2  helices of PSI span  the 
bilayer.  Moreover,  efficient  p-secretase  cleavage of the  ssTM2-APP  chimera 
confirms  our  earlier  conclusion  that  the  N-terminus of PSI is  oriented  towards 
the  cytoplasm. 

1.2. Use of Selective Permeabilization 
to Determine Membrane Orientation of the PS7 “Loop”Domain 

The  chimeric  polypeptide  strategy  just  described is easier  to  use  for  deter- 
mining  topology of proteins with a  limited  number of transmembrane  domains. 
Because PSI was  predicted  to  contain  seven  or  more  transmembrane  helices, 
we  developed  an  alternate  strategy (Fig. 3) that  examines  the  membrane topol- 
ogy of polytopic  full-length  proteins  obviating  the  need  to  generate  a  number 
of fusion  polypeptides. In this  approach,  the  plasma  membrane  (PM) of cul- 
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tured  cells  was  selectively  permeabilized  with  SLO.  Subsequently,  we  asked 
whether  antibodies  raised  against  specific  epitopes of PSI could  bind  cognate 
sequences  associated  with  intracellular  membranes (IMs). SLO  is  a  bacterial 
toxin  that  binds  selectively  to  cholesterol  (found  predominantly  on  the  PM). 
When  applied  to  cells  under  appropriate  conditions (see below),  SLO  will 
oligomerize,  resulting  in  the  formation of pores  exceeding  30  nm,  which allow 
passage of macromolecules (e.g., antibodies  and  hydrophilic  drugs)  across  the 
plasma  membrane (17). The  advantage of using  SLO  is  the  high  specificity of 
binding  to  cholesterol,  which  is  mostly  absent  in  membranes of intracellular 
organelles,  such  as  the ER and  Golgi.  Thus,  SLO  permeabilization of live  cells 
will  allow  antibodies  to  have  access  to  cytosolic  epitopes  but  not lumenally 
disposed  epitopes.  In  contrast,  incubating  fixed  cells  with  the  nonionic  deter- 
gent,  Triton  X-100,  which  permeabilizes  all  lipid  bilayers  (both  PM  and  IMs) 
will allow antibodies  to  reach  epitopes  oriented towards both cytosol  and  lumen. 

For  our  studies,  we  used  a  stable C H 0  line  expressing  human  APP-695 
(CHO-695) (18). Because  the  protein  topology of APP  is  known,  antibodies 
against  APP  were  used  as  our  internal  control.  Antibodies  raised  against  the 
N-terminal  domain of APP  (oriented  towards  the  lumen)  will  immunostain  APP 
only  in  cells  treated  with  Triton  X-100,  whereas  antibodies  raised  against  the 
C-terminal  domain  (oriented  towards  cytoplasm)  will  stain  APP  in  cells  treated 
with  either  SLO  or  Triton X-l00 (Fig. 3). 

CHO-695  cells  were  transiently  transfected with human PSI cDNA  and  the 
cell  monolayers  were  permeabilized  with  SLO,  or  Triton X-100.  Cells were 
then  fixed  prior  to  antibody  incubation.  Human PSI “loop”  domain  was 
detected  with  aPSlLoop, a  polyclonal  antiserum  specific  for  amino  acids 
320-375 (19). Transfected  SLO-  or  Triton-treated  cells  were  coincubated  with 
aPSILoop, and  a  monoclonal  antibody  (mAb),  P2-l,  specific  for N-terminal, 
lumenally  disposed  epitopes of human  APP (20). Bound  antibodies  were 
detected  by  indirect  immunofluorescence  (IF)  microscopy.  The  mAp  P2-1 
served  to  control  for  inadvertent  permeabilization of IMs by SLO.  As  shown  in 
Fig. 4A (top), aPSlLoop detected PSI loop  domain  epitopes  in  SLO-treated 
cells,  whereas mAp P2-1  binding  to  APP was  undetectable. The  observation 
that mAp P2-1 failed  to  react with APP lumenal epitopes  confirmed  that IMs 
were  resistant  to  permeabilization by SLO.  On  the  other  hand,  cells 
permeabilized  with  Triton  and  incubated with  antibodies aPSILoop and mAp 
P2-1  bound  cognate  epitopes  as  expected (Fig. 4A, bottom).  Our  demonstra- 
tion  that aPSlLoop bound PSI in  SLO-permeabilized  cells  in  the  absence of 
detectable  disruption of IMs  indicates  that  the PSI loop  domain  is  oriented 
towards  the  cytoplasmic  face of Ms.  

We performed  additional  control  experiments  to  confirm  that  our  failure  to 
detect  APP  with mAp P2-1 in  SLO-permeabilized  cells  is not an  artifact of the 
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Fig. 4. Cytoplasmic localization  of PS1 loop domain.  CHO-695 cells stably 
expressing  human  APP  were  transiently  transfected  with  human  PS  1  cDNA,  and  ana- 
lyzed  by  indirect  immunofluorescence  after  treatment  with  either SLO (top  panels)  or 
Triton X-l00 (bottom  panels). (A) Following  permeabilization  with  SLO  or  Triton, 
cells were  coincubated  with aPS 1  Loop  (polyclonal  antiserum  raised  against  PS  1  loop 
domain),  and  P2-1  (monoclonal  antibody  specific  for  APP  lumenal  epitopes).  Red  and 
green  fluorescence  corresponding  to aPS1Loop and  P2-1  staining,  respectively,  are 
shown  as  gray-scale  images. (B) CHO-695 cells were  coincubated  with  Ab369 
(polyclonal  antiserum  raised  against  cytoplasmic  domain  of  APP),  and BiP (mono- 
clonal  antibody  specific  for  ER  lumenal  protein,  BiP)  subsequent  to  permeabilization 
with  SLO or Triton.  Red  and  green  fluorescence  corresponding  to  Ab369  and  BiP 
staining,  respectively,  are  shown  as  gray-scale  images. 

permeabilization  procedure  per  se. We coincubated  CHO-695  cells  with  a  rab- 
bit  polyclonal  antibody,  Ab369,  that  recognizes  epitopes  in  the  APP  cytoplas- 
mic  domain (21) and  a  mAp  specific  for  a  lumenally  disposed  epitope 
(KSEKDEL) of the ER chaperone Grp78 (BiP) (22). As  expected,  Ab369  bound 
APP  C-terminal  epitopes in both SLO  and  Triton-permeabilized  cells;  on  the 
other  hand, BiP  staining was only  observed  in  Triton-treated  cells (Fig. 4B). 
Collectively,  these  results demonstrate  that  SLO  selectively  permeabilizes  the 
PM  and  that  this  approach  allows  access of specific  antibodies  to  cognate 
epitopes  located  on  the  cytosolic  face of IMs. 
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2. Materials 
2. l .  PS-APP Chimeric Protein Studies 
2.1.1. Transfection 

1.  COS-1  cells. 
2. Dulbecco’s modified  Eagle’s  medium (DMEM)  (Gibco-BRL,  Paisley, 

Scotland; cat. no. 11965-092) supplemented with  L-glutamine and 10% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS). 

3. Plasmids  pCB6 (23) and  pAPP695Swe (24). 
4. PS-APP chimeric plasmids (9): pCB6TM1, pCB6TM2, pCB6ssTM1, and 

pCBGssTM2. 
5.  2x N-bis(2-hydrosyethyl)-2-aminoethane sulfonic  acid  buffered  saline  (BBS) 

(25): 50 mM N, N-bis(hydroxyethyl)-2-aminoethane sulfonic acid (BES), 
pH 6.95,280 mM NaCl,  and  1.5 mM Na2HP04.  Filter  sterilized  and  stored  at -20°C. 

6. 2.5 M CaC12. Filter  sterilized  and  stored at -20°C. 

2.1.2. [35S]”thionine Labeling and lmmunoprecipitation 

1. M e r  medium: DMEM  minus  methionine  (Gibco-BRL; cat. no.  11970-035) 
supplemented  with  L-glutamine  and  1%  dialyzed  fetal  calf  serum  (Gibco-BRL; 
cat.  no.  16440-031). 

2.  [35S]methionine, >l000 Ci/mmol  (NEN,  DuPont,  Boston,  MA;  cat.  no. NEG WC) .  
3. Phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride  (PMSF) (100 mM in  100%  ethanol). 
4. IP buffer (26): 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.4, 150 mM NaC1, 0.5% Nonidet  P-40, 

0.5% sodium  deoxycholate, 5 mM  EDTA,  pepstatin (50 pg/mL), leupeptin 
(50 pg/mL),  aprotinin (10 pg/mL),  and  PMSF  (0.25 mM). 

5 .  20%  Sodium  dodecyl  sulfate (SDS). 
6.  Protein A Agarose  (Pierce,  Rockford, L; cat.  no.  20333). 
7.  Antibodies:  Ab369 (21); mAp 4G8 (27). 

2.2. SLO Permeabilization Studies 
1.  SLO  was  purchased  from  Dr. S. Bhakdi  (Institute  of  Medical  Microbiology  and 

Hygiene,  Mainz,  Germany)  and  stock  solutions  prepared  in 1 mg/mL  bovine 
serum  albumin  (BSA)  and  2 mM DTT  were  stored  at  -70°C. 

2. Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS):  140 mM NaC1, 3 mM KC1, 2 mM potassium 
phosphate,  and  10 mM sodium  phosphate,  pH  7.4. 

3.  SLO-buffer (28): 20 mM HEPES,  pH 7.2, 125 mM K-L-glutamate,  15 mM KC1, 
5 mM NaCl,  2 mM MgC12, and  3 mM EGTA. 

4. 4%  Paraformaldehyde  prepared  in  PBS. 
5. Blocking  buffer:  1%  BSA, 50 mM NH4Cl,  and  10 mM glycine  in  PBS. 
6. Antibody  dilution  buffer:  1%  Normal  goat  serum  in  PBS. 
7.  Primary  antibodies:  N-terminal  monoclonal  APP  antibody,  P2-1 (20); C-terminal 

polyclonal  APP  antiserum,  Ab369 (21); N-terminal  polyclonal PSI antiserum, 
Ab14 (29); polyclonal antiserum raised against the loop domain of P S I ,  
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aPSlLoop (19); monoclonal  antibody raised against BiP/Grp78 (Stressgen 
Biotechnologies,  Victoria, BC;  cat.  no.  SPA-827). 

8. Texas  Red conjugated antirabbit IgG  (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,  CA; 
cat.  no. TI-1000). 

9. Fluorescein  isothiocyanate  (F1TC)-conjugated  antimouse  (Vector;  cat. no. 

10. 4,'6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 5 mg/mL stock prepared in  PBS 

11.  PermaFluor.  (Immunon,  cat.  no.  434990). 

FI-2000). 

(Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim,  Germany;  cat.  no.  236276). 

3. Methods 
3.1.  Expression  Vectors 

Standard  molecular  biology  techniques  were  used  to  generate  expression 
vectors. Sequences  encoding  the N-terminal 132  amino  acids of human PSI 
were  amplified  by  polymerase  chain  reaction  (PCR)  using  pBSHuPSI (8) 
as  template  using  the  sense  primer 5' CCAGATCTGGAAGGAACCTGAGC 3' 
(FHuPSI) and  antisense  primer, 5' GClTGAGCTCTGAGTGCAGGGCTCTCTGG 
3'.  Sequences  encoding  the  N-terminal  163  amino  acids  were  ampli- 
fied  using  the  sense  primer  FHuPSI  (above)  and  antisense  primer,  5' 
GCTTGAGCTCATGGATGACCTTATAGCACC 3'. The  PCR  products  were 
digested  with BgnI and SstI, gel  purified,  and  incubated  in  a  ligation  reaction 
containing  a  gel  purified SstI-XbaI fragment  from plasmid  pAPP-695swe (24) 
and  pCB6  vector (23) with BgZII and XbaI ends.  The  resulting  plasmids  encode 
chimeric  proteins  containing  the  N-terminus and predicted  first  TM of PSI 
(pCB6TM1),  or  the  first  two  TMs of PSI (pCB6TM2),  fused  to  the  C-terminal 
167  amino  acids of APP  containing  the  Swedish  double  mutation.  Sequences 
encoding  the  signal  peptide of huAPP  were  isolated  as  a  105-bp  BamHI-Asp718 
fragment  from plasmid p770 (26), and  the  ends  were  filled in using  Klenow 
fragment of DNA  polymerase.  This  fragment  was  ligated  to  plasmids 
pCB6TM  1  and  pCB6TM2 previously  digested  with  Asp7 18  and  the  ends  filled 
to  generate  pCB6ssTMl  or  pCB6ssTM2,  respectively. 

3.2. Transfection  of COS1 and N2a Cells 
1.  Seed 0.5 x lo6 cells in a 60-mm  dish  24 h before  transfection (see Note 2). 
2. Prepare  the  transfection  mixture  in a sterile  tube as follows:  combine  10 pg of  DNA 

with sterile distilled  water  to a final volume  of  225 pL. Add  25 pL of  2.5 M CaC12 
and  mix. Add 250 pL of  2x  BBS  and  mix.  Leave  at  room  temperature  for  20  min. 

3.  Add  the  mixture  dropwise  to  the  dish  and  mix  gently. 
4.  Incubate at 37°C in 3% COz. 
5. After 14-18 h incubation,  aspirate  the  medium  and wash  twice with culture 

6.  Label  the  cells  with  [35S]methionine  the  following day (see Subheading 3.3.). 
medium.  Add 5 mL fresh medium and return  the  dish  to 5% COz. 
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3.3. Metabolism of PS1-APP Chimeric Proteins 
1.  Remove  the  culture  medium  and  replace  with  2  mL  of M e t  medium  containing 

250  kCi/mL  [35S]methionine  and  incubate at 37°C  for 3 h. 
2.  Collect  the  medium  after  labeling  and  add  10 pL of  100  mMPMSF.  Centrifuge at 

12,OOOg for 5 min to  remove  cell  debris  and  save  the  supernatant  (conditioned 
medium). 

3. Wash  the  monolayer  of  cells  twice  with  cold  PBS.  Lyse  the cells in 500 pL of 
immunoprecipitation (P) buffer.  Immediately  transfer  lysate  into  a  microfuge 
tube.  Vortex  gently  and  centrifuge  the  lysate at 12,OOOg for  1 min to pellet  nuclei. 
Transfer  the  supernatant  (detergent  lysate) to a  fresh  tube. 

4.  For  immunoprecipitating  APP  C-terminal  fragments,  mix  100 pL of P buffer  and 
6.25 pL of  20% SDS with  150 pL of  detergent  lysate.  Heat  to  100°C  for  3  min. 

5. Preclear  the  mixture  by  adding 40 of  protein  A  agarose  and  incubate  with 
gentle  mixing at 4°C  for 30 min. 

6. Centrifuge at 2500g for 4 min.  Transfer the supernatant to a fresh tube  and  add 
3 pL of  APP  C-terminal  antibody  Ab369 (21) (see Note 3). Incubate  overnight at 
4°C  with  gentle  mixing. 

7.  For  AP  immunoprecipitations,  add  3 pL of mAp 4G8 (27) to 1 mL  conditioned 
medium (see Note 3). Incubate  overnight at 4°C  with  gentle  mixing. 

8. Add 40 pL of  protein  A  Agarose  (Pierce) (see Note 4) to  the  immunoprecipitation 
mixture  and  continue  incubation  for 30 min. 

9.  Centrifuge  the  mixture at 2500g for 4  min to collect  immunoprecipitates.  Discard 
the  supernatant.  Wash  the  pellet  twice  with IP buffer (see Note 5). 

10.  Resuspend  the  pellet in 30 pL of  Laemmli  buffer  and  analyze  on  16%  Tris-tricine 
gels (30) (see Note 6). 

3.4. Streptolysin-0 Permeabilizafion 
1.  Culture  Chinese  hamster  ovary  (CHO)  695  cells  on  glass  chamber  slides  (or  glass 

2.  Remove  the  culture  medium  36  h  after  transfection  and  wash  the  cells  in  cold 

3.  Wash once  with  ice-cold  SLO  buffer. 
4.  Incubate cells with 100 U SLO  in 1 mL cold  SLO  buffer  for  10  min  on  ice. 
5. Aspirate  the  buffer  containing  SLO.  Wash  cells  once  with  SLO  buffer  and  replace 

6. Warm the  cells to 37°C for 5 min. 
7.  Aspirate  the  buffer  and  wash  once  with  cold  SLO  buffer. 
8.  Fix  the  cells in 4%  paraformaldehyde at room  temperature  for 5 min  and  wash 

9. Incubate  the cells in  blocking  buffer  for 15 min at room  temperature  and  proceed 

coverslips  placed  in  a  60-mm  dish)  and  transfect  with PS1 cDNA. 

PBS.  Place  slides  on  ice. 

with  fresh SLO buffer. 

with  PBS (see Note 7). 

with  immunofluorescence  staining (see Subheading 3.6.). 

3.5. Triton  Permeabilization 
1.  Culture CH0 695  cells  on  glass  chamber  slides  (or  glass  coverslips  placed  in  a 

60-mm  dish)  and  transfect  with PS1 cDNA. 
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2.  Remove the  culture medium 36 h after  transfection. Wash the  cells twice 

3. Fix  the  cells  in  4%  paraformaldehyde at room  temperature  for  5  min  and  wash 

4. Incubate the cells in 0.5%  Triton  X-100  diluted  in  PBS for 5  min at room 

5.  Incubate  the  slides  in  blocking  buffer  for 15 min at room  temperature  and  proceed 

with cold PBS. 

with  PBS. 

temperature. 

with  immunofluorescence  staining (see Subheading 3.6.). 

3.6. Immunofluorescence Staining 
1. Incubate  the  blocked  slides (see Subheadings 3.4. and 3.5.) for  2  h at room  tem- 

perature  or  overnight  at  4°C  with  optimal  dilution  of  primary  antibodies.  A  mono- 
clonal  antibody  and  a  polyclonal  antiserum  can  be  used  simultaneously  to  detect 
independent  epitopes  of  the  same  protein  or  epitopes  on  two  different  proteins 
(see Subheading 2.). The  primary  antibodies are usually  used at 1:250 or  1:500 
(diluted  in  antibody  dilution  buffer). 

2. The  following  day,  wash  the  slides  several  times  in  PBS  and  then  incubate  with 
both Texas Red conjugated antirabbit  IgG (1:500) and FITC-conjugated 
antimouse  IgG (1:lOO) (diluted  in  PBS)  for  1  h at room  temperature. 

3.  Wash  the  slides  several  times in PBS.  Incubate  the  slides  in  1:2000  dilution  of 
DAPI  (5 mg/nL stock)  for  5  min (see Note S). Remove  DAPI  and  wash  slides  for 
5  min  in  PBS. 

4.  Apply  coverslips to the  slides  using  an  aqueous  mounting  medium  such as 
PermaFluor  (Immunon).  Wait at least  30  min  for  the  coverslip  to  set. 

5.  Examine  the  slides  with  a  fluorescent  microscope  using  appropriate  barrier 
filters. 

4. Notes 
1. Transfected cells were  fixed  and  incubated  with APP C-terminal  antibody  369 

and  visualized  by  indirect  immunofluorescence (see Subheading 3.) to  document 
the  localization  of  the  APP  chimeric  polypeptides  in  the  Golgi,  a  compartment 
where p-secretase cleavage of APPswe polypeptides has been previously 
demonstrated (14-16). 

2.  Cationic  lipid-based  methods  can be used  instead  of CaP04 precipitation  methods 
for  transfecting CH0 and  COS  cells. 

3.  Antibodies  Ab369,  and  4G8  can be replaced  with  any  monoclonal  or  polyclonal 
anitbodies  raised  against  epitopes  contained  within  the  C-terminus  of  APP  and 
AP,  respectively. 

4.  The mAp 4G8  binds  well  to  protein  A  agarose  (Pierce).  Because  mouse IgGl 
binds  poorly  to  protein A, many  researchers  substitute  protein  G  agarose in place 
of  protein A agarose  while  using  mouse  monoclonal  antibodies for immuno 
precipitation. 

5. when mAp 4G8  is  used,  wash  the  immunoprecipitates  with 50 mMTris-HC1,  pH  7.4, 
150 mM NaC1, 0.01% Nonidet P 4 , 5  mM EDTA,  pepstatin  (50 @mL), leupeptin 
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(50 pg/mL), aprotinin (10 pg/mL), and  PMSF  (0.25 mM). Presence  of  higher 
concentration  of  detergents  in  the  wash  buffer  affects  AP  binding  to  4G8  antibody. 

6. Commercially  available 10-20% Tris-tricine  gels (e.g.,  Novex)  can be used  in 
place of  16% Tris-tricine gels. However  we  find that the larger format 16% 
Tris-tricine gels produce the best resolution. 

7.  We and  others (31) observed  that  certain  cell  types  detach  from  slides  during 
SLO  permeabilization.  In  such  cases,  plasma  membranes may also  be  selectively 
permeabilized by incubating  cells  fixed  in 2% formaldehyde-PBS  with  digitonin 
(5 pg/mL in  PIPES  buffer:  300 mM Sucrose,  100 mM KC1,2.5 mMMgC12, 1 mM 
EDTA, 10 mM PIPES, pH  6.8) for 15  min  at 4OC. This  method  has  been  used  to 
demonstrate the cytoplasmic  orientation  of PSI N-terminal  and  hydrophilic 
“loop”  domains (32). 

8. A  brief incubation with the  nucleophilic  dye  DAPI  will  allow  visualization of the 
nuclei  of all  the  cells  during  immunofluorescence  microscopy. DAPI  produces  a 
blue  fluorescence  with  excitation  at  about  360 nm and  emission  at  about 460 nm 
when  bound  to  DNA.  There is no  emission  overlap  with  fluorescein  or Texas  Red. 
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Normal  Proteolytic  Processing of the  Presenilins 
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1. Introduction 
The majority of familial  Alzheimer's  disease  (AD)  cases are  linked  to  muta- 

tions of the  presenilin  1  and 2 (PSI,   PS2)  genes  on  chromosomes 14 and  1, 
respectively (1-3). PS1 and PS2 are  about 67% identical  in  amino  acid 
sequence.  Based  on  hydrophobicity  analysis,  the  presenilins  are  predicted  to 
have  multiple  transmembrane  domains.  Structural  analysis (see Chapter  19) 
suggest  that  presenilins  are 6-8 transmembrane  proteins  which  are  located  in 
the  endoplasmic  reticulum (ER) and  Golgi.  The N- and  C-termini  and  the  large 
hydrophilic  loop  region  are  oriented  to  the  cytoplasm ( 4 3 .  More  than 40 
AD-causing  mutations  have  been  identified  in PSI ,  whereas  only  two  muta- 
tions  have  been  identified  in PS2. The  disease-causing  mutations  span  most 
domains of the  protein,  with  clusters of mutations  in  the  second  transmem- 
brane  domain  and  the  large  hydrophilic  loop region (Fig. 1). 

The  physiological  function of the  presenilins  is  unknown,  and  it  is  also 
unclear how presenilin  mutations  cause AD. To gain  a  better  understanding of 
the  cellular  function of presenilins,  their  localization,  expression,  and  metabo- 
lism  have  been  studied  extensively.  Qpically,  various  antibodies  directed 
against  nonoverlapping  epitopes of PS1 or PS2 are  used  to  detect  the  full-length 
proteins  and  PS-related  fragments  in  different  systems. 

1.1. Proteolytic Processing of the Presenilins 
Initially,  many  studies  were  performed by studying  presenilin  expression 

and  metabolism  in  cell  lines  (COS, HEK 293  [human  embryo  kidney], C H 0  
[Chinese  hamster ovary], H4 human  neuroglioma),  which were transfected  with 
cDNAs  encoding  full-length PSI or PS2. Immunoprecipitation  or  Western  blot 
analysis of cell  lines  overexpressing PS1 show  a  major  species  migrating  at 
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Fig. 1. Model of PSI as an eight-transmembrane protein localized in the ER. 
The circles indicate the location of the AD-causing PSI and PS2 mutations. The 
open  symbols indicate the location of the base deletions resulting in truncated 
forms of the protein. 

45-50 kDa,  corresponding  to  the  predicted  molecular  weight of full-length P S I .  
This  species  is  recognized by antibodies  against  the  N-terminus  and  the  large 
cytoplasmic  loop  region,  and  is  increased  by  transfection.  Preabsorption of the 
antibodies with their  cognate  peptides  abolishes  immunoreactivity,  suggesting 
specificity  for PSI (Fig. 2). In  transfected  cells,  higher  molecular  weight 
aggregates and lower  molecular  weight  fragments  are  usually  also  detected. 

In  untransfected  cells,  the 45-50 kDa  species  is  expressed  at  extremely  low 
levels  or  is  barely  detectable. In  many  cell  lines,  as  well  as  in  primary  cultures 
of human  fibroblasts  and  neurons,  a  major  species  at 25-30 kDa  is  detected 
with  the  N-terminal  antibody, and a  major  species  at  about 20 kDa  is  detected 
with  a  C-terminal  loop  antibody.  The  immunoreactivity of both  bands  is 
inhibited  after  preabsorption of the  antibodies,  suggesting  specificity  for PSI 
(Fig. 2). This  pattern of PSI fragments is also  observed  in  mouse,  rat,  or  human 
tissues.  The N- and  C-terminal  fragments  are  the  major  endogenous  species  in 
cell  lines  and  tissues,  suggesting  that  full-length PSI undergoes  endoproteolytic 
cleavage (6-9). This  mechanism  is  further  supported by  quantitative  data 
showing  a 1: 1 stoichiometry  between  the N- and  C-terminal  fragments  in 
transgenic  animals (7). 

Although  transfection  markedly  increases  the  level of full-length  PS 1, it only 
slightly  increases  the  levels of the  major  N-  and  C-terminal  fragments (Fig. 2). 
A  similar  mechanism  was  observed in transgenic  mice  that  overexpress  human 
PS1. In  the  brains of these  animals,  the N- and  C-terminal  PSI  species  accu- 
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Fig.  2.  Expression  of PSI in  transfected  and  primary  cell  cultures. (A) Western  blot 
analysis  of  cell  lysates  with  an  antibody (6,15) directed  against  the  N-terminus of PSI.  
(B) Western  blot  analysis  with  an  antibody  against  the  C-terminal  loop  region  of PSI.  
Lanes: -, wild-type COS cells; P S I ,  PSI-transfected COS cells;  PSlIPreab, 
PSI-transfected  COS  cells  blotted  with  preabsorbed  antibody;  Fib,  primary  human 
fibroblasts,  Fib/preab,  fibroblasts  blotted  with  the  preabsorbed  antibody;  Neuron 
(Cort),  cultured  human  cortical  neurons;  Neuron  (Cort)/Preab,  cultured  human  cortical 
neurons blotted with the preabsorbed antibody; Neuron (Hipp), cultured rat 
hippocampal  neurons.  Note  the  predominant  28-30  kDa  N-terminal  and  20-22  kDa 
C-terminal PS1 fragments  in  nontransfected  cells  and  primary  neurons.  Taken  from (6). 

mulate at  saturable  levels  independent of the  level of the  transgene-derived 
mFWA (7). In  transfected  cell  lines  and  transgenic  animals,  expression of 
human PSI is  accompanied by a  compensatory  decrease of the  endogenous 
mouse PSI (IO). These  findings  indicate  that  the  cellular  levels of presenilin 
derivatives  are  tightly  regulated.  It  has  been  suggested  that  the  constant  levels 
of these PSI and PS2 species  may  be  due  to  competition  for as yet  unidentified 
limiting  cellular  factors (IO). Studies  with  various PS fragments  indicate  that 
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the  levels of PS  fragments  can  be  regulated by mechanisms  independent of 
the  cleavage of full-length PS (10,11). Differential  regulation of the  full-length 
and  cleaved  forms  is  suggested  by  experiments  with  proteasome  inhibitors, 
which  affect  the  degradation  of  full-length PSI without  significantly 
altering  the  levels of the  fragments (12). The  proteases  involved  in  the  con- 
stitutive  cleavage of PSI and PS2 have  not  been  identified.  A  variety of 
protease  inhibitors  have  been  examined,  but  none  have  been  shown  to 
inhibit  the  constitutive  cleavage  of PSI and PS2 (9,12). 

1.2. Identification of the Constitutive Cleavage Site 

N-terminal  sequencing  of  the PSI and PS2 C-terminal  fragments  have 
been  performed  to  identify  the  constitutive  cleavage  site.  Podlisny  et  al. 
(13) demonstrated  cleavage of PSI in  transfected HEK 293  cells  at  amino 
acid  299,  between  methionine  and  alanine. Two additional  minor  cleavage 
products  were  identified  at  amino  acid  292  and  293.  The  major  cleavage 
site of PS2 in  transfected SHSY-5Y human  neuroblastoma  cells  occurs  at 
position  306/307,  between  lysine  and  leucine (14). Taking  into  account  the 
different  amino  acid  numbering of the  two  proteins  the  cleavage of PS2 
occurs  two  amino  acids  more  C-terminal  than  the  cleavage  of PSI.  

1.3. Brain- and Neuron-Specific Cleavage of PS1 

In  view of the  brain-specific  pathology of AD  patients  with  PS  muta- 
tions,  the  processing of presenilins  in  brain  tissue  and  in  neuronal  cells  is 
of  considerable  interest.  In  addition,  the  effects of AD-causing  presenilin 
mutations  on  proteolytic  processing  is  an  important  issue.  In  brain 
homogenates  from  rats  at  different  developmental  stages,  similar  levels of 
the  constitutive  N-  and  C-terminal PSI cleavage  products  are  found.  How- 
ever, in the  adult  rat  brain,  additional  longer  N-terminal and shorter  C-terminal 
PSI fragments  are  identified (Fig. 3). The  molecular  weights of these 
fragments  add  up  to  approximately  that of full-length P S I ,  suggesting  that 
PSI is  cleaved  at  an  alternative  position  C-terminal  to  the  constitutive 
cleavage  site.  This  alternative  cleavage  of PSI is  induced  by  neuronal 
differentiation,  as  indicated  by  the  generation of the  alternative PSI fragments 
during  the  course of neuronal  differentiation  in  primary  rat  hippocampal 
cultures.  The  alternative  cleavage  of PSI can  also  be  induced  in  differenti- 
ated  rat PC12 cells  by  treatment  with  nerve  growth  factor.  Consistent  with 
the  specific  generation of these  fragments  in  neurons,  the  alternative PSI 
fragments  are  barely  detectable  in  peripheral  tissues of adult  animals.  Fur- 
thermore,  the  alternative  fragments  are  expressed  at  very  low  levels  in  the 
fetal  rat  brain (15). A  similar  proteolytic  processing  pathway  for PS2 has 
been  demonstrated  in  primary  hippocampal  cultures. (16). 
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Fig. 3. Developmental  regulation  of PSI cleavage  in  the rat brain.  Western  blot 
analysis  of rat brain  homogenate  with  an  antibody (6,15) against  the  N-terminal 
(aPSI-N, top)  and  against  the  large  hydrophilic loop region (aPSI-L, bottom) of 
PSI. Note  induction of 36 kDa  N-terminal  and 14 kDa  C-terminal PSI fragments in 
the  adult  and  aged rat brain  (arrows).  Lanes:  Ctx,  cortex;  Hip,  hippocampus;  Cer, 
cerebellum of fetal  (Fe),  adult  (Ad),  and  aged  (Ag)  rat  brain; SH-SYSY, undifferentiated 
SH-SYSY neuroblastoma  cell line; Ad Ctx/preab,  adult  cortex  blotted with 
preabsorbed  antibody.  Taken  from (15). 

The  neuron-specific  alternative  cleavage of PSI is  species  specific.  In  the 
rat,  the  alternative  cleavage of PSI results  in  distinct N- and  C-terminal  bands. 
In  the  human  brain,  however,  heterogeneous  N-terminal PSI derivatives 
migrating  between 30 and 40 kDa are generated (Fig. 4). Similar  to  the  rat, 
these  human-specific heterogeneous  species  are  not  detectable  in  peripheral 
human  tissues,  and  are  present  at  much  lower  levels  in  the  fetal  human  brain. 
The  human-specific  heterogeneous PS1 fragments  can  be  generated  in  vitro by 
differentiation of human SHSY-SY neuroblastoma  cells  with  retinoic acid and 
tannic  acid (TPA). It  is  also  noteworthy  that  the  levels of full-length PSI 
increase  during  neuronal  differentiation  and  that  high  levels of full-length PSI 
appear  specifically in the  adult  brain.  Taken  together,  these  findings  suggest 
that  presenilin  levels  and  processing  are  uniquely  regulated  in  mature  neurons. 
The  neuron-specific  proteolytic  cleavage of PSI is  most  likely  not  mediated by 
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Fig. 4. Developmental  regulation  of PS1 in the  human  brain.  Western  blot  analysis 
of  tissue  homogenates  of  fetal  and  adult  human  cortex  with  @SI-N  (top)  and aPS1-L 
(bottom). Note  the  ladder  of  alternative  N-terminal PS1 fragments  in  the  adult  human 
cortex  (bracket).  Lanes: 1, human fetal cortex, 15-17  wk  of gestation;  2,  adult  human 
cortical  biopsy  material, 18 yr; 3, adult  human  cortex, 44 yr,  postmortem  interval  (PMI) 
12 h; 4, adult  human  cortex, 32 yr,  PMI 8 h; 5, adult  human  cortex, 77 yr,  PM1  1.5  h. 
Note  similar  levels  of  alternative  N-terminal  fragments  in  the  biopsy  sample  and  the 
autopsy  samples  with  different  PMIs,  indicating  that  the  generation  of  these PS1 frag- 
ments  occurs  in  vivo.  Taken  from (IS). 

caspases (see Chapter 21), as  different  caspase  inhibitors  do  not  inhibit  the 
formation of the  alternative  fragments  in  primary  rat  hippocampal  cultures (17). 

1.4. Effects of Presenilin Mutations on Proteolytic Cleavage 

Constitutive  cleavage of PSI is prevented by a  splice  acceptor  site  mutation 
which  results in deletion of exon  9  (amino  acids 290-319), which  spans  the 
major PSI cleavage  site (7). The  other  disease-related PSI mutations  have 
inconsistent  effects  on  the  proteolytic  processing of PSI.  Transfection  with 
either  wild-type PSI cDNA or cDNA  constructs  containing PSI missense 
mutations  show  no  clear  difference  in  the PSI cleavage  pattern.  In  transfected 
PC12  cells,  some PSI mutations  were  reported  to  inhibit PSI cleavage (8,18). 
In  another  study,  the  N141I  mutation  in PS2 was found  to  increase  the level of 
a  14-kDa  C-terminal  fragment  that  is  generated by caspase  cleavage of PS2 
(19). In  transgenic  animals,  the  A246E  and  M146L PSI mutations  were  found 
to increase  the  accumulation of N-  and  C-terminal PSI fragments  when 
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normalized  to  the level of PSI transgene  mRNA (20). However, in  primary 
fibroblast  cultures,  where  the  processing of endogenous PSI can  be  assessed, 
levels of PSI N- and  C-terminal  fragments  were  similar  in  cells  from  patients 
with PS mutations  and  controls (21,22). In  the  human  brain,  no  clear  alteration 
of PSI cleavage  related  to  a PSI mutation  could  be  detected. However, in  the 
frontal  cortex of two  cases  with  the  G209V  mutation,  increased  levels of a 
49-kDa  full-length form of the PSI protein  was  demonstrated,  which  was 
absent  in  controls  and  in  cases of sporadic AD (23). Taken  together,  the  studies 
to  date do not provide a  clear correlation between inheritance of AD and effects of 
PSI mutations  on PS proteolytic  processing. 

1.5. Functional Relevance  of  PS Proteolytic Processing 
The  functional  relevance of PS proteolytic  cleavage  to PS function is 

unknown.  Furthermore,  a  central  unresolved  issue  is  which of the PS species, 
full-length N- or  C-terminal  fragments, are important  for  the  physiological 
function of PS and  are  involved in  the  pathogenic  mechanism.  It  has  been  shown 
that  human PSI can  functionally  substitute  for  a  mutated Caenorhabditis 
elegans homologue se112. PSI with  the  exon 9 deletion  was  as  effective  as 
wild-type PSI in  this  complimentation  assay,  indicating  that  proteolytic 
processing  may  not  be  required  for PS1 function.  In  contrast,  the  other PSI 
mutations  showed  loss of function  in  the C. elegans complementation  assay 
(24,25). It  has  recently  been  shown  that  the N- and  C-terminal PSI fragments 
are  present  in  a  heterodimeric  complex,  which  may be required  for  biological 
function (26). In  this  study,  the  full-length PSI with  the exon 9 deletion  was 
able  to  participate in this  complex  in  a  manner  similar  to  the PSI fragments,  a 
finding  that  could  explain  why  this  mutant  form of PSI is  functionally  active 
without being processed. 

PSI and PS2 have  been  shown  to  affect  apoptosis (27,28) and APP 
processing  to  the  amyloid p peptide  (for review, see ref. 29). However, the 
dependence of these  effects  on  particular  presenilin  species  and  the  relation- 
ship  to  presenilin  processing  remains  to  be  determined.  Future  studies  should 
help  to  clarify  the  role of presenilin  proteolytic  processing  in  the  pathogenesis 
of familial AD. Many  experimental  approaches  have  been  used  to  study 
presenilin  proteolytic  processing.  In Subheading 2., two  standard  protocols 
are presented  to examine  the  processing of endogenous  and overexpressed PSI .  

2. Materials 
2.1. Transfection  of COS-7 Cells with PS1 cDNA 

1. cDNA  (here PSI was  cloned  into  the  pcDNA3  vector  from  Invitrogen). 
2. Lipofectamine  (Life  Technologies,  Gaithersburg,  MD). 
3. OptiMEM (Life  Technologies). 
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4. Cell  culture  medium  (10% fetal calf  serum,  glutamine,  pyruvate,  PenStrep 
[Gibco-BRL,  Gaithersburg, MD] in  Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle’s  medium). 

2.2. Extraction of  Proteins 

Extraction  buffer: 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, in 0.1 M Tris-HC1, pH 6.8, 
supplemented with protease  inhibitors  (Complete@,  Roche  Biochemicals, 
Mannheim,  Germany). 

2.3. Sodium  Dodecyl Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) and Western Blotting 

1. 420% Tris-glycine  gel. 
2.  P-Mercaptoethanol  (final  concentration  5%). 
3.  Molecular  weight  markers (10-250  kDa  range). 
4. Polyvinylidene  fluoride  (PVDF)  membrane  (e.g.,  Immobilon PR, Millipore, 

Bedford, MA). 

2.4. Development  of the Western  Blot 

1.  Phosphate-buffered salinehiton (PBST):  0.1 % Tween-20  in  PBS. 
2.  Blocking  buffer:  5%  nonfat dry milk,  3%  bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA)  in  PBST. 
3.  Primary  antibodies  against PS1 (6,15). 

3. Methods 
3.1.  Transfection  of COS-7 Cells with PS1 cDNA 

1.  One  day prior to  transfection,  plate  COS cells  in 60 mm dishes at a density of 
3.5 x 105 cells per plate. 

2.  For  transfection,  add 3 pg cDNA to 500 pL of  OptiMEM  (Life  Technologies).  In 
another  tube,  dilute  10 pL lipofectamine in 500 pL OptiMEM.  Combine  solutions, 
mix  gently  and  incubate at room  temperature  for  30  min. 

3. During this incubation, wash the  cells with OptiMEM to remove serum- 
containing medium. 

4. After  the  incubation,  add 1 mL OptiMEM  to  the  DNA-lipid  mixture,  yielding  a 
final  volume  of  2 mL. Add this mixture  directly to the  cells. 

5.  Incubate  the cells at 37°C  in  a  5%  COz  incubator  for  5  h. 
6.  Remove  the  transfection  mixture  by  aspiration  and  replace  with 4 mL of  normal 

7. After transfecting for  36-48  h, harvest the  cells  for biochemical analysis 
COS  cell  medium. 

(see Note 1). 

3.2. Extraction of  Proteins 
3.2.1. Extraction  of  Proteins  from Cells in Culture 

1.  To harvest  transfected  cells,  place  the  plates  on  ice,  and  remove  the  medium  by 
aspiration. 
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2.  Wash  the cells once  with  cold  PBS  and2  lyse  by  adding 300 pL, extraction  buffer. 
Tilt  the  plates  gently  and  keep  on  ice  for  10  min. 

3. Use  a  cell  scraper to collect  the  lysate,  which is very  viscous  from  the  DNA 
released due to  the  high  SDS  concentration  of  the  buffer. To reduce  viscosity, 
sheer  the  lysates  about  10  times  using  a  22-gauge  needle  with  a l-mL syringe. 

4. Clear  the  lysates  by  centrifugation at 4°C in a  microfuge at 14,OOOg. 
5. Discard  the  pellet  and  use  the  supernatant  for  further  analysis (see Note 2). 

3.2.2. Extraction of Proteins  from  Tissue 
1. Extract  tissues in extraction  buffer (see Subheading 2.2.). Use  a  wet  weightholume 

2.  If  necessary,  mince  the  tissue  with  a  razor  blade  or  scalpel. 
3. Homogenize  the  tissue  with  a  glass  Dounce  homogenizer. 
4. Sheer  the  samples  as  described  in Subheading 3.2.1. 
5. Clear  the  samples  by  centrifugation (Subheading 3.2.1.), and  use  the  superna- 

tant  for  protein  determination.  For  the  protein  assay  use  a  detergent-compatible 
protein  kit,  based  on  Lowry’s  method. 

ratio  of 1:lO. 

3.3. SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting 
1. To prepare  the  samples for the  SDS-PAGE  under  reducing  conditions,  add 5% 

P-mercaptoethanol  and 0.05% bromophenol  blue  to  the  samples  that  already 
contain  SDS (see Notes 3 and 4). 

2.  Load  20 pg of  protein  per  well  in 12% or 6 2 0 %  acrylarnide  gradient  Tris-glycine 
minigels  and  resolve  by  electrophoresis. 

3. Electrotransfer  the  proteins to PVDF  membranes  using  a  tank or a  semidry 
transfer  system. 

4. Visualize  the  protein  transfer  by  staining  with  Ponceau S (Sigma  Chemical Co., 
St. Louis, MO), which  facilitates  the  marking  of  the  molecular  weight  standards. 

3.4. Development of the Western  Blot 
1.  Incubate the membranes  in  blocking  buffer for 1 h at room  temperature or 

2. Dilute  the  primary  antibody in blocking  buffer or  in 5% BSA in PBS. The 

3. Incubate  the  membranes  with  the  primary  antibody at room  temperature on a 

4. Wash  the  membranes  with  three  washes  of  PBST  (each  wash  should be 5 min). 
5. Incubate  the  membrane  with  the  peroxidase-conjugated  secondary  antibody  in 

6. Detect  the  bands  by  the  enhanced  chemiluminescence  method. 

overnight  at  4°C. 

appropriate  dilution  of  the  antibody  needs  to be titrated  in  each  case. 

rocker  for  1  h. 

blocking  buffer  for  1  h,  followed  by  three  washes  with  PBST (5 min). 

4. Notes 
1. For  transfection  experiments, it is  recommended  that  an  expression  vector be 

used  which  results  in  only  moderate  levels  of  protein  expression.  This  minimizes 
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the  formation  of  aggregates (see Note 3), and  the  protein  levels  are  more  compa- 
rable  to  physiological  levels.  Most  importantly,  this  will  result  in  a  higher  yield 
of  viable  transfected  cells,  as  high  levels  of PSI overexpression  induce  apoptosis 
(28). 

2. Repetitive  freeze  thawing is problematic;  samples  should  therefore  always be 
aliquoted  to  avoid  aggregation  and  degradation  of  the  protein. 

3. Full-length  presenilins  and  the  N-terminal fragments are  very  susceptible  to 
aggregation. This results in high molecular  weight  aggregates  in  transfected 
cells that  overexpress  presenilins.  Aggregation is also induced by heating  of 
the  samples. It  is therefore  recommended  that  the  samples  not be boiled prior 
to gel loading. 

4. In  immunoprecipitation  experiments  where  boiling  is  required,  adding 4 M urea 
to  the  samples  prevents  aggregation. 
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Apoptotic  Proteolytic  Cleavage of the  Presenilins 
by Caspases 

Tae-Wan  Kim 

1. Introduction 
Familial  Alzheimer’s  disease  (FAD) is a  genetically  heterogeneous  disorder 

that  is  caused  by  defects  in  at  least  three  early  onset  genes  (age of onset: <60 
yr.): presenilin 2 (PS2) on chromosome 1 ( I ) ,  presenilin 1 (PSI )  on  chromo- 
some  14 (2), and  amyloid  protein  precursor (APP) on  chromosome 21 (34).  
Mutations  within  the  APP  gene  are  responsible  for  only a  small  portion ( ~ 2 % )  
of reported  cases of FAD (5), whereas  up  to half of all  early  onset FAD cases 
are  caused by  mutations  in  the PSENI and PSEN2 genes (6,7). 

The PSENI and PSEN2 genes  encode  polypeptides  predicted  to  be  463  and 
448 amino  acids  in  size,  respectively (1,2). Both PS 1 and PS2 proteins  exhibit 
a  serpentine  topology  and  are  predicted  to  contain  six  or  eight  transmembrane 
domains (8,9). In  human  neuronal  cell  lines  transfected  with  presenilin  genes, 
PS2 appeared  as a 53-54 kDa  full-length  holoprotein  and PSI as  a  48-kDa 
protein (10-14). In  brain  and  native  cells,  little  or  no  full  presenilin  species  are 
found.  Both PSI and PS2 undergo  endoproteolytic  processing  to  yield  saturable 
amounts of an N- and  a  C-terminal  fragment (10-14). 

Apoptosis  is a form of cell  death  that  is  central  for  the  control of cell  sur- 
vival  during  normal  development  and  in  many  diseases  (reviewed  in refs. 15 
and 16). Increasing  evidence  suggests  that  caspases,  an  evolutionarily  con- 
served  family  of  cysteine  proteases,  play  critical  roles  in  the  execution of 
apoptosis  (reviewed in refs. 17-19). Caspases  are  synthesized  as  inactive  pre- 
cursors  requiring  cleavage  at  specific  Asp  residues  to  yield  two  subunits  that 
form  the active enzymes (17-19). During  apoptosis,  caspases  cleave  multiple 
intracellular  proteins  (“death  substrates”).  These  include  poly(ADP-ribose) 
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polymerase  (PARP),  lamins,  U1-70K,  DNA-dependent  protein  kinase,  and 
sterol  regulatory  element  binding  protein (SFEBP) (reviewed in refs. 19 and 20). 

During  apoptosis,  resulting  from  presenilin  overexpression (21) or  inhibi- 
tion of proteasomal  degradation ( I I ) ,  PSI and PS2 are  cleaved at  sites  distal  to 
their  normal  cleavage  site by apoptosis-related  caspases (21). Alternative  cleav- 
age of the  presenilins  can  be  inhibited  either by treatment  with  peptide  inhibi- 
tors  for  caspases  or  by  substitution of the  Asp  residue(s)  at  the  consensus 
caspase  cleavage  sites  in  the  substrates (21) (Asp329  in PS2 and  D345  in 
PS1 ; 22). These  findings  indicate  that  the  presenilins  serve  as  substrates  for  the 
activated  caspases  and  raise  the  possibility  that  the  apoptosis-associated 
alternative  presenilin  fragments may harbor  proapoptotic  potential.  Enhanced 
accumulation of alternative  presenilin  fragments  was  observed  in  the  cells 
expressing FAD mutant  forms of PS2 and PSI, suggesting  that  the  caspase- 
mediated cleavage event in presenilins may contribute to  the pathogenesis of AD. 
2. Materials 
2.1. Tissue Culture 

1. Dulbecco’s  modified  Eagle  medium  (DMEM),  liquid  (high  glucose). 
2.  Fetal  bovine  serum (FBS), heat  inactivated. 
3. Penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine mix (1OOx). 
4. Tetracycline (15 mg/nL stock in ethanol);  dilute  to  1  mg/mL  with 70% ethanol. 
5 .  G418 (50 mg/mL)  (Calbiochem,  La  Jolla,  CA). 
6. Hygromycin (50 mg/mL)  (Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim,  Germany). 

2.2. Western  Blot  Analysis 
1.  Sodium  dodecyl  sulfate-polyacrylamide  gel  electrophorsis  (SDS-PAGE)  apparatus. 
2.  Semidry  electroblotting  apparatus. 
3. Polyvinylidenefluoride  (PVDF)  membrane. 
4. Blotting  paper. 
5 .  Staining  trays. 
6. Antibodies  to  FLAG  (DYKDDDDK)  eptope  and PS2 Antobodies  against  FLAG 

epitope  tag  (D8,  Santa  Cruz  Biotech,  Santa Cruz, CA; M2,  Kodak IBI, Rochester, 
NY)  or  antibodies  (anti-PS1  loop  and  anti-PS2  loop)  raised  against  the  large 
hydrophilic  loop  domains  following  predicted  transmembrane  domain 6 of PS1 
and  PS2,  respectively (IO). 

7. Lysis  buffer  (10 mM Tris-HCI,  pH7.4, 150 mM NaCl,  1%  Triton  X-100,0.25% 
NF”40,5 mM EDTA). 

2.3. Apoptosis 
1. Staurosporine (1 mM stock  in  dimethylsulfoxide  [DMSO]). 
2.  Etoposide  (20 mM stock in DMSO). 
3. CZceramide. 
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4. Caspase inhibitors, zVAD-fmk  and  zDEVD-fmk (50 mM stock  in  DMSO) 

5.  Antibodies  to PAW (PharMingen,  San  Diego,  CA)  and  caspase-3  (Transduction 
(Enzyme  System  Products,  Livermore,  CA). 

Laboratories,  Lexington, KY). 

3. Methods 
3.1. Caspase-Mediated  Alternative  Cleavage 
of Presenilins in the Inducible Cell System 
3. l .  1. Establishment of Inducible  Presenilin  Cell  System 
3.1 .l .l. H4 HUMAN NEUROGLIOMA  FOUNDER CELLS 

We initially  established  founder  cell  lines  by  cotransfecting  H4  human  neu- 
roglioma  cells (50% confluency)  in  a  100-mm  dish  with  10 pg of pUHDl5-l 
(23), a plasmid  encoding a  tetracycline-repressible  transactivator  and 1 pg of 
pCMVneo (24). Individual  G418-resistant  colonies  were  isolated  and  charac- 
terized by transient  transfection  with pUHC13-3 (23), a  luciferase  reporter 
plasmid.  Luciferase  activity  in  the  presence  or  absence of tetracycline  was 
measured  to  identify  cells  with  maximal  promoter  inducibility. Two cell  lines 
with  highest  inducibility  (clone  32ne0,  340-fold;  clone  15neo,200-f01d)  were 
used  to  establish  cells  with  presenilin  inducible  constructs (see Note 1). 

3.1 .l .2. PRESENILIN CONSTRUCTS 
The  cDNAs  for  wild-type  and FAD mutant  forms  (A246E PSI,  N141I PS2, 

and  M239V PS2) of presenilins  were  subcloned  into  the pUHD10-3 (231, the 
tetracycline-inducible  expression  plasmid,  by  polymerase  chain  reaction  (PCR) 
using Pfu polymerase  (Stratagene, La Jolla,  CA).  Resulting  constucts  were 
verified  by  DNA  sequencing. 

3.1 .l .3. INDUCIBLE  PRESENlLlN  CELL  LINES 

1.  Transfect  the H4 founder  with  10 pg of  each construct and l pg of  pCNH2hygr0, 
conferring  resistance to  hygromycin. 

2. Isolate  hygromycin-resistant  colonies in the  presence of tetracycline, and  screen 
for  protein  expression by  Western blotting on  withdrawal  of tetracycline. 

3.  For  each  construct,  select  three  clones  demonstrating  various  induction  levels  for 
further  study. 

4.  Maintain  cell  lines  in DMEM (high  glucose)  supplemented  with 10% heat-inac- 
tivated FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 pg/mL streptomycin, 
200 @mL G418,200 pg/mL, hygromycin,  and  2-3 @mL tetracycline (see Note 2). 

3.1.2. Inducible  Expression of Presenilins  and  Detection of 
Alternatively  Cleaved  Presenilin  Fragments by Western  Blot  Analysis 

1.  Wash cells  five  times with  prewarmed PBS to  remove  residual  tetracycline  and 
then  incubate with  complete  media  without  tetracycline  for  the  indicated  hours, 
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2.  Lyse  cells  with  lysis  buffer  containing  0.3%  SDS  or 1% Sarkosyl (see Note 3). 
3. Detect  full-length  holoproteins  and  normal  cleavage  products  (N-  and  C-terminal 

fragments)  by  both  anti-FLAG  epitope  tag  and  anti-PS21oop or anti-PSIloop 
antibodies.  The  high  molecular  weight  forms  and  smaller,  alternatively  cleaved 
C-terminal fragments can also  be detected in  cells  either overexpressing 
presenilins  significantly  or  undergoing  apoptosis. 

3.2. Apoptotic Cleavage 
of Endogenous Presenilins and Other Death Substrates 

1.  Maintain  the  human  H4  human  neuroglioma  or  SK-N-SC  neuroblastoma  cell 
lines  in DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/mL 
penicillin,  and 100 pg/mL streptomycin in a  37°C  incubator  with 5% CO2. 

2. To induce  apoptosis,  incubate  cells  either  alone  or  in  the  presence of 
apoptosis-inducing reagents: staurosporine (1 m, etoposide (20  or 
C2-ceramide (25 m, respectively for 18 h. 

3. Measure  cleavage  of  endogenous PSI or PS2  by  Western  blot  analysis  using 
anti-PSlloop and anti-PS2loop  antibodies (10) as  described  in Subheading  3.1.2. 
In  parallel,  the  cleavage  of  other  known  death  substrates is also  examined  (e.g., 
PAW and  lamin  A). 

3.3. Inhibition of Caspase-Mediated  Cleavage 
3.3. I Identification  of  the  Cleavage Sites 

The  predicted  consensus  caspase  cleavage  sites  for PS2 are  localized  within 
the  domain  encoded by exon 1 1. 

1. Introduce  the  point  mutations  in  the  potential  Asp  cleavage  sites  (D326  and  D329) 
of  PS2  and  control  Asp  (D308)  into  a  PS2  open  reading  frame  by  site-directed 
mutagenesis  using  Mutagene  phagemid  kit  (Bio-Rad,  Hercules,  CA). 

2.  Subclone  the  resulting  constructs  into  either pUHDlCrl for  inducible  expression  or 
pcDNA-Zeo(-)  (Invitrogen,  San  Diego,  CA)  for  transient or  stable  transfections. 

3. Transiently  transfect  the  resulting  inducible  constructs  (wild-type,  D308A,  D326A, 
and  D329A)  into  tetracycline  responsive  founder  H4  cells (Subheading  3.1.1.). 

4.  Grow  the cells in  the  absence of tetracycline  for  24 h, further  incubate  in  the 
presence of either 20 pA4 etoposide  or 1 pA4 staurosporine,  and  analyze by  Western 
blotting  using  anti-PS21oop  antibody (21). 

The  caspase  cleavage  site  for PSI has  also  been  recently  identified  using  a 
similar  approach (22). A  D345N mutation  in PSI abolishes  the  caspase-medi- 
ated  cleavage of PSI (22). 
3.3.2. Inhibition of Caspase-Mediated  Cleavage  Using  Cell-Permeable 
Peptide  Inhibitors 

Many  caspase  inhibitors  have  been  designed  on  the  basis of the  tetrapeptide 
sequence  comprising  either  the  cleavage  sites of caspase  themselves  or  their 
death  substrates.  The  tetrapeptideYVAD  based  on  the  cleavage  site of caspase- 
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1 (also  known as  interleukin  lp-converting  enzyme;  ICE)  is  a  representative 
example. A similar  approach  has  been  applied  to  the  PARP  cleavage  site 
(DEVD)  to  design  a  peptide  to  inhibit  the P A W  cleaving  caspase (caspase-3). 
This method has  been  applied  to  many  different  caspases;  examples are sum- 
marized  in Table 1. In  addition,  many  different  chemical derivatives of these 
peptides are available: aldehyde  CHO,  chloromethyl  ketone (cmk), acyloxymethyl 
ketone  (amc),  and  fluoromethyl  ketone (fmk). 

To assess  the  effect of caspase  inhibitors  on  the  generation  of  the  alternative 
CTF  in  the presenilin-overexpressing cells,  incubate  inducible  H4  cells  in 
the  complete  media  without  tetracycline  in  the  presence  or  absence of caspase 
inhibitors  zVAD-fmk  or  zDEVD-fmk (1-200 11M) (see Note 4). Add  inhibitors 
at  the  time of induction  (removal of tetracycline).  To  assess  the  effect  of  the 
caspase  inhibitors  on  the  apoptotic  cleavage of endogenous PSI and PS2, 
pretreat  native  H4 or SK-N-SC  cells  with  indicated  concentrations of inhibi- 
tors  before  exposure  to  the  apoptotic  stimuli  (all  peptide  inhibitors  that  were 
used are listed  in Table 1). Apoptotic  cells  were  harvested  by  centrifugation. 

4. Notes 
1. In addition  to the tetracycline-responsive system  described  in this chapter, 

additional  tetracycline-inducible  gene  expression  systems  are  now  commercially 
available,  including the “Tet-on”  system  (Sigma,  St.  Louis,  MO),  which  activates 
transcription of the  gene  of  interest  in  the  presence of tetracycline  or  doxycycline. 

2. Tetracycline is light  sensitive.  Tetracycline-containing  media  bottles  should  be 
wrapped  with  aluminum  foil  to  shield  against  light-induced  inactivation. 

3.  Because  alternative  C-terminal  fragments  derived  from PSI or PS2 in transfected 
cells  are  insoluble  in  nonionic  detergents  such  as  Triton X-l00 and  NP-40, the 
lysis  buffer  should  be  supplemented  with  0.3%  SDS  or 1% Sarkosyl. 

4. DEVD-based  reagents  inhibit  several  other  caspases  in  addition  to  caspase-3, 
including  caspase-  1,  caspase-4,  and  caspase-7 (18). 
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The  Phosphorylation of Presenilin  Proteins 

Jochen  Walter 

1. Introduction 
1.1. Phosphorylation of Full-Length Presenilin 

The  phosphorylation of presenilin (PS) proteins  was  initially  analyzed  in 
cultured  cells  overexpressing  the  respective  proteins.  These  studies  revealed 
that  the  homologous PS proteins  are  differentially  phosphorylated  in vivo. Full- 
length PS2 was found  to  be  constitutively  phosphorylated  on  serine  residues 
(I ,2) .  In  contrast,  very  little if any ( I )  or  a  variable  phosphorylation (2) was 
observed  for PSI.  The  familial Alzheimer's  disease (FAD) mutations  tested, 
the  A246E  mutation of PS1 and  the  N141I  mutation  (volga  gerrnan) of PS2, 
apparently  have  no  effect  on  the  differential  phosphorylation of PS1 and PS2 
( I ) .  Because both PS proteins  appeared  to  reside  predominantly  within  the 
endoplasmic  reticulum (1-4) differential  phosphorylation  is  not  due  to  distinct 
subcellular  localizations of these  proteins.  Instead,  the  differential  phosphory- 
lation  seems  to  be  determined by structural  differences  between PS1 and PS2. 
The  phosphorylation of full-length PS2 was  localized  to  its  N-terminal  domain 
preceding  the  first  transmembrane  region ( I ) .  Although both PS proteins  are 
highly  homologous (5-7), their  N-terminal  domains  differ  in  the primary  struc- 
ture. PS2 contains  a  stretch of acidic  residues  (amino  acids 1-20), which  is 
lacking  in PS1 (Fig. 1). This  acidic  domain of PS2 contains  three  consensus 
sites  for  casein  kinases  (CK),  one  site  for  CK-1  (serine  19)  and  two  for  CK-2 
(serines 7 and  9; Fig. 1). Mutagenesis  analyzes  demonstrated  that  all  three 
serine  residues  (serines 7, 9,  and  19)  are  phosphorylated  in  cultured  cells 
overexpressing PS2 ( I ) .  Moreover,  in  vitro  phosphorylation demonstrated  that 
the  N-terminal domain of PS2 can  be  phosphorylated by both  CK-1  and  CK-2 
( I ) .  Thus,  it is likely  that  full-length PS2 is  phosphorylated by CK-1  and  CK-2 
in  vivo  within  its  N-terminal  domain. The  phosphorylated  residues within  the 
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acidic  region of PS2 precedes  a  PEST motif (8,9), which  is  lacking  in PSI.  
PEST  sequences  have  been  shown  to  be  implicated  in  the  regulation of protein 
turnover, e.g., the  degradation of proteins  containing  a  PEST motif is  enhanced 
(9). It  will  be of great  interest  to  test  whether  the  phosphorylation of PS2 
influences  its  turnover. 

7.2. Phosphorylation of Proteolytic  Fragments of PS1 

Both  PS  proteins  are  cleaved  by  unknown  protease(s)  resulting  in  the 
generation of approx  30  kDa  N-terminal  and  approx  20  kDa  C-terminal 
fragments  (NTF  and CTF,  respectively [1&13n. The  NTFs  and  CTFs are the 
predominant  species of PS  proteins  detected  in  vivo,  whereas  the  levels of 
full-length  proteins  are  apparently  very  low (11). 

Analysis of the  proteolytic  processing  products of PS1 revealed  that  the 
20 kDa  CTF  can  be  phosphorylated  in vivo (1415). Phosphorylation of the 
PS1 CTF  increases  about  four-  to fivefold on activation of protein  kinase  C 
(PKC)  with  phorbol ester.  Similar  results  were  obtained  on  stimulation of 
protein  kinase  A  (PKA)  with  forskolin,  which  elevates  intracellular  levels of 
cyclic  adenosine  monophosphate  (CAMP) (Fig. 2). Both  phorbol  ester- and 
forskolin-induced  phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF  results  in  a  decreased 
electrophoretic  mobility of the  CTF  in  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS)  gels. 
These  data  indicate  that  phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF  can  be mediated by 
two  different  signalling  pathways  in vivo. One involves  PKA in  response  to 
elevated  intracellular  CAMP  levels,  and  the  second  involves  PKC  which  can  be 
activated by phorbol  ester (Fig. 2). As  shown  in Fig. lB, the  large  hydrophilic 
loop  domain of PS1 contains  seven  potential  phosphorylation  sites  for  PKA 
andor PKC. However, the  in vivo phosphorylation  sites remain to be determined. 
Phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF  can  also  be  stimulated by  activation of musca- 
rinic  acetylcholine  receptors (ml- and  m3-type  receptors)  with  the  muscarinic 
agonist  carbachol (15). Carbachol induced  phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF  is 
suppressed  by  the  selective  PKC  inhibitor  GF109203x (15). Therefore,  signal- 
ing  via  muscarinic  receptors,  which  leads  to  phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF, 
is mediated  via  PKC. 

In  contrast  to  the  20-kDa  CTF,  the  30-kDa  NTF of PS1 is  not  phos- 
phorylated.  Neither  activation of PKC  by  phorbol  ester,  nor of PKA  by 
forskolin  results  in  phosphorylation of the  30-kDa NTF, showing  that  the 
proteolytic  processing  products of PS1 were  differentially  modified  by 
phosphorylation (1415). 

Interestingly,  the PS1 holoprotein is not  phosphorylated by PKC  or  PKA, 
suggesting  that phosphorylation of PS1 can only occur after proteolytic processing 
(15). Therefore,  normal  proteolytic  processing  is  a  prerequisite  for  PKC-  and 
PKA-mediated  phosphorylation of the PS1 CTF, whereas  the  full-length PS1 
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Fig.  2.  Proteolytic  processing  products  of PSI and PS2 are  phosphorylated  by 
distinct  protein  kinases  in  vivo.  Kidney  293  cells  stably  expressing PSI (A) or PS2 
(B,C) were  incubated  with  32P-orthophosphate in the  presence or absence  of  PDBu 
(1 C l M ) ,  forskolin (1 ClM) or  a  mixture  of  PKC  inhibitor  (GF109203x; 0.1 ClM) and 
PKA  inhibitor  (KT5720;  0.5 ClM) and  the CTF and  NTF  were  immunoprecipitated 
with  the  respective  antibodies  as  indicated.  32P-Labeled  fragments  (marked  by  arrows) 
were  detected  by  autoradiography.  Phosphorylation  of  the PSI CTF strongly  increases 
on PDBu  or  forskolin  treatment.  In  contrast,  phosphorylation  of  the PS2 CTF and  NTF 
is not  affected  by  activation  or  inhibition  of  PKC or PKA.  The  slightly  more  intensive 
band  in  lanes  with  PDBu is due  to  experimental  variability. 

protein  is  not  phosphorylated by these  kinases.  This  might  indicate  that 
the  proteolytic  cleavage  results  in  structural  changes  to  the  large  loop,  allowing 
phosphorylation of amino  acids  that  are  not  accessible  in  the  holoprotein. 

The  functional  implications of these  complex  phosphorylation  mechanisms 
are  unclear. Both PKA and PKC play  important  roles  in  cellular  function, 
including  the  regulation of cell  proliferation,  differentiation,  energy metabolism, 
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and  protein  sorting  (for  review see refs. 16 and 17). Notably,  proteolytic  pro- 
cessing of APP  was  demonstrated  to  be  regulated by protein  phosphorylation, 
and  is  dependent on  both  PKA and  PKC  activities (18). Secretion of APP 
increases  on  stimulation of PKA  or  PKC,  and  in  turn generation of p-amy- 
loid  peptide (Ab) decreases (19,20). Whether  PKA-  and  PKC-mediated phos- 
phorylation of the PSI CTF  is directly involved in  regulation of APP  processing 
will be of great  interest. 

7.3. Phosphorylation of Proteolytic  Fragments of PS2 
As  described  in Subheading 1.2., full-length PS2 occurs  as  a  constitutively 

phosphorylated protein. Like  the PSI holoprotein, PS2 also  undergoes conven- 
tional  proteolytic  processing (12,13). Analysis of the  phosphorylation  status of 
the  proteolytic  processing  products of PS2 revealed  that  the  conventional NTF 
and  CTF  occur  as  phosphorylated  polypeptides  in vivo. In  contrast  to  the PSI 
CTF,  phosphorylation of the  CTF  and NTF of PS2 is not  mediated by either 
PKA  or  PKC (see Fig. 2; [21n. 

The  amino  acid  sequence of the PS2 loop  domain  contains  a  stretch of acidic 
residues  including  a  cluster of potential  phosphorylation  sites  for  protein 
kinases  CK-1  and  CK-2 (Fig. 1). In  contrast  to  the  loop  domain of PSI,  no 
potential  phosphorylation  site  is  present  in  this  domain of PS2 (Fig. 1). In  vitro 
phosphorylation  assays using the  recombinant  loop  domain of PS2 demonstrated 
that  CK-1  and  CK-2  can  readily  phosphorylate  this  domain (Fig. 3). In  con- 
trast,  PKC  and  PKA  are  not  effective  in  phosphorylation of the PS2 loop,  which 
is  consistent  with  the  data  from  in  vivo  phosphorylation,  demonstrating  that 
activation of the  respective  kinases  does  not  increase  phosphorylation of the 
PS2 CTF. Stoichiometric  analysis of the  in  vitro PS2 loop  phosphorylation 
revealed  three  phosphorylation  sites  within  that  domain (Fig. 4). Although 
CK-l  can  phosphorylate  two  distinct  sites,  CK-2  phosphorylates  a  single  site 
within  the PS2 loop  domain (Fig. 4; [21n. 

Recently,  the  in  vivo  phosphorylation  sites of the PS2 CTF  were  mapped  to 
serines  327  and  330 (7b), which  are  located  immediately  adjacent  to known 
caspase  cleavage  sites of PS2 after  aspartates  326  and  329 (22,23). Phosphory- 
lation of these  sites  inhibits  the  caspase-mediated  cleavage of PS2 during 
apoptosis  and  alters  its  apoptotic  properties (76). 

In  this  chapter,  methods  for  analyzing  the  phosphorylation of PS  pro- 
teins  are  described. 

2. Materials 
2.1. In  Vivo  Phosphorylation of PS Proteins 

1. P-Radiation  safety  equipment  (plastic  boxes  to  incubate cell culture  Petri  dishes, 
benchtop  plastic  protection  shields). 
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*PS-2 loop 
(17 kDa) 

Fig. 3. In  vitro  phosphorylation  of  the PS2 loop  domain  by  protein  kinases  CK-1 
and CK-2 using purified protein kinases (CK-1,  CK-2,  PKA and PKC). Fifty 
nanograms  of  purified PS2 loop  was  incubated  with  20 mM [Y-~~PIATP in the  presence 
of  the  respective  kinase  for  15  min at 32°C. To control  for  protein  kinase  activities, 
phosvitin  (as  a  substrate  for CK-l and  CK-2) or histone  (as  a  substrate for PKA  and 
PKC)  were  phosphorylated  in  vitro  (lower  panel).  32P-labeled  protein  was  detected  by 
autoradiography.  The PS2 loop is detected as a  doublet  band  (marked  by  an  arrow), 
presumably due to  proteolysis  during  the  preparation. The recombinant loop is 
phosphorylated  by  CK-1  and  CK-2,  but  not  by  PKA  or  PKC (21). 

2. Dulbecco's  minimal  essential  medium  (DMEM)  without  sodium  phosphate 

3. [32P]-Orthophosphate  in  aqueous  solution  (carrier  free:  10  mCi/mL  [Amersham, 

4. Specific  antibodies  for  immunoprecipitation. 
5. Buffer A: 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA,  0.2%  (w/v) 

NP-40, 1 mM PMSF,  5  pg/mL  leupeptin. 
6. Protein A Sepharose (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO): 100 mg/mL in 

buffer A. 
7. Inhibitors andor activators  of  protein  kinases (see Note 1). 

(Gibco  Lifesciences,  Gaithersburg,  MD). 

Amersham,  UK]). 

2.2. Phosphoamino Acid Analysis (One-Dimensional) 
1. 20 x 20  cm  thin-layer  chromatography  (TLC)  cellulose  plates  (Merck). 
2. High-voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  (we  use  the  Multiphor I1 system  from 

Phannacia,  Uppsala,  Sweden). 
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Fig. 4. The PS2 loop contains  three  different  in  vitro  phosphorylation sites. (A) 
50 ng of  purified PS2 loop  was  incubated  with 250 pill [Y-~~PIATP in the  presence of 
CK- 1, CK-2,  or  a  mixture  of  both  kinases.  Phosphorylation  reactions  were  terminated 
at the  time  points  indicated  by  the  addition of SDS sample  buffer. (B) Time  course of 
the PS2 loop  phosphorylation. The phosphorylation  reaction  was  carried out as 
described in (A) with  CK-1  (closed circles), CK-2  (open  circles) or a CK-l/CK-2 
mixture  (closed  triangles).  Quantification  by  phosphor  imaging  revealed  that CK-l 
incorporates 2 mol of phosphate,  whereas  CK-2  incorporates 1 mol of phosphate  per 
mol  of  substrate.  The  phosphorylation of the PS2 loop  by CK-l and  CK-2 is additive, 
indicating  that  CK-1  and  CK-2  phosphorylate  different  sites (21). 

3. pH  2.5  Electrophoresis  buffer: 5.9% (v/v)  glacial  acetic  acid, 0.8% (v/v)  formic 

4. 6 MHC1. 
5.  Incubation  oven. 

acid, 0.3% (v/v)  pyridine, 0.3 mM EDTA. 
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6. Speed Vac concentrator  (Savant  Bioblock  Scientific,  Illkirch,  France), 
7.  Phosphoamino  acids  (P-Ser, P-Thr, P-Tyr, 1 pg/pL in  pH  2.5  electrophoresis  buffer). 
8. Ninhydrin  solution:  0.25%  (w/v)  in  acetone. 
9.  Whatman  3MM  filter  paper  (Whatman,  Kent,  UK). 

2.3. Phosphopeptide Mapping with  Trypsin (WO-Dimensional) 
1.  pH  1.9 Electrophoresis  buffer: 2.5%  formic  acid,  7.8%  glacial  acetic  acid. 
2. Digestion buffer: 50 mM NH4HC03,  pH  8.0. 
3. Polyvinylpyrrolidone  (PVP-40) 0.5% (w/v)  in 100 mM acetic  acid. 
4.  Trypsin solution,  sequencing  grade  (1  mg/mL  [Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim, 

Germany]). 
5. Chromatography  buffer:  37.5%  (v/v)  n-butanol,  25%  (v/v)  pyridine,  7.5%  (v/v) 

glacial  acetic  acid. 
6. Performic  acid:  Mix  nine  parts of 98%  formic  acid  and  one  part  of  30%  hydrogen 

peroxide  and  incubate 30 min  at  room  temperature  and  then  store  in ice until  used 
(see Note 2). 

7.  Speed Vac concentrator. 
8. High-voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  (we  use  the  Multiphor I1 system  from 

9.  Chromatography  chamber for TLC  plates. 
Pharmacia). 

10. Whatman  3MM  paper. 

2.4. In Vitro Phosphorylation of PS  Proteins 
1.  [y-32P]ATP (spec.  act. 3000 Ci/mmol  [Amersham],  dilute  with  unlabeled ATP to 

2. Purified  protein  kinases: 
a  final  concentration  of 10 mM). 

a.  PKA  (Boehringer  Mannheim). 
b.  PKC  (Biomol  Research  Laboratories,  Plymouth  Meeting, PA). 
c. CK-l 6 (New  England  Biolabs,  Beverly,  MA). 
d.  CK-2  (Boehringer  Mannheim). 

a. Buffer B: 20 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.5, 5 mM magnesium acetate, 5 mM 
dithiothreitol.  This  buffer is appropriate for testing  PKA, CK-l, and  CK-2 
activities,  respectively. 

b.  Buffer C: same  as  buffer  B,  supplemented  with 1 mMphorbol12,13-dibutyrate 
(PDBu),  0.5 mM calcium  chloride,  and  100 pg/mL phosphatidylserine  under 
mixed  micellar  conditions (24). 

3. Phosphorylation  assay  buffers: 

3. Methods 
Before working with 32P-labeled compounds, some considerations about the 

radiation safety should be made (see the Notes section in Chapter 10). 

3.1. In Vivo Phosphorylation of PS  Proteins 
1. Wash  monolayer  cell cultures once with  prewarmed  (37°C)  phosphate-free 

medium  and incubate with  phosphate-free  medium  for  45  min.  Testing  the  effect  of 
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selective  inhibitors of  protein  kinases,  the  respective  compounds  are  added  during 
this  period of preincubation (see Note 2). 

2. Aspirate the medium  and  add  fresh  phosphate-free  medium  together  with  an 
appropriate amount of [32P]-orthophosphate (see Note 3). Incubate the cell 
cultures  at  37°C (5% CO2)  for 2-4 h  in  the  presence or absence of inhibitors/ 
activators of protein  kinases  or  phosphatases,  respectively (see Note 4). 

3. Aspirate the cell  supernatant, wash the  remaining  cells  once  with  PBS  and  lyse in 
buffer  A  containing 1% NP-40 for 10 min  on  ice.  Cell lysis can  be  carried  out 
within  the cell culture  dish.  Transfer the cell  lysates  into  microcentrifuge  tubes. 

4.  Cell  lysates are clarified  by  centrifugation  at 14,OOOg for 10 min in a  microcentrifuge 
and  the  supernatants are transferred  to new microcentrifuge  tubes.  Incubate for 
2-4 h  together  with  appropriate  antisera  and 25 pL of the  Protein A Sepharose 
slurry  at  4°C  with  constant  shaking (see Note 5). 

5.  Collect  immunoprecipitates by centrifugation  at  2000g for 5 min  and  wash the 
precipitates by three  subsequent  washes  (for  20  min  each)  with  buffer  A  contain- 
ing 500 mM NaCl,  buffer A containing 0.1 % SDS  and  finally  with  buffer  A  alone. 
Collect  immunoprecipitates by centrifugation (5 min  at  2000g),  add 15 pL of 
SDS  sample  buffer to  the  pellets  and  heat  the  samples  for 5 min at 65OC (see Note 6). 

6. Eluted proteins are  separated by sodium  dodecyl  sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (see Note 6). For  subsequent  phosphoamino  acid 
analysis  or  phosphopeptide  mapping,  the  proteins  should  be  transferred  to  PVDF 
or nitrocellulose  membranes  after SDS-PAGE (see Note 7). Otherwise,  the  gels 
can  be  dried.  Radiolabeled  proteins  can  be  visualized  on  both  dried  gels  or  dried 
membranes by autoradiography or by phosphoimaging. 

3.2. Phosphoamino  Acid  Analysis (One-Dimensional) 

described for APP (see Chapter 10, Subheading 3.3.). 

3.3. Phosphopeptide  Mapping with Trypsin (Two-Dimensional) 

Two-dimensional  phosphopeptide  mapping of PS proteins  with trypsin is 
essentially carried out  according to a  general method  described by Boyle et al. 
(25).  Digestion with other proteases can also be carried out according to this protocol. 

1. Localization  and  tryptic  digestion of the  32P-radiolabeled PS proteins  immobi- 
lized on nitrocellulose membranes is carried out as described for APP (see 
Chapter 10, Subheading 3.4.). 

2.  After  tryptic  digestion,  centrifuge  the  membrane/digestion  mixture for 10  min at 
14,00Og, transfer  the  supernatant  containing  radiolabeled  phosphopeptides  to  a 
new microcentrifuge  tube  and  evaporate  in  a  Speed Vac concentrator  (Sigma) 
(see Note 8). 

3.  Dissolve  the  pellet  in 50 pL ice-cold  performic  acid  and  incubate 1 h  on  ice (see 
Note 9). Add 500 pL H20 and  evaporate.  Add  300 pL H20 to  the  remaining  pellet 
and  vortex  to  dissolve  the  pellet.  Centrifuge for 5 min  at  14,00Og, transfer the 

The phosphoamino  acid analysis of PS proteins is essentially carried out as 
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Fig. 5. Schematic  representing  a TLC cellulose  plate  used  for  two-dimensional 
phosphopeptide  mapping.  The  sample is applied  in  aliquots  of 0.5 pL 3  cm  from  the 
anodic  edge  and  five  cm  from  the  bottom  of  the  plate  as  indicated.  After  drying  the 
sample  the  plate is wetted (see Note 10) and  applied  to  the  high-voltage  electrophoresis 
apparatus.  Most  phosphopeptides  migrate  towards  the cathode at pH  1.9.  After 
electrophoresis  the  plate  is  dried  and  subjected  to  chromatography  for  separation  in 
the  second  dimension. 

supernatant  to  a  new  microcentrifuge  tube  and  evaporate  again in a  Speed Vac 
concentrator. 

4.  Dissolve  the  pellet in 300 pL of  pH  1.9  buffer,  vortex,  and  centrifuge at 14,OOOg 
for 5 min.  Transfer  the  supernatant to a  new  microcentrifuge  tube  and  evaporate. 
Resuspend  the  pellet in 8 pL of  pH  1.9  buffer  and  centrifuge  for 5 min at 14,OOOg. 

5. Spot  the  supernatant  onto  a  TLC  cellulose  plate  and  wet  the  plate  with  a  “mask” 
of  Whatman  3MM  filter  paper  as  described  in Fig. 5 (see Note 10). 

6. Fill  both  buffer  tanks  of  the  high-voltage  electrophoresis  apparatus  with  pH  1.9 
buffer  and  place  the  plate in the c o m t  orientation (see Fig. 5). Most  phosphopeptides 
migrate  towards  the  cathode at pH  1.9.  The  platform  for  holding  the  plates  should 
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be precooled  to 4-7°C before  applying  the  plate.  Connect  the  buffer  tanks  with 
the  TLC  cellulose  plate  by  three  prewetted  (pH  1.9  electrophoresis  buffer)  layers 
of  Whatman 3" filter  paper.  Electrophorese  for  20  min at 1 .O kV  and  then  dry 
the  plate  in  a  fume  hood. Do not  heat  the  plate  in  an  oven,  as  this  might  result  in 
irreversible  binding  of  peptides  to  the  cellulose  matrix. 

7. Place  the  dried  TLC  cellulose  plate  into  a  chromatography  tank (see Note 11) and 
chromatograph  until  the  buffer  front  has  reached  about 2-3  cm from  the  top  of 
the  plate.  This  will  take  usually 8-9  h.  Dry the  plate  again  and  expose  to  X-ray 
film at -80°C  using  an  intensifying  screen (see Note 12). 

3.4. In Vitro Phosphorylation of PS  Proteins 

proteins  or purified  peptides can  be used  as  substrate (see Note 13). 
To analyze  phosphorylation of specific  domains of PS proteins  both fusion 

1. Add  the  protein  substrate  to 50 pL of  the  appropriate  ice-cold  phosphorylation 
buffer  (e.g.,  buffer B for PKA, CK-l,  or CK-2)  and  buffer  C for PKC, see 
Note 14). Then  add  the  protein  kinase  of  interest  to  the  reaction  mixture  and  keep 
on  ice  until  use. 

2.  Incubate  the  phosphorylation  reaction  mixture at 32°C  for 3 min  and  start  the 
phosphorylation  reaction  by  the  addition  of  [y-32P]ATP (to final  concentrations 

3. Incubate  at  32°C  for  the  appropriate  periods  of  time (see Note 15) and  stop  the 

4. Analyze phosphorylation of the respective  PS protein by  SDS-PAGE and 

of 10-100 p"). 

phosphorylation  reaction  by  the  addition of SDS sample  buffer. 

autoradiography  of  the  dried  gels. 

4. Notes 
1. In  studies  analyzing  the  protein  kinases  that are involved  in  the  phosphorylation 

of  PS  proteins,  the  following  agents  have  been  used: 
a.  Forskolin,  increases  the  phosphorylation  of  the PSI CTF by  activating  PKA. 
b. Phorbol  esters,  e.g.,  PDBu  and  phorbol  12-myristate  13-acetate  (PMA),  also 

c.  H-89 is a  selective  inhibitor  of PKA (26) and  inhibits  forskolin-induced 

d.  GF109203x is a  selective  inhibitor  of  PKC (27) and  inhibits  PDBu-induced 

e. Okadaic  acid is a  potent  inhibitor  of  protein  phosphatases 1 and  2A (28) and 

Using  selective  inhibitors  of  protein  kinases  in  in  vivo  phosphorylation  experiments, 
the  compounds  should  be  added  during  both  preincubation  and  labeling  period 
(see also Note 4). Remember  to  include  appropriate  controls  with  the  respective 
solvents  of  these  agents  (e.g.,  ethanol,  dimethyl  sulfoxide). 

2. The perfonnic  acid  should  always  be  prepared  freshly  prior  to  the  oxidation  step 
as described  in Subheading 2.3. 

increase  the  phosphorylation  of  the PSI CTF  by  activating  PKC. 

phosphorylation  of PSI CTF. 

phosphorylation  of  the PSI CTF. 

was  shown  to  inhibit  the  dephosphorylation  of  the PS1 CTF. 

l 

1 
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3. The amounts of radioactivity used for  in vivo phosphorylation may vary 
depending  on  the  experimental  setup.  Usually, 0.25 mCi  of  32P-orthophosphate/mL 
of  phosphate-free  medium is sufficient  to  label  endogenous  PS  proteins  in  kidney 
293  cells  or COS cells. 

4.  Activators  of  PKC  (e.g.,  PDBu)  or  PKA  (e.g.,  forskolin)  should  be  added 30 min 
after  starting  the  in  vivo  32P-labeling  reaction. This allows  radiolabeling  of  the 
intracellular ATP pool, and reduces the incorporation of phosphate from 
unlabeled ATP. 

5.  Immunoprecipitations  should be carried  out at 4°C  to  inhibit  proteolysis  and 
dephosphorylation.  When  immunoprecipitates  appear to be “dirty” it may  help  to 
preincubate  the  cell  lysates  with  20 pL of  Protein  A  Sepharose  slurry  (Sigma)  for 
30 min at 4°C  with  constant  shaking,  and to remove  the  beads  by  centrifugation 
prior to immunoprecipitation  with  specific  antibodies.  In this case,  material 
unspecifically  binding  to  Protein  A  Sepharose  will  be  removed  from  the  cell  lysate. 

6. To  avoid  aggregation  of  PS  proteins,  especially  of  the  full-length  molecules,  we 
add  4 M urea  to  both  the  SDS  sample  buffer  and  the  polyacrylamide  gels. It is 
also  important  not  to  boil  samples,  as  this  can  also  result in aggregation  of  PS 
proteins. We heat  the  samples  for  5  min at 65°C. 

7. Although there  are protocols for phosphoamino acid analysis of proteins 
from fixed  gels (do), we  prefer  to  transfer  the  proteins  after  SDS-PAGE  to  PVDF 
membranes, as this  method is faster  with  less  working  steps  and  the  recovery  of 
labeled  phosphoamino  acids  appears  to  be  higher.  The  use  of  PVDF  membrane is 
important,  because  nitrocellulose  membrane  dissolves  during  acid  hydrolysis in 
6 M HCl at 110°C.  Proteolytic  digestions  with  trypsin  can  be  carried  out  using 
either  membranes,  PVDF, or nitrocellulose. 

8.  The release of tryptic peptides from  the membrane can be monitored by 
measuring  the  release of  radioactivity  into  the  digestion  mixture in a  scintillation 
counter.  At  the  end  of  the  digestion, 70-90% of  radioactivity  should  be  detected 
in the  digestion  supernatant.  Using  a  Speed Vac concentrator for evaporation  of 
acidic  solutions,  a  NaOH  trap  should  be  connected  to  the  system  for  neutralization. 
Alternatively, all evaporation  steps in the  procedures  for  phosphoamino  acid 
analysis  and  two-dimensional  phosphopeptide  mapping  can be substituted by 
lyophilization  of  the  samples. 

9. To inhibit  unspecific  cleavage  reactions,  the  oxidation  step  of  tryptic  peptides  of 
PS  proteins  with  performic  acid  should  be  carried  out  on  ice  and  the  sample 
should be diluted  after  oxidation  with H20. 

10.  Take  care  that TLC cellulose  plates used for  phosphoamino  acid  and  two-dimensional 
peptide  mapping  are  smooth  and  have  an  even  surface.  For  this  purpose  the TLC 
plates  can  be  illuminated  from  beneath  in  a  lightbox.  Scratches  and  nicks in the 
cellulose  layer  may  influence  the  mobility  of  the  samples  and  lead  to  smears.  The 
sample for two-dimensional  phosphopeptide  mapping  should be applied  in 
aliquots  of 0.5 pL and  immediately  dried  to  keep  the  spots  as  small  as  possible. 
The  TLC  plate is wetted  with  pH  1.9  buffer  using  a  mask  of  Whatman 3” filter 
paper.  The  filter  paper  of  20 x 20 cm  with  a  hole at the  position  corresponding  to 
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the sample spot on the  TLC  plate  is prepared as described in Chapter 10 
(Subheading 3.3.). 

11.  To  prepare  the  chromatography  chamber,  fill it with  chromatography  buffer so 
that it is  about  2  cm  deep.  Whatman 3" filter  paper  prewetted  with  chromatog- 
raphy  buffer is placed  around  the  inside  of  the  chamber.  Seal  the  lid  of  the  cham- 
ber  using  silicone  grease  and  allow  equilibration of the  buffer  with  the  gas  phase 
of the  chamber  for  several  hours. It  is recommended to prepare  the  chromatogra- 
phy  chamber  the  day  before  the  chromatography,  which  can  then  be  carried  out 
during  the  day.  Take  care  that  the  chamber is tightly  sealed  and  not  moved  during 
chromatography. 

12.  After  autoradiography,  the  phosphopeptides  can  be  recovered  from  the  TLC  plate 
as described  by  Boyle et al. (26), and  then  be  further  analyzed. The in vivo 
phosphorylation site can be determined  after  identification  of  the  phosphorylated 
peptide  by  N-terminal  amino  acid  microsequencing  andlor  mass  spectrometry.  In 
case  more  than one potential  phosphorylation site  is present in the  identified 
peptide,  these  sites  can  be  mutated by site directed  mutagenesis.  Subsequently, 
the  phosphorylation  of  these  mutants  has  to be analyzed  in  cultured  cells  and  by 
in  vitro  phosphorylation  experiments  with  purified  protein  kinases. 

13. In principle, as  substrates  for in vitro phosphorylation synthetic peptides, 
purified PS proteins  or  fusion  proteins  can be used. We have  successfully  used 
PS  protein  domains  (e.g.,  the  N-terminal  domain  or  the  large  hydrophilic  loop 
domain) either fused to other  proteins  (maltose-binding protein, glutathione 
S-transferase) or  after release of these domains by cleavage with factor X 
protease (1,21). When  analyzing  the  phosphorylation  of  fusion  proteins  one  has 
to  control  phosphorylation  of  the  carrier  protein  without  the PS domain. 

14.  To  control  the  catalytic  activity  of  the  protein  kinase  used  for in vitro  phosphory- 
lation,  a  control  reaction  with  known  protein  substrates  can  be  carried  out  in 
parallel  (phosvitin or casein  can be used  as  model  substrates  for CK-l and  CK-2, 
and  histone  for  PKA  and  PKC; see Fig. 3). 

15.  For  kinetic  analysis  of  the  phosphorylation  reaction,  a  scaled-up  volume  of  the 
reaction  mixture is used  and  aliquots  are  taken  from  the  mixture at various  time 
points.  For  stoichiometric  analysis,  the  phosphate  incorporation  into  a  known 
amount  of  protein  substrate  has  to  be  determined at a  time  point  when  the  phos- 
phorylation  reaction  has  reached  the  plateau  phase (see Fig. 4; [21fi. 
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Interaction of the  Presenilins 
with  the  Amyloid  Precursor  Protein  (APP) 

Andreas Weidemann,  Krzysztof  Paliga, Ulrike Durrwang, 
Friedrich  Reinhard,  Dai  Zhang, Rupert Sandbrink, 
Genevieve Evin,  Colin L. Masters, and Konrad  Beyreuther 

1. Introduction 
The  genes  encoding  presenilin- 1 (PSI)  and  presenilin-2 (PS2) were  identi- 

fied  as  the  genes  that  harbour  mutations  that  cause  more than 60% of early 
onset  familial  Alzheimer’s  disease  cases (FAD) (1-3). So far,  more  than  40 
missense  mutations  have  been  described  for  presenilin-l  and  two  have  been 
found in the  gene  coding  for  presenilin-2 (reviewed  in refs. 4 and 5). Carriers 
of mutated  presenilin  genes  develop in their  brain  neuropathological  changes 
characteristic of Alzheimer’s  disease  including  the  deposition of amyloid AP 
peptide.  The  latter  is  released  from  its  cognate  amyloid  precursor  protein 
(APP)  by  a  two-step  proteolytic  conversion:  first,  proteolysis of APP  by 
p-secretase,  which  releases  the  N-terminus of AB, and  second,  conversion of 
the  remaining  fragment by y-secretase,  which  cleaves  within  the  predicted 
transmembrane region of  APP. This  releases  the  C-terminus of AP,  which  may 
end  either  at  position  40  or,  to  a  lesser  extent,  at  position  42  (reviewed  in 
ref. 6). The  latter  species,  APIA2,  is  more  prone  to  aggregation  and  deposition 
than  AblA0  and  is  produced  at  higher  levels  in  the  brains  and  primary 
fibroblasts of  FAD patients  carrying  PS  missense  mutations (7). The  same 
result  was  obtained  when  cultured  cells  transfected with mutated PS1 or PS2, or 
transgenic mice harboring missense PS1 were  analyzed  for  the  production of 

in  every  case  increased amounts of the  longer  APIa2  species  were 
observed (8-10). The  mechanisms by  which  mutations  in  the  PS  genes  affect 
the  proteolytic  processing of APP by  y-secretase  have  not  been  resolved  in 
detail.  There are two  possibilities by which  the  normal  processing of APP may 
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Fig. 1. Identification of PSI and PS2 in transfected cells. COS7 cells were 
transfected with the PSI (lanes 1 and 4) and  PS2  (lanes 2 and 5) encoding  pCEP4 
plasmids  and  empty  vector  (lanes 3 and 6). Total  cell  homogenates  were  separated  by 
SDS-PAGE  and  immunoblotted  with  polyclonal  anti-PSI  antiserum (A) or anti-PS2 
antiserum (B). Both PSI and  PS2 are detected  as  full-length  species  migrating  in  the 
range  of  40-55  kDa. 

be  disturbed:  either  mutations  in  the  presenilins  affect  APP  metabolism  in  an 
indirect way by modulation of proteases  or  interaction with  proteins  involved 
in  APP  intracellular  routing,  or  presenilins  may  modulate  APP  processing 
directly  through  physical  interactions  with APP. Such a  direct  interaction 
between  presenilins  and  APP  was  first  demonstrated by us for PS2 (11). Later 
on,  formation of stable  complexes with APP  was  reported  not  only  for PS2 but 
also  for PSI (12,13,13a). 

In COS7 cells,  transiently  transfected  with  PS  cDNA,  presenilins  were 
mainly  detected  as  full-length  species  in  the  range of 40-55 kDa (Fig. 1). 
Compared  with  the  amounts of full-length PS, the  proteolytically  processed 
derivatives of PS  were  only  poorly  observed  in  these  cells,  a  finding  that  may 
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Fig. 2. Detection of  APP-695  in  PS2  immunoprecipitates after Western blotting. 
COS7  cells  were  transiently  transfected  with  pCEP  encoded  cDNAs  for  either  PS2  or 
PS2-Nl411  together  with  pCEP/APP-695  as  indicated.  Proteins  were  immunoprecipi- 
tated  with  anti-APP  antiserum  (lanes 1 4 )  or  anti-PS2  antiserum  (lanes  5-8),  followed 
by  SDS-PAGE  and immunoblotting  with  mAb22C11,  which  recognizes  APP. Note 
that  for  demonstration of APP  in  PS2  immunocomplexes  (lanes  5-8),  tenfold  more 
cell lysate was subjected to immunoprecipitation  compared  to lanes 1 4 .  N: N- 
glycosylated,  immature  forms of APP; N,O: N- and O-glycosylated,  mature  forms 
(reproduced  from ref. 11). 

be  explained  by  an  incomplete  proteolytic  conversion of highly  overexpressed 
presenilins (14). To prove  the  feasibility of a  direct  interaction  between  PS  and 
APP, cells  were  cotransfected  with  expression  plasmids  encoding  APP  and  PS. 
Analysis of complex  formation  between  APP  and  PS  was  performed by two 
methods. (1) After  immunoprecipitation of PS  with  polyclonal  anti-PS  antis- 
era,  the  complexes  were  separated by gel  electrophoresis  followed  by  Western 
blotting with monoclonal  anti-APP  antibody (Subheadings 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.; 
also Fig. 2). (2) PS  immunocomplexes  derived  from  lysates of [35S]methionine- 
labeled  cells  were  first  dissociated  in  the  presence of sodium  dodecyl  sulfate 
(SDS) and  urea  and  then  subjected  to a second  immunoprecipitation  with 
polyclonal  anti-APP  antiserum  and  successive  gel  electrophoresis (Sub- 
headings 3.2.1. and 3.2.3.; also Fig. 3). The species  observed  in  the noncovalent 
APP-PS  complexes  is  mainly  composed of immature,  ER-resident  APP 
(Figs. 2 and 3), in  agreement  with  the  predominant  localization of presenilins 
to  the  ER,  intermediate  compartment,  and  early  Golgi of cells (15-17). No 
difference  in  complex  formation  was  observed  for  mutant  PS  as  compared  with 
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Fig. 3. Formation  of stable complexes  between  APP-695  and PSI. Cells  were 
transfected with  pCEP-APP695  and  plasmids  encoding either wild-type PSI (lanes 
2 and 6) or  mutant  PSI-M146V  (lanes 3 and 7). After  radiolabeling  the  cells with 
[35S]methionine, PSI complexes  were  immunoprecipitated with anti-PSI antiserum, 
followed by release of  bound proteins by addition of SDS/urea  and  subjected  to a 
second  immunoprecipitation  with  anti-APP  antiserum (B). APP  was recovered  in  both 
wild-type PSI and  mutant PSI-M146V immunocomplexes  (lanes 6 and 7). The  same 
result was obtained for PSI-P264L or PSI-L286V, indicating  that the ability  for 
complex  formation was  not influenced by  FAD mutations  (data  not  shown).  For 
comparison,  APP  expression  was  monitored  in  parallel  immunoprecipitations  with 
anti-APP  antiserum (A). N: N-glycosylated,  immature  forms of  APP; N,O: N- and 
O-glycosylated,  mature  forms. 

wild-type PS (Figs. 2 and 3) (11-134. Thus, mutations  in  the  presenilins  may 
not  directly  affect  their  ability  for  complex  formation  with  APP  molecules,  but 
instead influence the  fate of the PS2-APP complex, e.g.,  by modifying its  transport 
or  its metabolism. This  hypothesis is supported by the  finding  that  the  conver- 
sion of APP by  y-secretase(s)  is  largely  inhibited  in  PSI-deficient  mice, 
suggesting  a  role of PS  as  cofactors in this  processing  step (18). Additionally, 
mutant PSI fully  complements  the  severe  phenotypical  aberrations  observed 
in PSI knockout  mice,  which  further  validates  the  idea  that  the  clinical 
mutations  in PS result  in  a  gain of (mis)function of mutant  PS  rather  than  a 
loss of function (19,20). Further  studies  on  the  protein  domains  involved  in 
the  interaction  revealed  that  for  PS2,  the  N-terminal  part is sufficient  for 
complex  formation,  whereas  for APP, the  AP  and/or  transmembrane  domain 
is  implicated  in  the  interaction (13~). Again,  this  supports  the  idea  that  PS 
act  as  cofactors  in  the  processing of the  transmembrane  domain of APP 
by y-secretases.  Alternatively, based  on  the abundant  localization of both  PS 
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and APP-PS complexes in the  ER,  and  based on the  influence of  overexpressed 
PS on APP transport  and  secretion (II), the  function  of PS could be  similar  to 
that of calnexin,  which  transports  misfolded  proteins  retrogradely  by  recycling 
them  between  the  ER,  intermediate  compartment, and Golgi  apparatus (21). 
Alternatively, mutations in the PS genes may  affect  APP  processing in a patho- 
logical manner similar to  mutations in ERGIC-53 (ER-Golgi  intermediate  com- 
partment protein-53). Here, mutations of ERGIC-53,  which is localized  to  the 
intermediate  compartment,  cause a combined  deficiency  of  coagulation  factors 
V and  VIII,  two  secretory  proteins  found in the  blood  plasma (22). However, 
although  the  exact  function of the  presenilins is not  known, the  demonstration 
of physical interactions suggests a direct participation of PS on APP processing. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Calcium Phosphate Coprecipitation 

Buffers 2-5 should be filter-sterilized before use: 

1.  COS7  cells (see Note 1); cell  culture  media:  Dulbecco's  modified  Eagle's  medium 

2. 2x  HEPES-buffered  saline (2x HBS):  280 mM NaCl, l .5 mM Na2HP04,  50 mM 

3. CaC12 solution: 2 M CaC12  in distilled H20. 
4.  Tris-HC1  buffer: 10 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.5, in  distilled H20. 
5.  Glycerol  solution:  mix a 30% glycerol  solution  with 2x HBS in a 1:l ratio. 
6.  DNA (see Note 2): pCEP4  (vector),  pCEP-APP695,  pCEP-PSI,  pCEP-PS2  (and 

mutant  derivatives  of PS1 and  PS2)  dissolved  at a concentration of 1 pg/@ in 
sterile "E (10 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.5-8.0, 1 mM EDTA). The DNA should  be of 
high  quality  (Qiagen,  Chatsworth,  CA). 

(DMEM),  DMEM + 10% fetal  calf  serum  (FCS). 

HEPES;  adjust  exactly  to  pH  7.13  with 1 NNaOH. 

2.2. Analysis of PS lmmunocomplexes for Bound  APP 
1. Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS). 
2. [35S]methionine (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL), methionine-free cell 

culture medium (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD). 
3. Antibodies: Polyclonal anti-PS antiserum; polyclonal anti-APP antiserum; 

monoclonal  anti-APP  antibody  (22C  11,  Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim, 
Germany, ref. 23); secondary anti-mouse antibody coupled to horseradish 
peroxidase  (Amersham). 

4.  Protein  A-Sepharose  as a 1: 1 slurry  in  buffer A (see step 6) or  in  PBS  (Pharmacia, 
Uppsala,  Sweden). 

5. Cell  lysis  buffer:  150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.5, 2 mM EDTA,  1% 
Nonidet  P40  (NP40), 1% Triton  X-100,  supplemented  with  protease  inhibitors 
(50 p.g/mL aprotinin,  10 pg/mL leupeptin, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride). 

6.  Wash  buffers:  Buffer  A:  150 mM NaC1, 10 mM Tris-HC1,  pH 7.5,l mM EDTA, 
0,2%  NP40;  Buffer  C:  10 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  7.5. 
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7. Sample  buffer  (2x):  125 mM Tris-HC1,  pH  6.8, 5% SDS, 50 mM dithiothreitol 

8.  Release  buffer  (2x):  125  mMTris-HC1,  pH  6.8,  1%  SDS,  8 M urea,  25  mMDTT. 

9.  8%  SDS  Tris-glycine  gels,  running  buffer. 

(DTT),  20%  glycerol, 0.01 % bromophenol  blue. 

DTT  should  be  stored  as 1 M stock  solution at -20°C  and  added  freshly. 

10.  Equipment  and  reagents  for  immunoblotting;  ECL  solutions  (Amersham). 
11.  HAc/MeOH  solution:  30%  Methanol,  10%  glacial  acetic  acid  in H20. 

3. Methods 
3.1. Transfection  of Cells with PS- 
and  APP-Encoding  Plasmids by Calcium  Phosphate  Coprecipitation 

1.  Split  COS7  cells  grown  to  confluency  on  a  10-cm  dish (see Note 3) the  day  before 
transfection in a ratio of  about  1:4  and  seed  the cells in 12 x 5 cm  dishes.  On 
the day  of  transfection,  the  confluence  of cells should  be  70-90%  (calcium 
phosphate  coprecipitation  protocol  from ref. 24). 

2.  For  each  transfection,  transfer  420 pL Tris-HC1  buffer  into  microtubes;  add  a 
total  of  20 pg DNA,  i.e., 10 pg pCEP-APP695  and  10 pg pCEP-PS2 or 10 pg 
pCEP-APP695  and  10 pg pCEP-PSI.  Include  also  control  transfections  with 
pCEP4  only,  pCEP-APP695/pCEP4,  and  pCEP-PS/pCEP4. 

3. Add 62 pL CaC12 buffer to the DNA solution  and  mix  the  sample  by  pipeting  up 
and  down  several  times. 

4.  Prepare 500 pL 2x  HBS  in 13 mL screw-cap  tubes  or  equivalent. 
5.  Place  the  tube  with  the 2x HBS solution  on  a  vortex  with  moderate  agitation  and 

add  dropwise  the  500 pL CaC12/DNA solution. 
6. Incubate  the  mixture for 20-30 min at room  temperature,  thus  allowing  the 

formation of calcium  phosphate  crystals  containing DNA. 
7. Without  previous  removal  of  the  conditioned media, distribute dropwise the 

solution on the  cells. After  a  few  minutes, the  crystals are  detectable as a fine, 
uniform precipitate on the cells. 

8.  Incubate  the cells for 3 h  in  the  cell  culture  incubator. 
9. Aspirate  the  conditioned  media  and add 1.5 mL glycerol solution  per  dish. 

Incubate for 2Yz min.  Remove the glycerol solution,  wash  twice  with  DMEM, 
and  add fresh  culture medium containg FCS (see Note 4). 

10.  Incubate  the  transfected  cells  overnight  until  subsequent  analysis. 

3.2. Analysis  of  PS  Immunocomplexes  for  Bound  APP 
The following  protocols  describe  methods  for  the  detection of  APP6g5 in  PS 

immunoprecipitates. This can be achieved by analysis of PS  immunocomplexes 
from  nonlabeled  cells by immunoblotting with monoclonal  anti-APP antibody. 
However, the  use of radioactive  labeled  proteins  allows  the  concurrent  detection 
of PS  by phosphorimaging  the  blots  after ECL development. This is especially 
useful  for  quantitating of the  PS/APP  ratio, i.e., for  comparing  bound  APP in 
complexes  with  mutant  or  wild-type PS. An  alternative  approach  can  be 
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employed  to  identify  APP  in  PS  immunocomplexes:  cells are radiolabeled, 
followed by  a  first immunoprecipitation  with anti-PS  antisera;  the  released 
immunocomplexes  are  analyzed  by  a  second  immunoprecipitation  with 
anti-APP antiserum.  Again,  using  radiolabeled  cells  allows  the  simultaneous 
detection of both  PS  and APP, and thus,  quantitative  studies of the  corresponding 
ratios  can be performed. The  latter  method of consecutive  immunoprecipita- 
tions can also be used for the  reverse  experiments  to  identify  PS  in  APP 
immunoprecipitates.  The  alternative,  a  direct  analysis of PS  in  APP 
immunocomplexes by immunoblotting with  anti-PS  antisera, is not  conclusive 
because  the  signal of the  immunoglobulin  heavy  chains  from  the  first  immuno- 
precipitation  is  observed  in  the  range of about 50 kDa,  and  therefore  interferes 
with  the  signals  obtained  for  full-length  PS  in  the same  molecular  weight range. 

3.2.1.  Immunoprecipitation of A PP  and  PS/A  PP  Complexes 

1. Remove  media  from  the cells, wash  three  times  with  PBS,  and  add  1.5  mL 
methionine-free  cell  culture  medium  Petri-dish  (when  using  nonlabeled  cells, 
omit steps 1-3). 

2.  Add 100  pCi  [35S]methionine  per  dish. 
3. Incubate  for 4 h  in  a  humidified  incubator at 37°C. 
4. Remove  the  supernatant;  wash  once  with PBS; scrape  off  the  cells,  add  0.5 mL 

PBS  and  transfer  the  cells  into  a  microtube;  and  centrifuge  for 1 min at 4000g, 
discard  the  supernatant (see Note 5). 

5. Add 50 pL ice-cold  lysis  buffer  to  the  cell  pellet,  resuspend  the  cells  in  the  buffer 
by  pipeting  up  and  down (see Note 6). 

6. Incubate  for 10 min  on  ice. 
7. Centrifuge  for 10 min  at 10,OOOg. 
8. Collect  the  clear  supernatant  in  fresh  tubes,  discard  the  pellets. 
9. Dilute  the  samples  with  250 pL buffer A, mix  briefly (PS-IP); transfer 30 pL into 

a  tube  with  270 pL buffer  A  (APP-IP).  Add  5 pL anti-PS2  antiserum  to  the 
remaining  270 pL PS-IP  samples  and 3 pL anti-APP  antiserum  to  the 300 pL 
APP-IP  samples (see Note 7 ) .  Add 30 pL Protein  A-Sepharose  (Pharmacia)  to  all tubes. 

10.  Incubate  for  2  h  at  room  temperature  on  a  head-over-head  roller (see Note 8). 
11.  Wash six  times  with  1  mL  buffer  A  and  once  with 1 mL buffer  C (see Note 9). 

3.2.2.  lmmunoblotting  with  Anti-APP  Antibodies 

The  treatment of the  precipitates  depends  on  the  successive  experiments. 
For  immunoblotting  with  anti-APP  antibody,  add 30 pL sample  buffer  and 
boil  the  immunoprecipitates  for  10  min (see Note 10). The  samples  are 
analyzed  by  gel  electrophoresis  on 8% polyacrylamide SDS gel  followed by 
immunoblotting  and  ECL  detection  with  monoclonal  anti-APP  antibody 
22C11 by using  standard  conditions. 
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3.2.3. Analysis of Radiolabeled  Immunoprecipitates for APP 

1. Release  bound  antigens  from  the  Protein  A-Sepharose  (Pharmacia)  by  incubation 
of  the  samples  with 30 pL release  buffer  for 15 min at 50°C (see Note 10). 

2. Add 270 pL buffer  A  to  the  samples  to  diminish  the  effective  concentrations of 
SDS  to 0.1% and  the  urea  concentration  to 0.8%, which  is  necessary  for  the 
subsequent  immunoprecipitations. 

3. Centrifuge  briefly  and  transfer  the  supernatant  into  a  fresh  tube. 
4. Add 5 pL polyclonal  anti-APP  antiserum,  and 30 pL Protein  A-Sepharose; 

incubate  for 2 h  on  a  head-over-head  roller at room  temperature. 
5. Centrifuge  briefly. The supernatant  contains  released PS (and  released  immuno- 

globulin  heavy  and  light  chains  from  the  first  immunoprecipitation),  which  can 
be  analyzed  separately  after  concentration  of  proteins  by  TCA  (trichloroacetic 
acid)  precipitation  and  subsequent  gel  electrophoresis.  If this analysis is not 
performed,  discard  the  supernatant,  wash  the  Protein  A-Sepharose  twice  with 
buffer  A  and  once  with  buffer C. 

6. Denature  samples  in  sample  buffer  and  apply  to  an 8% polyacrylamide SDS gel. 
7. To immobilize  the  proteins,  incubate  the  gel  in  HAc/MeOH  solution  with  moder- 

8. Dry the  gel  and  visualize  proteins  by  phosphorimaging  or  autoradiography. 
ate  agitation  for  1  h. 

3.3. Other Methods 
3.3. l DNA Constructs 

Cloning of PS2 cDNA  and  generation of pCEP4  derivatives  encoding 
wild-type  PS2  or  mutant  PS2-Nl411  (changing  into  Ile)  has  been 
described (11). PS1 was  cloned  by  reverse  transcriptase-polymerase  chain  reac- 
tion  using  total  RNA  isolated from human  blood  lymphocytes  as an alternative 
splice  variant  lacking  the  four  residues VRSQ  encoded at  the 3' end of exon 3. 
The design of the  oligonucleotide  primers  was  based on  the  published  sequences 
of PSI (1,2) and  encoded an additional XhoI site  in  the  S-sense primer  and  an 
ClaI  site  in  the 3"antisense primer. The sites  were  used  for  cloning in pBluescript 
SK+ (Stratagene,  La  Jolla,  CA).  Sequencing  one  positive  clone  revealed  com- 
plete  alignment  with  the  cDNAs  published. The PSI FAD mutants  PSI-M146V, 
PSI-P264L,  and  PSI-L286V  were  constructed by site-directed  mutagenesis of 
single-stranded  DNA (25) and  verified by DNA  sequencing.  For  expression  in 
eukaryotic cells, PSI and  mutant PSI derivatives were cloned  into the expres- 
sion  vector  pCEP4  by  using KpnI and BamHI restriction  sites.  Cloning and con- 
struction of eukaryotic  APP  expression  vectors  was  as  described  before  (26). 

3.3.2. Cell Culture 

COS7  cells  were  maintained  in  DMEM  containing  penicillin (50 U/mL), 
streptomycin (40 clg/mL) and  10%  FCS  (Life  Technologies). 
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3.3.3. Antisera 

Preparation of rabbit polyclonal anti-APP antiserum and mouse monoclonal 
anti-APP antibody 22C11 has  been described (23). Antisera recognizing PS2 
was obtained by serial immunizations of rabbits with  synthetic  peptide corre- 
sponding  to PS2 residues 42-58 (11). Production and characterization of 
polyclonal rabbit PS1 antiserum directed against a synthetic  peptide encom- 
passing residues 1-20 of PS1 has been published (17). 

4. Notes 
1. Instead  of  COS  cells,  most  other  cell  lines  that  can be transfected  with  high 

efficiency  should  be  suitable  for  analysis  of  PS-APP  complex  formation  including 
Chinese  hamster  ovary  (CHO),  HeLa  or  human  embryo  kidney  293  (HEK293)  cells. 

2. For  expression  of  APP  and  PS  cDNAs,  we  used  the  commercially  available 
pCEP4  vector  (Invitrogen,  San  Diego,  CA).  Here,  the  gene  expression is driven 
by  the  cytomegalovirus  earlyflate  promoter  (CMV  promoter)  which  belongs  to 
one of the  strongest  promotors  known  and  which is active  in  a  wide  variety  of 
different  cell  lines  from  different  species.  Additionally,  the  pCEP4  vectors  encode 
a  marker  for  selection  in  eucaryotic cells (hygromycin  B  resistance  gene)  and  an 
origin of replication  derived  from  the  Epstein-Barr  virus.  The  latter  allows  an 
episomal  propagation  of  the  pCEP4  plasmids  in  some  human  and  monkey  cell 
lines, including COS7 cells  or SH-SY5Y cells. Because of this episomal 
propagation,  all  transfected cells should  express  the  cloned  gene,  which  allows 
the use of  pools  of  cells  instead  of  screening  individual  colonies  for  establishing 
stable  transfected  cell  lines.  However,  most  other  eucaryotic  expression  vectors 
should be suitable as well for transient  expression  of  PS  and  APP  genes in 
eucaryotic cells as  described  in  this  chapter. 

3. Among  the  many  different  protocols,  the  calcium  phosphate  coprecipitation  is 
still  one of  the  common  methods  to  transfect  cells.  However,  most  of  the  other 
transfection methods, including liposome-mediated DNA transfer  or 
electroporation  of  cells,  can be used  for  transfection  of  common  cell  lines  like 
CHO,  COS7,  HeLa,  or  HEK293  cells.  Transfection  efftciency  can be easily 
monitored  by  reporter  plasmids  encoding  proteins  like  P-galactosidase,  luciferase, 
or green-fluorescent  protein. 

4.  Other cell  lines than  COS7 cells may  require  different  conditions for high 
transfection  efficiency.  Frequently,  incubation  of  the  crystals  overnight  without 
glycerol  treatment  also  gives  high  transfection  rates. 

5. It  is recommended  not  to  freeze cells or cell lysates  because this results  in 
decreased  recoveries  of  APP  from  PS-APP  complexes. 

6. The  use  of  prechilled lysis buffer is required  to  avoid  the  rupture of nuclei  and  the 
release  of  the  chromosomal  DNA,  which  would  result in viscous  solutions. 

7. The  direct  immunoprecipitation  of  APP  from  cell  lysates  should  be  performed 
for  the  following  reasons.  First,  to  prove  the  expression  of  APP in the  control 
experiments  in  which  cells  were  only  transfected  with  APP  encoding  plasmid. 
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Second,  to  control  the  level  of  APP  expression  because  if  there  is no APP  detected 
in  the  analysis  of  PS  immunoprecipitates, this could be due  to  low  transfection 
rates.  Thus,  the  direct  analysis  of  APP  should be helpful  to  interpret  negative 
results.  Third,  under  the  conditions  described  in  this  chapter,  about  10%  of  total 
APP  is  found  in  PS  immunoprecipitates.  If no signal  is  obtained  for  APP  by  direct 
immunoprecipitation  from  the  ten  percent  of  the  total cell lysates, it means  that 
the assay/antibody used is not sensitive enough to  detect APP in PS 
immunocomplexes. 

8. Prolonged  incubation  (i.e.,  overnight) is not  recommended  because  of  some 
dissociation  of  the  PS-APP  complexes. 

9.  At  this  point,  the  immunoprecipitates  may be stored at -20°C. 
10. Do not  boil  the  samples  in  the case of  concurrent  detection of radioactive 

presenilins  because  the latter tend  to  aggregate  heavily  at  high  temperatures. 
Instead,  the  immunoprecipitates  should be denatured at 37-50°C for 15  min  in 
30 pL sample  buffer  containing  8 M urea. 
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Distribution of Presenilins 
and  Amyloid  Precursor  Protein  (APP) 
in Detergent-lnsolu  ble  Membrane  Domains 

Edward T. Parkin,  Anthony  J.Turner,  and Nigel M. Hooper 

1. Introduction 

1. l .  Detergent-Insoluble Glycolipid-Enriched Domains 
Until  recently,  the  detergent  insolubility of certain  membrane-associated 

proteins  was  singularly  attributed  to  an  association  with  the  cytoskeleton.  How- 
ever,  in 1988 we observed  that  a  number of glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol 
(GP1)-anchored proteins  were  resistant  to  solubilization by nonionic  detergents 
such  as  Triton X-l00 ( I ) .  This  detergent  insolubility  is  acquired  as  the  proteins 
pass  through  the  endoplasmic  reticulum  and  on  to  the  Golgi  apparatus (2), and 
arises  not  from  a  direct  interaction  of  the  GPI-anchored  proteins  with 
cytoskeletal  elements but as  a  result of the  specific  lipid  composition of the 
membrane  domains  with  which  these  proteins  associate (34) .  Mammalian  cell 
membranes  contain  hundreds of individual  lipid  species  which  can  be  grouped 
under  several  major  headings (e.g., glycerophospholipids,  sphingomyelins, 
ceramides,  glycosphingolipids,  and  cholesterol) (2,5,6). Glycerophospholipids, 
such  as  phosphatidylcholine  and  phosphatidylethanolamine,  predominate  in  the 
membrane  milieu.  Consequently,  the bulk of the  cell  membrane  is  fluid  and  in 
a  continual  state of flux.  However,  the  membrane  domains  with  which 
GPI-anchored  proteins  associate  are  enriched  with  sphingolipids  and  choles- 
terol,  making  them  less  fluid  than  the  membrane  milieu (2,4). Such  membrane 
domains  have  been  referred  to  as  “lipid  rafts” (7) and  there  has  been  some 
controversy  as  to  whether  they  exist  in vivo or  whether they form  as an  artefact 
of the  procedures  employed in their  isolation (8). However, recent  studies  in 
both  artificial  lipid  bilayers  and  living  cell  membranes  using  such  techniques 
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as  single-particle  tracking,  fluorescence  polarization,  and  protein  crosslinking 
(9-12) have  shown  that  GPI-anchored  proteins  do  cluster  in  discrete 
domains.  Several  other  names  have  been given  to  lipid  rafts  including  DIMS 
(detergent-insoluble  membranes),  DRMs  (detergent-resistant  membranes), 
GEMS (glycosphingolipid-enriched membrane  domains),  and  DIGs  (detergent- 
insoluble  glycolipid-enriched  domains).  For  the  purpose of this  chapter  the 
abbreviation  "DIG'  will  be  employed. 

1.2. Caveolae and DIGS 
Caveolae  are 50-100 nm  flask-shaped  invaginations  associated  with,  or  in 

the  vicinity  of,  the plasma  membrane  identifiable  in  nonneuronal  tissue by a 
characteristically  high  content of the 21-24 kDa  integral  membrane  protein 
caveolin (13-15). These  structures  have  been  implicated  in  several  cellular 
events,  including  signal  transduction (16-18), transcytosis (19), potocytosis 
(the  internalization of small  molecules  from  the  extracellular  medium) (20), 
and  interaction  with  the  actin-based  cytoskeleton (21,22). Like  DIGs,  caveolae 
are  insoluble  in  certain  nonionic  detergents  and  have  a low density  as  a  conse- 
quence of a high  lipid-to-protein  ratio.  These  similarities  originally  lead  to  the 
conclusion  that  DIGs  were  synonymous  with  caveolae (21,23,24). However, 
this  assumption has  now  been  disproved  mainly  by  the  pioneering work of 
Schnitzer  and  coworkers (18,25,26) who  were  able  to  separate morphologi- 
cally  distinguishable  plasmalemmal  caveolae  from  noninvaginated 
plasmalemmal  DIGs.  The  latter of  these  structures  was  found  to  be  highly 
enriched  in the.GP1-anchored proteins  5'-nucleotidase,  carbonic  anhydrase,  and 
urokinase-plasminogen  activator  receptor,  whereas  the  same  proteins  were 
effectively excluded from caveolae. These results have served to emphasise the  fact 
that the property of detergent resistance is not confined to caveolar membranes. 

Caveolae,  defined  morphologically  as  flask-shaped  structures, are most 
abundant  in  simple  squamous  epithelia,  fibroblasts,  smooth  muscle  cells,  and 
adipocytes (27-30). Although  caveolin is highly  expressed in lung  and muscle 
tissues  it  is  absent  from  other  tissues  such  as  spleen, kidney, liver, brain,  and 
testis (22). The  absence of caveolin  from  brain  tissue  and  neuronal  cultures 
initially  led  to  the  conclusion  that  caveolae are not  abundant structures in the 
nervous  system. However, recent  reports  demonstrated  that  detergent-insoluble 
membranes  displaying  the  characteristic  large  size  and low buoyant  density of 
caveolae  could be  isolated  from  mouse  neuroblastoma  cells,  mouse  cerebellum, 
rat  forebrain,  and  rat  cortical  neurons (31-35). Several  proteins  concentrated  in 
caveolin-enriched  membrane  fractions from  other  tissues  were  also  present  in 
DIGs  isolated  from  nervous  tissue, e.g., GPI-anchored  proteins,  tyrosine  kinases, 
and a- and P-subunits of heterotrimeric  G  proteins (31,341. However, in  all but 
one  case (36), caveolin  itself  was  absent from  these  structures. 
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1.3. DIGS and Alzheimer’s Disease-Linked Proteins 

Although  the  majority of the  amyloidogenic  Ab  peptides  (Ap40  and  AP42) 
released  from  the  amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP)  through  sequential  cleavage 
by p- and  y-secretases is  secreted  from  cells,  Ab40  and A V 2  have  also  been 
detected  in  the  trans-Golgi  network  and  endoplasmic  reticuludintermediate 
compartment, respectively (37-40). It  has  also  been  suggested  that  the  intrac- 
ellular  formation of AP  may  arise  through  the  secretase-mediated  cleavage of a 
minor  pool of the  APP  that  resides in DIGs.  An  endogenous  DIG-associated 
pool of the  APP  has  been  identified  to  date  only  in  cortical (41) or  hippocampal 
(42) neurons  or  rat  brain  cortex (43), and  in  our  laboratory we  have  failed  to 
detect  the  APP  in  DIGs  isolated  from  mouse  cerebellum  and  human  neuroblas- 
toma  cells (35). There  is  strong  evidence  to  suggest  that  the  familial 
Alzheimer’s  disease-associated  presenilins  play  an  important  role  in  the 
y-secretase-mediated  cleavage of the  APP (44). If  this  process  does  indeed 
occur in DIGs,  then  it  follows  that  the  presenilins  also  should  be  present  in 
these  membrane  structures. 

Presenilin-l  (PS 1) and  presenilin-2  (PS2)  are  located  predominantly  within 
the  endoplasmic reticulum  and  Golgi compartments (45,46). In  transfected  cells 
the  C-terminal  fragments of both  presenilins  have  been  identified  in  the 
detergent-resistant  fraction (47,48). However,  it  was  not  clear  whether  this 
detergent-insolubility  was  due  to  an  association  with  DIGs  or  with  the 
cytoskeleton. We and  others  have  explored  this  insolubility  using  the  methods 
described  in Subheading 1.4. for  the  isolation of DIGs. 

1.4. lsolation and Characterization of DlGs 
7 . 4 . 7 .  Detergent-Based lsolation of DlGs 

The  most  commonly  employed  method  for  the  isolation of DIGs  takes 
advantage of the  insolubility of these  membrane  domains  in  nonionic 
detergents  such  as  Triton  X-l00 (21,22). Cells or tissue  are  first  solubilized 
in  detergent  and  then  placed  at  the  base of a  sucrose  gradient.  When  the 
samples  are  centrifuged  DIGs  (because of their  inherent  low  density), 
migrate  up  the  sucrose  gradient  leaving  the  bulk  of  the  solubilized 
membrane  proteins  at  the  base of the  gradient (Fig. 1). This  methodology, 
with  various  modifications,  has  been  applied  to  the  isolation of DIGs  from 
both  neuronal (35,49) and  nonneuronal (5) tissuekells. We routinely  use 
the  detergent-based  method of DIG  isolation  described  in Subheading 3.2. 
for  the  study of Alzheimer’s  disease-linked  proteins  in  mouse  brain.  It  is 
important  to  stress  that  these  techniques  should  be  used  with  caution  and 
suitable  marker  proteins  employed  to  confirm  that  the  isolated  DIGs  are 
not  contaminated  with  unwanted  membranes (see Note 1). 
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Fig. 1. Isolation of  DIGs by solubilization in nonionic  detergent  followed by 
bouyant  density  centrifugation.  Cells/tissue  are  solubilized in nonionic  detergent (usu- 
ally  Triton  X-100)  and  adjusted  to 40% (w/v) sucrose by adding an equal  volume of 
80% (w/v)  sucrose.  The  samples  are  then  layered  under a 5-30% (w/v)  linear  sucrose 
gradient and centrifuged  overnight  at 140,OOOg.  DIGs migrate up the  sucrose  gradient 
leaving  the bulk of the solubilized  membrane  protein in the 40% (w/v) sucrose  region 
at the base of the  gradient. 

Figure 2 shows  the  analysis of sucrose  gradient  fractions  following  the 
isolation of DIGs  from  mouse  brain  cortex by the  detergent-based  method 
described  in Subheading 3.2. Here,  the  sucrose  gradient  has  been  harvested  in 
0.5 mL  fractions  from  the  bottom  to  the  top,  with  fraction 0 representing 
the  insoluble  pellet  at  the  base of the  tube  resuspended  in  buffer B (Sub- 
heading 2.2.). A single  light-scattering  band  centered on fraction 6 is  observed 
within  the 530% (w/v)  sucrose  region of the  gradient (Fig. 2A) corresponding 
to  the  DIG  fraction.  The  majority  (approx 60%) of the  cellular  protein  remains 
in  the 40% (w/v)  sucrose  region of the  gradient (Fig. 2B), with  a  further 22% of 
the  protein  located  in  the  insoluble  pellet at  the  bottom of the  centrifuge  tube 
(see Note 2). The  DIG  band  contains  approx 10% of the  total  protein.  When  the 
fractions are assayed  for  the  transmembrane  polypeptide-anchored  protein, 
aminopeptidase A (Fig. ZC), all  the  activity  is  recovered  in  the 40% (w/v) 
sucrose  region of the  gradient,  showing  that  the  DIGs  isolated by this  method 
are  not  contaminated by incompletely  solubilized  regions of the  plasma 
membrane.  The  GPI-anchored  enzyme,  alkaline  phosphatase,  can  be  used  as 
a  marker  for  DIGs  isolated  from  brain  cortex  because of the  nature of its 
membrane  anchorage. As Fig. 2D shows, 8 0 4 5 %  of alkaline  phosphatase 
activity  is  located  in  the  DIG  region of the  sucrose  gradient (see Note 3). To 
summarize,  the  method  described  in Subheading 3.2. enables  the  isolation of 
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Fig. 2. Characterization of DIGs  isolated  from  mouse  brain  cortex.  DIGs  were  pre- 
pared  as  described  in Subheading 3.2. The  sucrose  gradient  was  harvested in 0.5 mL 
fractions  (fraction 0, insoluble  pellet;  fraction 1, base  of  gradient;  fraction 9, top  of 
gradient). (A) Absorbance  of  fractions  measured at 620 nm. (B) Distribution of protein 
in  the  sucrose  gradient. (C) Distribution  of  the  transmembrane  polypeptide-anchored 
protein  aminopeptidase  A  in  the  sucrose  gradient. (D) Distribution of the  glycosyl- 
phosphatidylinositol-anchored protein  alkaline  phosphatase in the  sucrose  gradient. 
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DIGs,  which  excludes  the  majority of the  cellular  protein  and  many  trans- 
membrane  polypeptide-anchored  proteins,  but  which  retain  most  of  the 
GPI-anchored  proteins. 

1.4.2. Detergent-Free  Isolation of DIGS 

At  least  two  different  methods  exist  for  the  isolation of  DIGS in  the  absence 
of detergent (50,SI).  However,  whereas  the  detergent-based  method  already 
discussed  can  be  applied  to  both  whole  tissues  and  cell  cultures,  detergent-free 
methods  have  not  yet  been  successfully  applied  to  the  isolation of DIGs  from 
tissue.  The  most  commonly  used of these  methods  replaces  Triton X-l00 
with  sodium  carbonate  and  is  described  in Subheading 3.3. A recent  report 
using  this  methodology (50) showed  that  DIGs  isolated by  detergent-free 
methods  from  nonneuronal  cells  contained  the  entire  cellular  complement of 
the APP. These  results  should  be  interpreted  with  caution,  as  the  isolation 
procedure  involved  employs  very  harsh  homogenization  steps  (Dounce 
homogenizer (VWR), Polytron  tissue  grinder  [Kinematica  GmbH, 
Brinkmann  Instruments],  sonication)  and  may  lead  to  the  artefactual 
formation of vesicles  containing  the  APP  which  would  otherwise  not  have 
the  same  density  as  DIGs (i.e., the  method  is  based  purely  on  the  criteria of 
vesicle  density  and  not  detergent  solubility) (see Note 4). It  also  remains  to 
be  shown  whether  the  vesicles  isolated  are  soluble  or  insoluble  in  detergent 
and,  therefore,  whether  they  may  truly  be  classified  as  DIGs. 

The  aim of this  chapter  is  to  give  the  reader an insight  into  the  methods 
employed in the  isolation and characterization of DIGs by both  detergent-based 
and  detergent-free  methods.  The  isolation  of  DIGs  from  mouse  cerebral 
cortex  is  described  and  the  results  are  discussed  in  relation  to  the  presence of 
presenilins  in  these  membrane  microdomains. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Preparation of the Total  Membrane Fraction 
from Mouse Brain Cortex 

1. Buffer A: 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Na2HP04, 2 mM NaH2P04, 1 mM EDTA, 20% 

2. Dounce  homogenizer (VWR). 
3. Probe sonicator, e.g., Branson Sonifier 450 (Branson Ultrasonic Corp., 

(v/v) glycerol, pH 7.4. 

Middlesex, UK). 

2.2. Detergent-Based Isolation of  DIGS 
1. Buffer B: MES-buffered  saline; 25 mM MES,  pH 6.5, and 0.15 M NaCl. 
2. 1% (v/v) Triton X-l00 in buffer B. 
3. 80% (w/v) sucrose in buffer B. 
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4. 30% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  B. 
5. 5% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  B. 
6. Dounce  homogenizer. 
7. Ultracentrifuge  with  a  swing-out  rotor,  e.g., SW50.1 (Beckman  Instruments,  Ful- 

8. Probe  sonicator,  e.g.,  Branson  Sonifier 450 (Branson  Ultrasonic  Corp.). 
lerton,  CA). 

2.3. Detergent-free Isolation of DIGS 
1. Buffer  B:  MES-buffered  saline; 25 mM MES,  pH 6.5, and 0.15 M NaCl. 
2. Buffer  C: 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Na2HPO4,2 mM NaH2PO4,  pH 7.4. 
3. 500 mM Na2C03,  pH 11. 
4. 90% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  B. 
5. Buffer D: 25 mM MES,  pH 6.5,0.15 M NaCl  and 250 mM Na2C03. 
6. 35% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  D. 
7. 5% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  D. 
8. Dounce  homogenizer. 
9. Ultracentrifuge  with  a  swing-out  rotor,  e.g., SW50.1 (Beckman  Instruments). 

10. Probe  sonicator,  e.g.,  Branson  Sonifier 250 (Branson  Ultrasonic  Corp.). 
11. Polytron  tissue  grinder  (Kinematica  GmbH,  Brinkmann  Instruments). 

2.4. Marker  Enzyme  Assays 
1. 10 mM p-Nitrophenol. 
2. Buffer E: Alkaline phosphatase bufferhbstrate; 50 mM glycine, 1 mM 

3. 1 mMp-Nitroanilide. 
4. 5 mM a-Glutamyl-p-nitroanilide. 
5. Buffer  F:  Aminopeptidase  A  buffer; 0.1 M Tris-HC1,  pH 7.4, and 1 mM CaC12. 

MgC12.6H20, 4.4 mMp-nitrophenyl  phosphate,  pH 10.5. 

2.5. Protein  Determination 
1. Bicinchoninic  acid  solution  (BCA)  (Sigma  Chemical  Co., St. Louis,  MO). 

3. Bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA)  standard  solution (1 mg/mL). 
2. 4% (w/v) C~S04-5H20. 

2.6. lmmunodetection of Presenilin Proteins 
1. Antipresenilin  antibodies  were  obtained  from  the  following  sources;  anti-PSI 

(hydrophilic  loop;  amino  acid  residues 344-358) and  anti-PS2  (N-terminus; 
amino  acid  residues 32-45) were  from Smithmine Beecham  Pharmaceuticals 
(Harlow,  UK);  anti-PSI  (N-terminus;  amino  acid  residues 2-15) was  from  Dr. J. 
Hardy  (Mayo  Clinic,  Jacksonville, E). 

2. Buffer  C: 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Na2HP04, 2 mM NaH2P04,  pH 7.4. 
3. Buffer G: 20 mM Tris-HC1, 150 mM glycine, 20% (v/v)  methanol,  pH 8-9. 
4. Buffer H: 1% (v/v)  "been-20, 2% (v/v)  goat  serum,  and 5% (w/v)  dried  milk 

powder  in  buffer  C. 
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5. Buffer J: 0.1%  (v/v)  Tween-20,  2%  (v/v)  goat  serum,  and 5% (w/v)  dried  milk 

6. Buffer K: 0.1 % Tween-20  in  buffer  C. 
7 .  Enhanced  chemiluminescence  detection  reagents  (Amersham  Life  Sciences, 

8. Immobilon  P  polyvinylidene  difluoride  (PVDF)  membrane. 
9. Semi-Phor  semidry  transfer  kit  (Hoefer  Scientific  Instruments). 

powder  in  buffer  C. 

Amersham, UK). 

3. Methods 
3.1. Preparation of the Total  Membrane Fraction 
from  Mouse  Brain Cortex 

Perform all  steps at 4°C. 

1. Dissect  one  brain  cortex  from  a 7- to  8-wk-old  mouse  and  homogenize  in  15 mL 
of  buffer  A  using  a  Dounce  homogenizer (W) with  a  glass  pestle  (30  passes). 

2.  Sonicate  the  homogenate  on  ice  for  ten l-min periods  (30%  of  maximum  power 
for 30% of  the  time)  with  a l-min cooling period  between  each round of 
sonication. 

3. Centrifuge  the  homogenate at 5000g  for  20  min. 
4.  Remove  the  supernatant  and  centrifuge it at 100,OOOg for 90 min. 
5.  Resuspend  the  resulting  membrane  pellet  in  approx  3 mL of  buffer B. 

3.2. Detergent-Based Isolation of  DIGS 

Perform all  steps at 4OC (see Note 5). 

1.  Dissect  one  brain  cortex  from  a 7- to 8-wk-old  mouse  and  homogenize  in 4 mL of 
buffer B containing  1%  (v/v)  Triton X-l00 using  a  Dounce  homogenizer  equipped 
with  a  glass  pestle  (30  passes). 

2. Sonicate  the  homogenate  on  ice  for  five  20-S  periods  (30%  of  maximum  power) 
with  2  minute  cooling  periods  between  each  round  of  sonication. 

3. Add  an  equal  volume  (4 mL) of  buffer B containing 80% (w/v)  sucrose.  Mix 
well. 

4.  In  a 5-mL ultracentrifuge  tube,  pour  a 5-30% (w/v)  linear  sucrose  gradient  in 
buffer B to  give  a  final  volume  of  4 mL. 

5.  Inject  1  mL of the  solubilized  homogenate  underneath  the  sucrose  gradient. 
6. Centrifuge  the  sucrose  gradient at 140,OOOg for 18-24 h  in  a  swing-out  rotor. 
7. Collect 0.5 mL fractions  from  the  base  of  the  sucrose  gradient  and  resuspend  the 

insoluble  pellet  in 0.5 mL of  buffer B (brief  sonication  may  be  required) (see Note 
6). Measure  the  absorbance of each  fraction  (excluding  the  pellet) at 620 nm in 
order  to  determine  the  position  of  the  DIGS  in  the  sucrose  gradient (see Fig. 2). 

3.3. Detergent-Free Isolation of  DIGS 
1.  Wash  two  confluent  150-mm  dishes  of  cells  twice  with  ice-cold  buffer C and 

scrape  into  2 mL of 500 mM Na2C03,  pH  1  1 .O. 
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2. Homogenize  sequentially  with  a  Dounce  homogenizer (10 passes),  a  Polytron 
tissue  grinder  (three  10-S  bursts),  and  a  sonicator  (three 20-S bursts). 

3. Adjust  the  homogenate to 45%  (w/v)  sucrose  by  adding 2 mL  of  90%  (w/v) 
sucrose  in  buffer  B. 

4.  In  a 5-mL ultracentrifuge  tube,  pour 2 mL  of 5% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  D  and 
inject 2 mL of 35% (w/v)  sucrose  in  buffer  D  underneath  the  first  sucrose  solution. 

5. Inject 1 mL of  the  homogenate  underneath  the  discontinuous  sucrose  gradient. 
6. Centrifuge  the sucrose gradient at 140,OOOg for 18-24 h  in  a  swing-out  rotor. 
7.  Collect 0.5 mL fractions  from  the  base  of  the  sucrose  gradient  and  resuspend  the 

insoluble  pellet  in 0.5 mL of  buffer  B  (brief  sonication  may  be  required).  Measure 
the  absorbance  of  each  fraction  (excluding  the  pellet) at 620  nm in order  to 
determine  the  position  of  the  DIGS  in  the  sucrose  gradient. 

3.4. Marker  Enzyme  Assays 
3.4.1.  Alkaline  Phosphatase (€C 3.1.3.1) 

1. Make up  the  standard  working  solution  of p-nitrophenol by diluting  20 pL of 
a 10 mM stock to 1 mL  with distilled water. 

2.  Pipet 0 (blank), 20,40,60,80, and 100 pL aliquots  of  standard  working  solution 
into  individual  wells  in  a  96-well  microtiter  plate.  Make all of these  wells  up  to 
100 pL with  distilled  water. 

3. Pipet  a  suitable  volume  (maximum  100 pL) of  sample  into  the  microtiter  plate 
wells  and  make  up  if  necessary  to 100 pL with  distilled  water. 

4.  Add  100 pL of  buffer E to  both  the  standard  and  sample  wells  and  incubate at 
37°C  until  the  absorbance (405 m) values  of  the  samples falls within  the  calibra- 
tion  range of the  standard  wells (see Note 3). 

3.4.2. Aminopeptidase A (€C 3.4.1 1.7) 

1.  Pipet 0 (blank), 20,40,60, 80, and 100 pL aliquots  of 1 mMp-nitroanilide  into 
individual  wells  in  a  96-well  microtiter  plate.  Make all these  wells  up  to 100 pL 
with  buffer F. 

2. Pipet  a  suitable  volume  (maximum 50 pL) of  sample  into  the  microtiter  plate 
wells  and  make  up  to 100 pL with  buffer F. 

3. Add 100 pL of 5 mM a-glutamyl-p-nitroanilide to  both  the  standard  and  sample 
wells  and  incubate  at  37°C  until  the  absorbance  (405  nm)  values  of  the  samples 
falls  within  the  calibration  range  of  the  standard  wells (see Note 3). 

3.5. Protein Determination 
1. Mix  the  BCA  and  4%  (w/v) CuS04.5H20 solutions  at  a 50: 1 ratio  to  give  the 

2. Pipet 2, 4, 6, 8,  and 10 pg of  BSA  standards  into  separate  wells  of  a  96-well 

3. Pipet 10 pL of  the  sample  into  the  microtiter  plate  wells. 
4.  Add 200 pL of  the  working  protein  reagent  to all of  the  standard,  sample,  and 

blank  wells  of  the  plate  and  incubate at 37°C  for  30  min. 
5.  Read  the  absorbance  of  standards  and  samples at 570  nm (see Note 3). 

working  protein  reagent. 

microtiter  plate  along  with 10 pL distilled  water  as  a  blank. 
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3.6. lmmunodetection of Presenilin Proteins 
1.  Resolve  the  proteins  on  a  7-17%  polyacrylamide  gel  after  incubation  of  the 

samples  with  an  equal  volume  of  reducing  electrophoresis  sample  buffer  for 30 
min at room  temperature (see Note 7). 

2.  Transfer  the  resolved  proteins  to  an  Immobilon  P  PVDF  membrane  by  semidry 
transfer at a  current  density of 0.6 mA/cm2 for  1  h  in  buffer G (see Note 8). 

3. Remove  the  membrane  from  the  transfer  kit  and soak it  for 5  min  in  buffer C. 
4. Block the membrane by incubation for 1  h at room temperature in buffer H 

5. Wash  the  membrane  for  5  min  in  buffer C. 
6. Incubate  the  membrane  with  the  desired  antipresenilin  antibody  diluted  in  buffer 

J (1:2000,  anti-PS-l  hydrophilic  loop; 15000, anti-PS-l  N-terminus;  1:  1000, 
anti-PS-2  N-terminus)  for  2 h at room  temperature. 

with shaking. 

7.  Wash  the  membrane  in  buffer K for  1  min,  followed  by  two  15-min  washes. 
8. Incubate  the  membrane  with  peroxidase-conjugated  secondary  antibody  diluted 

9. Wash  the  membrane  in  buffer C for 1 min,  followed  by  two  15-min  washes. 
in  buffer J (1:10,000)  for  1  h  at  room  temperature. 

10. Develop  the  immunoblot  using  enhanced  chemiluminescence  detection  reagents 
according  to  the  manufacturers’  instructions. 

3.7. Presenilin Proteins in DIGS Isolated 
by the Detergent-Based  Method 

In  our  laboratory  we  have  used  antibodies  raised  against  amino  acid 
sequences  in  the  hydrophilic  loop  and N-terminus  regions of PS-1 to  study  the 
localization of its  proteolytic  fragments  in  DIGs (Fig. 3). The  majority of the 
C-terminal  fragment  was  effectively  solubilized  (i.e.,  the  bulk of the  signal  was 
detected  in  fractions  1  and 2 of the  sucrose  gradient) (Fig. 3A). However, when 
DIGs  were  isolated  from  the  sucrose  gradient  and  concentrated by ultracen- 
trifugation (see Note 9), immunoblotting  revealed  that  the  PS-1  C-terminal 
fragment  was  present  in  DIGs at almost  the  same level  as  in  the  total membrane 
fraction  isolated  from  brain  cortex (Fig. 3B).  The  situation  was  similar  for  the 
N-terminal  fragment  except  that  it  was  more  readily  detectable  in 
unconcentrated  sucrose  gradient  fractions  than  the  C-terminal  fragment 
(Fig. 3C).  The  N-terminal  fragment of PS-l was  present in DIGs at  a  level 
similar  to  that  found  in  the  total  membrane  fraction (Fig. 3D). 

We have  also  used  several  antibodies  raised  against  amino  acid  sequences  in 
the  C-terminus,  N-terminus,  and  hydrophilic  loop  domain of PS-2  to  study  the 
association of this  protein  with  DIGs  isolated  from  mouse  brain  cortex (Fig. 4). 
The  results show  that endogenous  PS-2,  unlike  PS-1,  does not appear to be 
proteolytically  cleaved  in  mouse  brain  cortex, i.e., only  the  full-length  protein 
is  detected  at  approx 56 kDa.  Results  using  various  PS-2  expressing  cell  lines 
also  showed  that,  although  PS-1  was  completely  processed  to C- and  N-terminal 
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Fig. 3. PS-l proteolytic  fragments in DIGs.  DIGs  were  prepared  as  described  in 
Subheading 3.2. The sucrose  gradient  was  harvested  in 0.5 mL fractions  (fraction 0, 
insoluble pellet; fraction 1, base of gradient;  fraction 9, top of  gradient).  In the 
left-hand  plates,  protein  from  individual  sucrose  gradient  fractions  was  resolved  on 
acrylamide  gels  and  transferred  to  PVDF  membranes  prior  to  immunodetection  with 
either  anti-PS-l (hydrophilic loop) or anti-PS-l (N-terminus)  antibodies.  In the 
right-hand  plates,  equal  amounts  of  protein  from a total  membrane (TM) fraction  and 
DIGs were  resolved on acrylamide gels, transferred to PVDF  membranes, and 
immunoblotted  using  the  antibodies  indicated. 

fragments,  much  higher  levels of PS-2  remained  in  the  full-length  form (49). 
The  results  from  mouse  brain  cortex (Fig. 4A) show  that  the  majority of 
full-length  PS-2  is  detergent  insoluble,  a  significant  proportion of which  is 
associated  with  DIGs.  Full-length  PS-2  is  slightly  enriched in DIGs  relative  to 
the  total  membrane  fraction (Fig. 4B). 

4. Notes 
1. For  example, if the  ratio of  membrane  protein  to  detergent is too  high,  the 

membranes  are  incompletely  solubilized  and  material  that  would  otherwise  be 
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Fig. 4. PS-2 in DIGs.  DIGs  were  prepared  as  described  in Subheading 3.2. The 
sucrose  gradient  was  harvested  in 0.5 mL fractions  (fraction 0, insoluble  pellet;  frac- 
tion 1, base  of  gradient;  fraction 9, top  of  gradient).  In  the  left-hand  plate,  protein  from 
individual  sucrose  gradient  fractions  was  resolved  on  an  acrylamide  gel  and  trans- 
ferred  to  a  PVDF  membrane  prior  to  immunodetection  with  anti-PS-2  (N-terminus) 
antibody.  In  the  right-hand  plate,  equal  amounts  of  protein  from  a  TM  fraction  and 
DIGs  were  resolved  on  an  acrylamide  gel,  transferred  to  a  PVDF  membrane,  and 
immunoblotted  using  anti-PS-2  (N-terminus). 

detergent-soluble  migrates  up  the  sucrose  gradient  along with the  DIGs 
(E. T. Parkin, A. J. Turner,  and N. M. Hooper,  unpublished  data). 

2.  With  certain  cell  lines  or  tissues, it is necessary,  following  homogenization, to 
remove  nuclei  by  centrifugation at 5000g for 10 min  prior  to  sucrose  density 
gradient  centrifugation.  Failure  to  do so may  lead  to  an  abnormally  high  level  of 
protein  in  the  high-density  pellet at the  base  of  the  centrifuge  tube. 

3. Depending on the  amount  of cells/tissue used,  the  opacity  of  the  DIGs  may 
interfere  with spectrophotometric-based enzyme  assays  resulting  in  erroneously 
high levels of enzyme activity in the DIG region of the sucrose gradient. 
This problem  may be overcome by incubating  samples  with  an  equal  volume of 
120 mM octylglucoside  prior  to  the  addition  of  the  reaction  substrate. 

4. It is possible  that,  if  insufficient  detergent is included  in  the  homogenization 
buffer  (especially  in  detergent-free  methods),  DIG  fractions  may be contaminated 
with  membranes  of  a  similar  density  to DIGs that at higher  detergent  concentra- 
tions  would be solubilized.  Although  DIGs  isolated  by  the  carbonate-based 
method  have  been  shown  not  to  contain  clathrin,  this  does  not  preclude  contami- 
nation  with  coated  pits,  as  clathrin is a  peripheral  protein  that,  most  likely, is 
stripped  from  membranes  by  sodium  carbonate  treatment. 

5. It is essential  to  maintain  samples at 4OC because  DIGs  are  solubilized  by 
nonionic  detergents at higher  temperatures. 

6. It is recommended  that  enzyme/protein  assays be performed  on the resus- 
pended pellet  prior  to freeze-thawing, as  this process leads  to aggregation  of 
the insoluble material. 
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7. Boiling  the  protein  samples  leads  to  the  aggregation  of  PS  to  high  molecular 
weight  oligomers. 

8. PVDF  membranes  must  be  prewetted  in  methanol  and  then  soaked  in  distilled 
water  for 2 min  and in transfer  buffer  for 20 min  prior  to  protein  transfer. 

9. DIGS  can be concentratedwashed by  dilution  of  the  relevant  sucrose  gradient 
fractions  fivefold  with  buffer  B (see Subheading 2.2.) followed  by  ultracentrifu- 
gation  at 100, OOOg for 90 min (4 '0  
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Characterization  and  Use of Monoclonal  Antibodies 
to Tau and  Paired  Helical  Filament  Tau 

Peter  Davies 

1. Introduction 
Antibodies  to  the  microtubule-associated  protein  tau  have  been  used  for 

more than  a  decade, both  in  studies of the  role of tau  neuronal  function,  and  in 
examination of the  neurofibrillary  pathology of Alzheimer’s  disease  (AD). The 
vast  majority of the  available  antibodies  have  been  produced  with  preparations 
obtained  from  the  brains of patients  with  AD,  although  a  few  antibodies  have 
been  generated  with  tau  purified  from  bovine  brain.  This  chapter  restricts  dis- 
cussion  to  the  production  and  characterization of monoclonal  antibodies, 
although  some  investigators  continue  to  use  affinity-purified  polyclonal 
antibodies.  The  opinions  expressed  in  this  chapter  are  based  on  the  author’s 
experience  in  the  production of several  series of monoclonal  antibodies  to tau 
and  paired  helical  filaments  (PHF-tau)  over  the  last 10 yr. There  is  no  doubt 
that  modifications in the  procedures  described  can  be  developed  for  specific 
purposes,  but  the  discussion  is  confined  to  those  methods  that  we  have  found  to 
be  reliable  and  informative. 

1.1. Antigen Preparation 
Tau can  readily  be  obtained in large  quantities  in  fairly  pure  form  either by 

expression of recombinant  protein  in  bacteria  (excellent  detailed  methodology 
is provided  in ref. I )  or  from  animal  or  normal  human  brain using  a  variety of 
purification  methods  (e.g., ref. 2). There  are  also several  published  methods 
for  partial  purification of PHF-tau  from  postmortem  brain  tissue of AD cases 
(3,4). Purity of the  preparations  is  not  a  major  concern  in  the  production of 
monoclonal  antibodies,  provided  that  appropriate  screening  methodologies are 
used  to  identify  and  characterize  the  monoclonal  antibodies. However, tau  or 
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PHF-tau  should  comprise  at  least 20% of the  protein  present  in  the  immuno- 
gen. 

1.2. Immunization 

Adjuvants  have  not  been found to be  useful in the  generation of high-titer 
antibodies  in  mice  (our  work  has  used  exclusively  female  balbk  mice,  ages 
6 wk to 9 mo). Depending  on  the  purpose  for  which  antibodies  are  to  be pro- 
duced (see below),  crosslinking  with  an  excess of glutaraldehyde,  followed  by 
dialysis  to  remove  excess,  can be useful. No other  treatment of antigen  prepa- 
rations  has  been  used  in  our  work.  Mice  are  immunized  intraperitoneally  with 
solutions  containing 1-2 mg protein  per  milliliter, 0.2 mL per  injection,  at  two 
weekly  intervals,  usually  for 8 wk. One  week  after  the  last  injection,  blood 
samples are taken and  serum  separated  out  for  determination of antibody  titer. 
Immunoblotting  with  the  preparation used  for immunization  (but not  glutaral- 
dehyde  crosslinked)  is  preferred  for  this  purpose,  as  the  serum  antibodies  are 
very nonspecific,  and  the  only  concern  here  is  the  detection of antibodies  to  the 
protein of appropriate  molecular  weight, If the  mice  have  serum  titers of anti- 
bodies  such  that  a  1:2000  dilution  will  stain  tau  bands  on  the  blot,  immuniza- 
tion  is  halted  for  a  least  a  month  prior  to  fusion.  Injections of antigen  every 
2  wk  can  be  continued  until  this  titer is achieved. 

1.3. Fusion 
Mice  are  injected with  antigen 3 d  before  spleens  are  removed,  and  spleen 

cells  are  fused with myeloma  cells in the  presence of polyethylene  glycol  using 
a  published  protocol (5). Fusion  products are plated  in  96-well  plates  in  selec- 
tion  medium  (hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine)  and  allowed  to  grow  until 
cells  cover  about 30% of the  bottom of the well. At  this  point,  samples of cul- 
ture  medium  are  taken  for  initial  screening. 

1.4. Selection of Antibodies for  Further Characterization 
Because  a  large  number (500-3000) of hybrid  cell  lines  usually  result  from 

a  fusion,  it  is  important  to  have  a  rapid  and  sensitive  method  to  select  the  anti- 
bodies of greatest  potential  utility.  Experience  has  taught  that  it is most effi- 
cient  to  screen  for  antibodies  that  will  perform  well  in  the  technique  for  which 
they  are  intended. One of the  major uses of antibodies  to  PHF-tau  is  immuno- 
cytochemical  examination of the  postmortem  human  brain,  or fixed animal 
brain. However, screening 500-3000 cell  culture  medium  samples by immuno- 
cytochemistry  is very tedious,  and  the  same  applies  to  screening  this  number of 
samples by immunoblotting. If antibodies  are  intended  for  use  primarily  in 
immunocytochemistry,  the  crosslinking of proteins with glutaraldehyde  is  prob- 
ably  useful,  as  proteins  in  tissues are likely  to  be  modified  in  the  same way by 
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fixation  in  formalin,  paraformaldehyde,  or  glutaraldehyde.  Our  strategy  has 
been  to  adopt  a  rapid  three-stage  screening  process, in which an  ELISA  assay 
is used for  initial  identification of antibodies  reactive  with  the  antigen  prepara- 
tion,  followed  by  discarding  all  those  hybrids  that  do  not  give  robust  signals 
(over 80% of hybrids are usually  eliminated  at  this  stage).  Remaining  clones 
are screened by immunoblotting  using  strips of nitrocellulose  obtained by trans- 
fer of proteins  from  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate-polyacrylamide  gel  electrophore- 
sis  (SDS-PAGE)  gels,  usually  run  with samples of PHF-tau andor  recombinant 
tau  (up  to 50% of antibodies  are  eliminated  at  this  stage).  Strongly  positive 
clones  are  screened by staining of formalin  fixed  human  brain  tissue.  Antibod- 
ies  qualifying  for  detailed  characterization  thus  produce  strong  signals  in 
ELISA  assays,  robust  staining of tau  and/or  PHF-tau  on  immunoblots  and 
strong  staining of neurofibrillary  pathology  in  tissue  sections  from  brains of 
patients  with  AD. 

It  is  obvious  that  some  antibodies, e.g.,  those  reactive with  denatured  pro- 
teins  on  immunoblots  that  do not  stain  formalin  fixed  tissue  sections,  will  be 
discarded  in  such  screening. However, such  antibodies  can  be  extremely  diffi- 
cult  and  time  consuming  to  characterize  and are usually  better  discarded.  In 
four  recent  fusions,  an  average of 1500 clones  per  fusion  have  been  screened 
with  the  above strategy,  and 20-40 clones  per  fusion  survived  the  selection 
process.  About  half of these  antibodies  have  proved  to  be  useful  reagents. 

1.5. Characterization of Antibodies 
1.5.1. General  Considerations 

As  mentioned  earlier,  some  thought  about  the  purpose  for  making  tau 
antibodies  prior  to  designing  screening  techniques  is  very  valuable  in  efficient 
selection of antibodies,  and  the  nature of the  immunogen  will  also  be  a  major 
factor  in  determining  the  complexity of the  antibody  response.  Four  classes 
of tau or  PHF-tau  monoclonal  antibodies  have  been  produced  to  date,  and 
characterization of antibodies  is  ,facilitated by  determination of which  class 
they belong to. 

1.5.2. Tau Sequence Antibodies 

The  simplest way to  identify  such  antibodies  is  by  immunoblotting of 
bacterially  expressed  recombinant  tau,  alongside tau isolated  from  human  or 
animal brain.  As  discussed below, this  allows  discrimination of antibodies  to 
phosphoepitopes  from  those  requiring  unmodified  sequences. However, it  does 
not  always  distinguish  antibodies dependent  on  conformational  epitopes  from 
those  requiring  a  single  continuous  amino  acid  sequence.  Antibodies  that 
specifically  recognize  the  primary  amino  acid  sequence of tau are  surprisingly 
rare,  and  only  two of these have been  extensively  characterized in the  litreature. 
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Taul was  raised  using  bovine  brain  tau  as  the  immunogen  and  reacts with an 
amino  acid  sequence of tau in  the  region of amino  acids 195-205 (numbering 
according  to  the  longest, 441 isoform of central  nervous  system  tau) (6). Anti- 
body  reactivity  is  blocked  by  phosphorylation of tau  at  serine202,  and  thus 
tau1  reactivity  with  PHF-tau  is  generally  very  weak,  unless  alkaline  phos- 
phatase  treatment  is  used.  Tau46  recognizes  a  sequence  in  the  C-terminal 30 
amino  acids of tau,  and  reacts  with  all  microtubule-associated  protein-2 
(MAP2)  isoforms,  in  which  the  sequence  is  highly  homologous (7). Tau46 
reactivity  with  tau  does not appear  to  be affected by phosphorylation,  since 
strong  reactivity  with  PHF-tau  is  obtained  on  immunoblots. Tau 1  and  tau46 
are  both  commercially  available  (Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim, 
Germany),  and are both  useful  for  immunoblotting. 

Once  an  antibody  is  identified  as  reactive  with  bacterially  expressed  recom- 
binant  tau,  mapping  the  sequence  requirements  can  be  performed by construc- 
tion of a  panel of overlapping  deletions of the  recombinant  proteins,  as was 
done, e.g., by Carmel  et  al. (8). Two important  points  have  emerged  from  such 
studies of antibodies  to  tau  or  PHF-tau. 

First,  antibodies  have  been  found  that  require  two  widely  separated  amino 
acid  sequences. Ah50 and  MC 1, two  antibodies  that  react  with  all  forms of tau 
by immunoblotting,  require an N-terminal sequence and a  sequence  in  the  third 
microtubule  binding  domain  for  reactivity.  The  amino  terminal  epitope  was 
discovered  almost 10  yr  ago (9,10), but the  requirement  for  the  second  sequence 
was  not  defined  until some 8 yr  later (8Jl).  This  emphasizes  the need for  a 
thorough examination of the tau sequence when  attempting  to  define  sequence 
epitopes  for  antibodies.  Second,  definition of even a  single  amino  acid  sequence 
as  the  epitope  does  not  ensure  that  the  antibody  will be useful  for  immunopre- 
cipitation.  Taul  reactivity  can  be  masked by phosphorylation,  and  tau46  is  only 
marginally  useful  in  this  application,  probably  because of local  secondary  struc- 
ture  at  the  C-terminus of tau.  Alz50  and  MC1  will  not  immunoprecipitate 
recombinant  or  animal  brain  tau,  presumably  because  the  two  sequence 
epitopes are not  appropriately  aligned,  although  both  antibodies  are  efficient  at 
immunoprecipitation of PHF-tau, as  is  tau46. 

Newer  anti-tau monoclonal  antibodies,  developed  for  ELISA  assay of tau in 
cerebrospinal  fluid  appear  to  be  sequence-directed  antibodies  that  recognize 
multiple tau isoforms. However, there  is  as  yet  no  published  characterization of 
these  antibodies  and  they  are  not  generally  available (12,13). 

1.5.3. Conformational  Antibodies 

The  first  antibody of this  class  produced  was  Alz50,  an  antibody  that  has 
been widely  used in  studies of tau and  PHF-tau. A  similar, but not  identical 
antibody, MC1 has  since  been  reported (111, and  we  have  recently  produced 
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additional  monoclonals of this  type. These  antibodies  have  all  been  shown  to 
require  two  widely  separated  amino  acid  sequences  in  tau  for  reactivity,  and 
the  assumption  is  that  these  two  sequences  must  be  brought  together by protein 
folding  to  allow  formation of the  antibody  binding  site.  There  are  several  pre- 
cedents  for  generation of conformation  specific  antibodies, but A1250 and MC1 
are  rather  unusual  in  that  they  both  react  with  all  forms of tau containing  these 
sequences on immunoblots,  after  boiling  the tau  preparations  in 2% SDS  and 
5% P-mercaptoethanol. It is generally  assumed  that  conformation-dependent 
antibodies  will  be  useless  in  immunoblot  studies  because of denaturation 
caused by the  detergent  and  heat,  but  it  appears  that  this  treatment,  followed  by 
transfer  to  nitrocellulose,  actually  facilitates  the  folding of tau into  the appro- 
priate  conformation  for  antibody  reactivity (11,14). Neither  recombinant tau 
nor tau  prepared  from  normal  animal  or  human  brain  is  reactive  with  these  two 
antibodies  in  solution  assays  (ELISA  or  immunoprecipitation) (14), indicating 
that  under  normal  conditions  the  two  epitopes are not  adjacent  to  each  other. 
This  conclusion  is  supported by biophysical  studies of tau,  which  show  an 
essentially  random  coil  structure (15). PHF-tau,  by  contrast, is  bound by both 
A M 0  and MC1 in  solution  (by  ELISA  and  immunoprecipitation),  suggesting 
that  the  conformation of tau is  altered  in  the  brains of patients  with AD. MC1 
has  been  coupled  to  agarose  beads  for  use  as an  efficient  immunoaffinity 
purification of PHF-tau  from  AD  brain  tissue (16). 

With  the  foregoing  considerations,  it  is  clear  that  conformational tau anti- 
bodies are most  efficiently  generated  with  PHF-tau  as  the  immunogen. MC1 
and  three  additional  conformational  antibodies  were  obtained  in  this way, using 
the  screening  strategy  previously  outlined.  Distinguishing  between  conforma- 
tional  and  single-sequence  dependent  antibodies  required  that  initial  ELISA 
screening  be  conducted  with  both  recombinant  tau  (which  was  not  reactive 
with  conformational  antibodies,  but  was  positive  with  single  sequence  anti- 
bodies)  and  PHF-tau  (which  was  positive  with  both),  in  addition  to 
immunoblotting  and  tissue  staining.  As  mentioned  previously,  mapping of 
epitopes  for  conformational  antibodies  requires  a  full  panel of overlapping  tau 
deletion  constructs. 

1.5.4. Antibodies to Phosphorylated Epitopes 
If tau from  animal  or  human  brain  is  used  as  an  immunogen,  there  is  a pos- 

sibility of obtaining  antibodies  to  phosphorylated  sites  on  tau,  and  this  appears 
to  be  quite  common  when  PHF-tau  is  used.  In  screening,  antibodies  reactive  on 
immunoblots  with PHF-tau, but not with  recombinant tau expressed  in  bacte- 
ria,  are  most  frequently  found  to  be  dependent  for  binding  on  the  presence of 
one  or  more  phosphorylated  amino  acids.  Note  that  such  selectivity  detected 
by ELISA  or  immunoprecipitation  assays  could  result  from  the  presence of 
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either  conformational-  or  phosphorylation-dependent  antibodies.  However, 
all tau conformational  antibodies  discovered  to  date  react  with  recombinant 
tau on  immunoblots.  Antibodies  to  phosphorylated  epitopes  usually  stain  neu- 
rofibrillary  pathology  in  AD  brain  tissue,  but  show  little  or  no  staining of 
normal  autopsy-derived  human  brain,  and  similar  results  are  obtained  with 
conformation-specific  antibodies.  Thus,  care  is  needed  in  the  choice of 
screening  techniques: Ah50 was  initially  thought  to  be  a  phosphorylation- 
dependent  antibody. 

Initial  identification of phosphorylation-dependent  antibodies  is  usually 
based  on  a  lack of reactivity  with  recombinant  tau  and  reactivity  with  PHF-tau 
by immunoblotting. If alkaline  phosphatase  treatment of PHF-tau  reduces  or 
abolishes  antibody  reactivity  (without  significant  proteolysis),  it  seems  safe  to 
assume  that  a  phosphodependent  antibody has  been  identified. However, it  is 
virtually  impossible  to  remove  all  phosphates  from  PHF-tau  with  alkaline  phos- 
phatase (17,18), thus  a  lack of effect of the  phosphatase  does not exclude  the 
possibility  that  the  antibody  is  phospho-dependent.  Characterization of mono- 
clonal  antibodies  thought  to  be  dependent  on  phosphorylation of amino  acids 
in tau is not a trivial  exercise.  More  than 20 sites  in tau have  been  reported  to  be 
phosphorylated  in  PHF-tau (18,19), and  many of these  sites  also  appear  to be 
phosphorylated  in both  fresh  animal  brain  tissue  as  well  as  in  human  tissues 
obtained by brain  biopsy (20). Although tau is an  excellent  substrate  for  most 
protein  kinases  in  vitro  (see, e.g., ref. 16), treatment of tau with  several  differ- 
ent kinases is necessary  to  ensure  phosphorylation at  the  majority of these  sites. 
Generation of a  specific  phosphoepitope  on  recombinant tau can thus  require 
extensive  trial-and-error  work  with  different  protein  kinases.  Published  work 
in  this  area  has  resorted  to  the  use of brain  extracts  as  a  source of kinase  activ- 
ity (21). Once  antibody  reactivity  can  be  generated  using  recombinant tau and 
a  kinase  preparation,  panels of tau  deletion  constructs  and/or  site-directed 
mutagenesis  can  be  used  to  attempt  to  precisely  locate  the  epitope.  This 
approach requires a great deal of work when multiple different phospho-dependent 
antibodies  have  been  generated. 

Synthesis of tau  phosphopeptides  offers  a  simple but  costly  alternative 
approach to characterization of antibodies of this class, and  provides  positive 
rather  than  negative  data  regarding  antibody reactivity. Otvos  et  al. (22) mapped 
the  phosphorylation  requirements of the  antibody PHFl  in this way, and showed 
that  phosphorylation of either  serine396  or  serine 404 (or  both)  was  required  for 
reactivity (22). Jicha  et al. (23) were  able  to  confirm  that  both  the AT180 and 
TG3 antibodies  reacted  with  peptides  containing  phosphothreonine23 1 of tau, 
but  not  with the corresponding nonphosphorylated peptides (23). We have recently 
made  a  small  library of tau phosphopeptides,  and have used  these  to  screen 
hybrid  cell  lines  for  antibodies  reactive  with  specific  phosphoepitopes. 
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Biotinylation of the  N-terminus of the  phosphopeptide  allowed  efficient 
immobilization of the  peptide  on  avidin-coated  ELISA  plates.  This  strategy  was 
successful in directly  identifying  antibodies  to  11  different  phosphoepitopes  on 
tau.  All  the  antibodies  identified by this  screen have been  shown  to  react  with 
PHF-tau by immunoblotting,  and  to  stain  tissue  sections from AD brain. 

Two phosphodependent  antibodies  have  been  reported  to  require  two 
phosphorylations on tau  for  reactivity. AT100 apparently  requires  phosphory- 
lation of serines212  and  214,  and MC5 requires  phosphorylation  at  threo- 
nine23 1 and serine235 for reactivity (24, P. Davies, R. Hoffmann, and L. Otvos, Jr. 
unpublished  work).  In  both  cases,  synthesis of the  diphosphopeptide  was 
necessary  to  confirm  this  requirement.  Both  antibodies  show  reactivity  with 
PHF-tau  on  immunoblots,  and  stain  neurofibrillary  pathology  in  the  AD  brain. 

1.5.5. Complex  Antibodies 

TG3  is  a  mouse  monoclonal  antibody  generated  using  PHF-tau  as  the 
immunogen (25). This  antibody  has  been  shown by Jicha  et  al. (23) to  require 
both  conformational  and  phosphorylated  epitopes  on  tau.  TG3  requires  phos- 
phorylation  at  threonine231 of tau,  but  is  not  reactive  with  peptides  or  tau 
derived from  normal  human  or  animal  brain if both  threonine23  1  and  serine235 
are  phosphorylated.  It  is,  however,  reactive  with  PHF-tau,  and  with  the 
diphosphopeptide  dried  onto  ELISA  plates  from  trifluoroethanol,  indicating 
that  a  specific  conformation in the  region of phosphorylation  is  important  for 
antibody  reactivity. TG3  is  an  excellent  reagent  for  visualizing  neurofibrillary 
pathology  in  the  AD  brain,  again  indicating  that both  conformational  changes 
and  phosphorylation of tau  occurs  in AD. It  is  worth noting  that TG3  was,origi- 
nally  thought  to  be  a  purely  conformational  antibody,  because  alkaline  phos- 
phatase  treatment of PHF-tau  consistently  failed  to  remove  TG3  reactivity.  In 
this  case,  the  studies of reactivity of this  antibody  with  synthetic  peptides  and 
phosphopeptides proved  to be  critical  data  in  characterization of this  antibody. 

1.6. Evaluation of Antibody  Specificity 
Whichever  class of antibody  is  identified by the  techniques  just  described, 

there are some  general  points  with  regard  to  antibody  specificity  that  need 
attention.  Antibody  specificity  is  rarely  an  absolute,  and  the  apparent  specific- 
ity of antibodies  can  be  different  depending  on  factors  such  as  antibody  con- 
centration,  antigen  concentration,  time  and  temperature of incubation,  and  the 
sensitivity of detection  methods.  Space  does  not  permit  a  full  discussion of all 
these  issues,  but  some  specificity  testing  is  clearly  essential. 

The  proteins  most likely  to  crossreact  with  antibodies  to  tau  are  the  other 
microtubule  associated  proteins,  which  share  considerable  homology.  Tau46 
has  been  cited  as  an  example of a  sequence  antibody  that  cross  reacts with  all 
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MAP2  isoforms  because of homologous  sequences  at  the  C-terminus.  Heat- 
stable  fractions  from  animal  and  human  brain  should  be  prepared  for  evalua- 
tion of possible  crossreactivity by immunoblotting,  as  the  molecular  weights 
of the  MAP2  isoforms  are  distinct  from  those of tau. As both  single-sequence 
and  phospho-dependent  antibodies may  show  crossreactivity,  both  should  be 
evaluated  by  this  means. Immunoblotting of total  brain  homogenates  is  also 
routinely  used  to  assess  potential  crossreactivity of antibodies  with  nonMAP 
proteins.  Most of the  antibodies  recognizing  phosphoserine235 of  tau produced 
in  the  author’s  laboratory have some  crossreactivity  with  high  molecular  weight 
neurofilament  proteins,  which  have  numerous  similar  epitopes  (KphosphoSP). 
It  seems likely  that  many phospho-dependent  antibodies  will show  less  than 
absolute  specificity,  as  at  least  some  degree of conservation of amino  acid 
sequences  is  necessary  to  form  consensus  sequences  for  protein  kinase  and 
protein  phosphatase  recognition.  It  is  somewhat  surprising  that  this  point  has 
not  been  more of a  problem  for  production of antibodies  to  specific  phosphory- 
lated  epitopes,  but  this  is  rarely  addressed  in  published  work. 

Conformation-dependent  antibodies  might  be  expected to  have  a  very  high 
degree of specificity,  but in the  case of the  prototype  antibody,  Alz50,  at  least 
one  other  protein  has  been  discovered  to  be  reactive. FAC is  a  protein  with  no 
significant  amino  acid  sequence  homology  to  tau,  and  yet  shows  strong 
reactivity  with  Alz50 (26). A  monoclonal  antibody  raised with recombinant 
FAC as  the  immunogen  also  shows  strong  reactivity  with tau (271, arguing  that, 
despite  the  lack of obvious  sequence  homology,  these  two  proteins  must  both 
have  a  specific  epitope. 

2. Materials 
2.1. ELISA (Direct Coating) 

ELISA  plates  used  are  NUNC-Immuno  plate  F96  Cert.Maxisorb,  obtained 
from  Nalgene  Nunc  International  (Roskilde,  Denmark).  Nonfat  dried  milk is 
Carnation  brand,  purchased  from  a  local  market.  Peroxidase-labeled  goat 
antimouse  antibodies  can  be  obtained  from  several  suppliers, but we  have  found 
that  consistently  high-quality  products are obtained  from  Southern  Biotech- 
nology  (purchased  through  Fisher  Scientific  Suppliers,  Pittsburgh, PA). 
2,2-azino-di (3-ethyl-benzthiazoline-6-sulphonic acid  (ABTS)  peroxidase 
substrate  is  obtained  as  a  kit  from  Bio-Rad Labs. 

2.2. ELISA (NeutrAvidin) 
NeutrAvidin (Immunopure) is purchased from  Pierce Chemical Co. (Rockford, 

L). Bradford  Protein  Assay  reagent  is  purchased  from  Bio-Rad  Laboratories, 
Hercules,  CA. N-hydoxysuccinimidobiotin is  obtained  from  either  Pierce  or 
from  Sigma  Chemical  Co.  (St.  Louis, MO). Use  the  same  peroxidase-labeled 
goat  antimouse  immunoglobin G (IgG)  and  substrate  as  in Subheading 2.1. 
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2.3. lmmunoblotting 
Use  the  same  peroxidase-labeled  goat antimouse  IgG  as  in Subheading 2.1., 

but  use  4-chloronaphthol  (Sigma)  as  the  substrate (2 mg/mL  in  methanol:  dilute 
1:5 with Tris-buffered saline (TBS) immediately prior to use, and add 0.03% H202. 

2.4.  Immunocytochemistry 

Use  the  same  peroxidase-labeled  goat  antimouse  IgG  as  in Subheading 2.1., 
but  use  diaminobenzidine  (Sigma)  as  the  substrate (0.3 mg/mL 
diaminobenzidine, 0.03% H202 in 100 mMTris-HC1,  pH  7.4,  for 8 min at room 
temperature). 

3. Methods 
3.1. ELISA 
AU volumes in ELISA  plates are 50 pL, except for storage,  where 200 pLis  added. 

3.1.1.  Direct  Coating 

1. Coat ELISA plates with tau or PHF-tau in 20 mM K2HP04/10 mM KH2P04, 
1 mM EDTA,  0.8%  NaCl,  0.01%  NaN3,  pH  7.2,  using  a  protein  concentration 
(estimated  with  the  Bradford  assay)  of 2 pg/mL. 

2. After  coating,  block  plates  with  10 mM Tris-HC1,  150 mM NaCl,  pH 7.4 (TBS) 
containing  5%  nonfat  dry  milk  and  store at 4"C, no  longer  than 48 h. 

3.1.2.  NeutrAvidin  Coating 

1. Coat  plates  with  NeutrAvidin at 5  micrograms  per mL in  the  same  buffer.  Coat 
for 3  h at room  temperature,  with  plates  covered. 

2. For  NeutrAvidin  plates,  biotinylate  tau  and  PHF-tau  in 50 mM NaH2P04, pH  8.0, 
using  a 4-6 molar  excess  of N-hydoxysuccinimidobiotin, for 1  h at room  tem- 
perature.  Remove  excess  biotinylation  reagent  by  dialysis,  and  store  the  protein 
in aliquots  at -70°C. Because tau has more than 30 lysine  residues, and 
biotinylation  under  these  conditions is essentially  random,  there is little  danger 
of  destroying  tau  epitopes  by  this  procedure. 

3. Block  and  store  NeutrAvidin  coated  plates at 4°C  in  coating  buffer  to  which is 
added 2% bovine  serum  albumin  (BSA);  these  are  usable  for  up  to 6 wk. 

4.  Dilute  biotinylated  proteins  in 2% BSA  in TBS to 2 pg/mL, and  apply  to  plates 
for  1  h  at  room  temperature,  immediately  before  use  in  assay (see Note 1). 
Biotinylated peptides and phosphopeptides are  purified by reverse phase 
high-performance  liquid  chromatography,  and  used at 1 pA4 to  coat  plates  in 2% 
BSA  in  coating  buffer.  Peptide-  and  phosphopeptide-coated  plates  are  stable  for 
at least 48 h  in  the  cold. 

3.1.3.  ELISA 
1. Dilute  culture  Supernatants  from  hybrids in TBS containing  5% milk, generally 1 :25 

dilution  and  apply  to  plates,  usually  for  1-3  h  at  room  temperature (see Note 2). 
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2.  Detect  antibody  binding  using  goat  antimouse  IgG  (heavy  and  light  chain)  conjugated 
to  horseradish  peroxidase (HRP) (see Note 3), and a  suitable  peroxidase  substrate. 
Only  strongly  positive  hybrids  should be selected  for  subsequent  analysis. 

3.2. lmmunoblotting 
1. Run  standard 10% SDS-PAGE  gels  for  immunoblotting,  with  tau  samples  boiled 

prior to loading  in  2%  SDS  5%  P-mercaptoethanol. 
2. Transfer  proteins  to  nitrocellulose,  and  block  with TJ3S/5% milk  for at least 1 h. 

Proteins  appear  to be stable  on  blocked  nitrocellulose  for at least  48  h.  If  combs 
with  only  a  single  large  well are used,  thin stips (1-2 mm wide)  of  nitrocellulose 
can  be  cut  to  allow  large  numbers  of  samples  to be screened  from  a  single  gel. 

3. Dilute  tissue  culture  supernatants  in  milk  and  incubate  with  nitrocellulose stips 
for  a  minimum  of 3 h  at  room  temperature  (or  overnight  at 4OC), wash,  and  detect 
antibody  binding  using  goat  antimouse  IgG  (heavy  and  light  chain)  conjugated  to 
horseradish  peroxidase,  using khloronaphthol as  substrate (see Note 4). 

3.3. Immunocytochemistry 
1. Screen  hybrids  using  formalin-fixed  human  brain  tissues  cut on a  vibratome.  The 

use  of  routine  autopsy  tissue  is  advantageous  in  that  antibodies  that  stain  such 
tissue  well  allow  access  to  the  archives  of  a  typical  pathology  department,  and 
hence  large  numbers  of  cases  can  be  investigated.  Antibodies  that  need  more 
fixation  have  seldom  proved  to be worth  keeping. 

2. Cut  sections  at  50-micron  thickness  with  the  vibratome  from  human  cerebral 
cortex  (Alzheimer or normal):  2 mm square.  With  practice,  several  blocks  of  this 
size  can be cut at the  same  time.  This  allows  immunocytochemical  screening  to 
be performed  in  48-  or  96-well  plates (see Note 5). 

3. Incubate  sections  with  TBS  containing 3% H202/0.2%  Triton X-100 for 30 min, 
and  then  transfer  to  TBS/S%  milk  for  blocking  for 1 h. 

4.  Transfer  sections  to  tissue  culture  supernatants  diluted  in  milk  and  incubate  for  at 
least 3 h  at  room  temperature,  or  overnight  in  the  cold. 

5.  Detect  antibody  binding  with  goat  antimouse  IgG  (heavy  and  light  chain)  conju- 
gated  to HRP, using  diaminobenzidine  as  substrate.  With  care,  up  to 30 sections 
can  be  mounted  on  a  single  slide  for  dehydration  and  coverslipping,  and  this 
speeds  up  analysis of the  results  considerably. 

4. Notes 
1. Milk-  or  serum-based  blocks  contain  biotin,  and  thus  should  not  be  used  with 

avidin-coated  plates  prior to coating  with  biotinylated  proteins  or  peptides. 
Solutions  containing 2% BSA  provide  adequate  control  of  nonspecific  binding. 
Once  plates  are  coated  with  biotinylated  peptides,  solutions  containing  milk  (e.g., 
diluted  tissue  culture  supernatants)  can be used  without  significant  loss  of  signal. 

2. The use  of short incubation times and relatively high dilutions of culture 
supernatants  favors  the  detection  and  selection  of  high-affinity  antibodies.  The 
same aim can be achieved  by reducing concentrations of  antigen. Longer 
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incubations and less  diluted  culture supernatants  should be avoided  unless 
low-affinity  antibodies are particularly  desired. 

3. The choice of  a  secondary  goat  antimouse  IgG  (heavy  and  light  chain)  is to 
attempt  to  ensure  that all subclasses  of  mouse  IgG  as  well  as  IgMs  are  detected. 
Some  investigators  appear  to  have  a  bias  against  IgM  antibodies,  but  one  of  the 
most  widely  used  antibodies  in  this  field,  Alz50,  is of this  isotype. It is  possible  to 
substitute  subclass-specific  secondary  antibodies  in  screening,  if  there is a  need 
for an antibody  of  a  particular  isotype.  Mouse  IgM  and IgGl subclass  antibodies 
bind  poorly  to  protein A,  and  therefore  its  use  will  strongly  bias  the  isotype  of 
antibodies  selected. 

4. Chemiluminescent  detection  systems  are  avoided  in  screening  antibodies,  as  they 
are  much  more  sensitive  than  colorimetric  methods,  and  the  selection  of  robust 
reagents is facilitated  by  the  use  of  relatively  insensitive  methods  in  screening 
and  selection. 

5.  By far the  most  practical  method  we  have  found  to  screen  monoclonal  antibodies 
by  immunocytochemistry is the  use of  formalin-fixed  brain  tissue  cut on a 
vibratome.  The  sections are generally  cut at 50-micron  thickness,  and  are  robust 
enough  to be transferred  from  container  to  container  with  a  disposable  bacteria 
loop.  Frontal  or  temporal  gyrus  from  normal  and  Alzheimer  cases  is  usually  used 
for  screening,  as  these  structures  are  large  enough  to  provide  hundreds  of  sections, 
and in an  advanced  AD  case,  show  an  even  distribution of neurofibrillary 
pathology.  A  block  of  a full gyrus  can  be cut, and  the  section  sliced  into  small 
(2 mm square)  pieces,  or  a  block  from  a  gyrus  can  be  mounted  on  the  vibratome 
chuck,  sliced  at 2 mm intervals  perpendicular  to  the  vibratome  blade,  and  several 
sections are then  cut  with  each  blade  stroke.  Small  tissue  pieces  are  transferred  to 
48- or  96-well  plates,  and  all  the  tissue  staining  can  be  conducted  without  trans- 
fer of  the  tissue.  Blocking,  washing,  and  staining  solutions are added  to  the  wells 
with  multichannel  pipets,  and  removed  by  careful  suction,  using  a  gel-loading 
pipet tip attached  to  a  vacuum  line.  Some  practice is advisable,  to  avoid  sucking 
up  the  tissue  section  with  the  solution. 
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Tau Phosphorylation  Both  In  Vitro  and in Cells 

C. Hugh  Reynolds,  Graham M. Gibb, and Simon Lovestone 

1. Introduction 
Tau was  originally  isolated  from  brain  microtubules  and  shown  to  be  a 

microtubule-associated  protein  (MAP)  that  promoted  tubulin  polymerization 
(1). It  is  largely confined  to  axons, where  it  is  the  major MAP. It  promotes 
microtubule  nucleation,  elongation,  and  bundling,  and  stabilizes  microtubules 
by inhibiting  depolymerization. 

Alzheimer's  disease (AD) is characterized by microscopically  visible  extra- 
cellular  amyloid  plaques,  and by neurofibrillary  tangles  (NFT),  which  originate 
intracellularly (reviewed in ref. 2). Genetic  studies have demonstrated  that  altered 
metabolism of amyloid  precursor  protein  (APP) can  be sufficient  to  increase 
drastically  the  probability of developing AD, and  to  reduce  the  age of onset of 
the disease (3). Nevertheless, loss of neurons and of synapses, and  hence cognition, 
correlates  better with the  burden of NFT  than  that of amyloid  plaques (2,4). 
NFT are  tangles of filaments  (mainly  paired  helical  filaments,  PHF)  which  con- 
sist principally of  tau that is in  a highly phosphorylated state, and NFT-containing 
cells  lack  microtubules and  hence  cannot provide  proper  axonal  transport. Tau 
deposits have also  been  observed  in  rarer  diseases  including  progressive  supra- 
nuclear  palsy (5) and Pick's disease (6). Recently,  several  different  kindreds 
with  familial  frontotemporal  dementia  with  Parkinsonism, a recognized 
tauopathy,  have  been  shown  to  harbor  mutations  in  the tau gene (7-9). 

Normal  brain  tau  is a phosphoprotein (10,11), and  dephosphorylation 
increases  its  mobility  on  sodium  dodecyl  sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide  gels 
and  also  enhances  its  ability  to  promote  microtubule  assembly (12). Conversely, 
phosphorylation of tau reduces  its  affinity  for  microtubules,  especially  when 
phosphorylated at Ser262  in  the  microtubule-binding  region (13). Tau from 
fetal  and  neonatal  brain  is  more  phosphorylated  than  tau  from  adult  brain 
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Table 1 
Protein  Kinases  that  PhosDhorviate  Tau In Vitro 
Nonproline  sites  Proline  sites 
CamK-I1 
CamK-Gr 
Phosphorylase  kinase 
Protein  kinase  C 

Protein  kinase  A 

Casein  kinase  I 
Casein  kinase I1 

Tau-tubulin  kinase 
p1  10  MARK1 
p110  MARK2 

MAP  kinases 
p44 ERKl 
p42  ERK2 
SAPK  (JNK) 

SAPK3 
SAPK4 

P38  (RK) 

Other 
GSK3aa 
GSK3P (TPKI)" 
cdc2 
cdk5/p25 (TPKII) 

"GSK3 also phosphorylates  nonproline  sites. 
References: (20) reviews  earlier  work; see also (31-34). 

(1415). Dephosphorylation of normal  tau  postmortem  is  rapid  in  adult  brains 
(16,17), whereas  PHF-tau is remarkably  resistant  to  dephosphorylation. 

Hyperphosphorylation of tau  appears  to  precede PJ3F formation,  but  it  is  not 
proven  that  hyperphosphorylation of tau is necessary  for  its  aggregation into 
PHF. Indeed,  in  vitro  aggregation  studies  suggest  that  aggregation  per  se  does 
not  require  prior  phosphorylation (18,19), but  phosphorylation  may  well  serve 
to  release tau from  microtubules,  increasing  its  free  concentration.  The  phos- 
phorylation  state of tau  clearly  is of relevance  both  to  the  regulation of its physi- 
ological  functions  and  to  the  development of AD pathology. 

The  phosphorylation  state of tau,  as with any phosphoprotein,  is  determined 
by  the  relative  rates of phosphorylation  and  dephosphorylation  reactions 
(for review see ref. 20). Many  protein  kinases  can  phosphorylate  tau  in  vitro 
(Table l), whereas  the  two  most active  tau phosphatases  appear  to  be  PP2A, 
particularly  PP2AI (21) and PP2B  (calcineurin,  which  is  activated by Ca2+  and 
calmodulin) (22). In PHF-tau,  over 25 phosphorylation  sites  have  now  been . 
determined  chemically (15,23), and  almost half of these are on  serines  or 
threonines  that are followed by  prolines. 

The  methods  described  in Subheading 2. can  be  used  to  prepare  phosphory- 
lated tau for  studies of its  function  in  vitro,  and  to  characterize  the  extent  and 
sites of phosphorylation  in  vitro.  Methods  are  also  described  for  generating 
phosphorylated  as  well  as  nonphosphorylated tau  in model  transfected  cells  for 
study of its  properties in situ, and  their  regulation by phosphorylation. 
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2. Materials 
2.1. Preparation of Recombinant  Tau 

1.  Clones  for  bacterial  expression  of  the  six  human  central  nervous  system  isoforms 
of  tau  were  donated  by  Dr.  Michel  Goedert  (MRC  Laboratory  of  Molecular 
Biology,  Cambridge,  UK). 

2.  LB broth (Life Technologies,  Paisley,  UK): 20 g  powder  per liter; 1 x 20 mL 
+ 2 x 500 mL, autoclaved. 

3. Ampicillin  (Sigma,  Gillingham,  UK,  cat.  no.  A9518), 50 mg/mL,  stored  frozen. 
4. Isopropylthiogalactoside  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  15502)  200  mg/mL,  stored  frozen. 
5.  50 mM 2-(Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid/NaOH (MES) buffer,  pH  6.5. 
6. 50 mM MES,  pH  6.5,  containing  1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Na  pyrophosphate,  and 

7. 50 mM MES,  pH  6.5,  containing 0.5 M NaC1. 
8.  0.1 M Phenylmethane  sulfonyl  fluoride  (PMSF) in isopropanol or dimethyl 

sulfoxide  (DMSO).  Always  add just before  use  (hydrolyses  rapidly  in  aqueous 
solutions). (NB: This material is toxic). 

10 mM NaF. 

9.  Solid  NaCl  (AR)  and  solid  ammonium  sulfate  (AR). 
10. 25 mM MES,  pH  6.25,  containing 50 mM NaCl  and  1 mM dithiothreitol  (DTT). 

2.2. Phosphorylation of Tau In Vitro 

described  as  follows. 
See Table 2. Other  materials,  or  those  requiring  further  comment,  are 

1. Protein  kinases  can be obtained  from  a  variety  of  commercial  sources,  including 
Stratagene  (Cambridge,  UK),  Upstate  Biotechnology  Inc.  (Lake  Placid,  NY), 
Promega  (Southampton,  UK),  and  NEB  (Hitchin,  UK), or prepared  in  house 
(see Note 1). 

2.  Protease  inhibitor  cocktail:  0.1 M Benzamidine-HC1  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  B6506), 
0.5 mg/mL  leupeptin  (Sigma,  cat. no. L2884) and 0.2  mg/mL  aprotinin 
(Boehringer  Mannheim,  Mannheim,  Germany)  (dilute x100 when  adding  to 
buffers,  i.e.,  add 10 pL/0.99  mL  buffer). 

3. 0.1 M Sodium  vanadate:  Dissolve  sodium  orthovanadate  in  water,  add  a  few  drops 
diluted HC1 until  yellow,  heat  in  a  waterbath  until  colorless;  repeat  the  HCl  and 
heating  until  the  pH is below  9.  Aliquot  and  store  frozen;  check  that all is redis- 
solved  before  use  (warm  and  vortex  if  necessary). 

4. Kinase  diluting  buffer: 25 mMTris-HC1  (final  pH 7.5),40 mMNa2p-nitrophenyl 
phosphate, 1 mM EGTA,  V100 protease  inhibitor  cocktail,  1/1000 v01  of 1 mg/mL 
pepstatin,  1 mM DIT (1/100 v01 of  0.1 M DIT), 1 mM Na  vanadate  (1/100 v01 of 
0.1 M vanadate). 

5.  4x Concentrated  Laemmli  sample  buffer:  20%  (v/v)  Glycerol,  4%  SDS,  125 mM 
Tris-HC1,  pH 6.8,0.01%  bromophenol  blue,  10%  (v/v)  2-mercaptoethanol. 

6.  [f2P]ATP.  9.25  MBq  in 50 pL (5 pCi/pL)  (New  England  Nuclear,  Boston,  MA, 
cat.  no.  NEG002H). 

7.  Activated  charcoal  (Sigma,  cat.  no.  (25260). 
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Table 2 
Components of Reaction  Mixture  Needed  for  Tau  Phosphorylation.  To 
Tubes  Already  Containing 5 pL Kinase  or  Buffer  Add 10 pL Reaction 
Mixture  Containing  the  Following: 

Final 
Stock  Conc Vol  per 

Component Conc (in  15 pL) Reactiona 
Tau 1  mg/mL 0.33  mg/mL 5pL 
ATP 20 mM 3mM 2.25 pL 
Tris-HC1,  pH  7.5  0.5 M 50 mM 1.25 p L b  

MS12 1M 10 mM 0.15 pL 

DTT  0.1 M 1mM 0.15 pL 
EGTA  0.1 M 1mM 0.15 pL 

Okadaic  acid  (in  DMSO) 1mM 5 w  0.075 pL 
Protease-inhibitor  cocktail C C 0.15 pL 
Pepstatin  (in DMSO or  EtOH)  1  mg/mL  1 pg/mL 0.015 pL 
Na  vanadate 0.1 M 1mM 0.15 pL 
HZ0 0.63 pL 
PMSFC 0.1 M 0.2 mM 0.03 pL 

- - 

"Make  up  reaction  mixture  by  scaling  up  these  volumes  according  to  the  number of  tubes  in 
the  experiment,  allowing  some  spare. For example,  if 6 incubations  are  to  be  performed,  make 
up enough  for 10 (add lox the  above  volumes).  The  accuracy  of  the  volumes  of  protease 
inhibitors and okadaic  acid  are  not  critical. 

bAssumes  that  tau  does  not  contain  Tris  and  that  the  enzyme  solution  contains 25 mM Tris. 
If otherwise,  recalculate  the  volumes of Tris and H20 required, 

5 e e  Subheading 2. 

8.  Phosphocellulose  paper  (P81  from  Whatman,  Maidstone,  UK).  Cut  into  pieces 

9. Phosphoric  acid  0.5%  (v/v) in water  (approx 75 mM). 
12.5 x 15 mm. 

2.3. Culturing Mammalian Cells, and Immunocytochemistry 
1. Constructs of  tau  (human  1N4R  and  1N3R) in pSG5,  and  of  ERK1,  ERK2, 

GSK3a and  GSK3P  have  been  described (24). 
2. Cells  (COS-7  and  Chinese  hamster  ovary  [CHO])  are  available  from  ECACC, 

Porton  Down,  UK. 
3. Media  (DMEM, MEMa, and  Opti-MEM)  and  fetal  calf  serum  (FCS) are obtain- 

able  from  Life Technologies (Paisley, UK), and penicillin-streptomycin, 
glutamine,  and  trypsin  from  Sigma. 

4.  Nocodazole  is  obtainable  from  Sigma. 
5.  Glutaraldehyde  (aqueous  solution)  is  obtainable  from  Sigma. 
6. Permeabilization  buffer: 80 mM Piperazine N,Nt-bis(2-ethanesu1fonic acid) 

(PIPES), pH  6.8,  0.5%  (w/v)  Nonidet  UK)  NP40,  (Merck,  Lutterworth,  5 mM 
EGTA, 1 mM MgC12. 
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7.  Blocking  solution:  phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS)  containing  1%  (w/v)  bovine 
serum  albumin  (BSA)  and  0.2%  (v/v)  Tween-20. 

8. Secondary  reagents  for  immunocytochemistry:  Biotinylated or fluorescein-con- 
jugated  antibodies  (donkey-antirabbit  immunoglobin  [Ig]  and  sheep-antimouse Is), 
and  Texas  Red-conjugated  streptavidin are obtained  from  Amersham  Pharmacia 
(Amersham,  UK). 

2.4. Ce//u/ar Tau  Phosphorylation Studied by Western Blotting 
1. 100 mM MES,  pH 6 3 1  M NaCU5O mM NaF/O. 1 mM Na  vanadate. 
2. 100 mM PMSF  in  propanol. 
3.  200 mM DDT. 
4.  Protease  inhibitor  cocktail  tablets  (Complete,  Mini,  from  Boehringer  Mannheim, 

Lewes,  UK). 
5. Homogenizing  buffer  for  heat-stable  protein  preparation  (10 mL): On  day  of  use 

add 100 pL of  200 mM DDT and one  tablet of protease inhibitor  cocktail  to 
9.8 mL of  MES/NaCl/NaF/Na  vanadate  buffer  pH  6.5; just before  use  add  100 pL 
of  100 mM PMSF. 

2.5. Phosphopeptide  Mapping 
1. Amido  Black  solution:  0.1%  (w/v)  in  methanoUacetic  acid/water  (30/7.5/62.5  by 

volume). 
2.  Polyvinylpyrrolidone  solution: 0.04% (v/v)  PVP40  (Millipore,  Watford,  UK)  in 

100 mM acetic  acid. 
3. pH  1.9  Electrophoresis  buffer:  Watedacetic  acid/formic  acid/EDTA:  89.9/7.8/2.2/0.1 

(v/v/v/v,  where  the  stock  EDTA is itself  a 0.5 M solution) (see Note 2). 
4.  Phosphopeptide  chromatography  solvent: n-ButanoUpyridinelacetic acid/water/ 

EDTA,  37.5/25/7.5/29.9/0.1  (v/v/v/v/v,  where  the  stock  EDTA is itself  a 0.5" 
solution) (see Note 2). 

5. Thin-layer cellulose chromatography (TLC) plates, 20 x 20 cm (Merck, 
Lutterworth,  UK). 

2.6. Metabolic Labeling of Cells with 32P 
1.  [32P]Inorganic  phosphate  as H3P04 (New  England  Nuclear,  cat.  no.  NEX053). 
2. Phosphate-free  DMEM  (ICN,  Thame,  UK). 
3. Dialyzed fetal bovine  serum  (FBS)  (Life  Technologies). 
4. N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid  (HEPES-OH).  pH 7.4, 

1 M solution, sterile (ICN). 
5. L-Proline  (Sigma,  tissue  culture  grade)  was  dissolved  in  water  at  4  mg/mL  and 

sterilized  by  filtration. 
6. Labeling  medium:  Phosphate-free  DMEM  containing 5% dialyzed  FCS,  10 mM 

HEPES,  pH  7.4,  2 mM L-glutamine  and  penicillin-streptomycin;  for CH0 cells 
0.35 mM L-proline,  i.e.,  U100 v01 of 4 mg/mL  stock,  is  also  added. 
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3. Methods 
3.1. Preparation of Recombinant  Tau 

1. Pick  one  colony  of Escherichia coli expressing  the  desired  tau  isoform  from  an 
ampicillin-agar  plate  and  inoculate  20 mL LB broth/50 p.g/mL ampicillin. 

2.  Grow  overnight at 37"C, and  use  10 mL to inoculate  each  of  two  2-L  flasks  that 
contain 500 mL LB  broth/ampicillin. 

3. Grow  with  shaking at 37°C  until  the  absorbance at 600  nm  is 0.6-1 (approx  4  h), 
and  then  add  0.6 mL isopropylthiogalactoside  (200  mg/mL  stock  in  water)  per 
500 mL culture  (final  concentration 0.5 mM) to  induce  tau  expression. 

4.  After  2  h,  harvest  the  bacteria  by  cooling  and  centrifuging  for 30 min at 7500gav 
(e.g.,  6000  rpm  in  a  Sorvall  RC5B  centrifuge  with  a  GSA  rotor)  (Sorvall  Centri- 
fuge,  Newtown,  CT) set at 4°C. 

5.  Resuspend  the  pellets  in  a  total  of 50 mL 50 mM MES  buffer,  pH  6.5,  and  recen- 
trifuge  in  preweighed  tubes at 20,000gav  (14,000  rpm)  in  a  Sorvall  SS34  rotor. 

6. The  pellets  can be stored at -70°C (or -20°C  overnight)  if  desired.  All  subse- 
quent  steps  are  performed at 04°C unless  otherwise  stated. 

7.  Reweigh  the  tubes,  calculate  the  weights  of  the  pellets,  and  suspend  in 10 mL of 
the following  buffer per gram of pellet: 50 mM MES containing 1 mM EDTA, 
10 mM Na  pyrophosphate, 10 mM NaF,  final  pH  6.5. 

8. Just  before  sonicating,  add 10 pL PMSF  (0.1 M) per  milliliter  suspension.  Soni- 
cate  the  suspension  using  a  VirSonic  475  probe  sonicator  (VirTis,  Gardiner,  NY) 
in  30-S  bursts  with  cooling on ice, totalling 10 bursts  per  gram  of  pellet. 

9. Centrifuge  the  sonicates at 40,000gav  for  30  min  (e.g.,  Sorvall  SS34  rotor  at 
18,000  rpm),  and  measure  the  volume  of  the  clear  supernatant. 

10. Add  29.1  mg solid NaCl  per  milliliter  supernatant  to  give 0.5 M (conveniently 
this  can  be  done  in  a  100-mL  conical  flask),  and  dissolve  while  keeping  the 
mixture  cold. 

11.  Heat  the  solution in the  conical  flask  in  a  boiling  water-bath,  with  frequent 
swirling,  for 10-15 min,  cool,  and  centrifuge at 100,OOOgav for  2 h. 

12.  Carefully  remove  the  supernatant  with  a  Pasteur  pipet (see Note 3) and  discard 
the  pellet. 

13.  Precipitate  tau  by  adding  ammonium  sulfate  to  45%  saturation: this requires 
0.258  g  solid  ammonium  sulfate  per  milliliter  initial  volume (see Note 4). Let it 
stand  at  least  1  h or overnight at 04OC. 

14.  Centrifuge  the  ammonium  sulfate  suspension at 40,000gav (Sorvall  SS34  rotor at 
18,000  rpm  for  30  min  at  4°C). 

15.  Suspend  the  combined  pellets  in  a  minimum  volume (1-2 mL) of  25 mil4 MES, 
pH  6.25150 mil4 NaCVl mil4 DTT (see Note 5), and  dialyze  against  3 X 1 L of  this 
buffer  for  a  total  of 18 h. 

16. Centrifuge  the  dialysate at 12,00Ogav for 5 min  in  a  refrigerated  microcentrifuge 
prior  to  fast  protein  liquid  chromatography (see Note 6). 

17.  Equilibrate  a 5/5 Mono S P L C  column,  bed-volume  1 mL (Pharmacia)  with 
50 mM MES  buffer,  pH  6.5,  and  load  the  dialysate  supernatant. 
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18.  Elute  proteins  with a linear  gradient  of 0-500 mM NaCl  in 50 mM MES, pH  6.5, 
total  gradient  volume  60  mL , at 1 &min. Collect 1 mL fractions  and  analyze 
the  fractions  using  denaturing  gel  electrophoresis  and  Western  blotting  with a 
general  anti-tau  antibody  such  as  TP70 (25). Combine  tau-containing  fractions, 
aliquot,  and  store  frozen  at  -20°C. 

3.2. Phosphorylation of Tau In Vitro 

3.2. I .  Typical Protocol 

The  appropriate  protocol  will  depend  on  the  application  in view, as well as 
which  kinase is to  be used. The  following  protocol  is  suitable  for  producing 
phosphorylated but nonradioactive tau for  studying  phosphorylation  sites  either 
by mass  spectrometry  or  by  immunoblotting  with phosphorylation-specific 
antibodies. 

1. Pipet 5 pL kinase,  diluted if necessary  in  kinase  diluting  buffer,  into a screw-capped 
Eppendorf  tube  on  ice;  use  another  tube  containing 5 pL buffer  without  kinase 
(just buffer) as a control. 

2.  Add 10 pL of reaction  mixture  containing  all  the  other  necessary  components 
(see Table 2), vortex  and  centrifuge  the  tubes,  and  incubate  in a water  bath  at 
30°C for 7.5 h (see Notes 7 and 8). 

3. Stop the reactions by adding 5 pL of 4X concentrated Laemmli  sample 
buffer, vortex, and heat in a boiling water bath for 5 min. Samples may  be 
stored at -20°C. 

The  foregoing  protocol  has  worked  well  for  proline-directed  kinases.  The 
incubation  conditions  will  need  to  be  modified  for  particular  kinases;  for 
example,  for Ca2+-activated kinases EGTA might  be  omitted  or  used  as  part of 
a  Ca2+ buffer. 

3.2.2. Preparation of Radiolabeled  Phosphorylated Tau  for 
Determination of Stoichiometry 

Including [32P] in  the  protocol  in Table 2, or a modification of it,  is 
straightforward. For  accurate  determination  of stoichiometry (the  number  of 
phosphates incorporated per molecule of tau) several requirements need  to be met: 

1. The  chemical  concentration of adenosine  triphosphate  (ATP)  must  be  accurately 
known.  Unlabeled  ATP  should  be  made  up  fresh,  and  its  concentration  standardized 
by absorbance  at  260  nm  (millimolar  absorbance  coefficient  15.4  cm-').  The  actual 
concentration of the  radiolabeled ATP is  usually  negligible. 

2.  The  radioactive ATP also  needs  to  be  fresh  and its radiochemical  purity  verified, 
e.g.,  by  charcoal  absorption  of  nucleotide (see Note 9). 

3.  The  chemical  concentration of  tau (in @PI) needs  to  be  known,  and  this is best 
done  by  amino-acid  analysis (see Note 10). 
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4.  The  concentrations  of ATP and  tau  need  to  be  such  that  sufficient  radioactivity is 
incorporated  into  tau,  per  site,  to be accurately  measurable  yet  there is sufficient 
ATP to  be  capable  of  giving  complete  phosphorylation. We have  found  the  fol- 
lowing  to be satisfactory,  in  an  incubation  volume of 20 pL: 

30 pA4 tau  2N4R (1 1 pg) 
1.5 mM nonradiolabeled ATP 
55 KBq (1.5 pCi) [yzP]ATP 

Remove 5 pL aliquots  at  timed  intervals, e.g., 1,3,  and 6 h (Note 7 also 
applies  here)  and  pipet  onto  pieces of P8 1 phosphocellulose  paper (see Note ll), 
wash  six  times  in 75 mM phosphoric  acid (10 mL per  paper  per  wash)  and 
count  using  Cerenkov  radiation.  This  gives,  per  5 pL aliquot,  approx  3500  cpm 
per tau site,  with  nonspecific  binding of less  than 200 cpm.  Control  protocols 
should be run without tau but  with  kinase,  and  also  without  kinase  but  with  tau. 

3.2.3, Larger-Scale  Phosphorylation  for  Phosphopeptide  Mapping 

This  example  describes  the  phosphorylation of tau  with GSK3P in  the 
presence of heparin. 

1. Incubate,  in  a  final  volume of 200 pL, 10-50 pg of  recombinant  human  tau  1N4R, 
prepared  as  previously  described,  with 1.6-8 pg recombinant  GSK3P at 3OoC in 
20 mM HEPES  buffer,  pH 7.4, containing  10 mM MgC12, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM 
PMSF  (added  last), 10 pA4 leupeptin, 10 pit4 pepstatin, 1 pA4 aprotinin, 5 pA4 
okadaic  acid, 10 pA4 sodium  orthovanadate,  and 0.1 mg/mL  heparin. 

2. Start  the  reaction  by  adding ATP (final  concentration  3 mM, containing 0.4 MBq 
(10 pCi)  [y32P]ATP). 

3. After  incubating  overnight,  terminate  the  reaction  by  adding 0.1 mL 100% (w/v) 
trichloroacetic  acid  (TCA)  and  leave on ice  for 5 min. 

4.  Centrifuge at 15,8OOg, for 5 min  (in  an  Eppendorf  microcentrifuge,  maximum 
speed)  and  wash  the  pellet  twice  with  ice-cold  20%  (w/v)  TCA  and  then  twice 
with  ice-cold  acetone,  centrifuging  the  sample  between  washes  as  before. 

5.  Resuspend  the  final  washed  material  in  Laemmli  sample  buffer  for  analysis  by 
sodium  dodecyl  sulfate-polyacrylamide  gel  electrophoresis  (SDS-PAGE). 

3.3. Culturing Mammalian Cells  and Immunocytochemistry 
3.3.1. Transient  Transfections of COS-7  Cells 
with  Recombinant  Plasmids  Expressing Tau and Kinases 

1. Culture COS-7 cells  in  DMEM  containing 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamine, 100 IU/mL 
penicillin,  and 100 pg/mL streptomycin.  Grow CH0 cells exactly  ass  for  COS-7 
cells  except  use MEM-a medium  in  place  of  DMEM. 

2. Split  the  cells  24  h  before  use.  Harvest 80% confluent  cells  with 1 mL 0.25% 
trypsin  per  T75 flask, and  resuspend  in  Opti-MEM  (2.5 x IO7 cells/mL). 

3.  Electroporate  0.4  mL  Opti-MEM  suspension  containing lo7 cells  and 5 pg of 
each  plasmid DNA in  a  Bio-Rad  Electroporator  (Bio-Rad,  Hercules,  CA)  with  a 
0.4  cm  path-length  chamber,  at  settings  of  220 V and 960 pF. 
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4. Suspend  the  electroporated  cells  immediately  in 5 mL DMEM/10% FBS (with 
penicillin-streptomycin  and  glutamine)  and  plate  onto  Petri  dishes  or  six-well 
plates  for  harvesting 48 h later. vpically, cells  from  each  electroporation  can  be 
plated  onto  three 9 cm  Petri  dishes. 

5. For experiments involving activation of kinase signaling pathways,  change 
the medium to serum-free medium 8 h before application of a stimulus (e.g., 
tumor-promoting  agent or epidermal growth factor). 

3.3.2. Immunofluorescence  Microscopy of Tau in Cells 

Place  cells, electroporated as before, in wells containing heat-sterilized glass 
cover  slips in six-well plates  and  grow  for 48 h as  before  (without  serum  for  the 
final 8 h  for cell-stimulation experiments). For investigations of  microtubule 
stability, treat  the  cells  with 10 pA4 nocodazole  (Sigma)  in  DMEM  for 30 min 
prior to fixation. Fixation of cells for antibody-probing requires different methods 
for bound proteins, including microtubule-bound tau, and for soluble proteins. 

3.3.2.1. FIXATION IN COLD METHANOL 

Methanol-fixation  permeabilizes  cells  and  allows  visualization  of  bound 
components  including  the  cytoskeleton  and  also  some  soluble  components. 

1. Wash  the  cover slips  in  ice-cold  PBS  and  drain  thoroughly. 
2. Add  methanol  that  has  been  precooled  to  -20°C  and  incubate  for 20 min. 
3. Remove  and  warm  to O"C, and  wash  once  with  ice-cold  PBS. 

3.3.2.2. FIXATION OF DETERGENT-PERMEABILIZED CELLS 
WITH GLUTARALDEHYDE 

This  procedure  permeabilizes  cells  to  small  molecules so that  the 
crosslinking  agent  glutaraldehyde  can  enter  the  cells,  whereas  the  soluble 
macromolecules  remain inside. Carry out  all  steps  at  room  temperature. 

1. Treat  the  cells  for 15 S with  permeabilization  buffer  and  then  add 0.3% (w/v) 

2. After 10 min, wash the cover  slips with PBS, and incubate with 10 mg/mL 

3. After 7 min replace this with 0.1 M glycine in  PBS for 20 min to reduce 

glutaraldehyde. 

Na borohydride freshly dissolved in  PBS. 

nonspecific  binding  to  free aldehyde groups. 

3.3.2.3. BLOCKING AND  IMMUNOLABELING 

Carry out  all  steps  at  room  temperature. 

1. Incubate  the  fixed  cells  with  blocking  solution  for 15 min,  and  then  incubate  with 

2.  Wash 3 X 10 min  with  PBS/0.2%  Tween-20,  and  then  incubate  for 30 min  with 
primary  antibody  in  blocking  solution  for 30 min. 

secondary  antibody  diluted 5 0 0 ~  in  blocking  solution  and  wash  as  above. 
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3. To visualize  biotin-labeled  proteins,  incubate  with  streptavidin  conjugated  to 
Texas  Red  (diluted 3000x) and  wash as before.  Primary  antibodies  can  include 
DMlA (a  monoclonal  antibody  to  a-tubulin  from  Amersham,  diluted  1/50),  B19 
(a  polyclonal  antibody  recognizing  all  forms  of  tau (26), diluted 11200)  and  AT8 
(a  monoclonal  antibody  recognizing  tau  phosphorylated at Ser202  and Thr205 
from  Innogenetics,  diluted  1/20). 

Examine  the  cells  using  normal  fluorescence  optics  with,  e.g.,  a  Leitz 
(Wetzlar, Germany)  Ortholux  microscope,  or  for  confocal  microscopy  with  an 
Olympus BH2 microscope  (Olympus  Optical Co.,  Hamburg,  Germany)  and 
Bio-Rad MRC 600 confocal laser. An example of the  effect of tau  phosphory- 
lation  on  microtubules  in  transfected  COS  cells  is  shown  in Fig. l. 

3.4. Cellular Tau Phosphorylation Studied by Western Blotting 
To study  expression of kinases  and  tau  by  Western  blotting,  prepare  whole- 

cell  lysates of COS-7  cells by rinsing  the  monolayers  in  ice-cold  PBS  and  add- 
ing 0.5 mL hot Laemmli  sample buffer  per 9 cm  Petri  dish. 

For  studying  the  phosphorylation  state of tau (see Note 12): 

1.  Wash  the  cells  adhering  to  the  Petri  dish  briefly  with  ice-cold  PBS. 
2.  Scrape  the  cells  into  1  mL  of  ice-cold  PBS,  and  centrifuge  the cells for  2  min  in  a 

microcentrifuge. 
3. Homogenize  the cells in MESNaCl buffer  containing  protease  and  phosphatase 

inhibitors  by  rapid  repeated  pipeting;  typically,  100 pL of  buffer is used  for  cells 
from  one  9-cm Peti  dish. 

4.  Place  in  a  boiling  water  bath  for  10  min,  cool,  and  centrifuge. 
5 .  Mix  the  supernatant  with  1/4  volume  of 5x Laemmli  sample  buffer  and  return  the 

6. Carry  out  SDS-PAGE  and  electroblotting. 
sample  to  the  boiling  water-bath  for 5 min. 

Total tau  levels,  and  electrophoretic  mobilities,  can  be  studied  with  a  general 
anti-tau  antibody  such  as  TP70 (25). Several  phosphorylation-specific 
antibodies  are  available  commercially (see Table 3). 

3.5. Phosphopeptide Mapping 
1. Separate  the  radiolabeled  human  tau (10-50 pg in 100 pL sample  buffer)  by 

denaturing  gel  electrophoresis  (10%  [w/v]  acrylamide). 
2.  Transfer  onto  Immobilon P membrane  (Millipore) at  15 V for 45  min  using 

Bio-Rad SD semidry  blotting  apparatus. 
3. Stain  the  membrane  with  Amido  Black  and  identify  the  radiolabeled  bands  by 

autoradiography,  or  if  available  by  using  a  Fujix  Bas  1000  BioImage  Analyzer  or 
equivalent. 

4.  Cut  out  the  phosphorylated  tau  band,  count  using  Cerenkov  radiation,  and  destain 
by  incubating  in  200 pA4 NaOH  solution  twice  for 30 min  each at 37°C. 
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+ tau 
+ GSK3B 

Fig.  1.  Effect  of GSK3P on  the  distribution  of  tubulin  and  transfected  tau  in COS-7 
cells. COS-7 cells were  transfected  with  tau  (1N4R  isoform)  only  (upper  panel  of 
four),  or  transfected  with  both  tau  and GSK3P (lower  panel  of  four).  In (A) and (C), 
tubulin  was  labeled  with  antibody DMlA (diluted  1/50),  and in (B) and (D) tau  was 
labeled  with  antibody  B19  (diluted 1/200). The scale  bars  indicate  20 mm.  Tau is seen 
to be present  in  bundled  microtubules  (upper  panels),  which is abolished  when GSK3P 
is cotransfected  (lower  panels);  in  contrast,  cytoplasmic  tau  is  present  whether  or  not 
GSK3P is cotransfected. 

5. Wash the destained membrane five times with 200 pL distilled H20 per wash 
and then block in 200 p.L of polyvinylpyrrolidone blocking solution for 1 h 
at 37OC. 

6. Wash the  membrane  again as before (5 x 200 pL H20) and  place  in  200 pL of 
0.2 M ammonium  bicarbonate,  pH 8.0, containing  trypsin (0.5-2.5 pg, to  give 
1:20  (w/w)  trypsin:tau)  and  incubate  overnight at 37OC. 

7. The following  morning  add  a  second  identical  aliquot  of  trypsin  and  continue  the 
incubation  for  a  further  4  h at 37°C. 
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Table 3 
Some  Widely  Used  Anti-Tau  Monoclonal  Antibodies 
with  Phosphorylation-Dependent  Epitopes 
Antibody  Site(s) of 

Phosphorylation  Supplier  Refs 

Tau-  1  Ser199",  Ser202a  Boehringer  Mannheim ( 2 9 3 )  

AT8 Ser202 + Thr205 Innogenetics (363 7) 
AT 100 Thr212 + Ser214b Innogenetics (3638) 
AT180 Thr23  1 Innogenetics (3639) 
AT270 Thrl81 Innogenetics (3639) 
SM13 lC Ser396 + Ser404 Sternberger  Monoclonals (40) 
SM133C Ser235" Sternberger  Monoclonals (40) 
SM134C Conformationb Sternberger  Monoclonals (40) 
P m -  1 Ser396 + Ser404 - (41) 
12E8 Ser262 or Ser356 - (42) 
AP422 Ser422 - (43) 
8D8" Ser396 - (44) 

(Mannheim,  Germany) 

"Residues  that  must  be  nonphosphorylated  for  antibody  to  bind.  (All  other  sites  indicate 

bAntibodies  that  recognize  particular  conformational  states  of tau, which are induced  by 

These antibodies  also  bind  to  phosphorylated  neurofilament  proteins,  which  will  be 

need  to  be  phosphorylated for antibody  binding.) 

appropriate  phosphorylations. 

removed  when  preparing  heat-stable  cell  extracts for Western  blots. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Remove  the  Immobilon  membrane  from  the  solution  of  eluted  peptides  and  dry 
these down using  a  Savant  SC199  SpeedVac  (Savant  Bioblock  Scientific,  Tllkirch, 
France)  to  remove  all  the  water  and  ammonium  bicarbonate,  resuspend in 400 pL 
distilled H20 and  dry  down. 
Repeat  this  once  with H20, and  then  twice  with  400 pL of  pH  1.9 electrophoresis 
buffer,  each  time  drying  the  samples  under  reduced  pressure. 
Suspend  each  final  dried  sample  in 5-10 pL of  pH  1.9 electrophoresis  buffer, 
centrifuge  at 15,8OOg, (14,000  rpm in an  Eppendorf  microcentrifuge) for 5 min 
(see Note 13), and  apply  the  sample  carefully,  a  small  part  at a time  to  produce a 
small  spot,  onto  a  thin-layer  cellulose  chromatography  (TLC)  plate (27). 
Separate  first  by  electrophoresis  at  pH  1.9 for 1.25  h using  a  Hunter  thin-layer 
electrophoresis  apparatus (C.B.S. Scientific,  Del  Mar,  CA)  or  equivalent, air dry 
the  plate in a  fume  hood,  and  place  in  an  ascending  chromatography  tank  with 
phosphopeptide  chromatography  solvent  and  chromatograph  for 18 h. 
Dry the  plate  in air in the  fume  hood  and  then  visualize  the  phosphopeptides 
either by  autoradiography  with  an  enhancing  screen  at  -70°C or imaging  as 
described  earlier. 
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The phosphopeptides may be further characterized by scraping off the spots and 
analyzing for phosphoaminoacids after acid  hydrolysis.  Alternatively,  peptides  eluted 
from the scraped spots can be analyzed  by  mass  spectrometry  to determine their 
amino-acid sequences including sites of  phosphorylation (see (28)). 

An example of a two-dimensional  phosphopeptide  map of tau phosphory- 
lated  by GSK3P is  shown  in Fig. 2. The legend  indicates  the  identity of peptides 
in many of the  spots  obtained by mass spectrometry. 

3.6. Metabolic Labeling of Cells with 32P 

This  involves  incubating  cells  with  [32P]inorganic phosphate so that  the ATP 
becomes  radiolabeled  and  reaches  equilibrium.  Kinase  targets  will  also  become 
labeled,  the  extent  depending  on  the  amount of target,  its  steady-state  phospho- 
rylation  level,  and  to  what  extent  the  site  itself  has  reached  radiochemical 
equilibrium (see Notes 14 and 15). 

1. Grow COS or CH0 cells in  six-well  plates  or  9-cm  Petri  dishes  for  metabolic 
labeling  studies  in  normal  growth  medium (see above).  Prepare  several  wells  or 
dishes  of  cells  for  unlabeled  control  samples at the  same  time. 

2. Once  the  cells  have  reached 6040% confluency,  aspirate  the  medium  from  the 
dishes  to be labeled,  rinse  twice  in  phosphate-free  labeling  medium,  and  place  in 
labeling medium for approx 1 h prior  to  adding the radioactive 
[32P]orthophosphoric  acid  (18-37 MBq, i.e.,  0.5-1.0  mCi,  per  well or  dish).  One 
milliliter of labeling  medium is added to a  well  in  a  six-well  plate or 3 mL, to  a 
9-cm  Petri  dish.  (For  safety  reasons it is  advisable  to  label  only  one  well  per 
multiwell  plate.) 

3. Incubate  overnight at 37OC in  a  humidified  incubator to achieve  maximum 
incorporation of radioactivity. 

4. The following  morning,  remove  the  medium  by  aspiration  and  wash  the cell 
monolayers 5-lox with  ice-cold  sterile  PBS. 

5. Scrape  the  cells  into 1-1.5  mL  PBS  using  a  long-handled cell scraper,  transfer to 
a  screw-capped  Eppendorf  tube,  and  centrifuge at 15,8OOg,, (14,000 rpm) for 
10 min in an  Eppendorf  microcentrifuge. 

6. Remove  the  supernatant  and  repeat  the  PBS  washing  up  to 5x. 
7. A heat-stable tau fraction can be prepared from this material (see Subhead- 

ing 3.4.) or alternatively  the  cells can be scraped directly  into l x  Laemmli 
sample buffer for SDS-PAGE analysis. 

4. Notes 
1.  Because  tau  can be phosphorylated  by  many  different  kinases on many  different 

sites, it is necessary  for  the  kinase  of  interest  to be sufficiently  pure,  i.e.,  not 
contaminated  by  other  kinases. It  is often  desirable  where  possible  to  add  specific 
inhibitors of likely  contaminating  kinases,  such  as  1  protein  kinase A (PKA) 
inhibitory  peptide  (Sigma,  cat.  no. P0300). A  crude  brain  extract  has  been  used  as 
a  kinase  source  to  produce  highly  phosphorylated  tau (29). 
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T 
Chromatography 

Electrophoresis  (towards  cathode) + 
Fig.  2.  Phosphopeptide  map  analysis  of  tau  phosphorylated  by  GSK3P.  Electro- 

phoresis  (horizontal,  anode on left) was  followed  by  ascending  TLC. x indicates  the 
origin.  Sixteen  phosphopeptide  spots  were  well  resolved,  individually  scraped  from 
the  plate,  eluted,  and  studied by nanoelectrospray  mass  spectrometry.  Phosphorylated 
residues  were  identified  as  follows: 1, Ser356; 2, Ser262; 3, two  peptides,  one  phos- 
phorylated  at  Thr2  12  and  the  other at Thr2  17; 4, both  Thr2 12 and  Thr2  17; 5, Thr  18  1 ; 
6, both  Thr231  and  Ser235; 9, Thr231  and also Ser235  or  Ser237 or Ser238; 10, 
Thr212; 12, Thr231; 13, two  peptides,  one  phosphorylated  at  Ser396,  Ser400,  and 
Ser404,  and the other  phosphorylated  at  Ser195  and  Ser199; 15, Ser195  and  Thr205 
and  one  of  Ser198,  Ser199, or Ser202; 16, both  Thr212  and  Thr217. 

2.  EDTA is included  in  the  electrophoresis  and  chromatography  buffers  to  reduce 
streaking  of  spots. 

3.  The  pellet is light  and  fragile,  thus  high-speed  centrifugation  and  careful  removal 
of the  supernatant  are  required.  However,  a 2-h centrifugation  at  only 48,OOOg 
(Sorvall SS-34 rotor,  maximum speed) has on occasion been  used without 
serious difficulty. 

4. The  solution  should be surrounded  by ice while  being  magnetically  stirred,  and 
the ammonium  sulfate  sprinkled  on,  a little at  a  time,  over  approx 20-30  min. 
maintaining  the  pH  at 6.5-7.0  with  aqNH3.  Finally,  check that  it  has  all  dissolved. 

5. The  tau  sample,  if  kept  concentrated,  can  be  viscous  at  this  stage for reasons  that 
are  not  clear. 

6. As judged  by  Coomassie  staining  of  SDS-polyacrylamide  gels,  tau  prepared  thus 
contains  very  little  other  protein,  although  some  degradation  products  may be 
seen.  Nonproteinaceous  UV-absorbing  material  is  present,  probably  nucleic  acid, 
which  may be removed  by  cation-exchange  chromatography  (e.g.,  FPLC  using  a 
Monos column)  (Pharmacia). 
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7.  Condensation  may  accumulate  on  the lids of  tubes;  the  tubes  can  be  centrifuged, 
vortexed,  and  recentrifuged  midway  through  long  incubations  and  must  be  cen- 
trifuged  before  opening. 

8.  For  long  incubations  (several  hours  or  more),  protease  inhibitors  have  been  found 
to  be  necessary:  tau is relatively  unstructured  and  appears  to  be  susceptible  to 
proteolysis.  Phosphatase  inhibitors  limit  the  dephosphorylation  of  tau  and  also 
preserve  the  kinase  in  an  active  state.  The ATP concentration  needs  to  be  high, 
presumably  because of contaminating  ATPases. 

9. Nucleotide vs nonnucleotide  radioactivity  can be measured  as  follows. To four 
screw-capped  Eppendorf  tubes  add 0.99 mL 25 mM Tris-HC1  buffer,  and to  two 
tubes  add  a  microspatula  end  of  activated  charcoal;  then  to  each  tube  add 10 pL 
of  a  solution  of  [y32P]ATP  that  contains  approx  20-60  kBq  (approx  0.5-1.5  pCi); 
in  practice,  surplus  reaction  mixture is convenient  for  this,  and  the  radioactivity 
in it needs  to  be  measured  anyway  (make  up  sufficient  amount).  Cap,  vortex, 
leave  on  ice  for  10  min,  revortex,  centrifuge  (bench  microfuge  for 5 min  at full 
speed),  and  withdraw  10 pL aliquots  for  counting. 

10.  Quantitative  amino-acid  analysis  is  often  not  readily  available. W absorbance 
can be used,  but the tau  must  be  free of  UV-absorbing  contaminants:  E(280  nm, 
1 mM) = 7.2  for  4-repeat  isoforms,  and  7.05  for  3-repeat  isoforms,  calculated  by 
Perkins’s  Method (30). Methods  such  as  Lowry’s  and  Bradford’s,  and  the  use  of 
bicinchoninic  acid  only  give  relative  values  (different  proteins  give  different 
color-yields) t45-471. The Bradford  color-yield  of  tau  appears  to be about  half 
that of BSA. 

11. To reduce  nonspecific  binding  of  [32P]ATP,  prespot  the  P81  papers  with 15 
10 mM nonradioactive ATP and air dry. 

12.  Tau is heat  stable,  and  the  heat  treatment  removes  the  bulk  of  other  cellular 
proteins.  This  decreases  the  crossreactive  bands  seen  on  Western  blots  with  some 
of the phosphorylation-dependent antibodies. 

13.  Invariably  some  insoluble  material  is  present  that  needs to be centrifuged  down 
and  that  interferes  with  the  separations. 

14. The amount  of  label on a  given site is determined,  therefore,  by  a  complex 
interplay  of  factors.  However,  for  changes in labeling  (e.g., on cell stimulation) 
or  nonquantitative  applications  such  as  determining  the  locations of 
intracellular  phosphorylation sites, it can be very  useful. 

15.  Metabolic  labeling  requires  relatively  large  amounts  of  label  and  hence  should be 
undertaken  only  by  well-trained  personnel.  Using  33P  instead  of  32P  is  safer,  but 
the  convenience  of  being  able  to  count  small  samples  of  32P  nondestructively 
using  Cerenkov  radiation  will  be  lost. 
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Transglutaminase-Catal yzed Formation 
of Alzheimer-Like  lnsolub le Complexes 
from  Recombinant  Tau 

Brian J. Balin and Denah M. Appelt 

1. Introduction 
Alzheimer's  disease  (AD)  is  a  progressive  neurodegenerative  disease  in 

which  abnormal  filamentous  inclusions  accumulate  in  dystrophic  and  dying 
nerve  cells.  These  inclusions  have  been  described  as  neurofibrillary  tangles 
(NFTs) of which  paired  helical  filaments  (PHFs)  are  the  primary  constituents 
(1-3). The  PHFs  primarily are composed of the  microtubule-associated  protein 
tau,  which  has  undergone  posttranslational  modification  such  as  phosphoryla- 
tion (4,5), glycation (6-9), and  crosslinking by transglutaminase  (TGase) 
(10-16). Crosslinking of proteins  catalyzed  by  TGase  results in the  deposition 
of these  proteins  into  insoluble  matrices  that  are  resistant  to  proteolytic  diges- 
tion  and  chaotropic  denaturation  (for  review see ref. 17). In  this  regard,  TGase 
has  been  demonstrated  to  be  associated  with NFTs from  the  Alzheimer  brain 
(13,14) and  to  exhibit  elevated  activity  in  the  AD  brain  as  compared  with  nor- 
mal  aged-matched  control  subjects (16). Here  we  discuss  important  aspects of 
TGase  and in vitro  experimental  approaches  that  address  its  ability  to  catalyze 
the  tau  protein  into  insoluble  complexes  exhibiting  biophysical  and  immuno- 
logical  properties  similar  to  those of the  Alzheimer PHFs and NFI's. 

TGase-modified  proteins  are  evident  throughout  the  body (17) and  are 
distributed in the  plasma,  tissues,  and  extracellular  fluids.  TGases  catalyze  the 
transamidation of available  glutamine  residues  in  proteins.  Peptide-bound 
lysine  residues  or  polyamines  serve  as  the  primary  amines  to  form  either 
E-(y-g1utamic)lysine  (Glu-Lys) or  (yg1utamic)polyamine  bonds  between 
proteins (18). The  bonds  formed  from  this  catalysis  are  covalent,  stable,  and 
thought  to  be  resistant  to  most  proteolytic  enzymes.  TGases  have  been 
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implicated in the  programmed  cell  death  and  injury of several  cell  types,  which 
include  the  human  lens (19), erythrocytes (19), and  hepatocytes (20). TGase 
activity  has  been  demonstrated  in  both  the  central  nervous  system (10) and  the 
peripheral  nervous  system (211, and,  more  recently,  tissue  TGase  has  been 
localized  to  human  hippocampal  neurons (13). Homogenates and synaptosomal 
fractions  of  various  rat  brain  regions  (cerebellum,  brainstem,  midbrain, 
hippocampus,  cortex)  have  been  shown to  contain  endogenous  TGase  activity 
(22); homogenates  from  the  human  postmortem  cortex  also  have  been  shown 
to  contain  TGase  activity (10,16). TGase  within  the  nervous  system  may 
crosslink  proteins  critical  to  the  normal  differentiation  and  stabilization of 
neurons (17,23). In  the  aged  and  diseased  brain,  the regulation and  expression 
of TGase may be  altered,  thereby  promoting  the  accumulation of abnormal, 
insoluble  protein  complexes in the  neuron.  This accumulation  could  evoke  a 
state of degeneration  from  which  the  neuron  may  not  recover. 

Previous  work  implicating TGase  as  a  potential  component  in  the  pathogen- 
esis of AD focused  on  TGase’s  ability  to convert  neuronal  cytoskeletal  proteins 
into  insoluble  structures  characteristic of AD (10,11,24). In  addition,  bovine 
tau (25) and  tau  derived from  human  cDNA  constructs (12,15) have  been  shown 
to  be  substrates  for  TGase.  Numerous  studies  have  presented  evidence  that 
neurons  undergoing  early  stages of AD  neurodegeneration  exhibit  Alz50 
immunoreactivity  for  the tau  protein (26-28). Alz50  immunoreactivity  for tau 
also  has  been  shown  to  increase  in  vitro  following  crosslinking of tau  with 
tissue  TGase (25). Recently, immunolabeling  studies  in  our  laboratory  have 
demonstrated  that  TGase  is  present  in  degenerating  neurons  from  the 
hippocampus of the  AD  brain (13). Double  immunofluorescence has  revealed 
the  presence of NFTs and  TGase  coexisting  within  degenerating  neurons.  These 
results are the  first  to  identify  an  association of TGase with NFTs from  AD 
brains,  and  led us to  evaluate  the  role of tissue  TGase  in  vitro  in  its  ability  to 
convert the  largest  human  recombinant  form of tau  (htau40)  into  an  insoluble 
polymeric  complex (15). The  approaches  outlined  in  the  following  section 
provide an in  vitro  model  for  studying  protein  insolubility as it  pertains  to  the 
neurodegenerative  pathology  characteristic of AD. 

2. Materials 
2.1. Tau Purification 

1. cDNA  encoding  the  largest  isoform of human  tau-htau40  in  the E. coli BL21 
(DE3)  expression  vector.  cDNA  for  other  isoforms of human  tau  are  available 
and can  be  used  as  well  in  an  expression  vector  system. 

2. 0.4 mM isopropyl-B-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG). 
3. Luna-Bertani  (LB)  broth. 
4. Shaking  incubator. 
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5.  Sorvall RC 5B centrifuge  (Sorvall  Centrifuge,  Newtown,  CT),  and a Beckman 

6.  Dounce  homogenizer (VWR, Atlanta,  GA). 
7. Fisher Sonic Dismembrator (sonicator) - model 300 (Fisher  Scientific, 

Pittsburgh, PA). 
8.  Reassembly  buffer (W) (0.1 M MES [2-{N-Morpholino}ethanesulfonic acid], 

1.0 mM ethylene  glycol,  bis-(p-aminoethyl  ether)  N, N, N',N'-tetraacetic  acid 
(EGTA),  0.75 M NaC1, 0.5 mM MgC12, 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl  fluoride 
(PMSF), 1% aprotinin  at pH 6.9). 

LM-80  (Beckman,  Palo  Alto,  CA)  ultracentrifuge  with  rotors. 

9.  Ammonium  sulfate. 

Beverly, CA). 
10. 0.22 p m  Sterile  filter and an Amicon 100,000 M, cutoff filter (Amicon, 

1 1. UVNis spectrophotometer. 

2.2. Transglutaminase Incubation 
1. Purified  htau40  at a final  concentration of  0.2-1.0 M/@. 
2. TGase  from  guinea  pig  liver  (commercially  available  through  Sigma  Chemical 

3. 2-50 mM CaC12. 
4. 5-10 mM Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 
5. 50 mM Tris-HC1  buffer  with 40 pg/mL leupeptin, pH  7.5. 
6.  50-100 mM MES buffer  containing  0.17 M NaC1,  pH  6.0. 
7. 5% Sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SDS)-Lammeli  sample  buffer  containing  sucrose, 

0.5 M Tris-HC1,  pH  6.8,O. 1 M EDTA,  0.1 % bromophenol  blue,  0.05%  pyronine 
yellow, 5 mM dithiothreitol  (DTT). 

Co.,  St.  Louis, MO) 0.5-1.0 M/@. 

8.  1.6 mM Monodansylcadaverine  (Sigma). 
9. 1%  SDS. 

10. 4 M Urea. 

2.3. SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting 
1. 10%  SDS-Polyacrylamide  gel  electrophoresis  (PAGE)  gels. 
2.  0.22  pm  Nitrocellulose  membranes. 
3. 5% Phosphate-buffered  saline  (PBS) - nonfat  milk  blocking  solution. 
4.  Water  bath  or  heat  block  at  100°C. 
5. Microcentrifuge  and  microfuge  tubes  (1.5 mL). 
6.  Antimouse  and  antirabbit  antibodies  conjugated  to  horseradish  peroxidase. 
7.  Diaminobenzidine  and/or  4-chloronaphthol. 
8. Coomassie  (Brilliant)  Blue. 

2.4. Ultrastructure - Electron and Immunoelectron  Microscopy 
1. Carbon-coated  electron  microscopy  grids - 400-600 mesh. 
2.  100 mM Ammonium  acetate. 
3. 0.25 -1%  Uranyl acetate. 
4. 0.1 % Cold-water  fish  gelatin  diluted  in  PBS. 
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5.  Secondary  antibodies  against  rabbit  and  mouse  conjugated  to 5-10  nm colloidal 

6. Antibodies  to  the  the  tau  protein  and  to  TGase (see Subheading 3.3.5.). 
7. Transmission  electron  microscope. 

gold  particles  1 .O mg/mL  (Amersham,  Amersham,  UK). 

3. Methods 
Basically,  the  following methods  can  be  used for the  enzymatic conversion 

and  analysis of the  tau  protein  following TGase-catalyzed  crosslinking. We 
used recombinant tau  proteins  to  address  this  conversion, however, tau purified 
from  human  brain  and/or  animal  brains (e.g., bovine) could also be used.  Four 
general  methods  are  addressed  here: (1) recombinant tau  purification, (2) 
incubation  with  TGase, (3) SDS-PAGE and Western blotting of crosslinked 
tau,  and (4) ultrastructural  analysis of the  crosslinked  complexes. 

3.1. Recombinant  Tau Purification 
1.  A  cDNA  clone  for  the  largest  human  brain  tau  isoform  denoted  htau40  was 

obtained  from  Dr.  Michel  Goedert  (MRC  Laboratory  of  Molecular  Biology, 
Cambridge,  UK). 

2.  Express  cDNA  in  an E. coli expression  vector  system  BL21  (DE3).  Incubate 
BL21  bacteria  with  200 pg/mL final  concentration  of  ampicillin  and  in 5 mL of 
LB  Media  overnight  in  a  37°C  shaking  (225  rpm)  incubator. 

3. Incubate  the  5 mL culture  in  500 mL of LB broth + 200  pg/mL  final  concentra- 
tion  of  ampicillin at 37°C  until  reaching  an  optical  density  (OD)  of  0.6-1.0 at 
600 nm.  Then  inoculate  the  cultures  with  0.4 mM IPTG  for  2.5  h in a  37°C 
shaking  (225  rpm)  incubator (see Notes 1-3) followed  by  centrifugation at 
17,OOOg for 20 min at 4°C. 

4. Wash the  resulting  pellets in  0.17 M NaC1, and recentrifuge at 17,OOOg for 
20 min at 4°C. 

5.  Homogenize  the  pellets  and  sonicate at 4°C  in  10 mL of lx RAB buffer  per gram 
of  pellet. 

6. Centrifuge  the  resulting  homogenate at 100,OOOg for  20 min at 4°C. 
7.  Resuspend  the  pellet  obtained  from  this  centrifugation  in lx  RAB buffer,  boil  for 

20  min,  cool at 4°C  for  20  min,  and  recentrifuge at 100,OOOg for  20  min at 4OC. 
8. To the  resultant  supernatant,  add  ammonium  sulfate  at 50% v/v  and stir  overnight 

at 4"C, followed  by  centrifugation  at 37,OOOg at  4°C. 
9. Resuspend  the  pellet  in 50 mMMES  buffer,  pH  7.5,  containing  0.17 MNaCl, and 

dialyze  with 4-6  v01 changes  overnight in the  identical  buffer. 
10.  Following  dialysis,  filter  the  suspension  first  through  a 0 .22-p  sterile  filter  and 

second  centrifuge at 3000g  through  an  Amicon  100,000 M, cutoff  filter. 

3.2. Transglutaminase Incubation 

1.  a.  Incubate  recombinant  tau  (htau40)  at  a  final  concentration  of  0.2-1.0 M/$ 
(see Note 7) with  guinea  pig  liver  TGase  at  a  final  concentration  of 0.5-1 .O pg/$ 
and 2-50 mM CaC12 or 5-10 mM EDTA for  a  minimum  of 15 min-22  h at 37°C. 
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b. The buffer  for  incubation  can be either 50 mM Tris-HC1  with 40 pg/mL 
leupeptin  at  pH  7.5,  or  50-100 mM MES buffer  containing  0.17 M NaCl at pH  6.0. 

2. Terminate the  incubation with 5% SDS  Laemmli  sample buffer at 100°C 
for 5 min. 

3.  As a  control  to  demonstrate  the  activity  of  TGase  and  its  ability  to  crosslink 
recombinant tau, one can  use  another  incubation  mixture in which  1.6 mM 
monodansylcadaverine is added  to  the  incubation  mixture  described  in Subhead- 
ing 3.2., step la. Monodansylcadaverine is a  lysine  analog  that  fluoresces  under 
UV light  when  crosslinked  to  a  protein  substrate  in  the  presence  of  TGase. 

3.3. SDS-PAGE and Western  Blotting 
1.  Incubate  TGase  crosslinked  tau  samples  separately  in  4 M urea  for 90 min at 

22°C  and  in  1%  SDS  for 90 min  and  boil  for 5 min  prior  to  loading  these  samples 
onto  the  stacking  gel  of  a  10%  SDS-PAGE. 

2.  To  examine  the  TGase  crosslinked  tau  proteins,  10%  SDS-PAGE  minigels  are 
used  because  you  can  run  these  in 1 h at constant  voltage  of  150 mV, and  the 
protein bands will migrate from  the top (>200 kDa) to  the middle (approx 
60-68  kDa)  of  the  gel  as  revealed  with  Coomassie  Blue  staining. 

3.  A  1-2% agarose  plug  in  the  stacking  gel is used  and  maintained at the  top  of  the 
10%  separating  gel  in  order  to  transfer  onto  nitrocellulose  the  high  molecular 
weight  crosslinked  proteins  retained  at  the  top  of  the  gel (see Note 8). 

4.  Western  blotting is performed  by  electrophoresing at 1 .O A  for  a  minimum of 1 h 
(max  of  2  h),  to  transfer  the  proteins  from  the  10%  SDS-PAGE  minigel  onto 
nitrocellulose  in  a Tridglycine buffer  containing  10%  methanol  followed  by 
blocking  the  nitrocellulose  membranes  for  30  min  with 5% PBS-nonfat  milk to 
prevent  nonspecific  antibody  binding. 

5. Incubate  the  nitrocellulose  blots  overnight  for  18  h at 4°C  with  primary  antibodies 
diluted  in  the  blocking  solution.  The  primary  antibodies  that  we  used,  but  for 
which  the  researcher is not  limited,  are  those  to  the  tau  protein  and  to  TGase.  The 
tau  antibodies  consisted  of  tau46, 1500 dilution;  PHF1, 1:lOO dilution; taul, 
1 : 1000  dilution;  tau2, 1 : 1000  dilution. The TGase  antibodies  such as anti-Factor 
XIIIa  and  antitissue  TGase  can be obtained  commercially  .(Calbiochem,  San 
Diego,  CA,  antifactor  XIIIa)  and  (NeoMarkers,  anti-TGase). 

6. Antimouse secondary antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase are 
used at dilutions of  1:300-1:500 diluted  in  the blocking solution for 2  h at 
room temperature. 

7. The chromagen  used  for  development  of  reaction  product is 4-chloronaphthol  for 
15-30 min. 

3.4. Ultrastructural Analysis 
1. To negative  stain  the  filaments  that  form  on  incubation  of  tau  proteins  with  TGase, 

absorb 5-10 pL of  sample  onto  carbon-coated  copper  electron  microscopy  grids, 
wash  with  100 mM ammonium  acetate,  and  stain  with 0.251% aqueous  uranyl 
acetate,  followed  by air drying. 

2.  For  negative  staining  and  immunoelectron  microscopy,  incubate 5-10 pL of 
sample (0.5-1 .O pg/pL of  htau40 + 1 .O pg/pL of  TGase + 2-50 mM CaClz at 37°C 
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for >2 h)  place  onto  carbon-coated  copper  electron  microscope  (EM)  grids  and 
wash  with  PBS  buffer. 

3. Block  these  grids  with 0.1% cold-water  fish  gelatin  in  PBS  for 10 min  prior  to 
incubating  with  primary  antibodies  for 30 min.  The  antibodies  used are anti-TGase 
and  anti-tau  antibodies  at  dilutions  used  for  Western  blotting. 

4. Rinse  the  grids  in  PBS  and  incubate  for 30 min  in  appropriate  antisecondary 
antibodies  conjugated  to 5-10 nm  collodial  gold at 1.0 mg/mL. 

5.  Rinse  these  grids  briefly  in  ddH20,  stain  with 0.25-1 .O% uranyl  acetate,  and  finally 
examine  by  EM  at 80 kV on  a  JEOL 100 CX  microscope (JEOL, Peabody, MA). 

3.5. Results Using the Previous  Techniques 
1. Western  analysis is used  to  verify  that  recombinant  tau  protein is obtained 

following  expression in our specified  vector  system. The tau  antibodies, in 
particular  tau2,  immunolabel  the  recombinant  tau in the  molecular  weight  range 
of 45-66 kDa.  In  addition,  following  incubation  of  the  purified  recombinant  tau 
with  TGase  and CaC12 for  2 h, tau2  immunolabeling  reveals  that  the  tau  protein 
is now  present on the  immunoblot  at  a  molecular  weight  of  >200  kDa.  This 
indicates  that  the  tau  protein  has  been  crosslinked  into  a  less  soluble  matrix. The 
controls for  this experiment used monodansylcadaverine (see Note 9 )  to 
demonstrate  that  the  complexed  tau  proteins at >200  kDa  were  indeed  crosslinked 
by  TGase  to  this  lysine  analog,  thereby  indicating  that  tau  is  a  very  good  substrate 
for  TGase  and  can be converted to a  less  soluble  form  by  this  enzyme. 

2.  Control  incubations:  Incubations  of  recombinant  tau  and  TGase  in  the  absence of 
CaC12 or when  using  EDTA (a  calcium  chelator)  in  the  incubation  mixture  results 
in  no  crosslinking  of  tau  into  higher  molecular  weight  complexes. 

3. Tau complexes  following  TGase  incubation:  Western  blotting of the  TGase 
crosslinked  tau  protein  will  reveal  that  the  complexed  tau is retained at the 
interface  of  the 10% separating  gel  portion  of  the  minigel  following  transfer to 
nitrocellulose.  This  retention of tau is apparent even after incubating the 
crosslinked  tau  mixture  in 4 M urea  and 1% SDS,  thereby  demonstrating  that 
TGase  catalyzed  crosslinking  converted  soluble  tau  into  a  relatively  insoluble 
matrix  because  soluble  proteins are resolvable at their  nominal  molecular  weights 
following  incubation  in  either  urea  or  SDS. 

4. Morphological  structures  and  their  immunogenicity:  In  control  experiments, 
neither  tau  nor  TGase  form  filaments  when  they are incubated  separately,  or 
incubated  together  without  calcium  activation.  Following  activation  with  calcium, 
tau  is  crosslinked  into  high  molecular  weight  complexes  that are immunoreactive 
with  both  anti-tau  and  anti-TGase  antibodies.  Immunolabeling  of  paired  helical 
filaments  derived  from  Alzheimer  brains  with  the  anti-TGase  antibodies  has  been 
demonstrated  previously (15). 

4. Notes 
1. Induction  with  IPTG  should be for  a  minimum  of 2.5 h. 
2. Incubation of the bacterial  culture  after IPTG induction  should be for a 

3. Ttvo to  four  500 mL flasks  of  bacteria  grown  to  an  OD  of 0.6-1.0 at 600 nm  is 
minimum  of 2 h. 

recommended  to  obtain  sufficient  yields  of  recombinant  tau  proteins. 
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4. Recombinant tau purified with this  protocol  will  be  at a concentration of 
1-10 mg/mL. 

5 .  Although  the  guinea  pig  TGase  from  Sigma is not  totally  pure,  in  our  hands  we 
have  found  that  we  obtain  very  good  crosslinking  and  activity  of  the  enzyme 
without  further  purification. 

6.  A  control  for  the  experiments  to  demonstrate  that  the  crosslinking  of  tau  proteins 
in  vitro  results in their  relative  insolubility,  which  is  comparable  to  that  of  the 
insoluble NFTsRHFs from  the  AD  brain,  is  to  isolate  the  insoluble  NFTs  and 
PHFs from the AD  brain. The isolation  procedure to obtain  these  insoluble 
complexes is a  modified  protocol  from  Gache et al. (29). Following  this  isolation, 
the  insoluble NFTsPHFs are  analyzed  in  a  manner  comparable  to  the  analysis  of 
the  crosslinked  tau  complexes  in  vitro.  This  analysis  provides  direct  comparison 
and  confirmation  of  in  vitro  crosslinking  of  tau  as  a  model  for  the  conversion  of 
the  tau  protein  into  insoluble  complexes  found  in  AD. 

7 .  Tau  proteins  purified  or  enriched  from  brain  tissues  also  can be used  in  place  of 
recombinant  tau  in  the  aforementioned  experiments. 

8. Examination  of  the  crosslinked  tau  proteins  by  SDS-PAGE  may  require  that  you 
use  a 1-2% agarose  plug  in  the  stacking  gel  in  order  to  retain  the  very  high 
molecular  weight  proteins  that  are  crosslinked  but  unable  to  migrate  into  the  10% 
SDS-PAGE  gel.  The  agarose  plug  can  be  transferred  to  nitrocellulose  for  Western 
blotting,  or it can be solubilized  by  heating,  and  the  proteins  trapped  in  this  gel 
can be analyzed  both  biochemically  and  ultrastructurally  by EM. 

9.  Crosslinked  recombinant  tau  with  monodansylcadaverine  can  be  demonstrated in 
two  ways:  (1)  by  immunolabeling  for  the  tau  protein,  and  (2)  by  viewing  under 
UV  light  because  monodansylcadaverine  fluoresces  under UV. 

10.  Recombinant  tau  that is crosslinked  by  TGase  in  the  presence of 50 mM CaClz is 
much  more  refractory  to  electrophoresis  than  when  using 2-5 mM CaC12, and 
one will find  that  the  complexed  tau  matrix  will  not  migrate  into  the  10%  separating  gel. 

11. TGase apparently may remain bound or incorporated to  its  substrate  on 
crosslinking  the  tau  protein  in  vitro.  This  result is to be expected  and  has  been 
demonstrated  previously  by  us (15) and  by  others (30). 

12.  The  primary  antibodies  to  recombinant  tau  that  we  found  worked  exceptionally 
well  were  those  from  the  following  individuals  who  we  thank  for  their  generous 
gifts:  Dr.  Lester  Binder  (Northwestern  University  Medical  School,  Department 
of Cellhlolecular Biology,  Chicago, IL) for  tau1  and  tau2, Dr.  Peter  Davies 
(Department  of  Pathology,  Albert  Einstein  College,  Bronx, NY) for  PHF1,  and 
Dr.  Virginia Lee (University of Pennsylvania, Department of  Pathology, 
Philadelphia, PA) for tau46. 

Other  tau  antibodies  have  been  found  to be useful  for  both  Western  blotting 
and  immunoelectron  microscopy, so one  should  not  be  limited  to  the  antibodies 
used  herein. 
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